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PREFACE.

mi.

THE following volumes contain the results of what is,

I believe, the first attempt to apply to Indian ethnography

the methods of systematic research sanctioned by the authority

of European anthropologists.

I am painfully aware that in many respects the work is

exceedingly imperfect, and can hardly claim to do more

than map out and define in View of further inquiry the large

field of research which had to be covered. In attempting

within a given time to draw up an ethnographic description

of the various castes and tribes found among the seventy

millions of people inhabiting the territory administered by

the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, it is diflicult, on the one

hand, to secure complete information regarding all the

groups which have to be dealt with, and on the other to

avoid making general statements concerning castes - as a

whole, which are only true of particular sections of those

castes. For this reason it has been decided to bring out at

first an official edition, and to invite criticism with the

object of supplying omissions and correcting mistakes. All

suggestions will be carefully considered, and the conclusions

to which they give rise embodied in a second edition.

It is hoped that criticisms may be sent in promptly enough

for this second edition to be brought out within eighteen

months’ or two years’ time. All communications on this

subject should be addressed to me at the Bengal Secretariat,

Calcutta.
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INTRODUCTORY ESSAY:

CASTE IN RELATION T0 MARRIAGE.

___4.___.

ON a stone panel forming part of one of the grandest

Buddhist monuments in India—the great tope at Sanchi—a

carving in low relief depicts a strange religious ceremony.

Under trees with conventional foliage and fruits, three

women, attired in tight clothing without skirts, kneel in

prayer before a small shrine or altar. In the foreground,

the leader of a procession of monkeys bears in both hands

a bowl of liquid and stoops to offer it at the shrine. His

solemn countenance and the grotesquely adoring gestures of

his comrades seem intended to express reverence and humil

ity. In the background four stately figures—two men and

two women—of tall stature and regular features, clothed in

flowing robes and wearing most elaborate turbans, look on

with folded hands and apparent approval

mg? "°° hm’ °f at this remarkable act of worship. Anti

quarian speculation has for the most part

passed the panel by unnoticed, or has sought to associate it

with some pious legend _of the life of Buddha. A larger

interest, however, attaches to the scene, if it is regarded as

the sculptured expression of the race sentiment of the Aryans

towards the Dravidians, which 1'11IlS through the whole course

of Indian tradition and survives in scarcely abated strength

at the present day. On this view the relief would belong to

the same order of ideas as the story in the Ramayana of

the army of apes who assisted Rama in the invasion of

Ceylon. It shows us the higher race on friendly terms with

the lower, but keenly conscious of the essential difference of

type and not taking part in the ceremony at which they

appear as patronising spectators. An attempt is made in the

following pages to show that the race sentiment, which this

b
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curious sculpture represents, so far from being a figment of

the intolerant pride of the Brahman, rests upon a foundation

of fact which scientific methods confirm, that it has shaped the

intricate groupings of the caste system, and has preserved

the Aryan type in comparative purity through.out Northern

India.

Some nine years ago, when the vast array of figures

called up by the last census of India was being gradually

worked into shape, it occurred to the Census Commissioner

that this costly statistical material might be made the basis

of an attempt to extend and systematise our knowledge of

the customs, beliefs, and occupations of the Indian people.

In August 1882, while the statistics of the census of

__ 1881 were still under compilation, Sir
Origin of ethno- _ _

graphic inquiry in William Plowden reported that the local

enga1' census ofiicers throughout India had been

directed not only to show the major castes and the

occupations under large general heads in their statistical

tables, but also to give in the body of their report the

numbers of all castes recorded, and the names of all

occupations followed by 10,000 persons or more in each

province. He then suggested that lists should be drawn

up for each district, showing separately the castes and

occupations found in each, with their vernacular desig

nations, to be followed by an abstract showing clearly to

what larger head, if any, each caste or occupation had been

attached. Finally, he proposed that when these lists had

been made out, detailed enquiries should be instituted

locally regarding any special caste or occupation about

which further information might seem desirable, and that the

result of these enquiries should be embodied in a memoran

dum to be appended to the district lists in question. In

a subsequent letter he drew attention to Mr. Denzil Ibbetson’s

Memorandum on Ethnological Enquiry in the Panjab,‘ and

1 This admirable pager is reprinted with Mr. Ibbetson’s permission as

Appendix III to the secor. volume.
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suggested that copies of it should be circulated to the district

ofiicials in other provinces, in order to assist them in collect

ing information regarding the castes and occupations of the

people. The Census Commissioner’s proposals were generally

approved by the Government of India and commended to the

consideration of the Local Governments and Administrations

in India, but in no Province besides Bengal was it found

possible to initiate any large scheme of enquiry. Early in

1884 the Government of Bengal recommended to the Govern

ment of India the appointment of the present writer for a

period of two years to conduct an enquiry into castes and

occupations throughout Bengal. “The results of the en

quiry,” it was said, “would be of great value in connection

with the next census; but it is still more important to observe

that, if the enquiry is postponed till after the next census, it

will be impossible to make it so complete as it can now be

made. The late census showed how rapidly the old aboriginal "

faiths are being effaced, and what progress is being made

in the absorption of the primitive races in the great system of

Hinduism. At the same time the opening of communications,

the increase in the facilities for travel, and the spread of

education, are tending to obliterate the land-marks of the

Hindu faith, to slacken the bonds of caste, and to provide .

occupations unknown to the ancient polity. There is

nothing to be gained, and much to be lost, by postponing

this important work. If it is not undertaken now, a mass

of information of unsurpassed interest will be lost to the J

world.” While thus laying stress on the importance of the

work, the Lieutenant-Governor considered that the oflicers

of the regular staff had not suflicient leisure to prosecute

ethnographic enquiries in addition to their ordinary duties;

while many of them had no special taste for such enquiries.

Moreover, as the chief value of the work would consist in

the comparative treatment of the customs of the same or

different castes in difierent districts of these provinces, it

was essential that this comparison should be made by a single

b 2
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ofiicer, who would have before him a large body of facts,

and would not be confined to the data obtainable within

a single district. The scheme was sanctioned by the Govern

ment of India and the Secretary of State; but, owing to

administrative reasons, efiect was not given to the appoint

ment till early in February 1885.

After making some experimental enquiries in Behar and

North-Eastem Bengal, and preparing a scheme for collecting

information regarding the castes and occupations of the

people in a systematic manner, I visited Lahore in March

1885 for the purpose of conferring with Mr. Denzil Ibbetson,

Director of Public Instruction in the Panjab, and Mr. J. C.

Nesfield, Inspector of Schools in Oudh, both of whom had

considerable experience in similar enquiries, and were in

a position to offer valuable advice on the subject. The

_ Conference sat from the 18th to the 22nd

Ethnographic Con- _ _

ference at Lahore: March, and drew up proceedings which

'*h"“' “°h°m°' will be found in Appendix II to the second

volume. One chief object of our deliberations was to secure,

so far as might be possible, that ethnographic researches

carried on in different Provinces of the Bengal Presidency

should proceed on the same general lines in order that their

results might be of some service to students of comparative

ethnology in Europe. We considered the question as to

the best means to be adopted to collect original data in

addition to those already on record in books, reports, and

publications of learned societies. For this purpose two sets

of questions were drawn up, which form annexures B and C

to the proceedings. The general series (annexure B) was

framed with the object of bringing out by as few and

as simple questions as possible the leading characteristics

of any particular caste. The special series (annexure G)

goes into more minute detail, and attempts to cover the main

heads of ethnographic enquiry in India. The former repre

sents the amount of original enquiry which we considered

might fairly be imposed upon the district staif, while the
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latter was intended for use only by those whom inclination

might lead to pursue the subject further. In order to guard

against the confusion which may arise from the ambiguous

use of words, we also prepared a note upon certain doubtful

points of ethnographic nomenclature, in which we attempt

ed to define, for the purpose of the proposed inquiries, the

principal terms ordinarily used to denote the various forms

of social organization prevalent in India. The endeavour

throughout was not so much to strike out new lines of

inquiry as to adapt the methods already sanctioned by

the approval of European men of science to the special

conditions which have to be taken account of in India. Con

siderable use was made of the series of questions or heads

of enquiry prepared by a committee of the Anthropological

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland in 1874, and to this

doubtless is owing the fact that when the proceedings of the

Conference were submitted for criticism to a number of

scientific experts and learned societies in Europe, we received

comparatively few complaints that subjects had been omitted

or inadequately dealt with. Use was also made of the set of

questions given in Mr. O. L. Tupper’s volumes on the Cus

tomary Law of the Panjzib.

The scheme of inquiry sketched by the Conference may

seem at first sight to cover a far wider

jest: ‘°i°“‘lfi° °b‘ range than can have been contemplated

by the Census Commissioner and the

Government of India. But this apparent extension was

found to be unavoidable directly the attempt was made to

give effect to the general idea thrown out by Mr. Plowden.

In dealing with the intricate fabric of social usage, it is

difiicult to define the component parts of the main subject

closely enough to distinguish minutely the point where

administrative utility fades away into scientific interest.

Most of all in the East, where religion, law, custom, and

morality are all inextricably mixed and jumbled up together,

would the attempt to attain such precision be futile and
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'sleading. It was understood, therefore, from the first that

the objects to be aimed at in the enquiry were partly scientific

and partly administrative. From the standpoint of the

modern science of anthropology, it was hoped that it might

be possible, by careful observation and record of the social

practices now prevailing in Bengal, to arrive at fresh data

throwing light on the ethnological problems which scientific

men, such as Sir John Lubbock, Sir Henry Maine, Mr. E. B.

T lor, Herr Bachofen, M. Fustel de Coulanges, and Herr

Ahlrhastiari, have discussed in Europe. The principal

points, which it was supposed a record of Indian custom might

help to clear up, are the early history of marriage, the develop

ment of the family, modes of relationship, the early history

of inheritance, and the growth of property in land. These

are some of the questions which European ethnologists are

interested in, and a distinct hope has already been express

ed by Sir Henry Maine that something may be done to

render available, for the use of scientific men in Europe, the

large body oi b rbarous or semi-barbarous custom, both Aryan _

‘and non-Aryan, which still survives in India. It was felt

that many of the ethnological speculations of recent years

have been based too exclusively upon comparatively unverified

accounts of the customs of savages of the lowest type ; that

the unrivalled opportunities for observation which European

oflicials in India possess have hitherto been imperfectly

utilised; and that such results as have been obtained have

been recorded in publications not readily accessible, and

without sufiicient regard to the lines of investigation pursued

by ethnologists in Europe. It was also apprehended that the

rapid spread of education, and the growth of practical intel

ligence in India, may lead, within the next generation, to

the abandonment of many practices which are of special

interest to ethnologists. Besides the general problems enu

merated above, there are various questions of special interest

to students of Indian history and literature, which may be

rendered more intelligible by an accurate record of the
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actual facts existing at the present day in respect of caste

arrangements.

From the administrative point of view, on the other

hand, many persons will set down the enquiry as practically

useless. Indian administration, it will be

said, is not made any more efiicient by

the elucidation of historical or pre-historic

problems. Such researches are in the nature of luxuries.

Government may countenance them in the same way and to

the same extent as it patronizes learned societies; but they

have no direct bearing upon the actual work of administration.

This view is, at first sight, plausible enough, but it i nores

the important fact that native societ is made u of a net

not ng is nown a out t e system upon w 1c the w ole

na 1V6 popu ation regu ates 1 s omes 1c an social relations.

relations in a satisfactory manner, an ethnographic survey of

Bengal, and a record of the customs of the people, is as neces

sary an incident of good administration as a cadastral survey

of the land and a record of the rights of its tenants. The

census provides the necessary statistics. It remains to bring

out the facts which lie behind the statistics. The relations of

different castes to the land, their privileges in respect of rent,

their relations to trade, their social status, their internal

organization, their rules as to marriage and divorce,—a1l

these are matters intimately concerned with practical admin

istration. For instance, the marriage and divorce customs

of the lower castes are constantly coming into the criminal

courts, and it would be a decided advantage to judicial

otficers if accurate information could be made available on

the subject. Again, the distribution of the various castes

in each district has a direct and important

‘agile re{’£';_'l"$ °“ bearing on the relief of distress, as different

classes of the population may require

Its administrative

objects.
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difl'erent modes of relief. In order to deal effectively with

a famine, we want to know what is the characteristic occupa

tion of each caste in the distressed area, what is their social

status, and from whose hands they can take cooked food

r sweetmeats, respectively, without losing caste. To our

ignorance of these peculiarities is due the loss of life which

so often results from the reluctance of people to come to

relief camps where they think their notions of purity of diet

are likely to be disregarded, or their caste endangered by

work which to them is degrading. There exists now in Orissa

a caste, called Chattar-khai, recorded in the lists of 1881,

which is made up of people who lost their caste in 1866 for

eating in relief-kitchens (c/zattras). The caste is divided

into an upper and a lower sub-caste—the former comprising

Brahmans, Karans, Khandaits and Gop-Goalas, the latter

consisting of the castes ranking below these in the social

scale. Members of each sub-caste marry within that group,

irrespective of the caste to which they originally belonged;

but no intermarriage is possible between members of the

two sub-castes. All Chattar-khais are entirely cut off from

their original castes. It can hardly be doubted that much

social misery must have been endured, before these people

adopted a solution so entirely at variance with the principles

in which they had been brought up, and that for one who

became a 0/zattar-lrluiri, many died of want.“ The same argu

ment applies to the working of primary village schools, and to

some kinds of land questions. Thus, the

ang‘:na1f,'f§g§_“°“i°““ Mundas in Loharduggu. and the Santals

in the Santal Parganas and elsewhere

put forward apparently fantastic claims to privileges in

respect of land, the clue to which is probably to be sought

in some traditional customary law peculiar to the Dravidian

races of Central India. Under the head of marriage, again,

an accurate knowledge of the practices actually prevailing

among the main body of the people, as distinguished from

the literate castes, could hardly fail to be an important factor
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in any influence that Government or unofficial bodies might,

at any time, bring to bear with the object of discouraging

infant-marriage or promoting the remarriage of widows

Social reforms are beginning to be discussed by the leader

of native society, and a time may come when Government

will be invited to exercise its influence in such matters. It

is clear, at any rate, that the more Government otficers know

about the religious and social customs of the people of their

districts, the better able they will be to deal either with the

possible social problems of the future, or with the practical

questions referred to above.

For these reasons it was decided by the Government of

Bengal to publish and circulate the ques

m£,‘:ine‘1_‘l;_"i“i‘t'“ti'° tions framed by the members of the

Conference, and to enlist the aid of the

district oflicers and of others who were in a position to

help in obtaining answers to them. Experience had shown

that a single person can do very little towards collecting

the requisite information within a given time. To elicit

facts by oral inquiry is necessarily a lengthy process,

and accuracy can only be secured by testing the statements

of particular individuals or groups of individuals by

numerous independent observations. On the other hand,

it was essential that no more labour than was absolutely

necessary should be thrown upon the regular administrative

staff, and particularly upon the district oflicers. Every dis

trict ofiicer was therefore requested to nominate from among

his subordinates one or more ofiicers who were qualified and

willing to assist, in addition to their ordinary work, in

collecting information for their respective districts or sub

divisions. The names ot' the oflicers selected were reported

to Government. They corresponded direct with the oflicer in

charge of the enquiry, who supplied them with copies in

English and vernacular of the general series of ethnographic

questions (enclosure B to the proceedings of the Conference),

and indicated what use should be made of these questions

in each district. The functions of the district oflicer in the
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matter were limited to seeing that the selected officers did

what was required of them within a reasonable time.

Through the agency of the district ofiicers, supple

mented by a good deal of personal enquiry and corres

pondence, were secured the services of 190 correspondents

scattered over every district of Bengal, and communicating

in their turn with an indefinite number of representatives

of the tribes and castes which formed the subjects of

enquiry.‘ Operations were based in the outset on a series

of statistical memoranda prepared by the Census Ofiice,

showing for every. thana (police circle),

Btggigs‘ °11 C6118“ subdivision, and district the strength of

each caste, the number of Mahomedans

(who in theory, at any rate, do not recognize caste),

and the occupations of both Hindus and Mahomedans.

Copies of these memoranda were sent to the correspond

ents in each district, and they were asked to obtain by

‘ The names of these gentlemen are shown in Appendix IV to the second

volume. The work entrusted to them was, with few exceptions, admirably done,

and to them, more than to any eflforts of my own, is due whatever measure of

success may have been attained. I may be permitted to take this opportunity of

specially acknowledging the very valuable assistance and advice which I received

from Dr. D. D. Cunningham, F.R.S., Professor of Physiology, Medical College,

Calcutta; from Messrs. W. B. Oldham and Denzil Ibbctson, of the Bengal Civil

Service; Mr. J. C. Nesfield, Inspector of Schools,Oudh; Mr. A. H. Giles, of

the Bengal Police; the Revd. L. Skrefsrud and Revd. A. Campbell, missionaries

to the Santiils; Mr. W. H. P. Driver, Emigration Agent, Iianchi; Babu‘Protab

Chandra Ghosha, Registrar of Calcutta ; Babu Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E., Deputy

Inspector of Schools; Mr. James Taylor, Tahsildar of Khandmals; Lala Sheo

Nandan Lal Ray, Deputy Collector, Patna; Babu Bepin Behary Mukherji, Deputy

Collector, Kandi; Babu Haris Chandra Rai, Assistant Superintendent of Ghatwali

Survey, Bankura. ;Babu Adya Nath Banerji, Head Assistant, Statistical Department,

Bengal Secretariat; and most of all from the late Babn Rakhal Das Haldér»

Manager of the Chutia Nagpur Raj. My most cordial acknowledgments are also

due to Babu Tara Pada Mukharji, of the Bengal Secretariat, who has acted as my

clerk throughout; and has done me invaluable service in revising proofs and

arranging matter; to Babu Kumnd Behari Saimanta, Civil Hospital Assistant, who

took nearly all of the measurements in Bengal, and made some useful ethno

graphic inquiries; to Chandi Singh, who, under Mr. N esfield's supervision, took

the measurements in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh; and to Civil

Hospital Assistant Alé.-ud-din, who did similar work in the Panjab, in addition to

his ordinary duties and without extra pay.
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personal enquiry, or by any means that seemed likely to

yield accurate results, replies to the shorter series of questions

for certain specified castes, and to elucidate, as briefly as

possible, the numerous obscure and unintelligible entries in

the memoranda which purported to be caste designations,

but could not readily be recognized as referable to any known

caste. Correspondents were also invited, if disposed to

travel beyond the range of the shorter questions, to make use

of the special questions annexed to the proceedings of the

Lahore Conference. With regard to the obscure entries, it

should perhaps be explained that all of

them were originally written in the local

vernacular by the Census enumerators, were then transliter

ated into English by temporary clerks, who often wrote

from dictation instead of reading the entries themselves,

and were set up in type from manuscript copied from this

transliteration. In this way the process of compilation

of itself opened the door to all kinds of mistakes. An un

usual caste appellation misunderstood and misspelled by an

ignorant enumerator might be misread by a clerk of small

local experience, and finally be transformed past all recog

nition by a printer’s error. For instance, in one of the

police circles of the Patna district a. number of persons were

entered under the name tg';'ra. No such caste or sub-caste as

tzjra exists, and the word was therefore taken to be a misprint

for Infra, a eunuch or hermaphrodite. It being, however,

primd facie unlikely that so many as 139 persons of both

sexes in one tkdnd should come under this category, I made

further enquiry into the matter, and ascertained that the

people in question were Dosadhs, who had described them

selves by the common padabi (title) of .H¢ijra. What seems

to have happened is this: The enumerator who filled in the

schedule wrote Ilrijra in Urdu, possibly omitting the alaf.

This was transliterated as Hzjra, and eventually printed as

Tg';'ra. The case is worth quoting as an instance of the

transformation which perfectly simple words may undergo

Obscure entries.
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when the process of transliteration has to be performed by

a temporary establishment of clerks on alarge scale and under

great pressure as to time. But actual errors and misprints,

though they form a large proportion of the unintelligible

entries in the schedules of an Indian census, by no means

account for the whole. Names of small castes, of religious

sects, of sections or septs, titles, family names, names of

occupations, trades, etc., are, in our present stage of

knowledge regarding the internal structure of Indian social

groups, almost equally diflicult to identify, even when no

clerical error has occurred in the triple process of writing in

the local vernacular, transliterating, and finally printing them.

Before such names are finally banished in the Census Report

to the large group set down as “unknown,” elaborate

attempts have to be made to elucidate them, and the corre

spondence carried on with this object between the Deputy

Superintendent of Census and the district officers adds mate

rially to the cost of the census, as the work of tabulation is

delayed and an expensive establishment maintained while

enquiries are being carried on. It was therefore for sound

administrative reasons that Mr. J. A. Bourdillon, Deputy

Superintendent of Census for Bengal, expressed a hope that

“something would be done before the next census comes

round to prepare a dictionary of castes and a proper classi

fication of occupations. Hundreds of names of castes, clans,

or families (containing, however, very few members in most
cases) have been unavoidably relegated to the ‘unklnown’

group, because no one could say to what main caste they

belong. As to occupations, as has been explained long

since, the English system of classification is utterly unsuited

to this country and completely destroys all sense of propor

tion between the dijferent groups, as may be judged from

the fact that, according to it, ‘tenant-cultivator,’ ‘farmer’s

'_ daughter,’ ‘ hangman,’ and ‘ crocodile-catcher ’ are all placed

iupon the same level, and are all considered as principal

occupations of the people of these provinces.”
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In organizing the enquiry the object kept in view

throughout was to multiply independent

observations and to give as much play as

possible to the working of the comparative method. The

local correspondents were instructed to extend their inquiries

over a wide field, to mistrust accounts published in books,

to deal with the people direct, and to go for their informa

tion to the persons most likely to be well informed on

questions of custom, such as priests, marriage brokers,

genealogists, headmen of caste pancluiyats, and the like.

When reports were received, they were tested by comparison

with notes on the same caste collected by myself, with reports

by other correspondents in the same or difi"erent districts,

with accounts already published, and with Dr. Wise’s unpub

lished notes. Correspondents were invited to clear up dis

crepancies thus brought to notice, and frequently an entire

report was sent back, with marginal annotations, for further

inquiry upon points which appeared to be doubtful. As the

inquiry proceeded, several special subjects were taken up

and examined in circular letters addressed to all correspond

cnts with the object of summarising the general results

ascertained up to a certain stage, and thus indicating lines of

inquiry which might lead to fuller results.

An elaborate study of the castes of Eastern Bengal was

made by the late Dr. James Wise, who

was for ten years Civil Surgeon of Dacca,

and in that capacity had great opportunities of observing the

social life of the people. I quote from a letter written to me

by him in July 1885, not long before his death, a description

of the admirable method which he adopted for the collection of

evidence of custom :—“ My system was as follows: Mr. H; M.

Weathrall, District Superintendent of Police at Dacca in

my day, who spoke rural Bengali as well as any native,

accompanied me whenever I started on a tour. Having

ascertained where any caste predominated, we went there,

and invited the Purohit and headmen to meet us. Having

Method of working.

Dr. James Wise.
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wrung from them every particular and written down the

result at once, we did the same wherever another settle

ment of the caste was found. On comparing the records,

we arrived at the conclusion given in my notes. If still

in doubt, we tested the facts by a third or even a fourth

visit. I know of no plan so likely to elicit truth as this.”

Working on these lines, Dr. Wise collected during his

residence at Dacca a very considerable mass of original

information concerning the religion, customs, and occupa

tions of the population of Eastern Bengal as represented by the

inhabitants of the Dacca district. His notes also contain

copious references to the special literature of the subject, and

indicate very wide reading. It seems to have been his

intention to prepare an exhaustive illustrated monograph on the

ethnography of that part of Bengal; and with this view

he employed a professional photographer to take a series of

nearly two hundred photographs of representative types and

groups of all classes of the people. The greater portion of

his materials was provisionally worked up by him into a

volume, which he modestly designated “ Notes on the Races,

Castes, and Trades of Eastern Bengal,” but only a dozen

copies of this appear to have been printed, and Dr. Wise

declined to publish any part of it until it had been tested by

further and fuller enquiry. In the cold weather of 1884-85

he visited India, and made a tour in Dacca with this object;

but even then, from mistaken diffidence as to his literary

capacity, he deferred the commencement of his systematic

work, and it is impossible to gather from his papers what

form he had intended it to take. In the course of this

visit to India, Dr. Wise discussed with me the scheme of an

ethnographic survey of Bengal, which was then under

consideration, and made over to me the printed portion

of his notes for any use that I might think fit to make of

them. At the time of his death, which occurred suddenly

on the 11th of July 1886, he had before him, and was,

I believe, inclined to accept, a proposal which I made
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to him, that we should collaborate for the production of

a book on the ethnography of the territories under the

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. Some months later the

whole of his papers were made over to me by Mrs. Wise on

the understanding that after testing the data contained in

them as far as possible in the manner contemplated by

Dr. Wise himself, I should incorporate the results in the ethno

graphic volumes of the present work, and, by dedicating those

volumes to Dr. Wise, should endeavour to preserve some

record, however imperfect, of the admirable work done by

him during his service in India. Mrs. Wise also sent me the

negatives taken under her husband’s supervision in or about

1874 in the belief that these could be used for the purpose of

illustration. For several reasons this has been found impos

sible. Not only would the expense of reproducing them by

any permanent process be greater than the Government of

Bengal could properly be asked to incur, but the introduction

of photographs of the types of one (and that by no means the

most interesting) part of Bengal would necessarily have

involved the preparation of similar illustrations for the other

parts—an undertaking which would have cost a very large

sum, and would have indefinitely delayed the completion of

the present work.

During several years of district work in Chota Nagpore,

The advance of and ‘again while organizing the recent

Brahmanism at the inquiry, some special Opportunities have

present time.

. come in my way of observing the pro

gress of the great religious and social movement described

by Sir Alfred Lyall as “ the gradual Brahmanising of

the aboriginal, non-Aryan, or casteless tribes.”‘ That

this movement is progressing on a large scale is beyond

doubt; but it by no means maintains a uniform character

throughout its sphere of action, and it includes in Bengal

~

' Asiatic Studies, p. 102.
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at least four distinct processes, which may be analysed as

follows :-—

l. The leading men of an aboriginal tribe, having some

how got on in the world and become independent landed

proprietors, manage to enrol themselves in one of the leading

castes. They usually set up as Rajputs; their first step

being to start a Brahman priest, who invents for them a

mythical ancestor, supplies them with a family miracle con

nected with the locality where their tribe are settled, and

discovers that they belong to some hitherto unheard-of clan

of the great Rajput community. In the earlier stages of

their advancement they generally find great difiiculty in

getting their daughters married, as they will not marry within

their own tribe, and Rajputs of their adopted caste will of

course not intermarry with them. But after a generation or

two their persistency obtains its reward, and they intermarry,

if not with pure Rajputs, at least with a superior order of

manufactured Rajputs, whose promotion into the Brahmani

cal system dates far enough back for the steps by which it

was gained to have been forgotten. Thus a real change of

blood may take place; while in any caste the tribal name is

completely lost, and with it all possibility of accurately sepa

rating this class of people from the Hindus of purer blood,

and of assigning them to any particular non-Aryan tribe.

They have been absorbed in the fullest sense of the word,

and henceforth pose, and are locally accepted, as high-caste

Hindus. All stages of the process, family miracle and all,

can be illustrated by actual instances taken from the leading

families in Chota Nagpore.

2. A number of aborigines embrace the tenets of a

Hindu religious sect, losing thereby their tribal name and

becoming ‘ ‘shnabs, Ramayats, and the like. Whether

there is any iixture of blood or not will depend upon local

circumstances and the rules of the sect regarding inter

marriage. Anyhow the identity of the converts as aborigines
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is usually, though not invariably, lost, and this also may

therefore be regarded as a case of true absorption.

3. A whole tribe of aborigines, or a large section of

a tribe, enrol themselves in the ranks of Hinduism under the

style of a new caste, Which, though claiming an origin of

remote antiquity, is readily distinguishable by its name from

any of the standard and recognized castes. Thus the great

majority of the ‘Kochh inhabitants of Rungpore now invari

ably describe themselves as Rajbansis or Bhanga Kshatriyas—

a designation which enables them to represent themselves as

an outlying branch of the Kshatriyas who fled to North

Eastern Bengal in order to escape from the wrath of Parasu

Rama. They claim descent from Raja Dasarath, father of

Rama; they keep Brahmans, imitate the Brahmanical ritual

in their marriage ceremony, and have begun to adopt the

Brahmanical system of gotras. In respect of this last point

they are now in a curious state of transition, as they have

all hit upon the same gotra (Kasyapa), and thus habitually

transgress the primary rule of the Brahmanical system,

which absolutely prohibits marriage within the gotra. But

for this defect in their connubial arrangements—a defect

which will probably be corrected in a generation or two as

they and their puro/nits rise in intelligence—there would

be nothing in their customs to distinguish them from

Aryan Hindus, although there has been no mixture of blood,

and they remain thoroughly Kochh under the name of

Rajbansi.

4. A whole tribe of aborigines, or a section of a tribe,

(become gradually converted to Hinduism without, like the

Rajbansis, abandoning their tribal designation. This is

what is happening among the Bhumij of Western Bengal.

Here a pure Dravidian race have lost their origin .' Qjanguage,

and now speak only Bengali: they worship im 1du gods

in addition to their own (the tendency being Hie relegate

the tribal gods to the women), and the more advanced

among them employ Brahmans as family priests. They

C
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still retain a set of totemistic exogamous subdivisions closely

resembling those of the Mundas and the Santals, but they

are beginning to forget the totems which the names of the

subdivisions denote, and the names themselves will probably

soon be abandoned in favour of more aristocratic desig

nations. The tribe will then have become a caste, and will

go on stripping itself of all customs likely to betray its

true descent. The physical characteristics of its members

will alone survive. After their transformation into a caste,

the Bliumij will be more strictly endogamous than they were

as a tribe, and even less likely to modify their physical type

by intermarriage with other races.

There is every reason to suppose that the movement, of

Probably typical of which certain phases are roughly sketched

its advance in the above, has been going on for many

past centuries, and that, although at the

present day its working can probably be most readily ob

served in Chota Nagpore, the Orissa hills, and parts of

Eastern and Northern Bengal, it niust formerly have operated
on a similar scale in Bengal Proper and Behar. The well-A

known tenth chapter of Mann, which endeavours to account

_ for the existence of the non-Aryan castes by representing

them as the offspring of marriages between the four original

castes, gives clear indications that in Manu’s time, fixed by

Burnell at 500 A.D., some of the non-Aryan races had

already begun to intrude upon the Brahmanical caste system,

While others were still in the tribal stage. Arguing from

facts now observable, it seems likely that some of the castes

alleged by Manu to be the result of more or less compli

cated crosses are really tribes which had lost their identity like

the Rajbansis; for at the present day, if we look merely to

customs, ceremonies, and the like, we find in the majority

of cases that the admission of a tribe into the Hindu

' community results after a generation or two in the practical

disappearance of the tribe as such. Its identity can no

longer be traced by direct enquiry from its members, or
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inferred from observation of their usages. The Rajbansi

and the Bhumij are instances of tribes in an early stage of

transition, whose antecedents can be accurately determined.

Later on not only do distinctive customs fall into disuse, but

the tribe itself, after its promotion to the rank of a caste,

breaks up into a number of endogamous groups, each of

which practically forms a separate caste. But even in this

extreme case the physical characteristics which distinguished

the tribe tend on the whole to be preserved; and it is this

persistence of the type which accounts for the differences of

feature, which, though only definable by scientific methods,

are marked enough to render it possible within certain limits

to make a fair guess at a man’s caste from his personal

appearance.

These general impressions regarding the differences of

physical type observable within the range of the recognized

caste organization, coupled with the difliculty of throwing

much light upon the true origin of the

lower and intermediate castes by collating

customs and ceremonies which they have

borrowed in the most liberal fashion from the higher castes,

suggested to me the possibility of applying to the leading

tribes and castes of Bengal the methods of recording and

comparing typical physical characteristics which have yielded

valuable results in other parts of the world. Those methods

ight, it seemed, enable us to detach considera~

non-Aryans from the general body of Hindus, and to refer

them, if not to the individual tribes to which they originally

belonged, at least to the general category of non-Aryans,

and perhaps to such specific stocks as Dravidian, Lohitic, )

Tibetan, and the like. If, for example, in Europe, where

the crossing of races constantly obscures their true aflinities,

the examination of statistics drawn from physical measure

ments has been found to throw light upon the distribution

of different race stocks in the population, a similar analysis

of the leading tribes and castes in Bengal, where crossing

Resort to anthropo

mctry.

0 2
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operates only on a comparatively small scale, would primd

facie appear likely to enable us to determine the divergence

of each of these aggregates from known Aryan or non

Aryan types. Such an analysis would, it was thought,

he regarded with approval by the leaders of the Hindu

community in all parts of Bengal, among whom both the

orthodox and the advanced lay considerable stress upon the

purity of their Aryan descent: it would appeal in some

measure to scientific men in Europe, and the results would

command whatever political value may attach to the demon

tration that a given population either is or is not composed

f homogeneous ethnic elements.

The necessity of applying some exact method was

strengthened by the publication of Mr. J.

ofMc:'fl1;"'fi°1d" th°°'7 C. Nesfield’s “ Brief Vzew of the Uaste System

of the N0rth- Western Provinces and Oudh.”

In this remarkable work, which bears throughout the impress

of Comte’s historical and philosophical speculations, the view

is put forward that “the bond of sympathy or interest which

first drew together the families or tribal fragments, of which

a caste is composed, and formed them into a new social

unit, was not, as some writers have alleged, community of

creed or community of kinship, but community of function.

Function, and function only, as I think, was the found

ation upon which the whole caste system of India was

uilt up.” In introducing his theory Mr. Nesfield points

out in language which leaves little to be desired on the score

of clearness and emphasis, that it is incompatible “with the

modern doctrine which divides the population of India

into Aryan and aboriginal. It presupposes an unbroken

continuity in the national life from one stage of culture to

another, analogous to what has taken place in every other

country in the world whose inhabitants have emerged from

the savage state. It assumes, therefore, as its necessary

basis, the unity of the Indian race. While it does not deny

that a race of ‘white-complexioned foreigners,’ who called
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themselves by the name of Arya, invaded the Indus valley

vici Kabul and Kashmir some four thousand years ago and

imposed their language and religion on the indigenous races

by whom they found themselves surrounded, it nevertheless

maintains that the blood imported by this foreign race

became gradually absorbed into the indigenous, the less

yielding to the greater, so that almost all traces of the

conquering race eventually disappeared, just as the Lombard

became absorbed into the Italian, the Frank into the Gaul,

the Roman (of Roumania) into the Slav, the Greek (of

Alexandria) into the Egyptian, the Norman into the French

man, the Moor (of Spain) into the Spaniard; and as the

Norwegians, Germans, etc., are at this day becoming

absorbed into Englishmen in North America, or as the

Portuguese (of India) have already become absorbed into

Indians. I hold that for the last three thousand years at

least no real difference of blood between Aryan and aborig

inal (except perhaps in a few isolated tracts, such as Raj

putana, where special causes may have occurred to prevent

the complete amalgamation of race) has existed; and the

physiological resemblance observable between the various

classes of the population, from the highest to the lowest, is

an irrefragable proof that no clearly defined racial distinc

tion has survived-—a kind of evidence which ought to carry

much greater weight than that of language, on which so

many fanciful theories of ethnology have been lately found

ed. Language is no test of race; and the question of caste

is not on~ltme. Nothing has tended

to complicate the subject of caste so much as this intrusion of

a philological theory, which within its own province is one

of the most interesting discoveries of modern times, into a

field of enquiry with which it has no connection. The

‘ Aryan brother’ is indeed a much more mythical being than

Rama or Krishna, or any other of the popular heroes of

Hindu tradition whom writers of the Aryan school have
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vainly striven to attenuate into solar myths. The amal

gamation of the two races (the Aryan and the Indian) had
i been completed in the Panjab as we may gather from the

Institutes of Mann) before the Hindu, who is the result of

this amalgamation, began to extend his influence into the

Ganges valley, where by slow and sure degrees he dissem

inated among the indigenous races those social and reli

gious maxims which have been spreading wider and wider

ever since throughout the continent of India, absorbing

one after another, and to some extent civilizing, every

indigenous race with whom they are brought into contact,

raising the choice spirits of the various tribes into the

rank of Brahman or Chhatri, and leaving the rest to rise

or fall in the social scale according to their capacities and

opportunities. ”

A theory which assumed so scientific a form and led up

to such important social and political

conclusions was obviously entitled to be

tried by a more precise test than the

vague personal impressions concerning the physical type

and race affinities of particular castes or tribes which figure

so largely in Indian ethnological literature. Evidence showing

resemblances or differences of custom, religion, social status,

culture and profession would clearly afford no sure grounds

for criticizing an hypothesis based on the assumption of the

substantial identity in physical type of the numberless dis

tinct aggregates which make up the population of India.

Once concede this identity of type, and the question of the

real origin of Indian caste recedes into a dim pre-historic

distance, where it would be waste of labour to attempt to

follow it. If it were really true, as Mr. Nesfield supposes,

that “the great majority of Brahmans are not of lighter

complexion or of finer and better bred features than any

other caste :” if, to quote another passage, a stranger walking

through the class-rooms of the Sanskrit College at Benares

Necessity for test

ing it.
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“would never dream of supposing that the students seated

before him were distinct in race and blood from the

scavengers who swept the roads,” we might either accept

Mr. Nesfield’s hypothesis on the ground that it is as likely

to be true as any other, or might put the problem aside

altogether for the sutficient reason that no data would be

available for its solution. If, on the other hand, as many

competent observers hold, marked differences of type may

be traced within the limits of the caste system, the modern

system of anthropometry might, it seemed, be relied upon,

if applied on a sufficiently large scale, to distinguish some

of the leading types, and perhaps even to furnish a clue

to their origin. It would at any rate form an effective,

if not a conclusive, test of the validity of the assumption

on which Mr. Nesfield’s theory rests, while it might, at the

same time, contribute materially to the solution of other

problems concerning the true aflinities of particular tribes or

groups of tribes.

Starting with this general idea, I wrote to Professor

Flower, F.R.S., Director of the Natural History Department

of the British Museum, explaining the nature of the enquiry

on which I was engaged and the particular difficulty which

I desired to overcome, and asked for his advice as to the

character and number of the measurements to be taken, the

apparatus which should be used, and the form in which the

results should be recorded. In a long letter, discussing the

subject very thoroughly, Professor Flower

°P£§:’)f1°_"°' m°w°""‘ observed: — “I entirely agree with you tha

physical characters are the best—in fact,

I may say the only true—tests of race, that is, of real affinity.

Language, customs, etc., may help or give indications, but

they are often misleading. Therefore the physical examin

ation which you propose to make of the tribes of the Indian

empire will be most important. The difliculty, however, is to

define and test these characters. I have endeavoured, in my

last address to the Anthropological Institute, to formulate what
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is known of the differences between the great divisions of the

human race, and these are easy enough when we meet with

pure examples. There is of course no mistaking a Mongol

Tartar, a pure Caucasian, or a Negro. But the differences

you will meet with among the different tribes of India are

much more difficult of discrimination; for although you may

have a Mongolic element along the northern and eastern

frontier, and possibly a Negro or Negrito element forming

a substratum of the population in the southern part of the

Peninsula, I take it that the great mass of the people of

India Proper belong to the great division of the human

species, which (for want of a better name) may still be called

Caucasian, and whether Aryan, Dravidian, or whatever else,

will be found to agree in their main physical characteristics,

although they may possibly be separated by slight characters,

which would be elucidated by such an investigation as that

you have in hand. Such characters will in my opinion

be found chiefly in the features and not in the pro

portions of the cranium: the shape of the nose, mouth,

and cheeks, though so diflicult of definition, are wonderfully

characteristic of sub-races. Of course they vary indjvi.

dually, but averages can be obtained from large numbers

which should be pretty constant. The nasal index (height

and breadth of nose compared) is perhaps the most valuable

means of distinguishing races in the skull, and I should

think it ought also to be the same in the living. As far as

I have been able to observe, the proportions of the cranium

(when a suflicient number are observed) are pretty constant

throughout the whole Indian peninsula, ranging between

dolicho and meso-cephaly, the only tendency to brachy

cephaly being where the Mongolic element has been intro

duced in the north.”

For fuller instructions concerning the mode of opera

tions to be followed, Professor Flower

referred me to the exhaustive work “Les

Elléments d’Antkrop0Z0_qz1e G'e’ne'raZe,” by

A nthropometric

scheme.
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Dr. Paul Topinard, Professor of the School of Anthropol

ogy and Secretary to the Anthropological Society of Paris.

Having satisfied myself that Professor Topinard’s instruc

tions for dealing with living subjects, and the instruments

prescribed by him, were applicable to Indian conditions, I

proceeded, after making some experimental measurements in

Rangpur, to frame a complete scheme for giving effect to his

system in Bengal. This scheme was submitted to Professors

Flower and Topinard for criticism, and, after having received

their approval, was sanctioned by the Government of Bengal,

the services of Civil Hospital Assistant Babu Kumud Behari

Sémanta, then attached to the Tibet Mission, being placed at

my disposal for the purpose of taking measurements. After

some experience had been gained in the working of the

system in Bengal, proposals were drawn up for extending it

to other parts of India. In the North-\Vest Provinces Sir

Alfred Lyall sanctioned a special grant of Rs. 1,000 for

instruments, measuring agency, etc., and a fine series of

measurements were taken by Chandi Singh, an ex-pupil of

the Balrampur Medical School, under the supervision of

Mr. J. C. Nesfield, Inspector of Schools for Oudh, himself

a high authority upon the castes of that part of India. A

small but interesting set of measurements was also taken in

the Panjab by Civil Hospital Assistant Ala-ud-din under the

V supervision of Deputy Surgeon-General Stephen. In every

case the measurers were taught the use of the instruments by

me, and were supplied with printed instructions, defining the

procedure with extreme minuteness of detail, and discussing

at length a variety of difiiculties which experience had

suggested to me.

Before attempting to sketch the main results of the

Bengal inquiries we may pause for a moment to take stock

of our terminology. Thanks to Sir John Lubbock and

Dr. E. B. Tyler, the study of ethnography

has of late years begun to be understood

in England. “It embraces,” says M. Eliseo Reclus, “the

Ethnography defined.
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descriptive details, and ethnology the rational exposition, of

the human aggregates and organizations known as hordes,

clans, tribes, and nations, especially in the earlier, the savage,

and barbarous stages of their progress.” In other words,

ethnography collects and arranges large masses of social data;

ethnology applies the comparative method of investigation,

and frames by this means hypotheses concerning the origin

of the tribes themselves.

The less familiar anthropometry has an ancient and

curious history. By its aid the Egyptian sculptors of Carnac

and Memphis worked out an artistic canon of the ideal pro

portions of the human figure, the influence of which may be

traced in Greek art, which was studied by Da Vinci and

Diirer, and which has descended to French studies in the

form given to it by their contemporary Jean Cousin. Its

latest application may be witnessed in a branch of the

Prefecture of Police at Paris, where the features and limbs of

convicted criminals are measured under scientific supervision,

and the results recorded with a View to tracing their identity

in future. For our present purpose an

thropometry may be defined as the science

which seeks, by measuring certain leading physical charac

ters, such as the stature and the proportions of the head,

features, and limbs, to ascertain and classify the chief types

of mankind, and eventually by analysing their points of

agreement and difference to work back to the probable origin

of the various race-stocks now traceable. Like ethnography

and ethnology, it forms part of the circle of studies grouped

together under the head of anthropology.

Looked at merely as a scientific experiment, an anthro

pometric examination of even a small fraction of the people

of India promised to yield results of no ordinary interest.

Nowhere else in the world do we find the population of

a large continent broken up into an infinite number of mutu

ally exclusive aggregates, the members of which are forbidden

by an inexorable social law to marry outside of the group

Anthropometry.
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to which they themselves belong. Whatever may have

been the origin and the earlier developments of the caste

system, this absolute prohibition of mixed marriages stands

forth at the present day as its essential

favI(’)‘$’;'l‘1,hrf)‘l’)',‘)‘Ilnl:lt°”‘ and most prominent characteristic, and

Ty.

the feeling against such unions is so

deeply engrained in the people that even the Theistic and

reforming sect of the Brahmo Samaj has found a difliculty

in freeing itself from the ancient prejudices. In a society

thus organized, a society sacrificing everything to pride of

blood and the idea of social purity, it seemed that differences

of physical type, however produced in past time, might be

expected to manifest a high degree of persistence, and that

the science which seeks to trace and express such differences

would find a peculiarly favourable field for its operations.

In Europe anthropometry has to confess itself hindered, if not

baflled, by the constant intermixture of races which tends to

obscure and confuse the data arrived at by measurement. In

a country where such intermixture is to a large extent elimin

ated, there were grounds for believing that divergent types

would reveal themselves more clearly, and that their charac

teristics would fumisb some clue to their original race

affinities.

Apart from these special conditions, the necessity of

having recourse to methods of research more exact in their

character and less misleading in their results than the mere

collation of customs and beliefs is brought into prominence

by the transformation which religion is gradually bringing

about in Indian society. At the risk of driving patient

analogy too hard, we may perhaps venture to compare

the social gradations of the Indian caste

system to a series of geological deposits.

The successive strata in each series occupy

a definite position determined by the manner of their form

ation, and the varying customs in the one may be said to

represent the fossils in the other. The lowest castes preserve

Stratification of

caste.
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the most primitive customs, just as the oldest geological

formations contain the simplest forms of organic life. Thus

the totems or animal-names, by which the Mundas and Oraons

regulate their matrimonial arrangements, give place, as we

travel upwards in the social scale, to group-names based upon

local and territorial distinctions, while in the highest castes

kinship is reckoned by descent from personages closely

resembling the eponymous heroes of early Greek tradition.

Even the destructive agencies to which the imperfection of

the geological record is attributed have their parallel in the

transforming influence by which the two great religions of

modern India, Brahmanism and Islam, have modified the

social order. A curious contrast may be discerned in their

methods of working and in the results which they produce.

Islam is a force of the volcanic sort, a burning and

integrating force, which, under favourable conditions, may

even make a nation. It melts and fuses together a whole

series of tribes, and reduces their internal structure to one

uniform pattern, in which no survivals of pre-existing usage

can be detected. The separate strata dis

,a!§l”d“ism "ml I5‘ appear; their characteristic fossils are

crushed out of recognition, and a solid

mass of law and tradition occupies their place. Brahmanism

knows nothing of open proselytism or forcible conversion,

and attains its end in a different and more subtle fashion,

for which no precise analogue can be found in the physical

world. It leaves existing aggregates very much as they

were, and so far from welding them together, after the

manner of Islam, into larger cohesive aggregates, tends rather

to create an indefinite number of fresh groups; but every

tribe that passes within the charmed circle of Hinduism

inclines sooner or later to abandon its more primitive usages

or to clothe them in some Brahmanical disguise. The strata,

indeed, remain, or are multiplied; their relative positions

are, on the whole, unaltered; only their fossils are meta

morphosed into more advanced forms. One by one the
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ancient totems drop ofi, or are converted by a variety of

ingenious devices into respectable personages of the standard

mythology ; the fetish gets a new name, and is promoted to

the Hindu Pantheon in the guise of a special incarnation of

one of the greater gods; the tribal chief sets up a family

priest, starts a more or less romantic family legend, and in

course of time blossoms forth as a new variety of Rajput.

His people follow his lead, and make haste to sacrifice their

women at the shrine of social distinction. Infant-marriage

with all its attendant horrors is introduced; widows are

forbidden to marry again; and divorce, which plays a great

and, on the whole, a useful part in tribal society, is sum

marily abolished. Throughout all these changes, which

strike deep into the domestic life of the people, the fiction is

maintained that no real change has taken place, and every

one believes, or affects to believe, that things are with them;

as they have been since the beginning of time.

It is curious to observe that the operation of these

tendencies has been quickened, and the sphere of their action

enlarged, by the great extension of railways which has taken

place in India during the last few years. Both Benares and

Manchester have been brought nearer to their customers, and

have profited by the increased demand for their characteristic

wares. Siva and Krishna drive out the

tribal gods as surely as grey shirtings

displace the more durable hand-woven

cloth. Pilgrimages become more pleasant and more popular,

and the touts, who sally forth from the great religious

centres to promote these pious excursions, find their task easier

and their clients more open to persuasion than was the case

even twenty years ago. A trip to Jagannath or Gya is no

longer the formidable and costly undertaking that it was.

The Hindu peasant who is pressed to kiss the footprints of

Vishnu, or to taste the hallowed rice that has been offered to

the Lord of the World, may now reckon the journey by days

instead of months. He need no longer sacrifice the savings

Railways and reli

gion.
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of a lifetime to this pious object, and he has a reasonable

prospect of returning home none the worse for a week’s

indulgence of religious enthusiasm. Even the distant Mecca

has been brought, by means of Messrs. Cook’s steamers and

return-tickets, within the reach of the faithful in India; and

the influence of Mahomedan missionaries and return pilgrims

has made itself felt in a quiet but steady revival of orthodox

usage in Eastem Bengal.

Rapidly as the levelling and centralising forces do their

work, a considerable residue of really primitive usage still

resists their transforming influence. The

0133"” 1“ “‘1“i°“ t° race element remains, for the most part,

I untouched. Diversity of type is still the

rule, and identity the exception among the manifold groupings

of the Indian people. To a practised eye the personal

appearance of most Hindus gives a fairly accurate clue to

their caste; and within certain limits it is even possible to

determine the strata of the population to which given sections

of Mahomedans must have belonged before their conversion

to Islam.

The scientific methods which anthropometry prescribes

attempt to fix vague personal impressions

by reducing them to statistical formulas.

No one could mistake a Brahman for a

Kol, but the most minute verbal description of their charac

teristic differences of feature falls far short of the numerical

analysis that can be arrived at by measuring specific dimen

sions of the head, nose, cheekbones, orbits, forehead, and

zygomatic arches, and working out their proportions by the

system of indices invented by the Swedish anthropologist,

Anders Retzius, in 1842. Add to these weight, stature, and

the facial angle devised by Cuvier, extend the observations to

about a hundred specimens of each group, and it will be

found that the averages calculated from this mass of figures

bring out a uniform tribal type to which all individuals

tend to conform. The data thus obtained from nearly

The method of an

thropometry.
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6,000 persons, representing 89 of the leading castes and

tribes in Northern India, from the Bay

D,?,§r§§,ntf7?,§:fi£g:’ of Bengal to the frontiers of Afghanistan,

Md‘ enable us to distinguish two extreme

types of feature and physique, which may be provisionally

described as Aryan and Dravidian. A third type which

in some respects may be looked upon as intermediate

between these two, while in other, and perhaps the

most important, points it can hardly be deemed Indian at

all, is found along the northern and eastern borders of

Bengal. Its most prominent characters are a relatively short

(brachycephalic) head; a broad face; a short, wide nose, very

low in the bridge, and in extreme cases almost bridgeless; high

and projecting cheekbones,. and eyelids peculiarly formed so

as to give the impression that the eyes are obliquely set in the

head. With this type, which may conveniently be described

as Mongoloid, we have for our present purpose no immediate

concern. Except in the districts of Assam and North-Eastern

of caste as it now exists in I_ndia,,,,’and may be left out

ofc3fi§fiemfi~éBTpt to trace the stages of growth

by which the prevailing state of things has been arrived at.

In adopting, even tentatively, the designations Aryan

and Dravidian I am aware that I am disregarding advice

which Professor Max Miiller was good enough to give me,

about three years ago, in a letter since published (I believe)

in an Appendix to his latest work. He warned me against

the confusion which might arise from using philological

terms to denote ethnological conclusions. I am entirely

sensible of the value and the necessity of the warning, and

fully recognize his right to speak with authority on such

questions. But we must have some general names for our

types: it is a thankless task to invent new names; and

I trust to justify my invasion of the domain of philology

by the universal practice of the Indians themselves, and by

the example of Professor Sayce, who did not hesitate, on
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a recent occasion to speak of the Aryan race as an established

ethnic aggregate.

The Aryan type, as we find it in India at the present

day, is marked by a relatively long

(dolichocephalic) head; a straight, finely

cut (lepto-rhine) nose; a long, symmetrically narrow face;

a well-developed forehead, regular features, and a high facial

angle. The stature is fairly high, ranging from 17l'6

centimeters in the Sikhs of the Panjab to 165'6 in the

Brahmans of Bengal; and the general build of the figure is

well proportioned, and slender rather than massive. In the

castes which exhibit these characteristics the complexion is

a very light transparent brown—“wheat-coloured” is the

common vernacular description—noticeably fairer than that

of the mass of the population. Colour, however, is a

character which eludes all attempts to record or define its

gradations, and even the extreme varieties can only be

described in very general terms. As representative Aryan

groups we may name the Sikhs and Khatris of the Panjab,

and the Brahmans, Kayasths, Babhans, and Chattris of

Bengal and the North-West Provinces. A larger series of

measurements would probably add several more castes to the

list, especially in the Panjab, where the observations were

greatly restricted by financial difficulties.

In the Dravidian type the form of the head usually

inclines to be dolichocephalic, but all other

characters present a marked contrast to the

Aryan. The nose is thick and broad, and the formula ex

pressing its proportionate dimensions is higher than in any

known race, except the Negro. The facial angle is com

paratively low; the lips are thick ; the face wide and fleshy;

the features coarse and irregular. The average stature

ranges in a long series of tribes from l56'2 to l62'1 centi

meters; the figure is squat, and the limbs sturdy. The colour

of the skin varies from very dark brown to a shade closely

approaching black. The most characteristic Dravidian

The Aryan type.

The Dravidian type.
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tribes are the Male Paharias of the Rajmahal hills, and

the Mundas and Oraons of the Chota Nagpur plateau. The

two latter are better known under the general name of Kol,

which, according to Herr Jellinghaus, a good authority on

this subject, means “pig-killer” or“ pig-eater,” and belongs

to the large class of epithets by which, since Vedic times,

the Aryans have expressed their contempt for the voracious

and promiscuous appetite of the Dravidian. Others, however,

and this is perhaps the better opinion, regard Kol as a

corruption of Hor or Horo, the Mundari word for ‘man,’

which has been adopted as the name of the tribes in question.

Between these extreme types, which may fairly be

regarded as representing two distinct races, we find a large

number of intermediate groups, each of which forms for

matrimonial purposes a sharply defined circle, beyond

which none of its members can pass. By applying to the

entire series the nasal index or formula of the proportions of

the nose, which Professors Flower and Topinard agree in

regarding as the best test of race distinctions, some remark

able results are arrived at. The average nasal proportions of

the Male Pahziria tribe are expressed by

Th° “ml index’ the figure 94-5, while the pastoral Gujars

of the Panjab have an index of 66-9, the Sikhs of

68-8, and the Bengal Brahmans and Kayasths of 70'4.

In other words, the typical Dravidian, as represented by

the Male Paharia, has a nose as broad in proportion to its

length as the Negro, while this feature in the Aryan group

can fairly bear comparison with the noses of sixty-eight

Parisians, measured by Topinard, which gave an average

of 69'4. Even more striking is the curiously close corre

spondence between the gradations of racial type indicated

by the nasal index and certain of the social data ascertained

by independent inquiry. If we take a. series of castes in

Bengal, Behar, or the North-Western Provinces, and arrange

them in the order of the average nasal index, so that the

caste with the finest nose shall be at the top, and that with

d
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the coarsest at the bottom of the list, it will be found that

this order substantially corresponds with the accepted order

of social precedence. The casteless tribes, Kols, Korwas,

Mundas, and the like, who have not yet entered the

Brahmanical system, occupy the lowest place in both series.

Then come the vermin-eating Musahars and the leather

dressing Chamars. The fisher castes of Bauri, Bind, and

Kewat are a trifle higher in the scale ; the pastoral Goala, the

cultivating Kurmi, and a group of cognate castes from whose

hands a Brahman may take water, follow in duo order, and

from them we pass to the trading Khatris, the landholding

Babhans, and the upper crust of Hindu society. Thus, it is

scarcely a paradox to lay down as a law of the caste organiza

tion in Eastern India that a man’s social status varies in

inverse ratio to the width of his nose. Nor is this the only

point in which the two sets of observations——the social and

the physical—bear out and illustrate each other. The

character of the curious matrimonial groupings for which the

late Mr. J. F. McLennan devised the happy term exogamous,

also varies in a definite relation to the gradations of physical

type. Within a certain range of nasal proportions, these

subdivisions are based almost exclusively on the totem.

Along with a somewhat finer form of nose, groups called after

villages and larger territorial areas, or bearing the name of

certain tribal or communal officials, begin to appear, and

above these again we reach the eponymous saints and heroes,

who in India, as in Greece and Rome, are associated with

a certain stage of Aryan progress.

It would be vain to attempt within the compass of this

essay to analyse and compare the large mass of figures

which has been collected, or to develop at length the

inferences which they may be thought to suggest. I can

only glance at a few of their more important bearings. In

the first place, it deserves notice that the

of'g‘s‘fw1_it°'“'7"h°°‘Y data obtained by the most modern an

thropological method agree in the main
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not only with the long chain of Indian tradition, beginning

with the Vedas and ending with the latest vernacular treatise

on the theory and practice of caste, but also with the ration

alised and critical story of the making of the Indian peoples,

as it has been told by Sir William Hunter in the Imperial

Gazetteer. Here the historian shows how, through the veil

of fable and miracle in which pre-historic India is shrouded,

traces may be discerned of a protracted struggle between

a lower and a higher race, which would have tended to produce

much the same results as our statistics bring out. Studied in

the light of these statistics it would seem that the standard

Indian theory of caste may deserve more respectful consider

ation than has been accorded to it of late years.

The division of the people into four classes correspond

ing roughly to the chief professions or modes of life of the

time is in itself plausible enough, and is supported by

parallel cases in the history of ancient societies. It is

nowhere stated that these groups were rigidly exclusive, like

modern castes, and the rules laid down to regulate their

intermarriage show a general resemblance to those observed

by the Kulin classes of to-day. So far as anthropological

considerations are concerned, there would be no great difficulty

in our recognizing the Brahmans, Rajputs and higher trading

castes as descendants of the three upper classes—Brahmans,

Kshatriyas, and Vaisyas—of the ancient Aryan Common

wealth. The Sudras alone have no compact aggregate as

their modern representative. But the fourth caste in the

ancient system was apparently not of pure Aryan descent,

and it is a plausible conjecture that it may have been con

stantly recruited by the admission of Dravidiau elements.

M The dominant Aryan society must have
odern reprcsenta- _ _

tijes of the four exercised a strong attraction on the Dravi

°ngmalcmes' dians, but the only caste into which the

latter could ordinarily expect to be received would be the

Sudra. Their admission into this group would doubtless

have been facilitated by resort to the fiction, characteristic

d 2
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of all early societies, that they had belonged to it all along.

But such accretions must have swelled the caste to unwieldy

dimensions, and thus have introduced the tendency to disinte

gration or fission, which affects all social aggregates in India.

In course of time, as new groups split off, and took to them

selves new names, the original caste would have been, so to

speak, lost in the crowd, and only a small nucleus would

have retained its original designation. In support of the

hypothesis that the survivors of the ancient Sudras are to

be sought among the higher strata of the so-called mixed

castes, we may point to the fact that a group of castes, whose

physical characters approach more closely to the Aryan than

to the Dravidian type, still cling to the name Sudra, and

regard themselves as descendants of the classical fourth

caste.

Modern criticism has been especially active in its attacks

on that portion of the traditional theory which derives the

multitude of mixed or inferior castes from an intricate series

of crosses between members of the original four. No one

can examine the long lists which purport to illustrate the

working of this process without being struck by much that

is absurd and inconsistent. But in India it does not neces

sarily follow that, because the individual

,n?;‘§§"Z'as,es‘_’.f the applications of a principle are ridiculous,

the principle itself can have no found

ation in fact. The last thing that would occur to the

literary theorists of those times, or to their successors, the

pundits of to-day, would be to go back upon actual

facts, and to seek by analysis and comparison to work

out the true stages of evolution. They found, as I infer

from troublesome experience among some of my Indian

coadjutors, the (2 priori method simpler and more congenial.

That at least did not compel them to pollute their souls

by the study of plcbeian usage. Having once got hold of

a formula, they insisted, like Thales and his contemporaries, in

making it account for the entire order of things. Thus,
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castes which had been developed out of corporations like the

mediaaval trade guilds, or which expressed the distinction

between fishing and hunting, agriculture and handicrafts,

were all supposed to have been evolved by interbreeding.

But the initial principle, though it could not be stretched

to explain everything, was in the main correct. It happens

that we can still observe its workings among a number of

Dravidian tribes, which, though not yet drawn into the

vortex of Brahmanism, have been in some degree affected

by the example of Hindu organization. As regards inter

tribal marriages, they seem to be in a stage of develop

ment through which the Hindus themselves have passed.

A man may marry a woman of another tribe, but the

offspring of such unions do not become members of either

the paternal or maternal groups, but belong to a distinct

endogamous aggregate, the name of which often denotes the

precise cross by which it was started. Among the large

tribe of Mundas we find, for instance, nine such groups

Khangar-Munda, Kharia-Munda, Konkpat-Munda, Karanga

Munda, Mahili-Munda, Nagbansi-Munda, Oraon-Munda, Sad

Munda, Savar-Munda—-descended from intermarriagesbetween

Munda men and women of other tribes. The Mahilis, again,

have five sub-tribes of this kind, and themselves trace their

descent to the union of a Munda with a Santal woman. Illustra

tions of this sort might be multiplied almost indefinitely. The

point to be observed is that the sub-tribes formed by inter-tribal

crossing are from an early stage complete ondogamous units,

and that they tend continually to sever their slender connec

tion with the parent group, and stand forth as independent

tribes. As soon as this comes to pass, and a functional

or territorial name disguises their mixed descent, the process

by which they have been formed is seen to resemble closely

that by which the standard Indian tradition seeks to explain

the appearance of other castes alongside of the classical four.

From the literary theory of caste we are led on to

speculate regarding the origin of caste itself. How comes it
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that the Aryan race, which in South Europe, as Herr Penka

has shown, has modified its physical type by free'intermix

ture with Turanian elements, displayed in India a marked

antipathy to marriage with persons of alien race, and devised

an elaborate system of taboo for the prevention of such

unions? An explanation may, perhaps, be found in the fact

that in India alone were the Aryans

brought into close contact with an un

equivocally black race. The sense of differences of colour,

which, for all our talk of common humanity, still plays

a great, and, politically, often an inconvenient, part in the

history of the world, finds forcible expression in the Vedic

descriptions of the people whom the Aryans found in posses

sion of the plains of India. In a well-known passage the god

Indra is praised for having protected the Aryan colour, and

the word meaning colour (varna) is used down to the present

day as the equivalent of caste, more especially with reference

to the castes believed to be of Aryan descent. Another text

depicts the Dasyus or Dravidians as noseless; others dwell

on their low stature, their coarse features, and their vora

cious appetite. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that

from these sources there might be compiled a fairly accurate

anthropological definition of the Dravidian tribes of to-day.

When it is added that the aggregates which would be includ

ed in the definition represent the lower end of a long series

of social gradations, which in their turn correspond not only

$0 Varieties Of physical type, but also to peculiarities of

custom and tribal structure, it is obviously but a short step

to the conclusion that the motive principle of Indian caste is

to be sought in the antipathy of the higher race for the

lower, of the fair-skinned Aryan for the black Dravidian.

It will be said, reasonably enough, that this hypothesis,

however applicable to certain larger groups, fails to account

for the vast network of intricate divisions which the caste

system now presents. The difierences of type which distin

guish the various trading, agricultural, pastoral, and fishing

The origin of caste.
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castes from each other are, it may be argued, not sharp

enough to have brought the sentiment of race antipathy into

play. On what principle, then, were these multifarious

groups separated from the larger aggregates of which they

formed part? I would reply, by the" influence of fiction—a

factor which Sir Henry Maine has shown

to have contributed largely to the develop

ment of early societies. For illustrations of the working of

this principle we need not travel far. The caste-making

impulse has by no means spent its force, and its operation

can be studied in most Indian districts at the present day.

In Bengal, where the Aryan and Dravidian elements are in

continual contact, it has created a series of endogamous

groups, which may be roughly classified as Ethnic, Provincial

or Linguistic, Territorial or Local, Functional or Occupational,

Sectarian, and Social. ln the first of these classes the race

basis is palpable and acknowledged. The others have been

generated by the fiction that men who speak a different

language, who dwell in a different district, who worship

different gods, who observe different social customs, who-P

follow a different profession, or practise the same profession

in a slightly difierent way, must be of a fundamentally

difierent race. Usually, and in the case of sub-castes invari

ably, the fact is that there is no appreciable difference of race

between the newly formed group and the aggregate from

which it has been broken off.

If, then, caste was an institution evolved by the Aryans

in the attempt to preserve the purity of their own stock, and

afterwards expanded and adapted, by the influence of a

series of fictions, to fit an endless variety of social, religious,

and industrial conditions, we may expect that the physical

data recently collected will have some bearing on Herr Karl

Penka’s speculations concerning the origin

,1ef“,{‘,l§:': Hflkunft of the Aryans themselves. Clearly the

Indian Aryans represent the furthest exten

sion of the race towards the East. All along the eastern and

Influence of fiction.
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northern frontier of‘ Bengal we meet with a fringe of compact

tribes of the short-headed or brachycephalic type, who are

beyond question Mongolian. Starting from this area, and

travelling up the plains of India north-westward towards

the frontier of the Panjab, we observe a gradual but steady

increase of the dolichocephalic type of head, which Herr

Penka claims as one of the chief characteristics of the ori

ginal Aryans. Bengal itself is mostly mesaticephalic, and

dolichocephaly only appears in some of the Dravidian tribes.

In Behar dolichocephalic averages are more numerous; in

Oudh and the North-West Provinces this type is universal,

and it reaches its maximum in the Panjab. Assuming that

_ Herr Penka has correctly determined the
Prevalence of dol1- _ _ _ _

chocephaly in N0rth- original Aryan type to be dohchoeephalic,

em ham‘ and that the theory of caste propounded

above is the true one, these are just the results which might

be looked for. According to the French anthropologists, the

shape of the head is the most persistent of race characters,

and the one which offers the greatest resistance to the level

‘ling influence of crossing. That the Aryans should have

retained this more durable character while undergoing a

change in the more fugitive character of colour is in keeping

with what we know of the conditions, social and climatic, to

which they were exposed. In point of colour, indeed, the

Aryan castes are by no means so dark as Europeans are apt

to suppose. The complexion, moreover, tends to grow

lighter the further north-west we go, and survivals of

reddish-blonde complexion and auburn hair are met with

beyond the frontier.

A possible objection may be disposed of here. It may

be argued that if the Dravidians are dolichocephalic, the

prevalence of this character in North-Western India may be

accounted for by the assumption of an intermixture of

Dravidian blood. But if this were so, the proportion and

degree of dolichocephaly would increase as we approach the

Dravidian area, instead of diminishing, as is actually the
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case. Moreover, it is impossible to suppose that the races

of the North-West, if originally brachycephalic, could have

acquired their dolichocephalic form of head from the

Dravidians, without at the same time acquiring the charac

teristic Dravidian nose and the distinctive Dravidian

colour.

Owing in the main to the labours of Broca and the

French anthropologists, it is no longer necessary to challenge

the assumption of the elder generation of philologists that

afiinity of language implies aflinity of race. That view has

now been abandoned by most, if not all, of the leading

authorities on the subject, and the best opinion of the present

day seems to regard the fact that races speak the same

language as proving little more than that

at some time or other they must have been

in close local contact. Abundant illustrations of the Working

of this process can be given from tribes all along the frontier

of Bengal. In the first place it is clear that the hitherto

recognized distinction between Dravidian and Kolarian stocks,

concerning which so much has been written during the last

twenty years, rests solely upon linguistic peculiarities, and

does not correspond to any differences of physical type. The

Malé of the Rajmahal hills and the Oraons of Chota Nagpore,

both of whom speak languages classed as Dravidian, are

identical in point of physique with the Mundas and Santals,

who are classed on linguistic grounds as Kolarian. Secondly,

a number of tribes concerning whose non-Aryan origin

there can be no manner of doubt, have within recent

times adopted Aryan dialects and abandoned their origi

nal languages. Thus the Dravidian Bhumij, Kurmi, and

Mahili of Western Bengal now speak only Bengali, the

most Aryan of the Indian vernaculars, while the Mongo

loid Khambus and Murmis of the Darjiling hills have

taken to Hindi, and the Maghs and Tipperahs of the

Eastern frontier have adopted, or are on the way to adopt,

Bengali.

Language and race.
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It is now nearly thirty years since the late Mr. J. F.

McLennan introduced to the scientific world, in his well

known essay on Primz'tz've Marrz'age, the terms exogamy

and endogamy. The laws governing marriage which these

terms denote were, when Mr. McLennan wrote, unnamed.

He was, I believe, the first to draw attention to them, and

the terms devised by him have been adopted by all who

have since written on the same subjects. In the preface to

the latest edition of Studies in Ancient

an115‘°5“m7 '““l°“d°$' History, Mr. D. McLennan, brother of the

yi author, complains that both terms have

in some cases been misunderstood, and gives a definition

of each which may conveniently be quoted here. Exogamy,

he says, “is prohibition of marriage between all persons

recognized as being of the same blood, because of their

common blood,—whether they form one community or

part only of a community, or parts of several communities;

and accordingly it may prevent marriage between persons

who (though of the same blood) are of different local tribes,

while it frequently happens that it leaves persons of the

same local tribe (but who are not of the same blood) free to

marry one another.” Endogamy, on- the other hand, “allows

marriage only between persons who are recognized as being

of the same blood-connection or kindred; and if, where it

occurs, it confines marriage to the tribe or community, it

is because the tribe regards itself as comprising a kindred.”

Seeing, then, that caste is mainly a matter of marriage,

special attention has been paid throughout the inquiry to the

marriage usages of the tribes and castes concerned. Follow

ing up a suggestion made by Sir Henry Maine‘ questions

were framed tending to elucidate the practice of every caste in

respect of the outer or endogamous limit within which a man

_ must marry, and the inner or exogamous
Exogamy in Bengal: _ _ _ _ _

Tot-ems of Santals and limit within which he may not marry.

Unions’ Taking the exogamous limit first, we find

 

‘ Early Law and Customs, p. 223.
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the non-Mahomedan races of Bengal at the present time

regulating their matrimonial arrangements by several differ

ent kinds of exogamous subdivisions. At the bottom of the

social system, as understood by the average Hindu, stands

a large body of non-Aryan tribes and castes, each of

which is broken up into a. number of what may be called

totemistic exogamous septs. Each sept bears the name of

an animal, a tree, a plant, or of some material object,

natural or artificial, which the members of that sept are

prohibited from killing, eating, cutting, burning, carrying,

using, etc. Well-defined groups of this type are found

among the Dravidian Santals and Oraons, both of

whom still retain their original language, Worship

non-Aryan gods, and have a fairly compact tribal or

ganization. The following are specimens selected from

among the seventy-three Oraon and the ninety-one Santal

septs:—

 

ORAON. SANTAL.

r____ /\___.__% ,_ _/\ fi

Name of Sept. Tatom. Name of Sept. Totem.

Tirki. Young mice. Murmu. Nilgai.

Ekka. Tortoise. Hénsda. Wild goose.

Kispotta. Pig’s entrails. Mérndi. A kind of grass.

Lakré. Hyena. Besré. Hawk.

Bagh. Tiger. Hemron. Betel palm.

Kurjrfir. Oil from Kujrdr tree. Saren. The constellation

Gede. Duck. Pleiades.

Khoepa. Wild dog. Sankh. Conch shell.

Minji. Eel. Gua. Areoa. nut.
Chirra. Squirrel. Kara. A Buffalo.

Ergo. Rat.

The Hos of Singbhum and the Mundas of the Chota

Nagpore plateau have also exogamous septs of the same

type as the Oraons and Santals, with similar rules as to the

totem being taboo to the members of the group. The lists

given in Appendix I contain the names of 323 Munda septs

and 46 Ho septs. Six of the latter are found also among
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the Santals. The other Ho septs appear to be mostly of the

local or communal type, such as are in use among the Kandhs,

but this is not quite certain, and the point needs looking

into by some one well acquainted with the Ho dialects,

who would probably find little diificulty in identifying the

names, as the tribe is well known to be in the habit of giving

to places descriptive names having reference to their natural

characteristics. Nearly all the Munda sept names are of

the totem type, and the characteristic taboos appear to be

recognized. The Tarwar or Talwar sept, for example,

may not touch a sword, the Udbaru may not use the oil

of a particular tree, the Sindur may not use vermilion, the

Baghala may not kill or eat a quail, and, strangest of all,

rice is taboo to the Dhan sept, the members of which must

supply its place with gondli or millet.

A step higher in the social scale, according to Hindu

estimation, the Bhumij of Western Bengal and Orissa mark

an early stage in the course of development by which a

non-Aryan tribe transforms itself into a full-blown caste,

claiming a definite rank in the Brahmanical system. With

the exception of a few residents ofoutlying villages bordering

on the Munda country of Chota Nagpore Proper, the Bhumij

Totem of the Bhu_ have lost their original language(Mundari ),

mij of Western Ben- and now speak only Bengali. They

gal‘ worship Hindu gods in addition to the

fetishistic deities more or less common to them and the other

Kolarians, but the tendency is to keep the latter rather in

the background and to relegate the less formidable among

them to the women and children to be worshipped in a hole

and-corner kind of way, with the assistance of a tribal hedge

priest (Ldyri), who is supposed to be specially acquainted with

their ways. Some of the leading men of the tribe, who call

themselves Bhuinhars, and hold large landed tenures on terms

of police service, have set up as Rajputs, and keep a low class

of Brahmans as their family priests. They have, as a rule,

borrowed the Raj put class titles, but cannot conform with the
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Rajpnt rules of intermarriage, and marry within a narrow

circle of pseudo-Rajputs like themselves. The rest of the

tribe, numbering at the last Census 226,167, are divided into

a number of exogamous groups, of which the following are

examples. It is curious to observe, in a tribe still in a state of

transition, that one of the Brahmanical gotras, Sandilya, has

been borrowed from the higher castes, and in the process of

borrowing has been transformed from a Vedic saint into

a bird :—

 
BI-IUMIJ.

Name Qf Sept. Tofem.

Sélrisi. Sdl fish.

Hénsda. Wild goose.

Long. Mushroom.

Séndilya. A bird.

Hemron. Betel palm.

Tumarung. Pumpkin.

Nag. Snake.

At a further stage in the same process of evolution, and

on a slightly superior social level, we find the Mahilis, Koras,

and Kurmis, all of whom claim to be members of the Hindu

community. They have totemistic exogamous sections, of

which the following are fairly representative :

 
Msmm. Koa. K173!!!

)_\'a1ne qf fl-Vame Q; T t Slime of T tam

Section. Totem Section. 0 emi Section. 0 '

Dung;-i, Dumur fig, Kasyab. Tortoise. Kcsariii. Kusar grass.

Turn. Tum grass. Saulzi. Sa'l fish. Karar. Bulfalo.

Kzinti. Ear of any animal. Kasibak. Heron. Dumuriii. Dumur fig.

Hiinsda. Wild goose. Hrinsda. Wild goose. Chonchmutruar. Spider.

Murmu. Nilgai. Uutku. Pig. Hastowiir. Tortoise.

Sanpu. Bull. J albanuzir. l\' et.

Sankhowar. Shell orna

ments.

Baghbanuzir. Tiger.

Katiér. Silk cloth.

Of these three castes the Mahilis appear to have. broken

ofl’ most recently from the tribe. They still WO1‘Sl11p some
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of the Santal gods in addition to the standard Hindu deities;

they will eat food cooked by a Santal; their caste organiza

tion is supervised, like that of the Santals, by an official

bearing the title of Parganait; they permit the marriage of

adults and tolerate sexual intercourse before marriage with

in the limits of the caste ; and they have not yet attained to

the dignity of employing Brahmans for ceremonial purposes.

If I may hazard a conjecture on so obscure a question,

I should be inclined to class them as Santals who took to the

Towns Ohhe Mam,’ degraded occupation of basketzmaking,

Kora and Kurmi of and thus lost the Jus comzubii within the

Chow Nancie’ tribe. In the case of the Koras there is

no clue to warrant their afliliation to any particular tribe, but

their traditions say that they came from the Chota Nagpore

plateau, while their name suggests a Dravidian origin,

and it seems possible that they may be an ofishoot of the

Mundas, who somehow sank from the status of independent

cultivators to their present position of earth-cutting and tank

digging labourers. They allow adult marriage, their stand

ard of feminine chastity is low, and they have not yet fitted

themselves out with Brahmans. In the customary rules of

inheritance which their panchaydt or caste council administers,

it is curious to find the usage known in the Panjab as ckundd

wand, by which the sons, however few, of one wife take

a share equal to that of the sons, however many, of another.

The Kurmis may perhaps be a Hinduised branch of the

Santals. The latter, who are more particular about food,

or rather about whom they eat with, than is commonly

supposed, will eat cooked rice with the Kurmis, and accord

ing to one tradition regard them as elder brothers of their

own. However this may be, the totemism of the Kurmis

of W'estern Bengal stamps them as of Dravidian descent,

and clearly distinguishes them from the Kurmis of Behar

and the North-West Provinces. They show signs of a

leaning toward orthodox Hinduism, and employ Brahmans

for the worship of Hindu gods, but not in the propitiation

‘* "w-—III*s!!
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of their family and rural deities, or in their marriage

ceremonies.

One more instance of totemism deserves special notice

here, as it shows the usage maintaining its ground among

people of far higher social standing than any of the castes

already mentioned. The Kumhérs of Orissa take rank

immediately below the Karan or writer-caste, and thus

have only two or three large castes above them. They

are divided into two endogamous sub

castes—Jagannathi or Uria Kumhars, who

work standing and make large earthen

pots, and Khattya Kumhars, who turn the wheel sitting

and make small earthen pots, cups, toys, etc. The latter

are immigrants from Upper India, whose number is

comparatively insignificant. For matrimonial purposes the

Jagannathi Kumhars are subdivided into the following

exogamous sections :-—

Totems of the Kunm

hm of Orissa.

JAGANNATHI Kurrrun.

 

r- “*“ -\
Name of section. Totem.

Kaundinyé. Tiger.

Sarpa. Snake.

Neul. Weasel.

Goru. Cow.

Mudir. Frog.

Bhadbhadrifi. Sparrow.

Kurmmé. Tortoise.

The members of each section express their respect for

the animal whose name the section bears, by refraining

from killing or injuring it, and by bowing when they meet

it. The entire caste also abstain from eating, and even

go so far as to worship, the sril fish, because the rings on its

scales resemble the wheel which is the symbol of the craft.

The Khattya Kumhars have only one section (Kasyapa),

and thus, like the Rajbansis of Rungpore, are really

endogamous in spite of themselves. The reason, no doubt,
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is that there are too few of them in Orissa to fit up a

proper exogamous system, and they content themselves

with the pretence of one. Both sub-castes appear to he

conscious that the names of their sections are open to mis

conception, and explain that they are really the names of

certain saints who, being present at Daksha’s horse sacrifice,

transformed themselves into animals to escape the wrath of

Siva, whom Daksha, like Peleus in the Greek myth, had

neglected to invite.‘ It may well be that we owe the

preservation of these interesting totemistic groups to the

ingenuity of the person who devised this respectable means

of accounting for a series of names so likely to compromise

the reputation of the caste. In the case of the Khattya

Kumhars. the fact that their single section bears the name of

Kasyapa, while they venerate the tortoise (Kachhap), and tell

an odd story by way of apology for the practice, may

perhaps lend weight to the conjecture, in itself a fairly

plausible one, that many of the lower castes in Bengal,

who are beginning to set up as pure Hindus, have taken

advantage of the resemblance in sound between Kachhap

and Kasg/ap (chh and s both become sh in colloquial Bengali)

to convert a totemistic title into an eponymous one, and have

gone on to borrow such other Brahmanical gotras as

seemed to them desirable. If, for example, we analyse the

matrimonial arrangements of the Bhars of Manbhum, many

of whom are the hereditary personal servants of the pseudo

Rajput Raja of Pachete, we- find the foregoing conjecture

borne out by the fact that two out of the seven sections

which they recognize are called after the peacock and the

hel fruit, while the rest are eponymous. But this is an

exceptionally clear case of survival, and I fear it is hardly

possible to simplify the diagnosis of non-Aryan castes by

laying down a general rule, that all castes with a section

bearing the name Kasyapa, who have not demonstrably

 

* Muir, Sanskrit Texts, iv, p. 372.
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borrowed that appellation from the Brahmans, are probably

offshoots from some non-Aryan tribe.

Among all the castes noticed above, the exogamous rule

is one-sided in its operation. In no case may a man mar.y

into his own section, but the name of the section goes by the

male side, and consequently, so far as the rule of exogamy is

concerned, there is nothing to prevent him from marrying his

sister’s daughter, his maternal aunt, or even his maternal

grandmother. To bar alliances of this kind, a separate set

of rules is required, which usually overlap the exogamous

rule to some extent. Marriage with any person descended

in a direct line from the same parents is universally forbidden.

To simplify the calculation of collateral relationship——a

complicated business which severely taxes the rural intellect

the following formula is in use throughout

mgglguggjgegf we Behar:—“ 0/zacherd, mnmerei, phupherd,

maserd ye ckzir mild baclui/re shddilzotd hai”

(“The line of paternal uncle, maternal uncle, paternal aunt,

maternal aunt—these four relationships are to be avoided

in marriage” The first point to notice in this is, that in

the first generation the whole of the paternal uncle’s descen

dants, both male and female, would be excluded by the

rule prohibiting marriage within the section. In the second

and subsequent generations, agnates would be barred, but

descendants through females would not. For the paternal

uncle’s daughters having necessarily married out of the

section, their children would belong to some other section,

and thus second cousins would be able to marry. Another

point is that the formula does not state the number of gene

rations to which the prohibition extends, and that different

castes supply this omission in different ways. Non-Aryan

races generally incline to laxity. The Santals, for example,

in the Santal Parganas, are said to make up for their sweep

ing prohibition on the father’s side by allowing very near

alliance on the mother’s side-—a fact pointedly exemplified

in their proverb ‘No man heeds a cow-track, or regards his

8
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mother’s sept.’ Many castes, again, exclude a smaller

number of generations on the female side, while others profess

to prohibit intermarriage so long as any relationship, however

remote, can be traced between the parties.

In the foregoing paragraphs I have attempted to follow

the totemistic system of exogamy upwards from the well

defined non-Aryan tribes of Western Bengal, through a series

of castes formed from the detritus of the tribe, and now _

undergoing a process of gradual stratification and upheaval

into the Hindu system, to the highly respectable Kumhérs of

priest-ridden Orissa. A fresh starting point may now be

taken at the top of Hindu society. Here we find the Brah

mans, and the large body of castes which

the §}§_i‘,’,’,‘§,',,,,_ among ape Brahmanical customs, divided into

exogamous sections (goiras), the members

of which profess to be descended from the mythical ris/ii

or inspired saint whose name the gotra bears. So a man

belonging to the Bharadwzij gotra may not marry a woman

of the same gotra, as both are supposed to be descended from

the riski Bharadwaja. Exogamous sections of this kind may

conveniently be styled eponymous. Within the main class

of eponymous sections we may further distinguish two

sub-classes—one tracing its descent to a wholly mythical

eponym, and the other deriving its name from a historic or

semi-historic personage who is believed to have been the

chief or founder of the clan. Many, if not most, of the

Raj put septs are of the latter type, and were the materials for

the history of India more abundant than they are, there would

probably be no great difficulty in identifying the eponyms.

As it is, we can trace some of them in books like Tod’s

Rrijast/zdn and in local traditions of various kinds. In any

case, the theoretical distinction between the two sub-classes

is clear. I do not propose to discuss the Brahmanical mar

riage system at length. Its leading features are well known,

and have been described in several standard text-books on

Hindu law. It deserves notice that in the eponymous as

"I_-&—
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in the totemistic type of section the exogamous rule is often,

though not invariably, one-sided, and that intermarriage

with the m0ther’s relations is guarded against by what Sir

Henry Maine calls “a most extensive table of prohibited

degrees.”

Strictly speaking, as the eponyms of the Brahmanical

gotras were necessarily Brahmans themselves, the Kshatryas

and Vaisyas could have no gotras of their own. By a sort

of authorised fiction, however, these castes were permitted

to adopt the gotras of the family priests of their ancestors,

and this practice has now spread by imitation to other castes

in Bengal. Thus the physician and writer-castes (Baidyas

and Kayasths), the Naba-Sakha or nine castes (actually now

thirteen) from whose hands a Brahman

may take water, and many castes ranking

even lower than these in the social scale,

have exogamous sections bearing the same name as the

Brahmanical gotras, and based upon similar traditions. The

wide diffusion of these names is doubtless due in great mea

sure to the influence of the Patit (fallen) or Varna Brahmans,

who act as family priests to the lower castes, and gradually

raise their standard of ceremonial purity. How clumsily

these reforms are introduced, and how little their theoretical

object is understood by the reformers or their clients, may

be gathered from the fact that the Rajbansi, a very nume

rons Dravidian caste of Rungpore and Kuch or Kochh

Behar, the Kamars of Bengal, and several other castes, have

only one eponymous section which includes the entire

caste; and thus while professing to practise exogamy of

the Brahmanical type, necessarily and habitually transgress

the exogamous rule which forms the essence of the gotra

system.

Difiusion of Brah

manical section-names.

Among several other castes, the exogamous sections

belong to a. different type. Their names denote neither

mythical eponyms, nor historic founders of clans, but

appear to refer to the original habitation of the members

e 2
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or of some leader under whom they branched off from their

parent tribe. Instances of this, which may perhaps be

called the territorial class of names, are the Sesodia and

Bhadauria septs of the Rajputs of Upper India, the

Banodhia and Ujjaini sections of the Rajputs of Behar,

and perhaps the Agarwéla and Agrahri Baniyas. It is

rarely, however, that the members of a section can give an

intelligible account of the meaning of its name, or can quote

any tradition distinct enough to enable a particular place

to be identified. All one can say is that a particular name

is certainly not the name of a man, and is therefore

probably the name of a place. Moreover, the names preserved

in these section-titles are as often as not

compressed and mangled renderings of the

names of obscure or abandoned villages, or of those colloquial

rustic names of particular tracts of country which are shown

on no map, and can only be picked up, mostly by accident,

from the people themselves. Until some scholar who knows

both books and people as Mr. Beames knows them finds time

to reconstruct the tribal geography of India on the basis of

an etymological and antiquarian analysis of these territorial

names, we can hardly expect to get much beyond conjecture

as to the manner in which the castes arose among whom

such names are found. Among the higher castes territorial

names for exogamous sections or septs are curiously mixed

up with names preserving the memory of a chief who

founded or led the sept within historic times, and with the

mythical eponyms of the Brahmans. This is the case

with the Rajputs and Babhans of Behar, both of whom pro

hibit marriage within the section of either father or mother,

and thus practise what might be called bi-lateral exogamy.

In connexion with this rule, a curious case has recently

come to my notice illustrating the way in which a tribal

series of sections—territorial or eponymous—comes to be

overlaid by the Brahmanical system of gotras. Babu

Ajodhié Singh, of Hajipur in Tirhut, being himself a Sulank

Territorial sections.
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Rajput, married a wife from the Chandel section, and his

son, Babu Baijnéth Singh, has married into the same section.

At the time of the latter’s betrothal a question was raised

as to the correctness of the procedure, and the Brahmans held

that as the son’s betrothed, though of the same tribal sept

as his mother, belonged to a difierent Puranic gotra, the

rule of exogamy would not be infringed by the marriage.

The formula of prohibited degrees previously quoted is also

recognized by the Tirhut Raj puts, who in theory consider it

binding down to seven generations on the father’s and five

on the mother’s side.

It would seem, then, from the facts sketched above, that

we may trace in Bengal at the present time three district

classes of exogamous septs or sections-(1) Totemistic;Eponymous; (3) Territorial. The number may be raised

to four if we choose to distinguish the mythical eponym

of the Brahmanical or Puranie gotra from the more or less

historic eponym of the Rajput sept. All three classes are

based upon a fiction far removed from fact, and have certain

characteristics in common which mark them ofl' from other

exogamous groups which I have still to describe. In the

first place, the circle of aifinity which each section encloses

is an absurdly wide one, including persons between whom

there exists no relationship whatever in the ordinary sense

of the word, who live hundreds of miles apart, and have

no personal acquaintance with each other. Secondly, the

centre from which the circle is drawn—be it totem, eponym,

or birth-place-is lost in a period of

remote antiquity, and cannot be identi

fied by any process of genealogical or his

torical research. You could as soon bring back the Mastodon

as the Murmu, and the most ingenious Euhemerist would

be baiiled by figures such as Bharadwaja and Kasyapa.

Thirdly, the vitality of these groups is remarkable, while

their number is small in relation to the tribes and castes

whose marriages they control. Three years ago I came

Classification of ex

ogamous groups.
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across a small colony of seventeen families of Oraons in the

east of Rungpore who regulate their marriages by the totem

istie septs already described. These people had long ago

settled down as Bunas or clearers of jungle, and had no

intention of returning to Chota Nagpore. Their neigh

bours in their new home were non-Aryan Mahomedans and

Rajbansis, both of whom know nothing of exogamy, and

rarely marry beyond the narrow circle of their own village

and its immediate vicinity. For all this the Oraons showed

no signs of relaxing their strictness, and three families of

Christians among them, while free from prejudice in the

matter of food and drink, still observed the totemistie rules

of intermarriage which govern the main body of the tribe

on the distant plateau of Chota Nagpore. Fourthly, the

distribution of the groups has nothing to do with locality. In

none of the castes or tribes hitherto mentioned do we find

the members of a particular section dwelling in a particular

village or tract of country: on the contrary, representatives

of the various sections are scattered about through all the

villages where the tribe or caste is found.

There seem to be indications in the history of the Raj puts

that in former times a Bajput sept occupied a distinct area

of country from which its members emerged on predatory

excursions to capture wives and lift cattle. In Rajputana,

however, this state of things has long

passed away, and with it has passed the

opportunity of enquiring more closely into an organization

which has been believed by several authorities to be the

primitive unit of human society. The local sept dwelling

together as a group of blood relations in its own territory

has everywhere been so completely broken up and scattered

that critics of Mr. McLennan’s theory of primitive society

have questioned whether it ever existed, and Mr. McLennan

himself was driven to account for the dispersion of these

groups and their diffusion among a number of local tribes by

assuming the universal prevalence of female kinship.

Rajput cxogamy.
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A fortunate combination of circumstances has preserved

for us in the Kandhs of the secluded tract, known as the

Kandhmals in Orissa, a singularly perfect specimen of a tribe

divided into local septs, each inhabiting the area from which

it derives its name. The Kandhs are divided into fifty

gochis or exogamous septs, each of which traces its descent

from a common ancestor, and takes its name from the muta

or circle of villages in which its members live. A man may

not marry a woman of his own gochi or muta—thc two words

denoting the same set of facts regarded from different points

of view. Until comparatively recent times the Kandhs of

the Kandhmals dwelled apart in that state of nature which

Hobbes teaches us to regard as a state of war. Contiguous

septs were always at war with each other; wives were

captured, female infants were slain, and

all the incidents of primitive society as

sketched by Mr. McLennan were in full force. The gochi

or exogamous sept is regarded by the Kandhs themselves

as one of their most ancient and treasured institutions.

Its members claim to be descended from a common parent,

but the names of these ancestors have not been preserved,

and the name of the muta or group of villages in which

the members of the gochi actually reside takes the place

of the eponym in use among the higher Aryan castes.

Every gochi again is divided into a number of sub-septs

or /clambus, each of which is called after one of the villages

included in the muta, and the members of which profess to trace

their descent from an ancestor of much more recent date

than the progenitor of the gochi, who is supposed to have

founded the village from which the klamhu takes its name.

The gochi namepdescends in the male line, and there are no

indications of the tribe having at any time been acquainted

with the practice of reckoning kinship through females.

As a man may not marry in his own gochi, still less may he

marry within the limits of the hlamhu. The latter, however

is by no means a useless or ornamental appendage, nor,

Kaudh exogamy.
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on the other hand, does it take the place of the ynchi, as is the

case among many castes which have found their original

exogamous groupings inconveniently large. It serves a

distinct purpose, and seems to have been consciously adopted

in comparatively recent times to supplement the defects

of simple exogamy by providing against consanguineous

marriages on the mother’s side. Not only is a man forbidden

to marry within his mother’s klambu, but this prohibition is

observed alwavs for four and often for five generations in the

descending line. It may fairly be inferred from these facts

that the Kandh tribe has been organized from the earliest times

on the sole basis of male kinship, and has only recent-ly begun

to recognize the idea of relationship on the mother’s side. A

similar arrangement exists among the Santals, with whom

the klzunt or sub-sept serves the same purpose as the klambu

among the Kandhs. The prohibition of intermarriage is

not, however, observed for so many generations, nor are the

septs and sub-septs localised as with the Kandhs.

Among the numerous castes whose marriage system is

not regulated by the large sections already described, we

find what may be called family and local sections of a much

more fluid and variable type. Instances of the former are

the tkar of the Darjiling hills, and the /ml, mail or peiricb of

Behar. All these terms express a circle of

agnatic descent, but the ancestor from whom

the members of the kul are supposed to be descended is much

less remote in point of time than the mythic progenitor of the

Brahmanical gotra, or the semi-historic eponym of the Rajput

clan. They are, in fact, very much what a Hindu joint family

or a South Slavonic House community would be if it cast

off the bond of community of goods and dwelling, and were

held together by no stronger link than the rule of exogamy.

Thus the Sribastab sub-caste of the Kayasths of Patna is

divided for marriage purposes into a number of kuls, one

of which--the Akhauri—can be traced to the village of

Churamanpur in Shahabad, where the family, which has

Family groups.
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now expanded into the Akhauri kul, is said to have been

settled a few centuries ago. Similar groups exist under

the name of mu’! among the ' Bais, a cultivating caste ‘of

North Bhagalpur, who claim to be the descendants of the

Vaisyas of early Aryan tradition. These groups are small

and very numerous in relation to the size of the caste. A

panjiar or marriage referee of the Batis, who claims to have

in his possession registers recording the alliances of three

hundred families for the last hundred years, informs me

that in applying the rule of exogamy regard is had to the

following considerations: First, a man may not marry a

woman who belongs to the same mail as himself, his mother,

or his paternal grandmother. Secondly, he may not marry

a woman whose mother or maternal grandmother belonged

to any of the mails prohibited to him. For instance (vide

table below), the question is whether Propositus may marry

Proposita. The capital letters show the mails. Proposita

herself does not belong to any of the three mails A, B, D,

which are barred on the man’s side. But her maternal

grandmother belonged to D mail, which is barred for

Propositus; consequently the marriage cannot take place.

The mail of Proposita’s maternal grandfather is not taken into

account.

  

Paternal Paternal Matemal Maternal

Grandfather = Grandmother Grandfather = Grandmother
ii I ii ——T_ | TY-_-i

Father = Mother Father = Mother

A | "B" P | E

Propositus Proposita
A . Tr‘

The local type of exogamous section, usually called dik,

seems to be based on the assumption that all the members

of a caste residing in the same village must be more or less

related, and that therefore intermarriages between them

should be prohibited. In some cases these prohibitions are
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singularly cumbrous and intricate. The Bargwar Goalés

in Bhagalpur exclude seven dihs on each side; that is to

say, if the proposed bride’s di/z is found

within seven degrees of the bridegroom,

or vice versri, no marriage can take place between the parties.

Still more curious are the prohibitions on intermarriage

arising from mitb, friendship, or fictitious brotherhood, among

the Murmi, Mangar, Gurung, Limbu, Lepcha, and other hill

races in Darjiling."* Two men contract friendship by a

special ritual, at which a Brahman, or, when the parties are

Buddhists, a Lama, ofliciates, and reads mantras or mystic

form ulze, while the two friends exchange rupees, handkerchiefs,

or scarves, and bedaub each other between the eyebrows with

the paste made of rice and curds which is used in the marriage

ceremony. The effect of the union is that the friends are

reckoned as brothers, and not only is intermarriage between

the two families prohibited for several generations, but the

members of each family may not marry with the t/zar or

exogamous section to which the other belongs. Any breach

of the rule is punished in British territory by exclusion

from caste. In Nepal, I am informed, more severe punish

ments, such as death or slavery, are inflicted. It is diflicult

to test the accuracy of a statement of this kind; but the

fact that it was made to me in perfect good faith by a

number of Murmis living in British territory is of itself

enough to show how thoroughly the fictitious kinship

arising from mith was identified by my informants with

the real kinship which it imitates.

A fifth class of sept-names is found among the Tibetans

and Limbus of the Darjiling hills and the Chakmas of the

Chittagong Hill Tracts. These names are neither the personal

names of the supposed ancestors of the group, nor the names

of the village where he lived or the territory which

They are a sort of nicknames, having

Local groups.

he conquered.
 

* Compare the Slavonian confraternity mentioned by Sir .H.cnry Maine at

p. 258 of Early Law and Custom.
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reference to some personal ad venture or individual peculiarity

of the ancestor himself, which now serves as the designa

tion of the group of'kindred who trace their descent from

him. Many of them are of unflattering and indelicate
i character. Thus among the Limbus we

find Lechenche, the dissolute one; Serling,

the thief; Yungam, the idler; Inglamphe, the liar;

Lekhogma, the man with swollen testicles; Thobukya,

the man with skin disease: and among the Chakmas,

Ichapocha, the man who ate rotten shrimps; Pirabhanga,

the fat man who broke the stool; Aruya, the skeleton;

Kurjya, the lazy one, and so forth. It is important to

observe that side by side with these singular names, concern

ing the origin of which members of the tribe will often tell

long and elaborate stories, there are also found names of the

totemistic type. Thus the Limbus have Khema, the phea

sant, as the name of one of their groups, and explain that

the ancestor who bore this name went out to shoot pheasants

in a fir copse, but found none, or missed what he found, and

vowed on his return home never to eat a pheasant again.

A similar story is told of the Sangma or buffalo sept of the

same tribe. Among the Chakmas the plantain tree and several

rivers appear as sept-names. In this class may also be included

certain exogamous groups which bear the names of village or

communal officials, such as Ménjhi, village headman; Naiya.

or Laya, village priest ; Mainki, head of a group of villages,

and the like. These names are commonly

found in castes in a state of transition from

animism to Hinduism, which have, as Mr. Andrew Lang

expresses it, ‘sloughed ofi’ the totem,’ but have not yet adopted

the full-blown eponym characteristic of those castes which are

organized on a Brahmanical model. The theory of course is

that the original progenitor of the septs held the office of

which the sept bears the name, but I have never succeeded in

verifying this in a particular case, and I believe the names

to have been for the most part adopted at random. In the

Nickname groups.

Official groups.
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case of the nickname septs of the Limbus and Tibetans,

there are grounds for believing that the account given of

the origin of the names is in the main true.

As distinguished from the larger exogamous groups, the

sections known as tlzar, mril, kul, or dilz, enclose amuch

narrower circle of relations, and, as has been remarked

above, seem to be little more than somewhat expanded

joint families, kept together solely for the purpose of con

trolling matrimonial relations, and having no common

interests in respect of property. Most of them are com

paratively modern, and their origin can in many eases be

ascertained. To complete the contrast with the larger

groups it should be added that the tkars are much more

numerous in relation to the strength of the caste, and that

their number admits of being added to. The hill Brahmans,

for instance, by no means a very large caste, are said

to have more than 1,400 thars. Similar statistics could,

I believe, be procured for many of the lower castes,

were it not for the extreme ignorance of the people

themselves.

Summing up the facts sketched, we find the following

types of exogamous groups existing in Bengal :—

I. Totemistic. Confined for the most part to tribes and

castes of Dravidian descent.

II. Eponymous, the eponym being either a Vedic saint (as

with the Brahmansand the castes who imitate them), or a chief

of comparatively modern date, as with the Raj puts and others.

III. Terrz'torz'al, referring either to some very early

settlement of a section or to the birthplace of its founder:

prevalent among the Rajputs and the trading castes supposed

to be allied with them and found also among the Kandhs of

Orissa in a very primitive form, the sept there residing in

the local area whose name it bears.

IV. Local, comrmmal, orfamily sections of small size and

comparatively recent origin.

i“q
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V. Titular, or nickname groups referring to some per

sonal adventure of the founder of the sept or to some otfice

which he is supposed to have held.

Besides these we also find castes which have no sections

of any kind, or, which comes to the same thing, have only one

section and habitually marry within it, and simply reckon up

prohibited degrees in much the same way as we do ourselves.

Castes of this type are more numerous in Bengal Proper,

particularly in Eastern and Northern Bengal than in Behar,

Orissa, and Chota Nagpore. For this there seem to he two

reasons. On the one hand, the tendency to imitate Brah

manical institutions has been stronger in the former area, so

that people have adopted one or two of the standard gotras,

and abandoned their original section names; while on the

- other hand the influence of Islam in districts where a large

proportion of the population has recently become Maho

medan, and social intercourse goes on freely between votaries

of the rival creeds, may be expected to lead to sept-names

dropping out of use even among non-Mahomedan groups.

On the question of the origin of exogamy itself I may

be allowed to make a. few general remarks. The first

point to notice in the custom of exogamy is that in some

form or other it is practically universal: it is observed

semper ubique et ab omnibus. Any cause therefore that is

adequately to account for it must be also of universal

operation. This disposes of a theory derived from the

Aryan advance into India which I put forward in the A.n'atz'c

Quarterly Review for July 1886, and which

was discussed in the Academy shortly

afterwards by Mr. Andrew Lang. Mr.

Lang’s own view has since been briefly stated in a note

to one of the early chapters of Myth Ritual and Religion.

He there explains exogamy as being an application to

marriage of the principle of taboo of the totem. A man

may not use his totem for food and so forth, and he

may not use (in the Greek sense of xp1'j09a.t yévaua) a woman

The origin of exo

gamy.
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who bears the totem name. But granting that this is the

form which the prohibition ultimately assumes, we may

fairly ask how it got started. The analogy of the

animal world, of which savages are keen observers, and

which they regard as closely akin to themselves, so

far from suggesting objections to the marriage of a

Swan man with a Swan woman, would rather encourage

such intercourse. From the animal point of view, the union

of a swan with a mongoose, or of either with a snake, would

appear to be unnatural and illicit. We must look therefore

for some wider cause, and it seems worth while to consider

whether the habit of exogamy may not have arisen at a

stage of social development antecedent to, and incapable

of anything like, the conscious adaptation of means to ends

and quite apart from the action of any

tuF,f°st§‘,‘:{i0:‘d ““' influence save that of natural selection.

We know that changes of habits often

occur in certain individuals or in whole species, and that

useful variations, or those which are beneficial to the organism

or species under the conditions to which it is exposed, tend

to be preserved. Finally, the hereditary transmission of such

variations leads, as Mr. \Vallace expresses it in his recent

work ‘on Darwinism, “to the preservation of favoured

races in the struggle for life.” Now let us take a commu

nity, such as the local sept or gochi of the Kandh tribe,

in a very rudimentary stage of evolution, when the pro

ceedings of individuals are determined, not by deliberate

calculation, but by so-called instinct—when, in other words,

they are comparatively simple reflex acts. Suppose that in

such a community certain individuals, as the result of the

inherent tendency to vary present in all organisms, varied

physiologically so as to find the women of other communities

more attractive than their own. They would naturally

tend to marry according to their instinctive attractions, and

the community would thus come to consist of an aggregate

composed of families derived from one stock and of ,fa_milie_s
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derived from the crossing of two stocks. Next suppose—

which we have certainly some good ground to do—that

the individuals belonging to the crossed families were at an

advantage in the struggle for existence as compared with

those of the pure families. As a result of the survival of the

fittest they would tend more and more to replace the latter,

and would at the same time tend to become more and more

exogamic in habits, simply as the result of the cumulative

hereditary strengthening of the original instinct. It would

further appear that the element of sexual selection might

also be brought into play, as an exogamous family or group

would have a larger range of selection than an endogamous

one, and would thus get better women, who again, in the

course of the primitive struggle for wives, would be appro

priated by the strongest and most warlike men.

It will of course be objected to this hypothesis that

inter-breeding is not necessarily injurious. To this I would

reply, first, that the question is one of degree. Savages

would probably inter-breed very closely and freely, and we

are not in a position to argue, from the comparatively limited

amount of inter-breeding observed among

. .1“. i“*°"b1'°°di“B civilized races in modern times what;

injurious? _ _ ’

might have been the practice of an earlier

generation of mankind. We can say that a limited amount

of inter-breeding is not necessarily injurious, but our

instances are only occasional, and their influence is conti

nually being counteracted by the effect of recurring crosses,

Secondly, it may be answered that the question is one of

conditions. The amount of inter-breeding that is innocuous,

or apparently innocuous, in civilized life might have been

fatal in savage life, where the struggle for existence is infinitely

greater, and where talents and brain power generally do less to

mitigate the effects of congenital weakness.

This attempt to bring the phenomena of exogamy

within the operation of a known general law is, I need

hardly say, put forward with the utmost dilfidence, and
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I am entirely conscious of the difiiculties which surround the

subject. But it does not seem unreasonable to suppose that

here and there some half-accidental circumstance, such as the

transmission of a physical defect or an hereditary disease,

might have given primitive man a sort of warning, and thus

have induced the particular kind of variation we want, or

at any rate have stimulated the general tendency to varia

tion of habit which we are justified in assuming. We are

also, it would seem, entitled to contrast the remarkable stabil

ity of the habit of exogamy with the known instability of

non-adaptive characters, and to conclude from this that

exogamy is to be regarded as an adaptive character. Lastly,

it may be claimed for this hypothesis that it excludes the

element of deliberate calculation on the part of the members

of the exogamous aggregate, thus escaping the criticism

which has assailed those theories which impute to primitive

man a power of foretelling remote possibilities out of all

proportion to his known improvidence. So far from doing

this, the theory now presented goes rather into the opposite

extreme, and places primitive man on much the same level

as orchids and many other plants having most elaborate

exogamic arrangements which no one dreams of ascribing to

calculation. If, then, an elaborate system of exogamy has

been evolved in plants by the action of natural selection,

there can be nothing to prevent its having arisen in the

earliest stages of human society by the same means.

One more objection may be noticed. It will be said,

with truth, that the earlier forms of exogamy are always

unilateral; that is to say, that the totem or class name goes

either by the male side only or by the female side only, and

that the system as known to savages makes no attempt

to deal with both paternal and maternal relations. Here

I would reply that, though unilateral exogamy is not a com

plete escape from the objections to consanguineous unions, it

represents at any rate a considerable advance on promiscuity

which in very small communities would probably have
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disastrous cumulative results. The idea that parentage can

be reckoned on the side of both parents is one of compara

tively late development. Even the Athenians of the time

of Aesehylus seem to have been hazy—witness the famous

trial in the Eumenides—on this point. But certainly an

imperfect check on promiscuity must have been better than

none.

Finally, the hypothesis set forth above would tend to

clear up one of the vexed questions of ethnol0g'y—-the question

of female infanticide and its relation to the custom of

exogamy. Mr. J. F. McLennan saw that the two usages

often existed side by side, and in the theory of exogamy

put forward in his essay on Primitive Marriage, he argued

that female infanticide as practised by savages disturbed

the balance of the sexes and drove men to capture their

wives from other tribes—a practice which

mf§f:;m;F““°‘d° in course of time resolved itself into

the systematic observance of exogamy.

This view was open to the obvious rejoinder that if all

tribes killed their female infants at an equal rate, there

would soon be no women to capture, and the race would die

out. Even without pressing this point, it was difficult to

see why primitive man -should prefer the dangerous and

inconvenient process of capturing a wife from a hostile tribe

to the simpler method of marrying a girl belonging to his

own local community. Given, however, an adequate cause

inducing people to practise exogamy~—a force as effective

as the influence of natural selection would unquestionably

be—and it is easy to understand that in certain states of

society a tendency to female infanticide would be a natural

consequence—not as McLennan supposed a aause—of the

custom of exogamy. For if men were restrained by inexor

able usage from marrying the girls born in the sept or

local group of blood kindred, which we may assume to be

the unit of early society, the temptation to kill these bouckes

inutiles would probably be very strong. Not only would

f
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girls be useless to the men of the tribe as wives, but the

more of them there were, the more would the tribe be preyed

upon by neighbours in quest of wives. As a matter of fact,

this was very much the view that the Kandhs took of the

question. In 1842 they told Major Macpherson in so many

words that it was better to destroy girls in their infancy

than to allow them to grow up and become causes of strife

afterwards. I am indebted to Sir John Edgar for a parallel

instance from the Naga tribe. It seems that on a tour

through the Naga country, Colonel McCulloch, Political

Agent for Manipur, came across a village which struck him

as singularly destitute offemale children. On making inquiries _

he found that there was not a single girl in the place, for

the simple reason that the people killed all that were born

in order to save themselves from the annoyance of being

harried by wife-hunting parties from a stronger tribe.

Colonel McCulloch got hold of the mothers and managed to

induce them to promise to spare their girls in future on the

understanding that their neighbours should stop raiding and

adopt a more peaceable method of wooing. By a judicious

mixture of threats and persuasion, the other tribe was led

to agree to the arrangement, and many years after, while

staying in Manipur, Sir John Edgar was present when a

troop of Naga girls from the weaker tribe paid a visit of

ceremony to Colonel McCulloch, bearing presents of cloth

of their own weaving in token of their gratitude to the man

who had saved their lives.

Instances of this sort, vouched for by competent observers,

and drawn from tribes dwelling so far apart and belonging

to such widely difierent stocks as the Dravidian Kandhs of

Orissa and the Mongoloid Négas of Assam, may be regarded

as crucial in their bearing on the question of the relation of

female infanticide to the custom of exogamy. They seem

to show that the practice of killing female infants is a

consequence, not a cause—-and assuredly not the cause—of

the rule that a man may not marry a woman of his own tribe
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This consequence, moreover, ensues only so long as society

is in a savage state, and tends to die out, as it has died out

among both Kandhs and Nagas, directly a re'_qz'me of violence

is succeeded by a régime of law. As soon as this change has

been effected, the value of women tends to rise. They

become a saleable commodity, which neighbouring tribes

will buy with a price, and the induce

ingfigciffi’ kinds °f ment to kill them in infancy ceases to

exist : in other words, savage infanticide

is an incident of the primitive struggle for bare existence

which disappears when the severity of the struggle is

alleviated by peace. There is, however, another form of

infanticide which arises from wholly different causes and

requires to be carefully distinguished from the savage type.

Given a tribe like the Rajputs of Northern India, divided

into a number of exogamous septs, and strongly impressed

with the ideas of purity of blood and the importance of

correct ceremonial observances, it follows of necessity that in

course of time some septs will drop behind the others and

will come to be regarded as socially inferior to the rest.

Members of such septs will find difliculty in marrying their

daughters, and will be obliged to buy husbands for them.

This custom will spread, and the bridegroom price will tend

to rise until it presses severely on the means of families

unfortunate enough to have several daughters to marry.

Family pride and the necessity of avoiding scandals render

it impossible to let girls grow up with the prospect of

remaining old maids ; convents and sisterhoods are unknown ;

and the only way out of the difficulty, as it presents itself

to the Rajput father, is to permit no more girls to arrive

at maturity than can certainly be provided with husbands.

The ultimate result no doubt is much the same as is witnessed

among savage people like Nagas and Kandhs, but it is arrived

at in a different way and springs from a different principle.

It may be added that this refined form of infanticide is far

more diificult to suppress than the savage form. The one

f 2
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dies out of itself as the forcible capture of wives falls into

disuse, and life generally becomes easier; the other tends

to spread with the growth of family pride and personal

luxury, and may even offer substantial resistance to attempts

made to stamp it out by penal legislation.

In the closing paragraphs of his work on totemism,

Mr. J. G. Frazer observes: -“ No satisfactory explanation of

the origin of totemism has yet been given. Mr. Herbert

Spencer finds the origin of totemism in a ‘misinterpretation

of nicknames.’ Savages first named themselves after natural

objects, and then, confusing these objects with their ances

tors of the same names, reverenced them as they already

reverenced their ancestors.‘ The objection to this view is

that it attributes to verbal misunderstandings far more influ

ence than, in spite of the so-called comparative mythology,

they ever seem to have exercised. Sir John Lubbock also

thinks that totemism arose from the habit

of naming persons and families after

animals; but in dropping the intermediate links of ancestor

worship and verbal misunderstanding, he has stripped the

theory of all that lent it even an air of plausibility.” In

the face of this finding by so high an authority, it would

be almost presumptuous for me to approach the subject

at all, were it not that the novel facts elicited by the Bengal

inquiry seem to throw some fresh light upon the question.

In all the discussions that have hitherto taken place, it

has been assumed that the totem is a thing sui generi-v, an

isolated survival which stands by itself and cannot be com

pared with similar institutions for the sufficient reason that

no similar institutions exist. This is not the view which

an examination of the Indian evidence seems to suggest.

The totem comes before us in India as only one class out of

a number of different classes or types of sept-names, all of

which serve the same purpose, that of providing the machinery

 

Origin of totemism.

1 Spencer, Principles of Sociology, i, 367.
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for giving effect to the rule of exogamy. None of the

denominations are now used as personal names, and but for

the fact of their discharging special functions in respect of

marriage, they would doubtless have fallen long ago into

disuse. All of them are, in fact, survivals which do

for thepeople who use them precisely what is done for

ourselves by the table of prohibited degrees at the end of

the Book of Common Prayer. Now among these various

classes of sept-names we find the Tibetans and Limbus

of the Eastern Himalayas and the people of the Hill Tracts

of Chittagong using names which profess to be, and in fact

are, nothing more nor less than nicknames of the original

ancestors of septs. Other castes use names which are the

names of certain village or communal ofiices which the

ancestor of the sept is supposed to have held. Others, again,

use names of villages, groups of villages, or tracts of country

which are similarly explained to be the names of settlements

founded by the common progenitor. What can be simpler

than to apply the same principle to the animal-names which

are also used to regulate exogamy, and to assume that these

also are the names of founders of septs? This, in fact, is the

explanation which the Limbus do give of the names of this

type which are used by them along with the unmistakeable

nicknames instanced above. I can see no reason for

doubting its correctness, and I think we are justified in

defining the totem as we find it in India as an ancient nick

name, usually derived from some animal, of the supposed

founder of an exogamous sept, now stripped of its personal

associations and remembered solely in virtue of the part

which it plays in giving effect to the rule of exogamy. To

any one who deems it incredible that men should be called

after animals, I would reply that if savages are capable of

believing, as we know they are, that men can transform

themselves into animals at will, or can be so transformed by

the agency of witchcraft, nothing would seem to them more

natural and reasonable than to call a man by the name of
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an animal to which he bears some fancied resemblance. If

the man so named were the head of a sept, the name

would be perpetuated by its use in connexion with the rule

of exogamy long after the man who originally bore it had

been forgotten; and in a large tribe where new septs are

continually being formed, the practice of naming them after

animals would be kept alive by fiction and the force of habit

after the fashion of giving such names to individuals had

died out. Moreover, when sept names came to be adopted

without reference to any particular individual, but merely

as symbols marking off a particular group for the purpose of

the rule of exogamy, any sort of distinctive designation

would do as well as the name of an animal. This would

account for the number of queer totems found among the

Mundas, with regard to some of which it is diflicult to see

how, from any point of view, they can ever have been looked

upon as appropriate personal names.

This hypothesis, it seems to me, explains in a simple and

intelligible fashion all that needs explanation in the pheno

mena of totemism. It puts the totem on the same footing

as the nicknames we find among the Mongoloid races, the

eponyms of the Brahmanical system, and the territorial and

local sept-names of the Rajputs and Kandhs, and it accounts

for all of these on the well-known principle of survival. Upon

the religious aspects of totemism I do not propose to

enter hero. They are not very prominent in India, and the

data requisite for full treatment of the subject are not yet

available. But if the view put forward above is accepted,

it would clearly account for the reverence with which the

totem is regarded, and would explain why on occasion it

receives divine honours. A man who is looked upon as

a tiger during life clearly stands a fair chance of being

worshipped as a tiger after he is dead. Some tribes, indeed,

regard the sacrifices offered to ancestors as a sort of black

mail paid to the spirits of the dead for fear lest, if left

unappeased. they should enter into the bodies of wild
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beasts and in that form make themselves unpleasant to the

living.

Reference has been made above to the influence of

fiction in bringing about within the limits of the caste

system the formation of endogamous aggregates, each of which

is regarded by its members as in some sense a collection of

relatives, although in fact no relation

ship may be traceable. Such groups are

extremely numerous, and fresh ones are

continually being formed, so that it seems worth while

to attempt to classify them with reference to the principles

upon which they are based. The following are the main

classes which may be distinguished :

I. _E'l/mic groups, composed of the higher grades of Aryans

or of non-Aryan tribes, like the Rajbansi-Kocch, who have

adopted Hinduism, and transformed themselves into a caste.

In the case of the latter the assumption of a common origin

is borne out by what is known of the history and aifinities

of the tribe, but after having become a caste, its members set

to work to strip themselves of all customs likely to betray

their true descent. At the same time the substantial landhold

ers, if there are any among the tribe, usually break olf from

the rest and convert themselves into Raj puts.

II. Linguistic or Provincial groups, such as Bengali,

Uriya, and Pachirrla, or Behari Brahmans, Kayasths, Kum

hars, etc. These classes are very large, and include whole

castes, which in their turn are broken up into endogamous

sub-castes. These groups arise partly from the fiction which

assumes that men who live in a different part of the country

and speak a different language must be of a different race,

and probably also in some measure to the inclusion of differ

ent stocks under a single caste-name.

III. Terriiorial or local groups, not corresponding to any

distil10ti0n Of language, such as the Rarhi and Barendra Brah

ma“; the Uttariya and Dakshini (north and south of the

Ganges) Doms of Behar, Tamaria and Sikharbhumi Bhumij

Working of endo

gamy.
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of Manbhum, and numerous others. It is curious to observe

that in some cases these groups are called after ancient

territorial divisions, such as Rarh, Bzirendra, Sikharbhum,

etc., which appear on no map, and the names of which may

possibly throw some light upon the early history of Bengal.

IV. Functional or occupational groups, such as the Mecho

and Helo sub-castes of Kaibarttas, of whom the former sell

fish, while the latter confine themselves to cultivation; the

Dulia, Machhua, and Matial sub-castes of Bagdi who are

distinguished by carrying palanqnins, fishing, and labouring

as tank-diggers and earth-workers generally.

V. Sectarian groups like the Kherwar or Safahor revi

valists among the Santals, and the Vaishnava divisions of

some of the Orissa castes. It is doubtful, however, whether

any groups based upon religious differences within the range

of Hinduism are really ondogamous.

VI. Social groups marked ofi" by abstaining from or

practising some particular social or ceremonial usage.

Thus the Sagahut sub-caste of Sunris (traders and liquor

sellers) of Behar allow their widows to remarry by the

maimed rite of sagai, while another sub-caste of Sunris forbid

widow marriage, and designate themselves Biyahut, “the

married ones,” from biyalz, the full-blown wedding ceremony

which no woman can go through twice.

Illustrations of these groupings might be multiplied

almost indefinitely, and it might be shown how the fact of

such separations having taken place has given rise to a variety

of curious legends and traditions which seek to furnish a

mythological explanation of existing facts. Thus in the district

of Bankura, where the original structure of the caste seems

to have been singularly well-preserved, we find the Btigdis

divided into the following endogamous sub-castes:-(1)

Tentnlia, called after the tamarind tree; (2) Kasaikulia,

named from the Kasai river. These two

groups work as masons, and also prepare

the lime which is mixed with the betel

Endogamous group

ings of the Bagdi caste.
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leaves and areca nut chewed by all classes of natives of India.

(3) Dulia Bagdis carry palanquins or dulis, and in common

with the other sub-castes, earn their livelihood by fishing’

making gunny-bags, weaving cotton, and preparing the red

powder (abir) used in the Holi festival. The Bagdi fisherman

uses the ordinary circular cast-net, but swings the net round

his head before casting it, a practice which is supposed by the

regular fishing castes of Bengal—Tiyar, Mal and Kaibartta—

to be peculiarly dishonourable. Of the other sub-castes

there are fourteen in all—the Machhué. derive their name from

fishing, the Matial from earth-working, the Kusmetea are

called after the Kusa grass; the Ojha are, or are supposed to

have been, the priests of the tribe. Among the Bagdis of

Orissa the grotesque tale is told how, once upon a time, the

gods being assembled in council, a goddess suddenly gave

birth to three sons, and feeling embarrassed by the situa

tion, hid the first under a heap of tamarind (tentul) pods,

the second in an iron pan, and the third under a hermit’s

staff. From_ these vicissitudes of their infancy the children

got the names—Tentulia, Guli-manjhi and Danda-manjhi—

which the sub-castes descended from them still bear. To us this

apparently foolish story is of interest as marking the transi

tion from the tribe to the caste. It can only have arisen

when the Bagdis had in some measure cast in their lot with

Hinduism, and had begun to feel the want of a mythical

pedigree of the orthodox type. The mention of the tamarind

pods in particular furnishes an excellent example of a myth

devised for the purpose of giving a respectable explanation

of the totemistic name Tentulia.

But of all the factors which have contributed to shape

the internal structure of tribes and castes in Bengal, none

has exercised so searching an effect as the custom prohibiting

the second marriage of widows and the

Widow and infant

mum” parallel usage enjoining the marriage of

a daughter before she attains physical

maturity. Both customs appear to have been developed in
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the form which they now assume ata comparatively recent date

under the pressure of peculiar social conditions. Both, again,

are looked upon by the people whoobserve them as badges

of social distinction, and to the fact that they are regarded

in this light is mainly due their rapid extension within the

last two or three generations. No excuse therefore is needed

for examining their prevalence and its causes in some detail.

For the ultimate origin of the prohibition of widow

marriage among the higher castes we must look back, far

beyond the comparative civilization of the Vedas, to the

really primitive belief that the dead chief or head of the

family will need human companionship and service in that

other world which savage fancy pictures as a shadowy copy

of this. To this belief IS due the practice of burning the

widow on the funeral pile of her dead husband, which is

referred to as an “ancient custom” (dharma purrina) in the

“Atharva Veda.“ The directions given in the Rig Veda

for placing the widow on the pile with her husband’s corpse,

and then calling her back to the world

of life, appear, as Tylor1' has pointed

out, to represent ‘ta reform and a re

action against a yet more ancient savage rite of widow

sacrifice, which they prohibited in fact, but yet kept up

in symbol.” The bow of the warrior and the sacrificial

instruments of the priests were thrown back upon the pile to

be consumed; the wife, after passing through the mere form

of sacrifice, was held to have fulfilled her duties to her

husband, and was free to marry again. A passage in the

Rig Veda quoted by Zimmeri shows that in some cases, at

any rate, the widow married her husband’s younger brother

tdepar); and it is not unreasonable to suppose that her obli

gations in this respect were very much what we now find

among the castes which permit widow marriage.

Prohibition of widow

marriage.

* “ Atharva Veda," 18, 3, 1, quoted by Zimmer, Allindisclaes Leben, p. 331.

‘l’ Primitive Culture, i, 466.

I Altindischea Leben, p. 329
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At this point the historical record, such as it is, breaks

off, and conjecture alone can divine the precise motives

which induced the Brahmans of a later age to revive

_ _ that custom of primitive savagery which

“f"“s°’ °f ‘ts rm‘ their ancestors had expressly condemned.

Closer contact with more barbarous races,

the growth of the sacerdotal spirit, the desire, as Sir Henry

Maine has suggested, to get rid of the inconvenient lien

which the widow held over her husband’s property, may

all have contributed to this result. But when widow sa

crifice had been thus reintroduced, it is primd facie un

likely that it should have been enforced with that rigid

consistency which distinguishes the true savage; and, in

fact, the texts prescribe for the widow the milder alternative

of a life of ascetic self-denial and patient waiting to join

the husband who has gone before. According to some

authorities, they also recognize, though as a less excellent

path than the two former, the alternative of remarriage.

I will not attempt to enter upon the controversy as to the

precise meaning of the passage in P&l‘€i.S8.l‘8.,B Institutes, on

which the modern advocates of widow marriage rely, still less

to discuss its applicability to the present age of the world.

It seems more profitable to state the causes which, irre

spective of isolated texts, would in any case have favoured

the growth of the modern custom which forbids the widows

of the highest castes to marry again, and which shows signs

of extending itself far beyond its present limits, and finally

of suppressing widow marriage throughout the entire Hindu

community of Bengal. Some, at any rate, of these causes

_ _ are not far to seek. In the first place,

mssiritulli the anxiety of the early Hindu law-givers

d°‘c‘:rfii;'e‘_’f““°"m°nt"l to circumscribe a woman's rights to pro

perty would unquestionably tend to forbid

her to join her lot to a man whose interest it would be to

assert and extend those rights as against the members of her

husband’s family. At the same time the growth of the
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doctrine of spiritual benefit would require her to devote her

life to the annual performance of her husbaud’s" sraddh.

Technical obstacles to her remarriage also arise from the

Brahmanical theory of marriage itself. That ceremony being

regarded as a sacrament ordained for the purification of

Women, and its essential portion being the gift of the woman

by her father to her husband, the effect of the gift is to trans

fer her from her own gotra or exogamous group into that of

her husband’s. The bearing of this transfer on the question

of her remarriage is thus stated by an orthodox Hindoo

at pp. 276-77 of the Papers relating to Infant Marriage

and Enforced Widowhood published by the Government of

India :—

“Her father being thus out of the question, it may be said that

she may give herself in marriage. But this she cannot do, because

she never had anything like disposal of herself. When young she was

given away, so the ownership over her (if I may be permitted to use

the phrase), vested then in the father, was transferred by a solemn

religious act to the husband, and he being no more, there is no one

to give her away; and since Hindu marriage must take the form of

a religious gift, her marriage becomes impossible.”

A powerful influence must also have been exerted by

a cause which, so far as I am aware, has not hitherto been

noticed in this connection. This is the custom which

Mr. Ibbetsonf has called “ hypergamy, or the law of superior

marriage ”-the rule which compels a man to wed his

daughter with a member of a group which shall be equal

or superior in rank to his own, while he himself may take

his wife, or at any rate his second wife, from a group of

inferior standing. The Kulinism of Bengal is perhaps the

best known illustration of this law; but instances of its

 

* Tagore Law Lectures, 1879, pp. 187 . 188.

1' Panjzib Census Report, p. 856. Mr. Ibbetson adds in a note:—“I am

indebted to Mr. Coldstream for these two words [hypergamy and isogamyj."

Hypergamy, indeed, would appear rather to mean “too much marriage" than

“marriage in a higher rank," but the highest classical authority in India prefers

it to anoterogamy, the only alternative which suggested itself.
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working are found all over India, and it clearly may have

arisen wherever great pride of blood co-existed with a mode

of life demanding the continual mainte

nance of a high standard of ceremonial

purity. In a society so organized it must

needs be that offences come, and that they affect the

matrimonial status of the family by whom they come. The

tribe or caste would then be broken up, like the Jews

in modern Germany, into divisions of varying social posi

tion and purity of lineage, and intermarriage between these

would in India be regulated by the law stated above,

which appears to owe its form to the passages in the

early texts which admit of the marriage of a man of a

higher caste to a woman of a lower caste, but condemn

the converse practice in the strongest terms. The first

consequence of this restriction would be a surplus of

marriageable women in the superior groups; for the men

of a given superior group might, and presumably in some

instances would, marry women of an inferior group, while

men of this group would be barred for the Women of the

superior group. Competition for husbands would follow;

the bride-price of early usage would disappear, and would

be replaced by the bridegroom-prz'ce now paid among most

of the higher castes in India; and in extreme cases female

infanticide would be resorted to. Widows certainly would

be the first to be excluded from the marriage market,

for in their case the interests of the individual families would

be identical with those of the group. The family would

already have paid a bridegroom-price to get their daughter

or sister married, and would naturally be indisposed to pay

a second, and probably higher, price to get her married

again. The group, in its turn, would be equally adverse to

an arrangement which tended to increase the number of

marriageable women. Members of the higher castes, indeed,

have frequently told me that these reasons of themselves

were sufiicient to make them regard with disfavour the

The law of hyper

8""!
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modern movement in favour of widow marriage. For, they

said, we find it hard enough already to get our daughters

married into families of our own rank, and things will be

worse still if widows enter the competition with all the

advantages they derive from having got over their first

shyness, and acquired some experience of the ways of men_

The sentiments of Mr. Weller sounded strange in the mouth

of a Kulin Brahman, but the argument was used in entire

good faith, and was "backed up by much lamentation over the

speaker’s ill-luck in being the father of four daughters, all

unmarried.

The considerations stated above are entitled to what

ever support they may derive from the fact that the castes

which permit widows to remarry know nothing of the

custom of hypergamy, and as a rule pay for brides, not for

bridegrooms. Among these groups the normal proportion

' of the sexes, whatever that may be, at the age of marriage

has not been affected by any artificial divisions, and there

is every reason to believe that widows who are in other

respects eligible have no particular difficulty in finding

husbands. Polygamy prevails on a limited scale, and a. large

proportion of the men have two wives, the second wife

being often a young widow chosen by the man himself for

her personal attractions, after the first wife, whom his parents

selected for him, has lost her looks and become little more

than a household drudge. Another point is that the lower

castes seem to have a greater capacity than the higher

for throwing ofi' sub-castes. Deviations from caste usage,

trivial changes of occupation, settlement outside the tradi

tional habitat of the caste, and a variety of similar causes

which in the higher castes would, as a. rule, merely affect

the standing of certain families in the scale of hypergamy,

tend in the lower castes to form endogamous groups, the

members of which intermarry only among themselves. The

difference is important, as the latter process does not disturb

the balance of the sexes, and the former does.
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Let me now state as concisely as possible the actual

practice which rules in respect of widow marriage in the

four great Provinces-—Behar, Bengal Proper, Orissa, and

Chota Nagpore—which make up the Lieutenant-Governor

ship of Bengal. In Behar a fairly liberal tendency seems

to prevail. All castes except Brahmans, Rajputs, Babhans,

Kéyasths, and certain castes belonging to the Baniya class,

which are not properly native to Behar, permit widows to

marry again by the form known as sagai. The etymology

of the word sagai is obscure. It has -been supposed to be

a corruption of sa-gotra or sva-gotra; the idea being that

as a woman passes by marriage into

Be¥';ig°" m“"i"g° in her husband’s gotra or exogamous group,

if she marries again within that gotra

(as she usually does), she constitutes an exception to the

ordinary rule of exogamy. The Bengal term (sanga or

aenga) does not, however, bear out this view, and it seems

probable that the word simply denotes cohabitation (sanga),

and has reference to the fact that a widow marriage

is established by the parties living together, and is accom

panied by a very meagre ceremony, or none at all. The

pkora or pacing round the sacred fire is never practised on

such occasions: the husband merely smears some vermilion

on the woman’s forehead and takes her to live with him.

Widow marriages in Behar are usually brought about by

the relatives of the widow. In some cases she may herself

take the initiative, “but,” as one of my Behar corre

spondents writes to me, “public opinion is against love

marriages.” The sarddr or head of the caste council

(pancluiyat) has also to -be consulted, but this is mostly a

matter of form, as he rarely withholds his consent. Although

by marriage every woman is supposed to

pass. into her husband’s gotra, no regard

is paid to that gotra in arranging for the remarriage of

a widow. Whether her husband’s death is supposed to

dissolve the gotra tie or not is a point I am unable to

Its limits.
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clear up. Certain it is that the persons whom she may

not marry as a widow are the persons who would have

been barred for her as a maiden. She may marry her late

husband’s younger brother, or younger cousin, and in some

castes she is under a sort of obligation to do so. Marriage,

however, with her late husband’s elder brother or elder

cousin, or with any of his direct or collateral ascendants, is

strictly prohibited. To this extent her table of prohibited
degrees is enlarged. i

The ceremony varies in certain respects according as

the bridegroom is himself a widower or a bachelor. If

he is a widower, he goes at nightfall to the bride’s house

in his ordinary dress with a few of his friends. There

they are feasted during the night. Towards daybreak the

bridegroom, dressed in a new suit of clothes presented

by the bride’s relations, meets the bride, who wears a

new cloth (sari) given her by the bride

groom, in one of the inner rooms of the

house. There in the presence of her female relations he

smears powdered vermilion (sindur) on her forehead and

the parting of her hair. This completes the ceremony.

Some castes add to it the form of throwing a sheet (clzadur)

over both parties, and under this sheet the smearing of

vermilion is gone through. Brahmans take no part in the

ritual, nor are any calculations entered into to find out an

auspicious day. Early next morning the married couple go

home to the husband’s house without the final ceremony

(rulclzsati) which is used in bringing home A virgin bride.

Even in the case of avirgin widow no rukksati is performed;

but as a child-widow is never married again until she has

attained puberty, there is no necessity for a ceremony

designed to celebrate that event.

When a bachelor marries a widow, the ritual is more

elaborate. Astrologers are called in to fix a lucky day;

a bridal canopy (marwa) is erected in the bridegroom’s house,

and his ancestors are solemnly propitiated by Brahmans. In

Its ritual.
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none of these ceremonies, however, does the bride take part,

nor does she approach the marwa. She is brought to the

house by night, and towards daybreak is conducted to an

inner room, where the bridegroom puts vermilion on her

forehead in the presence of the females of the family.

Such marriages are not considered disreputable. The

sagas’ bride has all the rights and position of a wife married

by the full-blown Brahmanical ceremony. Her children by

her second husband inherit equally with any children whom

he may have had by a former virgin bride; they offer sacri

fices to their father and his ancestors; they are received

as members of his gotra, and they marry among the women

of the caste. In these respects their posi

tion differs materially from that of the

widow’s children by her late husband, who properly belong

to his family and are usually taken care of by his relations.

Should they decline the charge, the children follow the

widow; but they are not deemed members of the family

into which she has married, and they are not allowed to

join in the domestic worship or to share in the inheritance.

So far, it may be said, the question of widow marriage

in Behar seems to rest upon a reasonable footing. Symptoms

of a tendency in the opposite direction are, however, not

wanting. The Kurmis are a case in point. Some months

ago I had a large body of them before me, and was asking

“what sort of Kurmis” they were. One group answered

promptly, “We are Ayodhya Kurmis: we do not allow

widows to marry again.” Another group, of Jeswar Kurmis,

admitted with considerable reluctance that their widows did

remarry. In fact, the tone in which both sets spoke on the

Tendency towards subject made it clear that the Ayodhya

prohibition of widow had adopted this restriction in compara

marriage m Behar. . .

tively recent times, and were very proud

of the distinction. The Jeswars, on the other hand, were

rather ashamed of themselves, and were particularly anxious

to explain that they did not allow the widow to marry any

Status of children.

9
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one she chose, but expected her to marry her deceased

husband’s younger brother. If she married an outsider,

she forfeited all claim not only to her husband’s property,

but also to the custody of her children. It is possible that

remarriage restricted by these conditions may represent an

advance from the promiscuous remarriage practised by the

lower castes towards the total prohibition in vogue among

the higher castes. It should be mentioned that the Kurmis

of Behar are a perfectly distinct race from the aboriginal

Kurmis of Chota Nagpore and parts of Orissa, whose

totemistie usages have been referred to above. Both Jeswar

and Ayodhya Kurmis approach closely to the Aryan type

of feature, and some of them are very fine-looking men.

Other Behar castes in a state of transition as regards

widow marriage are the Sonars, Sunris, Koiris, and Telis.

Among the Sonar, the Bhojpuria and Kanaujia allow widows

to remarry, while the Kamarkalla, Mairh and Ayodhiabasi

do not. All five sub-castes are endogamous, and are sub

divided into smaller exogamous sections, called mails. In

Durbhunga, the Biyahut Sunris prohibit widow marriage;

the Sagahut and Darchua allow it. In Gya, the Koiris

belong for the most part to three sub-castes—the Barkidangi,

Chutki-dangi, and Jaruhar, of whom the last-mentioned

practise widow remarriage; the former do not. So also

the Telis of Saran have five sub-castes, four permitting

widow remarriage, and one, the Behuta (corruption of Biya

huta, “ the married ones ”) forbidding it.

In Chota Nagpore the castes which are, or pretend to

be, of Behar origin follow the Behar rules in the matter of

widow marriage. The aboriginal tribes—-Santals, Bhumij,

Mundas, Oraons, and Hos—permit widows to marry again

without imposing any restrictions on their selection of a

second husband, except that the prohibited degrees must

be avoided. They also sanction considerable liberty of

divorce at the instance of either husband or wife, and permit

divorced wives to marry again. A step higher in the social
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scale, the transition to orthodox habits is well marked by

the Koiris of Manbhnm. These people,

while retaining exogamous groups which

stamp them as of aboriginal descent, forbid, at least in

theory, the remarriage of widows, though they allow them

to live in a sort of licensed concubinage not preceded by any

kind of ceremony. Even this concession is unknown to the

Lohars and Dhobis, who though occupying a very low social

position in relation to the higher castes, have completely

thrown off a. practice which they regard as a badge of social

degradation. They absolutely prohibit the remarriage of

widows and divorced wives.

The tendency to imitate the usages of the higher castes,

which has been remarked in Behar and Chota Nagpore,

operates much more strongly in Bengal Proper and Orissa.

In Orissa, for instance, the Goalas take

a higher position than in Behar, and

rigorously prohibit widow remarriage.

Throughout Bengal the Kaibarttas, though ranking below

the Nabasakh or group of thirteen (formerly nine) castes

from whose hands an orthodox Brahman can take water,

marry their daughters as infants, and forbid their widows to

remarry. In Dacca the gunny-weaving and mat-making

Kapalis, and the Chandals, spoken of in Manu as ‘the vilest

of mankind,’ have given up widow remarriage, and the

practice appears to be confined to the Gareri, Rishi, Koch

Mandai, and other aboriginal and semi-aboriginal castes.

Similar evidence of the gradual spread of practices prevalent

among the higher castes comes to us from Northem Bengal.

The Raj bansis of Rungpore, people of distinctly non-Aryan

type, who have abandoned their tribal name of Koch in

quite recent times, now pose as high-caste Hindus, and affect

great indignation if asked whether their widows can remarry.

The Paliyas of Dinagepore, also demonstrably Koch, fall

into two sections-Réjbansi Paliyas and Byabahéri, or

In Chota Nagpore.

In Bengal Proper

and Orissa.
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‘common’ Paliyas. The latter practise widow marriage,

but are beginning to be ashamed of it, and in this and other

matters show signs of a leaning towards orthodox usage.

The former are as strict as the extreme ignorance of

the ‘fallen’ Brahmans who act as their family priests

admits; and as education spreads among them, they will go

on continually raising their standard of ceremonial purity.

The present attitude of the Hindu community towards

the recent proposals to recognize and extend the practice of

widow marriage may, I think, be briefly stated somewhat to

the following eifect:—The most advanced class of educated

men sympathise in a general Way with the movement, but

their sympathy is clouded by the apprehension that any

considerable addition to the number of marriageable women

would add to the existing difficulty and expense of getting

their daughters married. Below these we find a very

numerous class of men who are educated enough to appreciate

Feeling of the PM the prohibition of ‘widow marriage sup

rvivliei Eagxéegiion of posed to be contained 1n certain texts,

and who have no desire to go behind that

or any similar injunction in support of which tolerably

ancient authority can be quoted. Then come the great

mass of the uneducated working classes, with rather vague

notions as to the Shastras, but strong in their reverence for

Brahmans and keen to appreciate points of social prece

dence. To them widow marriage is a badge of social

degradation, a link which connects those who practise it

with Doms, Boonas, Bagdis and ‘low people’ of various

kinds. Lastly, at the bottom of society, as understood by

the average Hindu, we find a large group of castes and

tribes of which the lower section is represented by pure

aborigines practising adult marriage and widow remarriage,

while the upper section consists of castes of doubtful origin,

most of whom, retaining widow marriage, have taken to

infant marriage, while some have got so far as to throw off
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sub-castes distinguished by their abstention from widow

marriage.

It is not suggested that the groups indicated above

can be marked off with absolute accuracy. But without

insisting upon this, it is clear that the tendency of the lower

strata of Hindu society is continually towards closer

and closer conformity with the usages of the higher castes.

These alone present a definite pattern which admits, up to

a certain point, of ready imitation, and the whole Brahmani

cal system works in this direction. Of late years, moreover,

the strength of the Hinduising movement has been greatly

augmented by the improvement of communications. People

travel more, pilgrimages can be more easily made, and the

influence of the orthodox section of society is thus much

more widely difiused. The case of the Rajbansis—the fourth

largest caste in Bengal—is an excellent illustration of the

scale on which this force does its work.

The practice of infant marriage has spread much further

and taken root more deeply among the lower castes than

its social complement, the prohibition of widow marriage.

Both customs, the positive as well as the negative, have been

borrowed from the higher castes, and are now regarded as

paths leading towards social distinction. But the one is

much easier to follow than the other. A man must get his

daughter married at latest when she is fourteen or fifteen

years old. To marry her five or six years earlier causes him

no particular inconvenience, and confers on him whatever

consideration may attach to religious orthodoxy and social

propriety. On the other hand, to stop the remarriage of

widows, in castes where the balance of the sexes has not

been disturbed by hypergamy, must at starting cause some

practical inconvenience. Among the lower castes Women are

much more of a power than they are

P"?"1e"°°°f infmt among the higher; they assert themselves

marriage. _

freely on a variety of public occasions,

and in many cases they have secured for themselves the
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right to initiate proceedings for divorce. One can hardly

doubt that their influence would be exercised in favour

of widow marriage, and that it would tend on the whole

towards keeping that institution alive. Some allowance

must also be made for the fact that the lower castes do not

keep their women in seclusion. A good-looking widow

shut up in the family zenana can be more easily sacrificed to

notions of social propriety than a woman who goes out and

meets possible suitors every day of her life. To whatever

cause the difference may be due, it is certain that of two

customs, both adopted under pressure of the same motives, the

one—infant marriage—is almost universal, while the other—

—the prohibition of widow marriage—has only the compara

tively limited currency already explained. Infant marriage

in fact is now so widely diffused as to have almost entirely

displaced adult marriage within the limits of the caste system

proper. The aboriginal races of Chota Nagpore and the

Orissa hills, the semi-Mongolian tribes of the Himalayan

region and the Indo-Chinese people of the Chittagong Hill

Tracts still maintain a system of courtship and marriage

between full-grown youths and maidens which has been

minutely described by several sympathetic observers. Directly

we leave these tolerably compact tribes, and pass on to the

less definite groups which form a debateable land between

the tribe and the caste, we find either infant marriage

in undisputed possession, or a mixed system which tolerates

adult marriage as a resource open to those who cannot

afford to do anything better for their children, but at

the same time enjoins the more respectable custom of infant

marriage for all parents whose circumstances admit of it.

In the case of the lower castes there is little room

for doubt but that the custom of infant marriage has been

consciously borrowed from the higher castes in obedience

to that tendency to imitation which we may almost

describe as an ultimate law of the caste system. But

how did the higher castes come by a custom which is
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without a parallel (at any rate on so large a scale)

elsewhere in the world, and which cannot be referred to any

of those primitive instincts which have usually determined

the relations of the sexes? Neither sexual passion nor the

desire for companionship and service can be called in to

_ 0 _ account for a man marrying a girl at an

,,,3.,.';f;,':,_ °f Infant age when she is physically incapable of

fulfilling any of the duties of a wife.

Primitive man knows nothing of infant marriage, nor is it

easy to conceive how such an institution could have arisen

in the struggle for existence out of which society has been

evolved. The modern savage woos in a summary and not

over delicate fashion a sturdy young woman who can cook his

food, carry his baggage, collect edible grubs, and make herself

generally useful. To his untutored mind the Hindu child

bride would seem about as suitable a helpmateasan American

professional beauty. If, then, infant marriage is in no way

a normal product of social evolution, and in fact is met with

only in India, to what causes shall we look for its origin?

The standard Brahmanical explanation is palpably inade

quate. It represents marriage as a sort of sacrament, of

which every maiden must partake in order that she may

cleanse her own being from the taint of original sin, that she

may accomplish the salvation of her father and his ancestors,

and that she may bring forth a son to carry on the domestic

worship (sacra privata) of her husband’s family. So far as

marriage itself goes, all this is intelligible enough as a highly

specialised development of certain well-known ancient ideas.

But it does not touch the question of age. Granted that

the begetting of a son is essential for the continuance of the

sacra privata, as Greek and Roman examples teach us, why

should the householder, on whom this solemn duty devolves,

go out of his way to defer its fulfilment by marrying a girl

who has not yet attained the age of child-bearing? The

Brahmans reply that the earlier in a girl’s life she accom

plishes her mystical functions, the better. But this clearly
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belongs to the large class of ea: post facto explanations of

which saeerdotal and legal literature is in all ages and coun

tries so full. The priests and lawyers who compile the

text-books find certain customs in force, and feel bound to

invent reasons for their existence. Being unfettered by the

historical sense, and disposed to give free play to their inner

consciousness, it is hardly surprising that their reasons

should be as often false as true. An ingenious explanation of

a more scientific character has been given by Mr. John

Nesfield in an article‘ on the Tharus and Bogshas of Upper

India. Mr. Nesfield says :

 

“ In the oldest type of society a woman was exposed to a double evil

—the stain of communism within her own clan so long as she remained

there, and the risk of forcible abduction into an alien clan, where she

became the wife-slave of the man who captured her. And herein,

I think, lies the secret of the seemingly irrational and certainly un

natural customs of Hindus, by which a girl is betrothed at six or eight

and married at ten or eleven. The betrothal ceremony is considered by

all classes of the Hindu community to be of

immense importance. The force of public opinion

has made it as binding as marriage itself. If the boy dies before

the marriage is performed, the child who has been betrothed re

mains a widow for life. A father is publicly disgraced in the

eyes of his countrymen if he neglects to get his daughter finally

married before she has completed the age of twelve. There are few

points in which the social customs of the Hindus have been more

severely condemned. But though it may be granted that the time

has long passed when any good could be gained from their retention,

it may yet be contended that they have been of some use in their day,

and that customs so opposed to the plain dictates of nature could not

have been accepted by a rational people without some rational purpose.

It must be remembered that the natives of Hindustan, at the time

when they first appear in history as antagonists to the invading

Aryans, were in the savage stage, and that they have owed their

subsequent reclamation, imperfect as it is, to the subtle and ever

widening influence of Hinduism—a composite and very elastic creed,

made up of the fusion of Aryan with native or aboriginal elements.

Mr. Nesfield's theory.

* Calcutta Review, January 1886.
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I conceive, then, that the customs, to which so much exception has been

taken, were the restraints imposed by this creed upon the rough matri

monial usages of the races amongst whom its lot was cast, some of

which usages were formerly countenanced even by Hinduism itself as

a concession to the prevailing savagery. Marriage by stealth, marriage

by capture, and marriage by the simple act of voluntary reciprocal

intercourse, were all recognized by the ancient Hindu lawgivers as

permissible to certain castes; and even Brahmans, the holy priests,

and teachers of Hinduism were allowed to indulge in the kind last

named. It is no wonder, then, that a religion which was forced to

concede so much to existing custom should have sought to provide

safeguards for the protection of the weaker sex through some counter

teaching of its own. By ruling, as it did, that a girl must be betrothed

and married at a. tender age to a youth of some outside clan, and by

making this rule binding for life on pain of the severest penalties, it

protected her both from the stain of communism within her own clan,

and from the risk of forcible abduction into another. This explains,

too, how it has come to pass that amongst Hindus, and Hindus only,

the larger price is paid for the youth, and the smaller one for the -

maid—an exact inversion of the rule which prevails everywhere else.

The Hindi word for betrothal is mangni, that is, ‘ begging’ for a boy,

for until the boy had been secured, the girl was not safe.”

I have quoted Mr. Nesfield’s views at length in order

to guard against the danger of misstating an argument

which I think inapplicable to the particular society with

which we are concerned. The motives to which his

theory appeals are no doubt highly intelligible, and in

certain states of society would possibly

be sufiicient to account for the institution

of infant marriage. It seems to me, however, that the

society depicted in the Rig and Atharva Vedas must have

got far beyond, if indeed they ever passed through, the

stage of communal marriage and forcible abduction of

wives. Courtship of a very modern type was fully

recognized, and the consent of the girl’s father or brother

was sought only after the young people had themselves

come to an understanding. As an additional and conclu

sive indication that the kind of marriage contemplated

/A

His view discussed.
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by the Vedas was the indivzdual marriage of compara

tively advanced civilization, I may refer to a remarkable

custom, traces of which have survived in modern Italy

the lustration of the bride’s night-dress after the wedding

night.‘ This custom is clearly incompatible with com

munal marriage, and could only have arisen in a society

which set a high value on female chastity and had left

primitive communism ages behind.

For these reasons I prefer to seek the origin of infant

marriage in the custom of hypergamy described above. In

further illustration of the working of that custom, I invite

reference to the following diagram :—

G

.\§Y\T
____..;__j

.§\
Let X represent a caste divided into the three hyper

gamous groups A, B, and C. Within each group the capital

letters stand for the marriageable men, and the small letters

for the marriagcable women of the group. The horizontal and

diagonal lines connecting the capitals with the small letters

show what classes of men and women can intermarry. It

will be seen that a man of the A group can marry a woman

of his own or of the two lower groups; a man of B can marry

into B or C, while a man of C is confined to his own class,

and cannot marry a woman from either of the classes above

him. Conversely, a woman of the C class

gmI;1yfl_"°n°° °f h>’P°1" can get a husband from A, B, or C, and

a woman of the B class from A or B; but

a woman of the A class cannot find a husband outside of

her own group. Excluding polygamy or polyandry, and

supposing the women of each group to be evenly distributed

 

' Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 814; Gubernati's Us-0' Nuziali, p. 234.
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among the groups they are entitled to marry into, the result

of the first series of marriages would be to leave two-thirds

of the women in the A group without husbands, and two-thirds

of the men in the O group without wives. The women of

all the groups, and especially those of A, will compete for

husbands, and the men of C group for wives. But the fact

that the social status of a family is determined not so much

by the class from which it takes its wives as by the class

from which it gets its husbands, would put the men of the

lowest class and the women of the highest at a great compar

ative disadvantage, and would thus tend to produce infant

marriage; for the number of possible husbands being limit

ed, the natural tendency is to endeavour to secure them as

soon as possible. That this motive operates strongly at the

present day is plainly stated by one of the writers in the

oflicial publication already referred to,* who says:—

“Under these ciroumstances, when, in the case of a daughter,

parents see that, unless they marry her at once, the one or two bride

grooms that there are open for their selection would be availed of by

others, and that they would be disabled from marrying her before the

eleventh year, and that they would thereby incur a religious sin and

social degradation as regards the caste, they would seize that opportu

nity to marry their daughter, quite disregardful of the evil effects

of infant marriages.”

Again, when the custom of infant marriage had once been

started, under pressure of social necessity, by the families

of the highest group, who had the largest surplus of mar

riageable daughters, a sort of fashion would have been set

and would be blindly followed through all the grades.

Two forces are thus at work in the same direction, both

tending to disturb the balance of the sexes and to produce

abnormal matrimonial relations between the members of

different social groups. Enforced competition for husbands

on the part of the higher groups, and the desire to imitate

4* Paper: relating to Infant llfarriage and Enforced Wiclowhoad in India,

p. 178.
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their superiors which animates the lower groups, combine

to run up the price of husbands in the upper classes; while

the demand for wives by the men of the lowest class, which

ought by rights to produce equilibrium, is artificially restricted

in its operation by the rule that they can under no circum

stances marry a woman of the classes above their own.

These men, therefore, are left very much out in the cold, and

often do not get wives until late in life. An unmarried son

does not disgrace the family, but there is no greater reproach

than to have a daughter unmarried at the age of puberty.

Husbands are bought for the girls, and the family gets its

money’s worth in social estimation. Bargains, however,

must be taken when they are to be had; and no father

dares run the risk of waiting till his daughter is physically

mature. He is bound to be on the safe side, and therefore

he marries her, child as she may be, whenever a. good match

offers.

Many hard things have been said of infant marriage,

and the modern tendency is to assume that a population

which countenances such a practice must be in a fair way

towards great moral degradation, if not to ultimate extinc

tion. Much of this criticism seems to me to be greatly

exaggerated, and to be founded on considerable ignorance

of the present conditions and future possibilities of Oriental

life. In truth, excluding the poetical view, that marriages

are made in heaven, two working theories of the institution

are at present in existence—one which leaves marriages to

make themselves by the process of unrestricted courtship,

and another which requires them to be made by the parents

or guardians of the persons who are to be married. The

first, which we may perhaps call the method of natural

selection, is accepted and more or less acted up to by

all Western nations, except those who follow the French

custom of mar-z'a_ges de convenance. The second, a system

of avowedly artificial selection, is in force, with few excep

tions, throughout the East. For all Hindus, except the
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handful of déclassés who have adopted more or less completely

European ideas on the subject of marriage,

Th.” °"° f°' infant‘ and seem now to be on the high road to
marriage.

form a new caste, the bare idea that a girl

can have any voice in the selection of her husband is excluded

by the operation of three inexorable sanctions—by the ordi

nances of the Hindu religion, by the internal structure of the

caste system, and by the general tone and conditions of

social life in India. Religion prescribes that, like the Roman

bride of early days, a Hindu girl shall be given (tradita in

manum) by her father into the power of her husband; caste

complications demand that the ceremonial portion of the

transfer shall be effected while she is still a child; while the

character of society, the moral tone of the men, the seclusion

of the women, the immemorial taboos and conventions of

family etiquette, render it impossible that she should be wooed

and won like her European sister. To persons of a romantic

turn of mind the admission that infant marriage in some

shape must be accepted as an ultimate fact of the Hindu

social system will sound like a final abandonment of all hope '

of reform. But there is more to be said for the custom than

appears at first sight. A moment’s dispassionate consideration

will show that if any sort of controlling authority is to make

people’s marriages for them, the earlier it commences and

completes its operations, the better. Where the choice of

a husband must in any case be undertaken by the parents, it

is clearly tempting Providence for them to defer it until their

daughter has grown up, and may have formed an embarrass

ing attachment on her own account. As for love, that may

come--and, from all one hears of Hindu unions, usually does

come-—as readily after marriage as before, provided that

opportunities for falling in love with the wrong man are

judiciously withheld. This may seem a cynical way of

handling the matter, but it is the only way that accords with

the lines of oriental life as at present ordered, and it were

folly to dream of making all things new.
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ABADHU1
KBKKB.

A

Abadhut, one who has ‘ shaken

off’ the infirmities of humanity,

the title used among themselves

by a sect of Saiva ascetics, which

is divided into four classes

Brahma, Saiba, Bhakta, and

Hausa or Tnriyé—of which the

first three may be either house

holders or mendicants, while the

fourth lead a pure ascetic life.

Abadhuts are said to be distin

guished from Dandis by not

observing the practice, strictly

enjoined by the latter, of shav

ing the head on the day of new

H1001].

Abadhuténi, Abadhuti, a mem

ber of a sect of female ascetics

said to have been founded by

a woman named Gangégiri: hence

in Upper India the term Abadhuti

is commonly applied to all female

religious mendicants. Abadhu

ténis smear themselves with the

ashes of burnt cowdung and

wander about begging their way

on the great pilgrim routes. With

few exceptions, they lead an im

moral life. It should be observed,

however, that they are excluded

from the pangats or societies of

the male Abadhuts, and that an

Abadhuténi can only be initiated

by a woman.

Abar, a sub-sept of the Kisku

sept of Santals.

Abasakti, a title of Bangaja

Kayasths.

Abbaye, a village or communal

headman among the Kandh

(Khond) tribe in Orissa.

gtbhél, a group of low Ma

homedans, believed to have been

 

originally a subdivision of the

Bediyas, whom the orthodox do

not recognise as members of the

brotherhood of Islam. For this

reason the Abdal marry among

themselves, and the community is

virtually a caste. The character

istic occupation of the men is to

castrate bullccks, and their

females act as midwives.

Nbdér, a servant whose ofiice

it is to prepare water for domestic

use or for drinking, a title occa

sionally used by Kahars and

other castes of similar social

standing who belong to the jal

dckarani group, from whose hands

a Brahman may take water.

Abhepur, a mu! or section of

the Majraut sub-caste of Goalés

in Behar.

A'bIn'r, a synonym for Goala.

Abhirém, a sub-caste of Telis

in Orissa.

Abhyégat, a sect of devotees

who live alone, and subsist by

begging. They are sometimes

found dwelling together in small

communities, somewhat resem

bling the minor monastic associ

ations of mediaaval Europe.

Abkahilé, a mul or section

of the Kesarwfini Baniés in

Behar; a section of the Biyéhut

and Kharidéhé Kalwrirs in

Behar.

Abkahon, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Nbkér, a manufacturer or

retailer of spirituous liquors, a

title of Kalwérs in Behar.

A
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Abya, a section of Brahmans.

Achal, a hypergamous group

of the Bangaja Kayasths.

Nchambité, a mel or hyper

gamous sub-group of Rérhi Brah

mans in Bengal.

Achami, a thar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Achérj, Acluiri, Ackérya, a

reli ious teacher; properly, the

Bra an who instructs the

religious student of the two next

castes—the Kshatriya and the

Vaisya—as well as the Brahmans,

in the Vedas. In modern use

it is applied to any religious

instructor, or to any Brahman or

religious meudicant professing to

be qualified to give spiritual

instruction or to supervise and

direct religious ceremonies. The

term has thus come to he a title

or family name of high-caste

Smriti Brahmans in Bengal. In

the North-West Provinces it has

been selected by the Educational

Department as the title to be

given to those students who pass

the most difficult examination

in the Benares Sanskrit College.

A title signifying an instructor,

given by the Gayawals of Gya

to Brahmans employed to lead

the pilgrims in their devotions.

It is to be carefully distinguished

from Achcirji, the designation of

the despised sub-caste of astro

logers.

Atchérji, “the teacher,” iron

ical designation of a sub-caste

of Brahmans in Bengal; also

known as Lagan-Acharji, Ganak,

Daivajna, and in Purneah as

Upédhyaya. The members of

this sub-casteprepare and decipher

horoscopes, draw up almanacs,

tell fortunes by palmistry and

by astrological methods, draw

pictures of Hindu deities, make

idols, manufacture sold or pith,

and decorate houses by painting

rough designs of flowers and

animals on the walls. They also

attend at ammprésan and upanag/an

ceremonies of the higher castes.

According to some authorities

they rank socially below the

Agradani Brahmans, from whom

they will receive alms. On the

other hand, Patit or Sudra Brah

mans will eat with the Kcharji,

but not with the Agradéni.

Atchérwélé, a maker or

vendor of pickles, preserves, etc.,

usually a Mahomedan.

A’ch€irya, a grou of the

Srotriya sub-caste of tkal Brah

mans in Orissa; a tkar of the

Kaundin gotra of Nepali Brah

mans; a title of Brahmans.

Alchéryasekhari, a mel or

hypergamous sub-group of Rérhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Ach ut, a sept of Bairagis.

Ndaki, a title of Kaibarttas

in Bengal.

Adampur, a section of the

Arizir sub-caste of Bais Baniyas

in Behar.

Adarki, a sub-caste of Baniyas

in Behar, most of whom make

their living by selling vegetables :

others trade in grain, and some

cultivate land. They permit

widows to marry again, and eat

flesh—practices condemned by the

more orthodox members of the

trading group of castes. They

abstain, however, from wine, and

in other respects conform to

the standard rules of Hindu

15111
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Addédér, the own er of a stand Adinpuso, a sept of Lepchas

or station (addé) where porters, in Darjiling.

bearers, carters, and the like wait

to be hired, paying the proprietor

a percentage on their earnings for

tho accommodation.

Adeb, a sept of the Santa]

tribe in Western Bengal.

Adhama, a sub-caste

Kéyasths in Behar.

of

Adhérpur, a section of the

Pachainya sub-caste of Doms in

Behar.

Adhié, a section of Kurmis; a

title of Napits in Maldah.

Ndhiér, (i) a cultivator who

holds land on a sort of metayer

tenure, paying his landlord half

the produce as rent; (ii) a culti

vator who spends half his time

in one village, half in another,

cultivating lands in both.

Adhikéri, a title of Brah

mans, Jugis, and Vaishnabs who

ofliciate at religious ceremonies,

serve as riests and spiritual

guides of aishnabs and lower

castes, and deal in charms, espe

cially in use among Vaishnavas ;

(ii) a title of Sadgops, of Raj

bansis in Jalpaiguri, and of

Paliyas in Dinajpur; (iii) a

manager of theatrical perform

ances; (iv) a thar of the Kasya

gotra of Nepali Brahmans.

Adhkurmi or Jllad/23/am

Kurmi, a sub-caste of Kurmis in

Westem Bengal.

Rdhya, a title of Bangaja

Kéyasths and Subarnabaniks in

Bengal.

Rdi, a section of Jugis.

Adi Gaura,a group of Gaura

Brahmans.

Adi Sri-Gaura, a group of the

Sri-Gaura sub-caste of Gaura

Brahmans.

Aditi or Aditiya, a mercantile

correspondent or agent: the word

is probably a corruption of Adat,

Arlzat, or Arhatid.

I-Yditya, a title of Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Adra, a section of Goraits in

Chota Nagpur.

Adrakhié, a mul or section

of the Banodhifi sub-caste of

Kalwars in Behar.

Adriér, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Aldya, a gotra or section of

the Baidya caste in Bengal.

Ndyeb, a section of the

Sarak caste in Manbhum.

I-Wang, a sept of Tipperahs in

the Chittagong Hill Tracts.

Afi'n~wélé, Afin-farosh, a seller

of opium. The Arabic word afizln

is usually corrupted to afin or

afim in the Indian vernaculars.

Aganpurié, a mul or section of

the Majraut sub-caste of Goélas

in Behar.

Agarié, a sub-tribe of Asuras

in Chota Nagpur; a class of

beggars wandering about with

tame monkeys, whose antics they

exhibit.

3garizt, Anguwar, a cultivat

ing caste found in the 'I‘ributary

Mahala of Chota Nagpur. They

claim to be the descendants of

certain Kshatriya immigrants

from the neighbourhood of Agra,

who put ofi the sacred thread
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when they settled in anew country

and took to holding the plough.

Dalton describes them as tall and

well-made, with high Aryan

features and tawny oomplexions.

Kgarias betroth their daughters

as infants, but do not marry them

until they are full-grown. They

allow widows to marry again.

The caste employ Brahmans from

the North-West Provinces, and

will not accept the services of

the Utkal Brahmans, who ordi

narily serve as priests in the

Southern Tributary Mahala. In

one point they de art remarkably

from orthodox Iiindu practice:

they bury their dead, and, after

the bones have ot dry, dig up

the skull and t e chief joints

and convey them to the Ganges.

This may perhaps be thought to

suggest a. connexion with some

religious sect.

In Gangpur, where every one

believes in witchcraft, Agaria

women are supposed to be the

most potent witches in the

country.

The following statement shows

the number and distribution of

Kgarias in 1872 and 1881 :—

Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1881.

Hazaribagh 1,966 1,146

Lohardaga 1,678 66

Singbhum 7Maubhum 885Tributary States 3,448 6,278

Agaria-Binjhié, a sub-tribe of

Binjhias in Chota Nagpur.

Agaria-Korwa, a sub-tribe of

Korwas.

glgartnél, Agarzctilti, a wealthy trading caste of Behar and

Upper India, who deal in grain and jewellery,

and are also bankers and usurers. Authorities

differ regarding their origin and the etymology of the name they

bear. Following a tradition communicated to him by the cbaudhri

or headman of the caste in Benares, Mr. Sherring traces the

Agarwals to the banks of the Godavery, in Madras, and derives

their name from one Agar Nath or Agar Sen, who is believed

to have preserved the customs of the caste inviolate when all his

brethren joined themselves to the Sudras. Agar Sen is supposed

to have lived at Agroha, a. small town on the borders of the Raj

putana desert, where his family expanded into the Agarwal caste.

Another and more common version of the story describes Agar

Sen as the Vaisya Raja of Agroha, and adds that the Agarwal

caste spread over Hindustan after the taking of their original

home by Shahéb-ud-din Ghori in 1195. This is the view favoured

by Sir Henry Elliot, who points out that the association of the

Agarwéls throughout the North-West Provinces with the worship

of Guga Pir, the snake-king of Agroha, bears testimony to the

historical accuracy of the tradition. Mr. Nesfield prefers to derive

the name, both of this caste and of the cognate caste of Agrahri,

from agari or agar (Sansk. aguru), the aromatic wood of the eagle

wood tree (Aquilaria agalloc/la, Roxb.), which is sold as a perfume.

There seems, however, to be no evidence to connect either caste

with the production or sale of this scent; and the fact that the best

kind is extracted from the leguminous tree Aloearylon agalloc/mm,

Loureiro, growing in Camboja. and South Cochin China, may perhaps

be thought to support this view.

Traditions of origin.
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The Agarwals of Behar are divided into the following seventeen

Internal structure. 5e0l3l0IlS (y0tI'(Z8) 2-—

(1) Garg, (2) Goil, (3) Géwal, (4) Batsil, (5) Késil, (6) Singhal,

(7) Mangal, (8) Bhaddal, (9) Tingal, (10) Airan, (11) Tairan, (12)

Thingal, (13) Tittal, (14) Mittal, (15) Tundal, (16) Téyal, (17)

Gobhil, (171)) Goin.

The section-names are said to refer to eighteen sacrifices per

formed by Réjé Agar Néth in honour of Lakshmi. By these

sacrifices, so says the legend current in Behar, he won from the

goddess the boon that his descendants by Médhavi, a daughter of

the Naga Réjé Kumud, should bear the name of Agarwal, should

never be in want, and should enjoy the protection of Lakshmi so

long as they kept the cliwdli festival. When the eighteenth sacrifice

was half over, the Raja was struck with horror at the slaughter of

animals involved, broke oif the ceremony, and enjoined his descend

ants never to take life. The last, or “ half-gotra ” Groin, represents

this incomplete sacrifice. Another explanation is that some member

of the caste by oversight married a woman of his own gotra, and

that the gotra in question was divided into two by the heads of the

caste in order to cover this breach of the rule of exogamy. There

is nothing in the names themselves to throw light on their origin.

The first certainly, and possibly the third and fourth, are names of

Vedic saints. The second occurs among the Rajputs.

With the Agarwéls, as with all castes at the present day, the

section-names go by the male side. In other words, a son belongs

to the same gotra as his father—n0t to the same gotm as his mother,

and kinship is no lon er reckoned through females alone. Traces

of an earlier matriarc al system may perhaps be discerned in the

legend already referred to, which represented Réja Agar Nath as

successfully contending with Indra for the hand of the daughters

of two Nags. Réjés, and obtaining from Lakshmi the special

favour that his children by one of them should bear their father’s

name. The memory of this Naga Princess is still held in honour.

“ Our mother’s house is of the race of the snake” (_/zit /id minihdl

Ndgbansi baa), say the Agarwéls of Behar; and for this reason no

Agarwal, whether Hindu or Jain, will kill or molest a snake. In

Delhi, Vaishnava Agarwals paint pictures of snakes on either side

of the outside doors of their houses, and make offerings of fruit and

flowers before them. Jain Agarwals do not practise any form of

snake-worship.

Read in the light of Bachofen’s researchesl into archaic forms

of kinship, the legend and the prohibition arising from it seem to

take us back to the prehistoric time when the Naga race still main

tained a separate national existence, and had not been absorbed by

the conquering Aryans; when Nags women were eagerly sought

in marriage by Aryan chiefs; and when the offspring of such

unions belonged by Naga custom to their mother’s family. In

this view the boon granted by Lakshmi to Raj-a Agar Néth, that

his children should be called after his name, marks a transition
 

'Antiquar|'-seize B1-iqfe, vol. i, pp. 41-92.
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from the system of female kinship, characteristic of the Négas, to

the new order of male parentage introduced by the Brahmans,

while the Behar saying about the Nzinihail is merely a survival of

those matriarchal ideas according to which the snake-totem of

the race would necessarily descend in the female line.

In the last of the six letters, entitled “ Orestes-Astika, Eine

Griechisch-Indische Parallels,” Bachofen has the following remarks

on the importance of the part played by the Néga race in the develop

ment of the Brahmanioal polity :

“ The connexion of Brahmans with Néga women is a significant

historical fact. Wherever a conquering race allies itself with the

women of the land, indigenous manners and customs come to be

respected, and their maintenance is deemed the function of the

female sex. Countless examples of all ages and countries bear

witness to the fact. A long series of traditions corroborate it in

connexion with the autochthonous Néga race. The respect paid to

Naga women, the influence which they exercised, not merely on

their own people, but also in no less degree on the rulers of the

country, the fame of their beauty, the praise of their wisdom-

all this finds manifold expression in the tales of the Kashmir

chronicle and in many other legends based upon the facts of real

life.”

All the sections are strictly exogamous, but the rule of

unilateral exogamy is supplemented by provisions forbidding marriage

with certain classes of relations. Thus a man may not marry

a woman--(rt) belonging to his own gotra; (b) descended from

his own paternal or maternal grandfather, great-grandfather, or

great-great-grandfather ; (c) descended from his own paternal or

maternal aunt; (d) belonging to the grand-maternal family (ndnilzél)

of his own father or mother. He may marry the younger sister of

his deceased wife, but not the elder sister, nor may he marry two

sisters at the same time. As is usual in such cases, the classes of

relations barred are not mutually exclusive. All the agnatic

descendants of a man’s three nearest male asoendants are necessarily

members of his own gotra, and therefore come within class (a) as

well as class (b). Again, the paternal and maternal aunt and

their descendants are included among the descendants of the

paternal and maternal grandfathers, while some of the members

of the ndnibdl must also come under class (b). The gotra rule is

undoubtedly the oldest; and it seems probable that the other

prohibited classes may have been added from time to time as expe

rience and the growing sense of the true nature of kinship

demonstrated the incompleteness of the primitive rule of exogamy.

It is certainly remarkable that a caste so widely diffused as the

Agarwals should not have broken up into endogamous divisions,

based upon differences of locality, of the type so common in Bengal.

In the North-West Provinces, indeed. it is stated that the

Pachhainya or Western branch of the caste cannot intermarry with

the Purbiya or Eastern Agarwais. Members of these groups,

however, may eat together, and the prohibition on intermarriage is

said to have arisen from a comparatively recent quarrel, which is
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now likely to be made up. In Behar the tendency is to ignore

these distinctions and to represent restrictions on intermarriage

between Purbiyas and Pachhainyas as matters of family prejudice

rather than of caste custom. This, however, may be due to the fact

that most of the Behar Agarwals belong to the Purbiya branch, and

are regarded as socially inferior to the Pachhainyas. Both inter

marriage and community of food are prohibited to the Dasa sub

caste, who are illegitimate descendants of an Agarwal named Basu,

and to the Birédari Rajé, or Bisé, who are said to be descended from

one Ratan Chand, who was made a Raja by the Emperor Farokhsir

in the early part of last century.

Agurwals usually marry their daughters after they have

M . reached their ninth year, but if no suitable
mm” match offers in infancy, it often happens that

a girl is not married until she is grown up. In the latter case she

goes to live with her husband at once. When married as an infant,

the final ceremony (ruk/zsati), by which she is made over to her

husband, may take place one year, three years, or five years after

the regular marriage ceremony. That is to say, if the husband does

not claim his wife at the expiration of one year, he must wait three;

and if he ‘does not come forward then, he must wait five years. This

custom prevails among most of the higher east-es in Northern

India, and is believed to rest upon some obscure superstition regard

ing lucky numbers. Whatever may be the origin of the practice,

it contrasts favourably with the custom in force among many

families of the higher castes in Lower Bengal, in so far as it tends

on the whole to defer child-bearing to years of comparative maturity.

Polygamy is prohibited on pain of expulsion from caste,

unless the first wife is barren. The Agarwals of Sahziranpur,

however, disregard the rule, and are nevertheless admitted to inter

marriage with the Jain Agarwals of Delhi. A widower may marry

again: a widow may not. Divorce is not recognised. If a woman

goes wrong, she is turned out of the caste, and must either join some

religious sect of dubious morality or become a re ular prostitute.

The bulk of the Agarwfils belong to the aishnava form of

Hinduism, but a large proportion follow the

tenets of the Digambara sect of Jains, and are

stigmatised by orthodox Hindus as mistik or infidels. A few

S'aivas and Saktas are met with among the caste ; but in deference

to the prejudices of the majority, these depart from their ordinary

custom by abstaining from sacrificing animals and partaking of

Religion.

» flesh or wine. Owing, perhaps, to this uniformity of practice in

matters of diet, these differences of religious belief do not operate as

a bar to intermarriage; and when a marriage takes place between

persons of different religions, the standard Hindu ritual is used.

lVhen husband and wife belong to different sects, the wife is

formally admitted into her husband’s sect, and must in future have

Ear own food cooked separately when staying in her mother’s

ouse.

In matters of ritual the Agarwéls do not differ materially from

the average orthodox Hindus of Upper India. Their special
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goddess is Lakshmi, to whose favour they attribute the general pros

perity of the caste; Gaur Brahmans act as their priests, and do

not forfeit their position by doing so. The dead are burned in the

ordinary Hindu fashion, and the ashes thrown into the Ganges.

The bodies of children under seven years are buried. Among the

Agarwals of Behar it is thought right for a man’s descendants to

perform his srddh at Gya. On such occasions a separate cake, called

bikrzi I-'a' pind, is presented before the propitiation of the other ances

tors begins, for the benefit of those ancestors who may have died

a violent death. The spiritual interests of the childless dead are

supposed to be cared for by their heirs; but where these are distant

relatives or merely members of the same gotra, the obligation comes

to be very lightly regarded.

The Agarwals claim to be the modern representatives of the

Aryan Vaisyas, and profess to trace their

descent from a mythical ancestor, Dhanpal.

who was the recognised chief of the Vaisyas, and whose daughter,

Mukuta, was married to Yajnavalkya. Their occupations have

throughout been in keepin with these traditions. After the dis

ersion of the caste by S ahab-ud-din their talent for_ business

brought individual members to the front under the Mahommedan

Emperors of Delhi. Two of Akbar’s ministers—Madhu Ssh and

Todar Mal—are said to have been Agarwals. To the latter was

entrusted the settlement of the land revenue : the former held high

financial oflice, and a variety of pice still bears his name. Among

the Agarwals of Behar we find the largest proportion engaged

in banking, trade, petty money-lending, and similar pursuits. A

few are zemindars and holders of large tenures, but in most cases

their connexion with the land may be traced to a profitable mortgage

on the estate of an hereditary landholder, so that landholding cannot

rcperly be reckoned among the characteristic pursuits of the caste.

he poorer members of the caste find employment as brokers, book

keepers, touts, workers in gold and silver embroidery, and servants,

and take to any respectable pursuit except cultivation.

In the Hindu social system Agarwéls stand at the head of the

up of castes included in the term Baniya.

olonel Tod classes them among the “ eighty

four mercantile tribes, chiefly of Rajput origin,” enumerated by

him, and their features and complexion stamp them as of tolerably

pure Aryan descent. All Pachhainya and most Purbiya Agarwals

wear the sacred thread. In Behar they rank immediately below

Brahmans and Kéyasths, and the former can take water and

certain kinds of sweetmeats from their hands. Accordingto their

own account, they can take cooked food only from Brahmans

of the Gaur, Tailanga, Gujréti, and Sanéth sub-castes: water and

sweetmeats they can take from any Brahmans, except the degraded

classes of Ojha and Mahabrahman, from Rajputs, Bais-Baniyas, and

Khatris (usually reckoned as Vaisyas), and from thesuperior members

of the class of so-called mixed castes from whose handsBrahmans will

take water. Some Agarwals, however, affect a still higher standard

of ceremonial purity in the matter of cooked food, and carry their

Occupation.

Social status.
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prejudices to such lengths that a mother-in-law will not eat food

prepared by her daughter-in-law. All kinds of animal food are

strictly prohibited, and the members of the caste also abstain from

jomindti rice, which has been parboiled before husking. Jain Agarwals

will not eat after dark for fear of swallowing minute insects.

Smoking is governed by the rules in force for water and sweetmeats.

It is noticed as remarkable that the purohits of the caste will smoke

out of the same hookah as their clients.

The following table illustrates the distribution of the Agarwéls

in Bengal in 1872 and 1881 :—

 
   

Drsrnicr. 1872. 1881. Disrmcr. 187$. 1881.

Bardwan 2.674 125 Patna 1,189 1,714

Bankun 79 B Gys 2,472 5,142

iliirgihum Hg 2&1; Shahabad D 1,069 l,3;0

i nu nr . - ar anyzu 2,4 6Huzhlijwilh Howrah 84 92 Tuhut ihiozuflerpur } 995 { 1.191

24-Parwanal 791 218 Saran 617 1,084

Nadiya 39 144 Chum nrsn 272 566

Jessore I3 481 Mong yr 1,0ll 2,907

Khulna .... .. 1 Bhagalpur 728 £2,456

M urshedabad 347 408 Purniah 74 3,899

Dinajpur ... 246 8&4 Maldah 60 91

Rajshahye .... .. 989 Santa] Parganas 721 1,048

Ranzpur 67 51 Cuttack 200 216

Bozra 6 11 Puri 11 5

Pabna ... ... 4 Balasore .... .. 220

Darjiling ... 28 608 Tributary States 15 25

Jalpigori 44 35 _ lialnrilvaxb 276 1,051

Kuch Behar , .... .. 328 Lphardaaa 977 1,095

l'aridpur_ I43 75 Bingbhuin ,,,, ,. 7

Bgikarganj 76 48 l\lnnhhmn 157 308

Maimansinh 7 142 Tributary State! 588 90

glgufmfiflt, a small caste, only

found in the Supul subdivision

of Bhégalpur, whither they are

believed to have immigrated from

Nepal. They work as sawyers,

and also collect the sap of katle

(ACGCIG catec/Iu).

Agasti, a title of Kanaujia

Brahmans; a gotra or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Agastya, a section of Brah

1118113.

Ngastya-Rishi, a section of

Tantis in Bengal.

Aggechal, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Agharié, one of the six sub

divisions of the Lohar caste, who

manufacture and smelt iron ore,

 

while the Lohondia manufacture

pig-iron from it.

Aghor, a low and despised

class of men in the Supul sub

division of Bhégalpur, who are

said to have no caste and to eat

food cooked by either Hindus or

Mahomedans. Their number is

small (43 in 1881), and most of

them live by begging, though

of late years a few have taken to

cultivation. It is surmised that

they may be Aghoris who have

abandoned the distinctive prac

tices of their sect. In support

of this view it may be noticed

that Aghori ascetics eat the jhutd

or leavings of all Hindu castes,

and that the practice ascribed to

the Aghors of Supul only goes

a step further.
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Aghori, Agkornpanthi, the

lowest class of Saivite religious

mendicants, who eat human

or-dure, bones, and filth of all

kinds, and extort alms by threat

ening to exhibit these practices

or to pollute the bystanders.

They sometimes carry staves set

with human bones, and use the

upper half of a skull as a water

pot. In 1881 one of these

wretches was caught at Rohtak,

in the Panjab, in the act of

devouring the body of a newly

buried child, which he had dug

out. According to Lassen (Ind.

Alt. III, 881, and IV, 629) the

Aghoris of the present day are

closely related to the Kdpa'lil.-a or

Kiipdlad/nirm sect of the middle

ages, who wore crowns and

necklaces of skulls and offered

human sacrifices to Chamundé, a

horrible form of Devi or Pérvati.

In support of this view it is

observed that in Bhavabhuti’s

drama of Mélati Madhava, writ

ten in the eighth century, the

Kapaliké sorcerer, from whom

Mélati is rescued as she is about

to be sacrificed to Chérnunda, is

euphemistically described as an

Aghorakantha, from agkora, ‘ not

terrible.’ The Aghoris of the

present day represent their filthy

habits as merely giving practical

expression to the abstract doc

trine of the Paramahansa sect of

Saivites, that “ the whole universe

is full of Brahma,” and conse

qnently that one thing is as pure

as another. The mantra or mys

tic formula by which Aghoris are

initiated is believed by other

ascetics to be very powerful, and

to be capable of restoring to life

the human victims offered to

Devi and eaten by the officiat

ing priest. The sect is regarded

with disgust by all respectable

Hindus, and is believed to be

dying out. In 1881 it numbered

565 votaries in Bengal (all but

two in Behar), 316 in the Panjab,

and 93 in the Central Provinces.

Aghorpanthi, a religious

group of Jugis.

Aghréit, a section of the

Kamar sub-caste of Dosadhs in

Behar.

Agiyéri, a pangnt or section of

Doszidhs in Behar.

Aglidin Chauri, pichhlirét

jeonér Baniake put jor le hath,

“the day before parched barley,

the next night the wedding feast,

sons of the Baniyé. join your

hands ”—a formula or shibboleth

denoting a -mul .or section of

Kesarwani Baniyas in Behar.

The leading idea of the formula

seems to be that people who live

frugally enough in ordinary

times spend their money freely

in the Baniya’s shop when they

have a wedding on hand. For

c/zauri and jeomir, see Grierson’s

Peasant Lgfe in Behar, av.

Agni, a section of the Bhar

caste in Ménbhum. The term

appears to have been borrowed

from the Brahmanical system in

comparatively recent times, as

the caste has also a set of the

totemistic sections characteristic

of the non-Aryan races.

Agnié, a sub-tribe of Dhimals

in the Darjiling Terai.

Agnié-Mech, a sub-tribe of

Meches in Darjiling and Assam.

Agnibesma, a section of the

Paschatya Baidik Brahmans in

Bengal; a Kshatra-peta gotra

or section of Brahmans; a sec

tion of Kayasths in Bengal.
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Agni-brahman, a Brahman

who officintes as priest at the

burning of dead bodies.

Agnidhaut, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Agnihotri: according to Wil

son a Brahman who maintains

a perpetual fire in his house.

Sherring interprets the term as

denoting “ one who possesses the

materials for the kom or burnt

sacrifice.” He adds—-“All Brah

mans are directed to perform this

ceremony; nevertheless, it is

usual to employ an Agnihotri,

who lives on alms and receives

fees and presents.” Agnihotri is

a title of Brahmans in Behar, and

one of the sections of the Bébhan

caste is called Agni/zuira.

Agorid, a synonym for Asura,

and make rude iron utensils and

implements of agriculture.

Agradéna, Agradzini, Agra

smiddln’, a degraded sub-caste of

Brahmans, ranking slightly above

the Kchérji. They read mantras

at the cremation of Brahmans and

members of the Nava-Sékha, and

take gifts (ddn) at the first xrdddk

on the eleventh or thirty-first day

after death, and at the subsequent

monthly srziddhas for a year, after

which time no more presents are

given. Pure Brahmans will eat

sweetmeats with the Agradani,

but not rice. In Bengal they

bear the ironical designations of

Mahé.-Brahman, Mahé-purohit,

Mahé-sraddhi, Malia-puttra,

Marni-poré Brahman and, in the

rare instances when they have a

smattering of Sanskrit, Pandit.

a small caste of wild people in In Behar they are called Maha

Chota Nagpur who smelt iron l Bféllmfl-11 9-lid Kfilltfillfi»

gtgtahati, Agra/Iri, a trading and cultivating caste of Behar

and Upper India, who are probably closely related to the Agarwals.

Mr. Nesfield thinks that the two groups must originally have been

“sections of one and the same caste, which quarrelled on some

trifling question connected with cooking or eating and have remained

separate ever since.” Agraha.ris marry their daughters as infants,

forbid widows to marry again, and do not recognise divorce. Unlike

the Agarwéls, they allow polygamy; and on this account, says

Mr. Sherring, they are believed to have lost the high position they

formerly held. Should this opinion be correct, it may supply the

explanation of the divergence of the Agraharis from the Agarwals,

whom they closely resemble in physical type. It is curious to

observe that the higher mercantile castes, such as Agarwéls, Khatris,

and Oswéls, have a stronger repugnance to polygamy than Brahmans

and Rajputs, both of whom incur no social reproach for their

polygamous habits. In matters of food, Agrabaris follow the regular

practice of orthodox Hindus, and spirit-drinking is strictly forbidden.

It deserves notice that their women are not secluded, as among the

Agarwals, but take part in the business of their husbands by selling

rice-flour, etc. In point of social standing the caste, though

reckoned among the Vaisyas and wearing the sacred thread. ranks

below the Agarwéls, and their business is generally on a smaller

scale. They are, in fact, tradesmen rather than bankers. The

proper home of the caste is in Hindustan, and their numbers in the
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Lower Provinces of Bengal are comparatively small. The following

table shows their distribution in 1872 and 1881 :—

  

DISTRICT. I872. 1881. DISTRICT. I872, 1831,

Patna 833 363! Bhaanlpur 196 83

Gya .. 223 I1 . Purniah 2 .... ..

Bhahabad ... 1.181 1,204 Haznribsgh ... .... .. 176

Mozuflerpur 1,066 57*: Tributary States .... .. 541

Saran ,. ... 1,080 659 Purl 1

Champarln 1,315 16 Balasorc 39

Monghyr 113 104

 

Agrahri, a synonym for Agri, a thar or sept of Man

Agrahari. gars in Darjiling, the members

Agmjh’ a synonym for Bmh_ of which work 111 mines.

man.

Zjtgun, a cultivating and trading caste, very numerous in

Western Bengal. They are popularly believed to be the modern

representatives of the Ugra or Ugra Kshatriyas mentioned in

lllanu, x, 9: “From a Kshatriya by a Sfidra girl is born a creature

called an Ugra (cruel), which has a nature partaking both of

Kshatriya and of Sfidra, and finds its pleasure in savage conduct.”

In verse 49 of the same chapter their occupation is said to be

“catching and killing animals that live in holes.” At the present

day the Aguris are divided into seven sub-castes, viz. (1) Bard

wani a, (2) Kasipuriya, (3) Bagha, (4) Sétchéki or Sétsaikiya,

(5) C agnaya or Changa, (6) Jana, (7) Suta. Each of these

is subdivided into Kulins and Mauliks, the former being distin

guished by the titles Kesh, Pai, Shyam, and Pal. A Kulin is not

positively forbidden to marry a Maulik, but to do so brings a

certain amount of discredit on the Kulin bridegroom, and a series

of such marriages would reduce the entire
I“l°'““1m“°t‘"°' family to the rank of Maulik. Intermarriage

between members of different sub-castes is prohibited, and the Jana

and Suta sub-castes, both of whom profess to be descended from a

mythical ancestor named Dakshin Rai, taunt one another with being

bastards. The entire caste claims to be twice-born (dwija), but the

sacred thread is worn only by members of the Jana sub-caste, who

assume it on marriage. Those, however, who work as cultivators and

drive the plough with their own hands usually discard the thread.

Each sub-caste contains a number of sections, bearing names

Ké syap, Sandilya and Bharadwaja and others—-which appear to show

that they have been borrowed from the Brahmans. Marriage is

forbidden within the section, and the supplementary rules defining

the prohibited degrees are substantially the same as among Brahmans

and Kayasths. Agiuis marry their daughters as infants, forbid

widows to marry again, and do not recognise divorce. A woman of

proved unchastity is turned out of the caste, and usually takes refuge
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among the Bairagi Vaishnavas or some similar religious sect. Poly

gamy is permitted, but is not practised on a large scale, and it is rare

to find men with more than two wives.

In their religious and ceremonial observances Kguris differ little

from the higher castes of Hindus in Bengal.

They belong for the most part to the Vaishnava

and Sakta sects, and there are comparatively few Saivas among them.

Their religious ceremonies are performed by Brahmans, who incur no

degradation by serving them. It deserves notice that the first srdddh

is performed by them on the thirtieth day after death, and not, as is

the case with Brahmans, on the eleventh day.

The social position of the Aigur-is differs in different parts of

Bengal. The scattered members of the caste

found in Eastern Bengal are classed with the

hunting and fishing castes——a fact which suggests that there may be

an element of historical truth in the functions assigned to them by

Manu. In Bardwan and Westem Bengal, where Aguris are numer

ous, they take rank with the Nava-Sakha, and Brahmans will take

water and certain kinds of sweetmeats from their hands. Many of

them hold estates and tenures of various grades, and the bulk of the

caste are fairly prosperous cultivators. If popular rumour may be

trusted, they still, as in the days of Manu, “find pleasure in savage

conduct,” for they are said to be extraordinarily short-tempered

and irascible, and the criminal records of the districts where they

are most numerous seem to show that, in proportion to the numbers

of the caste, an unusual number of crimes of violence were laid to

their charge.

The following table shows the distribution of Kguris in Bengal

in 1872 and 1881 :—

Religion.

Social status.

 
 

 

 

  

Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1881. Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan 59,887 61,292 Maimansinh 1 ____ _,

Bnnkura 9,283 13,108 Chittagong .... .. 115

Blrbhum 2.993 2,517 Noakhah 33 35

Midnnpur .. 1,026 1,403 Tipperah 10 szq

Hughlr with Howrah 1,141 3,9-"-2 Bhaznlpur .... .. 974

24-Pa.rganas 1,848 177 Purnia 542

Nedrya 118 124 Santa] Parganas .... .. 1,270

Jessore 6:; 149 Maldah 68 183

llurshedabad 249 158 Patna ... ... .... .. 80

Dinipur 57 134 Gva .... .. 60

Rajs e s.-, 7s Ohampnran see

Bogra as Cuttack 331 315

B-angpur 9 22 Pun 6 .... ..

Pabpa 86 21 Balasore 808 191

Dariiling 15 .... .. 'l‘ributar_v Mahala 3 .... ..

Jalpigon 4 182 Halllfibagh ____ __ 179

Kuch Behar 1 Louardtga . ____ ._ 393

Dwca 31$ Smgbhum .... ,, 2

Yaridpur I 13 Manbhum .... .. 443

Agwa, a village servant, who A'har, a sub-caste of Goalas in

acts as a guide to travellers. the North-Western Provinces.

Ah, a sub-sept of the Kisku Ahdadar, Ahadar, an officer;

sept of Santals. a functionary, whether military
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or civil; a title given by the

former Rzijés of Ramgarh to

some of their servants without

distinction of caste, whose duty

it was to superintend the ex en

diture of the household. he

title is now borne by one Dambar

Ahadar, of Ichak, who is a Bania

of the Nichondia sub-caste.

Aherié, a sportsman, a fowler.

Ahilésariér, a pur or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

gum, Ahiri, Ab/lit‘, Abhiri,

the cowherd caste of Behar and

Upper India. The name also is

sometimes used to denote a sub

caste of Goalés. See Goélé.

Ahir, a section of Ghasis in

Chota Nagpur.

A'hir-Péik, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Nhitégni, a. Brahman house

holder who maintains a perpetual

family-fire, hence a title of Brah

111.8115.

Ahriti, hunters, a sept of the

Mélé or Mal Paharié tribe in the

Santél Parganas.

Ahtharai, a sub-tribe of Lim

bus in Darjiling.

Aialong, a sept of Tipperahs

in the Chittagong Hill Tracts.

Rich, a title of Dakshin-Rérhi

and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Aiché, a. group of Barendra

Sunris in Eastern Bengal.

Aichittra, a so-called gntra in

which all members of the Rama

vat sect of religious ascetics are

enrolled when initiated. As the

Ramévats profess celibacy, and

the gotra includes the entire sect,

it difiers from the gotras of most

Hindu castes in having no bearing

upon marriage.

Nidhar, an a 'cultural daylabourer in Vligelsltern Bengal,

usually paid in kind.

Ailwér, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Ainak-séz, an optician. The

ordinary ainak-eds merely frames

glasses, which he procures from

bisdtis; but in most large cities

manufacturers of lenses are

found.

Ainé-8&2, a looking-glass

maker.

Aind, the eel, a. totemistic

section or sept of Rauti-is, Asuras,

Goélés, Santéls, Mundas, Pans,

and Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Ainduér, eel, a totemistic sept

of Korwas.

N indwér, a section of Goraits;

of Goalas in Behar.

Ainié, a. section of Sonars in

Behar.

Nir, a section of Ghésis.

Airan, a gotra or section of

Agarwéls.

Aithéna, a sub-caste of Kay

asths in Behar.

Aiyér, a pm‘ or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Ajé-ésram, a sub-caste of

Mayarés in Central Bengal.

Ajagyak Brahman, a Brahman

who does not offer sacrifices or

receive presents; a synonym for

Bzibhan, having reference to the

tradition that the Bébhans are

merely landholding Brahmans.

Ajaidépél, a section of the

l Karan Kéyasths in Behar.
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Ajaitié, a kul or section of the

Bébhan caste in Behar.

Ajén, a mul or section of the

Kanaujié. sub-caste of Sonars in

Behar.

Ajner. a mul or section of the

Chhamulia Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Ajodhyébési, a sub-caste of

Kewats, Kumhars, and Sonars in

Behar.

Ajodhyépuri, a sub-caste of

Sonérs in Behar.

Nkén, a section of the Mag

haya sub-caste of Kandus in

Behar.

Nkés, a gziin of the Séndilya

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Akasaria, a section of the

Bébhan caste in Behar.

Nkésmukhi, a class of ascetics

of the Saiva sect, who keep

their faces always turned to the

sky until the muscles of the neck

become rigid and the head is

fixed in that position.

Akhanbéri, a mul or section

of the Tinmulizi-Madhesia, Chha

mulia-Madhesia, and Bhojpurié

sub-castes of Halwéis in Be

har.

Alkharé, a samdj or local

group of the Séndilya gotra of

the Paschatya Baidik Brah

mans in Bengal.

Akhaur, a section of the

Sribastab sub-caste of Kayasths

and of the Magahiyé. sub-caste of

Doms in Behar.

Akhgéon, a section of the

Magahiyé sub-caste of Kandus in

Behar.

Alkhutié, a sub-caste of Doms

in Bengal. An opprobrious ex

pression, generally applied to a

spendthrift.

Akhwéni, a title of Babhans

in Behar.

Akrur-Paraménanda, a sub

caste of Sutradhars in Murshed

abad.

Akshagrémi, a gain of the

Bétsya gotra of Bzirendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Aktenhang, name of a domes

tic demi-god, a sept of the

Ohérkhola sub-tribe of Limbus

in Darjiling.

Aladési, a section of Tantis

in Bengal and of Kaibarttas in

Murshedabad.

Alédhi, a eamrij or local

group of the Basishtha gotra

of Paschatya Baidik Brahmans

in Bengal.

Aladoshi, a section of Kum

hérs in Jessore.

Alakjéridérhué, a mu! or sec

tion of toe Kishnaut sub-caste of

Goalis in Behar.

Alamalaka, Almalak, an

exogamous section of Baidyas in

Bengal.

Mam-rishi, a section of

Kamars in Singbhum and the

Santél Parganés; a section of

Sutradhars in Bengal.

Atlamyén, an eponymous sec

tion of Brahmans, Gaudhabaniks,

Pods, Bagdis, Kzimars, Kayasthas,

Kumhars, Madhunapits, Malis,

Mayaras, Nfrpits, and Tantis in

Bengal; a section of the Paschim

Kuliyé Sadgops; of Suklis in

Midnapur; of Sutradhars and
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Kaibnrttas in Murshedabad and

Sunris in Maldah.

Alarishi, a section of Jugis in

Bengal.

Alchéré, a. section of the

Baranwér sub-caste of Baniyas

in Behar.

Alekhié, a sect of Saiva asoetics

having their head-quarters near

Girmir and Poona, in Western

India, whence they visit the chief

placesof pilgrimage. Theycollect

alms for the purpose of feeding

other ascetios, and proclaim their

mission by repeating the word

alalrh (‘awake’?), from which

their name is derived. Alekhiés

profess profound respect for their

alms-bag (jhuli), and are divided

into three classes, the members

of which dedicate the jhuli to

Ganesa, Bhairab, and Kali

respectively. Ganesa-Alekhiés

beg in the morning, Bhairab

Alekhias in the afternoon and

evening, and Kali-Alekhias only

at midnight. Members of the first

class beg from house to house, and

may even stay for some time in

a house where they are hospitably

received: ascetics of the other

two classes may not enter a door,

and merely walk along the road

shouting ‘ala/ch’ to attract the

attention of the pious.

This appears to be the sect

referred to by Wilson_, s.v. A /akh

ndmi, from Sanskrit alakskya,

‘ undefinable,’ ‘invisible.’

Nlemba, hailstones, a_totem

istic sept of Juéngs in Orissa.

Alepkhéni, a patlzi or hyper

gamous sub-group of the Baren

dra sub-caste of Brahmans 111

Bengal.

Miékhéni, a. pat/ti or hyper

%amous sub-group of Bérendra

rahmans in Bengal.

Aliman, Alimén, a section of

Béruis, Bauris, Uhésédhobés,

Béitis, Bhuinmulis, Kahérs, of

Barendra Sunris and of Subar

nabaniks and '1‘e1is in Bengal,

a gotra or section of Kéyasths,

Napits, of Males in Eastern

Bengal, and the group of castes

(Nam-Sdkha) from whose hands a

Bengal Brahman can take water.

Nlimmén, a section of Sudras

in Eastern Bengal.

Allay, Allié, Aleh, a tkar or

sept of Mangers in Darjiling.

Almél, a section of the Ban

gfil sub-caste of Baniyas in Behar;

of Kaibarttas in Central Bengal.

Almasi or Alamyén, a section

of Goalzis in Bengal.

Almas-Tarash, a. diamond

cutter. The term is also incor

rectly applied to the begri, magma’

sa's and others, all of whom

perform different operations and

are really distinct artisans.

Atimisi, a section of Kaibarttas

in Murshedabad.

Alru, a sept of Hos in Sing

bhum.

Mu, a section of Koras in

Chota Nagpur.

Alunfi, a title of ascetics of

the Saiva sect, who abstain from

taking salt with their food.

Alyamén, an eponymous

section of Paitnis and Sankhziris.

Am, Amba, mango, a totem

istie sept of Goalas, Nageswars,

Korwas, and Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.
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Amal-dér, a manager, an

agent.

Amam, a section of the

Kamar sub-caste of Dosédhs in

Behar.

Aman, a class of Nepalese

liquor-sellers found only in the

Supul subdivision of Bhégal

Amar, a class of Nepalese

cultivators found only in the

Supul subdivision of Bhagalpur.

Amarébédi, a sub-caste of

Bhuinmélis found in Noakhéli.

Amarnéth, an up-country

religious sect who live on alms.

Amashta, a sub-caste of Kay

asths in Behar.

311131, Ameitk, a cultivating caste of Behar, many of whom

are employed as personal servants by the higher

classes of Hindus. This circumstance has led

to the formation of two sub-castes (pangats):

Gharbéit or “householder” and Bahiot or “bearer,” the members

of which do not intermarry. Gharbait Amats, who also style them

selves Rant, live solely by cultivation, and cannot take service except

at the risk of exclusion from their pemgat ; Bahiot Amats, who bear

the significant titles of Khawés, “ servant,” Ghibihar, “ ghi-eater,”

and Saghar, or “vegetable-eater,” regard service as their chamo

teristic occupation, but many of them work as cultivators without,

however, thereby qualifying themselves for membership in the more

respectable sub-caste of Gharbait. Within the Bahiot class, men

who serve Rajas are held in special esteem, and an extra bride-price

is paid for their daughters. That the Gharbéit sub-caste is the

more ancient of the two, and represents the original nucleus of the

entire caste, may be inferred from the fact that it is divided into

exogamous sections (dilzs), such as Larwar, Narhan, Pataiwar, Parab

war, and others ; while the Bahiots have no such sections, and regulate

their marriages by the less archaic system of prohibited degrees.

Marriage between persons descended in a direct line from the same

parents is of course forbidden; and in addition to this the descend

ants of the paternal and maternal uncles and aunts, and of the

maternal grandmother, are barred ordinarily for seven generations,

and even beyond that, so long as they reside in the same place and

the practice of asoch or mutual ceremonial impurity on the occurrence

of death is kept up. These rules are also observed by Gharbait

Amats, so far as they are not included in the rule of exogamy, which

with them, as with many other castes, is one-sided in its operation,

the name of the section following the male line. There is no

definite rule to prevent a man from marrying two sisters, both living,

but no instance of this is known to have occurred. A man may

marry the younger sister of his deceased wife, but not her elder

sister. It is unusual for Amats to marry outside the district in

which they reside; and with them, as with other Behar castes, the

fact of a family having emigrated to Bengal puts a certain slur

upon its members, and renders it difficult for them to procure wives

from their original home.

Améts practise both infant and adult-marriage according to

their means, infant-marriage being deemed the

more respectable, and adult-marriages being

B

pur.

Origin and internal

structure.

Marriage.
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confined to those whose parents cannot afford to get them married

earlier in life. Widows are allowed to marry again. It is con

sidered right, if possible, for the widow to marry her late husband’s

younger brother or younger cousin; and, in the case of Gharbéits,

for her to marry within the dih or section to which her husband

belonged; but there is no positive rule against her marrying an

outsider, and she incurs no social penalty by doing so. Under no

circumstances can she mary her husband’s elder brother. The ritual

in use at the marriage of a widow is far less elaborate than at that

of a spinster. Brahmans are not employed; only the simplest

mantras are recited ; a small present of cloth, sweetmeats, and cash is

given to the woman; and the bride m completes the ceremony

by smearing vermilion (sindur) on her forehead with his left hand.

Polygamy is permitted, but the conditions are not strictly

defined, and, so faras rules go, there is nothing to prevent a man from

marrying as many wives as he can maintain. Custom, however, and

the normal standard of living among the caste, combine in practice

to limit the number of wives to two, and it is unusual for a man to

take a second wife unless the first is barren. In cases of proved

infidelity a man may put away his wife with the sanction of the

panchayat or council of elders, and may marry again. There

seems, however, to be no regular ceremony appointed for the purpose

of divorce, and resort to it is far less frequent than among the lower

castes. Many Améts, indeed, deny that they allow divorce in any

form, and the caste, as a whole, sets a high value on female chastity.

The religious observances of Amfits do not differ materially from

those in vogue among orthodox Hindus of

about the same social standin . Most of them

belon to the Sakta sect. and worship Kali with t e usual sacrifice

of a e-goat. Maithil Brahmans are empolyed as priests, and incur

no special degradation by serving in this capacity. Among the

di minoren so numerous in Behar, the Amats worship the five

goddesses (panch devati). a form of Bhavéni, with offerings of betel,

areca-nut, arwa rice boiled in milk with sugar, cakes boiled in ghi,

plantains, etc. ; G-oraiya is propitiated with a pig; Sokha with pit/ui,

“ a kind of boiled pudding made of sattu or meal; ” and Bandi with

unleavened bread and sweetmeats. No special days are set apart for

this worship. It is conducted by the members of the household

without the intervention of Brahmans, and the worshippers eat the

offerings with the exception of the pig sacrified to Goraiyfi, which is

carefully buried. Bahiot Améts have also a special ancestral deity

of their own, called Pheku Ram, to whom kids, goats, sweetmeats,

and betel-nut are ofiered, and afterwards distributed among the

members of the sub-caste who happen to be resent.

The dead are burned in the ordinary indu fashion, the ashes

being thrown into the Ganges or into any

sacred river that may happen to be handy. In

the case of persons who die at a distance from a river, this duty is

usually neglected, and the ashes are collected under a small platform

(chabutra), upon which a tulsi-tree is planted. Infants under eight

months are buried. Srdddh is performed according to the standard

ritual on the fourteenth day after death. Ancestors are propitiated in

Religion.

Disposal of the dead.
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the first half of Asin (Se tember-October) by offerings of water

poured from the palms of t e hands.

The social standing of Améts is much the same as that of

_ Kurmis, Koiris, and Goélés, and they belong
°t’“l“” “nd °°°“' to the group of castes f.rom whom a Brahman

can take water. This indeed is a matter of

necessity for a caste largely employed in personal service. They

will eat sweetmeats with, and take water from, members of the

acharani group of castes and of the higher castes. Cooked food

they will eat only with men of their own caste, and some Amats

are so particular that they will eat only with members of their own

sub-caste. Formerly they would smoke with members of the acharam‘

group, but of late years they have become more strict, and the

question is governed by the rule applicable in the matter of cooked

food. They indulge in all kinds of clean animal food, such as goats,

both male and female, deer, hares, pigeons, wild fowl, and fish, with

the exception of some scaleless varieties, which are supposed to bear

a resemblance to snakes ; but some of them abstain wholly from meat

and fish, and are held in special respect for this abstinence. Spirituous

liquors are not forbidden. Some Amats say that they have no

objection to eating the leavings of Brahmans, while others resent

the suggestion. The point is an obscure one, on which accurate

information is not readily to be had; but it seems likely that Bahiot

Amats, serving high-class Brahmans, would in practice oat what was

left of their master’s food, while Gharbait Arnats would of course

not be exposed to this temptation, and would therefore deny the

possibility of such a thing taking place. In Purneah cultivating Amats

take credit to themselves for not plou hing with cows—a practice

common in some parts of that district. heir status as agriculturists

appears to vary somewhat in different districts, but the bulk of the

caste appear to be fairly prosperous rayats, usually possessed of

occupancy rights; some have sunk to the position of landless day

labourers, receiving wages in kind, while a very few have risen to

be tenure-holders and proprietors of small estates.

The following table shows the distribution of Amats in 1872

 

 

 

and 1881 :—

Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1851. Dlsrlucr. 1872. 1881.

Patna 01 ...... | Bhagnlpur am am
T1rhu!—- Purnia ... 7,183 7,903

Darbhanpra } 3,0,, 20,0147 Santa! Pars"“" .... .. 12

Mozutferpirr ' 2,315 Bulusure ... 10 271

Saran ... 120 .... .. Trihutaryfii 1,645 1,193

Uham aran 241 214' Dinujpur ... ... .... .. 1

Mong yr .... .. :1} Bajshahye 2

Amétia, a mu! or sept of the 1 Amayat, a title of Sudhas in

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs Orissa.

in Behar. .

Ambahlé. a section of the

Améut, 3 title Qf Klmndéits Karan sub-caste of Kéyasths in

in Uhota Nagpur. Bflllfl-11

B2
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Ambarié, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Ambastlza. a synonym for

Baidya in Bengal. In Manu (x.

13, 47) the Ambasthas are

described as the offspring of a

Brahman by a. Vaisya girl, and

are said to follow the practice

of medicine.

Ambras, a fruit, a totemistic

sept of Mundns in Chota Nagpur.

Ambuli, a gdin of the Késyapa

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Amethi, a sub-caste of Raste

gis in Behar.

Amghét, a section of Bhoj

puria Halwéis in Behar.

Rmi, a. mul or section of the

Chhamulia-Madhesié. sub-caste of

Halwéis and of the Biyéhut and

Kharidéhé Kalwérs in Behar.

Aminépur, a section of Béis

Sonérs in Behar.

Amol, a section of the Ka

mér sub-caste of Dosédhs in

Behar.

, Ampur, a mul or section of the

Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonérs in

Behar.

Amraut, a. section of Awadhié.

Hajéms in Behar.

Amri, a. totemistic sept of

Oraons, who are prohibited from

drinking rice gruel.

Amrot, a section of the Mag

hayé. sub-caste of Koiris in

Behar.

_Amu, a sept of Ohakmés in the

H111 Tracts of Chittagong.

Anébrikaksha, a section of

Brahmans.

Anédi, a. section of Jugis in

Bengal.

Anaet, a. sept of Bairégis in

Chota Nagpur.

Anal, a section of Bhéts.

Ananta, a section of the Sérék

caste in Chota Nagpur.

Dinar, a mul or section of the

Ohhamulié-Madhesia sub-caste of

Halwéis in Behar.

Anarai, Anraya, a section of

Babhans in Behar.

Nnarpuri, Anwarpuri, a sub

caste of Kémars, Népits, and Telis

in the 24-Parganas.

Anchit, tiger, a. totemistic sept

of Bairégis in Chota Nagpur.

Nndarie-Nehra, a mul of

the Séndil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Andarie-Lagunié, a mul of the

Séndil section of Maithil Bréh

mans in Behar. _

Andarie-Pirépur, a mul of the

Séndil section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Andhachébér, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Andhachipé panaria, a sec

tion of Kurmis in Chota Nag

pur and Orissa.

Andhigot, a totemistic section

of Nunias in Behar.

Andhra, see Tailangi.

Andrish, a. rope of untanned

hide with which the yoke is

fastened to the plough, a totem

istic section of Sunris in the

Santél Parganas and Man

bhum.
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Angarié, a sub-caste of Lo Anokénwér, a mul or section

hairs in Chota Nagpur; charcoal- of the Chhamulié-Madhesia sub

burners, a sub-sept of the Tudu caste of Halwéis in Behar.

sept of Santals and a sept of Hos.

Angbohang, king of the fir

wood, a sept of the Ahtharai

sub-tribe of Limbus.

Angbu, the forest-dweller, a

sub-sept of the Thekim sept of

Limbus in Darjiling.

Angdenba, lord of the forest,

a sept of the Pzinthar sub-tribe

of Limbus in Darjiling.

Angira, a gotra or section of

the Baidya caste in Bengal.

Atngirasa, a gotm or section

of Brahmans professing to be

descended from the Vedic Rishi

or sage Angira; a Brahmanical

section of Khatris.

Angléh, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Angrok or Angwér, a sub

caste of Rajwérs.

Angwér, a section of Turi or

Dakhiné. Doms in Behar, who

perform their domestic worship

inside the zmgan or court-yard

of their houses.

Ankur, a. title of Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja Kayasths.

Atnkuri, a section of the

Sétmulia Maghayé. sub-caste of

Kandus in Behar.

Ankurié, a sub-caste of Doms

in Bengal who are basket-makers.

Anlébéng, a sept of Limbus

in Darjiling.

Anmér, a section of the Bengal

sub-caste of Baniyas in Behar.

a gain of the

Sabarna gotra of the Utter

Bérendra Brahmans in Bengal.

Annésani,

Anraiwér-Anrai, a. mul of the

Bzitsa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Anraiwér-Usrauli, a mu! of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Anraiwér-Jhaué, a mul of the

Bétsa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Anraiwér-Baingni, a mul of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Anril, a section of Sonérs in

Behar.

Anrréhi, a mul or section of

the Majraut sub-caste of Goalas

in Behar.

Nnrué, a mul or section of

the Chbamulia-Madhesia sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Antahrié, a section of Bhfits.

Antéiya, a mul or section of

Sonars in Behar.

Antarvedi or Kanaujié, one

of the three main divisions of

Kanaujia Brahmans found in

Behar. They are said to have

come from the country between

the Ganges and Jamna.

Anulomaj (from anu, ‘accord

ing to,’ loma, ‘the hair of the

body,’ andja, ‘ born,’—born with

the hair or grain, z'.e., in due

order), the offspring of two persons

of difierent classes, of whom the

father is of the superior caste in

social standing, as of a Brahman

father and Kshatriya mother. If
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the woman be of the Brahman

and the man of the Kshatriya

caste, the order is inverted, and

the progeny is termed Pratilomuj, ‘

born against the hair. been previously married.

Aoghar, a sect of Saiva ascetics founded in Guzerat by a

Dasnémi mendicant, named Brahma 'ri, through the favour of

Gorakhnath, a religious reformer, who ourished early in the fifteenth

century, and is now recognised in the Himalayan districts as an

incarnation of Siva and the special protector of the Gorkhélis.

They have not the custom of making proselytes. On the death

of a chief of the math, one of the mendicants is romoted to his place

with certain ceremonies. It is said that orakhnath invested

Brahmagiri with his ear-ring and certain other symbols, which

the latter afterwards distributed among five mendicants, each of

whom formed a separate group of the sect—Gudar, Sukhar, Rukhar,

Bhukhar, and Kukar. Members of the first three groups dress them

selves in a long yellow overcoat. The Gudar wear a ring in one ear,

and in the other a fiat copper plate with the footprint of Aoghar

or Gorakhnath. The Sukhar and Rukhar wear rings of copper or

pewter on both the ears. These ornaments are said to be a sort of

masonic signs, by means of which the members of each group

may recognise each other. Ascetics belonging to the Bhukhar and

Kukar divisions are rarely met with in Bengal. The main distinc

tion between them and the first three groups lies in that they do not

burn incense in their alms-pot, while the others do. The Kukar

rou collect alms with a. new earthen-pot, called kéli /uindi, in

which they also cook their food. Mention is made of a sixth group,

called Ukhar, concerning whom no precise information is available.

Some say, indeed, that the name is merely a title of those members

of the first three groups who are given to indulgence in fiesh and

strong drink.

Anwér, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

 

Anyapurba, a woman who has

Apa, atitle of Bangaja Kéy- Aréit, a kul or section of

asths.

Apharié, a section of the Ahir

or Goéla caste in the North

Westem Provinces.

Ar, a sept of the Chandrabansi

division of Rajputs in Behar.

Nrad-farosh, a flour-vendor.

Araich, a section of Bfibhans

in Behar.

Aréishwélé, a trader who

makes and sells takhts, tcisizie,

toys, artificial flowers, fruits, and.

festal decorations, such as paper

or talc lanterns, and horses and

other figures of paper pulp.

Bébhans in Behar.

Aréiyé, Area, Arre, a sub-caste

of Telis in Behar, who claim to

intermarry with the Maghays

sub-caste. The latter, however,

do not admit the claim.

Arajpuria, a section of Mag

hayé. Dhcbis in Behar.

Arak-kash, a distiller of ex

tracts andessences of flowers, etc.,

which are used as beverages and

as medicinal draughts.

I-Yrép, a section of the Sat

mulia Maghaya sub-caste of

Kandus in Behar.
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Arépe, a title of Babhans in Alri, a title of Kama:-s and

Behar.

blrash, a title of Kaibarttas

in Bengal.

Alrath, a gdin or sub-section of

Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Archnémi, a. Ihar of the Ktrai

gotra of Nepali Brahmans.

Arddhé lakhié, a section of

the Banodhia and Jaiswar Kal

wars in Behar.

Ardhauti, a sub-caste of Kam

hars in Behar.

Ardi (fish), a totemistie section

of Bégdis in Bengal.

Area, a sub-caste of Gareris in

Behar.

Area, fish, a totemistie sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Atrewér, a kul or section of

Bébhans in Behar.

Argarié, a section of the

Ghosin sub-caste of Goalés in

Behar.

Arghaunle, a tbar or sept of

Mangers in Darjiling.

Arhé, a title of Khandaits in

Chota Nagpur.

Atrhéi-ghar, a hypergamous

group of the Ohéritti sub-caste

of Khatris in Bengal.

Nrhatiyé, a broker or middle

man, especially one who has a

shop, sometimes with consider

able storage accommodation, in

a ganj or emporium for the sale

of grain. Hence, more generally,

a business agent or correspond

ent.

Ari, a sub-caste of Satradhars

in Western Bengal.

a section of Kayasths in Bengal.

Afiér, a sub-caste of Bais

Baniyés in Behar.

_ A'riyér, a sub-caste of Sunris

1Il Manbhum.

Ariel» a tlmr of the Ktrai gotra

of Nepali Brahmans.

Arkasiya, a sawyer, a title

usually applied to the Mag-hayé.

sub-caste of Barhis in Behar.

Arkéti, (i) a pilot; (ii) an

unlicensed purveyor of labourers

for the tea districts, who collects

emigrants in small batches within

their native districts and makes

them over for the purpose of

transport to recruiters licensed

under the Inland Emigration

Act or formally authorised by

their employers to collect free

emigrants.

Arna, a sect of Dasnémi San

nyasis.

Arnab, a title of Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Arnwait, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

I-Xrrai or Arékash, ari, a saw,

a title of Ghandals or Namasudras

who are sawyers.

Arriér, a sub-caste of Tha

there or brass-chaser in Behar.

Arthi, Artkid, a broker, an

agent, a salesman, a commercial

correspondent, one who conducts

business on commission for a

principal at a distance; a banker

who grants and accepts bills

on other bankers or correspond

ents.
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Aru, yam, a totemistic sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Arul, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Aruyé, a sept of the Tung

jainya sub-tribe of Chakmés in

the Chittagong Hill Tracts.

Nryajéti, “ Aryan caste ;” a

pedantic designation adopted by

nine persons, probably Brahman

Pandits, in the 24»-Parganas in

the census of 1881.

Rs, Atsh, atitle of Dakshin

Rarhi Kéyasths and of Béruis

and Mayer-as in Bengal.

Rsan, Asin-Tdnti, Aswim'

Tzinti, the highest sub-caste of

weavers in Bengal, whoclaim to be

the original stook from which the

other sub-castes have diverged.

Asin-Tanti women do not wear

nose-rings, and this peculiarity

is regarded as the chief dis

tinction of the sub-caste. See

Ténti.

Asarhi, a mul or section of

the Kanaujizi sub-caste of Sonars

in Behar.

Asérméllé, Asarmauré, a

mul or section of the Chhamuli6.

Madhesizi sub-caste of Halwziis in

Behar.

Asesmeghram. a section of

Kanaujifi Lohars in Behar.

Ashér, a month—June, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Ashfagrémi or Kataki, a

sub-caste of Tambulis in Bengal.

Ashtalai, a sub-caste of Ka

mérs in the Santal Parganas.

Asiswér, a section of the

Kamzir sub-caste of Dosadhs in

Behar.

Asmait, a section of the Mag

hayé sub-caste of Kumhars in

Behar.

Asotoar, a sept of Korwas in

Chota Nagpur.

Asraur, a sect of Dasnami

Sanuyasis, properly belonging to

the Panjab, but sometimes found

in Bengal.

Asrhéf, Asréph, noblemen,

persons of rank. In Behar the

designation is assumed by the

more respectable classes of both

Mahomedans and Hindus, and in

particular by high-caste culti

vators, who receive in virtue of

their social status a remission of

rent, variously known as mdji,

ch/zuti, kamsare, reziet, marawati,

kumi, and incim. The word is

the plural of Ar. ska:-if, ‘noble,’

but, like many similar forms, is

used in the Indian vernaculars as

a singular.

Asrukoti, a géin of the Kasy

apa gotra of Bérendra Brahmans

in Bengal.

Assam-Mech, a sub-tribe of

Meches in Assam.

Assampé, a rui or sept of

Dejong Lhoris, the members of

which are of a mixed, low origin.

Asur-Agarié, a sub-tribe of

Agarias in Chota Nagpur.

Asur-Brijié, a sub-tribe of

Binjhias in Chota Nagpur.
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gl511l‘8, Agorid, Lolzrd, a small non-Aryan tribe of Lohardaga

and the eastern portion of Sarguja, who live

almost entirely by iron smelting. Colonel Dalton

seems inclined to connect them with the Asuras, who, according to

Munda tradition, were destroyed by Singbonga; and, judging from

Origin.

A the present position of the tribe, it is likely enough that the Asuras

may be the remnant of a race of earlier settlers who were driven

out by the Mundas. Herr Jellinghaus, however, suggestsl that the

Asiira legend may refer to the more civilised mining and temple

building people of whom traces are found throughout 51mm Nagpur.

The legend is discussed at length in the article Munda.

The Asuras have thirteen totemistic sections, which are shown in

Appendix I. Two of these-— Basriér (the bam

boo) and Mukruér (the spider) —occur also among

the Kurmis. A man may not marry a woman belonging to the

same section as himself, nor may he eat, out, or injure the plant

or animal whose name his section bears. Marriage is usually adult,

though a tendency towards the adoption of infant-marriage is

traceable. Polygamy is permitted, and great license of divorce pre

vails. The women of the tribe indeed are notorious for their lax

morality, and many of them earn their living as K/wlris or dancing

girls in the towns and larger villages of Chota Nagpur.

Little is known about the religion of the Asiiras. According

Reugiom to Dalton, they worship Singbonga, the supreme

deity of most Kolarian tribes, but know nothing

of Marang Buru, though they worship the great hills near them

under other names. The name Agorié. or Angorié appears in

Hazaribégh as the appellation of a sub-caste of the non-Aryan

Lohars, whose special function is the smelting of iron ore, from

which rough pig-iron is manufactured by members of the Lohondia

sub-caste.

The following table gives the number and distribution of Asuras

in 1872 and 1881 :—

Marriage.

 

 

Drnmcr. 1872. 1881. Drsriucr. 1872. 1881.

Santa] Pnrnnas .... .. 538 Sinzbhum 1

Hazaribagh 81 178 Manbhum 6| 22$

Lohardaxa 897 67 Tributary States 1,678 1,204

 

Asur Lohara, a sept of Mun- Altai-farosh, a seller of dtd or

das in Chota Nagpur. wheat flour,

Ataié, a sept of Réjputs in

Aswarié, a section of Babhans Behar

and Sonata in Behan Atai Baidya, a doctor who

defrauds the ignorant; a title of

Alswini, see Nsan. Baidyas used by outsiders.

'Zeitackn_'ft fir El/mologie, iv, 237.
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Atari, a section of the Karan

sub-caste of Kéyasths in Behar.

Atashbaz, a maker of fire

works.

Altgharié. a group of Phulkété

Malls in Bengal.

Athérachuré, a

Bérendra Sunris in

oup of the

Thpperah.

Athéréh Panth, a sub-tribe

of Mangars in Darjiling.

Atharb, an eponymous section

of Bébhans.

Atharva, a low group of

Brahmans in Behar.

Ath-pahari, one who is al

ways on duty (an eight-watch

man), applied specially to a ser

vant employed to collect rents;

or, in Ben al, to one who is set

to watch t e crop and acts as a

messenger for the rest of the

villagers.

Althral, Athrol, a sept of

Rajputs, a section of Babhans

inBehar.

Athwéré, Athcydra, a money

lender who advances money on

condition that the borrower shall

pay by weekly instalments a

larger sum than he receives; a

cultivator who, for the use of

agricultural implements on his

' cheld or disciple to another, teaching mantras.

own account for eight days, works

the rest of the month for theAthisa, a sub-caste of Dhobas

benefit of the lender.in Central Bengal.

Atit, Atith, from Sansk. atit, one who has passed away from

worldly interests, or from atitlzi, a guest, a temporary dweller upon

earth, a title of religious mendicants, practically synonymous with

Sannyési, gm. The term is applied to both Vaishnavas and

Saivas, and does not appear to be capable of very precise definition.

As used in Behar, it includes two classes of persons-Sannyési

Atits, who adopt a purely ascetic and celebate life, and transmit

their property to their pupils (c/zelds) by a sort of spiritual succes

sion, and Gharbéri Atits, whose manner of life is that of ordinary

householders. The latter group, indeed, whatever may have been

its original mode of formation, whether by descent from Sannyasi

Atits, who broke their vows and married, or otherwise, does not

now differ materially from any ordinary occupational caste. The

term is also colloquially applied to a person going on a journey

who puts up on the way either at a shop or house of some resident,

whose guest he becomes. Sannyési Atits are divided into four

classes bearing difierent titles :—(1) Bhérati, from Bharat or

Hardwar, (2) Giri, (3) Puri, and (4) Arun. They are distin

guished by wearing a head gear of an ochre colour dyed in ger-u

(red ochre), and a necklace of rudra'ksha, called kantki. They

abstain from animal food and wine, and wander about from one

The Gharbéri Atits

do not admit outsiders into their groups, follow the Hindu law of

inheritance, and perform the srdddh. They are sometimes culti

vators, holding from zemindars rent-free jégirs, many of which were

not improbably granted to their ancestors on the ground of their

being Sannyasis.
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Atpéré, a sub-caste of Kotals

in Western Bengal.

Atrab, a territorial section of

Babhans in Behar.

I-lltréi, Atri, a gotra or section

of Nepali Brahmans.

Aitreya, a gotra or section

of Brahmans; of the Srotriya

sub-caste of Utkal Brahmans ; of

Baidyas and Kéyasths in Bengal;

and of Karans in Orissa.

Attér, a maker of perfumes

and essences.

Attri-rishi, asection of Téntis

in Bengal.

Ntul-rishi, a section of Chass

dhobés in Bengal.

Aturé, a section of Doms in

Western Bengal, who officiate as

the priests of the caste.

Atur-Sannyési, a sect of re

ligious mendicants, joined by

persons who suppose themselves

to be at the point of death. It

is said to have been popularised

by ’l‘ulsi Das, a Dakshinatya

Brahman, who accepted the

mantra of the sect when he was

seriously ill, and afterwards re

covering became a conspicuous

adherent of the Vedanta school

of philosophy at Benares. Per

sons who enter the sect in extre

mis and afterwards get well must

remain Sannyasis for the rest of

their lives.

Nturthi, a géin of the Bharad

waja gotra of Bérendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Auigh Baid, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Aujana, a sept of Chiks in

Chota Nagpur.

Nunria, a mul or section of

the Majraut sub-caste of Goalés

in Behar.

Aura, fruit, a totemistio sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Austhi, a title of Kanaujia

Brahmans in Behar.

Nut-Alsram, a sub-caste of

Gandhabaniks in Bengal.

Atwadhiér, a pur or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Awadhié, Ayodhié, or Aya

dkz'a'busia', literally those who live

in Ayodhya or Oudh—members

of different sub-castes, who trace

their origin from Ayodhya. Also

a sub-caste of Nuniyés in Behar,

who practise infant-marriage and

observe a curious custom, called

dsma'm' sluidi, which requires that

the bride and bridegroom shall be

held off the ground during the

marriage ceremony. A sub-caste

of Beldars, Binds, Dhobis, Ha

j éms, Kalwars, Kumhars,Kurmis

and Sonérs in Behar. Sonérs of

this sub-caste affect a high

standard of orthodoxy, and do not

permit widows to marry again.

Ayodhia Kurmis affect superiority

over the other members of the

caste, and do not permit widows

to marry again.

Azghalla, a totemistio sept of

Chamars and Doms in Chota

Nagpur.
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Baba, rice, a totemistic sept Babbalié, a hanger-on about

of Mundas in Ghota Nagpur. courts of law, ready to give false

testimony or to bring false orBdbd/ll’ it synonym for Brahman malicious charges against a person

and of members of religious sects for hire_

affecting to practise "asceticism. Bébhéniame Kama‘ a mu! of

Babangfi, a sept of Hos in the Batsya section of Maithil

Singbhum. Brahmans in Behar.

fiihllflfl, Bhuinhdr, Zamiuddr Brahman, Girbastli Brahman,

Pachbivnd Brahman, Maya/la_1/d Brahman, Ajagyak Bralzman,Zaminda'r,

Chaudliriji, a large and influential caste which counts among its

members some of the chief landholders of Behar. Regarding the

origin of the Bébhans, a variety of traditions are current. One story

represents them as the descendants of the Brahman rulers whom

Parasu Ram set up in the place of the Kshatriyas slain by him, and

who in course of time abandoned their Brahmanical duties and took to

the profession of landholding. Another tells how a certain king of

_ _ _ _ Ayodhya, being childless, sought to remove

“,:;§“gr‘:“I‘,'§‘bh:§s his reproach by the sacrifice of a Brahman,

and bought for this purpose the second son of

the Rishi Jamadagni, the father of Parasu Ram. By the interven

tion of Viswamitra, the maternal uncle of the victim, the Raja was

enabled to get a child without bloodshed; but the young Brahman

was held to have been degraded by the sale, and was called upon to

settle down on the land and become the forefather of the Babhan

caste.‘ A third legend, perhaps the best known of all, traces the

Babhans back to a sacrifice offered by Jarésandha, King of Magadha,

at which a very large number of Brahmans, some say a lakh and a

quarter, were required to be present. Jarésandha’s Dew-an, a

Kayasth of the Amasht or Karan sub-caste, did his best to meet the

demand, but was driven to eke out the local supply by distributing

sacred threads among members of the lower castes and palming

them off on the king as genuine Brahmans. Jar:-isandha’s suspicions

being roused by the odd appearance of some of the guests, the

Dewan was compelled to guarantee their respectability by eating the

food which they had cooked ; while the Brahmans thus manufactured,

failing to gain admission into their su posed caste, had to set up a

caste of their own, the name of which (Babhan or Bahman) is popu

larly supposed to mean a sham Brahman ; “just as in some districts

an inferior Réjput is called a Raut, the corruption of the name

betokening the corruption of the caste.”

The last theory is at once refuted by the appearance and
77

_ demeanour of the caste. “They are, says
N°t P'°m°t°‘i I‘°°' Mr. Beames, “a fine manly race, with the deli

mm cate Aryan type of feature in full perfection.”

1 The legend referred to is that of Sunah Sephas, told in the Aitureya Bra.h1mz1ul and

in a slightly different form in the Ramayana.
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This type, I may add, is singularly uniform and persistent among

the Babhans, which would not he the case if they were descended

from a crowd of low-caste men promoted by the exigencies of a

particular occasion; for brevet rank thus acquired would in no case

carry with it the right of intermarriage with pure Brahmans or

Rajputs, and the artificially-formed group, being compelled to marry

within its own limits, would necessarily perpetuate the low-caste type

of features and complexion. As a matter of fact, this is what

happens with the sham Rajputs whom we find in most of the outlying

districts of Bengal. They marry among themselves, never among

the true Rajputs, and their features reproduce those of the parti

cular aboriginal tribe from which they may happen to have sprung.

If, then, the hypothesis of a low-caste origin breaks down, there

remains the question—Are the Bébhans Brahmans who have somehow

been degraded and dropped out of the ranks of their original caste?

There seems to be no primd facie improbability in this theory. Within

the Brahman caste itself we find plenty of instances of inferior sub

castes being formed owing to the adoption of practices deemed

inconsistent with the dignity of a Brahman. The Agradani, Aohérji,

and Varna Brahmans are cases in point. There is no reason there

fore in the nature of the caste system why the Babhans should not

be Brahmans who, having lost status for some reason now forgotten,

broke ofi entirely from the parent caste instead of accepting the

position of an inferior sub-caste. The suggestion that they were

degraded by taking to agriculture must of course be put aside, for,

as Mr. Beames has pointed out, “there are many thousands of

Brahmans in the same pert of the country who are engaged in

agricultural pursuits, but without losing caste, such as Tiwéris,

Upédhyas, O]has or Jhas, and others.”

An examination of the sections or exogamous groups into which

the Babhans are divided appears, however, to
N" d°5'“‘d°d Bmh‘ tell strongly against the hypothesis that they

mam are degraded Brahmans. These groups are

usually the oldest and most durable element in the internal organi

zation of a caste or tribe, and may therefore be expected to offer

the clearest indications as to its origin. Now we find among the

Bébhans section-names of two distinct types,——the one territorial,

referring either to some very early settlement of the section, or to the

birthplace of its founder, and the other eponymous, the eponym

being in most casesa Vedic ris/n" or inspired saint. The names of the

former class correspond to or closely resemble those current among

Rajputs; the names of the latter are those of the standard Brahman

ical gotras. Lists of both are given in Appendix I, av. filJl'lHIT.

Where the matrimonial prohibitions based on these two c asses of

sections conflict, as must obviously often happen where every member

of the caste necessarily belongs to both sets, the authority of the

territorial class overrides that of the eponymous or Brahmanical

class. Suppose, for instance, that a man of the Karanch territorial

section and of the Séndilya eponymous section wishes to marry a

woman of the Sakarwér territorial section, the fact that she also

belongs to the Ssndilya eponymous section will not operate as a bar
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to the marriage. Whatever may be the theory of the purohits of the

caste, the Brahmanical golra is disregarded in practice, and doubtful

oases are decided in accordance with the mu! or territorial section to

which the parties belong. This circumstance seems to indicate that

the territorial sections are the older of the two, and are probably the

original sections of the caste; while the eponymous sections have

been borrowed from the Brahmans in comparatively recent times.

It would follow that the Babhans are an offshoot, not from the

Brahmans, but from the Réjputs. If Bébhans had originally been

Brahmans, they would at the time of their separation from the

parent caste have been already fitted up with a complete set of Brah

manical gotras, and it is difiicult to imagine any reason which could

have induced them to borrow a strange and much more elaborate set

of sections from a tribe of inferior status, and to relegate their own

sections to an entirely subordinate position. Territorial sections,

moreover, do not lend themselves to the process of borrowing. They

are as a rule exceedingly numerous; the meanings of their names are

obscure and ditficult to trace; and, with the exception of a few names

borne by famous Rajput clans, they are wanting in the note of social

distinction. The Brahmanical gotras, on the other hand, form a clearly

defined and not inconveniently-numerous group to which well-known

and honourable traditions attach; they can be borrowed en masse with

out any particular trouble; and the influence of Brahman purohits is

sufficient to diffuse them throughout any caste which affects a high

standard of ceremonial purity and wishes to rise in the social scale.

Numerous examples of the process of borrowing the Brahmanical

eponymous gotras can be found among most of the lower castes at the

present day: I know of no instance of a caste adopting sections of

another type. 'l‘o take a familiar illustration: it is as unlikely that

a rising caste would borrow territorial sections when the Brahmanical

goiras were to be had for the asking, as it is that an English manu

facturer who has got on in the world and is about to change his name

would select Billing, Wace, or one of the earlier English patronymios

instead of some more high-sounding name which may have come in

with the Conquest. Kasyapa, Sandilya, and the other Brahmanical

section names do for the rising castes of Bengal what Vavasour,

Bracy, and Montrcsor are supposed to do for the wealthy parvenu in

England.

It should be added here that alongside of the clearly territorial

section names we find a few names of another type, such as

Baghauchhia, Belauria, Kastuar, which are said to have reference to

the tiger, the be! tree (zvgle marnzelos), and the kas grass, and Hararié,

Kodaria,Bhusbar-tit, Dcmkatar (foundling, spade-wielder, husk-picker,

Dcm’s knife), which seem to be nicknames of the same kind as we

meet among some of the Himalayan tribes. In the absence of

evidence that the members of the first three sections regard with

veneration the animal and plants whose names they bear, we are

hardly justified in pronouncing the names to be survivals from the

totemistie stage. Some suggestion of inferiority does, however, seem

to attach to the last four sections, and this point is more fully discussed

below. For the purpose of controlling connubial arrangements, both of
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these classes seem to possess the same value as the territorial section,

so that the argument stated above is not affected.

The considerations set forth above appear to me to render it

highly robable that the Babhans are a branch

thmaflé “ b“‘“°h °f of the tajputs. It must, however, be admitted

JP that evidence in favour of a Brahmanical

origin is not wanting. Mr. Sherring lays stress on the fact

that the Bhuinhars of Benares “call themselves Brahmans; have

the gotras, titles, and family names of Brahmans, and practise

for the most art the usages of Brahmans.” In Behar, thou h

the claim to e Brahmans is not invariably put forward, Bra -

manical titles, such as Misr, Pénre, and Tewéri, are used along

with the Rajput titles of Singh, Réi, and Thakur. In Shahabad

and in parts of the North-Western Provinces members of other

castes accord to a Babhan the salutation pramim ordinarily reserved

for Brahmans; while the Babhan responds with the benediction

asirbad. Further south, however, this practice is unknown; and in

Patna a Babhan would give the first greeting to a Kayasth, thereby

implicitly recognising the superior status of that caste in the social

s stem.y Like the Rajputs, the Babhans exclude the section of both

father and mother, or, in other words, forbid

a man to marry a woman who belongs to the

same section as he himself or his mother. The operation of this rule

is further extended by the manner in which it is applied. Account

is taken, not merely of the section to which the proposed bride

herself belongs (i.e., her father’s section), but also of her mother’s

section; so that the marriage will be barred if the bride’s mother

belonged to the same section as the bndegroom’s mother, though

of course neither bride nor bridegroom can be members of that

section. In respect of prohibited degrees, they follow the rules

current among the Kayasths and explained 1n the article on that

caste.

Among the Babhans of Behar, as among the Rajputs, no endog

amous divisions exist, and they also inter

marry on terms of equality with the Babhans

of the North-Western Provinces. Some sections, however, are

reckoned inferior to the rest, notably the Haréria, Kodéria, and

Bhusbarét mentioned above, regarding whom there is a saying in

Behar——

“ Harérié, Kodaria, Bhusbarat mare, to Tirhut ks. pap hare.”

In the north of Manbhum the Rémpai and Domkatér sections are

in such low repute that members of the other sections will not give

their daughters in marriage to Rampai or Domkatar men, although

they have no objection to taking wives from those sections them

selves. Consequently in that part of the country Rénipai and

Domkatar Babhans can only get wives from each other, though

their women can obtain husbands from all sections except their

own. If the restrictions were carried a step further, and Babhans

belonging to other sections interdicted from taking Rampai and

Domkatar women to wife, those sections would be wholly cut elf

Marriage : exogamy.

Enclogamy.
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from the _jus connubii, and would in fact, if not in name, have

hardened Into a sub-caste. I have no evidence to show that this is

at all_l1kely to take place-—the Manbbum practice indeed appears to

be qmte exceptional—but the point deserves notice as tending to

thrpw light on the obscure problem of the formation of sub

cas es.

All Bébhans who can afford to do so marry their daughters as

infants, the bride’s age being often no more

than four or five years. The same rule holds

good for boys, only they are married comparatively later in life, and

a son unmarried at the age of puberty does not bring the same

sort of reproach on the family as a. daughter is supposed to do.

Instances, however, are not wanting where for special reasons the

daughters of wealthy families have been married after they were

grown up, as was the case with the late Maharani of Tikari; and it

seems to be clear that even the most orthodox members of the caste

do not take the extreme sacerdotal view of the necessity of infant

ma.rriage. Ordinarily a price is paid for a bridegroom, but the

purchase of brides is by no means uncommon. A man may marry

two sisters, and the number of wives he may have is subject to no

limit except his ability to maintain them. Some say, however, that

a second wife is only permissible if the first proves barren, is con

victed of unchastity, or suffers from an incurable disease. Whatever

may be the rule on the subject, it is rare to find a man with more

than two wives. Widows are not allowed to marry again. Divorce

is unknown: a. faithless wife is simply turned out of the caste and

left to shift for herself by becoming a prostitute, turning Mahomedan,

or oining some of the less reputable religious sects.

The marriage ceremony of the Babhans does not appear to

differ materially from the standard type of a

Behar marriage, which has been very fully

described by Mr. Grierson at page 362 of Behar Peasant Life. It

should perhaps be noted that a Babhan markwa or marriage shed

had six posts, not four, and that the bride is held throughout the

ceremony bya woman of the Kahar caste. I may further observe

that whereas according to Hindu law the com letion of the seventh

step by the bride renders the marriage fin and irrevocable, a

number of Babhans in Patna assured me with much particularity of

statement that in their opinion sindurddn, or the smearing of vermilion

on the parting of the bride’s hair, formed the binding portion of the

oeremony——not the circumambulation of the sacrificial fire (bluinwar

or bcdi gkumaeh), which in Behar takes the place of the Vedic

saptapadi. My informants emphasised their statement by adding

that if the bridegroom were to die after bhdnwar and before sindurddn,

the bride would not be deemed a widow, and would be permitted

to marry another man. In the article on Kumhar below, I have

endeavoured to trace the origin of sindurddn, and have ventured to

put forward the theory that it has probably been borrowed from the

marriage service of the non-Aryan races.

Babhans burn their dead and perform the srdddh ceremony on

Dis I uh dW1 the eleventh day after death in the fashion
pm O e ' described by Mr. Grierson (Behar Peasant Lgfe,

Age at marriage.

Marriage ceremony.
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page 391). Bairagi Babhans are buried. In cases of extreme

poverty the corpse is thrown into a river after the nearest relative

has touched the mouth with a burning torch. At the Sftidfl/L cele

mony, as in all other acts of domestic worshi for which the services

of a puro/zit are required, Kanaujia Bra mans ofiiciate without

thereby incurring any degradation in comparison with the Brahmans

who serve the higher castes. In some parts of Eastern Behar

Maithil Brahmans are employed by the Babhans. These rank below

Kanaujias, and are looked down upon by the Srotriya Brahmans,

not because they serve in Babhans’ houses, but because their own

origin is believed to be of doubtful purity.

The religion of the Bébhan, like that of the ordinary high-caste

Hindu, conforms in its details to the ritual of

whatever recognised sect he happens to belong

to. Representatives of all sects are found amongst the caste in much

the same proportion as in the population at large. Vaishnavism,

however, is said to have been only recently introduced among them,

and in North Behar most Bzibhans are either Saivas or Saktas. No

social consequences are involved by professing the tenets of any of

the regular sects, and intermarriage between their members goes on

freely within the limits of the caste. Besides the standard worship

which a Bébhan performs in virtue of belonging to a particular

sect, all householders offer he-goats and rams to Kali on the 24th or

25th of Kuar (September-October), sweetmeats, sandal-paste, flowers

to Sitala on the 24th Ghait (March-April), and sugared cakes to

Hanumén on every Tuesday. On the lst of Chait these three

deities are propitiated with pita’ (wheat-flour and molasses cooked in

oil), ba'ra' (cakes of arid fried in oil), and kac/mania’ (round balls

of rice-flour, sugar, and butter). These offerings are presented by

the men of the family without the aid of a Brahman, and are

afterwards divided among the members of the household. To the

women is relegated the task of appeasing a lower order of gods—

Bandi Mai, Sokha, and Goraiya—with molasses and pitlzd, a sort of

boiled pudding made of sattu or meal.

Owing probably to the controversy about their origin, the

social standing of the Babhans is not altogether

easy to determine precisely, and varies slightly

in different parts of the area which they inhabit. In South-Eastern

Behar they rank immediately below Kayasths, but in Shahabad,

Saran, and the North-Western Provinces they appear to stand on

much the same level as Réjputs. The fact that in Patna and Gya

the Amashtha or Karan Kfiyasths will eat /rachchi food which has been

cooked by a Bfibhan, while the other sub-castes of Kéyasths will not,

may perhaps be a survival from times when Bébhans occupied a

higher position than they do at the present day. In Champaran,

according to Mr. Beames, Babhans are not permitted to drink and

smoke with Brahmans, “and only under some restrictions with

“ Rajputs. Thus, a Réjput may eat rice with them only when it is

“ without condiments; he may not eat bread, and he may drink water

“ only from an earthen vessel, not from a brass Iota. Similarly, when

“he eats with them his food must be placed on a dish made of

C

Religion.

Social status.
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“leaves, and not on the usual brass tkali. The meaning of these

“ apparently trifling distinctions is that the Rajput, on an emergency,

“ may eat hastily prepared food with them, but nothing that implies

“ a long preparation or deliberate intention.” Babhans themselves

claim to observe a higher standard of ceremonial purity than

Rajputs, in that they will not touch the handle (parihath or lagna)

of the plough, and that they use the full upana]/an ritual when

investing their children with the janeo or sacred thread. In the

matter of food they profess to take cooked food only with

Brahmans, and sweetmeats, curds, parched rice, etc. (pakki), from

Rajputs and the group of castes from whose hands a Brahman can

take water. As regards the latter class, they are careful to explain

that, although they will take sweetmeats, &e., as guests in their

houses, they will not sit down and eat with them. The Babhan’s

own diet is the same as that of all orthodox Hindus, and, like theirs,

depends in some respects on considerations of sect. Thus Saivas

and Saktas eat flesh, while Vaishnavas are restricted to vegetable

food. Spirituous liquors are strictly forbidden, and can only be

indulged in secretly. l

The characteristic occupation of the !Babhan caste, as indeed is

, indicated by the title Bhuinhar, is that of
o°°“p“t'°“ settled agriculturists; but they will under no

circumstances drive the plough with their own hands. Apart from

this special prohibition, they do not appear to be unreasonably

fastidious as to how they get their living, and will take service as

soldiers, constables, durwans, nagdis or lathials, cut wood, work as

coolies, and do anything that is not specifically unclean. Many of

them trade in grain, but it is considered derogatory to deal in

miscellaneous articles or to go in for general shop-keeping. Some

Babhans hold great estates in Behar and the North-Western

Provinces, among whom may be mentioned the Maharajas of

Benares, of Bettiah in Champaran, Tikari in Gya, Hatwa in

Saran, and Tamakhi in Gorakhpur, the Raja of Sheohar, and the

Réjkumar Babu of Madhoban in Champaran. They are found as

tenure-holders of all grades, and occupancy and non-occupancy

raiyats, while a very few have sunk to the position of landless day

labourers. According to their own account, although ranking as

aslzrdf or high caste cultivators, they enjoy no special privileges in

respect of rent, and are not particularly sought after as tenants,

because, in common with Brahmans, Rajputs and Kayasths, they

cannot he called upon for forced labour (begdri) or for specific

services in addition to the money-rent. The fact seems to be that,

as they will not plough themselves, and therefore must employ

labourers (kamz'g/a's) for this purpose, they cannot pay so high a

rent as men who work with their own hands ,- while their bold and

overbearing character, and their tendency to mass themselves in

“strong and pugnacious brotherhoods,” render them comparatively

undesirable tenants in the eyes of an exacting landlord. It is

said, indeed, that the title Bhuinhar, a term which Bébhans never

apply to themselves, has passed into a by-word for sharpness and

cunning.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Bébhans as ascertained in the census of 1872 and 1881 :

  

 

DIBTBICT. 1872- 1881.

Howrah .... .. 83

21-Parganas .... .. 14

Jr-ssore .... .. 4

Murshidalmd... .... .. 180

Rajshahye -.- 1

Ranprpur .. 4

ll;ab_n{a_ .... .. 119

HI]! mg 11

Kuch Bebe! .... .. 15

Patna . 1l6,7l4 121,495

Gya 140,244 152,697

Shahabad 72,038 76,339

Babhaniéme-Karréin, a mu!

of the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bébhaunchha, a tliar or sept

of Khambus in Darjiling.

Bébri, a synonym for Bhar

bhunja.

Bébu, also called Bébu Paliyé,

a group of the Paliyé sub-caste

of Kochhs in Northem Ben

gal. A title of Héjputs in Be

har and Chota. Nagpur, import

ing descent from one of the

leading families of the locality,

and not unfrequently carrying

with it the right to hold land on

favourable terms by the privileged

tenure known as bdbudn. Colonel

Yule gives the following note on

the word in his Anglo-Indian

Glossary :—“ Properly a term of

respect attached to a name, like

Master or Mn, and formerly

applied in some parts of Hindu

stan to certain persons of distinc

tion. Its application as a term

of respect is now almost or alto

gether confined to Lower Bengal

(tho h C. P. Brown states that

it is a 0 used in Southern India

for ‘Sir, My Lord, Your

Honour’). In Bengal and else

 

Drrrnrcr. 1872. 1881.

- Darbhangn 127,424
Tlrhutl Mozuflerpur { n8'597 l 190,625

Saran 97.064 93,231

Chem arau 49,288 52,4I6

Mong yr 160,973 176,958

Bhaiml ur .. 39,764 42,868

Purniu 6,585 11,842

Santa] Parganas 102 6,089

Maldah 96

Hauribagh 6,369 29,596

Lohardaga 5,736 11,648

Singbhurn .... .. 3

Tributary States .... .. 13,250

where, among Anglo-Indians, it

is often used with a slight savour

of disparagement, as character

ising a superficially-cultivated,

but too often effeminate, Bengali;

and from the extensive employ

ment of the class, to which the

term was applied as a title, in

the capacity of clerks in English

offices, the word has come often

to signify ‘a native clerk who

writes English.’ ”

Bébuén, a title of Cheros in

Chota Nagpur, probably referring

to the peculiar landed tenure

noticed under Bébu.

Babunhathia, a sept of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

Baché, calf, a sept of Goélés

in Ohota Nagpur.

Bachés, a section of Goélés in

the North-Western Provinces.

Bachberait, a territorial sec

tion of the Maghayé. sub-caste of

Barhis in Behar.

Bachgotié, a

Babhans in Behar.

Bachgotra, a section of the

Chaubhan sub-caste of Nuni-is

in Behar.

section of

02
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Bachh, a _1/olra or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Béchhil, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Bachhraién, a section of the

Banodhié and Jaiswar Kalwars.

Bachhwaliél, a section of

Goalas in the North-Western

Provinces.

Bédél, a sept of the Tung

jainya sub-tribe of Ghakmés in

the Chittagong Hill Tracts.

Bédémbasti, a mul or section

of the Chhamulié.-Madhesia sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Bédémié, a. sub-caste of Korés

in Western Bengal.

Baddé Kurkutié, a sept of

Bhumij in Manbhum.

Badgar, a section of Goalas

in the North-Western Provin

ces.

Badhariyé, see Bathawa.

Badhik, 'a: sept of Rajputs in

Gorakhpur.

Badhiria, a section of Ghésis

in Ghota Nagpur.

Badhwadié, a section of

Goalas in the North-Western

Provinces.

Badisémé, a section of the

Karan sub-caste of Kéyasths in

Behar.

Bédlé-gar, a wire drawer.

The trade of wire-drawing, or

Tar-kash, is followed by Hindus

of all castes, and sometimes by

Muhammadans, in a very primi

tive manner. Silver wire is heated

and merely passed through aper

tures in a steel plate, according to

the fineness wanted. In gilding

silver, China gold leaf wrap

ped round the silver is put over

a charcoal fire and slowly heated.

When partially fused, it is with

drawn and burnished with ‘ Lah

san patthar,’ perhaps soapstone,

after which it is drawn into wire

and sold to workers in embroidered

muslin and brocade. The Badla

gar also manufacture chamki, or

spangles, and Gokhru-gota, or

filigree ankle bells.

Badonié, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Badraka or Badril.-a, a guide,

a guard, an escort.

Badramié, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Bédshéhi, a section of the

Pailwér sub-caste of Dosadhs in

Behar.

Bédurié, an eater of the

flying fox (Vespertilis vamp;/rus),

a title of Doms, Héris, Mallas,

and other low castes in

Behar.

Bédyakar, a musician, a sub

caste of Patnis who play on

drums on ceremonial and festive

occasions. The term is also a

title denoting the occupation of

the following castes :—Béiti and

Muchi, who use the a’ka'k or big

drum; Héri or Kaora, who use

the cl/:0! or small drum.

Béergoé, a mul or section of

the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Groélés in Behar.

Bég, a. sept of Parheyas in

Chota Nagpur.

Bagéiya, a mul or section of

Sonars in Behar.

Bégél, a cowherd, occ.
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Bégéili, Bdgéni, a title of Bégauchié, a section of Bab

Ekadas Telis—agriculturists and hans in Behar.

traders.

Bégchhi, a gziin of the SAndil

ya _r/otra of the Uttar-Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Bagélya, a thar or sept of

Gurungs and of the Bharadwaja

gotra of Nepali Brahmans.

Bégande, a sub-caste of Pods Bégchi, a title of Barendra

in Bengal. Brahmans in Bengal.

géghi, Bdgtit, Mudi, a cultivating,'fishing, and menial caste of

Central and Western Bengal, who appear from their features and

complexion to be of Dravidian descent, and closely akin to the

tribes whom, for convenience of description, we may call aboriginal.

A variety of more or less indelicate legends are current regarding

the origin of the caste. One story tells how Parvati disguised herself

as afisherwcman and made advances to Siva. with the object of testing

his fidelity to herself. When the god had yielded to the temptation,

Parvati revealed her identity, and Siva, out of pique at her triumph,

ordained that the child to be born from her should be a Bégdi

and live by fishing. Another account lays the scene of this adventure

in Koehh Behar, where Siva is represented as living with a number

of concubines of the Kochh tribe. Parvati was moved by ealousy

to come in the disguise of a fisherwoman and destroy the standing

crops of the Kochhnis, and Siva could only induce her to depart by

begetting on her a son and adaughter. These twins were afterwards

married, and gave birth to Hamvir, King of Bishanpur in Bankura,

from whose four daughters—Sé.ntu, Netu, Mantu, and Kshetu—-the

four sub-castes Tentulia, Dulia, Kusmetifi, and Matia are descended.

According to a third tradition, the first Bégdi

was accidentally begotten by Rama on a widow

maid-servant in attendance on Sita, and, after undergoing some per

secution at the hands of his reputed father, was recompensed by the

promise that he and his descendants should be palanquin-bearers, and

in that capacity should be trusted to carry females of the highest

classes. From Orissa comes the still more grotesque tale how once

upon a time the gods being assembled in council, a goddess suddenly

gave birth to three sons, and feeling embarrassed by the situation, hid

the first under a heap of tamarind (tentu!) pods, the second in an

iron pan, and the third under a hermit’s staff (demda). From these

vicissitudes of their infancy the children got the names of Tentulia

Bagdi, Lchér Msnjbi, and Dandachhatra Manjhi. It will, of course,

be understood that these traditions are quoted here, not for any light

that they may throw upon the origin of the Bégdis, but as

contributions to the modern science of folklore. Apart from any

value they may possess as illustrations of the working of the myth

making faculty among primitive folk, I may point out that all of

them must have grown up after the Bagdis had ceased to be a

compact tribe. Such traditions could only have been invented by

people who had already in some measure attorned to Hinduism and

felt the want of a mythical pedigree of the orthodox type. The last

Traditions of origin.
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in particular furnishes an excellent example of a myth devised for the

purpose of giving a respectable explanation of the totemistic name

(I)‘entulifi. A parallel case will be found among the Kumhars of

nssa.

In the district of Bankura, where the original structure of the

caste seems to have been sin arly well reImmal structure" served, we find the Ba dis €dli1vided into pthe

following sub-castes :—(l) Tentulié, bearing t e titles Bagh, Santra,

Réi, Khan, Puila; (2) Kaséikulié, with the titles Mfinjhi, Masalchi,

Palankhéi, Pherka; (3) Dulié, with titles Sardér and Dhara;

(4) Ujhé or Ojhé; (5) Méchhué, Mechhué, or Mecho; (6) Gull

mén‘hi ; (7) Dandamanjhi ; (8) Kusmetié, Kusmétié, or Kusputra;

(9) hllallametié, Métié, or Métiél. Within these again are a.

number of exogamous sections, among which may be mentioned

Kdsbak, the heron; P0l1k1‘i8/vi, the ungle cock; Sdlriski or Salméch,

the sail fish; Pa't~rishi, the bean; and Kackclzhap, the tortoise. The

totem is taboo to the members of the section; that is to say, a

Késbak Bégdi may not kill or eat a heron; a Pétrishi, like the

Pythagoreans according to Lucian, may not touch a bean.

A Bagdi cannot marry outside the sub-caste, nor inside the

section to which he belongs. 'l‘hus a Tentulié must marry a

Tentulié, but a man of the Sélrishi section, to whatever sub-caste

he may belong, cannot marry a woman of that section. The

section names go by the male side, and the rule prohibiting marriage

within the section requires therefore to be helped out by a separate

set of rules, which to some extent overlap the rule of exogamy.

Marriage with any person descended in a direct line from the same

parents is forbidden as long as any relationship can be traced. To

simplify the calculation of collateral relationship, the formula

“ Paternal uncle, maternal uncle, paternal aunt, maternal aunt-—these

four relationships are to be avoided in marriage,” is in use. Ordinarily

the prohibition extends only to three generations in the descending

line; but if bluu'ya'di or mutual recognition of relationship is kept up,

intermarriage is barred for five or, as some say, seven generations.

In counting generations the person under consideration is included.

In the more eastern districts the organization of the caste

seems to be less elaborate, and has clearly been afleoted by closer

contact with Hinduism, inducing the adoption of Brahmanical

customs. In the 24-Parganas only five sub-castes are found—

Tentulié, Kusmetié, Trayodas, Manjhi, Noda; while the

sections are reduced to three—Ké.syapa, Jztancho, and Dasya—-the

members of which profess to be descended from Vedic Rishis, and

have abandoned the totemistic observances which are common further

west. Traces of totemism, however, still survive in the names of

sub-castes. Tentnliés admit that they are called after the tamarind

tree, and Kusmetiés that they take their name from the kusa grass,

but neither show any reverence for the plants in question. The

system of exogamy has also been developed in the direction of closer

conformity with the usages of the higher castes. The mother’s

section is excluded in addition to the father’s, and marriage with

Sapindas is prohibited.

“"““i' ’ _ ‘* t‘§\u.-'1
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In Bankura, Manbhum, and the north of Orissa, where the

example of the aboriginal races is prominent,

Bégdis practise both infant and adult marriage

indifferently. In the case of girls who are not married in infancy,

sexual license before marriage is virtually tolerated, it being under

stood that if a girl becomes pregnant she will find some one to

marry her. Further east, infant-marriage is the rule and adult the

exception, while the Bagdis of the 24-Parganas, Jessore, and

Nadiya pretend entire ignorance of the custom of adult-marriage.

Polygamy is permitted. In theory, a man may marry as many

wives as he can afford to maintain: practically, however, the

standard of living of the caste limits him to two. He may also

marry two sisters at the same time.

Among a mass of ritual borrowed from the Brahmanical system,

the marriage ceremony (bibdha or by/rib as

opposed to szingd) of the Bagdis of Westem

Bengal has preserved some interesting usages, which appear to

belong to a different, and perhaps more primitive, order of symbolism.

Early on the wedding morning, before the bridegroom starts in

procession for the bride’s house, he goes through a mock marriage to

a malzuzi tree (Bassia lat;/"ol1'a). He embraces the tree and bedaubs

it with vermilion; his right wrist is bound to it with thread, and

after he is released from the tree this same thread is used to attach

a bunch of malrud leaves to his wrist. The bardt or procession of

the bridegroom’s party is usually timed so as to reach the bride’s

house about sunset. On arrival, the inner courtyard of the house is

defended by the bride’s friends, and a mimic conflict takes place,

which ends in the victory of the barzit. Symbolic capture having

been thus effected, the bridegroom himself is seated with his face

to the east on a wooden stool (piré) placed under a bower of sa'l

leaves, having pots of oil, grain, and turmeric at the four corners,

and a small pool of water in the centre. When the bride enters,

she marches seven times round the bower, keeping it always on her

right hand, and seats herself opposite to the bridegroom, the pool of

water being between the pair. The right hands of the bride, the

bridegroom, and the bride’s eldest relative are tied together

with thread by the officiating Brahman, who at the same time recites

sacred texts (mantras), the purport of which is that the bride has

been given by her people to the bridegroom and has been accepted

by him. The priest then claims his fee, and, after receiving it, unties

the thread and knots together the scarves worn by the married

couple. This part of the ceremony is called gotrdntar, ‘ the change

of gotra,’ and is supposed to transfer the bride from her own section

or exogamous group into that of her husband. It is followed by

sindurddn, when the bridegroom takes a small cup of vermilion in his

left hand and with his right hand smears the colour on the parting

of the bride’s hair. By the Bagdis, as by most of the aboriginal

tribes of Westem Bengal, sindurddn is deemed to be the essential

and binding portion of the marriage ceremony, and they know

nothing of the “seven steps” of the Brahmanical rite. Garlands

of flowers are then exchanged by the parties, and the rest of the

Marriage.

Marriage ceremony.
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night is spent in feasting, the married couple leaving for the bride

groom’s house early next morning. The knotted scarves are not

untied until the fourth day after the wedding.

All sub-castes, except the Tentulia Bégdis, allow widows to

marry again by the ceremony known as

S¢inya',—a maimed rite, at which no Brahman

oflicia.tes,' no manlras or Vedic texts are recited, and the sacred

fire, which from the days of the Rig-Veda has formed the dis

tinguishing feature of the marriage ritual, is not kindled. In the

Sanga ceremony as practised by the Bagdis of Central Bengal, the

bride and bridegroom sit face to face on a mat, and each daubs the

other’s forehead with a paste of powdered turmeric and water.

A sheet (cluidar) is then thrown over the heads of the pair, so as to

cover them entirely, and under this the bridegroom puts an iron

bracelet (/0/1a'r kluiru) on the left wrist of the bride. The proceedings

are finished by a. feast to the caste brethren of the village. If the

newly-married couple are too poor to afford a feast, they pay a fee

of Re. 1-4. A widow may marry her late husband’s younger

brother, but she is not compelled to do so.

In the matter of divorce, the practice of the caste seems to vary

in different parts of Bengal. Hinduised

Bégdis follow the example of the higher castes

in denying that such a thing is possible. The general opinion,

however, seems to be that a wife may be divorced for barrenness,

unchastity, or disobedience, duly proved to the satisfaction of a

council of elders of the caste. When the council have given their

assent, the husband closes the proceedings by the symbolical act

of breaking a straw in two, or by taking away the iron bracelet

which every married woman wears on her left wrist. A divorced

wife is entitled to claim maintenance from her late husband for

a period of six months after the divorce. She may marry again by

the Sdngri form, and in some districts such marriages are exceedingly

common. Cases, indeed, have come to my notice in which a. wife

has taken steps to get a divorce with the avowed object of marrying

another man. As a rule, however, the initiative is supposed to be

taken by the husband.

Like the Bauris, all sub-castes of Bégdis, except the Tentulié,

admit into their circle members of any caste

higher than themselves in social standing.

No regular ceremony is appointed for such occasions: the new

member merely pays to the caste panchayat a sum of money,

varying from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15, to be spent on a. feast, in which for

the first time he openly eats with his adopted caste brethren.

When admitted into the Dulia sub-caste, he is made to take the

palanquin on his shoulder to signify his acceptance of the charac

teristic occupation of the body to which he has joined himself.

The origin of this singular practice, which is entirely out of accord

with the spirit of the caste system at the present day, is apparently

Widows.

Divorce.

Admission of outsiders.

‘Among the Bagdis of the Tributary States of Orissa, I am informed that Brahmans

do attend at the Séngé ceremony for the purpose of chanting mantras and sanctifying by

their touch the new cloth and iron bracelet which the bridegroom presents to the bride.
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to be sought in the lax views of the Bagdis and Bauris on the subject

of sexual morality. In every other caste a woman who has an

intrigue with an outsider is punished by expulsion from the caste;

but Bagdis and Bauris not only allow their women to live openly

with men of other castes, but receive those men into their own

community when, as frequently happens, they are outcasted by their

own people for eating rice cooked by their mistresses.

The religion of the Bégdis is compounded of elements borrowed

from orthodox Hinduism and survivals from

the mingled Animism and Nature-worship

which prevails among the aborigines of Westem Ben al. Siva,

Vishnu, Dharmaraj (Yama), Durga, the Saktis, and t e myriad

names of the modern Hindu Pantheon, are worshipped in a more or

less intelligent fashion under the guidance of the degraded (patit)

Brahmans who look after the spiritual welfare of the lower castes.

Alongside of these greater gods we find the Santéli goddess Gosain

Era and Barpahar, the “great mountain ” god (Marang Burul of

the same tribe. According to the Bagdis themselves, their favourite

and characteristic deity is Manasa, the sister of the Snake-king

Vasuki, the wife of Jaratkéru and mother of Astika, whose inter

vention saved the snake race from destruction by Janmej aya.

Manas:-i. is worshipped by the caste with great pomp and circum

stance. On the 5th and 20th of the four rainy months—Asér, Sraban,

Bhadra, and Kswin (middle of June to middle of October)-rams

and he-goats are sacrified, rice, sweetmeats, fruit, and flowers are

offered; and on the Nagpanchami (5th of the light half of Sraban

= end of August) a four-armed etfigy of the goddess, crowned by

a tiara of snakes, grasping a cobra in each hand, and with her feet

resting on a goose, is carried round the village with much discordant

music, and finally thrown into a tank. The cult of Manasé. is of

course by no means confined to the Bagdis. In Eastern Bengal all

castes, from the Brahman to the Chandal, adore her, and no class is

more strict in attending to the details of her worship than the Kulin

Brahmans of Bikrampur in Decca. Bégdis, however, regard her

with peculiar respect, and say that they alone among her votaries

make images in her honour. Some add that the puja has the effect

of securing the worshippers from snake-bite, which is naturally more

frequent during the rains; and this notion finds a curious echo in

the promise given by Vasuki to Astiké. in the Mahabharata, that

those who call upon his name, be they Brahmans or common folk,

shall be safe from the attacks of the snake race.

On the last day of Bhadra (middle of September) the Bagdis of

Manbhum and Bankura carry in procession the efligy of a female

saint named Bhadu, who is said to have been the favourite daughter

of a former Raja of Pachete, and to have died a virgin for the good

of the people. The worship consists of songs and wild dances, in

which men, women, and children take part. The story of its origin

may well have some foundation in fact, it being notorious that the

Rajés of Pachete, like most of the pseudo-Rajput families of Chota

Nagpur, find great difficulty in arranging suitable alliances for their

daughters, and often have to keep them at home unmarried until they

Religion.
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have long passed the age of puberty. Regarded from this point of

view, the legend adds one more to the numerous instances which may

be cited in support of the theory propounded by Sir Alfred Lyall

in his essay on the origin of Divine Myths in India.‘ -

Bégdis burn their dead and throw the ashes into a stream or

D_ ml f th dam tank. The bodies of persons who die of

“P ° ° small-pox or cholera are either buried or

exposed. Infants under three years are buried. In parts of Orissa

the universal practice is to bury the dead on the left side with the

head towards the north. The srciddb ceremony is performed a

month after death under the supervision of a Brahman and in

general conformity with the standard Hindu ritual.

Bégdis profess to follow the Hindu law of inheritance, but their

legal business, as with most of the lower castes,

is of a very simple character, and is generally

disposed of by their own caste councils (panchayats) without the

intervention of the Courts. In making a division of property the

eldest son ets an extra share (jet/a-angs), which seems to be intended

to enable him to support the female members of the family, who

remain under his care. A similar provision was recognised by early

Hindu law, but it has since become obsolete, and entire equality of

division is now the rule among all the higher castes, unless perhaps

where some special family custom can he proved.

Opinions differ regarding the original occupation of the caste.

Some say fishing, others personal service, but

the question clearly is not one on which we can

hope to arrive at any definite conclusion. At the present day the

Tentulia. and Kasaikulié. Bagdis work as masons, and also prepare

the lime which is mixed with betel and areca nut. Dulié. Bagdis

carry palanquins or dulis, and, in common with the other sub-castes,

earn their livelihood by fishing, making gunny-bags, weaving cotton,

and preparing the red powder (abirl used in the Holi festival. The

Bégdi fisherman uses the ordinary circular cast-net described in the

article on Male, but swings the net round his head before casting it

-—a practice which is supposed by the regular fishing castes of

Bengal—Tiyar, Mélo, and Kaibartta-—to be peculiarly dishonourable.

Most of the Bfigdis are also to some extent engaged in agriculture,

usually as km-fa or under-raiyats, and comparatively few have attained

the more respectable position of occupancy tenants. In Westem

Bengal we find large numbers of them working as landless day

labourers, paid in cash or kind, or as nomadic cultivators, tilling other

men’s lands on the blnig-jot system, under which they are remunerated

by a definite share of the produce—sometimes one-half, sometimes

less, as may be arranged with their immediate landlord. I can recall

no instance of a. Bégdi holding a zemindari, or even a superior tenure,

such as paini or mvukarari, of any importance; but some of the

Manbhum zemindars, who now claim to be Rajputs, are said by

Colonel Dalton to be really Bagdis, and the conjecture is likely

enough to be true. In the neighbouring district of Bankura, Bagdis

Inheritance.

Occupation.

 

‘ Asiatic Studies, p. 30.
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must have been among the earliest settlers, if not the actual aborig

ines, of that part of the country, for at the present time there are

14- Bégdis holding the tenure of sardzir glzatzczil, 6 are sndizils, 2

are village 8tl7‘dtiI‘8, 178 tdbiddrs, and 117 cl1a'kra'n chaukiriars. In

Ménbhum one Bagdi holds a village sarddr’s tenure, and four are

employed as ta'bz'da'rs. In Central Bengal, Bégdis are frequently

met with as chaukidérs.

Their social rank is very low. They are usually classed with

sod31 mt“ Bauris and Bhuiyas as dwellers on the outskirts

of Hinduism. Some Bégdis eat beef and pork,

and all indulge freely in flesh of other kinds, and are greatly addicted

to drink. Tentulié. Bégdis, however, will not eat beef, and many

members of this sub-caste have become Vsishnavas and abstain from

all sorts of flesh. By abstaining from beef they consider themselves

to be raised above the Bauri, Muchi, and Oraon, and the beef-eating

members of their own caste.

Dulié. Bégdis eat tortoises. In Western Bengal the Bagdis eat

and drink with the Mal; in Orissa they eat rice with the Lohér

Ménjhi and sweetmeats with the Bhuiya.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Bagdis in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1881. Drsrnrcr. 1878. 1881.

Bardwsn 205,074 169,242 Faridpur I 1,460 2,239

Bnnkura 18,632 105,741 Bskanzanj 76 941.

Birbhum 56,094 73,297 Msimansinh ... ... 1,826 2,823

Midnapur ... 76,i85 114,700 Chittagong 39 485

Hushll 152 618 179,761 Noakhali ss as

Howrah ’ 60.628 Tipperah 101 66

“Persians 98.88% 84,533 Patna 8 .... ..

Nadiya 85,576 42,0-is Bhahabad 2 .... ..

Jessore 6,126 18.224 Mcnghyr 19 16

Khulna 4,614 Pnrniah 85 .... ..

hiurshedabad 23.929 83.197 ssmal Parganal 8,507 4,078

D|na]pur 152 1,921 Maldah ... 708 8,5“

Rrqshahye 1,990 2,055 Cultack 8,896 4,802

B-anspur es 527 Pm 1 262

Beers 57:; 1,459 Ba_las0re 497 410

Pahria 1,540 6,115 Tnbutary States ... 11,757 4,850

D'"'l}|111$ .... .. 48 Hazaribagh 64 6

-Tnlplgon 146 24,527 L_ohnrdaga s,|s40 2,920

Knch Behar... .... .. 14,289 Sinubhum ... 263 I03

Dacca .1. 1,505 2385 Manbhum 9,843 7,067

Tributary States .... .. 137

 

 

Bégdi-Lohér, a sub-caste of Lohars, Oraons, Pans, Ghasis,

Lohérs in Manbhum. Goreiits, and Gonds; a title of

Bagel anything forbidden, a Bégdis and KaibarttasinBengal.

sept of Mundas and Khariés

in Ohota Nagpur. Béghé, a sub-caste of Aguris

, _ _ _ in Western Bengal; tiger, a title

Bagehar, a section of Turis in of Khandéits in ()1-issah

Chota Nagpur.

Bégh, tiger, a totemistic sept Béghéi or Béghél, a sub-caste

or section of Goalés, Kharwars, of Rajus in Midnapur.
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Baghail or Baghel, a sept of

the Suryabansi Rajputs in Behar;

tiger, a totemistie sept of Pans,

Gonds, and Rautias in Chota

Nagpur.

Béghéir, a sept of the S1u'ya

bansi sub-tribe of Rajputs in

Behar.

Béghékol, a section of the

Sétmulié Ma hayé sub-caste of

Kandus in Be ar.

Béghbén or Ba'g~-an, a gardener,

or a vendor of vegetables, fruits,

and flowers.

Bégh banuér, tiger, a totem

istie section of Kurmis in

Western Bengal and Chota Nag

pur, the members of which will

not touch or kill a tiger.

Baghela, quail, a totemistie

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bagher, tiger, atotemistic sept

of Korwas in Chota Nagpur.

Béghié, a section of Goalas

in the North-Western Provinces.

Bagh oar, tiger, a sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Béghgot, tiger, a. totemistie

section of Nuniés in Behar.

Baghot, a title of the Ghosi

sub-caste of Goélés in Behar.

Béghrishi (the tiger), a.totem

istic section of Bégdis, Chassi

dhobés, and of Kamars in Sing

bhum and the Santal Parganas.

Baghtuar; a devotee, a sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Baghuér, a section of Goréils

in Chota Nagpur.

BKHATTARGHARI.

B58_hW5-I‘. tiger, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa; a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans and Goalas

m Behar.

Bégre or Ujaini, a sub-caste

of Gcalas in Bengal.

Bagri, a section of Bagdis in

Bengal.

Bégri, a section of Bébhans in

_Behar; a sub-caste of Kaibarttas

1n Murshedabad.

Bégsarié, a sub-caste and a

section of Kurmis in Chota Nag

pur and Orissa.

Bégti, a sub-caste of Bauris

in Western Bengal; a. sept of

Mundas and Pans in Uhota

Nagpur.

Ba'gt1't, a synonym for Bagdi.

Béguan, a section of Sonars in

Behar.

Baguli, a title of Brahmans.

Béguri, a géi-n or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in

Bengal.

Bagwe, a section of the

Banapar sub-caste of Koiris in

Behar.

Béhak, atitle of palki-bearers ;

a synonym for Behara, q.~v.

Bahél, a gdin of the Bharad

wéja yotra of Barendra Brahmans

in Bengal.

Bahénnajéti, a sub-caste of

Khatris in Bengal.

Béhattarghari, a sub-caste of

Suklis in Midnapur.
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Bahelé, a title assumed by the

Dosédhs who have come as immi

%rant labourers to the Terai from

ehar.

Bahel ié, a sub-caste of Dosédhs

in Behar, also called Bhula, who

are employed as labourers and

bird-catchers. Although closely

allied to Dosadhs, the Bahelias

will not eat or drink with them ;

and when serving as policemen,

they call themselves Hazaras.

Many pursue agriculture, while

some serve as grooms in Bengal.

There is a caste of the same

name in Bengal who are profes

sional hunters, and are thus

allied to Bediyas.

Bahera, a ungle fruit, a totem

istic sept of Kharwars and Mun

das in Chota Nagpur.

Baherié, a class of Réjlputs in

Jaunpur and Chunar.

Baherwér, a fruit, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.; a totemistic sept of

Agarias and Kharwars.

Bahia or Bakiot, the ‘ water

carrier,’ the ‘bearer,’ a title

of Dhénuks and Kahérs in

Behar, who are personal servants

in the houses of the higher

castes. The term also denotes

a sub-caste of Kewats in Bhégal

pur, who are said t0 have been

outcasted for eating the j/tutti,

or leavings, of their masters.

Bahiéwak, Balziot, or GM

bi/uir, a sub-caste of Kewats in

Behar.

Bahio, a sub-caste of Khatwes

in Behar.

Bahiot, a sub-caste of Amaits

in Behar. The name implies

personal servicc—hearer of water.

Bahirarwér-Parhat, a mul of

the Batsya section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bahirarwér-Punéch, a mu! of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bahirarwér-Pérkhand, a mul

of the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bah irarwér-Kasiém, a mul of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bah omar, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Bahra, a title of Dhobis in"

Behar.

Béhubalendra, strong as the

god Indra, a title of Khandziits in

Orissa.

Bahudaka,a mendicant who

lives in a strange town and begs

his food from house to house.

The name is said to be derived

from balm, ‘many,’ and udaka,

‘water,’ drinking water from vari

ous sources.

Békuja, a synonym for Rajput.

Bahurupié, a mimic, an actor,

a person assuming various charac

ters and disguises. Bahurupias

are believed to have been origin

ally low-caste Hindus, who on

their conversion to Islam affected

to trace their descent from Umar

i-yar, the court jester of Naushir

wan. They often appear in the

guise of a decrepit old woman, her

face puckered with glib juice,

who calls herself Akbar’s nurse.

Another popular role is that of

Siv-Gauri, in which the Bahu

rupié gets up one side of his

person as Siva and the other as

Gauri, and conducts a humorous

dialogue between the two.
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Béi, Mahomedan dancing

girls and prostitutes.

Baiéghrapad, an eponymous

section of Rajputs in Behar.

Béibé, a section of Muxmis in

Darjiling.

Baid, a section of Maghayi.

Baidha, a title of Dhobis in

Behar.

Baidik, a sub-caste of Brah

mans and Jugis in Bengal.

Baidmota, a section of

Oswéls.

Kumhars in Behar; a corrupted

form of Baidya or Vaidya; a title

of the barber caste in Hazaribagh,

where they practise surgery and

prescribe for the sick; a section of

Oswéls.

§8il1Q8,1 Vaidya (from Sansk. vid, to know) Ambaetlza, Bhisak,

C’/likifsak, a well-known and highly respected caste, found only

in Bengal Proper, whose features and complexion seem to warrant

their claim to tolerably pure Aryan descent. There has been much

controversy re arding their origin. The name Vaidya does not occur

in Mann, but t e Ambasthas are there said to be the offspring of a

Brahman father and a Vaisya mother, and their

profession to be the practice of medicine.

According to this account the Baidyas are anulomaj (born with the

hair or grain, i.e., in due order), the father being of higher caste

than the mother. Another tradition describes them as begotten on

a Brahman woman by one of the Aswini Kumaras, the light

bringing and healing twin-horsemen of Vedic mytho10gY ; and then,

oddly enough, goes on to say that they were reckoned as Sudras

because their mother was of superior rank to their father, and their

generation was consequently pratilomaja, “ against the hair,” or in

the inverse order according to the succession of the castes. It would

appear from this that the Aswini Kuméras were classed as Kshatriyas,

and that, according to Brahmanical ideas, even the gods were not

equal mates for a Brahman maiden.

An expanded version of the pedigree given by Mann is found

in the Skanda Purana. This legend tells how Galava Muni, a pupil

or son of Viswémitra, being greatly distressed by thirst while on

a pilgrimage, was given a draught of Water by aVaisya girl named

Birbhadra. The grateful sage blessed the maiden that she should

soon have a son. Birbhadx-6. demurred to this boon, on the ground

that she was unmarried; but the rash oath, so characteristic of Indian

mythology, could not be recalled, nor could Galava himself put

matters straight by marrying the virgin whose kindness had involved

her in so strange a difiiculty. For, so it is explained, she had saved

his life by the draught of water, and therefore he looked upon her

in the light of a mother. A miracle was clearly in request. By the

Baidohang, a sept of Limbus

in Darjiling.

Baidséin, a section of the

Amashta Kéyasths in Behar.

 

Traditions of origin.

1 The term Baidya is not distinctive, and may denote either a member of the Buidya

caste pro rly so called, or a man who practises medicine, whether a Brahmn.u_or_' a member

of some ower caste. In Behar, where the Baidya caste is unknown, Sakadwlpl Brahmans

are the regular physicians.

'- ‘*1:~I‘
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word of power of a Vedic mantra a wisp of kusa grass (Pea

C'_z/nosm-aides) was transformed into a male child, variously known as

Dhanvantari, Amrita Acharya, and Ambastha. He was the first

of the Vaidyas, because to a Vedic (Vaidik) text he owed his birth.

He was also Ambastha because he had no father, and therefore

belonged to the family of his mother (Ambd). A number of analogous

myths have been collected by Bachofen in his two letters on “ Pueri

j uncini,” and his method of interpretation, if applied to the present

case, would lead to the conclusion that the tradition given in the

Skanda Purana records an instance of female kinship.

The Baidyas are now divided into the following four sub

castes:——(1)Rarhi, (2) Banga, (3) Barendra,

(4) Panchakoti, according to the parts of

Bengal in which their ancestors resided. All of these are endoga

mous. A fifth endogamous group,which, however, bears no distinctive

name, comprises those Baidya families of the districts of Sylhet,

Chittagong, and Tipperah who intermarry with Kéyasths and

Sunris, the children in each case following the caste of the father.

This practice appears to be the only modern instance of inter

marriage between members of different castes. It is said to have

arisen from the reluctance of the Baidyas farther west to give

their daughters to men who had settled in the country east of the

Brahmaputra. Failing women of their own caste, the latter were

compelled not only to marry the daughters of Kéyasths, but to give

their own daughters in return. This interchange of women is said

to extend even to the comparatively degraded caste of Sunri, and

it may be for this reason that the Chittagong, Tipperah, and Sylhet

Baidyas are cut off from community of food with the other sub

oastes. The sections or exogamous groups in use among the Baidyas

will be found in Appendix I. All of them appear to be eponymous,

the eponyms bein Vedic Rishis or saints. The restrictions on

intermarriage are t e same as amon Brahmans.

The evidence of inscriptions s ows that a dynasty of Baidya

we-=~» §::.t:s%zd.:s:a as * :‘;i::‘;.§§. sass:

of these, Ballél Sen, is ascribed the separation of the Baidyas into

two divisions, one of which wore the sacred thread and observed

fifteen days as the prescribed period of mourning, while with the

other iuvestiture with the thread was optional and mourning lasted

for a month. Before his time, it is said, all Baidyas formed a single

group, the members of which intermarried with one another, as all

were equal in rank. All wore the thread and observed the term of

mourning characteristic of the Vaisyas. Ballal Sen, however,

insisted on marrying a ferryman’s daughter, named Padmavati, of

the Patni or Dom-Patni caste. His son, Lakshan Sen, followed by

a majority of the caste, protested against the legality of the

marriage, and, finding their remonstrances unheeded, tore off the

sacred cord which all Baidyas then wore, and retired into a distant

art of the country. These were the ancestors of the Bangs. and

zirendra sub-castes of the present day, while the Rarhi Baidyas

represent the remnant who condoned Ballal Sen’s offence. It is

Internal structure.
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diflicult to reconcile this legend with the accepted tradition that in

the course of his social reforms Ballal Sen separated the Baidyas

into three classes—Rarhi, Barendra, and Banga—according to the

place of their abode, and introduced the hypergamous divisions of

Kulin, Bangsaj, and Maulik. A Kulin

must marry his daughter to a Kulin, but he

himself may marry either a Kulin or a Bangsaj woman. If he

marries a Maulik woman, his family is to a certain extent

dishonoured, but the stain may be wiped out by marrying his sister

or daughter to a. Kulin. Hence the saying, “ Rising and falling is the

Baidya.’s lot, provided the original stock remains sound.” Ballal

Sen is said to have distributed the Baidyas of his time into twenty

seven slluins or communes, beyond which no one could reside without

losing caste. The principal settlements were at Senhati, Chandam

Mahal, Daspara, Puigram, Karoria, Shendia, Itna, and Bhatta

pratap in Jessore; Poragachha in Bilmimpur; and Dasora and

Ohand-pratép in Dacca. To him also is attributed the institution of

the three classes-Siddha, Sa'd/zya, and Kashta, which, like the

Kulinistic groups, have reference to social esteem or purity of

lineage. They differ from the latter in being more ri 'd. Thus,

a Siddha Baidya who takes a wife from the Sadhya or ashta class

sinks at once to their level, and his descendants cannot recover their

status by marrying into a higher class.

The Samaj-pati, or presidency of the Banga Baidyas, has for

several generations been vested in the family of Raja Raj Ballahh

of Rajnagar, who reside on the south bank of the Padma river,

and though now poor and dependent, the members are still consulted

on matters affecting the caste. In the middle of last century the

influence of the family was still stronger, and a Bajé. of that time

induced many of the Bangs. and Barendra Baidyas to resume the

sacred thread which their ancestors had discarded. With reference

to this tradition, Ward writes as if the entire caste had then for the

first time obtained the right to wear thread by means of Raj

Ballahh’s influence. He says:—“ Raj Ballabh, a person of this

[Baidya] class, steward to the Nawab of Murshedabad, about

a hundred years ago first procured for Baidyas the honour of

wearing the paitci: he invited the Brahmans to a feast, and

persuaded them to invest his son; from which time many Baidyas

wear this badge of distinction.”

Infant-marriage is the rule of the caste, rare exceptions being

met with in highly-educated families, which

have come under the influence of European

ideas. Polygamy is permitted, but is not practised on a large scale.

Divorce is unknown: a woman taken in adultery is simply turned

adrift, and ceases to be a member of respectable Hindu society.

Widows are not allowed to marry again, and the practice of sati

was formerly very common. On this point Ward, writing in 1811,

says :—“ Many Baidya widows ascend the funeral pile. At Sona

khali, in Jessore, which contains many families of this order, almost

all the widows are regularly burnt alive with the corpses of their

husbands.”

Hypcrgamous groups.

Marriage.
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The Baidya marriage ceremony does not differ materially from

that in vogue among Brahmans, except that sometimes the Kusundi/rd

ceremony is performed on the marriage ‘night. When equals marry

a curious custom is observed. A bond is executed certifying that

the bridegroom has received twelve rupees; should a second son

marry, he executes a bond for twenty-four; and in the case of

a third son the acknowledgment is for thirty-six. Beyond this it

never goes, however many brothers the bridegroom may have older.

than himself.

The religion of the Baidyas is that of the orthodox high caste

Hindu. All old Baidya families are Sakti

worshippers, but among the poorer classes

Vaishnavas are occasionally found. Of late years many of the caste

have oined the Brahma Samfij. Brahmans are employed for religious

and ceremonial purposes; but it is doubtful whether these are of the

highest rank, as they also officiate for the Nave-sakha. They have

also ghataks of their own, who were formerly Brahmans, but for many

years past members of their own caste have discharged this import

ant social function. The innovation is ascribed to one Viswarath of

Jessore, who is said to have been the first regular Baidya ghatak.

The practice of medicine, according to the traditional Hindu

method, was no doubt the original profession

of the Baidya caste. From the time of the

Sen kings, however, the tendency has been towards the adoption of

other pursuits, and at the present day hardly one-third of the caste

are believed to be engaged in their traditional avocation. These

latter are still in pretty general request. Certain passages of the

Shastras regard the taking of medicine from a Baidya as a sort of

sacramental act, and forbid resort to any one not of that caste, so

that some orthodox Hindus when at the point of death call in a

Baidya to prescribe for them in the belief that by swallowing the

drugs he orders for them they obtain absolution for their sins. Many

Baidyas have distinguished themselves at the Bar, and as agents,

managers, and school-masters, whilst others have taken to the study

of English medicine and have entered Government service or engaged

in private practice as medical men. Many again are found among

the higher grades of land-holders, as zemindars, tenure-holders, and

a few are occupancy raiyats. They will on no account hold the

plough, or engage in any form of manual labour, and thus necessarily

carry on their cultivation by means of hired servants paid in cash or

by a share of the crop.

In point of social standing, Baidyas rank next to Brahmans

. and above Kai asths. Strictl s eakin’ , the
social mt“ are inferior to lyitajputs, but thild ptiint catginot bi

insisted on in practice, as there are comparatively few Rajputs in the

area inhabited by Baidyas, and those are mostly immigrants from

Upper India, who belong to a different social system from Bengalis.

There has been some controversy between Baidyas and Kayasths

regarding their relative rank, the leading points of which will be

found in the article on Kayasths. Putting aside the manifest

futility of the discussion, we may fairly sum it up by saying that in

D

Religion.
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point of general culture there is probably little to choose between the

two castes, and that the Baidyas have distinctly the best of the

technical claim to precedence. On the other hand, it would, I think,

strike most observers that the Kayasths are the more pliant and

adaptive of the two, and have thereby drawn to themselves a larger

share of oficial preferment than the more conservative Baidyas.

Baidyas eat boiled rice and food coming under that category

‘only with members of their own caste. 'l'hey will drink and

smoke with the Nava Sékha and with castes ranking higher than

that ii-oupi but will not use the same drinking vessel or the same

hooka . rahmans will eat sweetrneats in a Baidya’s house, and

will drink and smoke in their company, subject to the restriction

noticed in last sentence as to not using the same vessel or pipe.

The following statement illustrates the distribution of Baidyas

in 1872 and 1881 :

   
 

Drsnucr. I 1872. | 1881. Dxsrmcr. I 1878. D 1881.

Bnrdwan 5,004 i 3.320 Baku-ganj ... 12.960 11,810

Bankurg 1.866 3,851 Maimnnsinh ... 2,067 4.615

Bi;-[mum 1,352 13431 Chittagong 4,016 4,667

Midnspur 2.490 223.12: gpakhalli 8 33% 33.3%

Bu l'1l\ ... ... ... , ipperu :.. ... , 5 ,

liograh ... i 3'0” { 775 Chittagong Hill Tracts 10 61

24.?“-ggnss ,_, 4,556 1,260 Patna 17 .... .

Nmiya 2.351 1,747 l\longh_vr 14 .... ..

Jessore 8,259 1,972 Bhagalpur 30 .... ..

Khulna 1,886 Purniah 457 864

Mm-shedabad 1,258 1,474 Sanial Parganss 849 208
llinaipur ... 585 655 Mnldah 403 811

Rnjs ahye ... 1,179 852 Cilttack 234 88

Rangpur B36 2,163 Pun ... ... ... 9 154

Bogra 147 213 Balasore ... ... 88 B0

Palma ... 1.206 1,216 Tributary States . .... .. 8

Darjiling ... 10 20 Bazuribngh ... 70 50

Jslpigon ... 82 201 Lohardagn ... 729 566

Kuch Behar ... ... .... .. 289 Singhhum 25 102

Dacca ... 8,420 10,031 Hanbhum 2,894 1,5521

Fax-idpur 2,032 4,983 Tributary States .... .. $8

  

Baidya, a title of Pods, and

of Népits in Bengal who practise

medicine. A synonym for Doai.

Baidya-nidhi, a title or popu

lar designation of Baidyas prac

tising medicine, used by them

selves.

Baiga, a sorcerer; a sept of

Dhenuars in Ohota Nagpur.

Also a synonym for, or title of,

the Kharwér tribe of Chota

Nagpur, possibly having refer

ence to the idea that they being

among the original inhabitants

of the country are best qualified

to play the part of sorcerer and

propitiate the local gods.

Baijahmapadya or Baiyé

ghrapadya, a section of Brah

mans and Kayasths in Bengal.

Baikar, a synonym for Goréit

in Chota Nagpur.

Bail, fruit, a totemistic sept

of Kharwars and Pans in Chota

Nagpur.

Béilhar, Béilhor, a section of

the Kumhér caste in lVestern

Bengal. The members of the

caste say that the term denotes

one of the Rishis or Vedic seers.

The last syllable of the word,

however, seems to be the Santali

for man (hor or horo), and to
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suggest a. Kolarian eponym for

this section of the caste.

Bainé, a sub-caste of Réjus

in Midnapur.

Baini, a section of Majhraut

Goélas in Behar.

Bainipati, a group of the Sro

triya sub-caste of Utkal Brah

mans.

Bair, plums, a totemistie sept

of Binjhiés and Kharwars in

Chota Nagpur.

Bairagi, ‘ one who is free from

all worldly desires, one devoid

reli ious mendicants who worship

Vis u, to be distinguished from

the Sannyasi, who are usually

Saivites; but the term is indis

criminately applied to diiferent

classes of vagrants professing a

religious life. In Chota Nagpur

there exists a group bearing

the name Bairagi, which appears

closely to resemble a true caste.

The exogamous sections of this

group are shown in appendix I.

Some of them are totemistie and

some have reference to divisions

of the Bairagi sect based upon

differences of ascetic practice.

Bairié, a sub-caste of Lohars

in Behar.of passionz’ a class of Hindu

gflifl, a trading caste of North Bhagalpur, who claim to be the

lineal descendants of the Vaisyas of early Aryan tradition, goes

by this name. They disown all connexion with the Bais Baniyés

mentioned below, and keep up elaborate genealogies for the purpose

of preserving the purity of the stock and guarding against con

sanguineous marriages. They observe an intricate system of exo

my, in which regard is had to the following considerations:—

girst, a man may not marry a woman who belongs to the same mul

as he himself, his mother, or his paternal grandmother. Secondly,

he may not marry a woman whose mother or paternal grandmother

belon ed to any of the mule prohibited to him. For instance (side

table elow), the question is whether Propositus may marry Pro

posita. The capital letters show the mulw. Propcsita herself does

not belong to any of the three muls A, B, D, which are barred on

the man’s side. But her maternal grandmother belonged to D mul,

which is barred for Propositus. Consequently the marriage cannot

 
 

  
 

take place. The mu! of Proposita’s maternal grandfather is not

taken into account :—

Paternal Paternal Maternal Maternal

grandfather. grandmother. R1‘!-ndf=\l119h _ 8\'\I1d1110!|1fll'

A ”‘ n E ‘“ '“' n

lather mother hill!!!‘ _ Blflllhfll‘

A 2 _;E _ __P__ W E

Propositus P1'°P°8i"l'

A P

The Bais marry their daughters as infants, prohibit the remar

riage of widows, and do not recognise divorce. They rank high

n2
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socially, and their physical appearance lends some support to their

claims to be of comparatively pure Aryan descent.

Béis, a sub-caste of Sonérs Baiséik, Basdkh, a title of

and a sept of the Chandrabansi Téntis in Bengal.

division of Réjputs in Behar.

Béis-Baniyé, a sub-caste of Baniyés in Behar, some of whom

claim to be the modern representatives of the ancient Vaisyas. It

is, however, equally likely that they may be an otfshoot from the

Bais sub-tribe of Rajputs, which was separated from the parent

group by reason of its members taking to trade. They have three

sections—-Morwait, Karnait, and Gothman, supplemented by the

usual rules regarding prohibited degrees. Marriage is either infant

or adult, the former custom being deemed the more respectable.

The standard ceremony is followed, and tilak is paid to the parents

of the bridegroom. Widow-marriage and divorce are prohibited,

and polygamy is permitted only in the event of the first wife

being barren. They burn their dead and perform the srdddk on

the thirty-first day after death. Trade and agriculture are their

regular occupations.

Baiswéinar, agotra or section _ Baitél, a sub-caste of Muchis

of the Baidya caste m Ben- in Bengal.

gal.

. , b_ t {T5 _ _ Baithé,a.synony_m for Dhobi
tisBi: lT;g’l1afll‘1‘a.' a Bu ms 6 O n in Behar. Also a title of Dhobis

_ and a pangat or section of Bans

Baisya, a synonym for Vaisya, phor Doms in Behar.

q.v.

gafiiii, Bdoti, a small caste of Central and Eastern Bengal, usually

called Chunéri or Ch uniyé, from being engaged in the manufacture

of lime from shells. They are also mat-makers, weavers, dancers,

and beggars.

Regarding the internal structure of the caste very little is

known. The Baitis of Dacca all belong to one

section, Aliman, and thus, like several other

castes of Eastern Bengal, habitually transgress the rule of exogamy

implied in the recognition of a section-name. A degraded sub-caste

is found in Faridpur, under the name of Magi, the members of which

do not intermarry with the Baitis of Dacca. In the 24-Parganas,

Musalman Baitis are found. These, of course, do not intermarry

with Hindu Baitis, nor do they follow the characteristic occupation

of making lime.

The Purohit of the Baiti is a Patit Brahman, and the caste

consists mainly of Vaishnavas. The only titles met with are Rai,

Bhuya, and Sen.

The Baiti do not gather shells themselves, but Bediyeis occasion

ally do, and fishermen from the Murshedabad

district come annually in March and April to

-collect them. The best fishing ground is the Kamargangé river in

Internal structure.

Occupation.
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Faridpur, and the only shells calcined by the Baiti are the Ghongha,

Sipi, and Sh-émuk, the molluscs (gita) being extracted by an iron

hook. A maund of shells, costing from fourteen to twenty annas,

produces, when calcined, about four maunds of lime, which sells for

about an anna a seer. The Kéthuria Sutérs and Bagdis are the only

other classes of Bengalis engaged in lime-burning.

Although the Baiti is one of the most impure of Ben ali castes,

their water-vessels defiling any pure indu, no

one will refuse to chew lime moistened with

water from these very same vessels. Kabiréjs purchase unslaked

lime (gfira-chiin) from the Baiti for medicinal purposes, while the

finest and most expensive lime for chewing, pan-chun, is prepared

with the ashes of tamarind wood.

The Siidra barber and washerman work for the Béiti, but the

Bhuinmali, owing to some party grudge, will not, and the Muham

madan Beldér has to be engaged whenever the Baiti has a house to

build or a ditch to dig.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Bziitis in 1872 and 1881 :

Social status.

 
 

Disrnrcr. 1872. 1581. Dis-mica‘. 1372. 1881.

Bardwan 4.691 2,930 B ... ~ - 170 42

Bunkura 337 1,983 Pa na 1,482 496

Birbhum sco 1,036 Darjilink s1Midnapur 5,627 646 Jalpizori ... ... 27 13

Hughh ... } 3001{ 2,539 Kuch Behar .... .. 1,684

Howrah ... ’ BIS Dacca 1,408 1,278

24-Parganas 1,543 709 Faridpur_ 1,133 427

Nadiya ... 2,619 2,151 Halrarpranj ... 634 41

Jessore ... 2,493 1,298 Malmansinh ... 2,099 631

Khulna .... .. 925 Chittagong ... 122 2

Mnrshedabad 1,584 1,210 Noakhuli ... ... 223 ____ _,

Dinajpur 801 88 Tip erah 906 197

Rajshabye ... 821. 145 Ma dah ... 19,322 1,121

Rsugpur ... 1,091 104 Sant4‘|lParganas ... .... .. 200

 

Baitiriba, bufialo, a totem. midwives (dai); a title of Ghasis

istic sept of Juéngs in Orissa. in Chota Nagpur.

Baitosh, Baittash, a. title of Béjapeyi. atitle of Kanaujia

Dakshin-Rarhi and Bangaja and Séraswat Brahmans in Behar.

Kayasths. _ __ _ Ba_;ar, Ba_|arpur|J|, a sept of

Balyéghrapadya or Ba|jah- Ghiks or Pans in Chota Nag

mapadya, a section of Brah- pm-,

d K ths ' B l.mans an ayas m enga Bajgéin, a thar or section of

Béjéndarié, a sub-caste of Nepali Brahmans.

Bégdis found in Jessore. , __ _

BaJlkal‘, Bdzzgar, a sub-caste

Béjanié, players on musical of Bediyas, the common name

instruments, whether Hindus or applied towandering j ugglers ;

Mahomedans; if the latter, usual- some of them profess to be Hin

ly barbers or the husbands of Z dus, others are Mahomedans.
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Bajitpur, a mul or section

of the Nacmulia or Majrant sub

caste of Goélés in Behar.

Béjné, a synonym for Bad

yakar, q.v.

Béjpai (c0rrupKtion of Beje

peyi), a. title of anaujifi Brah

mans; also a section of Doms

who are employed as drummers

in Behar.

Baju, a section of Murmis in

Darjiling.

Bajua, a variant of Daib

ayna, an astrologer, q.v.

Béjunié, a sub-caste of Doms

in Bengal who are musicians.

Bakél, Bakkél, a grocer, a.

chandler, a grain-merchant, a

cloth-dealer; a shopkeeper in

general, hence a title of Banias.

See Baqqal below.

Bakéli, a title of Baniés.

Bakat, pénre ke pénre, a

section of the Biyéhut and Kha

ridéhé. Kalwérs in Behar.

Békhim, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Bakho, a. profession followed

by both Hindus and Mahomed

ans, who go about singing on the

occasion of the birth of a child,

the husband carrying a. klzanjri

to play on and the wife (Bakh

sin) a macluki or stool, on which

she sits at the door and sings.

Bakholé, a section of the

Karan Kéyasths in Behar.

Bakriyér, a title of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Baksér, a mul or section of

the Chharnulié-Madhesia sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Baksar Chausé, a mul or sec

tion of the Kanaujia sub-caste of

Hajéms in Behar.

Baksarié, belonging to Buxar,

a section of the Biyéhut and

Kharidéhé Kalwérs and of Bab

hans in Behar.

Bakshi, a paymaster; a sub

ordinate in the Treasury De

partment of a C0llector’s Ofiice ; a

section of the Sribéstab Kéyasths

in Behar; an honorary title of

Brahmans and Kéyasths in Ben

gal.

Bakuléri, a mul or section

of the Ohhamulié-Madhesié sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Békuli, a title of Goélés.

Békundi, a title of Sadgops in

Bengal.

Bakuré. or Bakuld, paddy bird,

a totemistic sept of Chiks and

Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Bal, a section of Murmis; a.

title of Dakshin-Rérhi and Ban

gaja Kéyasths.

Béla, a gdin of the Bhara.d

wéja gotra of Bérendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Bélégachpargaria, a mul or

section of the Naomulia or Maj

raut sub-caste of Goélés in Behar.

Bélégachpokh ram, a mu! or

section of the Naomulia or Maj

raut sub-caste of Goélés in Behar.

Baléhar, Balzidhar, a. low-caste

servant, a. village guide or mes

senger, a village watchman,

inferior to the ordinary chaukidar ;

he is also employed as a sweeper.

Baléhi, a man of low caste;

a Clulmdr or worker in hides and

leather, sometimes employed to

measure land.

._ _,=____J
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Baléiér, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

Baléin, a section of the Karen

Kéyasths in Behar.

Balamdér, spearman, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Balamtirié, Béllamtirid, a sub

caste of Halwais and Kandus in

Behar.

Balarém or Balabhadrié, a

section of the Mahasthan sub

caste of Utkal Brahmans.

Balarémi, a sub-caste of Tan

tis in Bengal.

Bélayashthi, a. gdin of the

Késyapa gotra of Bérendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Balbandhi, a. sept of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.

Balbandh ié, a

Bhats.

Baibandhiya, a sept of Chiks

who tie up the hair.

Balbheréit, a section of the

Maghaya sub-caste of Barhis in

Behar.

Baldev, a cowherd.

Baldié, a herdsman or drover.

Bélgori, a sub-tribe of Raj

puts in Western Bengal.

Balhéti, a territorial section of

Barhis in Behar.

Balhava, a title of Chésadho

has in Bengal.

Bali, a gain of the Sébarna

gotra and a mel or hypergamous

sub-group of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Baliése-Narsam, a mu! of the

Késyapa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

section of

Baliése-Balha, a mul of the

Kasyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Baliése-Nsi, a mul of the

Kasyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Baliése-Sakuri, a mul of the

Késyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Baliése-Dharauré, a. mul of

the Kasyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Baliése-Suket, a mul of the

Késyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Baliése-Baghént, a mu! of the

Késyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Balihéri, a gdin of the Kas

yapa gotra of Bérendra Brahmans

in Bengal.

Bélimba, mosquito, a totem

istic sept of Juéngs in Orissa.

Bélké, a young follower of a

religious Hindu mendicant.

Balkharya, a sept of Raj.

puts in Behar.

Ballabhi, a mel or hypergam

ous sub-group of Rarhi Brahmans

in Bengal.

Balliati, a mul or section of

the Maghayé. sub-caste of Barhig

in Behar.

Ballisor, a. sept of Pang in

Chota Nagpur.

Balliwélé, a trader in beams

of undressed wood, used for

scaffolding by masons and others,

and also as rafters in thatched and

tiled roofing.

Bélmik, a sub-0a,st9 r
Kayasths in Behar. °
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Bélmus, a kind of insect which

lives in river sand, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nag

pur.

Bélthabi, a géin or sub-sec

tion of Saptasati Brahmans in

Bengal.

Baltong, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

Balum, salt, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bélwén, a section of Goalas in

the North-Western Provinces.

Béman, a totemistic sept of

Mundas, the members of which

may not touch or be touched by

a Brahman. Also a synonym

for Brahman.

Bémanbane, a sub-caste of

Nzipits in Bengal.

Bémanjagya, a hypergamous

division of Tiyars found by

Buchanan in Bhagalpur.

Bambai, a kind of eel, a totem

istic sept of Kaurs in Chota

Nagpur.

Bémborié, a section of Goalas

in the North-Western Provinces.

Bamhangaur, a class of the

Gaur Rajputs.

Baimhanié, a subdivision of

the Kachhi tribe, a class of culti

vators in Behar and the North

\Vestern Provinces.

Bamnia, salt, a sept of Khar

wars in Chota Nagpur.

Bémo, a title of Kaibarttas

in Bengal.

Bamodé. a sept of the Agnia

sub-tribe of Meches in Darjiling.

Bémunié, a section of Ka

mars in Singbhum and the Santal

Parganas.

Ban, eel, a totemistic se t of

Lohars; a title of Dakshin-l£é.rhi

and Bangaja Kayasths ; a section

of Goalas in the North-Westem

Provinces.

Banadhié, see Banaudhia.

Banéfar or Banéphar, a sept

of Yadubansi Rajputs, chiefly

settled in Oudh, but also found

in small numbers in Behar.

Bénaiba, bear, a totemistic

sept of Juéngs in Orissa.

Banémpur, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Banapér, Bamiphar, a sub

caste of Koiris in Behar.

Banaprasth (from ban, ‘a soli

tude,’ prnsth, ‘ who proceeds to ’),

the Hindu of the third order,

who has discharged the duty of

a householder and has become

a hermit.

Bénarési, a section of Mélos

in Eastern Bengal.

Banérasié, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidahé Kalwérs

in Behar.

Banari, a class of up-country

mdrgjhis or boatmen, probably

members of the Gonrhi caste, who _

are met with occasionally on the

rivers of Bengal.

Banasil, a title of Subama

baniks in Bengal.

Banaudhia, a sub-caste of

Baniyas, Kurmis, Kumhars,

Dhanuks, Téntis, Suuris, and

Kalwzirs in Behar; also a sept of

Bamu, a sept of Chakmés in Rajputs and a section of Kase

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

the Chandrabansi division of

ras 111 Behar.

~Il
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Banéut, a variant for Banda- Pans in Ghota Nagpur; a section

Wat, q.v.

Ban-char, a forester, a wood

man.

Bénda, a kind of leaf, atotem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

fisnhalnnt, a respectable onl

tivating caste in Hazaribagh, who

wear the sacred thread and claim

to be Rajputs.

Bandarb i k reté, monkey-seller,

title of Birhors and other non

Aryan hunting castes.

Band€1wa'tS0mbansi,abranch

of the Bandawat caste in Hazari

bagh, who claim descent from the

moon.

Bandh, a. sept of Oraons in

Chota Nagpur.

- Béndhalgoti, a sept of Raj

puts of Chauhzin descent occupy

ing part of Bundelkhand.

Bandhié, a sept of Kharwars

in Ghota Nagpur.

Bandhu, Bandhur, atitle of

Dakshin-R51-hi and Bangaja

Kéyasths and of Sankharis in

Bengal.

Bandi, a title of Bhats, said

to be derived from the laudatory

verses recited by them; a sept of

Hos in Singbhum.

l_ Bandigwér, a forest guard; a

title of Bhumij in Manbhum.

Bandlhéi 8- section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Bandijan or Suta, a division

of Brahmans in Behar.

Bando, a wild cat that barks

at night, a totemistic sept of

Lohars, Mundas, Oraons, and

of Kahars..

Bandrishi, fish, a totemistic

section of the Paripél sub-caste

of Sunris in Manbhum.

Band a, a gdin of the Sandilya

gotra of hi Brahmans in Ben

gal.

Bénebenéras, a mul or section

of the Chhamulia-Madhesié sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Bén-farosh, Bzin-sdz, a rope

maker, chiefly of the Kahar and

Mallah castes, who make twine

and rope from munj, sun, kdns,

and /uii/zi clnbzgdr.

Banga, Bangaja, a sub-caste

of Baidyas, Kayasths, Jugis,

Subarnabaniks, and Sunris in

Bengal.

Bangél, a sub-caste of Bani

yés in Behar, who immigrated

from Ben al some generations

ago and ave now forgotten

their original language; a sept

of the Tun jainya sub-tribe of

Chakmas, w 0 are said to be

descended from a Bengali father.

Béngél, a. mel or hypergamous

sub-group of Rérhi Brahmans

and of Jugis and Kaibarttas in

Bengal.

Bangéli, a sub-caste of Haj

jams or barbers in Behar, whose

ancestors immigrated into that

province from Bengal ; a sub-caste

of Bhars in Westem Bengal,

comprising the two sections of

Agni and Rishi, both of which

seem to have been borrowed from

the Brahmans. A sub-caste of

Dhobas in Western Bengal, of

Dhobis in Manbhum, of Kai

barttas in Behar, and Kumhérs

in Western Bengal.
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Bangéli or Rérhi, a sub-caste

of Kumhérs in Behar.

Bangareri, a sub-caste of

Gareris in Hazaribagh.

Bangas-rési, a section of

Males in Eastern Bengal.

Béngdel, a tkar or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Banger Rérhi, a sub-caste of

Sunris in Eastern Bengal.

Banglé, a sub-caste of Dhobis,

Pods, and Sunris in Behar, who

are probably immigrants from

Bengal.

Bangrongpé, a rui or sept

of the Bed tshan-gye sub-tribe

of Dejong Lhoris or Bhotias of

the south.

Banhor, “jungle-man,” the

same as Birhor (‘ ho,’ or ‘hor,’ being

the Kolarian for man), a name

by which some of the primitive

people of Chota Nagpur who

emigrate to the tea gardens, who

are generally known as Dhangars,

occasionally call themselves.

Bani, a sub-caste of Sutradhars

in Noakhali.

Banié, Baniyri, a synonym for

Gandhabanik and Subarnabanik.

Bania, a sept of Kharwars and

Telis in Chota Nagpur.

Baniépéthar, a mul or sec

tion of the Chhamulia-Madhesia

sub-caste of Halwais and Kandus

in Behar.

Banichar, a sept of Chiks in

Chota Nagpur.

Banik, Bani;/a, Banika, Bani

kar, a generic term including

most of the banking and trading

castes, and specially denoiting

those who deal in money as distin

guished from commodities.

Banika, a synonym for Subar

nabanik.

Bénikarnauti, a mul or sec

tion of the S-atmulia or Kishnaut

sub-caste of Goalas in Behar.

Qflfliflfi, Bam'k, Barnik, Bani

Imr, a generic name, derived from

Sansk. vanij, ‘ a merchant,’ appli

ed to almost all of the tradmg

castes throughout India. In

Bengal Baniya is not, strictly

speaking, a caste name at all; that

is to say, there is no endogamous

group exactly co-extensive with

the title of Baniya, although that

name includes a large number of

groups, some of which are endog

amous within a circle defined

more or less by their trading

functions, while others belong to

castes or sub-castes which follow

other pursuits, such as agriculture

or service. There is nothin , for

instance, to prevent Bab ans,

Chhatris, or Kayasths from keep

ing grain-shops or engaging in

money-lending, and they might

in this way come to be designated

by the vague term Baniya,

althou h their occupation would

not de ar them from intermar

riage within their original caste.

In order to define the term

more closely, it should be remark

ed that it appears to connote

the idea of a rather general

trade, and to exclude special forms

of shopkeeping, such as that of

the Halwai and the Kandu. It

is also more or less associated with

the sale of some kind of food

grain. If a man trades in money

rather than in commodities, he

is commonly known by the more

dignified title of maluijan, or

banker. One of the variants of

the word is used colloquially in

Bengal as a synonym for Gand

habanik, a dealer in medicinal

drugs and spices. An Anglicised
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form, ‘banian,’ is specially applied

to the native brokers attached

to European houses of business

in Calcutta. These brokers have

most of the bazar transactions in

their hands, and usually give

substantial security to the firm.

In the early part of this century

high oflicials used to kee banians

to transact their private usiness;

and the intrigues of “Kanto

Baboo,” Warren Hastings’ ban

ian, are mentioned by Burke in

several of his speeches on Indian

affairs.

Baniyé, a section of the

Banodhié and Jaiswér Kalwérs

in Behar.

Banjar, a sept of Kaurs.

Banjéra, a thar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Banjéré, Banjéri: the term

is most usually applied to a grain

and cattle merchant, who, with a

more or less numerous party of

the same calling, moves about to

different markets, and specially

accompanies bodies of troo s to

supply them with corn. t is

specially applicable also to a nu

merous tribe spread along the foot

of the mountains from Harid

war to Gorakhpur, and forming

various subdivisions, many of

whom are stationary and follow

agriculture. They comprise both

Hindus and Mahomedans, ack

nowledging a common origin

and afiinity. The most migra

tory are the Bahurupa Banjaras,

of whom there are five branches,

four of whom assume the well

known appellations of the chief

Rajput tribes, or Bfihtor, Chau

han, Powar, and Tumfir. The

fifth, called Barka, is said to be

descended from a Ga-ur Brah

man. Each of these is infinitely

subdivided. The Réhtor branch,

for instance, splits into four

families, and these comprehend

138 sub-branches. Some of these

Banjarfis have the privileges of

the Oharan and Bhat, q.v., their

persons being sacred and ac

cepted in guarantee of engage

ments. The origin of these

people is obscure. If they were

primarily a distinct race, they

are now much intermixed.

Banjir, a sub-caste of Bhuiyas

in Hazaribagh who make baskets.

Banjor, a section of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.

Bank, a sub-caste of Khatris

in Bengal.

Banni or Banihdr, a plough

man or labourer, whose services

are paid m kind.

Banodhia, see Banaudhié.

Banpar, a sub-caste of Mallahs

and Gonrhis in Behar, probably of

Dravidian descent. Their original

occupation seems to be that of

boatmen and fishermen, but away

from the big rivers they till the soil

and sometimes engage in trade.

They are skilful sportsmen,

entrapping the alligator (magar)

and gbariyal in strong rope nets

and eating their flesh. They

marry their daughters as infants

or adults, according to their

means. W'idow-marriage is per

mitted, but the widow may not

marry her husband’s younger

brother, as is usual among the

lower castes of Hindus. Socially

the Banpar rank low, but it is

a curious circumstance that, like

the Mals of Bengal, tradition

ascribes their inferior position,

not to their use of unclean food,

but to their habit of passing the
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netting needle from above down

wards in making

the other fishing castes of Behar

work from below upwards. Ban

par is the name of a nomadic sub

caste of Goalas in Behar, whose

special function it is to take charge

of the large herds of cattle which

are driven into Chota Nagpur,

Sirgujé, Mirzépur, and other

jungle-clad tracts for grazing

during the hot weather. This

sub-caste is also found in Nepal.

Banréhé, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidahzi Kalwars

in Behar.

Banreit, a mul or section of

the Ghosin sub-caste of Gofilés

in Behar.

Banrié, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Bénrishi, a section of Sutra

dhars in Bengal.

Béns, bamboo, a totemistic

sept of Lohars; a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Bansa, a sept of Hos in Sing

bhum.

Bansahr, a mul or section of

the Chhamulia-Madhesia sub

oaste of Halwais in Behar.

Banséin, Bauséin, a class of

Mahomedan religious mendicants,

who are also weavers.

Bansaja, a hypergamous

group of Rérhi Brahmans and

Baidyas in Bengal.

Béns-éré, a title of the Kochh

caste in Northern Bengal.

Bansari, a sub-caste of Bani

yas in Behar.

60 BKNSPHORMAH ILI.

Ba'nsbatti, a synonym for

nets, whereas Dom in Behar.

Bénsdeo, a sept of Santéls.

Bénsdih, a section of the Mag

haya sub-caste of Barhis in

Behar.

Bansetti, a sept of Binjhiés

in Chota Nagpur who are not

permitted to touch bamboo at a

wedding.

Bansil, a section of the Agar

wél caste in Behar.

Bénskkori, a

Dom in Behar.

synonym for

Bénsmél i, a synonym for Héri

who work in bamboo ; a sub-caste

of Doms who make bamboo bas

kets, etc.

Bénsphor, Basprlrazrd, Bcinsba

kurei, “bamboo-splitter, ” a sub

caste of Patnis in Bengal ; a sub

caste of Doms in Behar who are

mat and basket-makers and do not

remove filth. They have nothing

to do with funerals, and do not eat

beef, ofial, or other people’s leav

ings. The Bansphors of Banka

in Bhagalpur have a number of

exogamous sections (pungats),

which have been entered in their

proper places. Other Bénsphors

on the Nepal fiontier regulate

their marriages by local sections

(dike); while others in the town of

Bhagalpur have neither pangat

nor dih. Bénsphors work with a

peculiarly curved knife (kattdr),

with a heavy back, which they

regard as characteristic of their

su -caste, and which is used by

them in their domestic sacrifices.

Bénsphor-Mahili, “bamboo

splitter,” a sub-caste of Mahilis

in Western Bengal, who work in

bamboos.
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Bénsriér, a section of the

Kurmis in Manbhum, the mem

bers of which may not play the

bdnsi or bamboo flute used by the

Kolarian tribes throughout Chota

Nagpur and Orissa.

Bénsrishi, a totemistic sec

tion of Bhars in Ménbhum.

Bénswélé, a dealer in bam

boos.

Banswér, a sub-caste of Raj

wars in Western Bengal.

B€1n’t,a section of the Jéthot

division of the Parbatti-Kurin

sub-caste of Gonrhis in

Behar.

Bantar, a sub-tribe of Tharus

in Behar.

§fiIIiRI‘,Bdnt, Bdtor, a small

Dravidian caste of Behar who

make baskets and work at thatch

ing houses. They_ keep and eat

pigs, practise widow-marriage,

and rank socially somewhat lower

than Dosédhs.

Bantari, a sub-caste of Gul

guliés in Gya and Hazaribagh.

Bantarié, a sub-caste of Kan

dus in Behar.

Bénth, a. sept of the Rautér

sub-tribe of Thérus in Behar.

Bantirié, a sub-caste of Hal

wéis or confectioners in Behar

who have departed from the orig

inal occupation of the caste and

now find employment as servants

and petty shopkeepers dealing in

miscellaneous articles.

Qtlftifllf, a cultivating caste

of the Nepal Terai.

Banuér, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Bénukié, a sub-caste of Doms

who breed silkworms and work

in silk filatures in Murshedabad

and Rajshahye.

giflfflfll‘, Banwér, a small caste, probably of Dravidian descent,

Origin.

found in the Santél Parganas. They have no

traditions of their own, and nothing seems to be

known regarding their origin. The fact that they have no exogam

ous sections may perhaps indicate that they are an offshoot from some

of the compact aboriginal tribes of the neighbourhood, who, by

embracing Hinduism, cut themselves off from their parent tribe, but

were not numerous enough to secure for themselves a recognised

position in the caste system.

Banwérs practise both adult and infant-marriage, but sexual

intercourse before marriage is strongly repro

bated, and the tendency is for all persons who

can afford to do so to marry their daughters as infants. Polygamy

is permitted, and in theory there is no limit to the number of wives

a man may have. It is rare, however, in actual life to find more

than two. Divorce is permitted; the form consists in the couple

expressing their wishes in the presence of their assembled relatives

and tearing a sail leaf in two as a symbol of separation. Widows

and divorced wives are allowed to m again by the sanga ritual.

A widow may marry her husband’s younger brother, but is not

compelled to do so. She may on no account marry his elder brother.

They follow the Hindu religion, Kali and Satya Narain being

the favourite objects of worship. For the

worship of these deities, and for the srdddk

Marriage.

Religion.
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ceremony, Brahmans are employed, who, however, do not associate

on equal terms with the Brahmans who serve the higher castes.

Banwérs either burn their dead or bury them in a recumbent

position. In either case the propitiatory rite of

srdddh is performed, in general accordance with

orthodox usage, on the thirteenth day after death. It is not,

however, followed by periodical offerings for the benefit of ancestors in

general, as 1s common among the higher castes.

The social rank of the Banwérs may best be defined by stating

that the Khetauri, Pergha, Bhuiya, and

Rajwar will take water and sweetmeats from

their hands. They stand therefore below the castes from whom

Brahmans and the members of the upper castes generally can take

water. Agriculture is their usual occupation; a few are found as

occupancy raiyats, but the majority are under-raiyats or landless

day-labourers.

Disposal of the dead.

Social status.

Banwér, a sub-caste of Ban Bépuli, a gdin of the Batsya

iyas in Behar. 'gotra of Rérhi Brahmans m

Bdoti, a synonym for Béiti; a Bengal‘

section of Mahesris.

Baqqél (Arabic), a grocer, chandler, grain-merchant, cloth

dealer, also generally a. shopkeeper; a title of Bamyés which

ordinarily has no bearing upon questions of caste.

In Eastern Bengal the term denotes a small sub-caste of

Chandals, who neither eat nor intermarry with the parent stock,

although their Brahman is the same. The Baqqals are wandering

traders, who retail turmeric, bay-leaves, rice, glinger, and other

condiments in inland villages and markets. T ey are numerous

in the Ja’farganj and Manikganj parganas of Dacca. They will not

cultivate the soil, but, possessing cargo-boats of their own, navigate

them without any hired servants. All belong to one gotra, the

Kasyapa, and the majority follow the Krishna Mantra. In the

belief that by engaging in trade they have attained a higher and

more respectable position than the Ghandals, they have renounced

the drinking of spirits and the eating of pork.

Bar, 1?‘icus Indica, a totemistic

sept or section of Kumhars,

Kharias, Groraits, Turis, Bediyas,

Ohiks, Oraons, Groalas, Kharwérs,

Mundas, and Pans, in Chota

Nagpur.

Bara, a sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur.

Bérabétia, a section of the

Dhapra sub-caste of Doms m

Behar.

Bara-bhég, a sub-caste of

Bhuinmalis and Hans 1D. Bengal.

I Q

Barabhégiya, a sub-caste of

Kumhars in Bengal.

Bara-Bhégiya or Bi/crampur

Stink/uiri, a. sub-caste of San

khéris in Eastern Bengal.

Baré-bhégiyé, a sub-caste of

Muchis in Bengal.

Bérabhaié, twelve brothers

whose families cannot intermarry,

a sept of Ohiks and Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Barabhéiyé, a sub-caste of

Suklisinllzlidnapur.

_ __.4.~_._._§‘_\_'.
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Barébhumié, a sub-tribe of Baréhil, a zamindfiri servant,

the Bhumij in Manbhum who employed generally in the collec

claim to be connected with

the zamindars of pargana

Barabhum. The zamindars, on

the other hand, afiect to be

Rajputs, and disown all aflinity

with the Bhumij tribe.

Barabihé, a. section of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

Bare.-Brahman, an ironical

synonym for Agradani Brah

man, q.o.

Barachain, a respectable divi

sion of the Chain caste in

Behar and the North-Western

Provinces, who claim to be some

what superior to ordinary Chains.

They are agriculturists, and their

women repare and sell vege
tables. ift is not clear that the

Barachain have as yet formed

themselves into an endogamous

group, but they appear to be

on the way to do so.

Baradéi, a sub-tribe of Raj

puts in Western Bengal.

Baragéin, a sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

in Behar.

Béréhake Méhto, a section of

the Biyahut and Kharidaha

Kalwzirs in Behar.

Béra-Hazér, a sub-caste of

Cheros in Palamau.

Barah azari, a sub-caste of

Telis and Kaibarttas in Bengal.

Bérah-Gurung, a sub-tribe of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Baréhi, a sept of the Suraj

bansi division of Rajputs in

a thq_r_ or sept of

ticn of rent and on the duties of

a bailiff.

Barai, a synonym for Bérui.

Baréié, Baraihié, a sept of

the Suryabans sub-tribe of Raj

puts in Behar.

Barazj, a synonym for Barai,

q.v.

Baréik, a title (signifyin
great) of Jadubansi Rajputsg;

of Binjhias, Rautias, Chiks or

Pans, and of Khandéits in

Chota Nagpur.

Barziik or Chik-Baréik, a,

sub-caste of Pans in Chota Nag

pur.

Baréili, a. section of Kémis in

Darjiling.

Bzirajéti, a sub-caste of Kha

tris in Bengal.

Baraji, Barajibi, a synonym for

Barui.

Barékar, a sub-caste of

Koiris.

Baré-kharak, a section of the

Pailwar sub-caste of -Dosadhs in

Behar.

Barél, a gdin of the Saindilya

gotra of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal; a thar of the Dharté.

Kausik gotra of Nepali Brah

mans; a title of Subarnabaniks

in Bengal. In the case of the

latter intermarriage is rohibited

within the title, which as there

fore developed into a section.

Barél, Blzariél, a title of

Brahmans, said to be a corruption

of Batabyal.
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Barambh fit, Bamabluit, Birm

bhdt, a sub-caste of Bhats in

Behar.

Baré-mién, a term of address,

originally Persian, used in speak

ing to an elderly and respectable

or venerable person, or to the

head of a village. The term is l Ohota Nagpur.

properly a Mahomedan one,

and is only used by those

Hindus who have come a good

deal into contact with Mahome

dans.

Barandié, a section of grihaath

Baranwér, Baranwdl, Banwdr, a sub-caste of Baniyas in Behar,

divided into the following sections:—Alchére't, Barbigahié, Barié,

Bhawénié, Dhekh, Mirchaié, Malhén, Tilié. A man may not

marry a woman of his own section or of the section to which his

mother belonged before her marriage. As a woman changes her

section on marriage, this rule is usually expressed by saying that the

section of the maternal grandfather is excluded. Beyond the opera

tion of the rule of exogamy, prohibited degrees are reckoned by the

usual formula. Baranwérs marry their daughters as infants, forbid

widows to marry again, and do not recognise divorce. Their marriage

ceremony is of the standard type, with this peculiarity that pcim'

grahan, or the formal gift of the bride to the bridegroom, is omitted

when, owing to the poverty of the bride’s parents, the wedding takes

place in the bridegroom’s house. They are orthodox Hindus, usually

of the Vaishnava sect, and affect to employ only Gaur Brahmans as

their priests. If, however, these are not to be had, they will content

themselves with members of the Maithil and Srotri groups. Barnu

wars are mostly shopkeepers, and only a small proportion of them

have taken to agriculture.

or householding Bairagis 111 '

Barapatti, a sub-caste of Telis

in Bengal.

Barar, a sub-section of the

Levatia section of Majhraut

Goélas in Behar.

Bararési, a section of Tantis

in Bengal.

Bara-Saméj, a. sub-caste of

Dhobés in Hughli.

Barésh, a title of Téntis in

Bengal.

Bara-Sudhé, a sub-caste of

Sudhés in Orissa.

Barét, a title of Baidyas and

Mayaras in Bengal.

Bérétaba, boar. a totemistic

sept of Juangs in Orissa.

Barbéik, a prmgat or section

of Dosadhs in Behar.

Barbarié, a. mul or section of

the Ghosin sub-caste of Goélés in

Behar.

Barbatté, a section of the

Tirhutiyé. sub-caste of Doms in

Behar.

Barbigahié, a section of the

Baranwér sub-caste of Baniyas

in Behar.

Barbora, a sept of Chakmés in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Bérchai n, a section of the Chain

sub-caste of Nuniés in Behar.

Barchi, spearman, a sub-sept

of the Saren sept of Santéls.
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Bard, a sept of Dhenuars in

Chota Nagpur.

Bérdé,

the Bhumij tribe in Westem

Bengal, the members of which do

not touch or eat the yam or sweet

potato; a section of Koras in

Chota Nagpur.

Bardarhé, a section of the

Banodhia and Jaiswér Kalwars

in Behar.

Barddhaméni, a sub-caste of

Témbulis in Bengal.

Barddhan, a title of Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja Kéyasths,

and of Kaibarttas and Subarna

baniks in Bengal.

Bardh ié, a sub-caste of Kum

hérs in Behar; also a sept of

puts in Behar.

Bardi, a section of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.

Bardié, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Bardiér, a. section of the

Amashta. Kéyasths in Behar.

_Bardwér\é, a group of the Ks

wmi Tantis and Dwédas Telis in

Bengal.

Bardwéniyé, a sub-caste of

Agni-is and Sutradhars in Western

Bengal.

Bére, a section of the Kzidar

caste in Behar which intermar

ries only with the Mirdaha,

Kampti, and Réut sections.

Bérendra, Vdrendra, a sub

caste of Brahmans in Bengal,

who allege that their ancestors

were brought by Adisur from

Kanauj in order to perform

certain sacrifices, the local Brah

mans having degenerated and

lost their ceremonial purity. For

a fuller account of the Barendra

a totemistie sept of

sub-caste, see the article Brahman.

A sub-caste of Kumhars, Téntis,

Telis, Baidyas, Baruis, Jugis,

Chasadhobas, and Kéyasths

in Bengal; of Kamérs in Mur

shedabad, who in Pabna are also

called Panch Samaj ; of Goélzis

and Sunris in Bengal; of Kai

barttas in Murshedabad ; of

Népits and the group of Phulkata

Malia in Bengal.

Bareya, a tkar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Bargahé or Bargdhi, a title of

Raj puts who are domestic servants

of the Rajas of Chota Nagpur.

Bargain, a. mu! or section

of the Kanaujia sub-caste of

Sonars in Behar.

Bargéir, a sept of the Surya

bansi ltajputs in Behar.

Bargéit, one who cultivates

the land on an agreement by

which the cultivator engages

to pay the landlord half the

produce, the latter providing

half the seed and paying the

whole revenue.

Bargaméet, a section of the

Dhapra and Pachainya sub-castes

of Doms in Behar.

Bargharri, the twelve bre

thren, a se t of the Chhothar

sub-tribe of imbus in Darjiliug.

Bargoér, Bargwér, a sub-caste

of Goalas in Behar, who are be

lieved to have separated h-om the

parent caste by reason of their

taking service (khawdsi) in the

houses of the higher castes. They

also keep cattle, sell milk, and cul

tivate land. Bargoérs ra.nk with

Kurmis, Koiris, etc., and Brah

mans can take water from their

hands. They ordinarily marry

their daughters as infants, adult

marriage being looked upon as

E
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exceptional and not quite respect

able. Widows are allowed to

marry again, but divorce is not

recognised. It deserves notice

that Bargoars have none of the

exogamous sections so numerous

among the Goélas, and regulate

their marriages by the formula of

prohibited degrees explained in

the introductory essay.

Bar-gohri, a sub-caste of

Khandaits, Rajwérs, and Rautias

in Chota Nagpur.

Bargwél, the title of a class of

Srotriya Brahmans who act as

servants to the Maharaja of Dar

bhanga.

Barhé, hog, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Barhadagié, a

Goalas in Behar.

section of

Barhai, a synonym for Barhi.

Barhambié, a section of

Bébhans in Behar.

Barhampuréi-Barhampur, a

mul of the Gautam section of

Maithil Brahmans in Behar.

Barhampurié, a section of

Bébhansin Behar.

Barhari, a section of the

Karan sub-caste of Kéyasths in

Behar.

Barhérié, a sub-caste of Telis

in Behar.

Barharié ke pénre, a section

of the Biyahut and Kharidahé

Kalwars in Behar.

Barharoa, a wild fruit, a

sept of Telis in Chota Nagpur.

fidtlli, Barlmi, the carpenter caste of Behar, claiming descent fiom

the celestial architect and artificer Viswakarmé. The word barhi

seems to be a corruption of the Sanskrit Badhik, from bardlz, ‘ to bore,’

and the caste may probably be regarded as a functional group

composed of members of several intermediate castes, who have been

drawn together by the attraction of a common occupation.

The Barhis of Behar are divided into six sub-castes, as shown

in Appendix I, the members of which do not

intermarry. I cannot ascertain the precise

basis of these divisions. According to some, the distinction between

the Kanaujia and Maghayé. depends on the former working in

wood only and the latter in both wood and iron; while others

say that the Maghaya are house-carpenters and work on a larger

and coarser scale than the Kanaujia, who are turners, cabinet

makers, and the like. Again, the Lohar sub-caste in Bhagalpur

work only in iron, but disclaim all connexion with the Lohérs, whom

they regard as peo le of a different race. The Kamar-Kalla sub-caste

have no settled omes, but wander about, exhibiting marionettes

(kdt-putli) and doing odd jobs like gypsies. Their sections (mul or

dih) are mostly of the territorial type, but a few of the Brahmanical

gotma have been borrowed of late years. Usually the prohibition of

intermarriage extends only to women belonging to a n:an’s own mul,

and the rule is supplemented by the standard formula of degrees;

but among Maghaya Barhis seven, or according to some accounts

nine, muls are excluded. In the same sub-caste we also find the

hypergamous divisions Thékur, Réi, and Kuar. The Thakur can

take wives from the other two groups as well as their own, but will

Internal structure.

__...-—.4¢-1,‘.
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not give their daughters to men of a lower group. So also a man of

the Rai group will marry a Kuar woman, while a man of the Kuar

roup cannot aspire to marry a Rai woman. Wherever the custom of

Byper amy prevails, the preponderance of women in the higher groups

and t e consequent demand for husbands have necessarily led to

the introduction of infant-marriage, which, again, has spread by

imitation. Among the Maghaya Barhis‘ of Darbhanga girls are

married between the ages of three and five; and so firmly has

the fashion established itself, that it is difficult to find a husband

for a girl who is more than five years old.

Adult-marriage, however, is not entirely unknown among the

other sub-castes, although all aver that infant

marriage is the rule. The marriage ceremony

differs little from the standard form for middle-class Hindus in

Behar, which has been described by Mr. Grierson in Behar

Peasant Life, pages 362-73, except that instead of the parents

of the parties exchangin paddy (dbdnbatti) when the marriage

has been agreed upon, t ey exchange betel-nut. This ceremony

is called pd-nbatt-2'. Polygamy is permitted in the event of the

first wife being barren or suffering from some serious physical

defect. A widow may marry again by the sagai form. Although

such marriages are supposed to be arranged entirely by the

parents of the widow, she appears to have some liberty of choice

111 the matter, and may marry any one outside the prohibited

degrees. As is the case with other castes, it often happens that

she marries her deceased husband’s younger brother; and this is

considered a proper thing to do, but no special pressure appears

to be exercised in order to compel her to do so. Divorce is effected

with the sanction of the caste council (pancluig/at) on the complaint

of the husband in case of adultery, or on the application of both

husband and wife on the ground of inability to agree. Divorced

women may marry again by the sagai form. This privilege, however,

does not extend to a woman taken in adultery with a man of

another caste. In that case no question of formal divorce arises:

she is simply turned out of the caste, and usually ends by becoming

a regular prostitute.

The religion of the Barhis is simply the average Hinduism

of the middle classes of Behar, and calls for

no special remark. The caste employ Tirhutia

Brahmans for the worship of the greater gods, and these Brahmans

are not held to incur any social degradation by performing these

functions. Their special od is Viswakarma, whois worshipped once a

year, oh the seventh of réwan, and whena son is apprenticedto the

trade. On these occasions homage is done to the tools of the craft,-the

adze (basiila), chisel (ruk/uiml, and saw (dra), and a goat whose right

ear hasbeen slit, and a new waist-cloth, are offered to the od and

afterwards presented to a Brahman. In addition to Bandi, oraiya,

the Panch Pir, and the other village ods common in Behar, Barhis
also offer sweetmeats and ganja to Uggri Mahéréj, a sort of patron

saint, whose origin and flmctions I have not been able to ascertain.

They also worship the standard yard (ka'm' or gaj).

Marriage.

Religion.

1:2
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In point of social standing Barhis rank with Goalas, Hajams,

Koiris, etc., and Brahmans will take water

from their hands. Their practice in the matter

of diet does not differ from that of other orthodox Hindus of the

same class. They will smoke with Lohars. They believe carpentry

to be their original occupation, but outside the larger towns many of

them are now engaged in agriculture, and hold lands as occupancy

and non-occupancy raiyats.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Barhis in 1872 and 1881 :—

Social status.

 

Drsrnlcr. \ 1872. ‘ 1831. H Drsrsrcr. 1 1872. i 1381.

Patna zasco eases SantalPargana.s ‘ s,4se 4,351

Gya ... 35,701 86,182 Cuttack 17,184 18,149

Shahabad .. l3,093 3,70: fluid 9,873 15%

- anal .34~ a MOPB 5,8‘ ,
Tlrhut {Mozufierpur 2 39330 l 15,678 Tributary States 4.915 8,736

Saran ... ... 16,724 16,939 Hazarlbagh 16,100 25,070

Cham ran ... ... 6,745 9,114 Lohsrdugu .. 6,366 11,747

Mon; r 29,152 29,835 Singbhum 342 89

Bhagalpur ... 4.698 9.733 Manbhum 2,027 .... -

Purnish 12,702 14,832 Tributary SW18! ...‘ 112 2,057

Bérhi, a section of the Sé.t- Barhwatié, a sept of Rajputs

mulia Ma hayé sub-caste of inBehar.

Kéndus in ehar. _ _

Bar|, flower, a totemistic sept

Barhioth, a territorial sec- of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

tion of Barhis in Behar.

fifiti, a small caste of Behar, who are supposed to have come

from the North- West Provinces or Oude. They are employed as

makers of the leaf-platters (domi, Hzond, khadond, pattal, patri, patta,

patrauri, panmdrdl) used at Hindu entertainments and festivals.

They also make and carry torches, and sometimes sell betel-leaves.

Their social rank is about the same as that of the Hajjém. Mr.

Nesfield regards the Bari as “ merely an offshoot from the semi-savage

tribes known as Banmanush and Musahar. He still associates with

them at times; and if the demand for plates and cups (owing to some

temporary cause, such as a local fair or an unusual multitude of

marriages) happens to become larger than he can at once supply, he

gets them secretly made by his ruder kinsfolk and retails them at

ahigher rate, passing them ofl‘ as his own production.” If this view

is correct, the Bari are a branch of anon-Aryan tribe who have been

given a fairly respectable position in the Hindu system in con

sequence of the demand for leaf-plates, which are largely used by

the highest as well as by the lowest caste. Instances of this sort, in

which a non-Aryan or mixed group is promoted on grounds of

necessity or convenience to a higher status than their antecedents

would entitle them to claim, are not unknown in other castes, and

must have occurred frequently in outlying parts of the country,

' Behar Peasant Life, p. 721.
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where the Aryan settlements were scanty and imperfectly supplied

with the social apparatus demanded by the theory of ceremonial

purity. Thus the undoubtedly non-Aryan Bhuiyas have in parts of

Chota Nagpur been recognised as jal-dc/znra-ni; and it may be

conjectured that the Kahars themselves only attained this privilege

in virtue of their employment as palanquin-bearers. Of course in

any case there is no breach of continuity and nothing resembling the

sudden elevation of a social group. But a gradual upheaval takes

place; the social levels are altered, and the fiction is maintained that

things have been so all along.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Bari caste in 1872 and 1881 :—

 
 

ll
DISTRICT.

BhagalpurPurniah .... ..

SantalPar1:ana.s

HazaribaghLohardagaManbhum

Tributary

Dlsrnlcr. l 1872. I 1881.

Patna ... 928 G61

Gya 1.351 2,139

Shahlbadn } 4.609 {Tirhut {Mf);unfr‘" 2.szs '

pur 2,322

Saran .. 5,044 4,521

Chainparan 2.940 3.753

Monghyr 1,86! 1,010

Barié, a section of the Barna

war sub-caste of Baniyas in

Behar.

Bariaro, a sept of Tantis in

Chota Nagpur.

Bérik, a pangat or section of

Dosédhs in Behar; a section of

the Kédar caste in Behar which

intermarries with the Kapar,

Marik, Darbe, Manjhi, Hazari,

Naiya, and Kampti sections, but

not with the Mandar, Mirdziha,

Rant, and Bare; a section of

Maghaya Kumhzirs in Behar. A

title of Goalas, Kaibarttas and

Népits in Bengal, and of Bhan

daris in Orissa.

Bariswér, a par or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Bériya, a knife-grinder, razor

setter, etc.

Barjo, name of ancestor’s

village, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Ba rjoki, fig-tree roots, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

l Darjiling ,,,
--I

Barkédeswéri, a sub-caste of

Kharwars, who are also called

Deswéri; it is contradistinguished

from Ohotka Deswari.

Barkandds (P. bark, ‘light

ning,’ and andds, ‘ who casts ’),

properly a matchlock-man, but

commonly an armed retainer, an

armed unmounted employé of a

civil department. The term was

especially used to denote the old

zemindari police, and ail warders

at the present day are often

spoken as barlandds.

Barki-déngi, a sub-caste of

Koiris in Behar who do not

permit widows to remarry.

Barla, Ficus Indica, a totemis

tic sept of Nzigeswars and

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bérlé, a section of Kharias in

Chota Nagpur.

Barlos, a t/mr or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Barmé, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kayasths.
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Barméit, a section of Sonérs

in Behar.

Barman, (i) “wearer of ar

mour,” a title of Rajputs. Khatris,

and Kéyasths; (ii) a native of

Burma.

Barmosié, a section of the

Kasarwani sub-caste of Baniyés

in Behar.

Barna or Patita Brahman, a

sub-caste, or rather an aggre

gate of sub-castes, of Brahmans
Y

in Bengal, formed of as many

endogamous roups as there are

numbers of indu Sudra castes,

whom they serve as priests.

Barnait, a section of Babhans

and of the Maghayé. sub-caste of

Barhis in Behar.

Barna-Kul, a sub-caste of

Tantis in Bengal.

Barnakule, a sub-caste of

Sunris in Western Bengal, who

are vegetable-sellers.

Barnér, a sept of the Chan

drabansi division of Rajputs in

Behar.

Barnasankar (Sansk. barmz,

‘ caste,’ and sankar, ‘ mixed’), a

mixed caste, properly the designa

tion of the large class of castes

supposed to have been formed by

intermarriage between members

of the four original castes. The

term is also used to denote the

offspring of illicit intercourse

between members of different

castes, and bears the same meaning

as Bidura, Chhokar, Dog-la or

Dogra, Jaraj, Krishnapakshi,

Mélzada, Sagarpeshé, and Surath

wala.

Barna-sil, a title of barbers

who shave the Chandals in East

ern Bengal.

Barna Sreni, an indefinite

term, probably denoting either

members of the barna san/var,

mixed castes, or the Brahmans,

colloquially known as Barna

Brahmans, who serve those castes.

Barni, a section of Sonars in

Behar.

Barnié, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Barnawér, Barnwar, Bamrd_r,

a sub-caste of Baniyas engaged in

trade, agriculture, and service _1n

Behar. They abstain from spirits

and forbid widows to marry

again.

Baroé, a sept of Khariés

and Asuras in Chota Nagpur.

Baroar, a section of Goréits in

Chota Nagpur.

Baroha, a sept of Lohars in

Chota Nagpur.

Barpai, a sept of Hos in Chota

Nagpur.

Barpéré, a sub-caste of Sunris

in Behar.

Barpaseré, a section of the

Banodhia and Jaiswar Kalwars

in Behar.

Barphungpuso, a sept of

Lepchas in Darjiling.

Barra, a section of Newars in

Darjiling.

Barséi, a pur or_section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans 1n Behar.

Barsam, a section of the

Majraut sub-caste of Goalie in

Behar holding the title of Marat,

whose profession is to make

curd.

Barthoér, a section of Awa

dhia Hajéms in Behar.
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gamut, a mixed caste in Cl1itta- f}1_P°l1i°115in Mid”-Pl" “B4059”;

whg are dggcendgntg of (Ill) 8.g'!'O'l.lp Of the ABWlI1l. Télltl-.5ong _

ilagh fathers and Bengali mothers. 111 Bengal

Barua, (i) a title of certain Baruér, a section of the Biya

castes in Assam; a title of hut and Kharidaha Kalwérs in

village headmen exercising police Behar.

Qfifltt, “§81’?Ii," the names of the two castes engaged in

Bengal and Behar, respectively, in the cultivation of piper betel,

ordinarily known as pen (Sansk. parna), the leaf par excellence.

Although their occupation is the same, provincial and linguistic

distinctlons separate the Bengali-speaking Barui of Bengal and the

Hindi-speaking Barai of Behar into two entirely distinct castes,

who do not intermarry or eat together, and whose domestic usages

difler in important particulars. They will therefore be separately

treated here.

Regarding the origin of the Béruis of Bengal several traditions

O__ _ are current. The popular legend represents

"gm ‘md "‘t°"“‘l them as specially created by Brahma in order

structure‘ to relieve the Brahmans from the labour of

owing betel, which was found to interfere with their religious duties.

he Jati-Mala makes them the offspring of a. Tanti woman by a man

of the Goals caste, while the Brihadharma Purana describes their

father as a Brahman and their mother as a Sudra. Other tradi

tions assign to them a Kshatriya or Kayasth father and a Sudra.

mother. At the present day the Baruis are divided into four endogam

ous sub-ca.stes:—-(1) Rérhi, (2) Birendra, (3) Nathan, (4) Koté.

Within these again we find a number of the standard Brahmanical

gotras. The latter groups, however, appear to be mainly ornamental,

for marriage in most places is allowed with persons belonging to

the same gotra, provided they are not Samancdakas. As the fact

of their belonging to this class would in any case have been a

conclusive bar to marriage, it follows that the sections are exogamous

only in theory, and we may assume that they were borrowed

dignitatia cauxct from the system of the higher castes. It may further

be surmised that the Barui caste is made up of members of various

respectable castes, who were drawn together by the common occupa

tion of betel-growing, and is not, as many castes undoubtedly are,

a homogeneous ofishoot from a single caste or tribe. The contra

dictory character of the legends regarding its origin, in which several

different castes figure, tends on the whole to bear out this view.

Baruis marry their daughters as infants, forbid widows to marry

M . again, and do not allow divorce. Polygamy is
arm'g°' admitted only in the sense that a man may

marry a second wife when the first proves barren. Hypergamy is

unknown, and a bride-price is paid to the parents of the bride.

Certain families enjoy the hereditary rank of Gostipati, or head

of a clique or party within the caste; but this involves no restrictions

on marriage, and the members of such families give their daughters

in marriage to ordinary Barnis. The marriage ceremony of the

Bzirui differs little from that in use among Brahmans, except that the
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rite of Kzzsandihi is not always insisted upon. After the gift and

acceptance of the bride, the bridegroom stands behind her, and,

taking her hands in his, lifts an earthen vessel containing parched

paddy, ghee, plantains, and betel leaves, and pours the contents on a

fire kindled with straw. The couple then make obeisance to Agni,

and the ceremony is held to be complete.

In matters of reli ion the Béruis follow the usages of all orthodox

Blindus. Most of them belong to the Sakta

sect, and a few are Vaishnavas. Saivism is

said to be unknown among them. For all the standard offices of

religion they em loy Brahmans, who stand on an equal footing with

the Brahmans w o serve the other members of the Navasak group.

In some places they have also special ceremonies of their own. On

the 4th of Baisakh (April—May) the patroness of betel cultivation is

worshipped in some places in Bengal with offerings of flowers, rice,

sweetmeats, and sandal-wood paste. Along the banks of the Lakhya

in Eastern Bengal the Baruis celebrate, without a. Brahman, the

Nrwami Puja in honour of Ushas ('Ha'>s', Aurora) on the ninth

of the waxing moon in Ksin (September-October). Plantains,

sugar, rice, and sweetmeats are placed in the centre of the pan

garden, from which the worshippers retire, but after a little

return, and, carrying out the ofierings, distribute them among the

village children. ln Bikrampiir the deity invoked on the above

date is Sungai, one of the many forms of Bhagabati. The reason

given by the Baruis for not engaging the services of a Brahman is

the following :-—A Brahman was the first cultivator of the betel.

Through neglect the plant grew so high that he used his sacred

thread to fasten up its tendrils, but as it still shot up faster than

he could supply thread, its charge was given to a Kayasth. Hence

it is that a Brahman cannot enter a pan garden without defilement.

At the present day some Baruis have taken to trade, while

others are found in Government service or

as members of the learned professions. The

bulk of the caste, however, follow their traditional occupation.

Betel cultivation is a highly specialised business, demanding con

siderable knowledge and extreme care to rear so delicate a plant.

The pan garden (bara, barqj) is regarded, says Dr. Wise, as an

almost sacred spot. Its greatest length is always north and south,

while the entrances must be east and west. The enclosure, generally

eight feet high, is supported by hijul (Sansk. ijjala, Bm-rz'ngton-ia

acutnnymla) trees or betel-nut palms. The former are cut down

periodically, but the palms are allowed to grow, as they cast little

shade and add materially to the profits of the garden. The sides are

closely matted with reeds, jute stalks, or leaves of the date or Palmyra

palm, while nal grass is often grown outside to protect the interior

from wind and the sun’s rays. The top is not so carefully covered in,

wisps of ass being merely tied along the trellis work over the

plants. sloping footpath leads down the centre of the enclosure,

towards which the furrows between the plants trend, and serves to

drain off rain as it falls, it being essential for the healthy growth

of the plant that the ground bekept dry.

Religion.

Occupation.
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The pan plant is propagated by cuttings, and the only manures

used are pak-mati, or decomposed vegetable mould excavated from

tanks, and A-halt, the refuse of oil-mills. The plant beinga fast grow

ing one, its shoots are loosely tied with grass to upright poles,

while thrice a year it is drawn down and coiled at the root. As

a low temperature injures the plant by discolouring the leaves,

special care must be taken during the cold season that the enclosure

and its valuable contents are properly sheltered. Against vermin

no trouble is required, as caterpillars and insects avoid the plant on

account of its pungency. Weeds are carefully eradicated, but

certain culinary vegetables, such as pepper, varieties of pumpkins,

and cucumbers, palwal (Triclwsanthrs dioeca), and bazgun (egg-plant,

Solanum melongenal, are permitted to be grown. Pan leaves are

plucked throughout the year, but in July and August are most

abundant, and therefore cheapest ; while a garden, if properly looked

after, continues productive from five to ten years. Four pan leaves

make one g/mdtl, and the béra, or measure by which they are sold,

now-a-days contains in Eastern Bengal twenty gandas, although

formerly it contained twenty-four. In the Bbdti country (Baker

ganj), thirty-six grmdas 0 to the bira. Pan leaves are never retailed

by the Bsrui himself, ut are sold wholesale to agents (paikzirs), or

directly to the pan-sellers.

The varieties of the piper betel are numerous, but it is

probable that in difierent districts distinct names are given to the

same species. The kafitré or camphor-scented pan, allowed by all

natives to be the most delicately flavoured, is only grown at Sunar

gaon in Dacca and Mandalghat in Midnapur for export to Calcutta,

where it fetches afancy price. The next best is the sdnclzi, which

often sells for four annas a bira. This is of a pale green colour,

and if kept for a fortnight loses in pungency and gains flavour.

The commoner sorts are the desi, bangalu, bhétidl, dluildogga, ghds

plin, grown best in Bakarganj, and a very large-leaved variety called

babna. The usual market price of the inferior kinds is from one

to two pice a bira.

It has been mentioned that the bara is regarded as almost

sacred, and the superstitious practices in vogue resemble those of the

silk-worm breeder. The Barui will not enter it until he has bathed

and washed his clothes, while the low-caste man employed in diggin

is required to bathe before he commences work. Animals found

inside are driven out, while women ceremonially unclean dare not

enter within the gate. A Brahman never sets foot inside, and old

men have a prejudice against entering it. It has, however, been known

to be used for assignations. At the present day individuals belong

ing to the Dhoba, Ohandal, Kaibartta, Sunri, and many higher and

lower castes, as well as Muhammadans, manage pan gardens, but

they omit the ceremonies necessary for preserving the bara clean

and unpolluted.

The social standing of the Béruis is sufiiciently defined by stating

social mm that they belong to the Nabasék. They eat

5 ' goats, deer, pigeons, fish, and the leavings of

Brahmans, and drink country spirits. They will drink with
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Kaibarttas, and smoke in their company, but Wlll not use the same

hookah. In respect of their relations to the land their position is

fairly high. Some have risen to be zamindars, others are tenure

holders or substantial occupancy raiyats. Instances of their having

come to be day-labourers or nomadic cultivators are so rare as to be

practically unknown.

'l‘he following statement shows the numbers and distribution of

the Béruis in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

l

DIBTRXCT, 1372. 1881. ‘I Drsrnlcr. 1872. issl.

i

Bsrdwnn ... 11,502 8,007 Bcgra 671 933

Bankura 979 2.749 Pa na_ 5.577 2.104

Birbhum ... 2,269 2,059 llsrjiling 842 310

Midnapur ... ... 7,001 5,995 .I_alpnzori 405 877

Hughh ,_, ,,, ,,, } 7 400 { 3,607 l\\10h BGIZIII ... ... ... I06

Howrah ... ’ 4 ‘Z19 Dacca ... 15,931 17,524

... 6.931 4,733 Faridpnr 6,120 8,357

Nadiya 4.279 8,329 Balyirganj 14,453 9,101

Jeasore 18,794 9.612 Maimansinh 6,435 8.440

Khulna ... .... .. 11,983 Chittagong --. 12,448 34$

liiirshedlbfll ... ... 8,683 3,014 Npflkhull .. 3,4185 2,187

Du_1n]pur ... 2,606 1,370 Tlfirlfifflll _ 8,982 4,804

B.n]slJah)'e 831 419 H Tracts oi Chittagong... .... .. 6

Bangpur ... ... 1,374 1,525

 

The fiarai of Behar bear the title Raut, and are divided into the

following sub-castes:-—(l) Maghayé, (2) daiswér, (3) Chaurasia,

(4) Semeryé, (5) Sokhwé. They have only two sections, Késyapa

and Nég, and regulate their marriages by the formula of prohibited

degrees already quoted. Marriage is both infant and adult, the

former being deemed more respectable. Widow

marriage is permitted by the sagrzi form. The

widow may many her late husband s younger brother, but is not com

pelled to do so. If, however, she marries an outsider, she forfeits all

claim to share in her deceased husband's property, and the custody of

her children usually rests with his family. A. man may marry two

wives, but not more. Divorce is not recognised: indiscretions within

the caste are winked at; but a woman who goes wrong with an out

sider is turned out of the caste, and probably ends by becoming a

regular prostitute. It will be observed that the practice of widow

marriage and the reco ition of adult-marriage for females sharplydistinguish the Barai gldm the Bérui, and are sufiicient of themselves

to form a conclusive bar to intermarriage between the two groups.

Curiously enough, the standard tradition regarding the origin of the

Barai alleges that they were formerly Brahmans, who were

turned out of the sacred caste because they allowed widows to marry

again.

Most Barais are Hindus of the Sakta sect. Their minor gods

Re“ . are Mahabirji (Hanumén), Bandi, Goraiyé
gm‘ and Sokhii. The last mentioned is held in

special reverence and awe, and it is believed that when his worship

is neglected great disasters come upon the pan garden. Maithil,

Kanojié, and Srotri Brahmans are employed by the Barai in the

Marriage.
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worship of the greater gods; the dz‘ minores being usually psi-oriiflilated

by the members of the family without the intervention of ra ans.

Betel cultivation is the main business of the Barai, to which

occupation they add the preparation of lime and klzair or

' kat/z‘ an astringent extract from the wood of

several species of acacia ,(Acacia catechu, Willd., the khair; Acacia

auma, Kurz, acszmd-ra, D.C., and probably more)! For a description

of the methods of betel-growing followed in Behar, I may refer to

Grierson’s Behar Peasant Life, pages 248-49. The statement on

pagaeu2¢(119, that “the betel-nut, W1l,1l0l1 is the fruit (pi? the ariefia ¢}alfichu,

IS e supdri or 8q9a'ri, seems o require correc on. e 0 ow

ing extracts from Colonel Yule’s Glossary put the matter in a clear

light :—

“Betel, s. The leaf of the piper betel, L., chewed with the

dried areca-nut (which is thence improperly called betel-nut, a

mistake as old as Fryer—l673—-see page 40), chunam, etc., by the

natives of India and the Indo-Chinese countries. The word is

Malayél. re_t_tila, z'.e. reru + ila = ‘simple or mere leaf,’ and comes

to us through the Port. betre and belle.”

“ Pawn s. The betel-leaf. Hind. pan from the Sansk. parna,

‘aleaf.’ It is a North-Indian term, and is generally used for the

combination of betel, areca-nut, lime, etc., which is politely offered

(along with otto of roses) to visitors, and which intimates the

termination of the visit. This is more fully termed pawn-sooparie

(supéri is Hind. for areca).”

A “ Algetza, s.L The seed gin cgmmpln parlanpetthe nut) of_the palllrni,

reca ca ec u. ., common y, t oug somew 1a improperly ca e

‘ betel-nut ’; the term betel (q.v.) belonging in reality to the leaf, ivhich is

chewed along with the areca. Though so widely cultivated, the palm

is unknown in atruly indigenous state. The word is Malayélan

adakka, and comes to us through the Portuguese.”

In Beames’ edition of Elliot’s Glossary, vol. ii, p. 23! 8.17.

Bfré, the ingredients of pdn-supa'ri are stated, on the authority of the

Kanun-i-Islam, to be “ betel leaves, a.reca or betel-nut, catechu, quick

lime, aniseed, coriander seed, cardamoms, and cloves.”

Barais rank with the dcharani castes of Behar, and Brahmans

social mt can take water and sweetmeats from their
us’ hands. Their diet is that of the average ortho

dox Hindu. Unlike the Bérui of Bengal, they will not eat the

leavings of Brahmans, nor will they drink spirituous liquors. The

Barbi and Lohar are the lowest castes from whom a Barai will take

water or sweetmeats. Cooked food, of course, they will only eat

with people of their own caste and sub-caste. As regards their

agricu tural position, few of them appear to have risen above the

status of occupancy raiyat.

The following table gives the number and distribution of the

Barais and Tambulis or Tamolis in 1872 and 1881. In the former

year the figures of both castes are included, and in the latter they

‘ Yale's Glossary, s.v. Catechu.
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are shown separately, so that absolutely accurate statistics cannot be

prepared :——

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

1881. 1881.

Disrucr. 1872. I Disnncr. 1872.

Bani. ’Tamoli. Bani. Tnmoh.

Pam: am 4.4-$1 5,024 l Santfil Pargnnls 7,320 2,2s7 3,180

Gya 8.141 a,ssa :s,seo I Cutmck... 4,418 1,746 4,1ss

Shabnbsd 7,189 2,573 5,456 = Puri 1.00% 814 79
Tirhu‘ innbhmgs } ”_m{ n,1s1 s,s:s<;l Baluore 1,112 5,12: 2,19:

Momuflerpur 12,968 @860 Tributary States 1,593 172 989

Saran 10.963 7.5% 1,980 Hanribagh 1.518 811 1,221

Chum n 9.714 10,455 1,031 Lohardun 4,416 1,961 1,585

Mon: yr 12,848 16,087 4,517 Sllllbhflm 580 32 46

Bhugal ur 1,210 6,881 1,312 Mmbhum 13,610 7,590 3,4115

Purnia 8,197 4,802 1,484 Tributary States 48 54 115

lhldnh am 1,541 122

Barui, a section of Bais Sonérs Basérh, a. mul or section

in Behar.

Barukandal, a. totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur who

cannot touch the kusum-tree.

Barunda, a big frog, a. totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Barupendil, kusum-tree, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Baruwa, a sept of Ohakmés in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Barwa, small cocoon, a totem

istic sept of Mundas and Oraons

in Chota Nagpur.

Barwéik, a title of Thérus in

Champarun.

Barwér, a pu-r or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar;

a. sub-sept of the Hansda sept of

Santals; a section of Réjputs in

Behar.

Basa, a tree, a totemistic sept

of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Baséithi, a mu! or section

of the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goélas in Behar.

Basaiyé, a section of Kaserés

in Behar.

Baséik, a title of Téntis in

Bengal.

of the Naomulié or Majraut sub

caste of Goélés in Behar.

Bésérié, a mul or section

of the Tinmulié. Madhesié and

Bhojpuria. sub-castes of Halwéis

in Behar.

Basaroar, a small hawk, a.

totemistic sept of Mundasin Chota.

Nagpur.

Basbéit, Baswait, a. kul or

section of Bzibhans in Behar.

Bés-baniya, a dealer in frag

rant articles, a. perfumer.

Basbarié, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Bésdebpur, a section of Bhoj

puria Halwais in Behar.

Basharié, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Basahe, a. mu! of the Garg

section of Maithil Brahmans in

Behar.

Basisht, Vasisktha, a. sec

tion of Bébhans in Behar. 'l‘he

name, which denotes one of the

Vedic Rishis or sages, appears

to have been borrowed from the

Brahmanical systemin com ara

tively recent times. Most oi) the

Bébhan section names belong to

the territorial type.
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Basiari, a synonym for Vaisya,

q.v.

Basinié, the headman of a

village in Rangpur. _

Basishtha, a gotra or section

of Brahmans, Baidyas, and Kay

asths in Bengal, and of Sudras in

Eastern Bengal.

Béski, a sept of Santals.

Basmait, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

Basriér, a sept of Asuras in

Chota Nagpur.

Bastibarhoné, a mul or sec

tion of the Naomulia or Majraut

sub-caste of Goal-its in Behar.

Basu, a titular adjunct to

names borne by the Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja families of

Kziyasths or writer caste in

Bengal, commonly pronounced

as Bose; a sub-section of the

Bharadwzija section of Utkal

Brahmans.

Basuéri, a gain of the Séndilya

gotra of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Bésudeo, an eponymous sec

tion of Rautias in Chota Nagpur.

Bésuki, aseotion of Brahmans

and of Kéyasths in Bengal.

Basuné, a sub-caste of

Kfimars in Western Bengal,

Bésundér, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidzihé. Kalwérs

in Behar.

Baswarié, a section of Ka

naujié Lohars in Behar.

Batabyél, Barél, a title of

Brahmans in Bengal.

Batéi-dér, a cultivator who

shares the crop with the pro

prietor.

Batéli, 0. title of Kaibart

tas and Chhutérs (carpenters) in

Bengal. The word may perhaps

be connected with batdli, a small

chisel.

Batalya, a sept of Chakmés in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Batésewélé, a maker of the

small round sweetmeats of sugar

ofl"ered up to deities at shrines

and temples.

Batewér, a sub-tribe of Tha

rus in Behar.

Béitham, a sub-caste of Dhobis

in Behar.

Bathawa or Badhariyé, a

sub-caste of Malléhs in Behar.

Béthotié, a section of Goalés

in the North-Westem Provinces.

Bathué, Beta’z', Betbansf, or

Betuti, a title of Muchis and of

Chandéls whose occupation is to

make baskets of bet or rattan, and

who are recognised in some dis

tricts as aseparate caste. Some of

them eat pork, fowls, and beef.

Certain Musalmans are called

so who deal in cane-work.

Bathuait, a section of Lohérs

in Behar.

Bathuéke Méhto, a section

of the Biyahut and Kharidaha

Kalwzirs in Behar.

Bathuéke Réut, a section of

the Biyahut and Kharidaha

Kalwérs in Behar.

Qfillllihl, a small aboriginal

tribe of uncertain origin found in

the Tributary States of Orissa.

Bathuet, a section of Kamar

kalla. Sonérs in Behar.

Bati, a sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur.

Bétke, a labourer in the salt

works of Orissa, an assistant

malangi.

Batkuar, a bird, a sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.
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Bétor, a section of Madhesia

Halwéis in Behar.

Bat-rassi, a rope-maker, chief

ly of the Kahar or Mall-ah castes,

who make twine and rope from

muwgj, san, kdmr, and bdthi

chingdr.

Batsagrémi, a gdin of the

Batsya gotra of B6-rendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Batsas, a section of the Sro

triya sub-caste of Utkal Brah

mans in Orissa.

Batsauriark, a par or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Bétsil, a gotra or section of

Agarwals.

Bétsa, Bats a, a gotm or

section of Bra ans, Baidyas,

Béruis, Kayasths, and Téntis

in Bengal; and of Maithil Brah

mans, Babhans, Khatris and Raj

puts in Behar.

gklllti, a cultivating, earth-working, and

caste of Western Bengal, w

complexion stamp them as of non-Aryan
Traditions.

Battikbél, a section of the

Karan sub-caste of Kziyasths in

Behar.

Batti-séz, a chandler.

Battisi, a section of the Biyé

hut and Kharidahé Kalwzirs in

Behar.

Batu, a synonym for Brahman

in Bengal.

Batuk, a section of Jugis.

Batwékariar, a par or sec

tion of Sakadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Béul, Ba'ola', Bdlml, ‘mad in

love of God,’ (i) a low class of

mendicant Vaishnavas; (ii) a

title of Kayaeths and Telis in

Bengal.

Baundihé, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Baurém, a mul or section of

the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

palanquin-bearing

ose features and

descent, although evidence is wanting to affiliate them to any parti

oular tribe now in existence.

light on their origin.

Their meagre folk-lore throws no

According to one story they were degraded

for attempting to steal food from the banquet of the gods; another

professes to trace them back to a mythical ancestor named Béhak

Rishi (the bearer of burdens), and tells how, while returning from

a marriage procession, they sold the palanquin they had been hired

to carry, got drunk on the proceeds, and assaulted their guru, who

cursed them for the sacrilege, and condemned them to rank thence

forward among the lowest castes of the community. Another name

of this ancestor is Rik Muni, the same as the eponym of the

Musahars or Bhuiyas, but it would be straining conjecture to

infer from this any connexion between the Bauris and the

Bhuivns.

The Bauris are divided into the following nine sub-castes:-—

(1) Mallabhumié, (2) Si harié or Gobarié,

(3) Panchakoti, (4) Molé or Mulo, (5) Dhulié

or Dhulo, (6) Malué or Mélué, (7') Jhétié or Jhetié, (8) Kzithurié,

(9) Péthurié- Some of these may perhaps be nothin more than

different local names for what was originally the same su -caste, but

this point is not really very material, by reason of the marked

reluctance of the lower castes to intcrmarry families living at a

Internal structure.
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distance. Assuming, for example, that Mola or Mulo and Malla

bhumia, two sub-castes of Bauris found in the 24-Parganas and

Murshedabad, are really the same as the Malua or Malua sub-caste

common in Manbhum, it would by no means follow that the eastern

and western members of this sub-caste would be willing to intermarry.

And if there were no intermarriage, the groups would rightly be

treated as true sub-castes. On the whole there ore, in spite of the

suspicious similarity of some of the names, I incline to think that the

nine groups enumerated above are really distinct at the present day,

whatever may have been the case some generations back. As for the

origin of the sub-castes, the names Mallabhumia, Malué, and perhaps

Mola, denote a. group originally resident in pergunnah Manbhum or

in the country south of the Kasai; the Dhulia sub-caste is supposed

to have come from Dhalbhum ; and the Sikharia from Slkharbhum,

the tract between the Kasai and Barakar rivers, which includes the

Pachete estate. Panchakoti again denotes the central portion of the

Pachete estate. Gcbaria is said to refer to a domestic custom of

cleaning up the remnants of meals with ccwdung, which has some

how come to be deemed a characteristic of the Sikharia sub-caste; while

J hatia is explained as denoting a group who simply sweep away the

fragments of a meal without washing the place where it had been

s read.
P The few exogamous subdivisions which we‘ find among the

Bauris have clearly been borrowed digmtatis

causd from the higher castes, and are ino erative

for matrimonial purposes, as marriage between members of t e same

gotra is not forbidden. They profess to observe the standard formula

mamera, chachera, etc., and in addition to prohibit marriage between

persons descended from the same ancestors within seven degrees on

the male and three degrees on the female side; but the caste is

extremely illiterate: there is no machinery among them for main

taining genealogies, and thus guarding against consanguineous

marriages, and in actual practice such marriages are believed to be

far from uncommon.

The absence of compact exogamous groups, such as we find

among tribes apparently closely akin to the Bauris, may possibly

be due to the latter having adopted the profession of palanquin

bearing, and thus having been brought into closer contact with

Hindus than was the case with their more independent congeners.

Traces of totemism, however, still survive in their reverence for the

red-backed heron and the dog, and perhaps in their strong objec

tion to touching horse-dung. The heron is looked upon as the

emblem of the tribe, and may not be killed or molested on pain

of expulsion from the caste. Dogs also are sacred. A Bauri will

on no account kill a dog or touch a dead dog’s body, and the water

of a tank in which a dog has been drowned cannot be used until

an entire rainy season has washed the impurity away. “In regard

to dogs,” says Colonel Dalton, “I was gravely informed by some

of their elders that as they killed and ate cows and most other

animals, they deemed it right to fix on some beast which should be

as sacred to them as the cow to the Brahman, and they selected

Exogamy.
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the dog, because it was a useful animal while alive, and not very

nice to eat when dead—a neat reconciliation of the twinges of

conscience and cravings of appetite.” This ingenious explanation,

however valueless in itself, shows that their own customs had

become unintelligible to the Bauris themselves, and serves to illustrate

the tendency to imitate Brahmanical usages.

Like the Bégdis, Bauris admit into their caste members of any

caste higher than themselves in social standing.

No regular ceremony is appointed for such

occasions: the new member merely pays to the caste panchayat

a sum of money. varying from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15, to be spent

on a feast, in which for the first time he openly eats with his

adopted caste brethren. The origin of this singular practice, which

is entirely out of accord with the spirit of the caste system at the

present day, is apparently to be sought in the lax views of the

Bauris and Bagdis on the subject of sexual morality. In every

other caste a woman who has an intrigue with an outsider is

punished by expulsion from the caste; but B-igdis and Bauris

not only allow their women to live openly with men of other castes,

but receive those men into their own community when, as frequently

happens, they are outcasted by their own people for eating rice

cooked by their mistresses.

Marriage among the Bauris is either infant or adult, the tendency

being for those who can afford it to marry

their daughters as infants. Polygamy is per

mitted: a man is allowed to have as many wives as he can afford

to maintain. Widows may marry again, and are usually expected

to marry their deceased husband’s younger brother. No ceremony

is gone through ; the bridegroom pays Re. 1-4 to the bride’s father,

and gives a feast to the members of the caste. Divorce is recognised.

It is effected by the husband taking away from his wife the iron

ring which every married woman wears, and proclaiming to the

pareimdnik and panchayat the fact of his having divorced her. In

some districts a wife may divorce her husband for ill-treatment,

desertion, or adultery. Divorced wives may always marry again.

The marriage ceremony in use among the Bauris of Western Bengal

differs little from that of the Bagdis, except that there is no

pool of water in the middle of the marriage bower, and the bride

sits on the left of the bridegroom instead of facing him. In districts

further east an attempt is made to follow the standard Hindu ritual,

and the interchange of garlands is held to be the bindmg portion

of the procedure. _

Bauris profess to be Hmdus of the Sakta sect, but in Western

__ Bengal, at any rate, their connexion with
Religion‘ Hinduism is of the slenderest kind, and their

favourite objects of worshi are Manasa, Bhadu, Ménsingh,

Barpahari, Dharmaraj, and udrasini. The cult ot' the two former

deities has been described in the article on the Bagdis. Goats

are sacrificed to Mansingh, and fowls to Barpahéri, which is

merely another name for the “ great mountain ” (Marang Burn) of

the Santsls. Pigs, fowls, rice, sugar, and ghee are offered to

Admission of outsiders.

Marriage.
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Kudrasini on Saturdays and Sundays at the ékbra or dancing place

of the village through the medium of a Bauri priest, who abstains

from flesh or fish on the day preceding the sacrifice. The priest

gets as his fee the fowls that are offered and the head or leg of the

pig ; the worshippers eat the rest. It should be mentioned here that

in Western Bengal Bauris have not yet attained to the dignity of

having Brahmans of their own. Their priests are men of their

own caste, termed Lava or Degharié, some of whom hold lciyctli land

rent-free or at a nominal rent as remuneration for their services.

The headman of the village (para'ma'mT,t) may also otficiate as

priest. The Bauris of Eastern Bengal employ a low class of

Barna Brahmans. Kali and Visvakarma are their favourite deities.

In most districts Bauris have adopted the Hindu practice of

burning their dead; but in Bankura corpses are buried with the

head to the north and face downward, the object of this attitude

being to prevent the spirit from getting out and giving trouble to

the living. A rude funeral ceremony is performed on the eleventh

day after death, when the relations feast together and the nearest

relative of the deceased has his head shaved.

Agricultural labour and palanquin-bearing are supposed to be

the original occupations of the caste, and this

tradition corresponds pretty closely to the

facts as we now find them. They work also as wood-cutters and

masons, and in Bardwan a few have risen to be traders and money

lenders. In some respects they are more particular than would

be expected, considering the low social position they hold. A Bauri

who takes to curing leather, works as a syce, or keeps a liquor

shop, is turned out of the caste. Comparatively few Bauris are

raiyats with occupancy rights, but the majority may probably

be put down as under-raiyats or landless day-labourers. They

were well known as indigo-cultivators and workers in the vats

in the prosperous days of Bengal indgc, and nomadic tillage

of char ands is one of their characteristic pursuits. In Manbhum

and Bankura many of them hold substantial tenures on terms

of police service—a fact which lends colour to the view that

they are among the earliest settlers in that part of the country.

Thus in Manbhum we find two sadidls, one digwcir, two na'z'b dig

wdra, 17 village sardzirs, and 49 tzibiddrs of the caste; while in

Bankura the Bauris are represented by 14 sarddr ghatwa'Ls, 16

sudidls, 8 digwzirs, 375 tdbiddrs, and 554 clzdkrzin chaukidtirs.

The social rank of Bauris is very low. Members of the higher

castes will not take water from their hands,

and they themselves eat with Bégdis, Kewats,

Lohars, and the non-Aryan Kurmis of W'estern Bengal. They are,

in fact, hardly distinguishable from the Haris of Bengal and the

Ghésis of Chota Nagpur, and are despised everywhere except in

Manbhum and Birbhum, where they are allowed by the Hindus to

do certain menial ofiices which are usually done by people of higher

castes. With few exceptions, they are entirely indifferent to the nice

scruples regarding food, which have so important a bearing on the

status of the average Hindu, for they eat beef, pork, fowls, all kinds

P

Occupation.

Social status.
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of fish, and rats, and are much addicted to strong drink. Nevertheless

they pique themselves on not eating snakes and lizards, like the

  

 
 

Oraons.

The following statement shows the number of Bauns 111 1872

and 1881 :—

Drnnicr. 1872. 1881. ’ Dxsurcr. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan 70.598 77,321 Baknrgnnj .... .. 81

Bankurn 76,915 117.548 Mnimansmh 1 76

Birbhum 24,569 27.759 Chittagong 3 4,461

Midnnpur 14,9-I6 12,770 Tip rah .... .. 9

Hugh]! 780 { 1,881 She shad 886 .... ..

Howrah .. ‘ 4 Saran ,, 9 .... ..

24-Pa 666 519 Monghyr 4 ..

Nadiyn 2.016 1,877 Purmah 8,988 514

Jessora 829 871 Maldah 383 509

Murshedlbad 6,586 4.51! Santa! Pargnnal 14,976 18,534

Dimfpnr ... 384 1.099 Cuttack 45,391 59.925

Raj! hye ... 32 162 Puri 56,113 89,657

R-unzpur 45 146 Balasore 5,87% 7,376

Bogrn 65 Tributary States . . 4,22\ 4,002

Pnbna 25 255 Hazsribagh 392 382

Darjiling 100 l Lohardaza 61 495

Jslpigon 2 so Singhhum 825 1,055

Dncca 14 808 Mnnbhum 82.938 70,‘-'11

Fnridpur . 229 Tributary States i 1.445

 

Baurihé, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Bawél, a. title of Béruis in

Bengal.

Béwan gali, tirpan bézér,

chhatis léhé, battis parkér,

“ fifty-two lanes, fifty-threebazars,

thirty-six profits, thirty-two ways

of making money,” a formula

or shibboleth distinguishing a

section of the Jaiswér sub-caste

of Kalwérs in Behar. In the

Glossary forming part of his

Monograph on the Trade and

Manufactures of Northern India,

Mr. Hoey writes (s/0. mandi,

‘a market’) :—“ They say of

Lucknow in Saédat Ali’s time

that the city consisted of bziwan

mandi, timan bdsa'r.” The close

correspondence between this

phrase and the opening words of

the shibbolcth quoted above may

perhaps deserve notice.

Bézérgasht, a wanderer in a

béscir, a kind of broker who spies

out customers and guides them to

shops.

Bazigar, Bajikar, a ju gler or

conjuror, a synonym for at, gm.

See Bediyd.

Bazzéz, a cloth merchant, a

draper.

Beanh, a large fish with thorns

on its back, a totemistic sept of

Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Beér, a pangnt or section of

Dosédhs and a title of Chamars

in Behar.

Beauran, a section of Awadhié

Hajams in Behar.

Bebarttu, the title of the head

oflicer of a Réjé in the Tributary

States of Orissa.

Bed-béf, a weaver of cane

work.

Bedbangsi, probably a syn

onym for Baidya, the physician

caste, or for the group of vagrant

castes generically known as

Bediya, from the Sanskrit vyadha,

‘ a hunter.’ Both words are

colloquially contracted into Bed.
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Bed (fisilent) or_Beh tshangye, Bed, Bid, a title of Dakghin

a sub-tnbe of De_]ong Lhoris or Rérhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Bhotias of the south. Bedeé‘ a synonym for Bedié“

Bedi, a group of the Srotriya sub-caste of Utkal Brahmans.

fithli, Bedezi, Bejed, a small agricultural Dravidian tribe of Chota

Nagpur, supposed to be mésiaut b/uii, or cousins through the maternal

aunt, of the Kurmis. Formerly, it is said, Bedias and Kurmis inter

married, but a split occurred ‘ when it was discovered that the former

ate beef,’ or more probably, when the latter gave up eating it. They

do not claim any connexion with the Mundas, nor do the Mundas

recognise them as cognates. Their septs are totemistic. In their

marriages a barber ofiiciates as priest. Bediés take kachc/u? food

from Kurmis only, and Khanghér Mundas take similar food from

them. The twelfth sept of the Santéls, which is supposed to have

been left behind in Champa, and has long been separated from the

parent tribe, bears the name of Bedié, and it seems not improbable

that the Bediés of Chota Nagpur may be actually a branch of the

Santals who did not follow the main tribe in their wanderings east

ward. The connexion of the Bediés with the Kurmis tells rather

for this view. The tribe has certainly nothing to do with the

Bediyas of Eastern Bengal.

fiebipa, the generic name of a number of vagrant gipsy-like

groups, of whom it is difiicult to say whether they can properly be

described as castes. The following groups are included under the

name (1) Babajiya, Lava, or Patwa, pedlars and mountebanks

professing to be Mahomedans, but singing songs in praise of Rama

and Lakshmana, and exhibiting painted scrolls representing the

exploits of Hanumén. Their women have the reputation of being

skilful in the treatment of children’s diseases and the removal of

nervous and rheumatic pains. They also tattoo, but are not so

expert in this art as the Nat women. (2) Bazigar, Kabutari, Bhanu

mati, Dorébéz, acrobats and conj urors, probably closely akin to the

Nuts and Kanjars of Hindustan. As acrobats the women and

girls are the chief performers : the men play tricks with balls and

knives. The women also dabble in medicine, prescribe for children

suffering from fever or indigestion, practise massage for rheumatism

and affect to cure toothache. (3) Mail, also called Ponkwah from

their dexterity in extracting worms from the teeth. They appear to

be a vagrant group of the Mails of Western Bengal, who in their turn

are possibly a Hinduised ofishoot of the Malé. It seems at any rate

more reasonable to suppose that the tribal name Mal may be a

variant of Malé, a man, than to derive it from Mala, a hillman, or

Malla, a. wrestler. Méls do not now intermarry with other Bediyas,

and repudiate any connexion with them: for further particulars,

see the article Mail. (4) Mir-shikér or Clhirimér, hunters and fowl

ers, takes birds with bird-lime or horse-hair nooses and the Sdlnali

or light lance divided into sections like a fishing rod. Some of

the animals which the Mir-shikar catches are highly prized for

medicinal purposes or for charms. The flesh of the scaly ant-eater,

1-"2
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Banrahu or Bajrakit (Mania pentadactyla), is believed to restore

vii-ile energy, its scales bound on the arm cure palpitations of the

heart, and wom on the finger in the form of a ring are a sovereign

prophylactic against venereal diseases. The flesh of the crow pheas

ant (malzolclza or pan-kori), if killed on a Tuesday or Saturday,

cures enlargement of the spleen and puerperal disorders. The

claws and droppings of the spotted owlet (perwlui) if pounded

up with betel-nut are a powerful and certain love-philtre, and the

dried flesh of the dauk (Gallinula p/ia>m'cm-a) is very beneficial

in rheumatism. (5) Samperia, snake-charmers, hawkers of miscel

laneous goods, and makers of fish-hooks and such like articles.

According to Dr. Wise, the snakes usually exhibited are the cobra ;

the light and dark varieties of the Ophiophagus Elaps, named

by them Dudh-raj and Mani-raj ; the python; a whip-snake. with

red, black, and yellow spots, called Udaya Sanap; and alarge brown

snake with black stripes on its neck, known as Ghar-banké, from

the singular way it bends before striking.

The Samperia catches a snake by pinning it to the ground with

a forked stick, and seizing it by the neck, the thumb being held over

the first vertebra. If the snake be a poisonous one, the fangs are

torn out, but the oison bag is carefully preserved. Snake poison is

highly valued by indu physicians for the treatment of diseases, and

fetches in the market from fifteen to sixteen rupees per bhari or

179 grains. Another valuable prize is the tick (kilni), occasionally

found on the hood of the black cobra, about which many fabulous

stories are told. One of these parasites is worth a large sum, as it is

popularly believed to be a certain preservative against snake-bites

and poisons in general.

The Sémperia feeds his snakes on fish, frogs, and mice. Sam

perias have no specific for snake-bite, but each man carries, as a

charm, the root of the Bhatréj, a forest creeper. The popular

idea is that the bud (mélati) of the Bhatréj is a specific, but

the Samperias deny this. When any one is bitten by a poison

ous animal, the Samperia ties a string round the limb, sucks the

wound, bathes the extremity in hot water, and covers the bite with

the leaves of the Bhatraj. One of the company then recites Hindu

stani matras or incantations, which are usually utter gibberish.

Members of this caste are in great request at the festival of

Manasa Devi, their patron deity in the month of Sravan (July

August), being engaged by Brahmans to exhibit their collection

and make the snakes crawl in front of the idol. On such occasions

the Sémperia plays on a pipe, while his wife or child chants a

monotonous Hindustani song, and irritates the reptile to strike.

The Sémperia also tames jungle cocks to entrap wild ones,

and the Kora (Gallicrex crislatus), a bird famous for its pugnacity.

When he is in want of food he tethers the decoy near a marsh,

arranging a low screen with three movable leaves from which horse

hair nooses hang. The wild bird advancing to test the courage of

the captive, gets entangled and falls an easy prey to the Sémperia,

who is lying concealed close by. Like other Bediyas, the Samperias

keep tame cormorants to drive fish into the net, but they do not sell
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what they catch. They are keen sportsmen, and when an opportunity

offers they stalk deer, and shoot partridges, paddy-birds, and egrets.

(6) The Shéndars have the reputation of being the most

orderly and industrious of the Bediyé. divisions. Their name is

derived from the Persian Shénah, a comb. This comb, or more

correctly reed. through which the warp threads pass, is in great

demand by Tantis and Juléhas for their looms, and no one can

make them so cheaply and neatly as the Shéndér. The frame

work of the comb (dlaangi) is made of split bamboo, and the teeth

(gaibi) of well-seasoned wood. The latter are fixed at equal distances

apart by strong cotton thread. The Shéndar is also a Manihzir, or

pedlar, retailing in the villages beads and trinkets; Waist-strings

(Kardhani) bought from the Patwé; and needles, thread, and tape,

procured from Mughuliyé shops.

Shéndérs are expert divers, and, when anchored in suitable

localities, gather the common bivalve shells (sipi), and sell them

to the Chunari, or lime-bumer. They also use the slit-nali, or

bamboo rod of seven joints, tipped with bird-lime, catching bulbuls

and other small birds. Like the Samperia, they keep tame koras,

jungle cocks, and cormorants, and, if they can afiord to do so,

take out a gun license to shoot game.

Of late years they have all become converts to Islam, but

Mahomedans do not admit them into their society, and refuse to

intermarry, to eat, and to pray with them. _

(7) Rasia Bediyas use boats of curious construction, only

half covered over, while the tilt is cocoon, or bottle-shaped, tapering

gradually towards the stern, where there is a small round opening,

through which a man can with difficulty crawl. These Bediyas

work with zinc, which is bought in pigs, melted, and run into

moulds. From the similarity in colour of zinc and mercury (rasa),

the division has derived its distinctive name from the latter metal.

The Rasias make anklets, bracelets, and collars for the neck (lzanslt),

which are worn by all Hindu and Mahomedan females of the

lower orders. At their homes they are cultivators, and being

strict Farazis are accepted as members of the Mahomedan

community. Their social standing, however, is so precarious that

prolonged absence flom home, or a manifest partiality for boat life,

is punished by expulsion from society.

Begampurié, a section of Behéré, Ba/mm, a title of

Bébhang in Behar, Hindu C8.StBS, such 0.5 Bégdis,

Bauris, Chandals, Rawani
Begra-Oraon, a sub-tribe of _

°"°““ in °h°‘=** N**-‘==P‘"- iiibatltittih “Ii °§ii§§q§-ii

B5875» 8 Gutter of precious bearers; also of Dhawas or low
A $01198 Other $118-11 difl-1110115“ Mahomedans who follow the

same occupation. Wilson derives

is Lohérs in Behar. $119 ‘."°"1,fY?m S**'1Pk- ,'fW“""*'.*»

business, profession , but it

Behab 8 5905011 Of $118 BB» seems equally possible that the

hénnajéti sub-caste 0fKl1atl'is in word ‘bearer’ may have bgen

Bengal. adopted into Bengali like many

Begsarié, a section of Kanau
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other English words. The word

is also used as an honorific title

of Gonds and of some Uriya

Brahmans; of the headmen of

Jharué, Kumhar, Bhuiya, and

Kewat castes.

Behéri, Bihéri, a mul or sec

tion of the Kanaujia sub-caste of

$onars in Behar.

Beheré, a title of Sudhas in

Orissa.

Behna, a cotton-vendor. Occ.

Behnéhén, a section of the

Banodhié. and Jaiswér Kalwars

in Behar.

Bejeé, a synonym for Bedié.

Bekh, a totemistie sept of

Oraons who cannot eat earth

salt. -

Bel, a fruit, a sept of Pans;

a totemistie section of the Bhar

caste in Western Bengal, the

members of which will not touch

or eat the bel fruit.

Belélai, a sub-caste of Kamars

in the Santal Parganas.

Belési, a sub-caste of Kamérs

in Bardwan.

Belaunche-Kéko, a mul of the

Bharadwéja section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Belaunche-Ghaul, a mu! of

the Bharadwaj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Belaunche-Sudai, a mnl of

the Bharadwéj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Belaunche-Ratpér, a mul of

the Bharadwaj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Belaunche-Garh, a mul of the

Bharadwéj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Belaunche-Dih, a mul of the

Bharadwaj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Belawahari, a section of

Mauliks in Chota Nagpur.

gfielbér, ‘one who works with a bél, or hoe.’ A wandering

Dravidian caste of earth-workers and navvies in Behar and Western

Bengal, many of whom are employed in the coal-mines of Raniganj

and Barakar. Both men and women labour, the former digging

the earth and the latter removing it in baskets carried on the head.

The Beldérs regard this mode of carrying earth as distinctive of

themselves, and will on no account carry earth in baskets slung

from the shoulders. They work very hard when paid by the piece,

and are notorious for their skill in manipulating the pillars (sdkhi,

‘ witness ’) left to mark work done, so as to exaggerate the measure

ment. On one occasion, while working for me on a large lake at

Govindpur, in the north of the Manbhum district, a number of

Beldars transplanted an entire pillar during the night and claimed

payment for several thousand feet of imaginary earthwork. The

fraud was most skilfully carried out, and was only detected by

accident. In Western Bengal they rank with Koras and Bauris,

and, like them, are terribly addicted to drink. They profess to

marry their daughters as infants, but the practice of adult-marriage _

still survives among them; while they certainly allow widows to

remarry, and recognise considerable license of divorce. Divorced

women may marry again.

The origin of the caste is obscure. They are certainly closely

akin to the Binds and Nunifis, and it seems

probable that the former represent the remnant

of a compact aboriginal tribe, from which

and internalOrigin

structure.
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the Nunifis broke off by taking to the manufacture of saltpctre,

and the Beldérs by going in for earthwork. The functions of

the Binds are less specialised; and this circumstance, coupled with

the fact that they reckon hunting and fishing among their charac

teristic occupations, leads me to regard them as the oldest of the

three groups, and probably the parent of both Nuniiis and Beldars.

The internal structure of the Beldérs throws little light upon their

tribal aflinities. In Behar they have two sub-castes :—Chauhén and

Kathautié or Kathéwé, and one section, Késyapa. Their marriages

are regulated by the standard formula. mamera', chaclzerd, etc. Infant

marriage is in vogue, and the marriage ceremony is of the standard

type. A second wife may be taken if the first is barren. Widows

marry by sagai. Divorce by the caste panchéyat is recognised, and

divorced women may marry again.

Beldars employ Maithil Brahmans as their priests, and conform

Reugim in matters of religion, funeral rites, etc., to the

average Hinduism of the lower castes. On

the Tilé. Sankrant festival, in Magh, they worship the Lar/za, a.

pointed iron instrument used in pounding bricks—-one of their

standard occupations. A few of them are cultivators with occupancy

rights: most, however, earn their living as navvies or as agricul

tural day-labourers. Their social rank is much the same as that

of Nuniés.

In treating of the Beldars much confusion is caused by the fact

that the term Beldar, ‘mattock-bearer,’ besides denoting a distinct

endogamous group, is also used as a. generic title common to the low

castes of Hindus employed on earthwork. This use of the word in its

proper etymological sense, as denoting merely an occupation, comes

out even more clearly in Eastern Bengal, where we find Mahomedan

Beldars, who act as scavengers in their own villages, removing

carcasses or cutting brushwood, and serve as torch-bearers (masalchi)

at Hindu and Mahomedan weddings.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Beldérs in 1872 and 1881, but the statistics are worthless by reason

of the confusion in the use of the name explained in the last

paragraph :—

 
 

DISTRICT. | 1872. l 1881. ‘ Drsrarcr. I 1872. l 1881.

Bardwan 161 185 Tipperah 154 3

Bankura ... 26 .... .. Patna ... 18,461 18,480

Birbhum 102 Gya. 16,185 18,461

Midnapur-_ 102 84 Sbahabad 9.003 22!

Hughhwlth Howrah 2 .... .. ,1-- h t Darbhanga } 10 092 8,648
24-Parganas 63 .... .. " u {Mozuflcrpur ‘ { 2,296

Nndiya 66 .... .. Saran 799 831

Jesaore 4 8 Chum n 500 956

Murshedabad 538 196 Mong yr ... 16.676 17,411

Dinajpur l,4$9 277 Bhagal ur 11,238 15,851

B-nah-~hye as 49 Purni 7.332 11,885

Rnngpur ... 1-'59 .... .. Sanral Pu-ganas 683 491

Bogrra _ 88 .... .. Mnldah 400

Jalpigorl 298 875 Hazaribngh 965 1,065

Decca 172 15 l.ohard.a4ra 8i8 268

Bakanzani 98 ...... Singbhum 156 99

lhimansinll 781 308 Manbhum ... 103 110

Chittagong ... 100 2 Tributary States .... .. 6

Noakhah 86 ..
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Beldér, a title of Nuniés in

Behar.

Belgéch i, a sub-caste of Kam

hfirs in Jessore.

Belgrémi, a griin of the Ka

syapa gotra of Bérendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Belha, a section of Sonars in

Behar.

Beliér, a sept of Asuras in

Chota Nagpur.

Belkhari yé, B01/chari, Bi/k/zari,

a section of Babhans in Behar.

Belkuar, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

Bella, a section of Goélés in

Behar.

Beloar, fruit, a totemistic sept

of Lohars in Chota Nagpur.

Belonché, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Belontié. a division of Brah

mans in Behar.

Belsandi, a section of the

Magahiya, Pachainya, and Tir

hutiyé. sub-castes of Doms in

Behar.

Beluri, a gdin of the Sandi

lya gotra of Bérendra Brahmans

in Bengal.

Belwadh iya,

Tharus in Nepal.

Belwér, a sub-caste of Dhobis

in Behar, a mul or section of

the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goalais in Behar.

a sub-tribe of

Bemwér, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

Benétiyé, a sub-caste of Chésés

in Urissa.

Bendah, a rm‘ or sept of De

jong Lhoris in Darjiling whose

ancestor had emigrated from

Bhotan.

Bendiér, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Bendkar, a sub-tribe of Savars,

q.v.

Beng. frog, a totemistic sept

of Bhuiyas and Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Beni, a patlzi or bypergamous

‘sub-group of Barendra Brahmans

111 Bengal; a variant of Baniys,

q.z:.

Beniah-Kandh, a sub-tribe of

Kandhs in Orissa.

Beniaro, frog, a totemistic

sept of Pans in Chota Nagpur.

Benk, a section of the Karan

Kayasths in Behar.

Benkuré, a section of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.

_Benrd, a synonym for Pattar,

a class of fishermen in Eastem

Bengal.

Beopéri, bepciri, an importer of

grain and a wholesale dealer, who

frequently supplies goods on trust

to retail shopkeepers to sell at a

minimum price fixed by the bea

pciri. If the goods are not sold

within amonth after delivery, the

beopdri charges interest at one

per cent. per mensem on their

value.

Bepéri, a title of Mélos in

Eastern Bengal.

Beré, a title of Kaibarttas in

Bengal.

Berar, a mul or section of the

Maghayé sub-caste of Kéndus in

Behar.
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Beraut, a section of Awadhié.

Hajams in Behar.

Bere, a section of the Sétmulié

Maghayé. sub-caste of Kandus in

Behar.

Berga-Kharié, a sub-caste of

Khariés in Chota Nagpur.

fltrllfi, P<itra- Berud, a small cultivatin

Beri, a section of the Panch

jéti sub-caste of Khatris in

Bengal.

Bermén, a section of Kanaujia

Lohars in Behar.

Berré.-Rajwér, a sub-caste of

Rajwars in Lohardaga.

and fishing caste of

Eastern Bengal, probably an offshoot of the handal tribe, with the

members of which they still eat and drink. but do not iutermarry.

Their name is derived from berd, a weir of bamboos or reeds used

for catching mullet. It is the well-known habit of this fish to jump

over any obstacle it meets with in water. The Beruas at full tide

throw a weir across a creek. and on the surface of the water below it

they moor a broad raft. As soon as the mullet encounters the weir

and finds no opening, it leaps over and is caught on the raft. The

fish are sold in the market, but no Berna will cast a net or earn

a livelihood as the Kaibarttas do.

The whole of the Berna caste belongs to the Késyapa gotra,

and they therefore practise exogamy only in name.

The intimacy of their connexion with the Chandalsis called Patra.

Their headman

is attested by the fact that the same purohits ofliciate for both.

Beruér, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Beruké Kisén, a mul or

section of the Biyzihut sub-caste

of Kalwérs in Behar.

Beru ke Méhto, a section of

the Biyébnt and Kharidaha Kal

wérs in Behar.

Beru ke pénre, a section of

the Biyéhut and Kharidéha Kal

wars in Behar.

Beséti, Bisdti, a vendor of

small wares, generally Mahom

edans.

Beserwér, a sept of Kharwars

in Chota Nagpur.

Besra, small hawk, a totem

istic sept or section of Lohérs,

Mundas, Santals, Cheros, and

Gonds.

Besyé putra, the son of a pros

titute, a bastard.

Betiah-Kandh, a sub-tribe of

Kandhs in Orissa.

Betra Pén or Raj-Pan, a sub

caste of Pans in Orissa.

Betué, a sub-caste of Muchis

in Bengal.

Bhabén ipuri, a patln‘ or hyper

fiamous su_b-group of Bémndm

rahmans m Bengal.

Bhabéniswar. a section of the

Kamar sub-caste of Dosadhs

in Behar.

Bhabhut or Bibhuti, the ashes

of burnt cow-dung, with which

mendioants, of the Saiva orders

chiefly, besmear their bodies:

hence a title of such mendi

cants.

Bhadéiya, a pangat or section

of Dosadhs 111 Behar.

Bhadanié, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.
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Bhédar, a gdin of the Bharad

waja gotra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Bhadarié. or Bhareri, a sect

of mendicants of Brahmanical

descent, professors of astrology

in Behar; a sub-caste of the

Kraunchdwipi Brahmans in Be

har.

Bhadaurié, a sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

and of Kewats in Behar.

Bhad-bhadrié, sparrow, a to

temistio section of the Jagannéthi

sub-caste of Kumhérs in Orissa.

Bhaddal, a gotra or section of

the Agarwél caste.

Bhédisawér, a mul or section

of the Ghosin sub-caste of Goélés

in Behar.

Bhadp2'1,a. rui or sept of the Bed

tshan-gye sub-tribe of Dejong

Lhoris or Bhotias of the south.

Bhadra, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kéyasths,

and of Sénkharis in Bengal.

Bhadraghét, a.

Patnis in Bengal.

Bhadraj, a mul or section of

the Naomulié or Gorié sub-caste

of Goélés in Behar.

Bhadsuhié, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Bhéldua or Bhénrué, a title of

Népits, from the bluinr or bag in

which they ca.rry their shaving

implements.

Bhéduri, a géin of the Ka

syapa gotra of Barendra Brah

mans; also a title of Sadgops in

Bengal.

section of

Bhadwarié, a mul or section of

the Biythut sub-caste of Kalwérs

in Behar.

Bhédya-bau, a title of Téntis

in Bengal.

Bhagabén, a section of the

Mahmudébéz sub-caste of Népits

in Bengal.

Bhégéi, a _(/din or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Bhagan Bhéjan, a family of

the Grihasth group of Jugis in

Bengal.

Bhagat, a title of the Jaiswér

and Biyéhut sub-castes of Kal

wérs in Behar; a title of those

members of the Kasodhan sub

caste of Baniyés in Behar who

refrain from eating fish. The

same title is also used by Ka.sar

wéni Baniyés without this dis

tinetion.

Bhagwat, Blzakat, literally

a worshipper of Vishnu——a class

of Baniyas who strictly observe

the rules of the Hindu religion

and abstain from meat and intox

ioating drinks.

Bhainsé, bufialo, a totemistic

sept of Gonds, Pans, and Korwas

in Chota Nagpur.

Bhainsu, a section of Goalas

in Behar.

Bhair, a section of Binjhiés in

Chota Nagpur.

Bhairab Ghataki, a mel ...

hypergamous sub-group of Rarhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Bhaiskayéri, a section of the

Banodhia and Jaiswér Kalwars

in Behar.

Bhaji Sag, vegetable, a totem

istio sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Bhéju, a section of Newars

in Darjiling; also a pet name

for a Newar child.
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Bhaju Chakwar, a section of Bhékar, Bhékur, a section of

Babhans in Behar. Kanaujia Lohérs in Behar. -

Bhakat, Bhagat. This term properly denotes a worshipper,

and particularly Vaishnavas of the middle and lower castes, who

from religious motives abstain from meat, fish, and spirituous liquors.

It is used as a title of Vaishnavas generally, of the Jaiswar and

Biyahut sub-castes of Kalwars, and of Tiimbulis in Behar, of

Kasarwani Baniyas, and of those members of the Kasodhan sub

oaste of Baniyés who refrain from eating fish. In Manbhiim and

Hazaribagh Bhakats are very numerous, and have in their hands

most of the business of the 0/MZUZTS or halting places along the Grand

Trunk Road.

The word Bhakat also denotes a sub-tribe of the Oraons, which

has been formed on the same basis of religious

asceticism as the Kharwar or Safa-hor division

of the Santals. These Bhakats acknowledge themselves to be

Oraons, and admit disciples from the tribe, which indeed forms

their only source of recruits, but they will not intermarry with

their unconverted brethren, nor take cooked food or water from their

hands. They abstain from all flesh except that of goats which

have been sacrificed to one of the Hindu gods, nor do they drink

spirits. Fish, however, is not prohibited, and sweetmeats may be

eaten with Oraons, Mundas, and Telis. Tobacco they will only

smoke among themselves or out of the hukka of their own guru or

spiritual guide.

The favourite deities of the Bhakat-Oraons, as of most recently

Hinduised aborigines, are Mahédeva and Kali,

to whom goats, ghi, sweetmeats, etc.,_a.re offered

on Wednesdays and Sundays, the offerings bein eaten by the

worshippers and their families. They employ Bra mans as gurus,

but these Brahmans do not otficiate as their priests, and the sacri

ficial victims are slain by any influential person among themselves

who happens to be acquainted with the ritual. In marriages again,

while the attempt is to imitate the Hindu ceremony, the urohit

who ofiiciates is not a Brahman, but a Bhakat, and the inding

portion of the ceremony is the payment of the bride-price, which

consists of a pair of bullocks, or Rs. 5 to Rs. 10 in cash.

Along with this striving after conformity with the externals of

Hinduism, we find the Bhakats retaining in

their entirety the totemistic exogamous sections

characteristic of the Oraons, and observing the same prohibited

degrees. They show at present no signs of carrying their asceticism

into the domain of marriage. Like the Oraons, they marry their

girls as adults, usually between the ages of twelve and sixteen.

Unrestricted courtship is permitted before marriage, and sexual

intercourse is tolerated, it being understood that if a girl becomes

pregnant she will name the father of her child, and the two will

get married. Polygamy is permitted, but is not usually resorted

to unless the first wife is barren. Widows are allowed to marry

again, but no ceremony is performed on such occasions, and the

Bhakat-Oraon.

Religion.

Maniage.
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transaction is deemed to be complete when a few maunds of grain

have been paid to the relatives of the woman. Divorce is easy

and very common; a woman runs away from her husband with

any man who suits her fancy, a man turns out his wife and takes

up with another woman. In either case the parties may marry

again and thus render the divorce final, but this may also be

effected without remarriage by refunding to the husband the bride

price which he paid in the first instance for his wife.

In the disposal of the dead the usages of the Bhakats do not

Disposal of dam differ materially from those of the Oraons.

The rule 1s to burn the body. preserving

some of the ashes and bones for burial, at the time of the haddipbor

festival, in the bkuinluiri village of the deceased, that is to say

in the village from the first founders of which he believes him

self to be descended. At this festival pigs and great quantities

of rice are offered for the benefit of departed ancestors, who are

also held in continual remembrance by fragments of rice or da'l

cast on the ground at every meal, and by a pinch of tobacco

sprinkled whenever a man prepares his pipe. The bodies of women

who die within fifteen days after child-birth are buried, and fowls

ofiered over the grave. People who die during the rainy season

are also buried, but the remains are exhumed and burned when the

dry season sets in.

Bhakla, animal, a totemistic Bhale, a section of the Chha

sept of Oraons in Chota jétisub-caste of Khatris in Behar.

Nagpur.

Bhéklun, a section of Goalas

in the North-Westem Pro

vinces.

Bhakta, a title of Kaibarttas

and Sunris in Bengal; a sect of

Vaishnavas in Behar.

Bha1auniér,a par or section

of Sékadwipi Brahmans in Be

har.

 

Bhélkié, a section of Goalas in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Bhalréit, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Bhal Sultén, a sept of Raj

puts in Behar.

Bhémbasré, a section of Goélés

in the North-\Vestern Provinces

and Behar.

fihanhéri, Ndpit, Hqidm, the barber caste of Orissa. The

name Bhandari or store-keeper is supposed to

Ofigin “ml l““’"“‘l have reference to this position of trust and

structure.

influence which the barber often occupies in the

household of a Hindu landholder. In Orissa the caste claim to be

the modern representatives of the Sudras of early Indian tradition;

but they are usually classed among the mixed castes, and believed to

be the offspring of a Kshatriya. father and a Sudra mother. There are

seven sub-castes—Bang€1Ii, Dakhini, Desi, Kharié, Khurda, Golé,

and Hétué. Of these, the Bangéli and Dakhini are immigrants

from Bengal and Madras respectively, the Desi are indigenous to

Orissa, and Khurdé are supposed to have come from the estate of
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that name in Puri district. The Kharié and Hatua sub-castes are

found in Cuttack, the former being barbers who have for the most

part iven up their traditional occupation and taken to making salt

and etting out pack-bullooks for hire; while the latter are an

itinerant class of barbers who are attached to no particular village,

but wander about plying their trade wherever they can find

customers. The sections of the caste, which are shown in the Appen

dix, appear to have been borrowed from the Brahmanical system.

Bhandéris marry their daughters as infants, and regard it as

a breach of a distinct religious obligation if

a girl remains unmarried at the age of puberty.

Such cases, however, do occur sometimes, when a girl’s parents

are poor or when some personal blemish renders it difficult to

procure a husband for her. The ceremony is supposed to be

identical with the prajdpatya form referred to by Manu. Its

essential portion is /zastagcinthi, or binding together the hands of

the bride and bridegroom with a wisp of kusa grass. Polygamy is

permitted to the extent that a man may take a second wife if the

first is barren, suffers from an incurable disease, or has certain

specified physical defects. A widow is allowed to marry again, and

is generally expected to marry her late husband’s younger brother

if there is one. She may, however, marry any member of the caste

outside the prohibited degrees of kinship. The ceremony in use at

the marriage of a widow is called tlzai, ‘ change of place,’ and is per

formed under the supervision of the bridegroom’s family priest, who

receives dakshimi for his services. It commences with the worship of

an earthen vessel filled with water, and is completed by putting

shell and brass bracelets (sank/za and katm-i) on the bride’s wrists and

smearing vermilion on her forehead. The status of a widow thus

married, though clearly distinguished from that of a mere concubine,

is deemed inferior to that of a woman who has been married as a

virgin by the full prajdpatya ritual. The caste council (panchayat)

may grant a divorce (ch/zarda-patra) to a husband if it be proved

before them that his wife has committed adultery. Pending the

decision of the case the husband is held to be unclean, and he must

burn a kusa grass figure of his wife and give a feast to the panchayat

before he can be again admitted to social intercourse. Divorced

wives get alimony for six months, and may marry again by the

form used at the remarriage of a widow, but they must first perform

an expiatory ceremony of the same general character as that

demanded from a husband who applies for a divorce.

All Bhandéris are Vaishnavas, and conform in the course of

their regular worship to the precepts of that

sect. 'lhey also regard Visvakarma as the

patron of their craft, and on the fourth day of the Durga Pujé

the razors, scissors, and the mirror, which they deem the special

emblem of their caste, are laid before his image with offerin

of sweetmeats and flowers, while for three days all members of the

caste rest from their usual avocations. In this, as in other religious

oflices performed in honour of the regular Hindu gods, Bhandaris

employ Brahmans, who are received on equal terms by other members

Marriage.

Religion.
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of the sacred order. The village goddess, Grim-devati, on the other

hand, is worshipped by the heads of households, unassisted by Brah

mans, with offerings of fruits, sweetmeats, and parched grain. No

special day is set apart for these sacrifices, but Sundays, Tuesdays,

Saturdays, and the first day of every month are believed to be

auspicious times for approaching the goddess. Some Bhandéris are

aebdyats or secular priests of Grém-devati, and in this capacity hold

small grants of rent-free land.

The dead are usually burned, but the bodies of children and .

women who die in child-birth are buried. When

a pregnant gwoman dies before delivery, her

body is out open and the child taken out, both corpses being then

buried in the same grave. Sréddb is performed in the regular

fashion on the eleventh day after death. Offerings are also made

on the anniversary of the death of near relatives, and a srdzldh

is performed for remote ancestors at the Mahalaya festival and on

the ni ht of the Kali Pujé.

T e social standing of the caste is respectable. A Brahman

social mm will not only take water from the hands of a

' Bhandari, but will go to his house as a guest

and partake there of any food that has been cooked by a Brahman.

Their own practice in matters of diet is in accordance with that

of orthodox Hindus. They eat pakki food with members of the

Nabasékh only, and will only take the leavings of their own spiritual

guide (guru). As a rule they practise their hereditary profession,

and hold their homestead lands rent-free in consideration of the

services rendered by them to the village community. Others,

again, have special tenures (hajdmi ja'gz'r) created by the former

rulers of the country. Oomparatively _few have regularly taken to

agriculture, and most of these are tha'm' 1-aiyats with rights of

occupancy. Zeminddra, however, and la'k/n'ra'_/da'rs, are occasionally

met with among them.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Bhandéris in 1872 and 1881 :

Disposal of the dead.

 

DISTRICT. I 1872. ’ 1881.

Cuttack 29.494 35,955

Puri 17,867 _ 21,761

Balasore 13,733 15,859

Tributary States 14,372 16,286

Bhandéri, a treasurer, a store- Bengal; atitle of Kahérs, Kewats,

keeper. In Sylhet, a servant, an and of Ganjwar Sunris in Behar ;

outdoor servant: in other parts a section of Malis, and a sept of

of Bengal, a steward: in Orissa, Rajputs in Behar.

a. barber; an honorary title of

Kéyasths and Napits in Bengal ;

a title of Sudras in Eastern Bhandséli, a grain-storer.

B/zéndi, a synonym for Bh-at, q.v.
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Bhandsér, see Atrhativé.

Bhanduwél, a mul of the Kas

ya a section of Maithil Brahmans

in ehar.

Bhanga Kshatriya, Blmnga,

a title assumed by the Paliyas

and Rajbansis of Northem and

Eastern Bengal which has

reference to the legend of the

Kochh tribe that they are an out

lying branch of the Kshatriyas

who took refuge in Kochh Behar

when the caste was destroyed by

Parasu Ram.

Bhanga-Kulin, a hypergamous

group of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Bhéngar, a section of Goélés

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Bhangeré, a

Sunris in Behar.

Bhéng-farosh, a seller of blazing

(cannabis sativus), generally a

Brahman.

Bhanj, a sub-caste of so-called

Rajputs in Singbhum and the

Tributary States of Orissa.

sub-caste of

Bhanja. a title of Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Bhanja-Khandait, a sub-caste

of Khandéits in Puri.

Bhanjor, a sept of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.

Bhénr, a generic name of

mimics, buffoons, and jesters,

mostly Mahomedans, who attend

at births and marriages to amuse

the guests with their jokes; a

sept of the Rautér sub-tribe of

Thérus in Behar.

Bhansrié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Bhant, a section of Goélés in

Behar.

Bhaonré, a large black bee,

supposed to be enamoured of the

lotus, a totemistic sept of Mun

das in Chota Nagpur.

Bhéonroé, a mul or section

of the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Goélas in Behar.

Qihar, a small Dravidian caste of Western Bengal and Chota

Nagpur, most of whom are cultivators, while a few occupy the

osrtion of hereditary personal servants to the Rajés of Pachete.

he Bhars are divided into two sub-castes, Maghayé and Ba ngéli,

the members of which do not intermarry. Their sections show a

curious mixture of the totemistic and eponymous types, which may

perhaps indicate that the caste is undergoing the process of gradual

conversion to Hinduism and incorporation into the regular caste

system. This view is borne out, on the whole, by their domestic

institutions, which appear to be in a similar state of transition. Thus

the remarriage of widows has been discarded, and thelicense of divorce,

conceded so freely by the non-Aryan races, entirely done away

with; while adult-marriage still survives as a relic of the past, side

by side with the growing usage of infant-marriage.

notice that in this respect the Bhars form an exception to the usual

course of development. It may be laid down as a general rule

that the adoption of infant-marriage is the first step taken in the

direction of conformity to orthodox usage, while the prohibition

of widow-marriage usually follows as a later stage. The Bhars,

however, have completely given up widow-marriage, while still

It deserves i
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recognizing the marriage of adults as permissible for those who

cannot afford to marry their daughters as infants.

For the rest they appear in all respects to follow the usages of

orthodox Hindus: professing the Hindu religion, employing Brah

mans, burning their dead, and performing their srziddh on the

thirtieth day after death. In the matter of inheritance they deviate

slightly from the standard school, in that they give the eldest son

an extra share (jeth-angs) of the property. This, however, is not

uncommon in Western Bengal, and we may hazard the conjecture

that it has some connexion with the custom of primogeniture which

governs the succession to many of the large estates in that part of

the country. The connexion of the Bhars with the Pachete family

has probably tended to raise their eneral social position. They

rank in Manbhum with Tamolis and airas, and the higher castes

can take water from their hands.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Bhars in the Lower Provinces in 1872 and 1881. It includes the

Bhars of Behar, a Hinduised branch of the original stock, who

disown all connexion with the Bhars of Western Bengal, and

claim afliuity with the Bhars of the North-Western Provinces. A

full account of the latter is given in Mr. Crooke’s Ethnographical

Hand-book

  

Drsrarcr. j 1872. j 1881. Drsrsxc-r. ‘ 1872. ‘ 1881.

Bardwan 39 Gya 28 11

1:41’!-Ihhum 2 Smmbadm .}.’.h 5,679 A598

arglnl-5 6 .- r angn ____ _,Nadiyn. 3:52 ihrhut {Muzuflsrpur i 252 { 128

Jessorc .... .. 11 Saran 7,607 8,397

Murshedlbad .... .. 41 Champnran 4,855 2,115

Dinajpur .... .. 45 Monghyr 2 18

Ranzpur .... .. 7 Bhagnl ur .... .. 33:3

B0 ... .... .. 10 Purni 22

Pu ... .... .. B ~ Malawi]: .... .. 16.5

Dsniinr: .... .. 12 Sun Parganu 2,670 2,463

Knch Behar .... .. >17 Hnzaribngh 5,838 18

Dzwca .... .. 11 Lohardagfi 1,0441 44

Fandnur .... .. 14 Singbhum 10

Maimansinh 857 Manbhum 10,917 1.238

Patna 28 8 Tributary States .... .. 120

 

Bhar, a title of Tantis in Goalés, Kamars, Madhunapits,

Bengal. Mayarés, and Téntis in Bengal.

Bharadwéja, a Brahmanical Bharadwéji, a section of

section of Khatris and Rajputs Chains in Behar.

in Behar; of Kayasths in _ _

Bengal; and of Km-ans and Bharé|t, a mu! or section of

Khandéits in Qrissa; a got”, or the Kamarkalla sub-caste of

section of Babhans in Behar, Sonérs and of the M58113)’5 Bub"

borrowed from the Brahmanical caste °f Barhis in B911"-1'-

system and Bupemdded to the Bharan-rési asection of Mal s

original exogamous groups (lcuis) - ’ 0
characteristic of the caste ; a golra m Eaten Bengal’

or section of Brahmans, Baidyas, Bharari, a title of the Ghosin

Hguris, Bhats, Gaudhabauiks, sub-caste of Goalais in Behar.
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Bharari, atlzar of the Basishtha

goira of Nepali Brahmans.

Bhérata, a title of Brah

mans and of Bhéts.

Bhérath, a section of the

Sétmulié, Maghaya sub-caste of

Kéndus in Behar.

Bhérathi, Bhérati, (i) a wor

shipper of Siva; a title of Ma

hants: (ii) a name of Saraswati,

Goddess of Learning, used as a

title by Kayasths : (iii) a name

of one of the ten orders of Das

nami ascetics.

B/uirdtid, a tenant, a renter.

Bhérauli, a mul or section of

the Tinmulia Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwéis in Behar.

Bhar-Bhunjé, grain-parcher

or fryer. The name of a sub

oaste of Kéndus who are em

ployed in parching and frying

difierent sorts of grain, pulse, etc.

They are said to spring from a

Kahér father and Sudra mother,

and pretend to be divided into

seven tribes, which do not in

termarry. There is also a class

of Kayasths in Behar, distinct

from these, who follow the same

business. A synonym for Kan

du in Behar.

Bhar-Chhutér, a sub-caste of

Sutradhars in the Santzil Par

ganas.

Bharchuihé, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Bharduér, a mul or section

of the Sétmulié. or Kishnaut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Bhardwér, a mul or section

of the Ayodhiébési sub-caste of

Somirs in Behar.

Bhargava, a section of Brah

IDEDB.

Bharhe, a mul of the Kasyapa

section of Maithil Brahmans in

Behar.

Bhariyé, a metal-caster, a

brazier, foundryman.

Bharotat, a section of the

Ariér sub-caste of Bais Baniyés

in Behar.

Bharpéik, a. section of Kanau

jié. Hajams in Behar.

Bharsahr, a section of Bhoj

purié. Halwais in Behar.

Bharsérwala, Bhandarwdlé,

a grain-storer or corn-factor.

Bharsi-Misr, a title of Bab

hans m Behar.

Bharsurié, a sept of the Surya

bansi Rajputs in Behar.

Bharthari, Bhartari, a sub-sect

of Saivite religious mendicants

who go about begging, singing,

and playing on the stlringi, said to

be descendants of Réjé. Bharthari

of Dhérénagar.

Bharth i , a

Bharati, q.v.

Bhartkul, one of the branches

of the Gaur-Brahmans.

Bhartri-Hari-Jogi, an order of

Hindu mendicants who profess

to have been instituted by Bha.r

trihari, the brother of Vikrama

ditya, in the century before

Christ.

Bharwe, a section of Sunris in

Behar.

!3lIi5l%'¢l1‘, a small caste of

stone-cutters, who make idols of

stone, wood, or metal, and occupy

about the same social position as

the Dhobis.

synonym for

G
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gllfi (Sansk. bhafla, a title of respect, probably connected with

bhartri, a. ‘supporter or master’), a caste of

genealogists and family bards, usually sup

osed to have sprung from the intercourse of a Kshatriya with a

grahman widow. Others believe them to be the modern repre

sentatives of the Mégadha spoken of in Manu, x, 17. as the off

spring of a Vaisya father and a Kshatriya mother. Lassen regards

t is mythical pedigree as merely a theoretical explanation of the

fact that the professional singers of the praises of great men had

oome by Mann s time to be looked u on as a distinct class.‘ Zimmer,

on the other hand, seems to take t e tradition more seriously, and

speaks of the Mégadha as a “ mixed caste, out of which, as we learn

from numerous passages in later writings, a guild of singers arose,

who, devoting themselves to the deeds of the Kosala-Videha and

Kuru-Panchala, may have laid the foundation of the epic poems.”'

Other authorities say that they were produced to amuse Parvati

from the drops of sweat on Siva’s brow, but as they chose to sing

his praises rather than hers, they were expelled from heaven and

condemned to live a wandering life as bards on earth. Sir John

Malcolm, Central India, vol. ii, p. 132, says:——“Aooording to the

fable of their origin, Mahadeva first created Bhfits to attend his

lion and bull ; but the former killing the latter every day gave him

infinite vexation and trouble in creating new ones. He therefore

formed the Chéran, equally devout as the Bhat, but of bolder spirit,

and gave him in charge these favourite animals. From that period

no bull was ever destroyed by the lion. ”‘ In his brief view of the

caste system of the North-Westem Provinces

and Oudh, Mr. J. C. Nesfield propounds the

original view that the Bhats are an offshoot “ from those secular-ised

Brahmans who frequented the courts of princes and the camps

of warriors, recited their praises in public, and kept records of

their genealogies. Such, without much variation, is the function

of the Bhét at the present day. The ancient epic known as the

Mahabharata speaks of a band of bards and eulogists marching

in front of Yudhishthira as he made his progress from the field

of Kuru-Kshetra. towards Hastinapur. But these very men are

spoken of in the same poem as Brahmans. Nothing could be more

natural than that, as time went on, these courtier priests should

have become hereditary bards, who receded from the parent stem

and founded a new caste bound together by mutual interests and

sympathies.” In support of this theory of the origin of the caste

Mr. Nesfield refers to the facts that one of the sub-castes is called

Baram-Bhat; that some Gaur-Brahmans still act as bards and

genealogists; that the Bhat still wears the sacred thread, and is

addressed by the lower classes as Mahéréj——an honour generally only

accorded to Brahmans ; and lastly, that by an obvious survival of

Traditions of origin.

 

Mr. Nesfield's theory.

1 Lassen, Iml. Alt. i, 777. _ _

' Zimmer, Alt-Imiirclaes Leben, 35, quoting Weber, Ind. Stud. 1, 185.

' Elliot's Glossary, vol. i, p. 18.
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Brahmanical titles the Bhé.t’s employer is called jajma'n, ‘he who

gives the sacrifice,’ while the Blldt himself is called jagwii, jafjak, or

jdckak, ‘ the priest by whom the sacrifice is performed.’

Strong testimony in favour of Mr. Nesfield’s view comes to

by ' 1

descent from a Kshatriya and a Brahman widow, and claim to be

the offspring of the aboriginal Brahmans employed as ghataks or

marriage-brokers by the other members of the sacred order. They

say that they retired or were driven to the borders of Bengal for

refusing to accept the reforms of Balliil Sen. ln Silhet the Rarhi

Brahmans still eat with the Bhéts, but in Dacca the latter are

reckoned unclean; and in Tipperah, having fallen in rank, they

ea.rn a precarious livelihood by making umbrellas. It is a curious

fact that the Bhat would consider himself dishonoured by acting

as a pujdri or priest of a temple, or as a purohit.

Admitting the force of this evidencefindéully recognising how

_ reat an advance r. esfield has made on
F‘mh°r dmumi ghe traditional methods of dealing with such

questions, I find some difficulty in reconciling his theory as stated

above with the internal structure of the Bhat caste. If the

Bhéts of the present_ da_y are descended solely from a class of

degraded Bra.hmans—_if, in other words, they are a homogeneous

offshoot from the priestly caste—_how do they come to have a.

number of sections, which are certainly not Brahmanical, and which

appear rather to resemble the territorial exogamous groups common

among the Rajputs ? Brahmans, however degraded, hold fast to their

characteristic series of eponymous sections, and I know of no case

in which it can be shown that they have adopted section-names of

a different type. 0n_ the other hand, there is nothing specially

improbable in the wnjecture that Rajputs may have taken up the

profession of bard to the chiefs of their tribe, and thus may m course

of time have become mcorporated in the Bhat caste. It_ will _be

seen that this solution of the diflic_ulty _1n no way conflicts with

Mr. Nesfield’s view, but merely modifies it by introducing a second

factor into the formation of the caste. Mr. Nesfield regards the Bhats

as a homogeneous functional group thrown off by the Brahmans. I

look upon them as a heterogeneous group made up of Brahmans and

Rajputs welded together into one caste in virtue of their exercising

similar functions. I add, dlliltglvttlyier, tip; go igviplalplity sf

the Bhé.t’s erson, w c was a in es rn n ia owar s

the end of flie last century, makes rather for Nesfield’s view

than for mine ; while the theory of Roth and Zimmer, that the first

germ of the Brahman caste is to be sou ht in the _smg_ers of Vedi.c

times, may perhaps be deemed to tell in t e same direction.‘

The sections of the caste are shown in Appendix I. A man

may not marry a woman of his own section,

I“t°'““l °l'“°t“'“ nor any one descended from his sister, paternal

 

' Zimmer, All-Indisckes Leben, p. 168. See also art. Brahman below.

0 2
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aunt, paternal grandmother, maternal aunt, maternal grandfather,

and maternal great-grandfather (mother's mother’s father) as long

as any relationship can be traced. The endogamous divisions of

the caste are somewhat obscure. Two sub-castes appear to be

known in Behar-—Rajbhét and Baram-Bhét. 'l‘o these may be added

the Turk-Bhét, who are converts to Islam and perform the same

functions in Mahomedan households as the Hindu Bhats for men

of their own religion. The wives of Mahomedan Bhats sing in

public on certain occasions. There seems to be no marked differ

ence of occupation between the Réjbhats and Baram-Bhéts, but

I understand that they do not intermarry. Regarding the Bhéts

of the North-West Provinces Sir Henry Elliot says:-“ By some

tribes the Bhat and Jéga are considered synonymous; but those

who pretend to greater accuracy distinguish them by calling the

former Birmbhat or Badi, and the latter Jagabhat. The former

recite the deeds of ancestors at weddings and other festive occasions;

the latter keep the family record, particularly of Rajputs, and are

entitled by right of succession to retain the office, whereas the

Birmbhéts are hired and paid for the particular occasion. Jaga

bhéts pay visits to their constituents every two or three years, and

receive the per uisites to which they are entitled. After having

recorded all the irths which have taken place since their last tour,

they are remunerated with rupees. cattle, or clothes, according to the

ability of the registering party.” In another place Sir Henry

Elliot mentions a number of subdivisions of the caste, which are

shown in a note in Appendix I.

Bhéts usually marry their daughters between the ages of nine

and twelve; but in exceptional oases, where

a girl’s parents are poor, it may happen that

she is not married until after the age of puberty. The mar

riage ceremony is of the orthodox type, and kanydddn, or the

presentation of the bride to the bridegroom and his acceptance of the

gift, is reckoned to be the essential and binding portion of the ritual.

Polygamy is not supposed to be allowed, but a man may take

a second wife if the first is barren or suffers from an incurable disease.

Widows are not allowed to marry again, nor is divorce recognised.

An adulterous wife is turned out of the caste and ceases thenceforth

to be a member of respectable society.

’ In questions concerning the devolution of property, the caste

are guided for the most part by the standard

Hindu law recognised in the area where they

live; that is to say, in Bengal they follow the Dayabhaga, and

in Behar the Mitéksharé Code. In one point, however, they

observe a peculiar usage of their own. Where under the ordinary

law a daughter’s son would succeed, Bhét custom holds him to

be excluded by the nearest male relative of the same section.

It is the more remarkable that this custom should have survived, as

the Bhéts are not governed by panchéyat or caste councils to the

same extent as the lower castes, and thus lack the most effective

machinery for preserving peculiar usages, which the courts tend on

‘ the whole to destroy.

Marriage.

Succession.
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The religion of the Bhats of Behar differs little from that

of the average middle-class Hindu. Represen

tatives of all the regular sects are found among

their numbers, and the caste cannot be said to favour the tenets

of any particular body. In Eastern Bengal, on the other hand,

they are said to be mostly Sakti worshippers, and to be greatly

addicted to intemperance. They employ Brahmans for religious

and ceremonial purposes, who are received on equal terms by

other members of the sacred order. Their minor gods are Bandi

or Sanvardhir and Bariji, who are worshipped on the 22nd Sravan

and the 24th Ohait with offerings of he-goats, Wheaten cakes,

tilelaauri made of rice and molasses, coloured cloths, and vermilion.

The eatable portion of the offerings is divided among the members

of the household. The dead are burned, and the ceremony of

srdddk is performed on the thirteenth day after death.

In point of social precedence Bhats rank immediately below

Kayasths. They wear the sacred thread (janeo),

and Brahmans take water from their hands.

Their own rules concerning diet are the same as are observed by

the higher castes, and, like them, they will take water and certain

sweetmeats from Kurmis, Kahars, and castes of corresponding

status.

The characteristic profession of the Bhéts has an ancient and

distinguished history. The literature of both

Greece and India. owes the preservation of

its oldest treasures to the singers, who recited poems in the house

holds of the chief, and doubtless helped in some measure to shape

the masterpieces which they handed down. Their place was one

of marked distinction. In the days when writing was unknown,

the man who could remember many verses was held in high

honour by the tribal chief, who depended upon the memory of

his bard for his personal amusement, for the record of his own and

his ancestors’ prowess, and for the maintenance of the genealogy

which established the purity of his descent. The bard, like the

herald, was not lightly to be slain, and even Odysseus, in the

beat of his vengeance, spares the ¢io:.81‘z¢ Phemius, “ who sang

among the wooers of necessity.”1 Possibly the duties of bard

and herald may often have been discharged by the same person.

However this may be, it is curious to find that about the middle of

the sixteenth century the person of a Bhat was deemed iuviolable

by highway robbers in Rajputana and Guzerat, so that a member

of that caste could protect a caravan of traders from attack by

threatening to kill himself if they were molested ; while as late as

1775 many of them made their living by pledging themselves

as hostages for the payment of revenue, the performance of treaties

and bonds, and the general good behaviour of princes or private

individuals.’

Religion.

Social status.

Occupation.

' Od ssey, xxii, 331.

' Y e, Anglo-Indian Glossary, s.v. Bhat.
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. In most parts of modern India, except perhaps in Bajputana,

the Bhéts have fallen from their former state, and are now the

tawdriest parody on the Homeric ¢'zoi5os. Mr. Nesfield describes

them as “rapacious and conceited mendicants, too proud to work,

but not too proud to beg.” Mr. Sherring says they “ are noto

rious for their rapacity as beggars, and are much dreaded by their

employers on account of the power they have of distorting family

history at public recitations if they choose to do so, and of subject

ing any member to general ridicule.” Dr. Wise’s notes contain

a telling sketch of the Bhats of Eastern Bengal:—“ In January

they leave their homes, travelling to all parts of Eastern Bengal,

and, being in great request, are fully engaged during the sub

sequent Hindu matrimonial season. Each com any receives a fixed

yearly sum from every Hindu household wit in a definite area,

amounting usually to eight annas. In return they are expected

to visit the house and recite Kavités, or songs extolling the worth

and renown of the family. Satirical songs are great favourites

with Hindus, and none win more applause than those laying

bare the foibles and well-intentioued vagaries of the English

rule or the eccentricities and irascibility of some local magnate.

Very few bards can sing extemporary songs, their effusions, usually

composed by one and learned off by heart by the others, being

always metrical, often humorous, and generally seasoned with puns

and equivocal words. Their sole occupation is the recital of verses,

unaccom anied by instrumental music. They are met with every

where w en Hindu families celebrate a festival or domestic event,

appearing on such occasions uninvited, and exacting by their noisy

importunity a share of the food and charity that is being doled to

the poor. Their shamelessness in this respect is incredible. During

the Durga Pfijé they force their way into respectable houses and

make such a horrid uproar by shouting and singing that the inmates

gladly pay something to be rid of them. Should this persecution

have no effect on the rich man inside, they by means of a brass

Iota and an iron rod madden the most phlegmatic Bébu, who pays

liberally for their departure. The Bengali Bhét is as a rule

uneducated, and very few know Sanskrit.”

At weddings in Behar it is one of the duties of the Bhat to

march out several miles to meet the bridegroom’s procession, bearing

with him a letter of welcome from the bride’s father, and to conduct

them to the bride’s house. For these services, and for reciting verses

and making himself generally useful, he receives presents of money

and clothes. In some Behar districts and in parts of Chota Nag

pur Bhéts hold small 'parcels of land, usually about three or four

bighds in extent, rent-free under the tenure known as bluitottar.

Such grants are mostly of rather ancient date, and are regarded with

disfavour by the landholders of to-day, who look more to Government

as the fountain of honour, and do not make much account of the

Bhéts. A few Bhats have risen to be zamindars or tenure-holders,

but the bulk of the caste are occupancy raiyats, cultivating by means

of hired labourers and disdaining to touch the plough themselves.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Bhats in 1872 and 1881 :—

~

DISTRICT. 1873. 1881.

    

i_Z______€~

35

74

1,381

1,151

103

53

227

55

5

6

50

17

5

Bnrdwan

Bankura

Bu-hhum

liidnapur

Hughli

Howrah24-PargunasNadiya

Jessnre

Khulna ..

Murshedabad

DinipurRnis ahyeRannpur

B ra

Pa na

Du-ji1in¢_

JalpigonKnch Behar

Maimansinh

ChittagongNoakhali

{

175 ‘

 

Drsralcr. 1872. 1881.

Patna 1.933 8.355

Gya .. 4,763 4,996

Shahnbmd 7,101 12,000

- r anga 1,199
Tub“ {Moznflerpur . 5388 { 3,936

Saran 10,1132 11,844

Chsm ran 2,133 6,688

Mom: yr 1,705 2,041

Bhaxalpur 3975 0.346

Purnia 1,179 1,968

‘.\1al4ia11 162 16

Santal Parganas 759 879

Cnttack 069 1,015

Pnri 108 181

Balasore 875 295

Tributary States ... 351 M9

Haznribagh 1,734 1-173

Lohardagii 1,834 2,993

Singbhnm 65 28

Manbhnm 678 1,148

Tributary States 489 1,515

~

Bhét, a section of Ghzisis in

Chota Nagpur.

Bhaté, brinjal, a totemistic

sept of Pans in Chota Nagpur.

Bhatan, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

Bhétésan, a mul or section of

the Naomulia or Gorié. sub-caste

of Goélés in Behar.

Bhéter, Bhétes, a section of

the Satmulia Maghaya sub-caste

of Kandus in Behar.

Bhatgaién, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Bhéthidér, a manufacturer or

seller of spirituous liquor; a title

of Kalwars in Behar.

Bhatiéré, probably from bka't,

‘boiled rice,’ a class of Maho

medans who keep inns or eating

houses and also sell tobacco.

Their female relatives are often

of indifferent character.

Bhétnégar, a sub-caste of Kay

asths and of Nagars in Behar.

Bhatore, a mu! of the Séndil

section of Maithil Brahmans in

Behar.

Bhétparé, a samdj or local

group of the Péschatya Baidik

Brahmans in the 24-Parganas.

Bhatrihari, a religions group

of Jugis.

Bhatt or Bkatta, a learned

Brahman. In some parts of

India it specially designates a

Brahman who professes a know

ledge of the Vedas or belon s to

a family in which they have een

taught.

Bhatta, a géin of the Kzisyapa

gotra of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal. A title of Brahmans

who ofliciate as priests for the

Sukli caste.

Bhattéchérj, Bhattéchérji, a

Qltittpfl, a low mendicant learned Brahman who teaches any

caste in Bengal who live by

dancing, juggling, and singing.

branch of Sanskrit literature. In

Bengal it is also applied to any
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respectable Brahman performing

the functions of a priest.

Bhatta Misra, a group of the

Srotriya sub-caste of Utkal Brah

mans in Orissa.

Bhatta Réi, a flzar of the Ba

sishthagotra of Nepali Brahmans.

Bhattasél i,a gdin of the Batsya

gotra of Bérendra Brahmans in

Bengal.

Bhattvél, a thar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Bhatuntara, a sub-caste of

Karans in Orissa.

Bhaumik, a title of Brahmans

and Kochhs; also conferred on

petty landholders by the Nawabs

of Dacca.

Bhaunréjpuri, a section of

Sonérs in Behar.

Bhawénié, a section of the

Baranwar sub-caste of Baniyés

in Behar.

Bhedbakérér, a pur or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans

Bhekh, a mul or section of the

Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonars in

Behar.

Bhelorié, a section of Ba

bhans in Behar.

Bheludih, a mul or section of

the Naomulié or Majraut sub

caste of Goalzis in Behar.

Bhengra, a horse, a totemistio

sept of Mundas in Chota Nag

pur.

Bherépékri, a pur or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in Be

har.

Qlltflltfll‘, Bkeriél, a synonym

Behar, who also weave and sell

blankets.

Bhikhéri, a. mendicant, a

beggar.

Bhilér, a section of Kama!‘

kalla Sonars in Behar.

Bh imkéli, a gdin of the Batsya

gctra of Bérendra. Brahmansin

Bengal.

Bhin, a section of Murmis in

Darjiling.

Bhinésa, S. bz'mi.sa, destroyed,

occupier of a deserted village,

a sub-sept of the Nah-pa sept

of Sherpa Bhotias of Nepal.

Blzind, a synonym for Bind.

Blu'ndlu'm', a synonym for

Kémar in Singbhum.

Bhindowér, a mul or section

of the Ghosin sub-caste of Goélas

in Behar.

Bhingraj, king crow, a totem

istic sept of Chiks, Lohars,

Mundas, and Pators in Chota

Nagpur.

Bh inj o, a yellow bird, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Blnslzak, a synonym for Bai

dya in Bengal.

Bhogé, a sub-caste of Goélas

in Bengal who castrate bulls.

Bhogta, Bhogté, a sub-caste

of Bhuiyés in Behar, engaged in

service and agriculture. They

worship Masan, Dék, and other

inferior gods. In Chota Nagpur,

a sub-caste of Goélas; a title of

Goélas in Behar. A sub-tribe of

Kharwérs in Southem Lohar

daga ; a title and a sept of Khar

wars and a section of Rajwérs

for Uareri, the shepherd caste of in Chota Nagpur.
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Bhojpuran, a section of Oraons

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar. ~

Bhojpurié, a sub-caste of

Beldérs, Dosédhs, Halwais,

Nuniyas, Sonérs, Rajputs, and

Tarnbulis in Behar; also a group

of the Rant Mehtar sub-caste of

Doms ; a section of the Biyéhut

and Kharidéhé Kalwars, and of

Pachainya Doms in Behar.

Bhojraj, a kind of medicine,

a sept of Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

Blzojyak, a synonym for

Sakadwipi Brahmans.

Bhokwér, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Bholark, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Bhomépoli, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Bhora, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Bhotiet, a mu! or section of

the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Goélés in Behar.

Bhownré, a hornet, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Bhritta, a hired servant or

labourer.

Bhué, a title of Kaibarttas in

Bengal.

Bhuana, a section of Ghasis in

Chota Nagpur.

@lI1IiTt11‘l§li, Bhusundar, a cultivating,

Bhubankuri, a hypergamous

group of Kaibarttas in Baker

gang.

Blmde-va, a synonym for Brah

man.

Bhughi, a mul or section of

the Maghayé sub-caste of Kandus

in Behar.

Bhui, Bhuin, a title of

Dakshin-Rarhi and Bangaja

Kéyasths.

Bhuié, a title of Kewats in

Qrissa.

Bhuian, a tribe, a sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bhuidhar, B/misundar, a syn

onym for Bhuinmzili, gm.

Bhuihara, a title of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bhui Kaibarta, a synonym

for Halié. Kaibartta, a sub-caste

of Kaibarttas who have taken to

agriculture.

Bhuinhdr, a synonym for Ba

bhan.

Bhuinhér, Bhuinyd, a title of

the Bhumij tribe in Manbhum,

and of Mundas and Oraons in

Chota Nagpur, denoting their

status as tenants of bhuinhari

lands.

Bhuinhar-Munda, a sub-tribe

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bhuinkora, a section of Ghésis

in Chota Nagpur.

palanquin-bearing, and

menial caste of Eastern Bengal, generally considered to be the

remnant of an aboriginal tribe which embraced Hinduism, and

accepted a servile position in relation to the Hindus of Eastern

Bengal. This is likely enough, as instances are not wanting where

it can be shown that the demand for labour in servile occupations,

such as palanquin-bearing, was met by admitting aborigines to
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limited participation in the privileges of Hindus. In Dinajpur the

names Hari and Bhiiinméli are used as synonyms, and it seems

probable that the Bhfiinmélis of the east are really the Haris of other

parts of Bengal disguised under a more high-sounding name.

According to Dr. Wise, the Dacca Bhiiinmalis assert that they were

Or, . originally Sfidras, degraded in consequence
gm of the following absurd incident: Parvati

obtained permission from her husband, Siva, to ive a feast to her
worshippers on earth. All castes were assembi-lied at the enter

tainment, and in the midst of the enjoyment a luckless Bhfiinméli

was overheard saying, “If I had such a beautiful woman in my

house, I would cheerfully perform the most menial oflices for

her.” Siva did not allow the speaker to retract what he had

said, but gave him a beautiful wife and made him her sweeper.

In confirmation of this legend a Bengali proverb defines the Bh\'1in

méli as the only Hindu ever degraded for love of garbage.

The Bhfiinmali caste has two main sub-castes, the Bara-bhégiyé

and Chhotta-bhégiyé, who never intermarry or hold social inter

course with each other. The former are chiefly cultivators, musicians,

and palki-bearers ; the latter scavengers, looking down with contempt

on the Dom, Mehtar, and Halalkhors, who, after work, enter their

houses without bathing, and allow their females to labour at the

same offensive trade. At Saréil, in Tipperah,

Bhuinmélis keep swine, but these recreants are

not acknowledged as brethren. In certain villages the Bhfiinméli

has ceased to be a professional musician and become a clzaukiddr, or

watchman. N0 member of the caste ever keeps a shop, as he would

have no customers, while want of capital precludes him from engaging

in trade. A third division of the Bhiiinméli caste is known as Mitra

Sen! Beharas, tracing their descent from Mitre Sen, the reputed

son or relative of Ballal Sen, and claiming to be the original bearers

of Bengal. They cultivate the soil, and are in great request as

household servants by Hindu families. Although the same Brahman

ofiiciates, the cultivating Bari-bhagiya despises the cultivating Mitra

Seni, and declines to eat with them. These palanquin-bearers, again,

will not carry torches, and look down upon those who do.

Although the caste has split up into divisions, following special

occupations, the Bhfiinméli is properly one of

the village servants employed in cutting down

brushwood, repairing footpaths, sweeping the outside of the zamin

dar’s house, removing carcasses from the village, and preparing the

maroc/ea or marriage area, for doing which he receives one rupee,

if the marriage is that of a village boy, and eight annas if that of

a girl. He is likewise the masalchi engaged to carry the torch at

Hindu weddings. A Bhuinméli sweeper never enters a Hindu

house to pollute it; but a maiden, called dési or chhokri, is engaged
to sweep the floors of rcoms and passages. i Bhuinmali women are

sometimes employed as midwives or domestic servants.

The Bhfiinméli levels the space where the sréddka is held,

constructs the small shed in which the votive offerings are placed

and, when a sacrifice is to be made, smears the ground with cowdungi

Internal structure.

Occupation.
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If the victim is killed in the morning, the flesh is distributed among

Brahmans and clean Siidras; but if it is a sandkg/a’ or evening

sacrifice, everything, including the cloth by which the animal is

bound, becomes the perquisite of the Bhfiinméli. He also prepares

and plasters the mound. on which the Vastli Puja is celebrated,

receiving the ram as his remuneration, and, whenever a new house is

built, he smears cowdung over the sides only, as he would lose caste

if he touched the interior. Hindus of all castes smear the inside and

ste s of their own houses, but never those of others. The Bhiiinmali

is t e only native who will bedaub a strange house.

The gotras among the Bhiiinmali of Dacca are Parasara and

M . d 1. . Aliman, the latter being only found along the
mmgem mglm banks of the old Brahmaputra. Both have

clearly been borrowed from the higher castes. Marriage within the

yotra is not prohibited. The caste has a degraded Brahman as

urohit, and their washermen and barbers are members of the caste.

he Bhfiinméli generally worship Krishna, and celebrate all the

popular Hindu festivals. Along the Lakhya “Kziwaj,” who is

robably the same as Kwéjah Khizr, is invoked, as is also Pir Badr.

Iiike the Hindu and Mohammedan peasantry generally, the

Bhiiinméli abstains from work during the three days known as

“Ambuvéchi,” which last from the tenth to the thirteenth of the

waning moon of Kshérh (June-July), when the earth is believed to

be impure and no Hindu can dig, plough, or even touch it.

Although most anxious to represent themselves as Sfidras, by

aping the prejudices of the higher ranks, the

Bhfiinmali are contemned, and obliged to live

on the outskirts of villages apart from the Hindus, and to perform

any menial work that is required of them. Like other low castes,

the Bhuinmali now-a-days have abjured pork. Until the last twenty

years they associated on friendly terms with the Ghandals, and

would eat in a Chandal’s house. They now decline to eat with, or

even to work for, members of this caste, although they serve others

quite as low.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Bhfiinmalis in 1872 and 1881 :—

Social status.

 

Disrnicr. 1872. 1881. Drsrnxcr. i 1872. 1881.

Bardwnn .... .. Jalnigori 178 453

_Ba_nkura .... .. s4 Kuch Behar 381

Midnapnr . .... .. 98 Dacca ... 7,707 12,r»81

24-Psrganns ... 14 91 Faridpur ... 1,836 8162

Nadiya 1,866 1,88-1 Bakarganj ... 38 4,236

Jessore 1 413 Maimansinh 85$ 19.495

Khulna .... .. 59 Chittagong ... ... 1,412

M_urs_hcdnbad 1 2,426 Noakhali _,, 1,948 3,254

Dn_ia]pur 79:’. 3,194 Tipperah ... 5,522 12.490

Rajshahyfl 1,260 1,235 Maldah 2,109 2,975

Rnngpur 3,771 5,083 Santal Parganas ____ ,, 3

Bonn 696 624 Manbhum ... .... .. 158

Publm ... 8,408

 

Bhuipurén, a title of Purans Bhuinputra,a title of Kaibart

or Bhuiyés in Moharbhanj. tas in Bengal.
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Bkuisl, a synonym for Sakadwipi Brahmans.

filwipé, Bhuinyé, Bkvliydn, Bbuinlnir, Bk:/miyé, Muskar, Ndil:

K7sandé_1/at, Khanddyat-Péik, Ghatwdl, G/iafwclr, T-1'/l-é_z/at, Purdn,

Rajwdr, Rai, Rai-Bhuiyd, Ber-Bhuiyd, Sardér. The bewildering array

of synonyms which stands at the head of this article suggests a

problem of great importance to ethnological research in ndia—

the question what value can properly be attached to the names

of tribes and castes as we find them at the

present day. Are such names mainly for

tuitous, deriving their origin frorn such accidents as locality, occu

pation, habit, and the like; or do they take us hack to periods

of remote antiquity and furnish clues that may safely be followed

to the actual descent and true affinities of the human aggregates

which they now serve to distinguish? Take, for example, the

name Bhuiyé. Are we to regard this as the original designation

of a tribe, once compact, which has now spread into the ends of

the earth and disguised itself—vro)JuIiu 0'1/o;ui-rwv e’1ra'wv,u,os~—under

a variety of titles, which in course of time have come to be the

badges of distinct endogamous groups; or, should we rather say,

that the word Bhuiya is itself no tribal name at all, but a mere

title conferred on or assumed by many groups of men in different

parts of India, on the strength in each case of their real or supposed

claim to be deemed the original settlers and first clearers of the soil ?

If we adopt the former view, we are led to infer that all tribes or

castes calling themselves Bhuiyé. are offshoots from one original

stock; while the latter theory points to no such general conclusion,

and leaves us to account as we may for the various groups which

use this title in a more or less pronounced and exclusive fashion.

Most of the authorities who have written about the Bhuiyas

have assumed at starting that the name must be a genuine tribal

designation of very ancient date, and have thus been led into specu

lations which in my judgment rest on a very scanty foundation of

ascertained fact. Thus Buchanan, finding in Bhagalpur, Behar, and

Dinéjpur a number of people calling themselves Bhuinyés,' seems

to take it for granted that they all come of one stock. His line

of argument on this point is not free from obscurity, but it

certainly goes perilously near to identifying the distinctly non

Aryan Bhuinyés of North Bhégalpur and Dinéjpur with the highly

Aryan Babhans of Behar, who assume the title Bhuinyé. or Bhuinhér

with reference to their claims upon the land. Sir George Campbell

travels still further afield, and suggests that the Bhuiyas of Bengal

are connected with the Buis of Madras and the Central Provinces.

Colonel Dalton thinks this opinion probable, adding that the Bhuiyé.

features are on the whole of a Tamulian cast, and that the tribe is

found in its greatest strength and purity on the southern frontier

of Bengal? The reference to the Bérah Bhuiyas of Assam, which
 

Tradition of origin.

‘ Eastern India, vol. ii, p. 426. Buchanan spells the name Bhungiyas, but

this is obviously_an attempt to transliterate the nasal n with which the

word is usually written.

2 Ethnology, p. 139.
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follows, leaves it uncertain whether Colonel Dalton looked upon

them also as an offshoot of the same stock as the Bhuiyas of Bengal;

but it is clear from several passages in his account of the latter that

he regarded them as a distinct tribe extending from Eastem and

Northern Bengal to the southern borders of Chota Nagpur. His

remark that “ there are grounds for supposing that some of the

noblest families in Bengal are sprung from this race, and they still

hold high positions in the Jungle and Tributary Mahala ” may even

he taken to imply acceptance of Buchanan’s identification of Bhuiyas

and Bhuinhar-Bébhans, but this point is not entirely clear.

It seems to me that the history of the Bérah Bhuiyés of Assam

and Eastern Bengal should of itself be suflicient to throw suspicion

on a theory which admittedly rests on the basis of a mere resem

blance of names. In an‘ article published in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, the late Dr. James Wise worked out with

the patience and thoroughness which mark all his researches the

obscure history of these twelve Bhuiyas or landlords, and showed

that their designation had so little of a tribal character about it

that at least one of them was a Mahomedan. They were in fact

merely territorial chiefs of portions of Eastern Bengal or Assam.

Nor is this state of things confined to the twelve historical Bhuiyés.

The title survives in Assam at the present day as the designation

of several forms of landholding rights. So in Chota Nag ur the

Bhumij of Manbhum and the Oraons and Mundas of Lo ardaga

habitually use the term to denote a certain class of tenants who

claim to hold large areas of land at privileged rates of rent in consi

deration of their being the descendants of the first clearers of the soil.

In the Tributary States of Gangpur and Bonai the leading vassals of

the chief are called Bhuiyés, both as members of a distinct tribe and in

virtue of their status in connexion with the land ; in Behar we find the

high-caste Babhan and the despised Musahar alike styling themselves

Bhuinya or Bhuinhér, though the latter have at the present day no

special status in relation to the land. Lastly, in Rajputané. the term

Bhumia or Bhuiya denotes Rajputs who hold land on a tribal tenure

in virtue of their descent throu h a particular line.

Seeing, then. how wide is t e area over which the term Bhuiya

is distributed; that it ranges from Assam to Rajputana and from

Behar to Madras ; and that its use is elastic enough to include

Rajputs and Bhumij, Mahomedans and Oraons, we should, I think,

hesitate and demand some independent evidence of affinity before

we pronounce it to be an original tribal designation, and accept the

conclusion that all tribes which bear the name at the Present day

are sprung from a common stock. Further doubt is thrown upon

this inference by the fact that the word Bhuiyé. is itself a. Sanskrit

derivative, and is always associated with some sort of claim to the

privileged tenure of land. Were it a genuine tribal name, we might

expect that its etymology would be traceable to one of the non

Aryan languages, and that it would attach to groups defined rather

by descent than by territorial status.

Although, however, the evidence, taken as a whole, goes to

show that the title Bhuiya does not necessarily denote a large
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°1'l8"1a1 °11‘°l9 of tribal afiinity, embracing all manner of men who

I1°W P910118 t<_> separate groups, it by no means follows that there are

11° dlfitllwt tribes bearing the name. Among the Dravidian races

Of Western Bengal and Chota Nagpur large endogamous groups are

certainly found who call themselves Bhuiya and believe this to

be _the1r_original designation. It may well be doubted whether

their belief is correct, but the point is not very material for our

present purpose. Among a considerable proportion of the non

Aryan tribes of Bengal a Sanskrit derivative has displaced the

original tribal name so completely that in some cases no trace

of the latter can now be discerned; and as often as not it

happens that the name now sanctioned by actual usage may plausi

bly be referred to locality or to supposed rights in respect of the

land. It is easy to see how this might happen. The advanced

guard of the Aryan immigrants pressing forward in quest of land,

and seeking a name for the alien races whom they found in pos

session of scanty clearings in the forest-clad tract of Central India,

whither they had themselves been driven, would naturally ignore the

tribal names of the groups with which they came in contact, and

would call the strangers Bhuiyés or children of the soil. In course

of time, as the Aryan domination grew, the name conferred by the

conquering race would abide, and the older savage designations

would pass away and be forgotten. But wherever the title of

Bhuiyé, conferred in this rough general fashion by the new settlers

on all the non-Aryans whom they came across, chanced to be adopted

by a compact tribe, it would become the tribal name of that aggre

gate, and would be used by them for the purpose of describing

themselves collectively. Thus, it would seem, may have arisen the

distinction, well known in most parts of Chota Nagpur, between a

‘Bhuiya by tribe’ and a ‘Bhuiya by title.’ The Bhuiyas of

Bonai and Keunjhar described by Colonel Dalton belong to the

former category; the Bhumij, Mundas, and Oraons to the latter.

The distinction will be made somewhat clearer if it is explained that

every ‘ tribal Bhuiya ’ will as a matter of course describe himself as

Bhuiya, while a member of the other tribes mentioned in the last

sentence will only call himself Bhuiyé. if he is speaking with

reference to a question of land, or desires for some special reason to

lay stress on his status as a landholder or agriculturist.

It is a plausible conjecture that the tribal Bhuiyas, properly so

called. as distinguished from the titular Bhuiyas of other tribes or

castes, may have had their original settlements in the Tributary

States to the south of the Chota Nagpur plateau. In Gangpur.

Bonai, Keunjhar, and Bamra the organisation of the tribe is more

complete than elsewhere, and the name Bhuiyé. is unequivocally

recognised as the tribal designation. They form also a substantial

proportion of the population of Singbhum, but their position there is

less assured than in the Tributary States, and tradition avers that in

the western and southern parts of the district they were subjugated by

the Hos. Further north they seem to have been displaced in

Lohardaga by the Mundas and Oraons, and in Manbhum by the

Bhumij, for in those districts their settlements are scattered and

<—n|:‘:
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weak. In I-Iazaribagh the tribe again gathers strength, and in

Southern Behar we meet with Bhuiyas in large numbers bearing the

opprobrious name of Musahar or rat-eater, but invariably calling

themselves by their original tribal designation, which in Behar at

any rate is not associated with any claim to hold land on privileged

terms. The present distribution of the tribe seems in fact to accord

fairly well with the hypothesis that the south of the Chota Nagpur

country may have been their original centre of distribution. Spread

ing from that point, their social fortunes seem to have been deter

mined by the character of the people with whom they came in

contact. The stronger non-Aryan tribes—Mundas, Hos, and Santals

--out like a wedge through the line of the Bhuiya advance towards

the north; a small number successfully established themselves in

Hazaribagh beyond the range of Mundas, while those who travelled

furthest in this direction fell under the domination of Hindus in

Behar, and were reduced to the servile status which the Musahars now

occupy. Travelling southward from the assumed centre, the condi

tions appear to have been more favourable, and the tendency has

been for the Bhuiyés to rise rather than to decline in social status.

Some of their leading families have come to be chiefs of the petty

States of Orissa, and have merged their identity in the claim to quasi

Rajput descent. The main body of the southern colonists furnished

the tribal militia of Orissa, and have now sunk the Bhuiyé in the

Khandait or Swordsman—a caste of admitted respectability in Orissa,

and likely in course of time to transform itself into some variety of

Ra' ut.]pWriting of the Bhuiyés of Gangpur and Bonai, Colonel Dalton

says:—

“They are a dark-brown, well-proportioned race, with black

straight hair, plentiful on the head, but scant

Physical characteristics. on the face; of middle height, figures well-knit

and capable of enduring great fatigue, but

light-framed like the Hindu, rather than presenting the usual muscular

development of a hill-man. The features are very much of the same

cast throughout. The cheek and jaw-bones are projecting, so as to

give a breadth and squareness to the face. The nose is but slightly

elevated, still neither so depressed nor so broad at the root as the

generality of Turanian noses, and rather of a retroussé type; mouths

and teeth well formed, and the facial angle generally good. The

eyes well shaped and straight, but never very large or deep set.”

The Keunjhar Hill Bhuiyas, on the other hand, “ are rather of an

exaggerated Turanian type; very large mouths, thick and somewhat

pro]ecting lips, foreheads narrow and low but not receding, eyes

dark, but well-shaped, hair plentiful on the head. though rather

frizzly and generally scanty on face, but to this there are notable

exceptions; short of stature, averaging about five feet two inches,

round shouldered, and many of them with the lump that is pro

duced by the displacement of the muscles in carrying loads banghy

fashion. The colour of the skin varies from a deep chocolate,

the predominating tint, to tawny.” Further north, again, in the

country round Pérasnéth Hill, the landholders, though pretending
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to be Kshatriyas, are believed by Colonel Dalton to be Bhuiyas,

and are described as swarthy, almost black in complexion, and with

coarse, Negro-like features.

The traditions of the tribe vary greatly in different parts of

the country, and in many cases refer merely to local migrations of

recent date, which ive no clue to their real affinities. Colonel Dal

ton says that the B uiyés to the south of Singbhum call themselves

Pa-wan bans, ‘ the children of the wind,’ to this day; and connecting

this with Hanumé.n’s title Pawan-ka-put, ‘ son of the wind,’ suggests

that the Bhuiyas are the veritable apes of the Ramayana. The

coincidence no doubt is curious, but can hardly be pressed to the

point of associating a particular tribe with the epithet by which the

early Aryans indicated their sense of the marked racial difference

between themselves and the non-Aryans of Central India. With

a single exception, their other traditions are valueless. This is the

fact that all Bhuiyas, from the Musahars of Behar to the Khandait

Paiks of Southern Lohardaga, affect great reverence for the memory

of Rikhmun or Rikhiésan, whom they regard, some as a patron

deity, others as a mythical anaastor, whose name distinguishes one of

the divisions of the tribe. It seems probable that in the earliest

stage of belief Rikhmun was the bear-totem of a sept of the tribe,

that later on he was transformed into an ancestral hero, and finally

promoted to the rank of a tribal god. However this may be, his

cult is peculiar to the Bhuiyés, and serves to link together the

scattered branches of the tribe.

The internal structure of the Bhuiyés is intricate and confusing,

and illustrates the disorganisation which sets

in when a tribe becomes scattered over a wide

range of country, and is exposed to different religious and social

influences. An examination of the groups into which they have

now been broken up may throw some light upon the causes

which work towards the disintegration of tribes and the formation

of castes out of their fragments. The Bhuiyés of the Tributary

States may be taken to represent the original nucleus of the tribe.

They form at present a compact body, marrying among them

selves, and secure in the possession of the ancestral landed tenures.

Some of the chiefs have transformed themselves into Rajputs,

but the memory of the tribal bond between them and their Bhuiya

vassal is preserved by the usage, described in detail below, which

requires the former to seek investiture at the hands of the princi

pal Bhuiyé. In Orissa and parts of Lohardagé. the practice of military

service paid for in land has become the distinctive characteristic, and

an offshoot of the Bhniya tribe has parted from the parent body and

assumed an independent existence as the Khandait caste. The social

conditions of Orissa and the comparative weakness of its caste

system seem to have favoured this development, so that the Khandaits

now occupy rather a high place in the scale of precedence, and many

of them look down upon the original stock and disown the tribal

name.

In Behar the converse process has been at work. The Bhuiya

colonists of that part of the country fell under the domination of

Internal structure.
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people stronger than themselves. Unlike their brethren in Orissa, they

were in no demand as soldiers, while the swords of Raj puts and Bab

hans were to be had for the asking. So the Bhuiyas found their level

as landless workers in the fields; serving the men of the sword, who

would not touch the plough ; and their Hindu masters named them

Musahars, from their non-Aryan practice of eating field-mice. Cut ofi

geographically from the original nucleus of the tribe, and socially

degraded by their unclean habits of food, they have now finally taken

rank among the low castes of Behar. Known to the Hindus as

Musahar or mouse-eater, they still treasure among themselves, as a sort

of distinction, the old tribal name of Bhuiyé, which, as we have seen

above, the Khandaits of Orissa are eager to cast off. These two

groups—the Musahar caste of Behar and the Khaudait caste of Orissa

—mark for the Bhuiya tribe the extremes of geographical and social

displacement. Both are castes in the strict sense of the word, occu

pying a definite place in the systems to which they belong. One

ranks high in the Orissa system, and tends on the whole to rise; the

other is near the bottom of the social scale in Behar, and its pros

pects are not likely to improve.

“ The Bhuiyas in Keonjhur,” says Colonel Dalton, “ are divided

into four clane—the Mal or Desh Bhuiyas (they call themselves, and

are called, the Desh-lok, or the people of the country), the Dandsena,

the Khatti, and the Rajkiili Bhuiyas. The latter, as connected with

' the royal line, I should have placed first, but I give them in the

order assigned to them by my informants. The Bhuiyas, it is said,

twenty-seven generations ago stole a child of the Mohurbhanj

Raja’s family, brought it up amongst them, and made it their Rajai.

He was freely admitted to intercourse with Bhuiyé. girls, and the

children of this intimacy are the progenitors of the Réjkuli. But

they are not considered first among Bhuiyas, because they are not of

pure Bhuiya descent.”

The other divisions of the Bhuiyas need only be briefly noticed.

The Ghatwél-Bhuiyas of Hazaribagh and the Santal Parganas hold

service tenures, and the Tikait-Bhuiyés are usually small zemindars.

Both affect to be endogamous, reject the name Bhuiya, and represent

themselves as belonging to independent landholding castes, and both

will probably sooner or later gain admission into the large and mis

cellaneous community of local Rajputs. In the Santal Parganas

Rai-Bhuiya and Ber or Bhar-Bhuiya and Deswali-Bhuiya are men

tioned as sub-castes; but it is not clear that these are anything more

than titular distinctions, which may or may not have an occasional

bearing upon marriage. In Manbhum, on the other hand, the

Kétras-Bhuiyé, Musahar-Bhuiya, and Dhora-Bhuiyé seem to be true

sub-castes.

Our information regarding the exogamous system of the tribe is

unfortunately rather incomplete. We know nothing of the rules

followed by the Bhuiyas of the Tributary States, where we might

look for the closest adherence to primitive usage. In Singbhum

a number of exogamous groups are recognised, and a man may not

marry a woman belonging to his own group. Beyond this circle

marriage is regulated by the ordinary method of counting prohibited

H
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degrees from the generation of the parents. The Musahar-Bhuiyés,

too, who are shown in Appendix I as a distinct caste under the head

ing Musahar, have a long list of exogamous sections to which the

ordinary rules apply. But among the Bhuiyas of Lohardaga and

Hazaribagh the common tribal system of exogamy appears to be

falling into disuse, and many groups which were at one time exog

amous now admit of marriage within the group. I have endeavoured

to represent the complex and obscure relations of the various divisions

of the tribe in the Table given under the heading Bhuiyé in Appen

dix I, but the data available were in many cases far from perfect.

Among the Bhuiyas of the Tributary States, a girl rarely

_ marries before she is fully grown up. Great
M"m'g°' freedom of courtship is allowed, and “slips

of morality, so long as they are confined to the tribe, are not

much heeded.” l Colonel Dalton describes a curious and grace

ful custom by which the young men of one village pay a visit

of courtship to the maidens of another, offering presents and

receiving a meal, after which they spend the night in dancing and

singing. He also mentions the fact that the bachelors always sleep

together in a large house set apart for that purpose, and that in some

villages the girls also have a house to themselves, where they spend

the night with no one to look after them. In Singbhum these Arca

dian habits seem to have died out, and infant-marriage, though by no

means universal, is said to be gaining ground among the tribe.

Khandaits, Tikaits, Ghatwals, and for the most part all landholding

Bhuiyas in Hindu surroundings, marry their daughters as infants

when they can get husbands for them. The two latter groups,

however, are comparatively small, and their members are put to some

ditficulty in finding husbands within their own class; so that with

them, as with the pseudo-Rajputs of Chota Nagpur, girls often

remain unmarried until they have long passed the age of puberty.

Musahars, on the other hand. still hold to adult-marriage.

Polygamy is allowed, and. in theory at least, a man may have

as many wives as he can maintain. Few, however, can afford the

luxury of more than one, and custom does not favour the taking

of a second wife except when the first is barren. A widow may

marry again by the aagai form, and it is usual, though not compul

sory, for her to marry her late husband’s younger brother. If she

marries an outsider, her children by her late husband belong as of

' right to his family, though children at the breast are usually left in

her charge till they are big enough to be independent of their

mother. Marriage with an elder brother is strictly forbidden.

Divorce is permitted, with the sanction of the panchéyat of the

tribe, if the wife be proved unchaste, if the husband neglect to main

tain her, or if either party suffer from an incurable disease, such as

leprosy or impotence. A divorced woman may marry again by

the say/ai form, unless she has been guilty of a liaison with a man

of a lower caste, in which case any Bhuiyé who married her would

render himself liable to expulsion from the community. An intrigue
 

' Dalton's Ethnology, p. 142.
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within the tribe or with a man of respectable caste admits of being

condoned by a fine, and does not operate as a bar to remarriage.

Colonel Dalton has the followin remarks on the religion of

the Bhuiyas in the Tributary State of onai : —

“They have their own priests, called deoris, and their sacred

groves, called ‘ deota sara,’ dedicated to four

deities—Désum Pat, Baimoni Pat, Koisar Pat,

and Boram. The three first are brethren, but there was some

difference of opinion as to whether Bamoni was male or female.

Borarn is the sun, also worshipped under the name of Dharm

Deota, as with the Onions. The three minor deities are represented

by stones in the sara, but Borém has no representation. Boram,

as the first and greatest of gods and as the creator, is invoked at the

sowing season with the offering of a white cook. In cases of sickness

goats are ofiered to Désum Pat and his brethren. Un such occasions

the goat is given by the owner of the house in which the sick person

resides. On other occasions the victim is provided by the community.

The sacrifices are all offered at the foot of trees in the sara; only

men partake of the meat. The deori gets the head.”

The Bhuiyés of Southern Lohardagé. have advanced somewhat

further on the path of orthodox Hinduism, but do not regularly

employ Brahmans, except, as has been stated above, at the marriage

ceremony. On certain occasions, however, Brahmans are called in

to recite mantras, and the tendency towards conformity with Hindu

usage will doubtless go on spreading as the country is opened up by the

gradual improvement of communications. Alrea.dyThakuréni Mai,

the ‘ bloodthirsty tutelary goddess ’ to whom, only twenty years ago, l

the Hill Bhuiyés of Keonjhar offered the head of the obnoxious

Dewan of their chief, has been transformed, in Singbhum and

Lohardagé, into the Hindu Durga, to whom a Bhuiya priest makes

offerings of goats, sheep, etc., which are afterwards partaken of by

the worshippers. Changes of this sort raise an impassable barrier

against researches into the origin of things, so that vestiges of the

earlier beliefs of the people must be sought rather among the gods of

the village and of the family than among the recognised di major-es

of popular worship. Thus the communal ghosts Darhé, Kudré,

Kudri, Déno, Pacherié. Haserwér, Pakéhi, with their ill-defined

functions and general capacity for mischief and malevolence, are

clearly akin to the host of evil spirits which people the world of the

Munda and ()raon. To appease these ghosts by occasional offerings

of fowls and rice, and thus to guarantee the community against the

consequences of their ill-will, is the special function of the village

Pahan, who levies small subscriptions for this sort of spiritual insur

ance. The tribal deities Rikhmun and Tulsibir belong to a different

and less primitive type. Rikhmun, as has been mentioned above, is

believed to be the original ancestor of the tribe; while Tulsibir was

a restless and valorous Bhuiyé, who made war upon the gods until they

appeased his wrath by admitting him to divine honours. I venture

the conjecture that both Rikhmun and Tulsibir are merely transmuted

Religion.

 

‘ 1st May 1868. Dalton's Ethnology, p. 147.
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totems, in the hope that further enquiries among the more primitive

Bhuiyés may bring out evidence on this point. Neither of these gods

has special priests ; their worship is conducted by any elder of the tribe.

Sheep, goats, pigs, sweetmeats, and wine are the usual offerings, which

afterwards furnish a feast for the assembled votaries. Snakes are only

worshi ped by those families which have lost one of their members

by sn e-bite. A certain herb, known as gand/zari -szivu, and used as

condiment, must be worshipped once a year, and can only be eaten if

this rule is complied with. The custom suggests that the herb must

once have been a totem of the tribe, but this cannot be certainly

ascertained to be the case.

The following table shows the number and distribution of

Bhuiyas in 1872 and 1881 :

 

Drsrnicr. ‘ 1878. ‘ I881. Drsrnrcr. I 1872. I 1881.

Bardwan 1,615 1,197

Bankura 272 2,051 “l-"'1"‘b“ 2“

Birhlium 970 700 1'9:

{'}{3,'{,'fl’“' Z: I 1: “-338 7-*1? Chsmgarnn us m

24-Parganas 817 8 Mon“ yr 8'93‘; 4'18‘

N,,d,y,, 786 70, Bhuxal ur 83,163 29,887

Jessore ass 7s P“"“" ‘1 177

lumhodmd W 153 Maldah 194 m

Dim]-pm. ___ ____ __ as Sautal Parganas 81,548 71,725

fiajslialiye ... 77 858 '" lg 3

anPabriiimr .. mt lg: Balasore 61 152

Dwain“? 6 8 Tnblitury States 30,724 36.285

Km, Mm _ _‘ . 5 Hnaanbagh vases 131.003

Mairnanninh ... 7 . L-ohfldag‘ "' ‘@008 58"”
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Bhuiyé, a _ synonym for Bhuktuér, a section of the

Kadar, a title of Baitis, Mahili-Munda sub-caste of Ma

Kapalis, and Sunris in Bengal ; hilis in Chota Nagpur.

9‘ sept of Bhum1]s' Bhulé, a mul or section of the

. . Naiya caste in Behar
Bhu|_|/a’-Pa’ k s f 'Khandm ' ’ a y”°”ym °’ Bhulué, B, sub-caste of Bhuin

malis, Dhobas, Jugis, Napits, and

Bhujzfl, 9, gm, or sept of of Kumhars found in Noakhali.

Mangers in Dariilina Bhuluéi, a sub-caste of Kai

barttas in Noakhéli.

_Bhumar, a sept of the Tung

Bhukhar, 8 group of the ja1nya_ sub-tribe of Chakmas in

Aoghar sect of Saiva ascetios the H111 Tracts °f Chittagong

founded in Guzerat b I) - ' -.......Y.;....::. ..?*::aa- ::s‘¥“;:S.».:§:.a“s;
8l1'i- see A°SaT- the founder of a village.

Blzujér2', a synonym for Kéndm

Qlhnmij, a non-Aryan tribe of Manbhum Sin
,_ gbhum, and

Western Bengal, classed by Dalton and others, mainly on linguistic
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grounds, as Kolarian. There can be no doubt that the Bhumij

are closely allied to, if not identical with, the Mundas; but there

is little to show that they ever had a distinct language of their own.

In 1850 Hodgson published a short vocabularyl prepared by Captain

Haughton, then in political charge of Singbhum; but most. of

the words in this a pear to be merely Ho. The most recent observer,

Herr Nottrott, of ossner’s Mission, says“ that the Bhumij resemble

the Mundas most closely in speech and manners, but gives no

specimens of their language, and does not say whether it difl’ers

sufficiently from Mundari to be regarded as a separate dialect.

I am inclined myself to believe that the Bhumij are nothing more

than a branch of the Mundas, who have

spread to the eastward, mingled with the

Hindus, and thus for the most part severed their connexion with

the parent tribe. This hypothesis seems on the whole to be borne

out by the facts observable at the present day. The Bhumij of

Westem Maubhnm are beyond doubt pure Mundas. They inhabit

the tract of the country which lies on both sides of the Subnrna

rekha river, bounded on the west by the edge of the Chota

Nagpur plateau, on the east by the hill range of which Ajodhya

is the crowning peak, on the south by the Singbhum hills, and

on the north by the hills forming the boundary between Lohar

dagé, Hazaribagh, and Manbhum districts. This region contains

an enormous number of Mundéri graveyards, and may fairly be

considered one of the very earliest settlements of the Munda race.

The present inhabitants use the Mundziri language, call themselves

Mundas, or, as the name is usually pronounced in Manbhum,

Muras, and observe all the customs current among their brethren

on the plateau of Chota Nagpur proper. Thus, like all the Kolarians,

they build no temples, but worship Burn in the form of a stone

smeared with Vermilion, which is set up in a sarna or sacred grove

near the village. A sarna is invariably composed of purely jungle

trees, such as sdl and others, and can therefore be recognised with

certainty as a fragment of the primeval forest, left standing to

form an abiding place for the aboriginal deities. They observe

the sar/zul festival at the same time and in the same way as their

kindred in Lohardaga and Singbhum, and the lciyd or priest is a

recognised village ofiicial. Marriages take place when both parties

are of mature age, and the betrothal of children is unknown. Like

the Mundas of the plateau, they first burn their dead and then

bury the remains under gravestones, some of which are of enormous

size. On certain feast days small supplies of food and money are

placed under these big stones to regale the dead, and are abstracted

early the next morning by low-caste Hindus.

On the eastern side of the Ajodhya range, which forms a

complete barrier to ordinary communication, all is changed. Both

the Mundari language and the title of Munda have dropped out

of use, and the aborigines of this eastern tract call themselves

Origin.

‘ Bengal Journal, vol. xviii, part II. p. 967; Enays, vol. ii, p. 97.

’ Grummatik der Kalb-Spracbe, p. 4.
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Bhumij or Sardar, and talk Bengali. The physical characteristics

of the race, however, remain the same; and although they have

adopted Hindu customs and are fast becoming Hindus, there can

be no doubt that they are the descendants of the Mundas who

first settled in the country, and were given the name of Bhumij

(autochthon) by the Hindu immigrants who found them in

possession of the soil.

The early history of the tribe and its general characteristics are

sketched by Colonel Dalton‘ in the following passages :—

“ The Bhfimij of the Jungle Mahéls were once, under the

Emyhim nickname of clmdr (robbers), the terror of the

'7' surrounding districts, and their various out

breaks were called chuéris. On several occasions since they came

under the British rule they have shown how readily a chudri may be

improvised on very slight provocation. I do not know that on any

occasion they rose, like the Mundéris, simply to redress their own

wrongs. It was sometimes in support of a turbulent chief ambitious

of obtainin power to which, according to the courts of law, he was

not entitle ; and it was sometimes to oppose the Government in

a policy which they did not approve, though they may have had

very little personal interest in the matter. Thus, in the year A.D.

1798, when the Panchet estate was sold for arrears of revenue, they

rose and violently disturbed the peace of the country till the sale was

cancelled. After hostilities had continued for some time, in reply to

a very pacific message sent to them by the ofiicer commanding the

troops, they asked if the Government were going to sell any more

estates. I do not think that the settlement of any one of the Bhfimij

Jungle Mahala was efiected without a fight. In Dhalbhiim the Réjé.

resisted the interference of the British power, and the Government

set up a rival ; but after various failures to establish his authority they

set him aside and made terms with the rebel. In Barabhiim there

was at oue time a disputed succession. The courts decided that the

eldest born of Raja Viviké. Nérayan, though the son of the second

wife, should succeed in preference to the son of the first wife, the

Pat Rani. The Bhiimij did not approve of the decision, and it was

found necessary to send a military force to carry it out. This was

the origin of the last disturbance, known as Gangé Naré.yan’s rebel

lion, which broke out in l832. Lakshman, the son of the Pat Rani

alluded to above, continuin to oppose his brother, was arrested, and

died in jail, leaving a son, ‘angé N airayan. On the death of Réja

Raghunath Sinh he also was succeeded by the son of his second

Rani, who was declared by the Supreme Court to be heir, in opposi

tion to a claim again set up by Madhab Sinh, the younger son, but

the son of the Pat Rani ; but failing in his suit, Madhab Sinh resigned

himself to his fate, and was consoled by being appointed diwdn, or

prime minister, to his brother. In this capacity he made himself

thoroughly unpopular, more especially by becoming an usurious

money-lender and extortionate grain-dealer, and soon Ganga NA1-Ayan

found that, in opposing a man so detested, a majority of the people

 

' Ethnology of Bengal, p. 174.
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would side with him. Accordingly, in the month of April 1832 he, at

the head of a large force of ghdtwdls, made an attack on Madhab Sinh

and slew him. This foul crime was committed with great deliberation,

cunning, and cruelty. Madhab was seized and carried off to the hills

to be sacrificed. Ganga Naréyan himself first smote him with his

battle-axe, then each sardér gluitwdl was compelled to discharge an

arrow at him, and thus all the leading gluitwdls became implicated

in the plot. A system of plundering was then commenced. which

soon drew to his standard all the clma'rs—that is, all the Bhumij of

Barabhiim and adjoining estates. He attacked Barabazér, where the

Rajé. lived, binned the Munsif’s kdchdri and the police station, from

which the police had fled, but three unfortunate peons (runners) of

the Munsif’s court were caught and killed. The officials and the

police fell back on Bardwan, and for some time Gangé. Narayan had

the country at his mercy. He sacked every place worth plundering ;

but in November following a force was collected, consisting of three

regiments of Native Infantry and eight guns, and military operations

against the insurgents commenced. They were soon driven to take

refuge in the hills, but being pressed there also Ganga Nérayan fled

into Singbhiim, and endeavoured to enlist in his favour the reputed

invincible and irrepressible Larkas. They were just then at issue

with one of the chiefs, who claimed supremacy over a portion of them,

the Thakur of Kharsawan; and though they were not unwilling to

join in the row, they wished, before they committed themselves to

Ganga Narayan’s leadership, to test his capacity to lead. They

therefore demanded that he should in the first place make an attack

on the fort of the Thzikur of Kharsawan. In complying with this

request he was killed, and the Thékur had the pleasure of sending

his head to Captain Wilkinson with a letter quite in the style

of Falstaff.

“I have not been able to discover that the Bhiimij possess any

independent traditions of migrations. Those who live in proximity

to Chutia Nagpur recognise no distinction between themselves and

the Mundas. They intermarry and associate and coalesce in all

matters indicating identity of race; for, though it may be said that

they are not much troubled with caste prejudices, there is no portion

of the old Indian population which is quite free from it. The

Bhumij farther east have become too Hinduised to acknowledge the

relationship. The Dhalbhiim Bhumij consider themselves autoch

thones, and will not admit that they are in any way connected with

the Mundas, Hos, or Santéls. It is pretty certain that the sanzinddrs

of all these estates are of the same race as their people, though the

only man among them whom I found sensible enough to acknowledge

this was the Rajé. of Baghmiindi; the others all call themselves

Kshattriyas or Rajputs. but they are not acknowledged as such by

any true scion of that illustrious stock. In claiming to be Rajputs

they do not attempt to connect themselves with any of the recog

nised families of the tribe, but each family has its own special

legend of miraculous production. The family legend of the Raja

of Barébhiim may be iven as a specimen of their skill in making

pedigrees :—‘ Nath Varé a and Kes Varéha, two brothers, quarrelled
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with their father, the Raja of Virat, and settled at the Court of

Vikramaditya. (This has some connection with the tradition of the

adjoining estate of Pétkum, the Rajé of which claims descent from

Vikramaditya.) Kes, the younger brother, was sawn into two pieces ;

and with his blood Vikram gave a til.-d or mark on the forehead to

the elder brother, and a pair of umbrellas, and told him that all

the country he could ride round in a day and night should be his.

Nath mounted his steed and accomplished a circuit of eight 3/ojanas

within the time specified in what is now Barabhiim; and this

must be all true, as the prints of his horse’s hoofs are still visible

on the southern slopes of the hills.’ With one or two exceptions

all the ghétwéls (captains of the border and their men) of the

Bhumij part of Mzinbhiim and Singbhiim districts are Bhiimij,

which is a sure indication of their being the earliest settlers. They

were the people (like the Mundari Bhiiinhars in Chutia Nagpur,

the Bhuiyas in Bonai, Géngpur, Keunjhar, etc., and Gonds in

Sargiija and Udaipur) to whom the defence of the country was

entrusted. The Bhiimij gluitwdls in Manbhiim have now, after all

their esca ades, settled down steadily to work as guardians of the

peace. T e Rajé of the extensive samindziri of Dhalbhiim is no

doubt of Bhiimij extraction, but for him the Heralds’ College of the

period failed to manipulate a Rajput descent. His ancestor was

a washerman, who afforded refuge to the goddess Kali when, as

Rankini, she fled from a demon in Panchet. The goddess, in

gratitude, gave the washerman a young Brahmani, a ward of her

own, to wife, and the Réjés of Dhalbhiim are the descendants of

this union. The origin of the story appears to be that a Bhiimij

chief of Dhnlbhiim, probably at the instigation of a Brahman, stole

from its shrine in Panchet an image of Rankini and set it up as

his own tutelary deity. The shrine from which the image was

abstracted is shown at the village of Para, near Purulié in Man

bhiim, and it became the popular object of worship in Dhalbhiim

for all classes of people there. Rankini especially rejoiced in human

sacrifices. It is freely admitted that in former years children were

frequently kidnapped and sacrificed at her shrine; and it cannot be

very positively asserted that the ractice of offering such victims

has long been discontinued. At tfie shrine of this goddess a very

cruel scene was enacted every year till 1865, when, with the concur

rence of the saminddr, it was put astop to. It was called the

Bindaparab ; and Ganga Nérayan probably had it in his mind when

he so cruelly disposed of Médhab Sinh. At this parab two male

buffaloes are driven into a small enclosure, and on a raised stage

adjoining and overlooking it the Rajfi and suite take up their posi

tion. After some ceremonies the Réja and his purohit or family

priest discharge arrows at the buffaloes, others follow their example,

and the tormented and enraged beasts fall to and gore each other,

whilst arrow after arrow is discharged. When the animals are past

doing very much mischief, the people rush in and hack at them with

battle-axes till they are dead. The Santals and wild Kharrifis, it is

said. took delight in this festival ; but I have not heard a murmur at

its discontinuance. and this shows it had no great hold on the minds
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of the people. Many of the Bhumij tribe are well off. Some of

them, who are sardér g/uitwéls, are in virtue of their oflice proprietors

of estates, comprising each from one to twenty manors; but as the

most substantial tenants under them are also hereditary 9/16310418

rendering service and paying besides but a very low fixed rent, these

ghdtwdli estates are not so valuable to the proprietor as villages on

the ordinary tenure would be. The Bhumij live in commodious,

well-built houses, and have all about them the comforts to which the

better class of cultivators in Bengal are accustomed. Those who

live quite amongst the Bengalis have retained few of their ancient

customs; none, perhaps, except the great national amusement, the

gay meetings for dance and song both at their villages and at jdtras,

which are characteristic of all Kols. In appearance they are inferior

to the Hos of Singbhiim and to the best of the Mundas of Ghutia

Nagpur. They are short of stature, but strongly built, and, like the

Santals, rather inclined to fleshiness. In complexion they are

variable. like the Mundas, ranging from a dark chocolate to a light

brown colour; they observe many of the Hindu festivals, but retain

their sacred groves, in which they still sacrifice to the old gods.

They have generally left off eating cow’s flesh, in which their

unreformed brethren in Singbhfim and Chutia Négpur indulge, but

eat fowls. The Bhumij have in a great degree lost the simplicity

and truthfulness of character for which their cognates are generally

distinguished. They have acquired from the Bengali Hindus the

propensity to lie, but they have not the same assurance or powers of

invention, and their lies are so transparent that they are easily

detected.”

The intemal structure of the Bhumij tribe is shown in Appendix

I ta I at t I. The sub-tribes are numerous, and vary
n ma" we um greatly in different districts. With the possible

exception of the iron-smelting Shelo in Manbhum, the names of

these groups seem to have reference to their supposed original

settlements. It deserves notice that the tendency to form endog

amous divisions seems to be stronger in outlying districts than

it is at the recognised head-quarters of the tribe. Thus in Man

bhum and Singhhum we find only one sub-tribe Shelo, which

obviously got detached from the parent group by reason of its

members adopting, or perhaps declining to abandon, the compa

ratively degraded occupation of iron-smelting. In Midnapur, on the

other hand, where the Bhumij settlements are of comparatively

recent date, we find five territorial sub-tribes in addition to the

functional group of Shelo. The reason seems to be that when the

stream of emigration is not absolutely continuous, successive sections

of immigrants into distant parts of the country are affected in various

degrees by the novel social influences to which they are exposed. Some

groups become more rapidly Hinduised than others, and thus there

arise divergences of usage in matters of food and drink, Wl110l1 consti

tute a bar to intermarriage, and in time lead to the formation of

sub-tribes. These divisions often outlast the differences of custom

and ritual from which they took their origin, and in some cases the
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prohibition of intermarriage comes to be withdrawn, and the names

alone remain to show that such a prohibition was once in force. The

exogamous divisions of the tribe are totemistic, and closely resemble

those met with among the Mundas. The rule of exogamy is simple.

A man may not marry a woman of his own

sept, nor a woman who comes within the

standard formula for reckoning prohibited degrees, calculated as a

rule to three generations in the descending line, but sometimes

extended to five where bloaiyddi or mutual recognition of kinship

has been maintained between the families.

The aboriginal usage of adult-marriage still holds its ground

among the Bhumij, though the wealthier members of the tribe

prefer to marry their daughters as infants. The extreme view of the

urgent necessity of early marriage is unknown among them, and it is

thought no shame for a man to have a grown-up daughter unmarried

in his house. Sexual intercourse before marriage is more or less

recognised, it being understood that if a girl becomes pregnant

arrangements will at once he made to marry her to the father of her

child. Brides are bought for a price ranging usually from Rs. 3 to

Rs. 12, and the wedding may take place, according to arrangement,

at the house of either party. When, as is more usual, it is celebrated

at the bride’s house, a square space (marzm) is prepared in the court

yard (angan) by daubing the ground with rice-water. In the centre

of this space branches of makud and sidlm trees are planted, bound

together with five cowrie shells (Cyprwa moneta) and five pieces of

turmeric, and at the corners are set four earthen water-vessels

connected by a cotton thread, which marks the boundary of the

square. Each vessel is half filled with pulse, and covered with a

concave lid, in which a small lamp burns. On the arrival of the

bridegroom with his following of friends, he is lezl at once to the

maru-a and made to sit on a hit of board (pira). The bride is then

brought in and given a similar seat on his left hand. A sort of

mimic resistance I0 the introduction of the bride is often offered by

her more distant female relatives and friends, who receive trifling

presents for allowing her to pass.

After the bride has taken her seat and certain mantras or mystic

formulm have been pronounced by the priest, usually a Bengal

Brahman, the bridegroom proceeds to light the lamps at the corners

of the square. As fast as each lamp is lighted the bride blows it out,

and this is repeated three, five, or seven times, as the case may be.

The couple then return to their seats, and the bride is formally

given to the bridegroom, appropriate mantras being recited at the

time, and their right hands being oined together by the officiating

priest. Last of all. the bridegroom smears Vermilion on the bride’s

forehead, and his clothes are knotted to hers, the knot being kept

intact for three, four, five, seven, or ten days, according to the custom

of the family. At the end of that time they must rub themselves

with turmeric and bathe, and the knot is solemnly untied in the

presence of the bridegroom’s relations. No priest is present on

this occasion.

Marriage.
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The Bhumij recognise polygamy, and in theory at least

impose no limitation on the number of wives a man may have.

The tribe, however, are for the most part poor, and their meagre

standard of living proves an effectual bar to excessive indulgence

in the luxury of polygamy. When a man has no children by

his first wife, he usually marries again if he can afford to do

so; and it frequently happens that the second wife is a young

widow, whom he marries by the sanga ritual, PB-ylllg a nominal

bride-price and incurring far less expenditure than would be

necessary in the event of his marrying a virgin. Widow-marriage

i freely permitted by the 8tl1I_f]tZ ritual, in which

a widow smears on the bride’s forehead vormi

lion which the bridegroom has previously touched with his great toe.

It is deemed right for a widow to marry her late husband’s younger

brother or cousin, if such an arrangement _be feasible; and in the

event of her marrying an outsider, she forfeits all claim to a share in

her late husband’s property and to the custody of any children she

may have had by him. Traces of_ the growth of a sentiment

adverse to the practice of widow-marnages may perhaps be discerned

in the fact that the children of widows by their second husbands

experience some difliculty in getting married, and tend rather to

form a class by themselves.

The Bhumij of Manbhum allow divorce only when a woman

has been guilty of adultery. A council of

relations is called, who hear the evidence and

determine whether the char e has been proved. If their finding is

against the woman, her hus and solemnly draws from her wrist the

iron ring, which is the visible sign of wedlock. Water is then

poured on a sdl leaf, and the husband tears the wet leaf in two to

symbolise separation. This ceremony is called pdt pa'm' clzird, ‘the

wet leaf rent,’ and besides making the divorce absolute. relieves the

husband from any claim by the wife for maintenance. He is himself

socially impure after the ceremony until he has shaved and performed

certain expiatory rites, the most important of which appears to be

giving a feast to the relatives who came together to adjudicate

on the case. A woman has no right to divorce her husband, and if

neglected or ill-treated her only remedy is to run away with another

man. Divorced wives may marry again by the szmga ritual, but

their offspring by their second husbands are at the same social

disadvantage in respect of marriage as has been noticed above in

referring to the children of widows. In both cases the sentiment is

unquestionably due to the influence of Hinduism in modifying the

original usages of the tribe.

In matters of inheritance and succession the tribe usually

affect to follow the school of Hindu law in

vogue in their neighbourhood, and hardly

any vestiges of special tribal custom can now be traced. Almost

all Bhumij, however, give the eldest son an extra share (jellzangs

or bara zmgs) when the property is divided; and the gliatmili

members of the tribe follow the local custom of primogeniture, the

younger sons being provided for by small maintenance grants.

Widow-marriage.

Divorce.

Succession.
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If a man leaves no children, his widow takes a life-interest on the

Pr°P°1't7' . . .. . . .

The religion of the Bhumi] varies, within certain limits, accord

ing to the social position and territorial status

of the individuals concerned. Zamindars and

well-to-do tenure-holders employ Brahmans as their family priests,

and oifer sacrifices to Kali or Mahamaya. The mass of the people

revere the sun under the names of Sing-Bonga and Dharm, as the

giver of harvests to men and the cause of all changes of seasons

affecting their agricultural fortunes. They also worship a host of

minor gods, among whom the following deserve special mention:

—(1) uéhir-Buru, worshipped in the sacred grove of the village

(ja'/iir-tluin) with offerings of goats, fowls, rice, and ghee at the

Sarhul festival in the months of Baisakh (April-May) and Phalgun

(January—Febrnary). The laya presides at the sacrifice, and the

offerings are divided between him and the worshippers. Jahir-Burn

is supposed to be capable of blasting the crops if not duly pro

pitiated, and her worship is a necessary preliminary to the com

mencement of the agricultural operations of the year. (2) Kérékété,

(Krird = ‘ buffalo, ’ and Kdtd = ‘to cut’) another agricultural deity, to

whom buffaloes and goats are offered towards the commencement of

the rains. The skin of the buffalo is taken by the worshippers ; the

horns form the perquisite of the léya ; while the Doms, who make

music at the sacrifice, are allowed to carry off the flesh. In the case

of goats, the layé.’s share is one-third of the flesh. If Karakata is

neglected, it is believed there will be a failure of the rains. The cult

of this deity, however, is not so universal as that of Jahir-Bum. (3)

Béghut or Bégh-Bhut, who rotects his votaries from tigers, is wor

shipped in Kartick gOctober- ovember) on the night of the Amebasyé

or the day preceding it. The ofierings are goats, fowls, ghee, rice,

etc., which may be presented either in the homestead or on the hi h

land (ta'nr) close to the village. In the former case the head of t e

family ofiiciates as priest; in the latter the lé.yé’s services are enlist

ed, and he can claim a share of the offerings. (4) Grém-Deota and

Deoshéli, gods of village life, who ward off sickness and watch over

the supply of water for drinking and irrigation of the crops. They

are propitiated in Asher (J uly-August) with offerings of goats,

fowls, and rice, at which layés reside. (5) Buru, a mountain deity

associated with many different ' ls throughout the Bhumij country,

and worshipped for recovery from sickness and general prosperity on

the first or second Mégh. The head of the family or alaya serves as

priest. (6) Kudra and Bisaychandi are malignant ghosts of canni

balistic propensities, whom the layas propitiate in the interests of the

community. Private individuals do not worship them. (7) Panch

bahini and Béradeléi are local deities worshipped by the Bankura

Bhumij in much the same fashion as Jahir-Buru, the chief difference

being that the offerings to Pénohhahini are she-goats and a kind of

scent called mdthdghashd, while only fowls are presented to Baradelé.

With the Bhumij, as with other non-Aryan tribes of Chota

Nagpur, the Karam festival, Colonel Dalton’s

description of which is quoted in the article

Religion.

Festivals.
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Oraon, seems to be especially popular. The Bhiunij of Bankura

district celebrate this feast in the latter half of the month Bhadra,

corresponding roughly to the first half of September. A branch of

the karam-tree (Nauclea przrvifolia) is planted by the laya in the

centre of the village dancing ground (a'khra'). At the foot of this

branch is a vessel partly filled with earth, into which, on the first

day of the festival, the unmarried girls of the village throw various

kinds of seed grain. These are carefully tended and watered from

time to time so as to germinate by the Sankranti, or last day of the

month. when the girls give the sprouting blades to each other, and

wear them in their hair at the dance, which usually lasts the whole

of that night.

The sacerdotal arrangements of the tribe have already been

incidentally referred to. The upper classes

employ Brahmans of their own, and ignore

the cult of the earlier gods; while the mass ot' the tribe are guided

in their regular observances by the teachings of the layas or priests

of the forest gods, and only call in the assistance of Brahmans on

the comparatively rare occasions when it is deemed necessary to

propitiate one of the standard Hindu deities. But the Brahman

who serves the Bhumij zamindar or tenure-holder as a family priest

takes a higher place in the local community of Brahmans than the

casual Brahman who ministers to the spiritual needs of the ordin

cultivator. The former will call himself a Rarhi Kulin, and will

be received on equal terms by all other members of the sacred order;

while the latter belongs to a much lower class, and associates with the

comparatively degraded Brahmans who work for Kurmis and Dhobas.

The funeral rites of the Bhumij are characteristic, and lend

smut §:':;"§..i;P1:°*.§.:::..i'*;i11;‘:1a$::.*hs.**:t:

death of a Bhumij his body is laid with the head to the south

on a funeral pyre, which is kindled by his male relatives. When

the pyre is well alight, the males go home, and the wife, sister,

or other female relative of the deceased comes to the binning-place,

carrying an earthen vessel of water. There she waits till the fire

has burned down, quenches the ashes with water, and picks out

and places in the vessel the fragments of bone left unconsumed.

Some of these fragments are interred at the foot of a tulsi plant

(Oc;/mum sanctum) in the courtyard of the dead man’s house,

others are taken in the vessel to the original cemetery of his

family.‘ There a hole is dug and the vessel of bones placed

Priests.

 

' The theory is that the bones should bc taken to the village in which

the ancestors of the deceased had the status of blminluirs or first clearers of the

soil; but this is not invariably acted up to, and the rule is held to be sufficiently

complied with if a man's bones are buried in a village where he or his ancestors

have been settled for a tolerably long time. It deserves not-ice that the

Tamarhia Bhumij of Midnapur trans rt the bones of their dead to the great

Munda cemetery at Chokahatu, the p ce of mourning in pargana Tamfirh of

Lohardagé. No stronger proof could well be given of the identit of the

Bhumij with the Mundas. The ]_)esi Bhumij of Midnapur go to uchong,

in Singbhum, and some of the Singbhum Bhumij to Suisa, m Bagmundi of

Manbhum.
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inside, su ported by three stones. The earth is then filled in, and

a large at stone laid over all, on which a fowl is sacrificed to

ensure the repose of the dead. The spirits of those whose bones

rest in the same place are solemnly informed that another has

been added to their number, and are enjoined not to quarrel, but

to abide peacefully in the land of the dead. The survivors then

partake of a feast of rice, dél, and other vegetables prepared by

the more distant relatives of the deceased. This strictly non-Aryan

ritual has of late years been to some extent overlaid by observances

borrowed from the regular Hindu srdddh. On the tenth day

the mourners are shaved, and on the eleventh balls (pinda) of

rice, sesamum, molasses, and plantain are offered to ancestors under

the supervision of a Brahman, who receives such presents as the means

of the family permit them to give. A. more primitive mode of

appeasing the departed spirit is met with among the Shelo Bhumij.

On the eleventh day after death the chief mourner beats a bell-metal

drinking-vessel with a stick, while another relation, standing by his

side, calls loudly on the name of the dead. After a while a third

man, unconnected with the family, and often a laya, comes forward

to personate the deceased, by whose name he is addressed, and asked

what he wants to eat. Acting thus as the dead man’s proxy, he

mentions various articles of food, which are put before him. After

making a regular meal he goes away, and the spirit of the deceased

is believed to go with him. The relatives then finish the food

prepared for the occasion.

Mention is made in the article on the Mundas of the custom by

which the graves of the bkuinhérs, or representatives of those who

first cleared the soil and founded the village, are marked by an

upright stone pillar in addition to the horizontal slab which covers the

bones of an ordinary raiyat not descended with one of these pioneer

families. Precisely the same distinction is made among the Bhumij

ghaleuils of Manblium between village sarddrs, or holders of entire

glzatwrili tenures, and the tdbidérs, or rural constables, who make up

the rank and file of the ghutirdli force. The graves of the former

are invariably distinguished by an upright monolith, sometimes

bearing traces of rude attempts at ornamental shaping, while the

tombs of the latter consist merely of a slab laid flush with the

ground. This singular correspondence of funeral usage, coupled

with the fact that many of the Manbhurn glmlwdls call themselves

by the title blzuinluir or bhuing/d, suggests the

conjecture that the ghutwa'li tenures in the

south of that district are a survival under different names and

changed conditions of the ancient tribal holdings known in Lohar

daga as bhuinhdri. Personal service of various kinds is one of

the oldest incidents of the b/zuz'nlm'ri tenure, and it is not diflicult

to see how in a border district like Manbhum the character of

this service might gradually be changed in accordance with local

necessities until it came to take the form of the petty police functions

which the glzatzrdls perform, or are supposed to perform, at the present

day. Their duties, it is true, are now discharged under the orders of

Government, and not at the will of the zamindar, but this change

Police service.
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has been brought about gradually, and is due partly to local disturb

ances, in which the Bhumij took the lead, and partly to the

fact that the zamindars of Barabhum, originally the heads of the

Bhumij community, have within the last hundred years assumed the

style of Rajputs, and have spared no effort to sever their connexion

with their own tribe. The antagonism thus set up between the chief

and his retainers showed itself on his side by constant endeavours to

resume their privileged tenures, and on theirs by steady resistance to

his authority and assertion of their direct subordination to the Magis

trate of the district. Thus in course of time it has come about

that a number of very ancient tenures, representing in their inception

the tribal rights of the first clearers of the soil, have been trans

formed into police jdgirs, and have recently been surveyed and

demarcated at the cost of Government in the interest of the executive

administration of the Manbhum district.

The original occupation of the Manbhum Bhumij is believed by

Om fim themselves to have been military service, and

P“ there can be little doubt that the bands of

Chuars or plunderers, who repeatedly overran the Midnapur district

towards the end of last century, were largely recruited from this

tribe. The circumstance, however, that they took a more or less

prominent part in a series of marauding attacks on an unarmed

and unwarlike population affords no ground for a belief in the

existence among them of any real military instinct; and in fact

they are conspicuous for the dislike of discipline, which is one

of the prominent characteristics of the Kolarian races. For many

years past agriculture has been the sole profession of all the

sub-tribes except the iron-smelting Shelo. A few have engaged

in petty trade, and some have emigrated to the tea districts of

Assam. Their relations to the land are various. The zamindars

of Barabhnm, Dhalbhum, Manbhum, Patkum, and Bagmundi

probably belong to the Bhrnnij tribe, though they now call them

selves Rajputs. Next to them rank the sardar ghatwals of the

large service-tenures known in Manbhum as tarafis. Three of these

admit themselves to be Bhumij, while the fourth, Manmohan Singh,

of Taraf Satarakhzini, now claims to be a Rajput, regardless of

the fact that a few years ago his grandfather wrote himself

down in public documents as Bhumij. I mention this instance

as an illustration of the facility with which brevet rank as a self

made Rajput may be obtained. Manmohan Singh keeps aBrah

man to support his pretensions, and professes to be very particular

in all matters of ceremonial observance. His descendants will

doubtless obtain unquestioning recognition as local Raj puts. and will

intermarry with families who have undergone the same process of

transformation as themselves. The great bulk of the Bhumi', who

are simple cultivators and labourers, stand on a far lower social level

than the landholding members of the tribe. They rank somewhat

below the Kurmi, and members of the higher castes will not take

water from their hands. In their turn the Bhumij, though eating

fowls and drinkin spirituous liquors, look down upon Bauris,

Bagdis, Doms, and hasis as more unclean feeders than themselves.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Bhumij tribe in 1872 and 1881 :

 
  

 

  

DISTRICT. 1872. 1881. l Drsnucr. ' 1872. 1881.

1

Bnrdvmn 293 7 lnrjiling .... .. 31

‘angina ... 1,468 18,052 I guy; 1: lg

ll‘ um ... 49 68 ll’! purMidnnpur 35,544 sum Chittagong .... .. axe

:1: hll with HOIl‘lh 6'13 5388 V‘ Mnlgnlh ... 38or mu ‘ ,s5l -"Fan Phrganas .. 2,

Nadiy: use 87 l Cuttack 2,109 2,425
Jessore 106 459 Baluore 1,675 2,591

Khllllll .... .. M! I Tributary llehals 29,596 10,081

Murshadslnd 41 152 ‘ Hnuribagh 86 I

Din: pur ... ...... 6,829 Lphnrdaga .... .. 150

gin ulye 9; 661 13,52;

ngpur .... .. . .
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Bhum i k, a. title of Kaibarttas

and Bangaja. Kéyasths in Bengal.

Bhumiké, a. title of Koreis in

Western Bengal.

Bhumjan, a. thar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Bhumphor, a title of the Mél

sub-caste oi Mauliks in Chota.

Nagpur.

Bhunéngali, ‘ plougher of the

soil,’ a. title of the cultivating

castes; a. title of Kaibarttas.

gllllflifi, .Bhum'a', Bhuniwdld,

a. grain-parcher. See Kéndu.

Bhunasware, a section of Bath

hans in Behar.

Bhunéwalé, B/zundri, up-coun

try men who sell parched grain.

In Behar the profession is fol

lowed by the Dhanuk and Kéndu

castes.

Bhunié, the head of a village.

In Cuttack, one of the former

petty chiefs holding lands by

tenure of military service.

Bhunjd, a. synonym for Kéndu.

Bhunja, Blzujfi, a. dealer in

fried grain. See Bharbhunja.

   

I Bhunjé-Teli, a. sub-caste of

Telis in Eastern Bengal.

B/zupdl, a. synonym for Raj

put.

Bhupati, a prince, a. sovereign,

a landholder; a synonym for

Rajput.

Bhuputra, B/mbutn, e. title of

Brahmans.

Bhuri, a gdin of the Késyapa.

gofra of Rérhi Brahmans in Ben

gal.

Bhurji, a synonym for Kéndu,

a. castor-oil maker.

Bhurswa, e. sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

in Behar.

Bhurtyél, s. tlzar or section of

Nepéli Brahmans.

Bhuséwélé or Bhusiwélé, a.

dealer in cho.fi:'—ch0pped straw

and bran of gram and pulses, who

goes to villages and buys up the

chaff at the threshing floors by

the kIza'1-ei or kut. If/uirti is :1 net

like basket, containing from a

maund to a. maund and five seers;

kut is ‘ valuation ’ or ‘ guess. ’

<‘iuI
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of Kumhars and Telis in Behar.

See Biyéhut.

Biallisgrémi, a sub-caste of

Tambulis in Bengal.

Bhusbarét, a section of Bab

hans in Behar, which may pos

sibly be of totemistic origin.

Bhusbare, a kul or section of

Bébhans in Behar.

Bhushné, a sub-caste of Kum

hars in Jessore ; a pat/ii or hyper

gamous sub-group of Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

  

Biér, a section of Sunris in

Behar.

Bibarhié, a section of Sonars

in Behar.

Bich, a group of the Sandi

sub-caste of Sunris in Western

Bengal, who are distillers.

Bichhu, a section of Sunris in

Behar.

Bichila, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Bichwar, a centipede, a to

temistic sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur.

Bid, a title of Baniyés.

Bidhiyé, a workman who

perforates precious stones, pearls,

coral, etc.

Bidriséz, a maker of bizlri or

inlaid work in silver on a basis of

inferior metal.

Bidyébégis, a literary title of

Brahmans in Bengal.

Bhusiwér, a sub-group of

Maghaiyé. Telis in Behar.

Bhuskulié, a mul or section of

the Ghosin sub-caste of Goalés in

Behar.

Bhusnépati, a sub-caste of

Kamars in Eastern Bengal.

B/zusundar, a synonym for

Bhuinmali.

Bkusur, a synonym for Brah

man and Rajput.

Bhusuwal, a thar or sept of

Démis in Darjiling, whose chief

profession is sewing.

Bh u-swémi, a landholder,

proprietor, prince, sovereign.

Bhuswére, a mu! of the

Krishnan section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bhut, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Bhuténe, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidahé Kalwérs.

Bhuténi, a native of Bhutan.

Bhuthé, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Bhutkuar, a sept of Lohars

and Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Biéhot, Biéhut, a sub-caste

of Kalwars in Behar who do not _ _

sell liquor and do not permit Bigahlfii *1 66051011 Of Bib

widows to remarry; a sub-caste 118-Ilsin B911"-1*

Bidyadhari, a mel or hyper

gamous sub-group of Rérhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Bid ératna, a literary title

of Bra mans in Bengal.

Bid;/zirtki, a seeker after learn

ing, a student.

Bid_I/asulo/chi, a seeker after

knowledge.
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Bihil or Binjha, a fish, a to- Bikauwa Brahmans who have

temistic sept of Bedyés in Chota

Nagpur.

Bihan, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Bihié, a section of the Biyéhut

and Kharidzihé Kalwars in Behar.

Bihishti, a water-bearer, gen

erally Mahomedans.

Bijéi, 0. mul or section of the

Cliliamulizi-Madhesia sub-caste of

Halwais in Behar.

Bijaibanéras, amul or section

of the Tinmulia Madhesizi and

of Bhojpurié. Halwais and

Kéndus in Behar.

Bijalpurié, a. section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Bijayapanditi, a me! or

hypergamous sub-group of R15-rhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Bijhunié, a. sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Bijkunja, a. griin of the

Kasyapa gotra of Bérendra.

Brahmans in Bengal.

Bikauwé, a class of Maithil

or Tirhutiya Brahmans in Behar

who derive their name from the

practice of selling themselves or

their sons in marriage to the

daughters of the lower classes of

Maithil Brahmans. Some Bik

married into the lower classes are

not received on equal terms by

the members of their own class,

but the women whom they marry

consider themselves raised by the

alliance.

Bikrél, o. tlmr or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Bikrampur, a sub-caste of

Telis in Eastem Bengal; a.

section of the Pachainya sub

caste of Doms.

Bilar, a section of Sonérs in

Behar.

Bilér, cat, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Bilaurié, a. section of Ayodhiz'i

basi Sonérs in Behar.

Bilkharia, a sept of Raj

puts of the Bachgoti Ohauhan

sub-tribe, so named from Bilkhar,

in Oudh.

Bilsar, a mul or section of the

Ayodhié. sub-caste of Hajjéms in

Behar.

Bilung, earth-salt, a totemistic

section of Kharias in Chota Nag

pur.

Bilwfir, a section of the

Amashta. Kayasths in Behar.

B i lwér or Bahaluvir, a sub-caste

auwé Brahmans have as many of Dosédhs in Behm._

as forty or fifty wives under this

system. The wives live with Bin, a. sub-caste of Malléhs in

their own parents, and are visited Behar; a sub-caste of Binds in

at intervals by their husbands. Eastern Bengal.

Qiflb, Bin, Bhind, Bindu, a large non-Aryan caste of Behar

an Upper India, employed in agriculture, earthwork, fishing,

hunting, making saltpetre, and collecting indigenous drugs. Tradi

tions current among the caste profess to trace their origin to the

Vindhya Hills of Central India; and one of these legends tells how

a traveller passing by the foot of the hills heard a strange flute-like
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sound coming out of a clump of bamboos. He cut a shoot and took

0, , from it a fleshy substance, which afterwards
"gm grew into a man, the supposed ancestor of the

Binds. The myth seems to be of a totemistic character, but other

traces of totemism are not forthcoming. Another story says that

the Binds and Nunias were formerly all Binds, and that the present

Nunias are the descendants of a Bind who consented to dig a

gave for a Mahomedan king and was outcasted for doing so.

r. Sherring treats the Binds as a branch of the Nuniés; others

regard the Nunias as a sub-caste of the Binds. The two castes

are probably related in some way, but the evidence at present

available does not enable us to determine with any approach to

certainty which should be considered the parent group. It seems

not improbable that the Binds may be a true aboriginal tribe, and the

Nunias a functional group differentiated by taking to the manufac

ture of earth-salt. But this is mainly conjecture.

The Binds of Behar are divided into two sub-castes——Khari€1t

and Gondh. Theses inare broken up intothe mu/s orsectionsshown

in the Appendix. he sections go by the male side, and the rule

which forbids a man to marry a woman of his own section is supple

mented by the standard formula mameré, c/iacherd, etc., prohibiting

intermarriage within certain degrees of collateral relationship. Binds

admit both infant and adult-marriage, but the former is deemed

more respectable, and all who can afford to do

so endeavour to get their daughters married

before they attain the age of puberty. Polygamy is permitted, but

only to the limited extent that a man may marry a second wife in

the event of the first proving barren. A widow is allowed to marry

again by the sagai form, but is expected to marry her deceased

husband’s younger brother or younger cousin, should such a relative

exist. Under no circumstances may she marry her late husband’s

elder brother or elder cousin. For the rest she is subject to the

same table of prohibited degrees that would have regulated her

marriage as a virgin. Divorce is not allowed. If a woman goes

wrong with a man of another caste, she is summarily turned adrift

and becomes a. prostitute, turns Mahomedan, or joins some religious

sect of dubious morality. Indiscretions within the caste are,

however, more leniently dealt with, and admit of being atoned for

by certain modes of penance. In such cases the woman, after

having made amends for her offence, returns to her husband. It

should be added that the morals of the Bind woman are said to be

by no means above reproach.

The marriage ceremony of the Binds presents no features of

special interest, and has obviously been modelled in most points

on the orthodox Hindu ritual. After the first negotiations have passed

between the parents of the bride and bridegroom, the headman

(ma-njan) and the caste council (panchéyat) are consulted on the

important question of prohibited degrees. This being settled,

the next step is g/aardek/zi, an exchange of visits, at which the bride

groom's people see the bride, and vice cersri. In the course of the

g/nzrdekki a date is fixed for tilals, when the brids’s relatives come

Marriage.

12
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to the bridegroom’s house and resent to him a rupee, a new

cloth, some cooking utensils, some etel leaves and arcca-nut, and fix

in the presence of the headman and some representatives of the

caste council an auspicious date for the celebration of the marriage.

The ceremony itself is substantially the same as that described

by Mr. Grierson at pages 362 seq. of Biluir Peasant Life.

The religion of the Binds, so far at least as it is concerned with

my _ the greater gods of the Hindu pantheon, is

'3'” equally wanting in individual character, and

ditfers in no material particulars from the vulgar Hinduism of

the lower castes of Behar. The external observances of Brahmanism

have been copied more or less accurately, while the esoteric doctrine,

on which the whole body of symbolism depends, is entirely unknown

to the votaries of the popular religion. Brahmans of the Maithil

sub-caste preside at the worship of Siva as Bhagavat and of his

consort as Jagadamba. Hanumén and the Narsingh avatar of

Vishnu are also held in reverence. But these greater gods are

worshipped at comparatively rare intervals, and far greater atten

tion is paid to rural gcdlings, such as Bandi, Sokha and Goraiyé,

to whom goats, boiled rice, cakes, and sweetmeats of various kinds are

ofiered every Wednesday by the men of each household; the offerings

being eaten afterwards by the members of the family and the deodi

relatives who are connected with the family by reason of their

sharing in the same domestic worshi . On Mondays and Fridays,

in the months of Baisakh and Asér, t e earth-god Bhuia is ap eased

with sacrifices of goats, sheep, and rice boiled in milk. In ravan

the Panch Pir receive cakes and rice from the men, women, and

children of the caste. Widows, however, may take no part in this

rite. Mira Sahib, a Mahomedan saint, and Lukmayi, a vengeful

goddess, who burns men’s houses with fire, are also worshipped in

due season. Twice a year the entire caste make offerings to

Tarturwaré. of achchhat rice, flowers, betel leaves, and sweetmeats,

which are afterwards divided among the caste brethren. The lcul

clevatzi, or patron deity of all Binds, is Kési Baba, about whom the

following story is told :-—-A mysterious epidemic was carrying off the

herds on the banks of the Gauges, and the ordinary expiatory

sacrifices were ineifectual. One evening a clownish Ahir on going

to the river saw a figure rinsing its mouth from time to time and

making an unearthly sound with a conch shell. The lout, concluding

that this must be the demon causing the epidemic, crept up and clubbed

the unsuspecting bather. Kési Néth was the name of the murdered

Brahman; and as the cessation of the murrain coincided with his

death, the low Hindustani castes have ever since regarded Kasi

Baba as the maleficent spirit that sends disease among their cattle.

Now-a-days he is propitiated by the following curious ceremony :—As

soon as an infectious disease breaks forth, the village cattle are massed

together and cotton seed sprinkled over them. The fattest and

sleekest animal being singled out is severely beaten with rods. The

herd, scared by the noise, scamper off to the nearest shelter, followed

by the scape bull; and by this means it is thought the murrain is

stayed. In ordinary times the Binds worship Kzisi Béba in a

F‘
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simpler fashion, each man in his own house, by presenting flowers,

perfumes, and sweetmeats. The latter, after having done duty

before the god, are eaten by his votary. Kasi Babs. no doubt was

an actual person who came by his end, if not exactly as told in the

legend, at least insome tragic fashion which led to his being elevated

to the rank of a god. In some of the other objects of the rural

worship we may perhaps see survivals of the primitive animism

which formed the religion of the aborigines of India before their

insensible conversion to Bralimanism. Some of the tribal deities

were, as we know, promoted to seats in the Hindu pantheon; others,

whose position was less prominent and whose hold on the mind of

the people was weaker, got thrust into the background as patrons

of various rural events.

Some of the Binds in Behar possess occupancy holdings,

Om mm but for the most part they are non-occupancy

P raiyats or landless day-labourers paid in cash or

kind. Fishing, well-sinking, building mud walls, mat and basket

making, preparing saltpetre, and doing earthwork on roads and

tanks, are among their chief occupations. A few of the more enter

prising members of the caste have risen to be traders, and visit

Bengal during the cold season with boat-loads of wheat, pulse,

and gram. Binds, or Rawats as they are commonly addressed,

rank socially with Koiris, Gangotas, etc., and have Maithil Brahmans

for their priests. In Ghazipur, says Dr. Wise, they are considered

a. pure caste, and in Shzihabad they are employed by Brahmans

as water-carriers. Their status, however, in relation to Brahmans

as regards water and pakki articles of food seems to vary in

different districts. In Champziran and Chota Nagpur, for example,

I am informed that Brahmans will take water and sweetmeats from

the hands of a Bind, while in Shahabad and Gya this appears not

to be the case. In view of the fact that Binds freely indulge in

spirit-drinking, eat crocodiles and field-rats like the Musahars, and are

very fond of pork when they can get it, I think it likely that the

rule is for them to be deemed impure.

Scattered colonies of Binds are also found along the great rivers of

_ _ Central and Eastern Bengal. In Dacca they

Belggff "‘ Eamm recognise three subdivisions—Jutaut Binds,

Niin Binds, and Bin. The first is the most

aristocratic, while those belonging to the second are degraded from

working as palanquin-bearers, manufacturers of salt (min), diggers,

and, it is said, grave-diggers. Representatives of the Bin division

are rarely met with, and I am inclined to doubt its existence. These

settlers, who are distinguished by the title Chaudhri, lead an irregular

life, eating pork and drinking spirits freely. Being debarred by

reason of having settled in Bengal from intermarriage with the Binds

of Behar and Upper India, they often find it difficult to procure wives

from the small expatriated commimities along the Padma. Some

cultivate the soil, others kill mullet with the harpoon or catch them

with sirki screens, like the berud. Another occupation is cuttin

tamarisk (jhdu) on the sandbanks of the Padma and selling it for fire

wood. By Binds, too, are made the best mud brasiers or c/nil/zcis, used
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on board all native boats for cooking. Many are cunning sportsmen,

and during December and January net great numbers of wild fowl

and snipe. After the rice harvest the Binds wander about the

country, digging up the stores of rice accumulated by field-rats in

their burrows. From four to six pounds of grain are usually found,

but even this quantity is sometimes exceeded. It is said that the

Binds feast on the rats; but this they deny, explaining that to do so

would be to reduce the next year’s find of grain.

A Dasnami Goséin periodically visits the Dacca Binds, acting

as their Guru, while a degraded Kanaujia Brahman ofliciates as

purohit. Many of the Bengali Binds belong to the Panch Piriya

sect, others worship Siva, and at the Mahabali festival sacrifice a ram

instead of the usual he-goat. At the Gangs. Pfija a swine is offered

to Jalka Devi, the popular goddess of the Chamérs. Karémat Ali and

the Farazi Maulavis have of late years converted many of these

outcaste Binds, but the village Muhammadans will not as yet associate

with them. These converts are usually styled by the peasantry

Chayli, from the Bengali word for the bard, or fish-trap.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Bind caste in 1872 and 1881 :—

 
 

 

 

  

1

DISTRICT. 1872. lBSl. DISTRICT. 1372. 1881.

Bardwan 76 14 Maimansinh 37 57

galifilura ... 112 83 ghittegphng g ..

ir um 1 inns .... ..

Midnapur 41 28 Patna . 3.400 3,870

Hughll 3 38 { 16 Gya 358 398

Howrah ... 9 Shahabld ... 21,388 24,582

%‘1-lgargenu 1°14: 10:: I Tirhut {i)ilP|:LbfllDIB } 1932; 25,5?

n lya , . oz erpur ' 1,5

Jessore 41 4 ‘ Saran 111,429 19,121

Khulna ... ... .... .. $1 Chalnvnran 21,730 23,569

Murshedl-bad 787 887 Mongh_vr ... 13,106 10,000

Din_a'pur ... ... ... 117 29 Bhngulpur 2,531 3,8!2

R-ll]! ye --- ... ... 719 876 Purneah 7,520 8,750

Rangpur .. 4 Maldnh ... 6,002 7,341

Bozra 100 91 ssntal_Par|;anu 2,934 2,377

ll;uhr}1laBeh 1,100 1,00: Il’l0azun%h ... ... .... .. 13-i

uc I1‘ ... hard ... .... .. 1,526

Decca 153 167 Bingbhum 12

Feridvur 151 275 Mani-hum 1s

Bakargmj 2: Tributary States .... .. 62

 

Bindu, a synonym for Bind. tor had emigrated from Bho

tan.

Bindu a title of Dakshin- - - -
Rarhi and Bangaja Kayasths. dé*?al:_dYa’ a resident of Bmh

Bindumbo, B. rui or sept of Binha, a, sept of Mundas in

Dejong Lhoris, whose ances- Ohota Nagpur.

_ fillljlllé, Birjjid, Brjiié, Binj/nvér, an agricultural and land

holdlng tribe found in the south of the Lohardagé. district, in

_Palamau, and in the Tributary States of Gangpur and Sarguja

m Bengal and l_Patn_a in the Central Provinces. The Binjhiés of the

south are peculiar in that within their own households they speak
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Uriya, their language for ordinary purposes being the jargon of

Hindi current in Chota Nagpur. Mr. W. H. P. Driver describes

them as a quiet, unwarlike people, flat-faced and black, but of good

physique, and wearing their hair in matted

locks. He considers them nearly allied to

the Asuras or Agarias. Like many similar tribes, they are

divided into two sub-tribes—the Pahériya Binjhiés and Dand

Binjhiés, so called from living respectively in the hills and

in the plains. Their traditions, like those of the Binds, associate

them with the Vindhya Hills, where the god Mahadeo is supposed

to have created them by breathing life into a scare-crow, and the

resent representatives of the caste in Chota Nagpur say that

Batanpur, in the Central Provinces, was their original habitat.

From Ratanpur they moved eastward to Borésomar, thence to

Keonjhar, and thence to Nagra in Gangpur. From this place a

branch of them found their way, some twenty generations ago, to

the plateau of Chota Nagpur, where they are now settled, the bulk

of them as occupancy raiyats, and the chief men of the caste as

tenure-holders of the second or third degree claiming lc/umt kdti

rights under the Maharaja of Chota Nagpur.

The Rand-Binjhiés have four exogamous septs:—Nég, the

snake; Dédul ; Bhair, supposed to be short for Bhairava; and Kési.

The first two are clearly totemistie, and the members of these septs

reverence the animals whose names they bear. The sept name goes

by the male side. The prohibited degrees are the same as in the

case of the Rautias. The hill Binjhias have no septs, or rather the

village takes the place of the sept; the rule being that a man must

get his wife from a strange village. A. man may marry two sisters,

provided he marries the elder of the two first, but not otherwise;

a wife’s elder sister (jet/i sds) being regarded by the husband in the

light of a mother. Among the Dand-Binjhiés, girls are married

either as infants or after they have attained the age of puberty, the

marriage being arranged between the parents

by a male broker or bisut ; but the Pahé.riya

Binjhias still adhere to adult-marriage. The usual bride-price

is Rs. 4. Polygamy is permitted without any theoretical limit

on the number of wives. It is unusual, however, to find a man

with more than two wives, and the largest number ever heard

of is six. Mr. Driver says three is the outside limit, but

I suspect this statement represents little more than the improvised

reply of his informants to a question which they had never con

sidered. At all events one would be curious to know on what

principle this particular number was fixed. With the Binjhiés, as

with all polygamous castes, the standard of living sets impassable

bounds to the indulgence oi caprice in the matter of wives. Widows

are allowed to marry again by the sagai form. It is considered the

right thing for a widow to marry her husband’s younger brother

(dewar) if there is one; but she may marry any one outside of her

iather’s section and her original circle of prohibited degrees. Divorce

is permitted on the ground of adultery by the wife or the inability of

the parties to get on together. Either husband or wifo may take

Internal structure.

Marriage.
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the initiative, and the bride-price and marriage expenses are supposed

to be repaid.

The marriage ceremony of the Dand-Binjhiais differs little from

that in vogue among the Rautias. Sz'ndurda'n, or the smearing of

vermilion on the bride’s forehead, and knotting the clothes of the

bride and bridegroom together, are the essential portions of the rite.

Sometimes the parties are married first to a mango-tree, but this

practice is not universal or necessary. The hill Binjhiés use oil

instead of vermilion.

In matters of religion the more civilised Dénd-Binjhias of the

south profess to be orthodox Hindus, and

worship Devi under the name Vindhu-baisini,

‘the dweller in the Vindhyas,’ as the islzfadevatd or patron

goddess of the caste. They also reverence Jagannith. Their

minor deities are Chadri Devi and Gram-sri, the goddesses who

preside over villages. To both goats are sacrificed, but those

offered to the former must he black. The gods of the Pahé.riyé

Binjhias are Debi, Sing-Bonga or the Sun, Nind-Bon A or the

Moon, and Mahadeo, who are worshipped by a Binj it priest

called the Baigé.-Pahan and his assistant the Dewar, who offer the

sacrifices, while the Pujari or consulting priest determines what the

sacrifice should be. Brahmans are employed in the worship of the

greater gods and in the pmpitiation of dead ancestors, whom they

call mud. These Brahmans incur no social degradation by serving

Binjhiés. The dead are burned or buried. In the latter case the

grave is dug deep and a cairn of large stones set with thorn bushes

made up to keep off jackals and hyenas. Wealthy men make a

merit of taking some of the ashes from the funeral pyre and

casting them into the Ganges at Benares; but in fact this is rarely

done, and the pretence of doing it is a mere imitation of the

customs of the higher castes. Srdddk is performed by those who

wish to make a parade of their orthodoxy; but even in these cases

I am informed that some of the essential portions of the standard

ceremony are omitted. The festivals of the tribe are the Phagué.

in February, the Sarhul in April, the China-parab or sowing

feast in June or July, the Karma in October, and the Arw./1 or

Kharway (harvest-home) in November, when a sacrifice is ofiered to

Mahadeo.

Binjhiés do not follow the Mitéksharé, which is the personal

law of most Hindus residing in Lohardaga.

Inheritance among them is governed by a

tribal custom of their own, which gives the bulk of a man’s

estate to his eldest son, subject to the obligation to make

life-grants from the property for the maintenance of his younger

brothers. Daughters do not share in the inheritance; but the

eldest son is expected to maintain them in the paternal house and

to get them married. In the order of succession a younger son

by a wife who was married by the full marriage ceremony (bydk)

excludes an elder son by a sagai wife, but the latter is entitled

to maintenance—a right which is denied to the son of a concubine.

These customs are recognised by the courts.

Religion.

Succession.
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For the decision of questions of caste usage, the Binjhiés have

a. representative assembly consisting of delegates from every house

hold in the community. The president, whose oflice is hereditary,

is called kartd/za'. The rules of debate are, as might be supposed,

highly primitive. After enough talking has been done to enable

the president to gather the sense of the assembly, he states his

own view, and the decision, as in Homeric times, goes by

acclamation.

Notwithstanding that they eat fowls and wild pig, both abomin

able in the eyes of the orthodox, the Dand

Binjhiés of the south are deemed to be

Hindus, and enjoy much the same social rank as the Rautias.

They will take cooked food only from the hands of known Brah

mans; sweetmeats, etc., from Rajputs; and water from Rautias,

Orhs, Kumhars, Ahirs, Khandaits, and Zamindar-Jhoras, but not

Kharwérs or Bhogtas. 'l‘he hill Binjhias, according to Mr. Driver,

eat buffaloes, cows, and the dlzdman snake. but monkeys, frogs, and

ordinary snakes are forbidden food.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Binjhias in 1872 and 1881:

Socinl status.

 

Dlsnucr. j 1872. I 1881.

Lohardaga ... ... . . . 2,665 1,043

Tributary States 2,705 2,616

Binjhwdr, a synonym for Bin- Biréji, a nml or section of the

jhié. Ghosin sub-caste of Goalés in

Behar.

Binjoar, a sept of Kharwars _ _ _

in chem Nagpun Birar, cat, a totemistic sept of

Téntis in Chota Nagpur.

Binjuar, an eel, a totemistic
sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur‘ Birbansa, a title of Doms.

B 6 t f R Birbhairab, asection of Jugis.

. r. . t . . IBehjgl i a Bap 0 ajpu 8 m Birbhumlé, a sub-caste of

Lohzirs in the Santal Parganas.

Binsaiyé a pur or section of - - - .
Sakadwipi llrahmans in Behar. KéBn'({:sni;1 81'; €§(£,1?n of Maghaya

Bipra, a synonym for Brah- Birho or Birhor, a, sept of

man in Bengal. Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

$111101‘, ‘ wood-man,’ a small Dravidian tribe of Chota Nagpur,

who live in the jungle in tiny huts made of branches of trees and

leaves, and eke out a miserable living by snaring hares and monkeys,

and collecting jungle products, especially the bark of the C/10b creeper

(Ban/n'm'a scandcns), from which a coarse kind of rope is made. They

claim to be of the same race as the Kharwars, and to come from
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Khairagarh in the Kaimur hills, but this legend, like similar stories

_ _ told by the Santé-ls and Oraons, can hardly be

0“gm' deemed to possess any historical value, and

probably refers to a migration of comparatively recent date. A list

of the Birhor septs is given in Appendix I. Two at least are

totemistic ; the others appear to be local or territorial. One of them,

Hemrom, is found also among the Santéls, but with them it means

a horse, while the Birhors say it is a kind of fish.

Primitive as the habits of the Birhors are, they seem to have

been to some extent affected by the influence of

Hindu ideas. Marriage is a case in point.

The free courtship in vogue among the compact Dravidian tribes

has fallen into disuse, and parents arrange the marriage of their

daughters at an early age. Three rupees is the standard bride-price.

The tribe does not employ Brahmans, nor have they any special

priests of their own. The marriage ceremony is therefore very sim

ple, its essential and binding portion consisting in the process of

drawing blood from the little fingers of the bride and bridegroom and

smearing it on each of them. The bride stays two days in her hus

band’s hut, and then goes back to her father's until she is grown up.

The Birhor religion is, as might be expected, a mixture of

_ _ Animism and Hinduism. If questioned on the
Rghglom subject, the Birhors themselves will endeavour

in their replies to give prominence to the Hindu elements, and to

make themselves out more orthodox than they a.re, and with singular

ingenuity they seek to harmonize the two systems by assigning to

Devi the chief place in their Pantheon, and making out the animistic

godlings, to borrow Mr. Ibbets0n’s expressive word, to be her

daughters and granddaughters. Thus, according to Colonel Dalton,

an oblong piece of wood, painted red, stands for Maha Maya, Devi’s

daughter; a small piece of white stone daubed with vermilion for her

granddaughter, Buria Mai, and an arrow head for Dudha Mai, Buria’s

daughter. A trident, painted red, represents Hanumzin, who carries

out Devi’s orders. The minor gods, whose animistic character has

not as yet been disguised by any veneer of Hinduism, are Biru Bhut,

worshipped in the form of a raised semi-globe of earth, and Darha,

a Mundéri-Oraon deity, represented by a piece of split bamboo some

three feet high, stuck slantwise in the ground. The latter is also

known as the sipahi or sentry, a term not uncommonly applied to

minor gods of this type, and is supposed to be the immediate

guardian of the place. A small round piece of wood about a foot

long, with the upper part painted red, is called Banhi, goddess of

the jungles. Another similar emblem stands for Sugu, a big hill in

the south of the Hazaribagh district. Sets of these symbols are

placed on either side of their huts to scare off evil spirits, snakes,

tigers, and misfortune generally. When a Birhor dies, his body is

burned and the remnant thrown, as Birhors say, into the Ganges, but

really into any stream that may happen to be handy. For ten days

the relatives show their grief by not shaving. On the eleventh they

shave and have a feast. Birhors have been accused of eating their

dead relations, but the evidence on this point is not convincing, and

Colonel Dalton says he has no faith in the story.

Marriage. '
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Birhorichopdér, a title of

those members of the Birhor

caste who make string (chop)

from the bark of trees, as distin

guished from Birhcrs proper, who

collect honey and wax from the

jungle and make sikas for carry

ing burdens.

Birinjéri, a variant of Ban

jéra, q.v.

Birj, a section of the Panch

jéti sub-caste of Khatris in Ben

gal.

Birjié, a sub-tribe of Asuras

and Goalés in Chota Nagpur.

Birnéwar, a section of the

Amashta Kayasths in Behar.

Birtié, a Brahman who lives

on a grant made to him for reli

gious service or as a Kathak or

reciter of sacred poems.

Birué, a sept of Hos in Sing

bhum.

Birwé, a sept of the Surya

bansi sub-tribe of Rajputs m

Behar.

Birwél, a sub-caste of Bhuiyés

in Singbhum.

Birwér, a sept of the Chan

drabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs in

Behar.

Bisé. or Birédari Réjé, a sub

caste of Agarwals who hold a

degraded position on account of

their alleged illegitimate descent.

Biséin, a sept of the Surajbansi

sub-tribe of Rajputs in Behar.

They cannot intermarry with

persons of the Ghaubhan and

Mahraur septs, being supposed to

be descended from the same an

cestor.

Bisaiwér-Nénhpur, a mul of

the Kasyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

139 BISKA.RMA'.

Bisaiwér-Bisphi, a m-ul of the

Kasyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Bisarié, a sub-caste of Kahars.

Biséti, a pedlar, a hawker, a

vendor of miscellaneous goods,

whose stock embraces stationery,

hardware, china, twines, thread,

etc.; a trader not keeping a

shop, but exposing his wares on

a carpet or mat spread on the

ground.

Bisdelié. a sub-caste of Doms

in Bengal who make baskets and

palm-leaf mats.

Bishdharf, holder of poison ;

a title of snake-charmers, usually

Mails or Samperiyas by caste.

Bishnbrit-dér, a Brahman

holding lands granted in honour

of Vishnu.

Bishnu, a gotra or section of

Brahmans and Baidyas in Ben

gal; a. title of Dakshin-Rarhi

and Bangaja Kéyasths; a sept

of Bairagis in Chota Nagpur.

Bishnupur, a saméj or local

group of the Paschatya Baidik

Brahmans in Bengal.

Bishoi, a title of Karangas.

Bishtwér, a sub-caste of Sun

ris in Behar.

Bisishta Sakti, a fluzr of the

Basishtha gotra of Nepali Brah

mans.

Biskarmé (Viswakarmzi), a

gotra or section of the Kananjié.

Lohars in Behar. This desig

nation has been borrowed from the

Brahmanical system in compar

atively recent times; and, as the

sub-caste has only one other

section (Kasyapa) of the same

type, operates only to a limited
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extent as a bar to intermarriage.

In fact, no systematic use appears

to be made of these Brahmanical

exogamous designations; for the

sub-caste has no less than 360

sections (muls and dike) of the

ancestral or local type. The

adoption of the tutelary god of

the caste as the eponym of a

section is an instance of a prac

tice noticed by Professor W.

Robertson Smith as common

among the early Arabs. A gotra

bearing the name Viswakarma is

also found among the Maghaya

Barhis of Behar.

Bisokia, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Bisra, hawk, a totemistic sept

of Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

The word is apparently a variant

of Besra, q.v.

Bisrot, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Bisru, a bird, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bissoi or Bishayi, the chief of

a district in Orissa collecting

the Government revenue and

exercising police and udicial

authority.

Biswél, a title of Uriyé. Brah

mans.

Biswémitra, a section of

Brahmans, Kayasths, and Oi

Tzintis in Bengal.

Biswés, a title of Baruis,

Chésadhobés, Jugis, Kaibarttas,

Kewats, Kumhars, Népits, and

Pods, and an honorary title of

Kayasths in Bengal; a section of

the Maghaya sub-caste of Kum

hars, and a title of Nagars in

Behar.

Biswés-Madak, a sub-caste of

Madhunapits in Bengal.

F‘

Bit, a title of Tantis in Bengal.

Bitél, s. sub-sept of the Murmu

sept of Santéls.

Bitér, a title of Doms in Behar.

Bitwér, a sub-caste of Sunris

in Behar.

Biyéhot, Biyahuté, a sub

caste of Hajjams in Behar who

do not permit the marriage of

widows.

Biyéhut, a sub-caste of Sunris

in Behar who do not allow widow

marriage : they are grain-deal

ers and shopkeepers ; a sub-caste

of Kurmis H1 Behar who do not

permit widows to marry again.

It is often used in contradistinc

tion to Sagéhut.

Biyéhut or Bhojpuri, a sub

caste of Kalwérs in Behar.

Biyéhuta, a sub-caste of

Baniyés who sell grain and do

not allow widows to remarry.

Boar, fish, a sub-sept of the

Murmu sept of Santals.

Boch o, a bird, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bod, a sept of Gonds in Chota

Nagpur.

Bodo, a sub-tribe of the Kochh

tribe in Northern and Eastern

Bengal.

Bodra, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur whose ancestors

neglected to wash their mouths

after eating.

Bodré, a sept of Lohars in

Chota Nagpur.

Bodru, a sept of Hos in Sing

bhum.

Boga, a sept of Chakmas in

i the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.
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Bohandié, a cultivator who

has not a plough of his own and

either works with a hoe or a

borrowed plough.

Boh it, a title of the Dhusia

sub-caste of Chamars in Behar.

Bojra, a kind of grass, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Bokhime, a tlmr or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Bola, a sept of the Tung

jainya sub-tribe of Chakmas in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Bomjan, a section of Murmis

in Darjiliug.

Bon-Gonju, a title of N<’tges

wars in Chota Nagpur.

Bonthérua, a Mar or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Bora, a kind of snake, a totem

istic sept of Chiks in Chota Nag

pur.

Borél, a title of Kaibarttas in

Bengal.

Bordi, a. section of Tantis in

Chota Nagpur.

Borhé, a section of Sonérs in

Behar.

Borhgrémi, a gain of the

Bétsya gatra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Borié, a group of Maghaiyé

Telis in Behar.

Borosénp, a section of Mau

liks in Chota Nagpur.

Borsege, a sept of Chakmas in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Bosmathé, a sept of theA nia

sub-tribe of Meches in the ar

jiling Terai.

Bot, a sub-tribe of Thérus in

Behar.

Boyong, a llmr or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Brahma, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kziyasths.

Brahmachéri, a youth of

either of the three first pure

classes during his pupilage and

while studying the Vedas. A

mendicant who professes to have

prolonged the period of student

ship and to observe through life

the practice of study, poverty,

and continence. In general,

however, an ignorant vagrant;

a Brahman recluse; a title of

Brahmans.

Qpghmgn, Bdman, Bipra, Dwzja, Tluikur, Sarmd, Deva-Sarmci,

Traditions of origin.

B/mde-va, B/ausur, Agraja, lllaluirrijji, Bzibriji,

Gosdinfi, the highest of the three twice-born

castes, originally the priests of the Aryan community, and now

engaged in various professions and following all respectable means

of livelihood, except those involving personal or ceremonial pollution.

Concerning the origin of the caste there has been much discussion,

and it is hardly possible to speak of it without to some extent

touching upon the vexed question of the origin and development of

the caste system itself. Orthodox tradition as expressed in the so

called Institutes of Mann, in the Mahabharata, in the Purénas, and

in the Jatimala. or Garland of Castes, refers the evolution of the four

original castes to a special act of creation, whereby from the mouth

of the Supreme Being proceeded the Brahman, from his arms the
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Kshatriya, from his thighs the Vaisya. and from his foot the Sudra.

Each of these orders had their special function in life assigned to

them according to their natural aptitudes. To the Brahman the

knowledge and teaching of things divine ; to the Kshatriya defence

of the land from its enemies; to the Vaisya pasture and tillage of

the soil; and to the Sudra the duty of doing willing service to the

higher ranks. In the Purusha-Sfikta h mn of the Rig Veda we find

a more fanciful an 0 the same legend. The gods

drag the primeval man (pm-usha), regarded apparently as the micro

cosm or type of all mankind, to the sacrifice, and hew him into

four pieces, which, according to the dignity of the members as in

the former legend, become the four castes. Another account of

the matter is given in the Mahabharata:—In the beginning, says

Bhrigu, there was no distinction of castes or colour. All men

were Brahmans. Created by Brahma on one model, their own

actions served to divide them. Brahmans who yielded to the

desires of the senses, who gave themselves up to anger and pride,—

these, reddened by auger, became Kshatriyas; others who followed

after pasture and agriculture grew yellow and were Vaisyas ;

others again, hasty, mendacious, and immoral, wholly lost their

pristine purity, became black, and were turned into Sudras. A

third legend seeks to bring the rise of the caste system into

some sort of genealogical relation with the heads of ancient tribes

and families of the Vedic era. This story represents the mythical

Mann as the father of all mankind, and ascribes to his sons or

grandsons the formation of the four castes. Members of the race of

the Sun are mentioned, who became Bréhmans—“ Kshatriya by

birth, Brahman by profession ”—as the legend puts it; while

the Saunaka of the race of the Moon, the descendants of Pururavas,

became Brahmans, Kshatriyas, or Vaisyas, according to their degree

of personal merit. In another place we hear of a mighty king,

named Bali, to whom Brahma delegated authority to found the

caste system.

These and similar legends, however destitute of historical

accuracy, serve nevertheless to throw some light upon the probable

origin of the caste system generally, and of the Brahman caste in par

ticular. They make it clear that early Indian tradition assumes

the substantial unity of the Aryan race; that it looks upon kings

and priests as men fashioned of the same substance, and on the

distinctions of caste as having been gradually evolved rather than

created before the beginning of time.

Caste then, at least in the rigid form in which we now know

it, is an institution of comparatively late origin. During Vedic

times, though the germ of Brahmanism may be traced in the

relations between the purohita and the maghavzin, the separation of

classes was no sharper than naturally arose from differences of

occupation ; and with the exception of a single hymn of later origin,

the testimony of the whole body of Vedic literature as interpreted

by modern scholars is adverse to the existence of a clearly-defined

hierarchy of endogamous castes. Even in the Epic era the system
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had not hardened into its later form. Marriages between members of

different castes were possible. We hear of Vidura the Kshattar, son

of a Brahman father and Sudra mother, of Yuyutsu the Karan, son

of Dhritarashtra by a Vaisya wife, and we are told that the former

took a prominent part in public business, while the latter was con

spicuous in battle. Finally, in the statement that among the

impious Aryans of the Panjab only the eldest son of a Brahman

becomes a Brahman, we may surely find a survival of an earlier order

of ideas, of the belief that all Aryans are of one blood, and that

Bréhmanhood is a matter of personal qualities and aptitudes rather

than of descent.

The best modern opinion seems disposed to find the germ of the

Brahman caste in the bards, ministers, and family priests who were

attached to the king’s household in Vedic times. Different stages of

this institution may he observed. In the earliest ages the head of

every Aryan household was his own priest, and even a king would

himself perform the sacrifices which were appropriate to his rank.

By degrees families or guilds of priestly singers arose, who sought

service under the kings, and were rewarded by rich presents for the

hymns of praise and prayer recited and sacrifices otfered by them on

behalf of their masters. As time went on, the sacrifices became more

numerous and more elaborate, and the mass of ritual grew to such an

extent that the king could no longer cope with it unaided. The

employment of puro/tits or family priests, formerly optional, now

became a sacred duty if the sacrifices were not to fall into disuse. The

Brahman obtained a monopoly of priestly functions, and a race of

sacerdotal specialists arose which tended continually to close its ranks

against the intrusion of outsiders. The idea that virtue made the

Brahman gave place to the belief in the efficacy of birth. Inter

marriage with other ranks of the Aryan community was first dis

couraged and then wholly prohibited, and thus by degrees was

developed the rigid law of endogamy which distinguishes the

Indian caste system from other apparently similar forms of social

gradation.

The Brahman caste is commonly divided into ten largo classes,

Immalstmctur according to their locality: five on the north

°' and five on the south of the Vindhya range.

The classes are thus arranged in a Sanskrit mnemonic stanza quoted

by Dr. Wilson

(I) The five Dravidas, south of the Vindhyé. range :—

(1) The Mahdrdslm-as, of the country of the Marathi

language.

(2) The Andkrar or Tailangas, of the country of the

Telugu language.

(3) The Drdvidas, of the country of the Dravidian or

Tamil language.

(4) The Kdrmitas, of the Karnatika, the country of the

Canarese language.

(5) The Gm;/‘av-as, of Gurjarashtra, or the country of

the Gujarati language.
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(II) The five Gauras, north of the Vyndhyé range :

(1) The Sliraslvafas, so called from the country watered

by the river Saraswati.

(2) The Ka'nyaA-ubjas, so called from the Kénwakubja

or Kanauj country.

(3) The Gauras, so called from Gaur, or the country

of the Lower Ganges.‘

(4) The Uf/ralas, of the province of Utkala or Odra

<°M.">.- . . . .
(5) The Maitlnlas, of the province of Mithila (Tirhut).

The Brahmans found in the Lower Provinces of Bengal belong

to one or other of the Gaura groups. A tabular scheme of their

subdivisions, which are extremely intricate, will be found in the

Appendix. In the following brief description it will be convenient

to deal first with the Brahmans of Bengal Proper, then with those

of Behar, and lastly with the Utkal or Orissa Brahmans. The

Bengal Brahmans are divided into five main sub-castes—R/umr,

BARBNDRA, VAIDIK, SAPTASATI, and Manarssnam.

The Rarhi Brahmans derive their name from the Rarh, or the

high-lying alluvial tract on the west bank of

the river Bhagirathi. Their claim to be of

comparatively pure Aryan descent is to some extent borne out by the

results of the anthropometric inquiries recorded in another volume of

this work. The current tradition is that early in the eleventh

century A.D., Adisura or Adisvara, King of Bengal, finding the

Brahmans then settled in Bengal too ignorant to perform for him

certain Vedio ceremonies, applied to the Rajé of Kauauj for priests

thoroughly conversant with the sacred ritual of the Aryans. In

answer to this request five Brahmans of Kanauj were sent to him—

Bhatta Naréyana of the Szindilya section or gotra ; Daksha of the

Kasyapa gotra ; Vedagarva or Vidagarbha of the Vatsa gotra, or, as

other accounts say, from the family of Bhrigu; Chandra or Chhandara

of the Szivarna gotra; and Sriharsa of the Bharadwaja gotra. They

brought with them their wives, their sacred fire, and their sacrificial

implements. It is said that Adisura was at first disposed to treat

them with scanty respect, but he was soon compelled to ac

knowledge his mistake and to beg the Brahmans to forgive him.

He then made over to them five populous villages, where they

lived for a year. Meanwhile the king was so impressed with

the superhuman virtue of Bhatta Nérayana, who was a son of

Kshitisa, King of Kanauj, that he offered him several more villa es.

The Brahman, however, declined to take these as a gift, ut

bought them, as the story goes, at a low price. They were annexed

to the village already in Bhatta Nérayana’s possession, and the

whole area was relieved from payment of revenue for twenty

four years. Thus tradition chronicles an early B-ra/zmoltar grant,

the first it may be of the long series of similar transactions

which have played so important a part in the history of land

Rftrhi.

' This statement sccms doubtful, sec p. 157 below.
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tenures, in the development of castes, and in promoting the spread

of orthodox Hinduism throughout Bengal. Adisura did what the

Rajas of outlying tracts of country have constantly done since

and are doing still. A local chief, far removed from the great

centres of Brahmanical lore, somehow becomes aware of his cere

monial shortcomings. Probably, as is narrated of Adisura him

self, a wandering Brahman brings home to him that his local

ritual is not up to the orthodox standard. He sends for Brahmans.

gives them grants of land near his own residence, and proceeds

with their assistance to reform his ways on the model of the

devout kings whom Brahmanical literature holds up as the ideal

for a Rajé. to follow after. The Brahmans find for him a pedigree

of respectable antiquity or provide him with a family legend,

and in course of time he succeeds in getting himself recognised

as a member of some branch of the great Rajput community.

Although the immigrant Brahmans brought their wives with

them, tradition says that they contracted second marriages with

the women of Bengal, and that their children by the latter

were the ancestors of the Barendra Brahmans. The Barendra,

on the other hand, claim to represent the ofispring from the original

Hindustani wives, and allege that the Rérhi Brahmans themselves

spring from the mésalliance contracted in Bengal.

By the middle of the eleventh century, when Ballél Sen,

the second of the Sen kings of Bengal, instituted his famous

inquiry into the personal endowments of the Rérhi Brahmans, their

numbers seem to have increased greatly. They are represented as

divided into 56 gziins or headships of villages, which were reserved

for them, and might not be encroached upon by Brahmans of

other orders.

It is interesting to trace in Ballal Sen’s inquiry the survival or

reassertion of the principle referred to above as recognised in ancient

times, that the Brahmanhood of the Brahman depends not merely

on birth, but also upon personal endowments. It is a question of

virtue, nota question of descent. Ballal Sen, of course, could not

go so far as this. The time had long passed when a Kshatriyu could

transform himself into a Brahman by penance and self-denial.

But the Sen monarch sought to reaflirm the ancient principle,

so far as was then possible, by testing the qualifications of each

Rarhi family for the priestly office, and classifying them, in the

order of their virtue, according to the results of this examination.

The following nine qualities were selected to serve as the touch

stone of sacerdotal purity:—A'ck¢ir, ceremonial purity; vinaya,

discipline; vidyd, learning; pratisktha, reputation for purity; t:'rtha

darsana, zeal in pilgrimage; niaktha, piety; amaze, observance of legal

marriages; lapa, ascetic self-devotion; déna, liberality.

Tradition is silent concerning the precise method in which Ballal

Sen carried out his somewhat inquisitorial measures. It seems,

however, to be certain that some kind of inquiry into the nine

characteristic Brahmanical qualities was held under his orders, and

that the kul or social and ceremonial standing of each family was

determined accordingly. Some say that twenty-two gains were

K
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raised to the highest distinction. Lakshmana Sen discarded four

teen gdina on account of their misconduct, and they became gauna

Kulins, an order which has now disappeared. Nineteen families

belonging to the other eight gziins were made Kulins. The other

families of these eight gains wore lost sight of. Thus two classes or

grades of sacerdotal virtue were formed :—(1) the Kulin, being those

who had observed the entire nine counsels of perfection; (2) the

Srotriya, who, though regular students of the Vedas, had lost avritti

by intermarrying with families of inferior birth. The Srotriya

were again subdivided into Siddha or perfect, Sadhya or capable

of attaining purity, and Kashta or ditficult. The last-named group

was also called Ari or enemy, because a Kulin marrying a daughter

of that group was disgraced.

The relations of these three classes in respect of marriage were

regulated by the principle laid down in the

Institutes of Mann for members of the three

twice-born castes, a principle for which Mr. Denzil Ibbetson has

adopted the convenient and expressive name of /1._v/pergam]/. The

rule was that a man of the Kulin class could marry a woman of

his own class or of the two higher Srotriya classes; a Siddha Srotriya

could marry in his own group or in the Sadhya Srotriya group;

while the Sédhya and Kashta Srotriyas might take wives only

within the limits of their own classes. Conversely, women of the

Sadhya Srotriya class could marry in their own class or the two

classes above them ; Siddha Srotriya women in their own class or in

the Kulin class; while Kulin women at one end of the scale and

Kashta women at the other were restricted in their choice of husbands

to the Kulin and Kashta groups. Unequal or irregular marriages

involved loss of reputation and forfeiture of rank. On the other hand,

the marriage of a girl into a good Kulin house conferred a sort of

reflected honour on her own family, and in course of time

this idea was developed into the doctrine known as kula-gotra, where

by the reputation of a. family depended upon the character of the

marriages made by its female members.

This singular and artificial organization deranged the natural

balance of the sexes, and set up a vigorous competition for husbands

among the women of the higher groups. The Bansajas are those

Kulins who lost their distinction on account of misconduct, i.e., their

want of charity, discipline, and due observance of marriage law, three

qualities which in later times constituted Kulinism.

The growth of the Bansaj a class introduced a further element

of complication. In the struggle for husbands, Kulin girls who had

no brothers or whose mothers were widows were often given

to the sons of Bansaja parents ; but families resorting to this device

were excluded from the recognised cadre. Thus the brothers of a

girl who married beneath her at once became Bansaja, but this

de radation did not extend to her uncles. If an original Kulin married

a. Ilansaja maiden, he himself became a Swakrita Bhanga or

broken Brahman. His descendants in the second generation were

known as Dwipurusha, in the third as Tripurusha, and in the

fourth as Ghaturthapurusha. After this stage special designations

Marriage.

4-""‘
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were dropped, and the branch was merged in the Bansaja

class. Although in theory these lower branches were completely

cut off from the original hierarchy formed by Ballal Sen, natural

instincts could not be wholly eradicated from a number of

closely related families, and girls of the Bhanga and Bansaja

groups used to marry their cousins of the elder branch. It

might perhaps have been expected that these roups would have

been admitted to the same privileges as the rotriya, but this

was not the case.

The invasion of Bengal by the Muhammadans in 1203 and

the instant collapse of the Hindu kingdom was not without its

effect upon the matrimonial organization of the Rérhi Brahmans.

Ballél Sen’s reforms had been imposed upon the caste by the

order of a Hindu ruler, and their observance depended upon the

maintenance of his supervising authority. When this cheek was

removed, the system could no longer hold together, and soon showed

signs of breaking up completely. Artificial restrictions had been

introduced; the natural balance of the sexes had been disturbed, and

a disastrous competition for husbands had set in among the three

original groups. New and inferior groups had sprung up, and their

natural ambitions still further swelled the demand for Kulin hus

bands. The pressure of necessity soon showed itself too strong for the

rules. Poor Kulins sold their family rank and honour for the

bridegroom-price, which had taken the place of the bride-price

of earlier .times; they added to the number of their wives

without regard to the respectability of the families from which

they came; and they raised their prices as the supply of suitable

husbands diminished and competition ran higher for a Kulin

bridegroom.

The reforms undertaken in the fourteenth century by Devi

Vara, a ghatak or genealogist of Jessore, extended only to the

Kulins. These were divided into three grades—(i) Swabhéva or

original Kulins, (ii) Bhanga, (iii) Bansaja. The Swabhava grade

was further subdivided into 36 mels or endogamous groups," each

bearing the name of the original ancestor of the clan or of his

village. This restriction of the marriages of Kulins to their own mel

was the leading feature of Devi Vara’s reform. Its principle was

adopted and extended, it is believed, by the Kulins themselves,

in the singular arrangement known as Pélti-Prakriti, or preservation

of the type, by which families of equal rank were formed into triple

groups as it were, for matrimonial purposes, and bound to observe

a sort of reciprocity. Thus Mukhuti families were bound to marry

their sons to the daughters of the Chatterji and Banerji families, and

vice oer-rd. All kinds of complications are said to have arisen

* The names of the mele are as follows :—Phuliyu, Khardaha, Sarvva

nandi, Ballabhi, Snrai. :_\'cl1a'n'ya Sekhari, Pandit Ratni, Bangala, Gopala

Ghataki,§Chi'1yanarendri, Pramadani, Dasaratha Ghataki, Subliarajaklnini,

Nariya, Bays, Bhattaraghavi, Dehati, Chayi. Vijaya Pundit, Chadai, Madliéi,

Bidyadhari, Pzirihal, Sri Rangabhatti. Mziladkara Khfmi, Kfiknmvi, Hari

Majumdéri. Sri Bandhani, Bhairava Ghataki, Achambita, Dhanidhari, Vale,

B6-ghava Ghosaili, Sungo Sarvvanandi, Sadanauda Khani, Chandravati.

K2
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from this understanding. If, for example, the Mukhuti had only

one marriageable son and the Chatterji or Baneiji ten daughters

approaching puberty, the former must marry all ten or all must

remain spinsters. Meantime the rush of competition for Kulin

husbands on the part of Bhanga, Bansaja, and Srotriya classes was

as strong as before, while the proportionate number of pure Kulins

had been reduced by the loss of those who had become Bhangas and

Bansajas. In order to dispose of the surplus of women in the l1lgl18I'

groups polygamy was introduced, and was resorted to on a very large

scale. It was popular with the Kulins because it enabled them to

make a handsome income by the accident of their birth; and it was

accepted by the parents of the girls concerned as ofiering the only

means of complying with the requirements of the Hindu religion.

Tempted by a pan or premium, which often reached the sum of

two thousand rupees, Swabhava Kulins made light of their kul and

its obligations, and married Bansaja girls, whom they left after the

ceremony to be taken care of by their parents. Matrimony became

a sort of profession, and the honour of marrying a daughter to a

Bhanga Kulin is said to have been so highly valued in Eastern

Bengal that as soon as a boy was ten years old his friends began

to discuss his matrimonial prospects, and before he was twenty he had

become the husband of many wives of ages varying from five

to fifty.

With the spread of education among the upper classes of

Bengal an advance in social morality has been made and the

grosser forms of polygamy have fallen into disrepute. But the

artificial organization of the caste still presses hard on a Kulin

father who is unlucky enough to have a large family of daughters.

These must be married before they attain puberty, or disgrace will

fall on the family, and three generations of ancestors will be

dishonoured. But a Kulin bridegroom can only be obtained by

paying a heavy premium, many of the mels instituted by Devi Vara

have died out, and in such cases, reciprocal marriage being no longer

possible, the son of a family left without a corresponding mel must

marry the only daughter of a widow ; while the daughter of a Kulin

widow, for whom no husband of equal birth can be procured, may be

married to a Srotriya, and a premium accepted without endangering

the family prestige. According to Dr. Wise, a Kulin father in

Eastern Bengal could only preserve his kul intact in one of three

ways :—By giving her to a Kulin of equal rank; by making an

effigy (kusa-kanya) of her with kusa grass and giving it in symbol

ical marriage to a Kulin; by saying to a Kulin in the presence of

ghatak witnesses:—“ I would give my daughter, if I had one, to

you,” and putting on his forehead the tilak or distinguishing mark

which a married woman wears.

The marriage ceremonies of the Bengal Brahmans comprise five

important stages, viz.—

I. Putrba,-bibdka, consisting of—~(l) The anointment, called tel

halud. After preliminaries have been settled,

and the patra karan, or formal intimation

of the consent of the parties, or rather of their guardians on

Marriage ceremony.
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both "sides, has been drawn up, an auspicious day is fixed for

anointing both the bridegroom and the bride with turmeric. The

process must be undergone by both on the same day—tl1e bride

a little while after the bridegroom, each in their own house. Usually

a part of the turmeric prepared for the bridegroom is sent by his

guardian for the use of the bride, but if the couple live at a distance,

this is not deemed essential. In any case the time at which the cere

mony should be performed is fixed by letter. Those who can afford

to do so distribute oil and turmeric among their neighbours on this

occasion.

(2) The entertainment, thubard or ziyubriddhdnna. From the

day of the anointment until the day of the marriage the betrothed

couple are daily entertained by their friends and neighbours, a

piece of new cloth being presented at the same time. Presents of

sweetmeats and cloth are sent to their houses by friends, and well

to-do peo le with a large circle of acquaintances often prolong the

interval between the anointing with turmeric and the wedding

from two or three days to a month. The rule is that after the

anointing the first entertainment is given by the parents, and after

that neither the bride nor the bridegroom should again eat in their

own homes until they are married.

(3) The divine invocation or ariliibds. On the night before the

wedding some married ladies, the neighbours and relations of the

bride and bridegroom are entertained with a repast, and given

presents of betel leaves and areca nuts. This is supposed to render

the occasion auspicious, and to draw down the blessing of the gods

through the goodwill of the ladies entertained, who are looked upon

as a. sort of fairy god-mothers.

- (4) The propitiation of ancestors, Ndndimukb or briddhi

sréddh, is an ordinary sréddh performed at noon on the wedding

day in order to procure the blessing of the deceased ancestors on

the couple. Four ancestors on the father’s and three on the

mother’s side of both parties are thus invoked: if the father and

grandfather of the intended bride or bridegroom he living, then only

their two immediate (deceased) predecessors, and if only the father

be living, then his three immediate predecessors only. The srddd/1

is performed by the father, or in his absence by the brother, or failing

him again by a gydti (agnate) of the bride or the bridegroom as the

case may be. If a gyziti be not procurable, then the family priest

may otficiate.

(5) The bridal procession (bar-jétri). In the evening or, if be

lives at a distance, earlier, the bridegroom goes in procession accom

panied by a kolbar, or best man, who is usually his younger brother,

and by a number of his relations, friends and neighbours to the house

of the bride, where he is received as in a durbnr, his approach being

welcomed by the cry of ulu-ulu from the females of the bride’s family.

He sits on a masnad set apart for him in the centre of the hall, and

there surrounded by those who accompanied him and by the bride’s

people (A-anydja'tri), he awaits the moment fixed by the astrologers as

auspicious for the performance of the actual ceremony.
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(6) Jrimaté-baran, or the bridegroom’s welcome by the bride’s

father. When the proper time has come, the bridegroom is taken by

the bride’s father into the inner apartments of the house, and is made

to stand on a piece of board painted with pounded or powdered rice

stirred up with water. The bride’s father then offers him water for

washing his feet (pzidya argha) and also modlmparkg/a, a concoction of

honey, in a small copper cup. These the bridegroom touches in token

of acceptance.

(7) Stri-échcir, or woman’s usage, commences with the welcome

given to the bridegroom by the bride’s mother by pouring some

curds on his feet. This is followed by—

(a) Satusi or the seven lights of Hymen. Seven married

ladies (including the bride’s mother or, if she be a widow, one

of the bride’s aunts) in their best attire, each with a small torch

made of chita twig and cotton steeped in oil, go round the

bridegroom in procession, led by the bride’s mother, who carries

on her head a kula', or flat bamboo basket, on which are placed

21 small lights made of dlmturci fruits. As they go round, they

sprinkle libations of water, one of them blows a shell trumpet,

and all vociferate the hymeneal cry of ulu-ulu. After going seven

times round the bridegroom, the lights are thrown one by one

over his head, so that they fall behind him. The kuld is then

picked up and placed in front of the bridegroom, and the bride’s

mother takes her stand upon it and touches (baran) the forehead of the

bridegroom with water, paddy and durba grass, betel and areca nut,

white mustard seed, curds, white sandal paste, verrnilion, a looking

glass, a comb, a bit of clay from the bed of the Ganges, a yak’s tail,

shells, a cluster of plantains, and certain other odds and ends, while

the rest of the women keep up the cry of ulu-ulu. The bridegroom’s

height is measured with a thin thread which the bride’s mother eats

in a bit of plantain. She then places a weaver’s shuttle (mdku)

between his folded hands and ties them together with thread, and

calls upon him, now that he has been bound hand and foot, to bleat

once like a sheep to signify his humility and subjection. Last of all,

she touches his breast with a padlock and t1u'ns the key, whereby

the door of speech is closed to the passage of hard words against

the bride.

(I1) Sdtpdk, or the seven rounds of the bride. The bride is new

brought out attired in a red silk cloth, and seated on a painted

board is carried by two men seven times round the bridegroom,

who remains standing and then placed in front of him. As they

face each other, a cloth or cover is thrown over them, and their

natural shyness bein thus for the moment hidden, they are

supposed to snatch t e subhadrishti or auspicious glance, which

will secure their mutual happiness during their married life. Then

follows

(c) Mdlg/addn, or the exchange of garlands, when the bride and

bridegroom give each other garlands of flowers.

II. Sampradén, or the gift and acceptance. The bride and bride

groom are next brought to a place set apart in the outer apartment or
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courtyard of the house, where the bride’s party and the bridegroom’s

party can witness the formal gift of the bride and her formal

acceptance by the bridegroom. The bride’s father or guardian repeats

the mantras recited by the family priest, and the bridegroom accepts

the gift in these words :—“Who gave her? To whom did he give

her? Love gave her. To love he gave her. Love is the giver. Love

is the taker. Love pervades the ocean. With love I accept her.

Love! may this be thine.”

At the same time wedding presents (ddn or ddn sdmagri) are

given to the bridegroom, and after this the father or guardian

is required to bear witness to the contract entered into by the bride

groom by accepting the bride, and as a token of his assent to the

marriage accepts a present of five /mritaki fruits and a piece of cloth.

This present is called the parikar.

III. Bdsara or the bridal wake. The bridegroom is next

conducted along with the bride to a room in the inner apartment

of the house, acomer of his clzddar being tied to a. corner of her cloth.

The pair are there received by a bevy of young ladies, who make

it their business to tease the bridegroom and try to keep him awake

for the rest of the night.

IV. Kusandikd includes the saptapadi gaman, or pacing of the

seven steps, which may be deemed the essential and binding portion

of the marriage ritual observed by the higher castes. A sacred fire

is prepared and worshipped with oblations of ghi. On the north

side of the fire seven points are marked off, and the bride setting

her face westward walks along these points, placing her foot on

each in turn. As she walks, her husband follows close behind her,

touching her heel with his toe and reciting at each step mantras or

sacred texts.

Saptapadi gaman is followed by gotra pa-ribarttan, or the

changing of the bride’s gotra for that of the bridegroom, and the

sindur-ddn, or the smearing of vermilion on the bride’s forehead and

the parting of her hair. The latter ceremony is performed by the

husband with his own hand.

Properly speaking, kusrmdikd ought to take place on the day

following the marriage, but Tuesdays and Saturdays are considered

unlucky days for the ceremony ; and if the day after the wedding is

Tuesday or Saturday, lcusandikd is deferred till the day following

that. It is usually performed at the house of the bridegroom, but

if he lives a long way off, the ceremony is performed at the bride’s

father’s house. The marriage proper ends with kusamlikci, but

l<;ertain minor ceremonies follow which may be briefly mentioned

ere.

V. The concluding ceremonies

(a) Pkul-sajyzi, or the bed of flowers. On the third night after

the marriage, the married couple are laid together in a bed decorated

with flowers.

(bl Ashta-mangala. On the eighth day the pair are made to

enact with toys and cowrie shells a sort of pantomimio drama

of their married life, playing the part of a faithful husband
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and wife, and afiecting to bear with resignation the vicissitudes of

fortunes.

(c) Brmbhét or Pdka-apru-sa. All the gz/dtis, relations and

friends of the bridegroom are entertained at his house. Their accept

ance of the invitation is deemed an admission on their part that the

marriage has been duly performed, and that the ceremonial purity

of the bridegroom has in no wise been affected. In token of their

recognition of this fact, they are supposed to eat rice prepared by

the bride herself.

After the Pdl-a-sparsa ceremony, the bride is sent back to her

father's house until she attains puberty. When this time arrives it

is the custom of some families to perform the ceremony known as

garbhddhén (purification of the womb) or punarbibéha. This rite, to

which some Hindu writers have attributed a sort of sacramental

character, seems to be closely analogous to the practices observed by

a number of savage races on a similar occasion. The idea seems to

be, as Mr. J. G. Frazer‘ has pointed out, that dangerous influences

emanate from a girl when passing through this physical change, and

it is considered necessary to seclude her from the rest of the commu

nity, and subject her to a sort of penance which varies greatly in

severity. Thus the Macusi tribe of British Guiana hang a girl in

this state in a hammock at the top of the hut, and make her fast

rigorously so long as the symptoms are at their height. When she

gets well the pots and drinking vessels which she has used are broken ;

and after her first bath she must submit to be beaten by her mother

with thin rods without uttering a cry. Another tribe, instead of beating

girls who have just recovered from this state, expose them to certain

large ants whose bite is very painful. The usage followed by the

Rérhi Brahmans of Bengal is less severe, but of the same general

character as the savage observances. Like the Australian blacks

and the African Bushmen, they require a girl to live alone, and do

not allow her to see the face of any male. During three days she

is shut up in a dark room and is made to undergo certain periances.

She must lead the life of a Brahmachari, that is, she must live upon

a'tan rice and ghee, fish and flesh being strictly interdicted, and she

may not eat any sweetmeats. Where this ceremony is observed. it

is held to be a necessary preliminary to the commencement of

marital intercourse. By a recent change in the law it has been

made criminal to have intercourse with a girl under twelve years of

a e.g It has been mentioned above that the Barendra Brahmans claim

to be descended from the five Kanaujiya

Brahmans imported by Adisura by their original

or Hindustani wives. General tradition, however, rejects the latter

portion of the claim, and holds that the Barendra are the offspring,

not of the original wives, but of Bengali women whom the Kanau

j iyas married after their settlement in Bengal. The sub-caste

takes its name from the tract of country known as Barendra lying

Barendra.

' The Go/den Bough, pp. 228~42.
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north of the river Padma between the Karntoya and M8-l15~_T1$T1dP

rivers, and corresponding roughly to the districts of Pabna, R9-J3h?'h1»

and Bogra. Ballal Sen reorganised the Barendra at the B9-111° W119

as the Rérhi Brahmans, and divided them into three hypergamous

classes: (l) Kulin, (2) Suddha or pure Srotriya, (3) Kashtfl 01‘ bad

Srotriya. The first class was subdivided into eight gdins 01‘ f$°P1_'

munes: Bhadra, Bhadri, Bhima, Lahari, Maitra, Rudrfl-V3815“!

Sédhu-Végisi, and Santémani or Séndilya;the second into SW69

groups of the same kind ; Atharthi, Bhattasali, Champati, Karr_1adev

ta, Karanjan, Nandanavési, and Navsi; and the third into 81ght§"

four families, the names of which need not be enumerated here

In addition to the gdins we find among the Kulins a furt_he_1'

division into eight pdti or social grades: Atub-Kahni, B81111,

Bosnah, Janail, Kutb-Kahni, Nirabhil, Panchuria, Rahala. The

object of this grouping is not very clear. Every ga'in belongs to 9

pdli, but the pa'tz' is not always identical with the ga'in, for membifffl

of the same gdin sometimes marry into different pdtia. The .0‘1'"“‘

appear to be in theory endogamous. The system of reciprocal

marriage (palti-prakritil which prevails among Rarhi Brahma-n8

is unknown in the Barendra group. The rules governing the three

main classes permit a Kulin to marry a Suddha-Srotriya girl, 8-Yld

the children of such a marriage rank as Kulins. Should he marry

a Kashta-Srotriya, he loses his kul and becomes a Kép, an irre

gular group occupying much the same position as the Bansaja among

Rérhi Brahmans. If a Barendra Kulin marries the daughter of

a Kap, he himself is degraded to the group to which his wife belongs,

but his children hold somewhat higher rank, and are deemed eligible

for marriage to Kulins. No Kulin girl may marry below her own

class. If a suitable husband cannot be found, she goes through

the form of symbolical marriage to a figure of kusa grass, and has

red lead smeared upon her forehead to show that she is really a wife.

The gotras of the Barendra sub-caste are the same as those of the

Rarhi, viz., Bharadwaja, Kasyapa, Szindilya, Savarna and Vatsya.

Their commonest titles are Bhattacharya, Bhumik, Chakravartti,

Chaudhari, Majumdér, Parihal, and Silzhdér. \

Concerning the origin of the Vaidik Brahmans some differences

vaidik of opinion exist. All agree in honouring them

' for their adherence to Vedic rites, their zeal for

Vedic studies, their social independence, and their rejection of poly

gamy. From the fact that some of the most important settlements

of the sub-caste are found in the outlying districts of Orissa and

Sylhet, some authorities have been led to describe them as descendants

of the original Brahmans of Bengal who refused to accept the reforms

of Ballal Sen, and took refuge in regions beyond his jurisdiction.

Genealogists of rival sub-castes maintain that Ballal Sen excluded

them from his scheme on the ground that they did not come up to

his standard of purity of descent. Buchanan mentions a tradition

lingering among the Vaidik Brahmans of Dinéjpur that they had

been introduced into that district by Advaita Subuddhi Narayana,

Réjé of Sylhet. _ In Orissa, on the other hand, the representatives of

this sub-caste are said to have come direct from Kanauj, and to have
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made their first settlement in Puri about the twelfth century A.D.

This opinion derives support from Mr. Sherring’s statement that the

Kanaujiya Brahmans of Benares recognise the Vaidik as a branch

of their own tribe who have settled in Bengal.

There are two main divisions of Vaidik Brahmans—(l) Paschatya

or western, claiming to have come from Kanauj, and (2) Dakshinétya

or southern, tracing their origin to the original Bengal stock. The

Paschétya had originally eleven gotras, divided into two groups,

known as the pandas and shas/1. The former included Bharad

wéja, Sandilya, Saunaka Savarna, and Vnsishtha; the latter,

Gautama, Kasyapa, Krishnatreya, Rathikara, Sunaka, and Vachyara.

The Bharadwaja gotra, however, became extinct, its place being taken

by the Sunaka gotrn of the Shash group. In course of time other

gotras, Ghrita Kausiki, Maitrayali, Tuthikara, and Upamanya, came

to be formed, but the relations of these to the original eleven are

not very precisely defined.

Vaidik Brahmans have no Kulins, and their gkataks or genea

logists are Brahmans of other sub-castes. Their titles are the same

as those of other Bengal Brahmans : Bhattacharya, Ohakravartti, and

Thakur, are common designations among them. The Paschétya

branch is said to have been formerly distributed in fourteen stluins

or settlements. Three of these—Dadhichigré.m, Marichigrém, and

Sé.ntali—have now disappeared, and even their sites are unknown.

Of the remaining eleven, Chandradwip, Kotélipada, Samanta Sara,

are in Backergun e; Alambi, Brahma Paraka, Jayéri in Raishahi;

Akhara, Gaurali, ani Kantaka in Faridpur; Madhyadesa in fessore;

and Navadvipa in Nuddea. In theory, these settlements seem to

have been of the same character as the mela created for the Rarhi

Brahmans by Devi Vara. It was intended that all Vaidik Brahmans

should reside in one of these villages, and that marriage should be

restricted to the local limits laid down. At the present day, however,

many families live elsewhere and intermarry with families similarly

situated. They can, however, rejoin the original Sanuij or association

of communes on payment of a heavy fine.

According to popular tradition, the Saptasati Brahmans are

S mat, descended from the seven hundred ignorant

“P 1' Brahmans sent by Adisura to the Court of

Kanauj for the purpose of lea.rning their priestly duties. Others

trace their origin to certain Brahmans who were exiled beyond

the Brahmaputra river for resisting the innovations of Ballal

Sen. It seems to be certain that they are peculiar to Bengal,

and that they cannot claim connexion with any of the ten standard

Brahmanical tribes. This view is borne out by the names of

their goiras, which, as will be seen from the list given in the

Appendix, difier entirely from the standard Brahmanical series,

and appear to be of a local or territorial rather than of an epony

mous type. The Saptasati themselves virtually admit their in

feriority to the other orders of Brahmans. Men of education and

respectability are reluctant to admit that they belong to this sub

caste, all distinctive practices are being abandoned, and the entire

group seems likely to be absorbed in the Srotriya grade of Rarhi
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Brahmans. The Saptasati have no Kulins, nor do they keep

ghataks for the purpose of maintaining genealogies. Notwith

standing this, they give their daughters in marriage to Kulins of the

Rarhi sub-caste, and by paying a heavy dowry, often amounting to

as much as one thousand rupees, may even obtain brides from families

of the Srotriya class. It is further said that a. Rarhi Kulin will eat

and drink with the Saptssati, while a Bansaja, though of lower

rank than a Kulin, would consider this a degradation. The ordinary

title of the Saptasati is Sarma, not Dev-Sarmma, as among the ten

recognised tribes. Chakravaztti, Ghaudhuri, Réi, and Sarkar are

also common appellations.

The Madhyasreni Brahmans profess to derive their name from

the fact of their original settlements being

in the district of Midnapur, lying midway

(llladhya-desa) between Bengal and Orissa. They say that their

ancestors were Rérhi Brahmans who settled early in Ballél Sen’s

reign in pargana Mayne. in Midnapur. When Ballél Sen was

engaged in classifying the Brahmans of the rest of Bengal accord

ing to their degree of virtue, he sent a glmtak or genealogist

to the Brahmans settled in Mayne. to include them in the scheme.

They declined, however, to have anything to say to the institution of

Kulinism, and there are no Kulins among them to this day. For

their resistance to his orders, Ballal Sen ordered them to be out off

from the rest of the caste, and all intercourse between them and the

Brahmans of Bengal Proper was strictly forbidden. The Rérhi

Brahmans of the present day, with whom the Madhyasreni thus

claim kinship, are by no means inclined to accept this legend as true.

They point out that it is prime facie most unlikely that a colony of

Rarhi Brahmans should have left their original seats for no parti

cular reason, and have settled in an out-of-the-way place like

pargana Mayna. Again, it is said, if the Madhyasreni were really

ltérhi Brahmans, how is it that they have eight got,-as, including

Parasara, Gautama and Ghrita Kausika, while the true Rarhi have

only five ? Gautama and Ghrita Kausika are found among the

Brahmans of Orissa, and Parasara is said to be characteristic of the

Saptasati Brahmans of Bengal, whose ignorance of correct ritual

compelled Adisura. to import the ancestors of the Rarhi Brahmans

from Kanauj. On these grounds it is conjectured that the Madhya

sreni Brahmans may be a composite oup made up of members of

the Rarhi, Utkal and Saptasati su -castes, who for some reason

broke off from their own classes, settled in an outlying district, and

in course of time formed a new sub-caste. Some go so far as to

suggest that the original Madhyasreni were expelled from their own

sub-castes, and quote a local tradition attaching to them the name

Jlladyndoslii, ‘guilty of drunkenness,’ in support of this view.

Although the standard form of Kulinism is not recognised by the

Madhyasreni, those families among them who bear the Rérhi Kulin

names of Mukharji, Chatterji. Banerji, are specially sought after

in marriage, which practically comes to much the same thing.

Another curious form of hypergamy is also in force among them.

People who live in the four villages (Bhamua in pargana Mayna

Madhyasrcni.
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G-okulnagar in Chetua, and Maharéjpur and Bhogdanda in Kedar)

supposed to be the original seats of the caste are held in great

honour, and residents of other vill es who marry their daughters

to them are expected to pay a heavy ridegroom-price.

Most of the Madhyasreni are worshippers of the Saktis, but

in the matter of religion and ceremonial observances generally they

do not depart materially from the practices of other Brahmans.

It should be observed, however, that widows among them are allowed

to eat uncooked food on the eleventh day of either fortnight of the

moon, while the widows of other Brahmanical sub-castes are not

allowed to touch even water on that day. Some Madhyasrenis again

serve the Goalés or Gops as their family priests, and others are said

to eat uncooked food at religious ceremonies performed by members

of the Kaibartta caste, and to accept gifts from them on those

occasions.

The most striking features in the organization of the Brahman

caste in Behar are the great number of sub-castes and sections and

the com lexity of the system of exogamy which prevails among

them. Z11 recognise the classical traditions concerning the origin

of Brahmans in general, and to these are superadded a number of

more or less credible legends designed to account for the separation

of particular groups from the main body.

The few Ssasswxra Brahmans who are found in Behar claim

Sim Q descent from the Aryan tribe of the Séraswatas,
W8’ who inhabited the banks of the Saraswati river

in the Panjab. They rank as the first of the five Gauras living north

of the Vindhya range. The Séraswatas of the Panjab have a very

large number of subdivisions, deriving their names from the places

in which their ancestors had settled, or from nicknames given to

individuals. Lists of these were collected by Pandit Radha Krishna

for Dr. John Wilson, and are given in the second volume of the

latter’s work on Indian castes. No attempt, however, is made to

distinguish the endogamous, exogamous, and hypergamous groups,

and it is clear from an examination of the lists that sub-castes,

sections, and titles denoting hypergamous classes have been mixed

up together. The Sziraswat Brahmans of Behar, a comparatively

small community living at a great distance from the main body of

their tribe, have been unable to maintain the elaborate endogamous

organization which is found among their brethren in the Panjab.

They have no sub-castes, and the titles Sukul, Bajpai, Awasthi, etc.,

which are found among them, do not appear to have any bearing

upon marriage. Within the last few years they have begun to

intermarry with the Gaur Brahmans.

The KANYA KUBJA or KANAUJIA Brahmans are counted among

Kanaujia“ the five Gauras. Three main divisions of

them are found in Behar: (1) Anrsavaur or

KANAUJIA proper, coming from the country between the Ganges

and Jamna: (2) SARJUPARI or Sanwsrus, who are said to have

settled on the east of the Sarju or Gogra in the time of Raja

Aja, grandfather of Rama. Another story of the origin of the

Sarwaria group is worth telling here for the light that it throws
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upon the part which misunderstood names may play in the

growth of popular tradition:——Once upon a time there were two

brothers, Kanha and Kuhja. They lived at Kanauj, and their des

cendants were called Kanaujia Brahmans. Now Ram Chandra, King

of Ajodhya, wished to perform the great sacrifice of a horse, and

sent for the Kanaujia Brahmans to help him. When they were

starting, their father made them romise not to take any present for

what they were going to do. ut it seems that the sacrifice was

of no efi’eot unless the Brahmans were duly rewarded. The Raja

knew this, and caused diamonds to be hidden in the packets of betel

which he gave to the Brahmans. When they got home their father

asked if they had taken any presents, and they said they had not.

But when the packets of betel were opened the diamonds were found,

and those Brahmans were at once turned out of their caste. So

they went back to the kin , ready to curse him for his treachery.

But he appeased them wit smooth words and with grants of land

to dwell on, and the grants were made in this way. The king

shot an arrow as far as he could, and the place where it iell

was the boundary of the land. Now the name of an arrow is

sar : so these Brahmans were called Sarwaria. (3) Sana-tdhia

or Sanaudhié, a group of inferior status, concerning whom the

following legend is told. It is said that Rama, King of Ajodhya,

celebrated a sacrifice and made a great feast, to which he invit

ed all the Kanaujia Brahmans. In order to test their orthodoxy

he desired them to perform the sacrifice, and afterwards to partake

of the feast fully clothed and not merely with a loin-cloth on, as

is the custom of Brahmans. The Sarwaria. and the Antarvedi

declined to agree to this departure from established usage, but the

Sanaudhia attended the feast and did as the king suggested. For

this breach of Brahmanical etiquette they were out off from com

munion with the orthodox, and degraded to a lower level of social

and ceremonial purity. The Kanaujias as a class are tall and

athletic, though wanting in the peculiar fineness of feature and

intellectual cast of countenance which distinguishes the higher grades

of Brahmans in other parts of India. Those of them who enlist in

the Native Army are known as Purbiyas, or men of the east, in

contradistinction to the people of the Panjab, and one of their titles,

Pénre or Pande, being originally a corruption of the word pundit,

a learned man, became, under the form of Pandy, the generic designa

tion of the mutineers of 1857. Their immoderate scruples concerning

ceremonial purity in matters of food and drink are held up to ridicule

in the well-known proverb Tin Kanaujid tera c/ml/ui—“ Three

Kanaujias want thirteen fireplaces.”

The Gaur Brahmans of Behar, like their brethren of the Delhi

district, insist that their designation is derived

from the ruined city of Gaur or Lakhnauti

in Maldah, once the capital of Bengal. They say that their ances

tors left Gaur in the days of the Péndavas at the commencement

of the Kali Yuga, and settled in the country round Delhi. Another

version of the same story is that Raja Agar, the eponym of the

Agarwal caste, sent for these Brahmans from Bengal, in the

Gaur.
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same way as Adisur summoned Brahmans from Kanauj. This

tradition, reversing as it does the usual direction of the advance

of the Brahmanical tribes, has been received with doubt by all

writers on the subject of caste. General Cunningham’s opinion, that

the Gaura Brahmans must have belonged originally to the district of

Gonda and not to the mediseval city of Gaur in Ben al seems to offer

the best solution of the difficulty. The Gaur B mans serve the

Agarwals as priests—a fact which is in keeping with, and may have

given rise to, the legend noticed above. In Behar they recognise

two sub-castes, Am GAUR and Manna Gsua. Many observers have

remarked on the liberal spirit displayed by the Gaur Brahmans and

on their freedom from that pedantry which the Kanaujias show in

caste questions. We may perhaps claim as an illustration of these

qualities the fact that within the last few years intermarriage

between Gaur and Séraswata Brahmans has come to be recognised

in Behar. On the other hand, it is equally probable that this relax

ation of the strict rule of exogamy may have been the result of the

numerical weakness of the two groups. The members of a small sub

caste, broken up, as such a group necessarily is, into a number of

exogamous groups and scattered over a large area of country, are

bound to find considerable difliculty in getting their daughters

married. Whenever this difficulty occurs, the tendency will be to

enlarge the matrimonial circle so as to increase the number of

husbands available at a given time. The Gaur and Sziraswata

Brahmans, both immigrants into Behar from adistant part of India

and separated from their original home bya number of intervening

tribes, would be in much the same position as the Kayasths and

Baidyas in the outlying districts of Eastern Bengal, and would, like

them, be driven to modify the strict rules of caste in accordance with

the dictates of social necessity.

The MAITHIL or TIRHUTIA Brahmans rank among the Panch

M “H. Gaur. Their name is derived from Mithila,

‘“ an ancient division of India, comprising the

modern districts of Saran, Mozutferpur, Darbhanga, Purniah,

and part of Nepal. Dr. Wilson, following Oolebrooke, observes

that fewer distinctions are recognised among the Maithil Brah

mans than among any other of the great divisions of Brahmans

in India. This statement needs to be qualified. It is true

that the Maithil have no endogamous divisions, but their exog

amous groups are peculiarly numerous and complex, and they have

a complete hypergamous system. For the latter purpose the caste

is divided into five g'I‘O11pS—sROTRIYA or Soru, Joe, PANJIBADDH,

Nacsa, and JAIWAR—-Wlllcll take rank in this order. A man of the

Srotriya group may take a wife from the lower groups and is

usually paid a considerable sum of money for doing so, but he

loses in social estimation by the match, and the children of such

unions, though higher than the class from which their mothers came,

are nevertheless not deemed to be socially equal to the members of

their father’s class. The same rule applies to the other classes

in descending order: each may take wives from the groups below

it. The principle of this rule is the same as that followed by
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Manu in laying down the matrimonial relations of the four orig

inal castes, and in its earliest form it seems to have gone the

full length of forbidding a woman of a higher group to marry

a man of a lower group. It is important, however, to notice that

in Behar the rule isnow much less stringent and rigid than in Bengal.

Although it is admitted to be the right thing for a girl to marry

within her own group or in a higher group, it is not absolutely obli

gatory for her to do so, and cases do occur in which a girl of a higher

class marries a man of a lower class in consideration of a substantial

bride-price being paid to her parents. The comparative laxity of

Behar usage in this respect may be due partly to the character of the

people and partly to the fact that caste observances in that part of

the country have never been laid down by a superior authority, such

as Ballél Sen, but have been settled by the people themselves at

regular meetings held with that object. It is well known that the

leading members of the Maithil sub-caste with their andits, their

pan/i¢ira's or genealogists, and their g/zataks or marriage-Brokers, come

together at many places in Tirhut for the purpose of settling disputed

questions of caste custom and of arranging marriages. A commu

nity which has five hypergamous classes and a double series

of exogamous groups—one based on locality and the other on

mythical ancestry—and at the same time attaches great importance

to purity of blood, may well find it necessary to take stock of its

arrangements from time to time and to see whether the rules are

being observed.

Among the Maithil Brahmans of Behar, as among the

Kulins of Bengal, the bride-price familiar to students of early

tradition has given place to the bridegroom-price, which hyper

gamy necessarily tends to develop. Polygamy, formerly characteristic

of the Bengal Kulin, is practised in Behar in much. the same

form by the Bikauwa or ‘vendor,’ aclass of Maithil Brahmans

who derive their name from the practice of selling themselves,

or more rarely their minor sons, to the daughter of the lower groups

of the series given above. Usually the Bikauwas belong to

the Jog and Panjibaddh classes, and comparatively few of them are

found among the Srotriya and Nagar groups. Some have as many

as forty or fifty wives, who live with their own parents and are

visited at intervals by their husbands. Bikauwa Brahmans who

have married into the lower classes are not received on equal terms

by the members of their own class, but the women whom they marry

consider themselves raised by the alliance. The price paid for a

Bikanwé varies according to the class to which he belongs and

the means of the family of the girl whom he is to marry. It

may be as little as Rs. 20: it has been known to rise as high as

Rs. 6,000.

The Sakadwipi or Sakaldwipi Brahmans are supposed to have

been brought by Rama from Ceylon for the

purpose of practising medicine. According to

another opinion they were the indigenous Brahmans of the ancient

country of Magadha. Some say that it is for this reason that they

were formerly called Magas. The name, however, has dropped into

Saikadwipi.
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disuse, and the Sakadwipi themselves prefer the legend associating

them with Rama's famous invasion to that connecting them with

a part of the country proverbial among Hindus for its ceremonial

impurity. At the present day the bulk of the sub-caste are em

ployed as priests in Rajput families; some are landholders, some

practise Hindu medicine. It is a 0uI‘lOl1S fact that, although the

Sakadwipi have the standard eponymous gotras of the Brahman

caste, their marriages are regulated not by these, but by ninety-five

pm-s or divisions of the local or territorial type; that is to say, a

Sékadwipi man may marry a woman of his own gotra who in

theory is descended from the same mythical ancestor (rislai) as

himself, but may not marry a woman whose forefathers are shown by

the name of her par to have come from the same village or the same

tract of country as his own. To abandon the gotra altogether and

to substitute for it exogamous divisions based on a wholly different

order of facts il1VOlVe8 so serious a. departure from orthodox usage

that one is inclined to doubt whether the Sakadwipi can ever have

been organized on the regular lines. This doubt is borne out by the

statement made by Mr. Sherring,' that “ the test applied to a stranger

pretending to be a Sakadwipi is to offer him what is called jhutlui

pdni, or water from a vessel from which another person has drunk

a custom prohibited by all strict sects of Hindus. Should the

stranger not be a Sakadwipi, he will refuse the water, probably

with some indignation, as, by drinking it, his caste, whatever it

was, would be broken. If a Sakadwipi, however, he will take it

readily.”

According to Mr. John Beames, the best living authority on all

Utkul questions touching the history of Orissa:——

' “Tradition relates that the original Brah

mans of Orissa were all extinct at the time of the rise of the

Gangs. Vansa line of kings, but that 10,000 Brahmans were

induced to come from Kanauj and settle in Jajpur, the sacred city on

the Baitarani river. The date of this immigration is not stated, but

the fact is probably historical, and may have been synchronous with

the well-known introduction of Kanaujia Brahmans into the neigh

bouring province of Bengal by King Adisura in the tenth century.

When the worship of the idol Jagannéth began to be revived at

Puri, the Kings of Orissa induced many of the Jéjpur Brahmans to

settle round the new temple and conduct the ceremonies. Thus

there sprang up a division among the Brahmans; those who settled

in Pun being called the Dakbimitya Sreni, or southern class, and

those who remained at Jétjpur the Uttura Sreni, or northern class.

This latter spread all over Northern Orissa. Many of the southern

Brahmans, however, are also found in Balasor; and the divisions of

the two classes are fairly represented in most parts of the district,

though the southern class is less numerous than the northern. The

former are held in greater esteem for learning and purity of race

than the latter.” Mr. Beames goes on to explain how these two

sub-castes are further broken up into functional divisions according

 

* Hindu Tribes and Castes, vol. i, p. 102.
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to the Veda whose ritual they profess to observe, and into gotras or

exogamous groups. In addition to this, certain titles or upa'J/iis are

appropriated to particular gotras, for which they serve, as Mr. Beames

‘points out, the purpose of surnames. It is perhaps due to this

connexion with the got-ra that the titles themselves are frequently

used as exogamous divisions. The scheme of srenis, gotras,

upddbis, and Vedic classes worked out by Mr. Beames is shown

in the Appendix. Concerning the gotra names, he observes that

they “are for the most part patronymics from well-known

Rishis, and are identical with many of those still in use in the North

Western Provinces. This circumstance seems to add confirmation

to the legend of the origin of this caste from Kanauj. A Rishi’s

name occurs also among upéd/zis in cue instance; Sarangi being

from Sanksrit Sarangi, patronymic from Sringa Rishi.”

The entire series of names offers an interesting illustration of the

curious complexity of the internal structure of the Brahman caste.

Starting with the two groups, DAKHINATYA and Urrarm, based upon

territorial habitat, we find each of these broken up into smaller

groups, taking their names from certain specialised functions, and

also into groups tracing their descent from a mythical ancestor;

while through the whole runs a fourth series of distinctive titles,

indicating some form of personal merit, whether proficiency in

religious knowledge, fullness of ascetic virtue, or it may be merely

descent from famous ancestry. By making it possible to classify

families in order as it were of hereditary merit, such titles are spe

oially adapted to give rise to a system of hypergamy. Once let it be

admitted and placed on record that a particular family has attained to

a high degree of ceremonial purity, and it follows that marriages with

members of that family will acquire a special value, which in course of

time will take the form of a bride or bridegroom-price. But besides

this, titular groups can also be used for exogamous pu oses, and this

is the case in Orissa, though it is extremely unusual am ng the higher

castes. Lastly, I may draw attention to the remarkable fact that

among the Brahmans of this part of the country unquestionable traces

may be found of a survival of th_etoten_ust1c beliefs which are common

among the Dravidian and semi-Dravidian groups. Thus the Brah

mans of the Batsasa gofra revere the calf as their originalancestor;

the Bharadwaja claim descent not from the Vedic Rishi, but from a

bird bearing the same name; the Atreya are the offspring of a deer, and

will not eat that animal or sit upon its hide; the Kauchhasa trace

their lineage to a tortoise; and the Kaundinya commemorate their

descent from the tiger by refusing to sit upon a tiger skin. No

attempt can be made here to account for the prevalence of these

superstitions. They may be a survival of anc1ent_ Aryan totemism ;

they may be due to the adoption by the immigrant Brahmans of

Dravidian beliefs and observances ; or, lastly, they may show that the

Brahmans of Orissa are themselves Dravidians or have undergone

a considerable infusion of Dravidian blood.

An attempt is made in the Appendix to reconcile Mr. Beames’

account of the divisions of the Northern Orissa Brahmans with the

structural divisions of the caste in Orissa generally.

1.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Brahmans in 1872 and 1881 :—

Disrnicr. 1872. 1881. Disraicr. 1872. 1881.

wan .. 180.824 107,684 Noakhall 7.652 10.963

giiiiiun 1.. 49.4-/a s4.a22 Tipperah ._.l.l T siolzg 81.5113:
Birhhum 42,287 $9,724 Chittagong Hi racts 39 878 47 on

Midiiapur . 118,700 117,214 Patna “,5” 59.570

Hugh! ... . } 107.53‘ 76.-71 Q5’! . I ms-we

;l°;'5',"h " 120 102 iiiiiiii lahifziiiiiiei-‘pur mus flciscc

4- raw" -- i ~ 183,777 '
Nadiya 60,024 69,804. Darblunga } H9 480Jessore 51.999 37,752 Saran 66.315 76.28‘

‘huh. !_8,6.'>-1. Champaran ... “.402 67.291

M_ui-qhedabad 88.749 8.1.935 Monghyr w.“a nun

pm, pup ___ 6,269 8,918 Hhagplpur ... ... (.137 Sign

R-1; 311,3 15,660 16,523 Purnia .. 2.). 7 H.001

Rgngpur ... 10,623 12,075 Maldsh 3,5" s6."75

Bonn 4,263 4,614 Santhal Parganu 29,330 1 7,“,

Pflbnl 20,55: 20,1170 Cuttacl: 16-‘£679 1. -

1),“-j_i|ing_ 1,002 3,882 Yuri 86.580 1§g.§l79g

Jalpigori 1,215 3.909 Balasore ... ... 100.1% Bdua

Kuch Behar 3,1550 Tributary States b*l1.4fi0 fix“

Dacca 51.8% 611,542 Huianbagh 2 ,7 2.489

Faridpllf _ amass 46.015 1._ohai-dust 22% 42.686

Bl\l(Il1‘\($I1_] 05,254 44,736 Sinzghum 53.7 1 49.190

Mgimgnginh 33,411 50,152 M8}?! l’1U.l!I ... --- » 0 8»

Chittagong 22,651 21,355 Tributary States ... 2.755 .452

Brahman, a synonym for - Brahmimé Dhan, a tliar of

Babhan; a religious group of

Jugis in Bengal.

Brahmapur, a samlij or local

group of the Sabarna gotra

of Paschatya Baidik Brahmans

in Bengal.

Bréihmarshi, a section of the

Bhar caste in Western Bengal.

The term appears to have been

borrowed from the Brahmanical

system in comparatively recent

times, as the caste has also a set

of the totemistic sections charac

teristic of the Kolarian races.

An eponymous section of San

khéris and Tantis in Bengal.

Brahma-védi, a title of Brah

mans, meaning one who asserts

that Brahma—the one spirit

really exists, and nothing else.

Bréhmilchéi, a tkar or sept of

Sunuwérs in Dazjiling.

the Basishtha got.-a of Nepali

Brahmans.

Braili, a tliar or sept of Man

gars in Darjiling.

Brajabési, (i) residents of

Braj, the tract of country round

Brindaban, in the North-West

ern Provinces; (ii) the warlike

character of the Bra' people

has led to the term rajabési

being used to denote an armed

attendant, one carrying arms, as

a sword and shield, or some

times a matchlock, and employed

as a. door-keeper, a guard, or

an escort; (iii) a synonym for

Bediya, q.v.

Brangplagi, a tbar or sept of

Mangars in Darjilinv.

Briddha, a section of Brah

IIIZLHS.

Brihaspati, a section of Brah

mans.
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Brihatbat, a section of Chesa

dhobas in Bengal.

Brgfiri, a synonym for Binjhia.

Brijié-Agarié, a sub-tribe of

Agarias in Uhota Nagpur.

Brikhan, a section of the Kora

caste in Western Bengal.

Bud or Budwar, Wednesday, a

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Budhaure, a mu! of the Kas

yapa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Budhbansl, a sept of the Chan

drahansi division of Rajputs in

Behar.

Budhwére-Dumré, a mu! of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Budhwére-Balhé, a mu! of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Budhwérk, a par or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Buim, a worm, a totemistie

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Bukharié, a title of Babhans

in Behar.

Bukru, a sept of Lohars and

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Budhware_Mahesi, a mu? of DaBrp)lli11pé.a section of Murmis in

the Batsya section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Budhwére-Sakuri, a mul of

the Bétsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Bulung, a ti:-ar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Bumékémchhé, a t/lar or sept

of Khambus in Darjiling.

fiumt, Brmud, Buno, the vague popular designation of a number

of castes and tribes in Central and Eastern Bengal, who are

believed to have immigrated into that part of the country from

Western and Northern Bengal and from Chota Nagpur. The term

does not lend itself to precise definition, but, I believe, the following

to be a fairly accurate list of the castes which it ordinarily

includes :—(l) Bhuiya, (2) Bhumij, (3) Bagdi, (4) Bauri, (5) Ghasi,

(6) Kharwar, (7) Kora, (8) Munda, (9) Oraon, (10) _Ra]bansi,

(ll) Ra]wé.r, (12) Santal. Of these all but the Riqbansi are

natives of Western Bengal or Chota Nagpur, where the undu

lating nature of the country and the system of terracing for rice

render the area available for cold weather crops, such as wheat,

millets, and the like, exceedingly small. The result is that from the

end of November to about the middle of April the classes who

live by field labour have practically nothing to do, and wander

eastwards in large number in search of work. Many if not most

of them are employed in gathering in the rice harvest of Central

and Eastem Bengal; some clear the chars of the Megna and

Brahmaputra, or sow indigo for the planters of Rajshahye, while

others find employment nearer home under the municipalities of

Calcutta and its suburbs. Towards the middle of March this stream

of labour again sets westward, and long lines of men may be met

returning to plough their own fields with the first showers of _

April. Some, however, stay behind and settle in a more or less

nomadic fashion in the districts east of the Hughli. To these

1.2
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scattered colonists, whose freedom from scruples in the matter of

food cuts them oflt‘ from their more orthodox neighbours, who

repel the Hindu by eating fowls, and the Mahomedan by their

partiality for pork, the natives of Central and Eastern Bengal have

given the name of Buna. The etymology of the word is obscure,

but I suspect it to be a corrupted form of ban or jungle, having

reference either to the fact that the castes and tribes in question

hail from the jungles of Western Bengal, or to the aptitude that

they show for clearing and bringing under cultivation waste lands

covered with jungle. In either case it is closely analogous to the

word “ jungly,” which is used by persons concerned with emigration

to the tea. districts as a general designation for all coolies who come

from Chota Nagpur.

The aggregate denoted by the word Buna has some points of

resemblance to a caste in the popular sense of the word. Its mem

bers bear a common descriptive name, perform very similar fune

tions, and, I believe, eat certain kinds of food and smoke tobacco

together. They do not, however. intermarry, and the various castes

and tribes grouped together in Eastern Bengal under the name of

Buns. regard themselves in their own country as perfectly distinct.

It is of course difiicult to define precisely the extent of the rapproche

ment that has taken place between them in their new homes; but it

is at least conceivable that the bonds which now unite them may

hereafter be drawn closer, and that the difierent members of the Buns.

group may in course of time intermarry without regard to the caste to

which they originally belonged. Should this be the case, it will

serve to illustrate a. process which I believe very rarely occurs-the

formation of a caste by the re-integration of units already difi'eren

tiated from a common stock. It is tolerably certain that most of the

castes included among the Bunas are offshoots from the great

aboriginal race whom the Aryans found in possession of the plains

of India. They have, however, long ago parted into separate

marriage groups, and it will be curious to see whether their compara

tive isolation as settlers in Central and Eastern Bengal causes them

to re-unite. The only analogous instance that I know of is that of

the Chattarkhai caste in Orissa.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of the

Buna group in 1872 and 1881. The statistics are not very valuable, as

many Bunas would probably have described themselves by the name

of their own caste instead of by the less definite generic term

Buna.

  

Dxsrnrcr. l 1872. ‘ 1881. DISTRICT. 1872. I 1881.

Bsrdwan 876 85 Rangpur 193 l78

Bnnkurs. ... 2,176 477 Bone 2,246 4.511

Birbhum 43 15 Pabna 5,234 2,129

liidnapur 6 262 Darjiling ... .... .. 49

Hu bli with Howrah 945 .... .4 Dacca S40 15

24- arganaa ... 11,032 6,821 Faridpur ... 2,412 2,875

Nudlyu 16,028 9,294 Bnkarganj 173 -.“I4

J4-were s,a1s 4,392 Maimansinh 492 $45

Khulna 1,622 Msldsh ... 617 £15

Mu-shedabnd 2,820 SR7 SautalParganas 211

Di|_-nippr 3,159 sass Singbhum 2a

Rasshunye 1,110 4,504 Manbhum .... .. 2.900

1-"
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Buné-Pan, a sub-caste of

Pans in Orissa.

Buna-Rajwér, a designation

of Rajwars who have emigrated

from their original home in Chota

Nagpur and settled as bunas, or

elearers of jungle, in Bengal or

Behar.

Bundelé, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar, possibly connected with

the spurious tribe of Rajputs

who give the name to the pro

vince of Bundelkhand. The latter

are descended from the Garhwérs

of Kantit and Khairagarh, and

first settled in Bundelkhand in the

thirteenth or fourteenth century.

Bundra, a. sub-sept of the

Besré sept of Santéls.

Bunduar, a. section of Ghésis

in Uhota Nagpur.

Bung or Bungza, a sept of

Chakmés in the Hill Tracts of

Chittagong.

Bunichhor, a section of Ka

naujié. Lohars in Behar.

Buréthoki, a. sub-tribe of

Mangers in Darjiling.

. Burdewé, a. tbar or sept of

Damis in Darjiling whose chief

profession is sewing.

Buriali Kélundié, a sept of

Hos in Singbhum.

Buri Sémat, a sept of Hos in

Singbhum.

Buru, a sept of Pans in Chota.

Nagpur.

Buru-birit, of the hills, a sub

sept of the Mérndi sept of Santéls.

Busgarait, a section of the

Kémér sub-caste of Dosadhs in

Behar.

Butepéchhé, a tlzar or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Buthuja, a t/zar or sept of the

Bérah Gurung sub-tribe of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Butké.-Sudhé, a sub-caste of

Sudhés in Orissa.

Butku, a section of the Koré

caste in Chota Nagpur, the

members of which will not touch

or kill a pig. "

Byébahéri, a sub-caste of

the Kochh tribe in Dinajpur.

B_|/a'db, Sansk. V1/ridhd, a syn

onym for Bediyfi, q.v.

Byédhé, a sub-caste of Pasis in

Behar, whose original occupation

was to gather and sell sing

lza'ra’, the water-chestnut (Trupa

bispinosa). Most of them have

now abandoned this and taken to

extracting and selling the juice

of the toddy-palm.

Byangnési, a tkar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Byépri, a tkar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.
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Chéb or Clzdbi, a sub-caste

of Gonrhis in Behar. Some of

them disown all connexion with

the Gonrhis and claim to be a

separate caste. Their houses are

often circular.

Chabdia, a section of Goélas

in the North-Western Provinces.

Chébuksawér, a rough rider,

a groom, a ockey—an occupation

usually followed by Mahomedans.

Chachet, a small bird, a totem

istic sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur.

Chadchék, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Chadu, a bird, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Chaenchéir, a bird, a totem

istic sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur.

Chah-ba, a rui or sept of

Sherpa Bhotias of Nepal.

Chéhil or Chéh iré, asub-tribe

of Rajputs, properly natives of

Hissar, mostly converts to Ma

homedanism. They nevertheless

retain charge of the tomb of Goga

Chauhén, a Hindu prince, now

esteemed a saint.

Chahraité, a section of the

Pachainya sub-caste of Doms

in Behar.

Chahubar, a section of Ghésis

in Chota Nagpur.

Chéi, a title of Kaibarttas in

Bengal; a synonym for Chain.

Chaién a hypergamous group

of Karans in Orissa.

Chaibisa, a sub-tribe of

Limbus in Darjiling and the

Eastern Himalayas.

Chail, a title of Témbulis in

Bengal.

Chailéhé, a section of the

Banodhia and Jaiswér Kalwars

in Behar.

Chaimarar, a title of the

Chain sub-caste of Nunias in

Behar.

Chain, a sub-caste of Nuniés

in Behar ; also a title of Bangaja

Kayasths.

Qllliifl, Oluii, Barchdin. a cultivating and fishing caste of Behar

Origin.
and Central Bengal, probably an offshoot

from some non-Aryan tribe. The Chains are

found in Oudh, where Mr. Carnegy connects them with the Théru,

Raji, Nat, and other broken and gypsy-like tribes inhabiting the

base of the Himalayas, and traces in their physiognomy features

peculiar to Mongolian races. Mr. Sherring, again, in one place

speaks of them as a sub-caste of Mullahs, in another as a class

of ‘ jugglers, thimble-riggers, and adventurers, who attend fairs and

other festivals like men of the same profession in England.’ A sub-caste

of the Nunias bears the name Chain, but the Nunias do not admit any
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affinity. Mr. C. F. Magrath, in his Memorandum on the Tribes and

Castes of Behar, published in the Bengal Census Report of 1872, says

they closely resemble Binds in their occupations, being chiefly boat

men, who also engage in fishing. Chains are thickest south of

the Ganges, while Binds are most numerous in North Behar.

Mr. Magrath adds that their reputation as thieves, impostors, and

swindlers is in his experience not altogether deserved, as the men

whom the common people, and even the police of Behar, describe as

Chains usually turned out on inquiry to be Maghaya Doms, Nats, or

Rajwars. The term C/¢a'i-pvmd, however, is a common expression for

stealing among Hindi-speaking natives, while throughout Bengal

individuals belonging to the caste are watched with great suspicion.

The muls or exogamous sections of the Chains in Behar throw

no light on the origin of the caste, aswith

one exception they appear to have been bor

rowed from the Brahmanical. Chains practise

adult as well as infant-marriage, but the latter is considered more

respectable. Polygamy is permitted if the first wife is barren or

suffers from an incurable disease or any serious bodily defect. A.

widow may marry again. Though not compelled to marry her deceased

husband’s younger brother, it is deemed right and proper for her to

do so if such a relative exists. The standard of female morality

appears to be lax, and sexual indiscretions are leniently dealt with

provided that they occur within the limit of the caste. If a woman

gives rise to scandal by an intrigue with a member of the caste, she

may either obtain absolution by giving a feast to the brethren, or

her husband may apply to the caste council for a divorce. In the

latter case she may marry her lover. For offences outside the circle

of the caste, no mode of atonement is appointed; and a woman who

goes wrong with a member of either a higher or a lower caste is

turned out of the Chain community, and generally becomes a public

prostitute.

A.s among other impure castes, a. Dasnami Gosain acts as guru,

Rel. . a degraded Mnithil Brahman as purohit.
‘gm In Oudh the Chains worship Mahébira, the

monkey-god, Sat Narayana, and Devi Patan, while they drink

spirits and feast on pork. Those whom we find in Behar, like

other fisher tribes, are followers of the Pénch Piriya creed, while

the Bengal members of the caste worship Koila Babe. Both freely

indul e in spirits whenever a favourable opportunity presents itself.

i point of social standing Chains rank with Binds, Nunias, and

Pasis; but nowhere do they rise to the distinc

tion, which Binds and Nunias sometimes attain,

of giving water and certain kinds of sweetmeats

to Brahmans. In Behar and Central Bengal they are cultivators

holding lands as occupancy or, more frequently, non-occupancy

raiyats. Others, again, are landless day-labourers or boatmen and

fishermen, catching mullet with weirs of sir/ct mat, as the Binds do.

In Oudh and the North-Western Provinces they are cutivators, and

prepare kkair or catechu. In Eastern Bengal they appear as traders

in grain and pulse. -

Internal structure and

marriage.

Social status and occu

pation.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Chains in 1872 and 1881 :
 

 

Drs-rnrcr. l 1872. . 1881. l Drsrmcr. \ 1872. l 1881.

Bardwan 68 19 illfaimnnsinh 18 8

Birbhnm , 2 11 Tippenli .... .. $14

llidnapur . I01 ....., Nonkhalr .... .. s

Hughlr with Howrah 21 Patna 6,780 4,670

24-Pnrganu 8 118 Qya . 19 18

ggsldilya 655 bbahabldougfi 860 ....“M

u no - ml!
Jam" 100 1s1 T“'h“‘ {Moluflerpur l ‘-87? ii aso

lug-ghedglpd H,l$3 fl),649 .Saran 900 879

Dinipur 837 271 - Champaran 1,148 30$

Bajsfrahye ... 8.802 8,009 Monlhyr s,s\19 3,233

Rg||gpm- 22 ilil ,Blmgal I-11’ 2,6ll 5,506

pm“; no 12 Pumcu 4,526 aces

Darjiling .... .. 3 jlflaldah 30,082 83,689

Daoca 1 891 Santal Parganas 17,576 10,272

Faridpur ‘N 6

 

Chéki, a title of Barendra

Brahmans and Kayasths in

Bengal.

Chéki Dukri, a sept of Hos in

Chaini, Chain or Chai, asub

caste of Mullahs in Behar.

Ohdkur, a servant.

Chékarén, properly the plural

of cha'kar, ‘ a servant,’ ordinarily

used to denote revenue-free or

rent-free land appropriated to the l

su rt of persons performing ~

pu '0 or quasi-public services,

such as village watchmen, mes

sengers, accountants, and the like.

The term has thus come to be used .

Singbhum.

Chakkiwélé, a flour-grinder

or miller, usually a Kurmi, who

employs the women of his house

or neighbourhood to grind singly.

Chakledér, the superin

tendent, or proprietor or renter,

of a chakld, a large division of a

in the Census papers as a design

ation of the holders of such land. of pm-ganas.

Qlhakma, Tsakmd, Teak, Thek (Burm.), a Lohiticl tribe of the

Chittagong Hill Tracts. Major Lewin groups them with the

Khyoungtha, or tribes who live along the river courses, as distin

guished from the Toungtha, whose settlements are confined to the

hills. Concerning this division into river and hill peoples, which is

believed to have originated with the Arakanese, Herr A. Griinwedelf

remarks that it " not only supplies a good outward distinction, but is

moreover fully justified, inasmuch as it at the same time preserves

intact the division according to descent.” Herr

Virchow, however, observes that “these divi

sions, based as they are on the localities of the tribes along the

rivers or on the hills, must by no means be sup osed to represent

either genetic or de facto homogeneous groups.’ The traditions

regarding the origin of the Chakmés are conflicting, and allege (I)

 

country comprehendinga number

‘Tradition of origin.

1 From Zohita, ‘red, ' a name of the Brahmaputra, believed by Lassen to

have reference to the east and the rising sun. (Ind. Alt. i, 667, note.)

F. Miiller (All_qeme1Tne Ethnographic, p. 405) includes the Burmese and the

téibzs of the Chittagong Hill Tracts and Arakan under the term Lohita

iil er.

‘ Summary Notice of the Hill Tribes, in Riebeck's Chittagong Hill Tribes,

translated by Keane.
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that they originally came from the Malay Peninsula, (2) that their

ancestors were Chaus-bansi Kshatriyas of Champanagar in Hindu

stan, who invaded the Hill Tracts about the end of the 14th century,

settled there, and intermarried with the people of the country;

(3) that they are the descendants of the survivors of a Mogul army

sent by the Vazir of Chittagong to attack the King of Arakan.

Owing, it is said, to the Vazir declining the food offered to him by

a Buddhist Phoongyee whom he met on the way, his army was

defeated by art magic and his soldiers became slaves to the King

of Arakan, who gave them land and wives in the Hill Tracts. In

support of this tradition Major Lewin refers to the fact that the

Chakma Rajas from 1715 to 1830 bore the title Khan. This,

however. clearly proves little, as the title is borne by many Hindus,

and nothing is more probable than that the Raja of a wild tribe

should have borrowed it from the Mahomedan rulers of Chittagong.

The evidence at present available does not appear to warrant

any more definite conclusion than that the Chakmas are probably

a people of Arakanese origin, whose physical type has been to some

extent modified by intermarriage with Bengali settlers. This view,

though deriving some support from the fact that the tribe have only

lately abandoned the use of an Arakanese dialect, possesses no

scientific value, as for all we know the settlement in Arakan may be

of very recent date, and the true affinities of the tribe can only be

determined by a thorough examination of their physical character

istics. Dr. Riebeck’s measurements comprised only three subjects—

a number insufficient, as Herr Virchow points out, to admit of the

calculation of an average which shall represent an approximation to

the true physical type of the tribe.‘

The Chakmas are divided into three sub-tribes-Chakma,

Doingnak, and Tungjainya or Tangjangya.

The Doingnaks are believed to have broken

off from the parent tribe about a century ago, when Jaun Baksh

Khan was Chief, in consequence of his having ordered them to

intermarry with the other branches of the tribe. This innovation

was violently disapproved of, and many Doingnal-ts abandoned their

homes on the Karnaphuli river and fled to Arakan. Of late years

some of them have returned and settled in the hills of the Cox's

Bazar subdivision. When Captain Lewin wrote, the Doingnaks

spoke an Arakanese dialect, and had not yet acquired the con'u t

form of Bengali which is spoken by the rest of the Chakmés. e

Tungjainya sub-tribe are said to have come into the Chittagong

Hills from Arakan as late as 1819, when Dharm Baksh Khan was

Chief. A number of them, however, soon returned to Arakan in

consequence of the Chief’s refusal to recognise the claims of their

leader, Phapru, to the headship of the sub-tribe. About twenty

years ago the elders of the Tungjainyé sub-tribe still spoke

Arakanese, while the younger generation were following the example
 

Internal structure.

1 Since this was written one hundred specimens of the Chakma tribe have

been measured under my supervision. The average cephalic index deduced

from this large number of snb]ects is 84'5, and the average naso-malar index

1064. A tribe so markedly brachy-cephalic and platyopic must clearly be

classed as Mongoloid.
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of the Chakmés and taking to Bengali. Outsiders are admitted

into the tribe. They must spend seven days in the priest.’s house,

and then give a feast to the tribe, at which certain mantras

are repeated to sanctify the occasion, and fowls and pigs are killed.

Persons so admitted are almost invariably natives of the plains who

have become attached to Cbakmé. women. Although fully recognised

as members of the tribe for social purposes, they would be distin

guished by the designation Bangali, but their offspring will rank in

every respect as Chakmas.

A list of the exogamous septs (gosa) of the Chakmas and

Tungjainiyés will be found in Appendix I. I have been unable to

obtain a list of the septs of the Doingnaks. It will be observed

that many of the septs are of the same type as those found

among the Limbus and Tibetans; that is, the names record some

curious adventure or personal peculiarity of the supposed ancestor

of the sept. Others, again, are territorial; only, instead of taking

their names from a village or a tract of country, they follow the

names of rivers. The sept name descends in the male line, and

the rule of exogamy based upon it is unilateral; that is, while

a man is forbidden to marry a woman belonging to his own sept,

there is nothing, so far as the rule of exogamy goes, to prevent

him from marrying a woman belonging to his mother’s sept. The

prohibition arising from the sept name is therefore supplemented

by forbidding men to marry the following relatives and their

descendants :-Step-mother, mother’s sister, sister, sister's daughter,

mother’s brother’s daughter, father's sister’s daughter, wife’s elder

sister. After his wife’s death a man may marry her younger sister.

Among the Ghakmas, as perhaps among the Greeks and

Romans in the beginning of their history, the sept is the unit of

the tribal organization for certain public purposes. Each sept is

presided over by an hereditary dewan (among the Tungjainiyés

called ahfin), who represents the family of the founder. This officer

collects the poll-tax, keeps a certain proportion himself, and pays

the remainder with a yearly offering of first fruits to the Chief of

the tribe. When a wild animal fit for food is killed, he has a right

to a share in the carcass. He also decides the disputes, mostly

matrimonial or more or less connected with women, which make up

most of the litigation within the tribe, and divides the fines with

the Chief. Where the sept is large and scattered, the dewan has

subordinate headmen (klzejzi) to assist him. These are exempt from

poll-tax and begdri or compulsory labour, but must make to the

dewén a yearly offering of one measure of rice, one bamboo vessel

(chungd) of spirits, and a fowl.

I quote at length Major Lewin’s‘ graphic and sympathetic

description of the marriage customs of the Chakmas :—

“ Child-marriages among the Chakmés, or indeed among the hill

people in general, are unknown. There is no

fixed time for getting married. Some of the

young men indeed do not man'y until they reach the age of 24 or

25: after that age, however, it is rare to see a man unmarried.

 

Marriage.

l Hill Tracts qfC'Iu'ttagong, pp. 70 et seq.
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Marriage is after this fashion: Father, mother, and son first look

about them and fix upon a bride. This indispensable prelim

inary accomplished, the parents go to the house where their intended

daughter-in-law resides. They take with them a bottle of spirits

(this is an absolute necessary in every hill alaver). The matter

will at first be opened cautiously. The lad’s fiither will say, ‘ That

is a fine tree growing near your house; I would fain plant in

its shadow.’ Should all go well, they retire after mutual civili

ties. Both in going and coming omens are carefully observed,

and many a promising match has been put a stop to by un-.

favourable auguries. A man or woman carrying fowls, water,

fruit, or milk, if passed on the right hand, is a good omen

and pleasant to meet with; but it is unfavourable to see a kite or

a vulture, or to see one crow all by himself croaking on the left hand.

If they are unfortunate enough to come upon the dead body of any

animal on their mad, they will go no further, but at once return

home and stop all proceedings. Old people quote numerous stories

to show that the disregard of unfavourable omens has in former

times been productive of the most ruinous consequences. ,

“ By the time a second visit is due the relatives on both sides

have been consulted; and if all has progressed satisfactorily and

there are no dissentient voices, they go accompanied by some of the

girls of the village, taking with them presents of curds and birné

grain, and jogré, a sweet fermented liquor made from rice. Then

a day is settled (after the harvest is a favourite time), and a ring of

betrothal is given to the bride. Now, also, is arranged what

price the young man is to pay for his wife; for the Chakmas, in

contradistinction to all our other tribes, buy their wives. The

ordinary price is Rs. 100 to Rs. 150. On the marriage day a large

stock of provisions is laid in by both houses. A procession of men

and women start from the bridegroom’s village with drums and

music to fetch home the bride. The parents of the bridegroom

present their intended daughter with her marriage dress. No

ceremony, however, is performed; and the bride, after a short

interval, is taken away, accompanied by all her relatives, to her new

home.

“On aniving all enter the house, and the bride and the bride

groom sit down together at a small table-—the bride on the left hand

of her husband. On the table are e s, sweetmeats, rice, and

plantains, all laid out on leaf platters. he best man (sowallal sits

behind the bridegroom, and the bride has a representative brides

maid (sowalli) behind her. These two then bind around the couple

a muslin scarf, asking ‘Are all willing, and shall this be accom

plished.’ Then all cry out, ‘Bind them, Bind them,’ so they are

bound. The married air have now to eat together, the wife feeding

the husband and the usband the wife; and as at this stage of the

ceremony a great deal of bashfulness is evinced, the bridesmaid and

best man raise the hands of their respective charges to and from each

other’s mouths, to the intense enjoyment and hilarity of every one

present. After they have thus eaten and drunken, an elder of the

village sprinkles them with river-water, pronounces them man and
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wife, and says a charm used for fruitfulness. The couple then retire,

and the guests keep it up until an early hour on the following morn

ing. The next day, at the morning meal, the newly married come

hand in hand and salute the elders of the families. The father of the

bride generally improves this occasion by addressing a short lecture to

his son-in-law on the subject of marital duties. ‘ Take her,’ he says ;

‘ I have given her to you; but she is young and not acquainted with

her household duties. If therefore at any time you come back from

the jhum and find the rice bumt, or anything else wrong, teach her:

do not beat her. But at the end of three years, if she still continues

ignorant, then beat her, but do not take her life; for if you do, I shall

demand the price of blood at your hands, but for beating her I shall

not hold you responsible or interfere. ’

“ All marriages, however, do not go on in this hap yfashion:

it often ha pens that the lad and the lass have made up their minds

to couple, but the parents will not hear of the match. In such a

case the lovers generally elope together ; but should the girl’s

parents be very much set against the match, they have the right to

demand back and take their daughter from the hands of her lover.

If, notwithstanding this opposition, the lovers’ intentions still remain

unaltered and they elople a. second time, no one has then the right to

interfere with them.

father-in-law according to his means, gives a feast to his new

relatives, and is formally admitted into kinship.”

Sexual indiscretions before marriage are not severely dealt

with, and usually end in marriage. But a man who carries off a

young girl against her will is fined Rs. 60, and “also receives a

od beating from the lads of the village to which a girl belongs.”

ficest is punished by a fine of Rs. 50 and corporal punishment.

Once married, the Chakmfi. women are said to be cod and faithful

wives, and it is unusual for the village council to is called upon to

exercise its power of granting a divorce. Such cases, however, do

occur occasionally. ’l‘he offender has to repay to the husband the

bride-price and the expenses incurred in the marriage, and in

addition a fine of Rs. 50 or Rs. 60, which is divided between the

dewan or ahiin of the sept and the Chief of the tribe. Divorced

women can marry again.

Awidow is allowed to marry a second time. She may marry

her husband’s younger brother, but is not obliged to do so. The

ceremony is simple, consisting mainly of a feast.

The Chakmés profess to be Buddhists, but during the last

Religion generation or so their practice in matters of

' religion has been noticeably coloured by contact

with the gross Hinduism of Eastern Bengal. This tendency was

encouraged by the example of Rajé Dharm Baksh Khan and his wife

Kélindi Rani, who observed the Hindu festivals, consulted Hindu

astrologers, kept a Chittagong Brahman to supervise the daily worship

of the goddess Kali, and rsuaded themselves that they were lineal

representatives of the Ks atriya caste. Some years ago, however,

a celebrated Phoongyee came over from Arakan after the Raja’s death

to endeavour to strengthen the cause of Buddhism and to take the

he young husband makes a present to his .
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Rani to task for her leanings towards idolatry. His efforts are said

to have met with some success, and the Rani is believed to have

formally proclaimed her adhesion to Buddhism.

Lakhsmi is worshipped by the Tungjainyé sub-tribe as the

goddess of harvest in a small bamboo hut set apart for this purpose.

She is represented by a rude block of stone with seven skeins of

cotton bound seven times round it. The offerings are pigs and fowls,

which are afterwards eaten by the votaries. Chakmas observe the

same worship with a few differences of detail, which need not be

noticed here.

Vestiges of the primitive animism, which we may believe to have

been the religion of the Chakmas before their conversion to Buddhism,

still survive in the festival called Shongbasé, when nats, or the spirits

of wood and stream, are worshipped, either by the votary himself

or by an exorcist (qjlzd or na-icbhuni), who is called in to perform the

necessary ceremonies. The demons of cholera, fever, and other

diseases are propitiated in a river-bed or in the thick jungle, where

spirits delight to dwell, with offerings of goats, fowls, ducks, pigeons,

and flowers. The regular priests have nothing to do with this ritual,

which has been condemned as unorthodox.

“At a Chakma village,” says Major Lewin, “I was present

when sacrifice was thus oflered up by the headman. The occasion

was a thank-offering for the recovery of his wife from child-birth.

The offering consisted of a suckling pig and a fowl. The altar was

of bamboo, decorated with young plantain shoots and leaves. On this

raised platform were placed small cups containing rice, vegetables,

and a spirit distilled from rice. Round the whole from the house

mother’s distaff had been spun a long white thread, which encircled

the altar, and then, carried into the house, was held at its two ends

by the good man’s wife. The sacrifice commenced by a long

invocation uttered by the husband, who stood opposite to his altar,

and between each snatch of his charm he tapped the small platform

with his hill knife and uttered a long wailing cry. This was for the

purpose of attracting the numerous wandering spirits who o up

and down upon the earth and calling them to the feast. hen

a sufiicient number of these invisible guests were believed to be

assembled, he out the throats of the victims with his dao and poured

a libation of blood upon the altar and over the thread. The flesh

of the things sacrificed was afterwards cooked and eaten at the

household meal, of which I was invited to partake.”

Of late years Bairégi Vaishnavas have taken to visiting the

Hill Tracts, and have made a few disciples among the Chakmzis.

The outward signs of conversion to Vaishnavism are wearing a

necklace of tulsi beads (Ocymum sanctum), which is used to repeat

the mantra or mystic formula of the sect. Abstinence from animal

food and strong drink is also enjoined. I understand, however,

that very few Chakmas have been found to submit to this degree of

austerity.

Chakmas bum their dead. The body of a man is burned with

the head to the west on a pyre composed of
Fmenh five layers of wood; that of a woman on a
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pyre of seven layers, the head bein

ashes are thrown into the river. A amboo post, or some other

portion of a dead man’s house, is usually burned with him—pr0b

ably in order to provide him with shelter in the next world. At the

burning place the relatives set up a pole with a streamer of coarse

cloth. Infants and persons who die of small-pox or cholera or by

a violent death are buried. If a man is supposed to have died

from witchcraft, his body when half-burned is split in two down

the chest—a practice curiously analogous to the ancient treatment

of suicides in Europe. Seven days after death priests are sent for

to read prayers for the dead, and the relatives give alms. It is

optional to repeat this ceremony at the end of a month. At the

end of the year, or at the festival of mwzinna (eating of new rice),

rice cooked with various kinds of curry, meat, honey, wine, are

offered to departed ancestors in a separate room and afterwards

thrown into a river. Should a flea, or, better still, a number of

fleas, be attracted by the repast, this is looked upon as a sign that

the dead are pleased with the ofierings laid before them.

Like the rest of the Hill Tribes, the Chakrnas live byjkum culti

vation, which they carry on in the method

described below in the article Magh. In spite

of the necessarily shifting character of their husbandry, they show

remarkable attachment to the sites of their villages, and do not

change these like most of the other tribes. Their bamboo houses,

built upon high piles, are constructed with reat care. An excellent

sketch of one of these is given by Dr. Rielaeck in the book already

referred to.

The Census statistics of the Chakma tribe show an extraordinary

fluctuation in their numbers, which I am wholly unable to account

for. In 1872 there were 28,097 Chakmas in the Chittagong Hill

Tracts, while the Census of 1881 shows only eleven! No attempt

is made to clear up this singular Vzflkerwanderung in the text of the

Census Report of 1881.

turned to the east. The

Occupation.

Chakravartti, a title home

by some families of Brahmans

in Bengal.

C/zakri, a synonym for Teli in

Bengal.

Chaksiér, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Chakwén, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Chakwér, a mul or section of

the Ayodhié. sub-caste of Sonars

and Babhans in Behar.

Chal-agge, a. section of the

Bahannajati sub-caste of Khatris

in Bengal.

Chélak, a title of Kaibarttas

in Bengal.

Chalanié, a mul or section of

Kesarwani Banias in Behar.

Chalanta, a synonym for Doai.

Chit lenga, a kind of vegetable,

a toteniistic sept of Korwas in

Chota Nagpur.

Chalhaké, a section of Sonérs

in Behar.

Chélhésan, a. mul or section

of the Naomulié or Gorié. sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Chélhésinhi, a mu! or section

of the Goria and Kishnaut sub

castes of Goélés in Behar, whose

title is Mandar.
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Chélhuk, a sept of Rajputs in Challisgharié, a sub-caste of

Behar, Sutradhars in Noakhali.

Chali, rice soup, a totemistic Chaluti, a sub-caste of Sunris

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur. in Western Bengal.

Chélisa, Chelisya, a t/1./Ir of Chamagrémi, a gdin of the

the Basishtha gutra of Nepali Kasyaps got:-a of Bérendra Brah

Brahmans. mans 1D. Bengal.

Cbalila-Sau, a synonym for Chamagu, a tlzar or sept of

Sunri in Bengal. Newars in Darjiling.

Qlhamzir, the tanner caste of Behar and Upper India, found also

Tr d.t. f _ _ in all parts of Bengal as tanners and workers
E Homo origin‘ in leather under the name Chémér or

Charmakér. According to the Puranas, the Chamérs are descended

from a boatman and a Chandél woman; but if we are to identify

them with the Karavara or leather-worker mentioned in the tenth

chapter of Mann, the father of the caste was a Nishéda and the

mother a Vaideha. The Nishéda, again, is said to be the offspring

of a Brahman and a Snidra mother, and the Vaideha of a Vaisya

father and Brahman mother. In one place, indeed, Mr. Sherring

seems to take this mythical genealogy seriously, and argues that the

“rigidity and exclusiveness of caste prejudices among the Chamars

are highly favourable to the supposition” that Manu’s account of

them is the true one, and consequently that the Ohamars being

“ one-half of Brahmanical, one-fourth of Vaisya, and one-fourth of

Sll\'l1'8. descent,” may “ hold up their heads boldly in the presence of

the superior castes.” Stated in this form, the argument verges on

the grotesque; but it appears from other passages that Mr. Sherring

was strongly impressed with the high-caste appearance of the Chamér

caste, and thought it possible that in this particular instance the

traditional pedigree might contain an element of historical truth.

Similar testimony to the good looks of the Chamérs in certain parts

of India comes to us from the Central Provinces, where they are said

to be lighter in colour than the members of other cultivating castes,

while some of the men and many of the women ‘are remarkably

handsome. In Eastern Bengal, again, Dr. Wise describes the caste

as less swarthy than the average Chandél, and infinitely fairer, with

a more delicate and intellectual cast of features than many Srotriya

Brahmans. On the other hand, Sir Henry Elliot, writing of the

North-West Provinces, says :—“ Ohamérs are reputed to be a dark

race. and a. fair Chamar is said to be as rare an object as a black

Brahman.

"Karid Brahman gor Cbamdr

Inke séth ml uia1'2.'_1/e pdr,

—that is, do not cross a river in the same boat with a black Brahman

or a fair Chamar; both objects being considered of evil omen.”

Mr. Nesfield thinks the Chamér “may have sprung out of several

different tribes, like the Dom, Kanjar, Habura. Cheru, etc., the last

remains of whom are still outside the pale of Hindu society.
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Originally he appears to have been an im ressed labourer or beyrir,

who was made to hold the plough for 's master and received in

return space for building his mud hovel near the villa e, a fixed

allowance of grain for every workin day, the free use 0 wood and

grass on the village lands, and t e skins and bodies of all the

animals that died. This is very much the status of the Chamar

at the present day. He is still the field slave, the grass-cutter,

the remover of dead animals, the hide-skinner, and the carrion-eater

of the Indian village.” Lastly, it should be observed that Mr. Hewitt,

whose report on the settlement of the Raipur district is the lucm

classicus for the Chamars of the Central Provinces, clearly regards

them as to some extent an exceptional type, and lays stress on the

fact that they do not present the same degraded appearance as their

brethren in other parts of India.

Cliamars trace their own pedigree to Ravi or Rui Das, the

famous disciple of Ramananda at the end of the fourteenth century,

and whenever a Chamar is asked what he is, he replies a Ravi Das.

Another tradition current among them alleges that their original

ancestor was the youngest of four Brahman brethren who went to

bathe in a river and found a cow struggling in a quicksand. They

sent the youngest brother in to rescue the animal, but before he

could get to the spot it had been drowned. He was compelled

therefore by his brothers to remove the carcass, and after he had done '

this they turned him out of their caste and gave him the name of

Chamar.

Looking at the evidence as a whole, and allowing that there are

points in it which seem to favour the conjecture that the Chamars

may be in part a degraded section of a higher race, I do not consi

der these indications clear enough to override the presumption that

a caste engaged in a filthy and menial occupation must on the whole

have been recruited from among the non-Aryan races. It may be

urged, indeed, that the early Aryans were well acquainted with the

use of leather, and were free from those prejudices which lead the

modern Hindu to condemn the art of the tanner as unclean. The

degradation of the Oluirmammi of Vedic times into the outoaste

Chamar of to-day may thus have been a slow process, carried out

gradually as Brahmanical ideas gained strength, and the ‘ fair

Chamar’ whom the proverb warns men to beware of may be

simply an instance of reversion to an earlier Aryan type, which at

one time formed an appreciable proportion of the caste. All this,

however, is pure conjecture, and counts for little in face of the

fact that the average Chamar is hardly distinguishable in point

of features, stature, and complexion from the members of those

non-Aryan races from whose ranks we should p_rimd facie expect the

profession of leather-dresser to be filled. Occasional deviations from

this standard type may be due either to liaisons with members of

the higher castes or to some cause which cannot now be traced.

Like all large castes, the Chamars are broken up into a number

I of endogamous groups. These are shown in
nt°malsm°t“'°' Appendix I, but I am doubtful whether the

enumeration is complete. The Dhusié sub-caste alone appears to
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have exogamous divisions of the territorial or local type, while in

the other sub-castes marriages are regulated by the usual formula

for reckoning prohibited degrees calculated to seven generations in

the descending line. Chamérs profess to marry their daughters as

infants ; but in practice the age at which a girl is married depends

mainly upon the ability of her parents to defray the expenses of the

wedding, and no social penalty is inflicted upon a man who allows

his daughter to grow up unmarried. Polygamy is permitted, and

no limit appears to be set to the number of wives a man may have.

Like the Doms, and unlike most other castes, Chamars forbid

M _ the marriage of two sisters to the same husband.
amagm In the marriage ceremony an elder of the caste

presides, but a Brahman is usually consulted to fix an auspicious day

for the event. The father of the bride receives a sum of money for

‘his daughter, but this is usually insufiicient to meet the expenses of

the wedding. During the marriage service the bridegroom sits on

the knee of the bride’s father, and the bridegroom’s father receives

a. few ornaments and a cup of spirits, after which each of the guests

is offered a cup. No manta or wedding bower is made, but a barber

prepares and whitewashes a space (clmuk), within which the couple

sit. He also stains the feet of the bride and bride room with

cotton soaked in lac dye (dlta), and is responsible t at all the

relatives and friends are invited to the marriage. The caste elder,

who ofiiciates as priest, binds mango leaves on the wrists of the

wedded pair, and chants mantras or mystic verses; while the

bridegroom performs siudurddn by smearin vermilion on the bride’s

forehead and the parting of her hair. ' his is deemed the valid

and binding portion of the ceremony. Widows are permitted

to marry again. Usually when an elder brother dies childless

the younger brother must marry the widow within a year or eighteen

months, unless they mutually agree not to do so, in which case she

returns to her father’s house, where she is free to remarry with any

one. If there are children by the first marriage, it is deemed the

more incumbent on the widow to marry the younger brother; but

even in this case she is not compelled to do so. The custody of

the children, however, remains with their paternal uncle, and the

widow forfeits all claim to share in her late husband’s estate. On

her remarriage the family of her first husband cannot claim any

compensation for the bride-price which they paid for her on her

marriage. Before a widow marries again her relatives go through

the form of consulting the panchayat, with the object, it is said, of

deciding whether the marriage is well-timed or not. Divorce is

grmitted with the sanction of the panchéyat of the caste»

ivorced wives may marry again.

By far the most interesting features of the Ghamar caste, says

Rel. . . Be Dr. Wise, are their religious and social customs.
‘mum “gal They have no purchit; their religious cere

monies, like those of the Doms, being directed by one of the elders

of the caste. But g1u'us, who give mantras to children, are found,

and a Hindustani Brahman is often consulted regarding a lucky day

for a wedding. Chamérs have always exhibited a remarkable

M
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dislike to Brahmans and to the Hindu ritual. They nevertheless

observe many rites popularly supposed to be of Hindu origin, but

which are more probab y survivals of the worship paid to the village

gods for ages before the Aryan invasion. The large majority of

Bengali Chamzirs profess the deistic Sri-Nérayani creed. Sants, or

professed devotees, are common among them, and the Mahant of that

sect is always regarded as the religious head of the whole tribe. A

few Dacca Ohamérs belong to the Kabir-Panth, but none have joined

any of the Vaishnava sects.

The principal annual festival of the Chamérs is the Sripanchami,

celebrated on the fifth day of the lunar month of

Magh (January-February) , when they abstain

from work for two days, spending them in alternate devotion at the

Dhémghar, or conventicle of the Sri-Néréyani sect, and in intoxica

tion at home. The Dhamghar is usually a thatched house consisting

of one large room with verandahs on all sides. At one end is a

raised earthen platform, on which the open Granthal garlanded with

flowers is laid, and before this each disciple makes obeisance as he

enters. The congregation squats all round the room, the women in

one corner, listening to a few musicians chanting religious hymns

and smoking tobacco and ganja, indifferent to the heat, smoke, and

stench of the crowded room. The Mahant, escorted by the Sants

carrying their parwanas or certificates of membership, enters about

1 A.l\I., when the service begins. It is of the simplest form. The

Mahant, after reading a few sentences in Négari, unintelligible to

most of his hearers, receives offerings of money and fruit. The

congregation then disperses, but the majority seat themselves in the

verandahs and drink spirits. If the physical endurance of the

worshippers be not exhausted, similar services are held for several

successive nights, but the ordinary one only lasts two nights.

On the “ Nauami,” or ninth lunar day. of Aswin (September

October), the day preceding the Dasbara, the worship of Devi is

observed, and ofierings of swine, oats, and spirits made to the dread

goddess. On this day the old ravidian system of demonolatry,

or Shamanism, is exhibited, when one of their number, working

himself up into a frenzy, becomes possessed by the demon and

reveals futurity. The Chamars place great value on the answers

given, and very few are so contented with their lot in life as not to

desire an insight into the future. A few days before the Dashara

the Chémains perambulate the streets, playing and singing, with

Festivals.

1 The Grantha or scriptures of the Sri-Niirayani or Siva-Nara ani sect

are believed by them to have existed for eleven hundred and forty-five years,

but to have been unintelligible until Sitala, an inspired Sannyfisi, translated it

in compliance with a divine command. The translation, consisting of several

works 111 the Devanzigari character, is the undoubted composition of the Rajput

Sivanarayana of Ghazipiir, who wrote it about A.D. 1735.

The most important of these works are the Guru-nyaisa and Santa-vilasa.

The former, com iled from the Puranas, gives an account of the ten Avatars

of Vishnu, or Narayana, and is subdivided into fourteen chapters, of which

the first six treat of the author, of faith, of the punishment of sinners, of

virtue, of a future state, and of discipline. The latter is a treatise on moral

sentiments. The o ening lines are,--“The love of God, and His knowledge

is the only true un erstanding.”

I’
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a pot of water in the left hand, a sprig of m'm in the right, soliciting

alms for the approaching Devi festival. Money or grain must be

got by begging, for they believe the worship would be ineffectual if

the offerings had to be paid for. Another of their festivals is the

Ramanauarni, or birth-day of Rama, held on the ninth lunar day of

Chaitra (March-April), when they offer flowers, betel-nut, and

sweetmeats to their ancestor, Ravi Das.

When sickness or epidemic diseases invade their homes, the

women fasten a piece of plantain leaf round their necks and go

about begging. Should their wishes be fulfilled, a vow is taken to

celebrate the worship of Devi, Sitala, or Jalka Devi, whichever

goddess is supposed to cause the outbreak. The worship is held on

a piece of ground marked off and smeared with cowdung. A fire

being lighted, and gin’ and spirits thrown on it, the worshipper

makes obeisance, bowing his forehead to the ground and muttering

certain incantations. A. swine is then sacrificed, and the bones and

ofial being buried, the flesh is roasted and eaten, but no one must

take home with him any scrap of the victim. Jalka Devi seems

identical with the Rakshyé. Kali of Bengali villagers, and is said to

have seven sisters, who are worshipped on special occasions.

The Chamars of Behar are more orthodox in matters of religion

than their brethren of Eastern Bengal, and

appear to conform in the main to the popular

Hinduism practised by their neighbours. _Some of them indeed

have advanced so far in this direction as to employ Maithil Brahmans

for the worship of the regular Hindu gods, while others content

themselves with priests of their own caste. In the Sautal Parganas

such priests go by the name of jmri, and the story is that they are

Kanaujia Brahmans, who were somehow degraded to be Cbamars.

Lokesari, Rakat Mala, Mansaram, Lalé, Karu Dén€1,Masné., Mamia,

and Jalpait are the special minor gods of the caste, but Bandi,

Goraiya, and Kali are also held in reverence. Some hold that Ravi

Dzis ranks highest of all, but he seems to be looked upon as a sort of

deity, and not as the preacher of a deistic religion. The offerings to

all of these gods consist of sheep, goats, milk, fruit, and sweetmeats,

of which the members of the household afterwards partake. Accord

ing to Mr. Nesfield, the caste also worship the rdpi, or tanner’s knife,

at the Diwali festival. It is a curious circumstance, illustrating the

queer reputation borne by the Chamérs, that throughout Hindustan

parents frighten naughty children by telling them that Nona

Chaméin will carry them off. This redoubtable old witch is said by

the Chamars to have been the mother or grandmother of Ravi Das;

but why she acquired such unenviable notoriety is unknown. In

Bengal her name is never heard of, but a domestic bogey haunts

each household. In one it is the Burhi. or old woman; in

another, Bhiita, a ghost; in a third, Pretni, a witch; and in a

fourth, Gala-Kata Kafir, literally, the ‘infidel with his throat gashed.’

In Behar the dead are burned in the ordinary fashion, and

srdddh performed on the tenth or, according to

some, the thirteenth day after death. Libations

of water (tarpan) and balls of rice (pmda) are offered to the pirit

Religion in Behar.

Funerals

112
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of ancestors in general in the month of A'swin. In Eastern Bengal

Chamars usually bury their dead, and if the husband is buried his

widow will be laid beside him if she had been taught the same

mantra, otherwise her body is burned. Sants of the Sri-Narayani

sect are objects of special reverence, and whenever one dies in a

strange place" the Sants on the spot subscribe and bury him. The

funeral procession is impressive, but very noisy. The corpse,

wrapped in a sheet with a roll of cloth wound round the head, is

deposited on a covered litter. Red flags flutter from the four corners,

and a white cloth acts as a pall. With discordant music the body is

carried to the grave, dug in some waste place, where it is laid flat,

not sitting. as with the Jugis.

By virtue of his occupation, his habits, and his traditional

descent, the Chamar stands condemned to rank

at the very bottom of the Hindu social system ;

and even the non-Aryan tribes who have of recent years sought

admission into the Hindu communion are speedily promoted over

his head. His ideas on the subject of diet are in keeping with his

degraded position. He eats beef, pork, and fowls, all unclean to the

average Hindu, and, like the gypsies of Europe, has no repugnance

to cooking the flesh of animals which have died a natural death.

Some say that they only eat cattle which have died a natural death,

but this may be merely a device to avert the suspicion of killing

cattle by poison, which naturally attaches to people who deal in hides

and horns. Despised, however, as he is by all classes of orthodox

Hindus, the Chamar is proud and punctilious on certain special

points, never touching the leavings of a Brahman’s meal, nor eating

anything cooked by a Ben ali Brahman, though he has no objection

to take food from a Bra man of Hindustan. Chamars are, says

Dr. Wise, inconceivably dirty in their habits, and offend others

besides the Hindu by their neglect of all sanitary laws. Large

droves of pigs are bred by them, and it is no uncommon sight to

witness children and pigs wallowing together in the mire. Hides in

various stages of preparation hang about their huts, yet, strange to

say, the women are very prolific, and, except in a fisher settlement,

nowhere are so many healthy-looking children to be seen as in a

filthy Chamér village. Mr. Beames, however, mentions in a note to

his edition of Sir Henry Elliot’s Glossary that Ohamérs, from their

dirty habits, are eculiarly liable to leprosy, and that the name of the

Kori or Korhi su -caste probably refers to this fact.

Chamérs are employed in tanning leather, making shoes and

saddlery, and grooming horses. In Eastern

Bengal the Chamré.-farosh hire them to pre

serve hides, but there is such bitter enmity between them and the

allied caste of Muchi or Rishi, that they are rarely engaged to skin

animals, lest the perquisites of the latter group should seem to have

been interfered with. To some extent the distinctions between the

various sub-castes seem to be based upon diiferences of occupation.

Thus the Dhusia sub-caste adhere to the original occupation of leather

dressing, and also make shoes and serve as musicians at wedding

and other domestic festivities, their favourite instruments being

Social status.

Occupation.
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the dlzol or drum, the cymbals (jlninjli), the harp (ektdra), and the

tambourine (klza'rg;'ari). Most of these occupations are also followed by

the Dhérh, who besides carry palanquins and eat the flesh of animals

that have died a natural death, except only the horse. The Guria

are cultivators; some few holding occupancy rights, and others being

landless day-labourers, who wander about and work for hire at

harvest time. The Jaiswara work as syces; the Dohar are cobblers,

using only leather string, and not cotton thread, to mend rents ; the

Sikharia are cultivators and shoemakers; the Chamar Tanti work

as weavers, and will not touch carrion; and the Sarki, many of whom

have emigrated from Nepal into Chumparan, are both butchers and

hide-dressers. Some Ohamérs burn lime, but this occupation has

not become the badge of a sub-caste, though those who follow it

call themselves Ohunihara. In Behar the Chamér is a village

functionary like the Chaukidar or Gorait. He holds a small portion

of village land, and is invariably called to post up otficial notices,

and to go round with his drum proclaiming public announcements.

The Chaméins, or female Chémars, says Dr. Wise, are distin

guished throughout Bengal by their huge inelegant anklets (pdiri)

and bracelets (bangrt), made of bell-metal. The former often weigh

from eight to ten pounds, the latter from two to four, and both -

closely resemble the corresponding ornaments worn by Santal women.

They also wear the tikli, or spangle, on the forehead, although

in Bengal it is regarded as a tawdry ornament of the lowest and

most immoral women. Chamains consider it a great attraction to

have their bodies tattooed; consequently their chests, foreheads, arms,

and legs are disfigured with patterns of fantastic shape. In Hindu

stan the Natni is the great tattooer ; but as members of this caste are

seldom met with in Eastern Bengal, the Chaméins are often put to

great straits, being frequently obliged to pay a visit to their original

homes for the purpose of having the fashionable decoration indelibly

stained on their bodies.

Chamar women are ceremonially unclean for ten days sub

sequent to childbirth, when after bathing, casting away all old

cooking utensils, and buying new ones, a feast, called Béralu}/a. is

celebrated, upon which she resumes her usual household duties.

They still observe the pleasing custom of B/uiiphoté on the last day

of the Hindu year, when sisters present their brothers with a new

suit of clothes and sweetmeats, and make with a paste of red sandal

wood a dot on their foreheads; a similar usage, known as B/zrdtm'.

dvitiyé, is practised by Bengalis on the second day after the new

moon of Kértik.

Chaméins are the midwives of India, and are generally believed,

though erroneously, to be skilled in all the mysteries of parturition.

They have no scruples about cutting the navel string, as other

Hindus have ; but in the villages of the interior, where no Chamains

reside, the females of the Bhiiinmali, Chandal, and Ghulém Kayath

castes act as midwives, and are equally unscrupulous. It is a pro

verbial saying among Hindus that a household becomes unclean if

a Chamér woman has not attended at the birth of any child

belonging to it.
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The following

Ohamérs in 1872 and 1881.
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statement shows the number and distribution of

The figures of the former year include,

and those of the latter exclude, the hluchis in Bengal Proper.
 

 

Drsriucr. 1872. 1881.

Bardwnn 55,477 631

Bankum 3,117 398

, Birbhum 80,153 7,7I1

giiidnalpur 8,540 1,638

ugh 1Howrah H357 { 2,438

24-Parganas ... 7",4l\3 11.5410

Nndiya 57,375 11,310

Khulna .... ., 3,807

Jewore 42,992 11,855

Murshedabad 38,368 20.374

Dinnjpur 4,179 1,175

ltajshnhye ... 5.953 3-391

Rangpur 9,103 8&2

Bogra 1,873 1,9\>8

Pnbna 5,477 893

Darjiling 85 880

Jalpixori ... 436 81

Kuch Behar .... .. 1,280

Decca 24,068 8,560

Faridpnr 3,721 1,519

Bakarpnmj .. . 8,991 1.033

Maimansinh ... 5,934 4,391

Chittagong 781 527

 

DISTRICT. 1872. 1331

Tipggrsh 4,256 1,740

Noe hall ... 397 BM

Hill Tracts 31 4

Patna 47,067 56,867

‘Gya 70.9:<1 78,552

ShahabndM 91,777 119_010

- can ernur .. 182,837
T‘"“" Darbhanga } 17'-'93 ‘l 88,641

Saran 94,844 111,144

Chum ran .. 89,061 112,789

Mom: yr 46,126 64,014

Bhsgsl ur 63,085 76,294

Purma 13,571 22,035

Maldnh 4,929 4,288

Santa! Par-ganu 2:1,-$60 27,710

(Iuttack 1-z,ss1 1s,4cs

Pun ... ... 2,855 2,690

Balasore . . 4,593 19,353

Tributary States 1,4-‘ii 2,574

Huwribaxh ._ 26,112 40,981

Loliardagu. ... 18,966 27,276

Singbhum ... 591 429

Manbhum 7,340 2,537

Tributary States 2,933 6,393

 

 

Ch€1mar,a sub-caste of Tantis

in Behar.

Chzimér, a synonym for Cha

mar.

Chamér-gaur, a division of

the Gaur Rajputs,—the highest

class, although from their name

liable to the suspicion of inter

course with Chamars. They

afiect to call themselves Chaun

har-gaur, from a Rajé named

Chaunhar; or sometimes Chi

man-gaur, from a Muni called

Chiman.

Chamér Gaura, a sub-caste

of Gaura Brahmans.

Chamértali, a section of

Téntis in Behar.

Chamér-Ténti, a sub-caste of

Chamzirs.

Chémkasaini, a {bar or sec

tion of Nepali Brahmans.

Chamlingeh, a thar or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Champa, a gziin of the San

dilya gotm of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Champégain, a tkar of the

Atri gotra of Nepali Brahmans.

Champati, a gain of the

Sandilya gotra of Barendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Champia, a bird, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Champié Tubir, a sept of Hos

in Singbhum.

Chamré.-farosh, a leather

dealer, usually a Kuti Mahome

dan.

Chamraulié, a section of the

Banodhia and Jaiswér Kalwars

in Behar.

Chémuér, a mul or section of

the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Goélas in Behar.

Chémuk Sépurdih, a mu-Z or

section of the Naomulié or Maj

raut sub-caste of Goalés in Behar.

>
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Chan,

Bengal.

a title of Telis in

Chéna, a section of Kumhars

in Singbhum.

Chanamié, a sub-tribe of

Chandrabansi Rajputs in Jaun

pur, Azimgarh, Gorakpur, and

North-Westem Behar.

Chanauli, a section of the

Chanchmatriér, a totemistic

section of the Kurmi caste in

Ohota Nagpur, the members of

which will not touch or kill a

kind of spider.

Chand, a title of Gandha

baniks and Tantis in Bengal.

Chénd, moon, a totemistic sept

of Chiks in Ohota Nagpur; a

title of Bar-uis in Bengal and of

Tirhutrya sub-caste of Doms in the Oswal Bani-7&5 in Behar‘

Behar’ Chéndéi, a me! or hypergam

ous sub-group of Rérhi Brah
Chanaur, a sub-caste of Kur- mans in Bengal

mis in Behar.

Chandail, a sept of the Saraj

bansi division of Rajputs in

Behar.

Uhandél, a synonym for Dom.

Chanchar Chhauréri, a mul

or section of the Naomulia or

Majraut sub-caste of Goélas in

Behar.

Qtliflllbfilf Cluinrdl, Chang,’ Nama-Sua'ra,3 Nnma, Niskdd,

a non-Aryan caste of Eastern Bengal, engaged

for the most part in boating and cultivation.

The derivation of the name Chandal is uncertain, and it is a

plausible conjecture that it may have been, like Sudra, the tribal

name of one of the aboriginal races whom the Aryans found in

possession of the soil. Unlike the Sudras, however, the Ghandéls

were debarred from entering even the outer circles of the Aryan

system, and from the earliest times they are depicted by Sanskrit

writers as an outcast and helot people, performing menial duties for

the Brahmans, and living on the outskirts of cities (antebasi)

apart from the dwellings of the dominant race. Iron ornaments,

Traditions of origin.

l The following synonyms are given by Amara Sinha:-—Plava (the

wanderer), Matan a (elephant), Janmaghana (life-taker), Svapacha (dog-eater),

Antevasi (the dwe ler on the confines of the village), Divakirtti, and Pukkasa.

None of these are in common use at the present daiiy.

” Chang or Changa, says Dr. Wise, signi es handsome in Sanskrit,

“ and was most likely used in irony by the early Hindus."

“ The derivation of this name is uncertain. Dr. Wise thinks it may be

from “the Sanskrit Namas, adoration, which is alwa s used as a vocative

when praying, or the Bengali Ndmate, below, un emeath." The latter

suggestion seems the more lausible. The Pundits’ interpretation of the

former is understood to be t at the Ghandal is bound to do obeisance even to

a Sudra. It would be promotion for the Chandéls of Mann to get themselves

recognised as a lower grade of Sudras. The name ma also be refcrredto

Namasa or Lomasa Muni, whom some Ghandals regar as their mythical

ancestor. On the other hand, Namasa Muni himself may have been evolved

from the attempt to explain away tne suggestion of inferiority implied in the

name Nama-Sudra.
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dogs, and monkeys, are their chief wealth, and they clothe themselves

in the raiment of the dead. Mann brands them as “the lowest of

mankind,” sprung from the illicit intercourse of a Sudra man with

a Brahman woman, whose touch defiles-the pure and who have no

ancestral rites. In the Mahabharata they are introduced as hired

assassins, whose humanity, however, revolts against putting an

innocent boy to death. In the Ramayana they are described as

ill-formed and terrible in aspect, dressing in blue or yellow garments

with a red cloth over the shoulders, a bear’s skin around the loins,

and iron ornaments on the wrists. Even the liberal-minded Ahiil

Fazl speaks of the Chandéls of the sixteenth century as “ vile wretches

who eat carrion.” At the present day the term Chandal is through

out India used only in abuse, and is not acknowledged by any race or

caste as its peculiar desi ation. The Chandals of Bengal invariably

call themselves Na.ma- ‘udra, and with characteristic jealousy the

higher divisions of the caste apply the name Chandal to the lower,

who in their turn pass it on to the Dom.

The legends of the Chandals give no clue to their early history,

and appear to have been invented in recent times with the object

of glorifying the caste and establishing its claim to a recognised

position in the Hindu system. Thus, according to a tradition of

the Dacca Ghandéls, they were formerly Brahmans, who became

degraded by eating with Siidras, while others assert that in days

of yore they were the domestic servants of Brahmans, for which

reason they have perpetuated many of the religious observances

of their masters. For instance, the Chandél celebrates the srridd/za

on the eleventh day as Brahmans do, and the Gayawal priests

conduct the obsequial ceremonies of the Bengali Chandéls without

any compunction. Another story gives them for ancestor

Bamdeb, son of the Brahman Vasishtha, who was degraded by his

father and turned into a Chandal as punishment for a ceremonial

mistake committed by him when granting absolution to Dasarath,

King of Oudh, for killing a Brahman by misadventure while hunting.

The Dacca Chandals retain an obscure tradition of having originally

migrated from Gaye, and make mention of a certain Govardhan

Chandal as an ancestor of theirs.

Mr. Wells‘ quotes a tradition of Hindu invention, current

among the Chandals of _Faridpur, to the effect “that they were

originally a complete Hmdu community, consisting of persons

of all castes, from the Brahman downwards, who, on having the

misfortune to be cursed in a body by a vengeful Brahman of

unutterable sanctity in Dacca, quitted their ancestral homes and

emigrated bodily to the southern wastes of Faridpiir, Jessore, and

Bz'iqirgan].” _ _ _

Dr. Buchanan considered the Chandél of Bengal to be identical

with the Dosadh of Behar. Although both are equally low in the

scale of caste, and characterised by an unusual amount of independ

ence and self-reliance, very great differences actually exist. The

Doslidh worships deified heroes belonging to his tribe; the Chandal

' Appendix to Census Report of 1872, p. vi.
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never does. The Dosadh invokes Réhu and Ketu, the former being

his tutelary deity, while we find no such divinity reverenced by the

Chandal. Finally, the sruddha of the Dosadh is celebrated on the

thirtieth day, as with the SLlLlI'8-S ; that of the Ohandél on the

eleventh, as with Brahmans.

Mr. Beverley, again, is of opinion that Chandal is merely a

generic title, and the tribe identical with the Mals of the Rajmahal

Hills, an undoubted Dravidian clan, and demonstrates from the

Census figures that in many districts the number of Chandals is in

the inverse ratio to the Mals. There appear to be some grounds for

this supposition, but an obvious error occurs in the return of 4,663

Mals in Dacca, where none exist, and the omission of any Males,

who are numerous. The latter, though undoubtedly a remnant of

some aboriginal race, have not as yet been identified with the Mals.

It may perhaps be inferred from the present geographical posi

tion of the Chandals that they came into contact with the Aryans at

a comparatively late period, when the caste system had already been

fully developed and alien races were regarded with peculiar

detestation. This would account in some measure for the curious

violence of the condemnation passed on a tribe in no way conspicu

ous for qualities calculated to arouse the feeling of physical repul

sion with which the early writers appear to regard the Uhandzils. It

is possible, again, that they may have oifered a specially stubborn

resistance to the Aryan advance. Dr. Wise refers to the facts that

they alone among the population of Lower Bengal use the Kéyathi

Négari, the common written language of Dinéjpiir, and that a

Chandal Raja ruled from the fort, whose ruins are still shown

in the Bhowél jungle, to prove that they were in early times a

strongly-organized commonwealth driven forth from their homes in

the north in search of freedom and security of religious worship.

The internal structure of the caste is shown at length in

Appendix I. It will be observed that only

four exogamous groups are known, and that the

main body of Chandéls in Eastern Bengal have only one section,

Kasyapa, which is necessarily inoperative for the purpose of regulating

marriage. In Bardwan the mythical ancestor Lomasa or Namasa,

referred to in the note on page 183, appears as a section, but here,

again, the system is incomplete. In two sections they are said to

be recognised, but which have clearly been borrowed from the

Brahmanical system with the object of exalting the social standing

of the caste. Titles, on the other hand, are very numerous, and in

different parts of the country a host of sub-casteshave been formed,

having reference for the most part to real or su posed differences of

occupation. Thus, according to Dr. Wise, the handals of Eastem

Bengal have separated into the following eight classes, the members

of which never eat, and seldom intermarry, with each other :

(1) Hélwah, from luil, ‘ a plough,’ are cultivators; (2) Ghési

are grass-cutters; (3) Kandho, from sit-and/za, ‘the shoulder,’ are

palanqnin-bearers; (4) Karrél are fishmongers; (5) Bari, probably

a corruption of barhdi, are carpenters; (6) Berua, from byada ber, ‘ an

inclosure,’ fishermen; (7) Pod; (8) Baqqél traders and hucksters.

Internal structure.
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The Halwah claim precedence over all the others, not only as

being of purer descent, but as preserving the old tribal customs

unchanged. They associate with and marry into Kamil families, but

repel the other classes. The Pod, numerous in Hughli and Jessore,

but unknown in Dacca, are cultivators, potters, and fishermen, and are

also employed as club-men (ldtlziyals) in squabbles about landed

property. _ _

The question naturally arises whether some at any rate of these

groups are not really independent castes whose members would

now disown all connexion with the Chandals. The Pods, for example,

at any rate in the 24-Parganas, affect to be a separate caste, and

would probably resent the suggestion that they were merely a variety

of Chandzils. This fact, however, does not necessarily affect the

accuracy of Dr. Wise’s observations, which were made nearly twenty

years ago, in the district of Dacca. The subdivisions of the lower

castes are always on the look-out for chances of promoting themselves,

and the claims set up by the Pods in the 24-Parganas are quite

compatible with the theory that they were originally an offshoot from

the Chandals further east. The tendency towards separation is

usually strongest among groups which have settled at a distance

from the parent caste.

In Central and Western Bengal the sub~castes appear to have

reference solely to occupation. Thus in Murshedabad we find

the Helo or Haliyé. Chandéls confining themselves to agriculture,

and the Jelo or Jaliyé. making their livelihood as fishermen. The

Nolo group make mats and work in reeds (nal), and the Kesar-Kalo

manufacture reed-pens. Of the Hughli sub-castes, the Saro are

agriculturists, the Siuli extract the juice of date and palm-trees,

the Kotal serve as chaukiddrs and darwdns, while the Nunié deal

in vegetables and fish. The name of the Saralyé. sub-caste of

Noakhali suggests a possible connexion with the Saro of Hughli, but

the former are fishermen, sellers of betel-nut, and palanquin bearers,

while the latter deem any occupation but agriculture degrading.

The Amarabédi are also fishermen, but do not carry palanquins.

The Bachhéri are cultivators, who deal also in kogld leaves and mats.

The Sandwipé. appear to be a local group, who live in the island of

Sandip and grow betel for sale. A man or woman of a higher caste

living with and marrying a Chandzil may be taken into the caste by

going through certain ceremonies and feeding the caste men.

Chandals marry their daughters as infants and observe the

same ceremony as most of the higher castes:

in this, as in other matters, the tendency to

arrogate social importance may be observed. Dr. Wise remarks that

“the Chandalni bride, who in old days walked, is now carried in

state in a palanquin,” from which it may perhaps be inferred that

infant-marriage has been introduced in comparatively recent times in

imitation of the usages of the upper classes of Hindus. In the case

of the Chandals it is not due to hypergamy, for no hypergamous

groups have been formed, and the ancient custom of demanding a

bride-price has not yet given place to the bridegroom-price insisted

on by the higher castes. In Western Bengal, indeed, there would
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seem to be some scarcity of women, for the usual bride-price is from

Rs. 100 to Rs. 150, and as much as Rs. 250 is sometimes paid. A

similar inference may perhaps be drawn from a statement made to

me by a ood observer in Eastern Bengal, that marriages are usually

celebrate in great haste, as soon as possible after the contract has

been entered into by the arents. The rice harvest, when people

meet daily in the fields, is t e great time for discussing such matters;

and the month of Phalgun, when agricultural work is slack, is set

apart for the celebration of marriages. Polygamy is permitted in

theory, but the extent to which it is practised depends on the means

of the individuals concerned. Widow-maniage, once universally

practised, has within the last generation been prohibited. Divorc

is under no circumstances allowed. -

After the birth of a male child the Ohandal mother is cere

Birth t monially unclean for ten days, but for a female
cu” ma’ child the period varies from seven to nine days.

Should the child die within eighteen months, a sraddka is observed

after three nights; but should it live -longer, the obsequial ceremony

is held at the expiration of ten days. On the sixth day after the

birth of a boy the Sashthi Puja is performed, but omitted if the

child be a girl. Whenever a Ghaméin, or Ghulém Kayasth female,

is not at hand, the Chandalni acts as midwife, but she never takes to

this occupation as a means of livelihood.

Although the mvority of the caste profess the tenets of the

aishnava sect of Hindus, they still retain

many peculiar religious customs, survivals of

an earlier animistic cult. At the Bastu Pfija on the Pans Sankrant,

when the earth goddess is worshipped, the Ohandéls celebrate an

immemorial rite, at which the _caste Brahman does not ofliciate.

They pound rice, work it up into a thin paste, and, colouring it red

or yellow, dip a reversed cup into the mess, and stamp circular marks

with it on the ground in front of their houses and on the flanks of

the village cattle. This observance, which, according to Dr. Wise, is

not practised by any other caste, has for its object the preservation

of the village and its property from the enmity of malignant spirits.

In Central Bengal a river god called Bansura is peculiar to

the fishing sub-castes of Ohandéls. His function is supposed to be

to protect fish from evil spirits who are on the watch to destroy

them, and if he is not propitiated by the blood of goats and

offerings of rice, sweetmeats, fruit and flowers, the popular belief

is that the fishing season will be a bad one.

“ Throughout Bengal,” says Dr. Wise, “ the month of Sravan

(July-August) is sacred to the goddess of serpents, Manasa Devi, and

on the thirtieth day the Ohandals in Eastern Bengal celebrate the

Ndo-Ka-Pu'ja, literally boat worship, or, as it is more generally called,

Clzanddl Ku'dm', the Ghandals’ rejoicing. As its name imports, the

occasion is a very festive one, in Silhet being observed as the great

holiday of the year. The gods and goddesses of the Hindu mythol

0 y are paraded, but the queen of the day is the great snake goddess,

anasa Devi. A kid, milk, plantains, and sweetmeats are offered

to her, and the day is wound up with processions of boats, boat races,
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feasting and drinking. On the Dacca river the sight is singularly

interesting. Boats manned by twenty or more men, and decked out

with triangular flags, are paddled by short rapid strokes to the

sound of a monotonous chant, and as the goal is neared, loud cries

and yells excite the contending crews to fresh exertions. The Kati

Mahomedans compete with the Chandéls for prizes contributed by

wealthy Hindu gentlemen.”

Although subdivided according to trades, Chandéls actually

_ work at anything. They are the only Hindus

°°°“P“"°“- employed in the boats (bajra) hired by Euro

peans; they form a large roportion of the peasantry ; and they are

shopkeepers. goldsmiths, lacksmiths, carpenters, oilmen, as well

as successful traders. They are, however, debari_'ed from becoming

fishermen, although fishing for domestic use is sanctioned. In

Northern Bengal they catch fish for sale.

Chandals have Brahmans of their own, who preside at reli

gious and social ceremonies; but they are

popularly called Barna-Brahman or Chandéler

Brahman, and in Eastern Bengal are not received on equal terms

by other members of the priestly caste. Their washermen and

gargers atge of necizlslsity Cliandéiés, gs theliordippry Dpkpbé. plpd ll\1Tap(i1t

ec ne serve em. n es rn eng , on e o er an ,

Chandals have their clothes washed by the Dhobé, who works for

other castes. The Bhiiinmali also is reluctant to work for them,

and there is much secret jealousy between the castes, which in some

laces has broken out into 0 en feuds. At villa e festivals theP P E _

Chandél is treated as no higher in rank than the Bhiiinmali and

Chamér, and is obliged to put off his shoes before he sits down in the

assembly. Although he has adopted many Hindu ideas. the Chandél

still retains his partiality for spirits and swiue’s flesh. In the

Piroz ur thané. of Bakar an' the Chandals have recently startedP 8 J

a combined movement to call themselves Namas, to wear shoes, and

not to take rice from Kayasths or Sudras. This departure from the

customs of their ancestors was vehemently disapproved of by the

Mahomedan zamindars of the neighbourhood, and a breach of the

peace was considered imminent. The clean Siidra castes occa

sionally, and the unclean tribes always, sit with the Chandél, and

at times will accept his dry pipe. Nevertheless, vile as he is

according to Hindu notions, the Chandal holds himself polluted if he

touches the stool on which a_ Siinri is sitting. _ .

Chandals are very particular as regards caste_pre] udioes. They

never allow a. European to stand or walk over their cooking place on

board a boat, and if any one inadvertently does so while the food is

being prepared, it is'at once thrown away. They are also very

scrupulous about bathing before meals, and about the cleanhness of

their pots and pans. Still more, they take a pride in their boat, and

the tidy state in which they keep it contrasts forcibly with the

appearance of one manned by Mahomedan boatmen.

On the whole, Dr. \Vise regards the Chandal as “one of the

most lovable of Bengalis. He is a merry, careless fellow, very

patient and hard-working, but always ready, when his work is done,
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to enjoy himself. Chandals are generally of very dark complexion,

nearer black than brown, of short muscular figures and deep.

expanded chests. Few are handsome, but their dark sparkling eyes

and merry laugh make ample amends for their generally plain

features. In the 24-Parganas many members of the caste are

said to be of a noticeably fair complexion. Singing is a favourite

amusement, and a Chandal crew is rarely without some musical instru

ment with which to enliven the evening after the toils of the day.

When young, the Chandal is very vain of his personal appearance,

always wearing his hair long, and when in holiday attire combing,

oiling, and arranging it in the most Winsome fashion known. Many

individuals among them are tall and muscular, famed as clubmen

and watchmen. During the anarchy that accompanied the downfall

of Moghal power, the rivers of Bengal swarmed with river thugs or

dakaits, who made travelling unsafe and inland trade impossible.

The Chandals furnished the majority of these miscreants, but since

their dispersion the Chandal has become a peaceful and exemplary

subject of the English Government.”

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Chandals in 1872 and 1881. The figures for Kotal are included in

the column of 1872 and excluded from that of 1881.
 

 

Drsrnxcr. 1872. 1881. Dxsmxcr. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan ... ... ... 33,826 16,873 Jalpigori ... 1,980 1,895

Bankura ... 507 1,326 Kuch Behar .... .. 5,-:08

B11-bhum ... ... 890 2,112 Decca ... 191,162 204,953

Midnapur ... 84,805 38,123 Fnrldpur 156.2-:3 244,9-18

Hughli } 21 588 12,233 Bakargimi 326.775 261,606

Howrah ... ' 9,766 Maimansinh ... ... 123,%‘2 151,495

24-Parganss 46,056 21.277 Chittagong ... 1,585 5,273

Iwdiya ... 42,061 38,510 Npakhali .., ,,, 12,947 19,957

Khulna ... ... 149,677 Tipperah ... ... 81,155 88,199

Jessore 271,325 180,966 H11|'1‘rscts 13

Murehedabad 21,784 18,854 Purniah 4,027 8,336

» Dian our 7,371 7,217 Maldsh 1,216 1,2211

R.a]s ahye ... 28,762 81,128 1 Santal P111-5111111,; 537 349

Ranpzpur 86,148 36.809 l Cuttack ,,,, _, 4,3

Bosm 7.647 9.917 Lohurdllfl .... .. 41

Pali11_a_ ... ... 50,126 53,313 Manbhum .... .. 1,221

Darjiling ... 292 808 Tributary States .... .. 2

 

Chandana, a sub-caste of Chandghos, a mul or section

Mauliks in Chota Nagpur. of the Ayodhia sub-caste of Haj

Chandan-séra, a sub-caste of jams in Behar‘

Kumbérs in P*1-b11*1- Chéndil, place of worshi of a

Chandaul ér, a section of the headmani 3' 1_°°"'l “Pt "f B “mil

Pachainya su -caste of Doms in and Mundas m Chota N9-gP‘"*

Behar‘ Chéndinadar, a erson pay

Chandel, 3, gegtjon of the ing ground-rent and Iholding his

Dhengar sub-caste of Gareris in 1101159 9-Ild garden by that pay

Behg,1~_ ment in Orissa.

Chandel or C/ltllldlln, a sub- Chénd-Kémér, a sub-caste of

caste of Kurmis in Behar. Kamérs in Midnapur.
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Chéndkatoré, a mul or section

of the Naomulizi or Majraut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Chandra, a family title of

Kashta Baidyas, Mayaras, and

Sankhéris ; of Dakshin Rarhi and

Bangaja Kayasths and of Subar

nabaniks in Bengal. Intermar

riage is prohibited within the

title, which, though not one of

the recognised gotras or epony

mous sections by which marriage

is regulated, has thus come to be

virtually exogamous.

Chandra-baid a, a title of

Nfipits in Tipperalr, who practise

medicine.

Chandrabansi, a sub-tribe of

Rajputs in Behar.

Chandrébat or Chandrawét,

a kul or section of Bébhans in

Behar.

Chandradwip, a sub-caste of

Telis in Eastern Bengal; a sarmij

or local group of the Bharadwzija

golra of Paschzitya Baidik Brah

mans in Bengal; a hypergamous

group of Kaibarttas in Baker

gan].

Chandramani, a section of

Rautias in Chota Nagpur.

Chandramési, a section of

Baruis in Bengal.

Chandrapati, a mel or hyper

gamous sub-group of Rérhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Chandrarishi, a section of

Mayaras and Telis in Bengal.

Chandratiar, apur or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Chandrorh, apur or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Chandu, a {bar or sept of

Gurnngs in Darjiling.

Chanduwélé, a vendor of

clzamlu, a preparation of opium,

on whose remises it is usually

smoked. o make cfiaudu the

opium is steeped in water till it

becomes soft, and it is then placed

on a fire and boiled. When it is

at boiling point it is strained

and boiled again, till it is reduced

to a syrup.

Chang, a synonym for Limbu

in Darjiling, supposed to have

reference to the tribe having

immigrated from the Tibetan

province of Tsang.

Cbrmga, a synonym for Chan

dal, intended according to some

authorities to conceal the fact that

persons so describing themselves

are really Chandals.

Changéin, a mul or section of

the Biyahut sub-caste of Kalwars

in Behar.

Chéngnéya or Chénga, a

sub-caste of Aguris in Western

Bengal. '

Channankath Kathaulié, a

mul or section of Kesarwéni

Baniés in Behar.

Chanoér or Chéowar, a mul

or section of the Chhamulia

Madhesia sub-caste of Halwais in

Behar.

Chanpadda, a sub-caste of

Jolahas in Behar.

Chénre ke réut, a section of

the Biyahut and Kharidahé.

Kalwérs in Behar.

Chansawér, a mul or section

of Kesarwam Banrzis in Behar.

Chénfi, a sub-tribe of Kaurs

in Chota Nagpur.

Chépé, a section, originally

totemistic, of the Rajwrir caste in

Westem Bengal.
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Chapariyé, a sub-caste of

Doms in Behar who make baskets

and build the bamboo framework

which supports the thatched roof

of a house.

Chapen Khor, a. section of

Murmis in Behar.

Chapoté, a sub-caste of Hin

du Jolahas in Behar who have

given up weaving and now work ‘

as labourers.

Chaprési, a messenger or

courier wearing a chaprds, most

usually a public servant.

Chépué, a sub-caste of Kum

hérs in Behar.

Chapwar, a sub-caste of Raj

wars.

Charak, festival, a sept of

Pators in Chota Nagpur.

Charanbansi, a section of

Chains in Behar.

Charchégiyé, a section of

Turis in Chota Nagpur.

Chardhagia, a section of

Mahilis in Chota Nagpur.

Chardhiér, a section of Mahi

lis in Chota Nagpur.

Chard iar, pineapple, a totem

istie sept of Kharwars in Chota

Nagpur.

Charhad, tiger. a totemistie

section of Turis in Chota Nagpur.

Charhar, a section of Mahilis

in Chota Nagpur, probably a

variant of Oharhad, and there

fore originally totemistie. It is

doubtful, however, whether the

Mahilis belonging to this sec

tion believe themselves to be

under any special obligation to

worship or reverence the

tiger.

Chéri-ghar, a hypergamous

group of tue Chérjéti sub-caste of

Khatris in Bengal.

Chérjéti, a

Khatris in Bengal.

Charkhié, a section of Goélas

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Charkholé, a sub-tribe of

Limbus in Darjiling.

sub-caste of

Ukarmakdr, a synonym for

Chamar in Bengal.

Ql:lI1§1‘81I, the name of a caste

analogous to, or identical with, the

Bhét, following the profession of '

bards, heralds, and genealogists,

and held in like estimation; so

that their personal security is

considered sufiicient for engage

ments of the most important

description, the breach of which

involves the death of the surety

or of some of his family. They

also subsist by carrying gmin,

salt, groceries, and the like.

Charas-farosh, a synonym

for Sagin.

Charban-farosh, a grain

parcher, who buys grain, stores

it, and sells it again.

Charbeér, a mul or section of

the Maghayé. sub-caste of Barhis

in Behar.

Charchain, a section of the

Chziin sub-caste of Nunifis in

Behar.

Char Gotra or Das Gurung,

a sub-tribe of Gurungs in Darjil

ing.

Charkhézén, a. cotton-spinner,

usually a female.

Chérki, a it/zar or sept of

Grurungs in Darjiling.
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Charrnane'1iRéy,ahypergam- Char-yér (from chdr, ‘four,’

ous group of Kaibarttas in Ba- and gar, ‘a friend’), a Mahom

kR1'gfl»I1]- edan of the Sunni sect, one who

Qha;-mi’ Che,-mi’ a [bar or maintains the rightful succession

sept of Mangam in Dm.]'i1ing_ of the first four Khalifs, Abubakr,

Charnetah, a section of Mag- Omar’ Osman’ and Ali‘

hayi Dhobis in B_eh8'r' Chésé, a common title of

c,ha"w5' asectlon °_f the Mag‘ cultivating Sadgops; also an

liaya sub-caste of Barhis m Behar. epithet of contempt’ applied to 8

Charwaha, a herdsman, a rough and illiterate man ; a

grazier. synonym for Sadgop.

Qllldfifi, the chief cultivatin caste of Orissa, probably for the

most part of non-Aryan descent. U asas are divided into the following

sub-castes :-Orhchasé or Mundi-Chésé, Benétiya, Chukuliyé, and

Sukuliyé. The last-named group is a small one found along the

sea-coast and mainly engaged in the manufacture of salt. The

. sections are shown in Appendix I. A man may not marry a woman

belonging to his own section, or one who falls within the standard

_ _ _ formula for reckoning prohibited degrees cal
m_("1‘:f‘m’_‘e_ “mi mam“ culated to three generations in the descending

line. He may marry two sisters, but may not

take to wife an elder sister after being already married to her

younger sister.

he Chase caste is an exceeding] numerous one, and is

probably made up in great measure o non-Aryan elements. In

Orissa the caste system is said to be more loosely organised than

in Bengal, and this makes it possible on the one hand for outsiders

to be admitted into the Chasa caste, and on the other hand for

wealthy Chases, who 've up ploughing with their own hands and

assume the respectab e title of Mahanti, to raise themselves to

membership in the lower classes of Kéyasths.

Both adult and infant-marriage are recognised by the caste;

but the latter is deemed the more respectable,

and no one who could get his daughter married

at the age of eight or nine years would allow her to remain without

a husband until she reached years of puberty. The marriage

ceremony is based upon the standard Hindu ritual, the binding

portion being hdtganthi or the tying together of the right hands of

the couple with a wisp of kusd grass. There appears to be no

positive rule either forbidding polygamy or setting any limit to the

number of wives a man may have. Most Chasas, however, are too

r to keep more than one wife, and a man only takes a second wife

when the first is barren. A widow may marry again, and it is usual

for her to marry one of the younger brothers of her late husband.

Failing these, she may marry any one not within the prohibited

degrees. The ceremony differs from that used at the marriage of

avirgin, in that the purely religious portion is omitted and the left

hands of the couple (not the right) bound together with kusd grass.

A. woman may be divorced for unchastity, barrenness, or ill-temper.

In all such cases she must be brought before a panchéyat, at which her

Marriage.
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own relatives are called upon to be present, and the charge against

her must be publicly discussed. Ifa divorce is granted, the husband is

required to pay the woman a year’s alimony in advance. Divorced

wives may marry again by the form in use at the remarriage of widows.

Chasas are orthodox Hindus, and most of them belong to the

Religion Vaishnava sect. They employ Brahmans for

religious and ceremonial purposes, but these

priests are not received on equal terms by the Sadani Brahmans, who

serve the Khandait and Karan castes. The dead are usually burned,

but recourse is sometimes had to what seems to be the older rite of

burial. In such cases the corpse is laid on its back, and oflerin s of

boiled rice and fruit are placed with it in the grave. When a body

is burned, the ashes are sometimes buried on the spot, and sometimes

kept in an earthen vessel in order that they may be thrown into the

Ganges when occasion serves. The srdddh ceremony is performed in

the orthodox fashion.

The great majority of the Chasés are engaged in agriculture,

which they regard as the characteristic occupa

tion of their caste, and only a few have taken

to trade or service. Some of them hold service tenures, the rest

being t/aim‘ or pa'ln' raiyats and landless day-labourers. Socially they

rank next to the Mali caste, and Brahmans will take water from

their hands. The Goélé and Bhaudari are the lowest castes from

whom Chésés will take sweetmeats. Cooked food they may eat only

in Brahmans’ houses, and they will also eat the leavings of members

of that caste. There is nothing peculiar about their own diet, except

that, like many other castes of aboriginal extraction, they eat

the flesh of the wild boar. All fish, whether scaly or scaleless, are

lawful food, except the ad! fish, which is one of the totems of the caste.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Chase caste in 1872 and 1881 :-—

Occupation.

Drsrnxcr. 1872. 1881.

Cuttack 156,808 204,335

Puri 130.436 254,103

Balasore 24,278 12,673

Tributary States ... 172,471 154,599

Chésé or Hélwéha Kaibartta, caste of Khandéits in Balasore

a sub-caste of Kaibarttas in and Cuttack.

G°“‘““1 B°“g“1' Chésé Baidya, {plough-doctor,’

Chésé or Orb-Kkandait, a sub- a title of Baidyas used by outsiders.

Qlhéséhhnbé, Clnisddkopd, a cultivating and trading caste of

Bengal Proper, some of whose members are

employed as artisans and builders. According

to their own account, they are the modern representatives of the

Vaidehas spoken of in Mann x, 11, as the offspring of a Vaisya

rather and a Vaideha mother, the second half of their name being

a corruption of the Sansk. dhava ‘ husband,’ so that Chasédhobé. means

the husband or owner of cultivated fields (chds), and not, as is

N
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ordinarily supposed, a wnsherman who has taken to cultivation.

Another story is that once upon a time Brahma/s washerwoman

came with her son to fetch the dirty clothes. The god was busy and

asked the woman to let her son wait till he was ready. After a bit

the boy got tired of waiting and went home: meanwhile Brahma

brought out his dirty linen, and finding the boy not there concluded

that a demon (Asura) had eaten him. To console the mother he

created a new boy exactly like the first; but no sooner had he done

so than the mother herself returned, bringing the original boy with

her. Embarrassed by the confusion he had caused, Brahma called

upon the washerwoman to adopt the second boy, but stipulated that

as he was of divine origin he should not follow the profession of his

adoptive mother, but should set up as an agrioulturist and dealer

in food-grains. In spite of these exalted traditions it may be

inferred from the social status of the Chasédhobés, and the apparently

totemistic character of some of their got:-as or exogamous groups, that

they are really of Dravidian descent, and probably a branch of

Dhobas who have taken to cultivation, and thus raised themselves so

far above the parent caste that they now disown all connexion with it.

The Chasédhobfis are divided into three sub-castes—Uttar-Rérhi,

Dakshin-Réirhi, and Barendra, which indicate

the chief settlements of the caste and are common

to them and to some of the higher castes. Members of these

groups cannot intermarry, but may eat together and may smoke

from the same hookah. Their sections are shown in Appendix I.

Two of them, Béghrishi and Brihatbat, seem to be totemistic, and

to refer to the tiger and the banyan tree; but neither the tree nor

the animal is worshipped by the caste, which has now become

thoroughly Hinduised. A man may not marry a woman of his own

gotra, but marriage with a woman belonging to his mother’s gotm is

not forbidden, provided such an alliance is not barred by the table of

prohibited degrees, which is the same as is generally recognised by

orthodox Hindus. Uhésédhobés have two hypergamous divisions,

Kulin and Maulik, which affect marriage in the ordinary way;

that is to say, a Kulin man may marry a Maulik woman, while

a Maulik man can only gs-ta Wife from his own group.

Chésédhobés marry their daughters as infants at ages ranging

from two to twelve years. Eight or nine years

may be taken as the usual age for the marriage.

Boys, however, are not married under five, and the husband is

usually a few years older than the wife. In the Maulik group,

where there may often be a surplus of males owing to the constant

endeavour to get the females married to Kulins, it sometimes

happens that a youth is not married before twenty-five owing to

the diflioulty of procuring a wife within the circle of selection

open to a particular family. In all cases the standard Brahmanioal

ritual is used. Special importance seems to be attached to dsirbdd,

or the ceremony of blessing the bride and bridegroom, and to the

exchange of presents. These are represented as the essential and

binding portions of the rite.

Polygamy is supposed to be forbidden, but the rule is subject to

the usual exception that a man may marry a second wife when the

Internal structure.
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first is barren or suffers from an incurable disease. The remarriage

of widows is strictly prohibited. In respect of divorce Chasédhobés

follow the higher castes in holding the practice to be incompatible

with the orthodox theory of marriage among the Hindus. In cases

of proved unchastity, the offending wife is tumed out to shift for

herself and ceases to be a member of respectable society. In order

to clear himself and his household from the stain of impurity, the

husband makes a straw efigy of the wife, which is solemnly burned,

while rice cakes (pindas) are offered to her and a sort of s1-dddh is

performed, as if she were literally dead. Brahmans and relations

are feasted, and pvljd is done to Satya Naréyan.

The religion of the Chastidhobés difiers little from that of the

orthodox middle-class Hindus of Bengal. Most

of them belong to the Vaishnava sect: only

a few are Saktas, and there are said to be no Saivas among them.

The Vaishnavas abstain from flesh and wine, but may eat fish.

Cultivators show special reverence to Lakshmi as the goddess of

harvest, while artisans worship Viswakarma. Brahmans are employed

for religious and ceremonial purposes; but they rank with the

Barna Brahmans, who serve the lower castes and are looked down on

by the higher classes of the priestly order.

It will be seen from the Tables of Precedence for Bengal that

the pretensions of the Chésadhoba to rank

above the Dhobé are not generally recognised,

and that both stand on about the same level in popular estimation.

This fact, coupled with the numerical smallness of the caste, seems to

suggest that it may be of comparatively recent formation. If the

caste were an old one, we might expect that by abandoning the

specially impure practices of the Dhobés and adopting the respect

able occupation of agriculture they would have attained a higher

social position than is actually conceded to them. Chasédhobés are

generally classed along with the Chandail, the fishing Kaibarttas,

and the Sunris, and Brahmans will not take water from their hands.

The cultivating members of the caste are mostly occupancy or non

oocupancy raiyats, and some have risen to the position of tenure

holders. Sc far as I have been able to ascertain, none of them are

zamindars. Prosperous grain-merchants and money-lenders are

found among them, and many follow the business of carpenters,

builders, and artisans working in wood or metal.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Chésédhoba caste in 1872 and 1881 :—

Religion.

Social status.

 

  

  

Drsnwr. ‘ 1872. ‘ 1881. Dis-rarer. I 1872. l 1881.

Bardwan ... 1,014 176 Rajshahye 30% ---- -

Bankura .. 1,003 Rangpur .. 15 ---- -

Birblmm 4.-so 1,244 B ra 4 9

Midnspur 67 28 'Pa na 1.160 72°

Hughli } 6435 1,244 Durjiling 9

Howrah < ‘ 3,-‘$62 Dam-a 3-'l"9 ---- -

17,766 10,329 Faridplir ... 561 .... .

Nadiya 9,027 3,774 Bakargan] 7 ---- -.

Jewel-e a,4n aces Maimansinh... 1 .... ..

Khulna ... 40 Tipperah 14-'3 -----

llmhedhhd 6.82“ 4,si2 Santa] Parganu .... .. an

Dlnajpur .. 28 .. Maldah ... .. .... .. 41
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Chésaduli, a. sub-caste of

Bégdis in Bengal who were orig

inally palanquin-bearers, but have

recently taken to cultivation and

claim a certain measure of social

superiority for that reason.

Chéségailé, a. synonym for

Sadgop in Bengal.

Chésé-karur or Cbdsti-kolai,

a sub-caste of Muchis in Bengal.

Qhfigafi, a small caste nearly

allied to the Chésédhoba. They

till land and rear silk-worm.

Chdsi, e. synonym for Pod.

Chési, a section of Korénch

Kéndus in Behar.

Chasiér, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

C/zési-Dds, a synonym for

Hélié Dés or Kaibartta. in

Bengal.

Chési Pod, a. sub-caste of

Pods in the Presidency districts

who have given up their profes

sion of fishing and taken to

cultivation. They do not inter

marry with the ordinary Pod.

Chésiwér, a

Bébhans in Behar.

Chata, umbrella, a. totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nag

pur.

section of

Chétgéinyé, a. sub-caste of

Kumhars in Noakhéli.

Chatra Tuin, a sept of Hos

in Singbhum.

Chatta, a gdin of the

Késyapa yotra of Rérhi Brah

mans in Bengal.

Chattaréghabi, a mel or

hypergamous sub-group of Rérhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Qlhattarhhai, a social ouin Orissa made up of peoplgrwhg

lost their caste in 1866 for eat

ing in relief-kitchens (clzattras).

The Chattarkhai ca_ste,_as it may

properly be called, is divided into

an upper and a lower sub-caste

the forIr{ner com rising Brah

mans, arans, andaits, and

Gop-Goalas; the latter of the

castes ranking below these in the

social scale. Members of each

sub-caste marry within that

group, irrespective of the caste to

which they originally belonged;

but no intermarriage is possible

between membgls of the two sub

castes. All attarkhéis are

entirely cut ofi from their origin

al castes.

Chaturébandi, a ya’:-'n of the

Bétsya. gotra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Chaturan-Khan, a sub-caste

of Sutradhars in Murshedabad.

Chaturésram or Chaturthén,

a sub-caste of Sunris in Westem

Bengal.

Chattopédhyéya, the name of

a family of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal; commonly pronounced

Chaturjia or Chaturji.

Chaturihén, a sub-caste of

Bunris in Bengal.

Chaturvedi, a Brahman pro

fessing to have studied the four

Vedas. In the abbreviated form

of Ohaube it is a common title of

Brahmans in Behar.

Chauén, a. sub-caste of Rajus

in Midnapur.

Chau-anié, a sub-caste of

Goélas in Behar and Chota

Nagpur.
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Chauarsé, a section of

Kaser-as in Behar.

Chaubahén, a mul or section

of the Banodhiii sub-caste of

Kalwérs in Behar.

Chaubérié, a sept of Suraj-*

bansi Rajputs in Behar.

Chauberié, a mu! or section of

the Tinmulia Madhesifi sub-caste‘

of Halwziis in Behar.

Ohaubhaié, a section of the

Banodhié. and Jaiswar Kalwérs,

and of Bfibhans in Behar.

Chaubhfin, a

Nuniyfis in Behar.

Chaubhén, Chohén, a sept of‘

the Suryabansi Rajputs in Behar.

They cannot intermarry with

persons of the Besain and Mah

raur septs, who are supposed to

be descended from a. common

ancestor.

Chaubi, Chaube or Chobe

(abbreviated from (Jhaturvedi),

a Brahman learned in the four

Vedas; a title now applied to a

class of Brahmans who are not

always men of literary habits.

In the North-Western Provinces

they are often boxers, wrestlers,

and the like.

Chauddagrémi, a sub-caste

of Tambulis in Bengal.

Chauddapara Rérhibindu,

a sub-caste of Kaibarttas in

Central Bengal.

Chaudhari. a title of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Chaudhréna, a section of the

Maghayé sub-caste of Barhis in

Behar.

sub-caste of ‘

l Chaudhri (a holder of four,

‘perhaps, shares or profits), the

headman of a profession, trade,

or occupation in towns; the head

man of a village, of a bazar, or

of a caste panchayat; a lessee of a

gzmj or grain emporium ; a holder

of landed property, classed with

the zamindar or talukdar. In

Cuttack the Chaudhari was the

revenue oflicer of a district, cor

responding with the Desmukh.

The Chaudhari talukdar, or

head revenue ofiicer, was there

treated by the British Govern

ment a.s a proprietor or zamin

dér. The term Chaudhari is an

honorific title of the Ariér sub

caste of Bais Baniyas; of the

Banpér sub-caste of Gonrhis; of

1 Halwéis; of the Jat and Majraut

sub-castes of Ahirs or Goalés ; of

Ganjwar Sunris; of the Jeswar

and Banodhia sub-castes of Kal

wzirs; of Kurmis in Western

Bengal, used both by members

of the caste and by outsiders;

of Nagars ; of the Pachfiiya

sub-caste of Nuniyfis; of Sonérs

and Tiors in Behar ; of Kochhs

in Northern Bengal; and of

Brahmans, Kaibarttas, Kayasths,

Kewats, Tambulis, and Telis in

Bengal. It also denotes a section

of the Kanaujizi sub-caste of

'Goél6.s, and of Maghaya Doms

in Behar, and a sept of Tha

rus.

Chaudhrié, a sept of the

Malwe Rajputs in Chota Nag

pur.

 

Chaudhrién, a section of

Maghaiyé. Kumhars in Behar.

Ohandhrzji, a synonym for,

and title of Babhans.

Chaudihé, a section of Ban

taria Kandus in Behar.
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Chaudorti, a mul or section of

the Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonars

in Behar.

Chaugéin, a section of Kal

wfirs in Behar.

Chaugéiin ke pénre, a section

of the Biyahut and Kharidahzi

Kalwzirs in Behar.

Chauhén, a sub-caste of Bel

dars in Behar.

Chauhén, a section of the

Chandrabansi Rajputs and of the

Maghaiya sub-caste of Doms in

Behar.

Chaukidér or chokidar, a

village watchman, a police or

customs peon.

Chéulwélé, a dealer in rice.

Chaumasié, aploughmanhired

for the four months of the rainy

season.

Chaumukhdih, a section of

Majraut Goélzis in Behar.

Chaunriwéléi, a maker of fly

flaps and besoms from strips of

date-palm leaves, usually a Ma

homedan.

Chaupre, a section of the

Bérsjati sub-caste of Khatris in

Bengal.

Chaurahé, a section of the

Banodhié. and Jaiswér Kalwars

in Behar.

Chaurési, a sub-caste of

Kumhars in Central Bengal; a

thar or sept of Khambus in

Darjiling.

Chaurésié, a sub-caste of

Barais in Behar.

Chauria, rat, a sept of Mun

das in Chota Nagpur.

Chauriér, a section of Ba

bhans in Behar.

Chaurthén, a sub-caste of

Sunris in Behar who deal in

liquor.

Chausé, a section of the Biya

hut and Kharidahé. Kalwars, a

kul or section of Bzibhans; a mul

or section of the Chhamulifi.

Madhesifi sub-caste of Halwais

in Behar. -

Chauséhé, a section of Ka

naujia Lohars in Behar.

Chausar, a section of Awadhié

Hajams in Behar.

Chauswar, a section of Sonars

in Behar.

Chautarié, a sept of the Rau

tér sub-tribe of Thérus in

Behar.

Chauthé, a sub-caste of Goélas

in Behar.

Chauthi, Haldié, a sub-caste

of Telis in Orissa.

Chautkhandi, a gdin of the

Bétsya gotra of Rérhi Brahmans

in Bengal.

Chavala Gain, a tlzar or sec

tion of Nepali Brahmans.

Chedi, a class of inferior Raj

puts in Westem Bengal.

Chehmjom, a native of

Chehm, a sept of the Panther

sub-tribe of Limbus in Darjiling.

Chelekchela, a small bird,

a totemistie sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Chempajong. a sept of Lim

bus in Darjiling.

Cher, a section of Goalés in

Behar.

Cherabesari, a section of

Pans in Chota Nagpur.

Cherchete, a kind of jungle

wood, a totemistie sept of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

C-hereng-tsa, a sept of Maghs

in the Hill Tracts of Chitta

gong.
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Qlhzrn, Chem, a landholding and cultivating caste of Behar and

_ Chota Nagpur. Found also in Benares and
Oman‘ Mirzapur. Sir Henry Elliot, while mentioning

the opinions that the Cheros are a branch of the Bhars or are con

nected with the Kols, appears himself to have considered them to be

the abori 'nal inhabitants of the provinces on the skirts of which theyare now Eblund, driven from their proper seats by Rajput races. It

was Colonel Dalton’s opinion that the Gangetic provinces were once

occupied by peoples speaking a Kolarian language closely allied to

the present Munda dialect, among whom the Gheros were the latest

dominant race. If, however, the Gheros and Kols originally formed

one nation, the Kols must have parted from the arent stock and

settled in Chota Nagpur before the former tribe em raced Hinduism

and erected the various temples of which the ruins are still referred

by local tradition to their rule in Behar; for all of these are

dedicated to the worship of idols, and it is a distinctive feature in the

religion of the Kols of the present day, as of most races in the

animistic stage of belief, that they never attempt to represent their

deities or to build any sort of habitation for them. Convincing

proof of the non-Aryan alfinities of the Gheros is derived from the

fact that the Chota Nagpur members of the caste, whose poverty

and social insignificauce have held them aloof from Hinduisiug

influences, still retain totemistic section-names similar to those in

use among the Khariés, who are beyond doubt closely akin to the

Mundas. The landholding Cheros of Palamau have borrowed the

Brahmanical gotras in support of their claim to be Rajputs, and

have thus successfully obliterated all trace of their true antecedents.

These Oheros are divided into two sub-castes, Béra-hazér and

Tera-hazér or Birbandhi. The former is the higher in rank, and

includes most of the descendants of former ruling families, who

assume the title Bébuén. The Tera-hazér are supposed to be the

illegitimate offspring of the Bara-hazér. Some of the wealthier

members of the latter group who have married into local Rajput

houses call themselves Chohan-bansi Rajputs, and decline alliances

with the Béra-hazér Cheros. For the most part, however, the

Cheros of Palamau are looked down upon by the Cheros of Bhojpur

by reason of their engaging in the degrading occupations of rearing

tasar cocoons and collecting catechu and lac.

Colonel Dalton has the following remarks on the physical

characteristics of the Cheros and their traditions of origin :—

“ The distinctive physical traits of the Oheros have been

considerably softened by the alliances with pure Hindu families, which

their ancient power and large possessions enabled them to secure;

but they appear to me still to exhibit an unmistakable Mongolian‘

physiognomy. They vary in colour, but are usually of alight brown.

They have, as a rule, high cheek-bones, small eyes obliquely set, and

 

' It has been shown in the Introductory essay that the theory of the

Mongolian origin of the _Kols and cognate tribes is untenable, and that the

distinction between Kolarian and Dravidian rests purel on linguistic grounds.

In describing the Chero features as ‘Mongolian,’ Co onel Dalton meant that

they resembled the ordinary Kol type.
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eyebrows to correspond, low broad noses, and large mouths with

protuberant lips. t appears from Buchanan that the old Gheros,

ike the dominant Kolarian family of Chota Nagpur, claimed to be

Nagbansis, and had the same tradition regarding their origin from

the great ‘Nag,’ or dragon, that has been adopted by the Chota

Nagpur family. The latter were it seems, even in Gorakhpur and

Behar, allowed to be the heads of the Nagbansi family, and Buchanan

considered them to be Cheros; but they are, no doubt, originally of

the same race as their K01 subjects, though frequent alliances with

Rajput families have obliterated the aboriginal lineaments. The

western part of Kosala, that is, Gorakhpur, continued some time under

the Cheros after other portions of that territory had fallen into the

hands of the people called Gurkha, who were in their turn expelled

by the Thérus. also from the north. In Shahabad, also, the most

numerous of the ancient monuments are ascribed to the Cheros, and

it is traditionally asserted that the whole country belonged to them

in soverei nty. Buchanan suggests they were princes of the Sunaka

family, w 0 flourished in the time of Gautama, about the sixth or

seventh century before the Christian era. An inscription at Buddh

Gyé. mentions one Phudi Chandra, who is traditionally said to have

been a Chero. The Uheros were expelled from Shahabad, some say,

by the Savars or Suars, some say by a tribe called Hariha. The date

of their expulsion is conjectured to have been between the fifth and

sixth centuries of the Christian era. Both Cheros and Savars were

considered by the Brahmans of Shahabéd as impure or Mlechhas, but

the Harihas are reputed good Kshatriyas.

“ The overthrow of the Cheros in Mithila and Magadha seems

to have been complete. Once lords of the Gangetic provinces, they

are now found in Shahabad and other Behar districts only holding

the meanest ofiices or concealing themselves in the woods skirting

the hills occupied by their cousins, the Kharwérs; but in Palamau

they retained till a recent period the position they had lost elsewhere.

A Chero family maintained almost an independent rule in that

pargand till the accession of the British Government; they even

attempted to hold their castles and strong places against that power,

but were speedily subjugated, forced to pay revenue and submit tr:

the laws. They were, however, allowed to retain their estates; and

though the rights of the last Réjé of the race were purchased by

Govemment in 1813, in consequence of his falling into arrears, the

collateral branches of the family have extensive estates in Palamau

still. According to their own traditions (they have no trustworthy

annals) they have not been many generations in the pargami. They

invaded that country from Rohtés, and with the aid of Rajput

Chiefs, the ancestors of the Thakurais of Ranké. and Ohéinpur

drove out and supplanted a Rajput Rajé. of the Réksel family, who

retreated into Sarguja and established himself there. It is said that

the Palamau population then consisted of Kharwérs, Gonds, Mars,

Korwés, Parheyas, and Nageswars. Of these, the Kharwars were the

people of most consideration ; the Oheros conciliated them, and

allowed them to remain in peaceful possession of the hill tracts

bordering on Sarguja. All the Cheros of note who assisted in the

expedition obtained military service grants of land, which they still

~ —----n
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retain. It is popularly asserted that at the commencement of the

Chcro rule in Palamau they numbered twelve thousand families, and

the Kharwérs eighteen thousand ; and if an individual of one or the

other is asked to what tribe he belongs, he will say, not that he is

a. Chero or a Kharwar, but that he belongs to the twelve thousand or

to the eighteen thousand, as the case may be. The Palamau Cheros

now live strictly as Rajputs, and wear the paitd or caste thread.

They do not, however, intermarry with really good Rajput families.

I do not think they cling to this method of elevating themselves in

the social scale so tenaciously as do the Kharwérs. But intermarriages

between Chero and Kharwér families have taken place. A relative

of the Palamau Rajé. married a sister of Maninath Sinh, Rajé. of

Ramgarh, and this is amongst themselves an admission of identity of

origin. As both claimed to be Rajputs, they could not intermarry

till it was proved to the satisfaction of the family priests that the

arties belonged to the same class. But the Palamau Cheros, and

suppose all Gheros, claim to be descendants of Chain Muni, one of

the ltishis, a monk of Kumaon. Some say the Rishi took to wife

the daughter of a Raja, and that the Cheros are the offspring of

their union; others, that the Cheros are sprung in a mysterious

manner from the zishan, or seat of Chain Muni. They have also

a tradition that they came from the Morang. ’

Gheros profess to marry their daughters as infants, but it seems

doubtful whether this practice has yet become

fully established among them. The poorer

members of the caste, particularly the totemistic Cheros of Chota

Nagpur, have not yet completely cut themselves loose from the

non-Aryan custom of adult-marriage; while the landholding Cher-05

find the same difficulties in getting husbands for their daughters

which hamper all pseudo-Rajput families in the earlier stages of

their promotion to the lower grades of the great Rajput group.

The marriage service conforms on the whole to the orthodox pattern,

but retains a few peculiar practices which may perhaps belong to

a more ancient ritual. At the close of the bkanwar ceremony, when

the couple march round an earthen vessel set up under the bridal

canopy of boughs, the bridegroom, stooping, touches the toe of the

bride and swears to be faithful to her through life. Again, after the

binding rite of sindurddn has been completed, the bridegroom’s elder

brother washes the feet of the bride, lays the wedding jewellery in

her joined hands, and then, taking the patmuuri from the maur or

ith head-dress worn by the bridegroom, places it on the bride’s head.

he practice known as amlo also deserves notice. This is performed

by the bridegroom’s mother before the bridal procession (barét)

starts for the bride's house, and by the b1_'ide’s mother after the

procession has arrived. It consists of putting a mango leaf into

the mouth and then bursting out into tears and loud lamentation:

the maternal uncle of the bride or bridegroom meanwhile Poms

water on the leaf.

Polygamy is permitted, but is not very common. There is said

to be no theoretical limit to the number of wives a man may have,

Marriage.
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Widows may marry again, and amon the less Hinduised members

of the caste they usually do so. idow-marriage, however, is

regarded with disfavour by the wealthier Cheros, who affect ortho

doxy, and within a generation or so we may expect that the practice

willbe abandoned. Where it is still recognised, the widow is expected,

on grounds of family convenience, to marry her late husband’s

younger brother or cousin. She may, however, marry any one else

provided that she does not infringe the prohibited degrees which

were binding on her before her marriage, and does not select a man

whose sister could not have been taken in marriage by her late

husband. Divorce is not allowed. A woman found in adultery is

turned out of the caste, and can under no circumstances marry again.

The religion of the Cheros is still in a state of transition, and

they observe a sort of dual worship, which

discloses unmistakable traces of their non

Aryan descent. For the worship of the Hindu gods they employ

Kanaujia or Sakadwipi Brahmans, who are received on terms of

equality by other members of the sacred order. Their spiritual

guides (gurus) are either Brahmans or Gharbéri Gosains. They

also reverence animistic deities of the type known to the Kharias

and Mundas—B2ighaut, Chenri, Darhé, Dharti, Dukhnahi, Dwar

par, and others, to whom oats, fowls, sweetmeats, and wine are

offered in the month of Agiian so as to secure a good harvest. In

these sacrifices Brahmans take no part, and they are conducted by

a priest (baigé) belonging to one of the aboriginal races. Cheros also,

like the Kols, observe triennial sacrifices. “Every three years,”

says Colonel Dalton, “ a buffalo and other animals are offered in

the sacred grove of sarna, or on a rock near the village. They also

have, like some of the Kols, a priest for each village, called pa'lm.

He is always one of the impure tribes, a Bhuiya, or Kharwér, or

a. Parheya, and is also called baigd. He alone can offer this great

sacrifice. No Brahmanical priests are allowed on these occasions to

interfere. The deity honoured is the tutelary god of the village,

sometimes called Duar Pahar, sometimes Dharti, sometimes Pur

gahaili, or Daknai, a female, or Dura, a sylvan god—-the same

perhaps as the Darha of the Kols. I found that the above were all

worshipped in the village of Munka, in Palamau, which belongs to

a typical Chero, Kunwar Bhikari Sinh.”

The Cheros of Palamau affect the ceremonial purity characteristic

of the higher_castes of Hindus, and the con

_ ne2_uon of their leading families with the land

secures to them a fairly high social position. Many of them wear the

sacred thread with which they are invested by a Brahman at the

time of their marriage. Brahmans will take water from their hands,

and eat anything but rice that has been cooked by them. They are

held, in fact, in much the same estimation as any of the local

Rajputs. In Chota Nagpur, on the other hand, the status of the

caste is by no means so high, and the Bhogtas, while admitting

the Cheros to be a sub-caste of their community, decline to eat

with them, and regard them as socially their inferiors. Agriculture

Religion.

Social status.
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is supposed to be the ori 'nal occupation of the caste, and in Pala

mau many of them still old various kinds of jrigir tenures. Some

have taken to shopkeeping and petty trade, while others live by

cartage, working on roads or in coal-mines, and by collecting msar

cocoons, cateohu, and lac. For all this, says Mr. Forbes. “the Cheros

are a roud race, and exceedingly jealous of their national honour.

They liave never forgotten that they were once a great people, and

that their descent was an honourable one. Only the very poorest

among them will hold the plough, and none of them will carry

earth upon their heads?"

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Cheros in 1872 and 1881 :

 

Drsrmcr.

Shahsbad

Saran . ..

Champaran . . . - ..

Hazaribagh .. .

Lohardaga . . .

Tributary States

Chem, Claeru a synonym for

Chero.

Cherui, a mul or section of

the Kanaujié. sub-caste of Sonars

in Behar.

Cheruka, a fish, a totemistic

sept of Binj hias in Chota Nagpur.

Cherviyér, a title of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Cherwa, a sub-tribe of Kaurs

in Chota Nagpur.

Chesié, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

Cheswér, a section of the

Kesarwéni sub-caste of Baniyas

in Behar.

Chhagharié Képa, a. hyper

gamous group of Barendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Chhagri, goat, a title of Tantis

in Bengal.

Chhégulié, a

Telis in Bengal.

sub-caste of

1872. issr.

873 453

2.004 .... . .

.... . . 270

11 .... . .

9,756 10,813

7,865 11,448

Chhajéti, a sub-caste of

Khatris in Bengal

Chhalor, a sub-section of the

Levatié. section of Majraut

Goalés in Behar.

Chhamulié. Madlzvsz'a', a sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Chhaparband, Chayél, a

maker of bamboo frame-works

for thatched roofs, an occupation

usually followed by Mahomedans.

Chhépétiché, a tlzar or sept

of Sunuwars in Darjiling.

Ch haphulié, a group of the

Barendra Sunris in Tipperah.

Ghharidar, ‘ stick-bearer,’ the

title of the messenger who serves

under the manjlzan or headman

of the Tier caste in Behar.

Chhariyér, a pur or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

' Palamau Settlement Report, p. 38.
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Chhathwérk, a pur or section ‘

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Chhatimane-Chhatman, a

mul of the Séndil section of

Maithil Brahmans in Behar.

Chhatrawér, a pur or section

of Sékadwipi Brahmans m

Behar.

Qlllllfltfi or Cbhetri, a man

of the second or regal and

military caste; a synonym for

Rajput.

Chhatris-Atsram, a sub-caste

of Gandhabaniks in Bengal.

Chhayi, a mel or hypergamous

sub-group of Rérhi Brahmans

in Bengal.

Chhenilama, a. thar or sept

of the Das-Gurung sub-tribe of

Gurungs. The founder of this

thar, who became very powerful,

defeated the chief of Gha eh, mar

ried his daughter, and built a fort

at Peun, on the Kéliganga. He

bored a hole in a sheep’s horn

and with its aid employed art

magic to slay his enemies ; hence

his name was Loho Chheni.

the borer with iron pin; and

the I/zar is called Clzlze/ii to this

day.

Chhilatié or Silhotia, a. sub

caste of Dhénuks in Behar.

Chhipi, Chhipigar, a calico

printer and a printer of patterns

on cotton cloth, a chintz-stamper.

The term seems also to include

the making of dies.

Chhitni, a section of the Sat

mulié. Maghayé sub-caste of

Kandus in Behar.

Chhongphthéng, a sept of the

Agnié. sub-tribe of Meches in the

Darjiling Terai.

Chhoté-bhég, a. sub-caste of

Bhuinmalis, Haris, and Muehis

in Bengal.

Chhota-bhégiya, a. sub-caste

of Kumhérs in Dacca.

Chhota-bhégiyé or Kéyath

Tanti, a sub-caste of Téntis in

Eastem Bengal.

Chhota-Kurmi or Sikharié,

a sub-caste of Kurmis in Chota

Nagpur.

Chhotapatti, a sub-caste of

Telis in Bengal.

Chhota-Saméj, a sub-caste of

Dhobas in liughli.

Chhot-gohri, a sub-caste of

Khandaiits and Rautiés in Chota

Nagpur.

Chhotgohri Deswari, a. sub

caste of Kharwars in Ohota. Nag

pur.

Chhothar, a sub-tribe of

Limbus in Darjiling.

Chhotki-déngi, a sub-caste

of Kciris in Behar.

Chhumbipé, a rui or sept of

Dejong Lhoris, whose ancestor

had emigrated from North

Bhotan.

Chhungpé, a. sub-sept of the

Pon-po sept of Dejoug Lhoris or

Bhotias of the south.

Chhutér, a. sub-caste of, and

synonym for, Sutradhar in Ben

gal.

Chidra or Cherré, squirrel, a

section of Bedyas and Binjhias

in Chota Nagpur.

Chigah, j ackal, a. totemistic

sept of Oraons in Ohota Nagpur.

Chigi, Chiki, a. sub-sept of

the Tudu sept of Santéls.
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Qiljilt, a class of Mahomedan

butchers. See Chikwé.

Chik or Chik-Baraik, asub

caste of Pans in Chota Nagpur.

Chikanéi, a section of Goélés

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar. '

Chikan-doz, an embroiderer

of flowered muslin, who usually

works for a Chikanwalé.

Chikanjari, a sept of Chiks in

Chota Nagpur.

Ch ikanwélé, a dealer in hand

worked flowered muslin, usually

a Mahomedan.

Chikbarikin, a sub-caste of

Doms in Hazaribagh who make

screens or blinds of thin slips of
bamboo. T

Chikchébé, a sept of the

Pénthar sub-tribe of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Cbrilcitsak, a

Baidya.

synonym for

Chikkophung, he who plant

ed the briliati, a thorny plant

with a bitter berry used for

medical purposes, a sept of the

Phedab sub-tribe of Limbus.

Chikni-daliwélé, adealer in

supziri or betel-nut.

Chikséri, a section of Maj

raut Goaléls in Behar.

Chiksoria, a section of

Bébhans in Behar.

Chikwé, a butcher and fell

monger, a dealer in small slaugh

ter animals—-goats and sheep

as opposed to the qassdb, who

deals in large cattle.

Chilbindhé, eagle-slayer, a

sub-sept of the lzlansda sept

of Santéls.

Chilbindhé panarié, a section

of Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa,

Chilbinuér, kite, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Chilhér, a mul or section of

the Chhamulié. Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Chilhié, kite, a totemistie sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Chilimér, a section of B6.

bhans in Behar.

Chilkhor, ‘ kite-eater ?,’ a mu!

or section of the Naiya caste in

Behar.

Chiluér, kite, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Chinear, a section of Ghasis

in Chota Nagpur.

Chingala, a group of the

Sanadhya sub-caste of Gaura

Brahmans.

Chingri, a. section of Binjhiais

in Chota Nagpur.

Chingrisha, a sept of Maghs

inthe Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Chinpurié. a group of the

Ekadas Telis in Bengal.

Chiré-Kash, an engraver in

gold, silver or copper. The pattern

is traced in wax with a sharp style

and afterwards cut out with a

chisel. Patterns in relief are made

by beating thin metal on wooden

blocks placed underneath. The

Chiré.-Kash are usually Maho

medans, but some belong to the

Kayasth, Tanti, and Sunri

castes.

Chiranjié, a section of the

Bénsphor sub-caste of Doms in

Westem Behar.
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Ch iriyémér, Chedirnér, Chadi

ma'r, bird-killer, a title of

Bediyas; (ii) in Behar a class of

Mahomedans, possibly converted

Bediyas, who catch and sell

parrots, mainds, and the like.

Chirko, mushroom, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Chirkut or Chirékut, a title

of Bégdis, Chandzils, and other

castes who prepare chira, or rice

parched and flattened.

Ch irkutté, a title of Khandaits

in Orissa who make chard.

Chirme or C'kirmd1't, a sub

caste of Koiris in Behar, which,

though endogamous as regards

the rest of the caste, intermarries

with the Maghaya sub-caste.

Chirra, a squirrel, a totemis

tic section of Binjhias, Bhuiyés,

Kharwars, Rajwars, and Omens

in Chota Nagpur.

Chisim, a dugu or section of

the Kochh-Mandai in Eastern

Bengal. The name indicates the

ori 'nal habitat of the group,

pro ably a village or hill in

Assam, and at the present day

has no bearing upon marriage.

Chitéri, a painter.

Chitaurié, a tluir or sept of

Mangers in Darjiling.

Chitauriér, a par or section

of Szikadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Chiterah, an engraver on

metal.

Chithzi, a section of Sonars in

Behar.

Chitosié, a section of the Jét

sub-caste of Goalie in Behar and

the North-Westem Provinces,

206 CHONRHA’.

whose titles are Chaudhri, Singh,

and Marér.

C/zifrakar, a painter, synonym

for Patué, q.v.

Ch itrakar, painter——a profes

sion followed by Acharji, Ganak,

Sutradhar, and other low castes.

Chitti, a kind of snake, a

totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Chitwanié or Ckitaunié, a

sub-tribe of Thérus in Nepal;

a sept of Rautér Thérus.

Chiwér, a section of Bibhans

in Behar.

Chobdér, C/zopdar, an attendant

carrying a staff or mace, who

accompanies I6-jés and wealthy

zemindars on ceremonial occa

sions. His functions are purely

ornamental.

Chobegu, a sub-sept of the

Thekim sept and asept of the

Panthar sub-tribe of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Chocha, a bird, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Chokarlmdi, a synonym for

Ohik in Chota Nagpur.

Chomar, a title of Goélas in

Bengal.

Chonchwér, a pur or sec

tion of Sékadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Chongé, a sept of Dhiméls in

the Darjiling Tomi.

Chongphrén, a sept of the

Agnia sub-tribe of Meches in the

Darjiling Terai.

Oh onre, a sept of Santzils.

Chonrhé, a section of Sonérs

in Behar.
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Chopeér, a sub-sept of the the Bhangi, Halélkhor, Mehtar,

Murmu sept of Santéls.

Choré, a section of Goalas in

the North-Westem Provinces.

Choréi, a sept of Hos and

Santéls.

Chorant, grass, a totemistic

sept of Kharwars in Chota Nag

pur.

Chorharué, a section of Kur

mis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Chorka, a section of Binjhiés

in Chota Nagpur.

Chorwar, a mul or section of

the Kamar Kalla sub-caste of

Sonars in Behar.

Chota, a kind of bird, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Chota-Bhégiya or Sunargdon

Sank/uiri, a sub-caste of

Sénkhéris in Bengal.

Chotchain, a section of the

Chain sub-caste of Nunias in

Behar.

Ch ouria, a sept of Lohérs in

Chota Nagpur.

Chouria Musa, field-rat, _a

totemistic sept of Oraons m

Chota Nagpur.

Chownié, a totemistic sept of

Goélas in Chota Nagpur who

may not eat field-rats.

Chownr, a badge of ofiice, a

sept of Pans in Chota Nagpur.

Choyndai, a thar or sept of

Chhatris in Nepal.

Chuér, atitle of the Bhumij

tribe.

Chuh ré, the lowest description

of village servants, the same as

etc.

Chuiréchhé, a thar or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Chukéni, an under-tenant in

Rangpur and Jalpaiguri.

Chukuli 5., a sub-caste of

Chasés in rissa.

Chulié, a salt boiler in Cut

tack.

Chul ié-malangi, the head salt

maker in Orissa, who makes

engagements with the Govern

ment.

Chumi, a section of Murmis;

a i/ear or sept of Mangers in

Darjiling.

Chunéru or C’/mndri, Ghana

faroslz, lime-burners, or workers

in lime, as plasterers; a vendor of

lime; also a synonym for Baiti,

q.v.

Chundiar, atop-knot, a sept

of Kharwars in Chota Nag

pur.

Chungbang, a sept of Lim

bus in Darjiling.

Chungyepé, a rui or sept of

Dejoug Lhoris, the members of

which are of a mixed low origin.

Chunié, C’/zuniyd, a synonym

for Bziiti; a sub-caste of Jugis

in Northem Bengal who deal in

lime.

Chuniér, a sept of Kharwars

in Chota Nagpur.

Chunihéra, a title of Dohar

Chamérs in Behar who burn

lime.

Chunipéré, a

Chamars in Behar.

title of
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Churé-kuti, a sub-caste of

Sutradhars in Dacca.

Churélai, a sub-caste of Ks

mérs in the Ssntzil Parganas.

Churéliye, a section of Oswals.

Churihél‘, Churi1uz'Za', amaker

of the glass bracelets worn by

Mahomedan women. Churihars

are invariably Mahomedans, and

the persons engaged in this occu

pation form an endogamousgroup.

208
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CHUTKA'DESWA'RI.

Churihara, a title of Goalés.

Churuar, a sept of Lohérs in

Chota Nagpur.

Ch utié, small rat, a totemistic

sept of Mundas ; a section of

Binjhias in Chota Nagpur.

Chutkédeswéri, a sub-caste

of Kharwars who often call them

selves Deswari. It is contradis

tinguished from Barké Deswéri.
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Dabgér, a subdivision of the Dafadars, but the latter decline

Chamér or Muchi caste in Behar, to deal with the Hajjam on

who manufacture skin or leather terms of equality. No such class

vessels used for ghi and oil, exists in Behar.

country saddles, and the like.

Dabhauchwér, Dabhinchh

wér, a kul or section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Dabhreit, a mu! or section of

the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goélés in Behar.

Dadhi, a gain of the Sabarna

gotra of Bérendra Brahmans in

Bengal.

Dadhichi, a saméj or local

group of the Basishtha gotra of

the éschétya Baidik Brahmans

in BengaL

Dadhiyél, a ga'in of the

Bharadwéja gotra of Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Dadhpuriérk, a pur or section

of Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Dadhraut, a mul or section

of the Sétmulia or Kishnaut sub

caste of Goélés in Behar.

Dédukli, a mul or section of

the Chhamulié Madhesia sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Dédul, bull-frog, a section of

Binjhias in Chota Nagpur.

Dafadér, a low class of Maho

medans in Eastern Bengal; also

known as Nalwah from their using

the mzl grass to make baskets.

They are said to be an offshoot

of the Hajjam, but they claim

a higher position than the par

ent stook by reason of their

having adopted adiiferent occu

pation. Hajjams eat with the I ordinary Goélas.

Daféli, a class of Mahomedan

weavers who sell trinkets, beads,

etc., and also make drums.

Daflri, a book-binder; a ser

vant who looks after stationery

and the like in public oflices.

Dégénié, a group of the

Bérendra Goalas in Bengal.

Dégar, a section of Goalés in

the North-Western Provinces.

Dégaré, a sub-caste of Patnis

in Bengal.

Déghté, those who brand cat

tle; generally Mahomedans.

Daginkairi, a. sub-caste of

Koiris who grow vegetables and

fruits.

Dégri, a pangat or section

of Bansphor Doms in Behar.

Déhé, a title of Dakshin~

Rérhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Dahait, a sept of Thérus in

Behar.

Dahél, a section of Brahmans

and Ghhatris in the Eastern

Himalayas.

Dahanga, torch-bearer, a sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Déhérék, a mu! or section

of the Chhamulié. Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Dahiara, dealers in milk and

curds, a sub-caste of Goalés in

Behar, somewhat superior to

Their usual

0
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Dah Léma, a tlzar or sept ofoccupations are—service, shop

Gurungs in Darjiling.keeping, and agriculture.

Dahiet, a mul or section of Dahmé, a section of Goalas in

the Naomulia or Majraut sub- the North-Western Provinces and

caste of Goalas in Behar. Behar.

Qfil, a midwife, usually a Mahomedan or a Hindu of the

Chamar caste. Among Hindus of all other castes there is a strong

prejudice against cutting the navel cord, and a common term of abuse

applied to a midwife is narlt-did or cord-cutter. The male relatives of

these women are usually tailors or musicians; while in villages they

often work as weavers, and sometimes sell betel-leaves.

“ In Dacca,” says Dr. Wise, who had special opportunities for

learning the truth on this subject, “the midwives are invariably

ignorant and generally consequential, while, being few in number,

they are very independent, extorting money in proportion to the

anxieties of their patients. A. midwife forms an important part of a

household, and no family of note is without one. Like the Purohit

and barber, the Dai is a privileged person, and has freedom of access

to the female apartments at any hour. Her post is usually hereditary,

but, if childless, the Dai adopts a young woman and educates her in

the mysteries of the profession. Mahomedan ladies have no objec

tion to be attended by a Hindu or Christian woman, but one of their

own creed is preferred. The poorer classes attend on each other, and

only in cases of difiicult is the European doctor, or the professional

accouckeuse, called in. arturition is in most instances easy, and the

poor have seldom any need of skilled attendance; but among the

listless inmates of zanénas, who never lead a healthy or invigorating

life, labour is often tedious and exhaustin .

“ When a woman, either Hindu or léahomedan, approaches the

term of her pregnancy, an outhouse, or detached room, is prepared

for her, to which, when labour begins, she retires with the Dai and a

servant. This den, to which the highest as well as the lowest is

condemned, is known as the Asaucha-ghar, or Chhathi-ghar. The

duty of the midwife is to rub and roll about the patient so as to

increase the pains, and when the child is born to cut the cord with a

piece of bamboo (tarlé-ka-chhalti), and to give immediate warning

for the ‘ Azan,’ or call to prayers. _

“ Of the mechanism of parturition, of the dangers to be avoided

and provided against, midwives are profoundly ignorant; awoman

being satisfied if she is attended by the family Déi, or by the pupil

of the Dal, who aided her mother or sister under similar circum

stances. Being obliged to observe many customs, without the due

performance of which her own and her child's life would be

endangered, the mother resigns herself to the hands of the midwife,

assured that all will go well. To cause the uterus to contract they

use an embrocation of the juice of the Nag-dauné leaf (Artz'rm'sia

vulgaris) with spirit. When it is wished to stay the flow of milk,

the dried bark of the Péni-kudfi (Oucurbita) mixed with pea-se-meal

(Er-vum lzirsuium) and rubbed up in water is used as a plaster.

~ —---run‘
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“The midwife is expected to pay frequent visits until all danger

has passed; but should the lady be rich, she is not allowed to leave

the house for days. It devolves on her to anoint the infant daily,

for in India babies are not bathed daily. Lampblack must be

smeared along the eyelashes, and a mash of warm aromatics (ghutti)

given daily. For two days after birth the mother is only allowed to

take turmeric, molasses, and infusion of ajwain, while on the third

and up to the fortieth day she may eat pulse (masfir) and rice.

“After the birth of a child many strange rites are performed.

A bonfire (alawa) is kept smouldering at the door of the Ohhathi

ghar for six days in the hot, for twenty-one in the cold season, and

an oil lamp, placed within the room, must never be permitted to go

out, an attendant being always on the watch to trim it, as darkness

favours the entrance of evil spirits. A horse-shoe is placed beneath

the bedding, as iron is most distasteful to all kinds of devils; and an

earthen vessel, on which the name of God is written, is hung over

the door. No one can leave the room before midday, and on no

account must the ba.by’s clothes be washed or dried anywhere but

inside the room. If the husband or doctor has to visit the mother, .

his clothes are fumigated with the smoke of mustard seed thrown on

the fire, and when the visitor leaves any food, milk, or drinking

water standing in the room must be flung away. For six days the

Hindu mother is confined in this den, her Muhammadan sister

remaining for ten.

“On the sixth or Ohhathi day the barber and washerman are

sent for; the former cutting the hair and paring the nails of the

infant, the latter taking away the puerperal garments. It is from

performing this menial work that the Dhobé. belongs to a very

unclean class.

“On the twenty-first or ikkisf day the barber and washerman

in attend, when similar duties are discharged.

“ On the fortieth day after the birth of a boy impurity ceases, as

among the Jews, but several rites must be first of all performed.

There is the “ Kua-Jhankna,” or peeping into the well, which is

identical with the worship of Subhéchani among Hindus, after which

the mother resumes her household duties.

“ If a child be stillborn, the mother is given an infusion of bamboo

leaves in which a copper coin has been soaked. The draught is

believed to decompose the poison which caused the death of the

child. Should awoman give birth to several stillborn children in

succession, the popular belief is that the same child reappears on

each occasion, when, to frustrate the designs of the evil spirit that has

taken possession of the child, the nose, or a portion of an ear, is cut

off, and the body is cast away on a dun hill.

“ Dais have many secret remedies w ich they puff with unblush

ing assurance. Several are innocuous, a few useful, but in all cases

they consist of so many and such heterogeneous substances that their

action must be extremely doubtful. Their favourite remedy is called

Mastfiri, or Battisé, from its being composed of thirty-two ingre

dients. Among other things it contains syrup, galls, litharge,

sandal-wood, rook salt, and goklmt (Tribulus lanuginosus), and is

02
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applied on balls of cotton soaked in Champs oil in all diseases

peculiar to women.”

Daibak, Daibajmz, Diuvzk, Dai

oajna, an astrologer, calculator

of nativities, almanac-maker, etc.

He is usually an Acharji Brah

man, and the name is therefore

used as a synonym for Acharji.

Daibaki, a section of the Mah

mudabaz sub-caste of Népits in

Murshedabad.

Dai-Dom, a sub-caste of Doms

in Bengal whose men are day

labourers and women serve’ as

midwives.

Déikurar, a title of Muchis

whose women practise midwifery.

Déiné Réju or Chauén, a

sub-caste of ltéjus in Midnapur,

who derive their name from

their women fastening their aciris

on the right side.

Déji, a ilzar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Dakhiné or Turf, a sub-caste

of Doms in Behar.

Dakhinhé, a sub-caste of

Lé-heris in Behar.

Dakhini, a sub-caste of

Bhandaris in Orissa and of Telis

in Chota Nagpur.

Dakhin-Kabét, south gate, a

title of Khandéits in Orissa.

Dakhin-Rérhi, asub-caste of

Kémars in the 24-Parganas ;

a sub-caste of Népits; a group

of the Barébhégiyé Muchis.

Dakréhi, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Déksh inétya, an endogamous

division of the Vaidik sub-caste

of Brahmans in Bengal.

Dakshiné Uriyé. Dakhin

atya, a sub-caste of Utkal Brah

mans in Orissa.

Dakshini, a sub-caste of Kai

barttas in Murshedabad.

Dakshin-Rérhi, a group of

the Hele Kaibarttas in Central

Bengal; a sub-caste of Chesa

dhobés and Kayasths in Bengal.

Dékutié, a sub-caste of the

Kraunchdwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Dalai, a title of Kewats in

Orissa.

Dalai or Tiar, a group of the

Rajhansi sub-caste of Kochhs in

Northern Bengal.

Dalél, broker, a title

Jugis and Tantis in Bengal.

Déliharé, a title of the castes

who sell da'l or pulses.

Dalihare, Dullilmré, a. section

of Babhans in Behar.

Dalui, a title of Karangas.

Dém, a title of Bangaja and

Bérendra Kéyasths in Bengal.

Damarwér, a sept of the

Chandrabansi division of Rajputs

in Behar.

Démborié, a section of Go-alas

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Damda rié, a section of Kanau

jia Lohars in Behar.

gfiflli, Damyi, Trim:-', Kotzcdl,

Négarcki, Darsi, a Nepalese caste,

by occupation tailors.

Damma Pariwér, .-1 I/mr or

sept of Dennis in Darjiling whose

chief profession is sewing.

Dému, a sub-section of the

Levatié. section of Majraut

Goalas in Behar.

of
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Dén, a title of Kayasths,

Mayaras, Gandhabaniks, and

Subarnabaniks in Bengal.

Déné, atitle of Dalzshin-Rérhi

and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Dandaméli, a title of Brah

mans.

Dandé Ménjhi, a sub-caste of

Lohars and Bégdis in Western

Bengal.

Dandapat, a section of Utkal

or Orissa Brahmans.

Dandapétdhéri, D(m(lapa'I, a

title of Suvarnabaniks in Bengal.

Dénd-Binjhié, a sub-tribe of

Binjhiés, so called from living

in the plains.

Danjél, a tkar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Danrehé or Gaunhd, a sept of

the Rautér sub-tribe of Tharus

in Behar.

Dénri, a title of Bangaja

Kéyasths.

Dénrsurié, a section of Sonérs

in Behar.

Déntela, a sub-sept of the

Hemrom and Tudu septs of

Santéls, said to be so called

from their breeding pigs with

very large tusks for sacrificial

purposes.

Déntréi, a group of the Kara

léi sub-caste of Kaibarttas in

Noakhali.

fiilllllflktl‘, Danmzr, a cultivating

caste of the Nepal Terai.

Dandi, a religious group of

Jugis; a stafi-bearer, an order

of Saivite religious mendicants

said to have been founded in

Malabar by Sankara Kcharya in

the ei hth or ninth century. See

Dasn mi.

Dandié, a title of Binjhiés in

Chota Nagpur.

Dand-Korwa, a sub-tribe of

Korwas in Chota Nagpur.

Dandpati, a section of Pans

in Chota. Nagpur.

Déndwar, a. section of Bab

hans; a sept of the Suryabansi

sub-tribe of Rajputs in Behar.

Dang, big stick, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Dénga r, a sept of the Chandra

bansi division of Rajputs in

Behar.

Dangarwar, a sept of Mun

das in Chota Nagpur.

Déngbe, a sub-caste of Koiris

in Behar.

Dangwarié, a sept of the

Rautar sub-tribe of Tharus in

Behar.

Déosri, a section of Agarwals.

Daraha, a grain-splitter—an

occupation followed by women of

the labouring castes in Behar.

Darang, a dugu or section of

the Kochh-Mandai in Dacca.

The name indicates the original

habitat of the group, probably a

hill or village in Assam, and at

the present day has no bearing

upon marriage.

Darang-Chiachi, a section of

the Kochh-Manldai in Dacca.

Darang-Saudana, a section of

the Kochh-Mandai in Dacca.

Darang-Dakal, a section of

the Kochh-Mandai in Dacca.

Darang-Dambak, a section of

the Kochh-Mandai in Dacca.

Darétié, a sub-caste of Bagdis

found in Nadiya.
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Darbe, a section of the Bana

pfir sub-caste of Koiris; a pangat

or section of Bansphor Doms and

of Dosédhs in Behar ; a section of

the Kfidar caste in Behar which

intermarries with all the other

sections except the Marik and

Bare.

Darchué, e. sub-caste of Sunris

in Behar who distil and sell coun

try spirits. By reason of their

occupation they hold an inferior

social position to the Biyéhut and

Sagéhut Sunris, who are grain

dealers and shopkeepers.

Dérhibérhi, a mul or section

of the Chhamulié. Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Dariépér, Dharidpdr, a mul or

section of the Ghhamulia Mad

hesia sub-caste of Halwéis in

Behar.

Darihare, probably avariant

of Dalihare; a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Darihare-Dih, a mul of the

Késyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Darihare-Réjanpuré, a mul

of the Késyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Darihare-Bargamié, a mul of

the Késyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Darihare-Ratauli, a mul of

the Késyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Darihare-Sahasrém, e mul of

the Késyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Darjea, a sept of Chakmés in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Darka, a. sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur who are said to have

been born out of a. rent in the

earth.

Dérkhurifi, a mul or section of

the Ghosin sub-caste of Goalas in

Behar.

Darnal, a {Izar or sept of

Démis in Darjiling whose first

ancestoris said to have sprung

from a. Brahman by a Démi

wife; a sept of Mangers.

Darnél, a. section of Kémis in

Darjiling.

Dan-6 Lémi, a thar or sept

of Mangers in Darjiling.

Darshan, a title of Muchis in

Bengal.

Darsurié, a section of Lohérs

in Behar.

Daryesh, a Mahomedan reli

gious mendicant. The term is

also incorrectly applied to Hindi

ascetics. In the ease of Maho

medans it includes the following

classes-—(1)Chishtia, (2) Kédiria,

(3) Nakshbandi, (4) Rafa’i, (5)

Madéria.

Darwén, a door-kee er. In

Calcutta this post is usu y held

by up-country Brahmans and

Rajputs.

Darzi, atailor. Usually tailors

are Mahomedens, but Dhobis

and Ghulam Kéyasths have been

known to take up the business.

A synonym for the Démi tribe

in Darjiling.

Dés, Jalwah Kaibarlta, a

sub-caste of Kewats in Westem -

Bengal, and of Kaibarttas in

Dacca.

Dés, a family title of Siddha

Baidyas; of Halwéis and the

Kathbania sub-caste of Banifis in

Behar; a. title of Kayasths and

all Sudras of the Navasfikh group

in Bengal, also assumed by

members of non-Aryan castes in

0
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Bengal like the Kochhs, who

become Vaishnavas with a view

to be considered Hindus; a title

of the Oswal Baniyas; a sept of

Thérus; a section of Utkal or

Orissa Brahmans and Karans; a

title of Kaibarttas and Sunris in

Bengal.

Dasé, an endogamous sub-caste

of Agarwéls, Mahesrisand Oswéls.

Désabi ha, a section of Pans

in Chota agpur.

Daséonth, a section of Barhis

in Behar.

Dasarath Ghataki, a mel or

hypergamous sub-group of Rairhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Dasésai, a sub-caste of Suk

lis in Midnapur.

Dasaundhi, a title of Bhats

or genealogists. They also call

themselves Réjbhét.

Dasbiha, a sept of Pans, in

Chota Nagpur.

Das-gh arié, a group of the

Bar-gohri sub-caste of Khandaits

in Saranda of Singbhum.

Das-Gurung or Chér Gotra,

a sub-tribe of Gurungs in Dar

jiling.

Ddsi, a maid-servant.

Dasika, a dugu or section of the

Kochh-Mandai in Dacca. The

name indicates the original hab

itat of the group, probably a hill

or village 111 Assam, and at the

present day has no bearing upon

marriage.

Désil, a mul or section of the

Goria sub-caste of Goélas in

Behar.

Daskarié, wild fowl, a totem

istic sept of Pans m Chota

Nagpur.

Das Limbu, a synonym for

Limbu, referring to the ten (llV1

sions of the tribe.

Dasnémi, the collective name

of ten classes of Saivite religious

mendicants, followers of Sankara

Achzirya, each of which bears a

peculiar name, as Tirtha, Asrama,

Saraswati, Vana, Bharati, Aranya,

Giri or Gir, Parvata, Puri, and

Szigara which is added to the

proper names of the members.

According to Professor H. H.

Wflson only the first three, and

part of Bharati, are now consid

ered pure Dandis or bearers of

the mendicant staff; the others

are of a more secular character,

and are usually called Atits.

Déspéré, Déspérié, a sub

caste of Kumhérs and Telis in

Bengal.

Daspuria, a section of Ghasis

in Chota Nagpur.

Dasté-dér, an honorary title

of Kéiyasths in Bengal.

Dastarband or Pagriband, a

turban-maker, a purely Mahom

edan trade, never engaged in

by Hindus.

Dast-farosh, an old-olothesman ,

collecting old clothes and rags,

which he sells to the naichaband

to make hookah snakes; to the

masalchi for torches ; and to the

jildgar for binding hooks.

Daswéni, a title of Bhéts in

Behar.

Désya, a section of Bégdis in

Bengal.

Datiyén, a section of Mag

haya Kéndus in Behar.

Datkiliér, a section of the

Amashta Kayasths in Behar.
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Daft, a {liar or sept of Man-‘ and Subarnabaniks in Bengal.

gars in Darjiling.

Datta, a. family title of Sédhya

Baidyas, Kayasths, Mayarés,

Sankhéris, Témbulis; of Baruis,

of the Kut sub-caste of Ga.ndha

baniks, Téntis, Sutradhars, and

of Subarnabaniks in Bengal. In

termarriage is prohibited within

the title.

Datta ke réut, a section of

the Biyéhut and Kharidaha Kal

wérs in Behar.

Dattaménjhi, a title of Kai

barttas in Bengal.

Déturié, a sub-caste of Sutra

dhars in Noakhéli.

Daubérik, messenger or senti

nel, a title of Khandéits in

Orissa.

Daulbandh, a sub-tribe of

Kharwérs in Palamau.

Daulté. ke réut, a section of

the Biyahut and Kharidahé. Kal

wérs in Behar.

Dauru, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Dauwé, a sept of Dhiméls in

the Darjiling Terai.

Dawéri, a thar of the Basishtha

gotra of Nepali Brahmans.

Dawin, a sept of Ohakmés in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Déyi, a gdin of the Saba:-na

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Déymia, a group of the Sa

nadhya sub-caste of G-aura Brah

mans.

De, a family name of Kéyasths

in Bengal; of the Ant sub-caste

of Gandhabaniks; of Kémars,

Mayaras, Témbulis, Tantis, Telis,

Intermarriage 18

within the title.

Delisi, a synonym for Lohér

Ménj hi, q.v.

E_)eb, a family title of Sadhya

Baidyas and of Bangaja and

Bérendra Kéyasths in Bengal.

Debangsi, a title of up-country

and Uriya Brahmans.

Debansi, a sub-tribe of Raj

puts in Chota Nagpur, to which

the Rajés of Bishanpur, in Ban

kura, profess to belong.

Debénsi, a class of Tiyars

who are fishermen.

Debkuliér, a par or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Debrishi, a section of Maya

rés in Bengal.

Dedhgawe,a section of Kay

asths in Behar.

Dehédbenéras, a mnl or sec

tion of the Chhamulia Madhesié.

sub-caste of Halwais in Behar.

Dehéti, a mel or hypergamous

sub-group of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Dehéti Baidya, village doctor,

a title of Baidyas used by out

siders.

Dehlésariér, a par or section

of Sékadwipi Brahmans in

Behar.

Dehri, a section of Korénch

Kéndus in Behar.

Dehriti, priests, a. sept of Mal

Pahariés in the Santél Parganas.

Dehuri, a title of Sudhés in

Orissa.

Dejong Lhori, Dejongpa

(people of the fruit-district or

prohibited
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Sikkim) ; Lhopa Bhotia (Tibetans

of the south), the common desig

nation of the Tibetans who are

settled in Sikkim. A list of their

sub-tribes and septs will be

found in Appendix I.

Demta, red tree-ant, a totem

istic sept of Goélés, Kharias,

Lohars, Mundas, Pans, and

Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Denrgamia, a section of Awa

dhia Hajéms in Behar.

Dec, a title of Baruis in Ben

gal.

Deobansi, a sub-caste of

Mauliks in Chota Nagpur.

De0dhiér, a pur or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Deoghét, a mul or section of

the Ghhamulia Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Deohar, a title of inooulators

for small-pox, now applied to

vaccinators in Behar.

Deorahir, a par or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Deori, a title of Sunris in

Bengal.

Deradér, a title of Kewats in

Behar.

Derhgéon, a mul or section

of the Ayodhié. sub-caste of

Hajjams in Behar.

Desé.-Nsram, a sub-caste of

Gandhabaniks in Bengal.

Desauri, a title of Kandhs in

Orissa.

Deseriet, a mul or section of

the Satmulia or Kishnaut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Desi, a sub-caste of Kumhars,

Telis, and of Kaibarttas in Behar;
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a group of the Rajbansi sub

caste of Kochhs in Northern

Bengal; of G-oalas in the North

Western Provinces; a sub-caste

of Bhandéris in Orissa, and of

Bhumijs in Chota Nagpur.

Desjé, a thar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Deslé, a sub-caste of Telis in

BengaL

Desoar, a section of Ghasis in

Chota Nagpur.

Deswél, a section of Goalés

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Deswél i, a sub-tribe of Santals

in the south of Manbhum who

employ Brahmans and have

adopted portions of the Hindu

ritual.

Deswéli, Deswari, a title of

natives of Upper India who settle

in Bengal.

Deswér, a sub-caste of Kal

wars in Behar and of Mala in the

Santél Parganas; a section of the

Sakhiné. and Turi Doms in Behar

who perform their domestic wor

ship outside of the angan or

courtyard of their houses.

Deswéri-Kharwér,

tribe of Kharwérs

Nagpur. ‘

Deuli, a gain of the Bétsya

gotra of Bairendra Brahmans in

Bengal.

Deuri, a title of Kumbérs in

Behar.

Devakot a, a tbar or section

of Nepali rahmans.

Devépéthi, a section of Ka

mis and a flmr or sept of Mangars

in Darjiling.

a sub

in Chota
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Deva-Sarma’, a synonym for

Brahman.

Dewén, a section of the

Yakha caste; originally a title

conferred by the Nepal Ra].

Dewén ke asémi, a section of

the Banodhié. and Jaiswér Kal

wars in Behar.

Dewérk, a pur or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Dhabal, a title of Telis in

Bengal.

Dhabalrishi, a section of

Chasadhobas in Bengal.

Dhabhinchhwér, Dabkauclu

rear, a section of Babhans.

Dhéi, Da'i, a nurse, wet-nurse,

or midwife. See grip

Dhaié, a section of Goélés in

the North-Western Provinces.

Dhéin, a géin or sub-section of

Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Dhékées, a mul or section of

the Tinmulia and Chhamulia

Madhesia and Bhojpuria sub

castes of Halwais in Behar.

Dhékéi, a sub-caste of Kémars

in Eastern Bengal.

Dhékéich, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidéhé. Kalwérs

in Behar.

Dhakaichhé, a section of

Sonars in Behar.

Dhékéis, a mu-l or section of

the Naomulié. or Goria sub-caste

of Goalas in Behar.

Dhakait, a section of Bab

hans and of Madhesié. Halwais

in Behar.

Dhékal, a i/zar of the Ups.

manya gotra of Nepali Brah

mans.

Dhakania, a section of

Kanaujia Lohars in Behar.

 

Dhakaren, a tlmr or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Dhékéwél, a sub-caste of

Kamars in Murshedabad.

Dhéki, a beater of the rl/zdk

or large drum; a title of the

Béiti and Muchi, the only castes

which use this kind of drum.

Dhéli, an honorary title of

Kévasths and Goalés in Ben al;

of Kawalis in Eastern Bengfi

Dhal ié, a sub-caste of Mals in

Bankura.

Dhalo, a sub-caste of Korés

in Western Bengal.

Dhalué, a sub-caste of Karen

gas.

Dhamala, a. t/zar or sept of

Mangers in Darjiling.

Dhéman, a mul or section of

the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Dhamanié, a class of profes

sional beggars in Chota Nagpur

who eat dead animals and snakes.

Dhamdi, a section of Kai

barttas in Orissa.

Dhami, a section of the Goria

sub-caste of Goélés in Behar

whose title is Mandar.

(3lI§‘IIII1‘(, Dkdmi, a low, prob

ably non-Aryan, caste in Dar

bhanga, who make fans or brushes

(more/zhal) of peacoek’s feathers.

In Gya the Dhamins ofiiciate as

priests to pilgrims in the cere

monies performed for the benefit

of ancestors on the Ramsila and

Pretsila hills, immediately above

the town. They pretend to be

a sort of Brahmans, but their

social osition is low, and ortho

dox indus will not take water

from their hands.

Dhémna Sap, a section of

Ghasis in Ghota Nagpur.

DHXMNA SKP.
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Dhén, paddy or rice soup, a

totemistie sept of Chiks, Korwas,

Lohars, and Oraons; a sept of

Mundas who are forbidden to

take rice and rice soup. and eat

only gondli ; a section of Kharias ;

a sept of Rajputs in Behar.

Dhanéi Mandal, a family

name of the G1-ihasth group of

Jugis in Bengal.

Dhanauté, a mu! or section of

the Tinmulia Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Dhandh, plum bushes, a

totemistie sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur.

Dhandhébe, a section of the

Bahénnajati sub-caste of Khatris

in Bengal.

Dhénej, a mul or section of

the Chhamulia Madhesia sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Dhénesri, a section of Pods in

Bengal.

Dhaneswar, a mul or section

of the Tinmulia Madhesia sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Dhéngar, in Chota Nagpur

Proper an agricultural labourer,

usually non-Aryan, engaged by

the year, who receives, if hired by

anative, alump. sum varyingfrom

Rs. 4 to Rs. 6, at the time of

hiring, besides monthly wages in

grain and a cloth at the end of the

year. Labourers of this class are

also largely employed by Euro

pean tea-planters on the Lohar

daga plateau. In this case they

get Rs. 9 on engagement, and

Rs. 9 more in three instalments,

besides a. blanket and an um

brella. On the origin of the term

there has been some discussion.

“ It is,” writes Colonel Dalton, “ a

word that from its apparent deri

vation (ddng or d/za'n-y, ‘a hill’)

may mean any hillman; but

amongst several tribes of the

Southern Tributary Mahals the

terms Dhdngar and Dluingarin

mean the youth of the two sexes

both in highland and lowland

villages, and it cannot be con

sidered as the national designa

tion of any particular tribe.” S0

Mr. Oldham says in a note on

Some Historical and Ethical As

pects of the Burdzam dzlflrict that

the Male Paharias call their men

of fighting a e Dhangar or Dhén

garia. The lrlalé are cognates of

the Oraons, the typical Dhangar

labourers of Chota Nagpur, so that

on this showing the word may

well be nothing more than the

Oraon for an adult. According

to another interpretation, the

name has reference to the fact

that persons working as dluingars

receive the bulk of their wages

in d/uin, or unhusked rice. Rabi

or cold weather crops are not

largely grown in Chota Nagpur

Proper; and during the slack

season, from December to the end

of March, large numbers of Dhé.n

gars leave their own country in

search of agricultural work in the

central and eastern districts of

Bengal, where the harvesting of

the winter rice creates a great

demand for labour. The rl/za'n

gar system of payment is so

general in Chota Nagpur that

the term is virtually synonymous

with labourer, and these nomadic

labourers describe themselves, and

are known throughout Bengal, as

‘Dhangars.’ When they settle,

as they frequently do, they

acquire the name of Bu-na, which

is sometimes prefixed to their

tribal name, thus Buna-Oraon,

Buna-Munda.

Dhanichhwér, a section of

Babhaus in Behar.

Dhénja a, a gotra or section

of Nepali rahmans.
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Dhankai, Dhankoi, a mul or

section of the Naiyé caste in

Behar.

Dhanka-Oraon, a sub-tribe of

Dhanu, a title of Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja Kayasths;

a section of Kishnaut Goalas in

Behar.

Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Dhankhérié, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidaha Kalwérs

Dhanuér, a section of Khariés

in Chota Nagpur.

in Behar‘ Dhénuk, one of the seven sub

Dhaflkli 11 sept of Nageswars divisions of the Kurmis, who are

in Chota Nag'p11r- supposed to have been archers,

Dhanroér, a sub-caste of but are now employed in person

Goalas in Behar. al service and agriculture.

Qhfinuk, a cultivating caste of Behar, many of whom are

employed as personal servants in the households

of members of the higher castes._ Their origin

is obscure. Buchanan considered them a “ pure agricultural tribe,

who, from their name, implying archers, were probably in former

times the militia of the_country, and are perhaps not essentially

difierent from the Kurmis; for any Yasawér (Jaiswar) Kurmi who

from poverty sells himself or his children is admitted among the

Dhanuks. All the Dhénuks at one time were probably slaves, and

many have been purchased to fill up the military ranks—a method

of recruiting that has been long prevalent in Asia, the armies of

the Parthians having been composed almost entirely of slaves; and

the custom' is still, I believe, pretty general among the Turks. A

great many of the Dhanuks_ are still slaves, but some annually

procure their liberty by the mability of their masters to maintain

them, and by their unwillingness to sell their fellow-creatures.”

According to the Padma Puréna quoted by Sir Henry Elliot,

Dhénuks are descended from a Ohamar and a female Chandél.

Another equally mythical pedigree makes the mother a Chamér and

the father an outcast Ahir. Such statements, however slight their

historical value, serve to indicate in a general way the social

rank held by the Dhanuks at the time when it was first thought

necessary to enrol them among the mixed castes. In this point of

view the degraded parentage assigned to the caste lends some support

to the conjecture that they may be an offshoot from one of the

-Ar n tribes.non Dliéilnuks are divided into the followin sub-castes :—Chhilatié

8

I W M mm“ or _SiIhotié, Magahyé, Tirhut_ié or Chiraut,

“ “‘ ‘ ' Jaiswar, Kanaujia, Khapari é, Dudhwér

or Dojwér, Sunri-Dhénuk, and Kathautia. Sir _ enry _Elliot,

writing of the Dhanuks of the North-West Provmces, gives a

slightly different list, which will be found in Ap endix I. Buchanan

mentions Jaiswar, Magahyé, Dojwar, and C hilatiya. Little is

ki_iown_ 're%rding__the origin of any of the sub-castes. Magahyé,

Tirhutia, anaujia, are common territorial names used by many

castes to denote sub-castes who reside in, or are supposed to have

emigrated from, particular tracts of country. The Dudhwar or

Dojwar sub-caste pride themselves upon not castrating bull-calves.

Traditions of origin.
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The Sunri-Dhénuk are said to have been separated from the

rest of the caste by reason of their taking service with members of

the despised Sunri and Teli castes. According to some authorities

the Chhilatia sub-caste is also known by the name of Jaiswé.r

Kurmi, a fact which to some extent bears out Buchanan’s sugges

tion that there may be some connexion between the Dhanuk

and Kurmi—castes. Speculations based upon resemblances of

names are, however, apt to be misleading, and I can find no

independent evidence to show that the Dhénuks are a branch

of the Kurmis, or, which is equally possible, that the Jaiswér sub

oaste of the Kurmis derive their origin from the Dhénuks. It is’

curious that the distinction between personal service and cultivation,

which has led to the formation of sub-castes among the Gangota,

Arnét, and Kewat, should not have roduced the same efieot in the

case of the Dhénuks. Throughout Be ar, indeed, full expression is

given to these differences of occupation in the titles borne by those

who follow the one or the other mode of life; but it is only in Purniah

that they form an impassable barrier to intermarriage between the

Khawésié sub-caste, who are employed as domestic servants, and

the Gharbait and Mandal, who confine themselves to agriculture.

The sections of the caste are shown in Appendix I. They are

comparatively few in number, and their influence on marriage seems

to be gradually dying out, its place being taken by the more modern

system of counting prohibited degrees. For this purpose the

standard formula mameré, clzacherd, etc., is in use, the prohibition

extending to seven generations in the descending line.

Both infant and adult-marriage are recognised by the Dhénuk

caste, but the former practice is deemed the

more respectable, and all who can afford to do

so endeavour to get their daughters married before they attain the

age of puberty. The marriage ceremony differs little from that in

vogue among other Behar castes of similar social standing. In the

matter of poly amy their custom seems to vary in different parts of

the country. n Behar it is usually held that a man may not take

a second wife unless the first is barren or suffers from an incurable

disease; but in Purniah no such restrictions seem to exist, and

a man may have as many wives as he can afford to maintain. A

widow may marry again by the sagai or clmmauné form, in which

Brahmans take no part; and the union of the couple is completed

by the bridegroom smearing red lead with his left hand on the

forehead of the bride. In Purniah the deceased husband’s younger

brother or cousin, should such a relative exist, is considered to have

a preferential claim to marry the widow; but elsewhere less stress

is laid on this condition, and a widow is free to marry whom she

pleases, provided that she does not infringe the rohibited degrees.

Divorce is not recognised in Behar, but the Dh nuks of the Santél

Parganas, following apparently the example of the aboriginal races,

permit a husband to divorce an unchaste wife by making a formal

declaration before the panchéyat of his intention to cast her off, and

tearing a leaf in two to symbolise and record the separation. The

proceedings conclude with a feast to all the relations, the idea of

which appears to be that by thus entertaining his family the husband

Marriage.
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frees himself from the stain of having lived with a disreputable

woman. Women so divorced may marry again, provided that their

favours have been bestowed solely on members of the caste. Indiscre

tions outside that circle are punished by immediate expulsion, and

cannot be atoned for by any form of penance except in the unusual

case of a. Dhanuk woman living with a man of notably higher caste.

The religion of the Dbanuks presents no features of special

interest. They worship the regular Hindu

gods, and employ as their priests Maithil

Brahmans, who are received on equal terms by other members of

the sacred order. Among their minor gods we find Bandi, Goraiya,

Mahabir, Ram Thakur. Gahil, Dharm Raj, and Sokha Sindabés.

The last appears to be the spirit of some departed sorcerer. Dhanuks

are also much given to the worship of the sun, to whom flowers,

rice, betel-leaves, cloves, cardamoms, molasses, together with money

and even clothes, are offered on Sundays during the months of

Baisékh and Aghan. The offerings are taken by the caste Brahman

or the Mali. The dead are burned, and the srdddk ceremony is

performed on the thirteenth day after death. In the case of persons

who die from snake-bite, their relatives ofler milk and fried rice (ldwd)

to snakes on the Nagpanchami day in the month of Sréwan.

Notwithstanding the degraded parentage assigned to them by

tradition, and the probability that they are

really of non-Aryan descent, the social posi

tion of Dhanuks at the present day is quite

respectable. They rank with Kurmis and Koiris, and Brahmans will

take water from their hands. They themselves will eat cooked food,

drink and smoke with the Kurmi, Amat, and Kewat; and Bahiot

Dhénuks will eat the leavings of Brahmans, Rajputs, and Kayasths in

whose houses they are employed. Personal service. including palan

quin-bearing and agriculture, are their chief occupations, and in some

parts of the country they are engaged in the cultivation of hemp and

the manufacture of string, whence they derive the title Sankatwar.

Most of them are occupancy or non-occupancy raiyats, and the poorer

members of the caste earn their living as agricultural day-labourers.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Dhanuks in 1872 and 1881 :

Religion.

Social status and occu

pation.

 
 

Drsrnror. l 1872. l 1881. Drsrnrcr.

 ‘ 1872. i 1881.|

Bardwan 150 2 Majmansinh 172 18

Bnnkura 17 181 Chittagong 1

Birbhum 777! 43 Patna 25,038 36.530

Midnapur 26 .... .. Gya 5.847 4,179

Hughli } we { Shshabm 1,781 1,899

Howrah ... 18 Tirhut {Darbhangn } 1" 175 130,216

26-Parganas 181 63 Mozuflcrpur ' 62,773

Nsdiva B08 .... .. Saran 15,516 17,868

Murshethsbad 4,4w7 4,s02 Champarun s,c0s 15,235

Dinnfpur I m 111 Monghyr 11s,.->24 119,559

Bajs ahye | s4 .... .. Hhssplpur aassr 1oi,sos

Rangpur 2 7 Purnish S9,-J62 88,19!

B 3 .... .. Maldah 7.805 5.044

Pngna 199 2 Santa] Purganas 12,429 12,318

Dnrjiling 19 11 Hnzaribagh eso mes

Jalpigorl ... 13 .... .. Lohardaga 2,1n7 1,572

Kuch Behar ...... ll Manbhum I24 24

Faridpur _ 131 13 Tnbutnry Slates 1,500

Baknrgln] ... ... 213 .... ..
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Dhanuki, a sub-caste of Doms

in Eastern Bengal who use bows

and arrows to kill game; a thar

or sept of Mangars in Darjiling.

Dhanuté, a section of Madho

sié. Kéndns in Behar.

Dhanwantari, a gotra or

section of the Baidya caste m

Bengal.

Dhaona, a sept of Chakmés

in the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Dhapré, a sub-caste of sweeper

Doms in Behar who reverence one

Syam Singh, an ancestral hero in

process of conversion into a god.

Dhar, a family title of Sédhya

Baidyas; of the Ant sub-caste

of G-andhabaniks; of Sankharis;

of Dakshin-Rérhi and Bérendra

Kéyasths; and of Snbarnabaniks

in Bengal. Intermarriage is pro

hibited within the title.

Dhér, a sub-caste of Koiris

in Behar.

Dhér or D/zdri, a sub-caste of

Dosédhs in Behar.

Dhéré, a title of Bagdis in

Bengal.

Dharédhari, a mel or hyper

gamous sub-group of Rérhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Dharamdési, a sub-caste of

Khatiks in Behar.

Dharampurié, a mul or sec

tion of the Naomulia or Majraut

sub-caste of Goélés in Behar.

Dharan, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Dharani, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

I .
111

Dhéréni, a section of Babhans

Westem Bengal.

Dhardhar, a géin or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Dhéren, a. Mar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Dhé-Th» a sub-caste of Cha

mérs in Behar.

Dhéri, Ddri, a class of Ma

homedan musicians, generally

women,who play, sing, and dance,

and are regarded by connoisseurs

in such matters as superior to the

Mirasan. The men do no work,

and live on their wives’ earnings.

This, however, is perhaps a recent

development resulting from their

conversion to Islam, for when

Buchanan wrote he found the

Dhéri in Behar employed in dig‘

ging tanks and ditches, and col

lecting firewood. They ate pork

and worshipped Bandi and Ram

Thékur.

Dhériwér, a section of Oswéls

in Behar.

Dharkér, a sub-caste of Doms

in Behar who make cane baskets,

winnowing-fans, etc., and keep

and sell pigs.

Dhérkia, a section of Bhoj

puria Halwéis in Behar.

Dharkilifih a section of the

Amashta Kayssths in Behar.

Dharmaghare, a religious

group of Jngis in Bengal.

Dharméhu, a section of Awa

dhié Hajéms in Behar.

Dharmapand it, a title of Telis,

Jugis, and Doms in Bengal, who

oificiate as priests in the religious

ceremonies of their caste and of

the rural god Dharma, who is
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said, in a Bengali Puréna dedi

cated to him, to be an avatar of

Vislmu, Dharma, represented by

a square stone with human

features roughly carved upon it,

is particularly worshipped by

women, and is believed to cause

and cure skin diseases. Brahmans

will not worship him.

Dharm-ésram or Dkarm-Sui,

a sub-caste of Mayarés in Central

Bengal.

Dhéroé, Dluirud, a. sub-caste

of Gonds, usually employed H1

washing gold from the sands of

the rivers in Chota Nagpur.

Dharté-Kausik, a gotra or sec

tion of Nepali Brahmans.

' Dharwér, a kul or section of

Bébhansin Behar.

Dhaul, a. sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Dhaundrié, asection of Sonérs

in Behar.

Dhauréni, a section of Bib

hans in Behar.

Dhauséni, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Dh awé, a. class of Mahomedan

palanquin-bearers and fish

mongers in Bengal

Dhawan, a section of the

Chhajéti sub-caste of Khatris

in Bengal.

Dhéyat, a. title of Kanaujié

Brahmans.

Dhechué, a black bird, a

totemistic sept of Bedias, Oraons

and Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

DHILKI-KHARIAZ

Dhek, a section of the Ban

wér sub-caste of Bsniyés in

Behar.

Dhekhé, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Dhelakata. a tree, at totemis

tic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Dhelki, asection of Khariés

in Chota Nagpur.

Dhelphor, ‘ clod-breaker,’ a

title of Koiris in Behar which

is supposed to have reference to

their skill and thoroughness in

cultivation.

Dhemé, a_. mul or section of

the Ohhamuhé. Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwéis in Behar.

D/zema'l, a. synonym for Dhi

mzil.

Dhengar, a_ sub-caste of

Garens in Behar.

Dhenu. a section of Gorié.

Goélés in Behar.

Qlltttllfit, a small Dravidian

caste of Chota Nagpur, whose

totemistic sections seem to indi

cate a possible kinship with the

Mundas. Very littleis known of

their customs, and their numbers

are scanty.

Dhesié. Dhé.' él or Tapaspurid,

a. sub-caste of Doms in Bengal

who remove dead bodies, etc.

Dhibar, a sub-caste of Kewats

in Westem Bengal, and a. syno

nym for Kaibartha.

Dhilli, a section of Mahilis in

Chota Nagpur.

Dhilki-Kharié, a sub-czmte of

Khariés in Chota Nagpur.
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Qllimfil, Dhemdl, Maulik, a non-Aryan tribe of the Darjiling

0__ and» Nepal Terai, classed by Fr. Miiller as
“gm Lohitic. They belong to the same main stock

as the Kochh, whom they resemble closely in features and com

plexion; and, like them, are rapidly losing their tribal identity

y absorption into the large and heterogeneous Rajbansi caste.

Rajbansis, who pretend to be Kshatriyas, strenuously deny that any

such process is going on, but a shrewd observer‘ of social changes

assures me that “ any Dhimal can become a Rajbansi at any time if

he is only prosperous enough,” and instances are known in which a fee

of Rs. 600 has been paid for this privilege. Formal romotions of this

sort are, however, exceptional, and the average D 'mé.l who aspires

to social elevation transforms himself into a Rajbansi by simply

assuming that title. To this movement rather than to any lack of

vitality in the race we may attribute the fact that, while in 1847

Hodgson’ estimated the number of the Dhiméls at 15,000, no

recent census” shows any approach to this figure, and they seem

likely to disappear altogether as a separate tribe within the next

eneration. Already, indeed, they affect a dislike for the tribal name

himél, which is now used only by outsiders, and prefer to call

themselves by the modern title of Maulik. They have no traditions

of their own, and look upon themselves as the original inhabitants

of the tract of country where they are now settled. The scanty

legends current among other races regarding their origin are noticed

in the article on the Mech tribe, with whom the Dhimal are associated

by the Nepalese dwellers in the Terai.

The Dhimal are divided into three classes—-Agnié, Later,

and Dungié.—the members of which are not

absolutely debarred from intermarriage, though

the Agnia Dhimals deem themselves superior to the other two classes,

and as a rule marry within their own group. Marriages also

occasionally take place between Dhimals and Rajbansis of either sex,

but in such cases the Rzijbansis usually have to abandon their own

caste and enrol themselves in the Dhimal community, giving a feast

to the prmclzdyat by way of entrance-fee. There are four exogamous

septs—Ch0ngé, Dauwé, Kauwé, and Réngé. Prohibited degrees

are reckoned by the standard formula down to seven generations on

the male and three on the female side.

Infant-marriage is almost unknown among the Dhimals, and

is practised only by the few well-to-do

families, who strive to imitate the customs of

high-caste Hindus. Among the main body of the tribe youths

between the ages of sixteen and twenty marry girls from twelve to

sixteen. Courtship is unrestricted, and the young people usually

settle their own love affairs without the intervention of parents or

guardians. It occasionallyhappens that a match affecting the pro

prietary interests of two families is arranged by the fathers of the

Internal structure.

' W. B. Oldham, Bengal Civil Service, late Deputy Commissioner

of Darplmg.

7 Essays, i, 115.

‘ They numbered 873 in 1872 and 662 in 1881.

Marriage.
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couple concerned, but as a rule the first step taken in the direction

of marriage is for the girl to go off one evening with the man of her

choice and quietly establish herself in his house. At this stage her

parents come forward and demand a settlement of the bride-price

(r-/zumna), which formerly stood at Rs. ll, but now ranges from

Rs. 20 to Rs. 80, according to the attractions of the girl and the

value which her parents set upon her lover. The amount, however,

is not paid, or even finally settled at once ; the bride must first pass

through a period of probation, extending often to a year or more,

during which time her capabilities as a housewife are supposed to be

tested. If she gives satisfaction, the bride-price is determined and

paid, and the marriage formally celebrated. If she is rejected, the

man with whom she eloped is bound to maintain her and her

children; but instances of this very rarely occur. The procedure,

however, is by no means uniform in all cases. Very commonly the

marriage takes place a month or so after the elopement, while the

question of bride-price stands over until the young woman’s true

value has been ascertained by the working test of domestic life.

Dhiméls seem, however, to regard marriage as a form of minor

importance. I know of a young Dhimal who took a girl to his

house some three years ago. The two live happily together, and she

has borne him a child, but the marriage ceremony has not yet been

performed, owing probably to the parents being unable to agree about

the bride-price. No social stigma attaches to the girl’s position,

and the women of the village receive her on equal terms; but she

is not entitled to serve boiled rice to guests invited on any ceremonial

occasion. From this curious laxity in ordering the relations of the

sexes it follows of course that intercourse previous to elopement or

marriage is tacitly recognised. But if a girl becomes pregnant while

still in her parent’s house, she is expected to disclose the name of her

lover, and to prevail upon him to marry her or at least to take her

to live with him.

The marriage ceremony has evidently been borrowed from the

Hindus. Its essential portions are the standard rites of sdtpdk or

carrying the bride seven times round the bridegroom and smearing

vermilion on her head (sz'ndurda'n). The village barber attends to

shave the front half of the bridegroom’s head; the caste guru-,

usually a Rajbansi, mutters gibberish which passes muster as sacred

texts, and the proceedings are completed by the assembled guests

showering paddy, dub grass, sandal powder, and water on the heads

of the married couple.

Polygamy is permitted up to a supposed maximum limit of three

wives, but the tribe is a poor one, and very few Dhimals can afford

themelves the luxury of more than one wife. A widow may marry

again, andis in no way restricted in her choice, except that the

second marriage must take place fiom h_er parent’s house and the

prohibited degrees binding on her before her marriage may not be

mfringed. b'indurdzi/r and the resumption of the massive shell

bracelet, usually three or four inches wide, which distinguishes a

married woman, are the essential portions of the ceremony in use.

Traces of Hindu influence may be discerned in the tendency to think
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less highly of a remarried widow than of a woman, whether

married or not, who is cohabiting with a man for the first time, and

is therefore eligible for marriage by the full form. Divorce is

permitted on the ground of unchastity with the sanction of the

caste panohéyat, and divorced wives may marry again under the

conditions applicable to widows. A man who seduces a married

woman is supposed to be liable to repay to the injured husband the

bride-price given for her when a virgin, and the panchayat may be

called upon to enforce this obligation by the various forms of social

punishment which they have at their command. The tribe knows

nothing of the Hindu systems of law, and the devolution of property is

regulated by a tribal custom of their own, administered by the village

council or panchéyat. Sons inherit by equal shares; failing sons

the uterine brethren divide the property; next in order comes the wife,

then the daughters; and next to them the cousins of the deceased.

In the forty years which have passed since Hodgson published

his Essay on the Koclih, Bode, and Dhinuil

Tribes. the Dhiméls have made a marked advance

in the direction of Hinduism. They now insist upon describing

themselves as orthodox Hindus, and among their favourite objects of

worship are Chhawal Thakur or Gopal Thakur (a form of Krishna),

Chaitan, and Nitai (Chaitanya and Nityananda, the great teachers

of Vaishnavism), the Salagram or fossil ammonite, and the tulsi-plant

(Ocg/mum sanctum). In the Darjiling 'l‘erai Dhimal temples may

be seen in which Krishna is the central figure, having Chaitanya

on his right hand and Nityananda on his left; while the sacred tulsi

is planted in front of the bamboo hut which contains these images.

No better illustration could be given of the distance which separates

the Dhimél religion of to-day from the simple Nature-worship

described by Hodgson, to which temples and images were alike

unknown. The river-deities of forty years ago seem entirely to

have lost their hold on the people, who no longer mention them

among the regular gods, though it is possible that they may still

drag on an obscure existence as patrons of the village or the

household. From the precincts of the recognised tribal pantheon

they have been expelled beyond hope of recall by Kali, Bisahari,

Manasa, Bura Thakur, Mahamai, and other celestial personages

borrowed from the Hindu system. These adopted gods, however,

are worshipped on just the same principle as the spirits of flood and

field, whom they have displaced. None of the esoteric doctrines of

Hinduism have accompanied the new divinities, who are propitiated

for the avoidance of physical ills by much the same offerings as

were presented to their predecessors. Thus, to Ohhawél Thakur and

Chaitanya plantains, milk, and parched rice are offered; to Kali,

buffaloes, goats, and pigeons; to Bisahari, goats, pigeons, and

ducks. In this mélange of Vaishnavism and Saivism the functions

of priest are usually discharged by selected members of the Rajbansi

caste, called Bamans, to distinguish them from the degraded

Brahmans who are occasionally called in to assist in a specially

important act of worship. These men, though belonging tothe class

of Barna Brahmans and serving the lowest castes of Hindus, would

Religion.
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not deign to attach themselves regularly to the Dhimil tribe, and it

seems likely enough that the whole of the Dhimzils may be absorbed

i11 the Réjbansi caste without ever reaching the dignity of having

Brahmans of their own.

Among the Dhiméls of the present day the Hindu practice of

cremation, unknown at the time when Hodgson

wrote, is fast displacing the more primitive

usage of burial. The Agnia Dhimals, indeed, who rank above

the other sub-castes, are said to owe their name to their adoption of

the custom of burning the dead. When burial is resorted to, the

corpse is laid in the grave face upwards with the head pointing

towards the north. A meagre imitation of the Hindu ceremony of

srdddh is performed, usually on the tenth day after death; but the

practice in this matter is by no means uniform, and some prefer

the third day, some the seventh, and others again the thirteenth.

A feast is always given to the relatives and friends of the deceased.

Offerings for the benefit of ancestors in general are made in the

month of Kartik (October-November).

Standing as the Dhiméls do outside the regular caste system,

their social status cannot be very precisely

defined. They abstain from beef, snakes,

rats, and similar vermin and the leavings

of other people, but eat fowls, pork, lizards, and all kinds of

fish. Réjbansis will take water from them and smoke in the same

hookah, but all other castes regard them as unclean. Dhimals

in their turn profess not to take water from the Mech tribe,

from Mahomedans, and from the large group of semi-Nepalese

castes, vaguely termed Paharias. Cooked food they will take

from a Rajbansi or from a member of any higher caste. Agricul

ture, fishing, and pasturing cattle are their chief occupations,

and a few work as coolies in the tea gardens of the Terai or

carry on a petty trade in the commoner sorts of food-grain.

In former years they were greatly addicted to the jln'un system

of cultivation, but the limits within which this is possible have

been greatly curtailed by the development of forest conservancy,

and Dhiméls residing in British territory have for the most

part taken to regular plough cultivation. In the Darjiling

Terai a few of them are jotddre under a ten years’ settlement, the

bulk of the tribe being ordinary raiyats or landless day-labourers.

They still retain the nomadic habits noticed by Hodgson, and large

numbers of them will at times desert their villages in order to settle

in some locality better suited to their peculiar mode of life.

Funeral.

Social status and occu

pation.

Dhimar. asub-caste of Kahérs

in Behar who say that they im

migrated from the west. They

carry palanquins and work as

domestic servants, while some of

them parch grain and keep petty

shops. Socially they rank some

what below the Rawani Kahars,

and Brahmanswill not take water

from their hands. They practise

widow-marriage, and have a re

markable ceremony for divorce on

the ground of adultery, the con

cluding act of which is to pour a

gharrdlz of water over the wife’s

head and turn her adrift.
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Dhimire, a tlzar of the Késyap Dhoér, a sub-caste of Gonrhis

gotra of Nepéli Brahmans. in Behar.

lallflllé, the washerman caste of Bengal and Orissa, who claim

__ descent from Neta Muni or Netu Dhopéni,
Ongm who washed the clothes of Brahma. According

to another story, Neta. was the son of a devotee called Dhobé.

Muni, who washed his loin cloth (kopin) in a river, and thereby so

fatigued himself that he could not fetch flowers for the daily

worship. For this neglect his fellow-devotees cursed him, and he and

his posterity were condemned to follow the profession of washing

dirty clothes. The Skanda Puréna quoted in the Jéti Kaumudi

makes the Dhobés the olfspring of a Dhibar father and a Tibar

m0ther—a statement quite unsupported by evidence, which is

only mentioned here in illustration of the common tendency to insist

on referring every caste now existing to some mode of mixed

parentage.

Owing to the universal custom which forbids a Hindu to wash

I t El mm his own clothes, the Dhobé caste is very widely
n em um‘ distributed, and has in Bengal Pro er been

broken up into an unusually large number of sub-castes. ighteen

of these are shown in Appendix I, but I am by no means certain

that the enumeration is exhaustive. In Eastern Bengal two great

divisions are recognised—Rémer Dhobé. and Sitér Dhobé; the

former claiming descent from the washermen of Rama, and the latter

from those of Sita. Members of these two groups eat and drink

together, but never intermarry. The story is that originally Rama's

washermen worked only for men and Sita’s only for women. The

latter received a. special payment of nine pans (720) of golden

cowries for washing Sita’s menstrual cloths, and this made Itama’s

washermen covetous, so that one day they stole those garments and

washed them themselves. From that time it is said each branch of

the caste took to washing inditferently for either sex.

In Central Bengal we find four sub-castes-Sétis€1,Athi$é,

Héjaré Saméj, and N itisiné. The first two are said to have reference

to the number of families originally comprised in each group; the

third is supposed to consist of a thousand persons degraded for some

breach of social rules; the fourth are day-labourers as well as washer

men. The distinctions between the first three are said to be less

strictly maintained of late years. The Hughli Dhobéis have four sub

eastes—Baré Saméj, Chhota Saméj, Dhobé Saméj, and Rérhiya

Saméj, the members of which do not intermarry and cannot eat

cooked rice together. In Noakhéli we find three endogamous groups

bearing the names of parganas Bhulué, Jugidié, and Sundip.

In Orissa there appear to be no sub-castes. The Manbhum series,

Bangél i, Gorié, Maghayé, and Khotté, seems at first sight akin to the

Behar set of sub-castes, in that it recognises Bangéli and Maghaya as

distinct geographical groups. I have, however, placed the Manbhum

Dhobasin the Bengal division of the caste, because they speak Bengali

themselves and are on the whole more subject to Bengal than to

Behar influences.
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The sections of the Bengal Dhobzis present no points of special

interest. All of them have been borrowed from the Brahmanical

system, and are not taken into account in arranging marriages.

There is, indeed, usually only one gotm current in each local com

munity, and that seems to be retained mainly from the force of

custom and as a badge oi social distinction. The prohibited degrees

are the same as in other castes of about the same position in society.

Bengal Dhobas, including the Manbhum members of the caste,

Mam 0. Bo I marry their daughters asinfants, at the age

“g "1 “K” of from seven to nine years. Boys are usually

married between eleven and fifteen, but the sons of poor men, who

cannot afford to pay the bride-price (pan), often remain unmar

ried till five-and-twenty, by which time a man has probably earned

enough to secure a wife for himself. The marriage ceremony is the

same as is observed by most of the lower castes. The carrying of

the bride seven times round the bridegroom is regarded as its

binding portion. Polygamy is fully recognised in the case of

well-to-do men whose first wives are barren ; for others it is allowed,

but is not considered quite respectable. Widows may not marry a

second time. Divorce is not allowed, but when a husband casts off

his wife for adultery a reference is usually made to the panchayat

and a puriticatory ceremony (prdyaschitta), such as is described in

the article on Chaszidhobé, is gone through by the husband. Women

thus cast ofi' cannot marry again.

Among the Dhobfis of Eastern Bengal some curious usages

prevail in respect of marriage. Every samaj or local assemblage of the

Rémer-Dhobé sub-caste is headed by three officials, known in order

of rank as the Néik, the Paréménik, and the Bérik. The rest of

the assemblage or community are known by the general name

Saméjik. For marriages between equals, that is between persons

both of whom belong to the same class, whether official or Samajik,

the bride-price is fixed at Rs. 50. But where the parties do not

belong to the same class, the bride-price varies above or below this

sum in relation to the rank of the bride and bridegroom. Thus a

Saméjik marrying the daughter of a Barik, Parfiménik, or Néik will

pay Rs. 51, Rs. 52, or Rs. 53, as the case may be; while aNéik

marrying in the classes below him pays Rs. 49, Rs. 48, or Rs. 47,

according to the rank of the bride. A somewhat less elaborate system

exists in the Sitar-Dhoba sub-caste. 'l‘here the headman of the

Samaj is called Pradhén, and the second Paréménik, but there is no

third otficial The amount ofpan varies with the rank of the bride,

but neither the normal amount nor the scale of variation is fixed by

custom. In Murshedabad and other districts of Central Bengal the

Samaj of the Dhobé caste is presided over by three otficials— Para

ménik, Bérik, and Mandal, who are consulted when a marriage is

under consideration, and who decide any questions regarding atfinity

which may arise.

The Dhobés of Orissa differ in several important particulars

_ from the Dhobas of Bengal. In the first place

M“m“g° and 't'“°t“'° they have among their gctras the distinctly

in Orissa. _ _ _

totemistic group Nagasa, the members of which
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revere the snake as their common progenitor, and observe the

primitive rule of exogamy, which forbids a man to marry a woman

who bears the same totem as himself. Prohibited degrees of course

are recognised, but the form in which they are stated shows them to

be later amplifications of a more archaic method of preventing

marriages between persons of near kin.

Again, adult as well asinfant-marriages are sanctioned, and there

are no limits to polygamy. A man may ta.ke as many wives as he

likes or can afford to maintain. Widows may marry again under

much the same conditions as are recognised by the non-Aryan races

of Chota Nagpur. The ritual observed is sangc. When such a

marriage is under consideration, the widow appears before a caste

council and solemnly cuts an areca nut (supdr-i) into two pieces. This

is supposed to symbolize her complete severance from the family of her

late husband. The actual ceremony gone through on the day of the

sangzi is of the simplest character. The bridegroom decks the bride with

new ornaments, denoting that she has put off the unadomed state

of widowhood, and a feast is given to the members of the caste,

their presence at which is deemed to ratify the marriage. While

permitting widows to remarry, the Orissa Dhobés do not extend this

privilege to divorced women. In dealing with women taken in

adultery, the main point is whether the paramour is a member of

the caste or not. If he is, I gather that the moral sense of the

community is satisfied by the imposition of some slight penance,

and that the husband by no means invariably insists on getting rid

of his wife. A liaison with an outsider, however, admits of no

atonement, and the offending woman is simply turned out of the caste.

The religion of the Dhoba caste, whether in Bengal or in Orissa,

Rm _on exhibits no points of s ecial interest. Most

8' ' Dhobas belong to the aishnava sect, and a

few only are Saktas. Like many other serving castes, they pay

especial reverence to Viswakarma. They employ Brahmans for

religious and ceremonial purposes, but the Dhcba~Bréhman, as he is

usually called, ranks very low, and is locked down upon by those

members of the priestly order who serve the higher castes. In the

disposal of the dead and the subsequent prcpitiatory ceremonies they

follow the standard customs of lower class Hindus. It deserves

notice that the Dhcbas of Orissa bury children u to five years of age

face downwards-—a practice which in Upper ndia is confined to

members of the sweeper caste.

The necessities of Hindu society give rise to a very steady

demand for the services of the Dhoba, and for

this reason a comparatively small proportion

of the caste have abandoned their distinctive occupation in favour

of agriculture. The village Dhoba, however, besides receiving

customary presents at all village festivals, often holds clutlcanin land

in recognition of the services rendered by him to the community.

In Eastern Bengal, according to Dr. Wise, the presence of the

Dhobé is deemed indispensable at the marriages of the higher

classes, as on the bridal morn he sprinkles the bride and bridegroom

with water collected in the palms of his hands from the grooves

Occupation.
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of his washing-board (pdl), and after the bride has been daubed with

tu.rmeric the Dhobé must touch her to signify that she is purified.

In Dacca, says the same accurate observer, the washerman is

hard-working, regular in his hours of labour, and generally one of

the first workmen seen in the early morning, making use of a small

native bullock, as the donkey does not thrive in Bengal, for carrying his

bundles of clothes to the outskirts of the town. He cannot,

however, be said to be a careful washerman. as he treats fine and

coarse garments with equal roughness; but for generations the

Daoca Dhobis have been famous for their skill, when they choose

to exert it, and early in this century it was no uncommon thing for

native gentlemen to forward valued articles of apparel from

Calcutta to be washed and restored by them. At the present day

Dhobas from Koohh Behér and other distant places are sometimes

sent while young to learn the trade at Dacca.

For washing muslins and other cotton garments, well or spring

water is alone used; but if the articles are the

property of a poor man, or are commonplace,

the water of the nearest tank or river is accounted sufficiently good.

The following is their mode of washin g. The cloth is first cleansed

with soap or fuller’s earth, then steamed, steeped in earthen vessels

filled with soap suds, beaten on a hoard, and finally rinsed in cold

water. Indigo is in as general use as in En land for removing the

yellowish tinge and whitening the material. The water of the wells

and springs bordering on the red laterite formation met with on the

north of the city has been for centuries celebrated, and the old

bleaching fields of the European factories were all situated in this

neighbourhood. Dhobés use rice starch before ironing and folding

clothes, for which reason no Brahman can perform his devotions or

enter a temple without first of all rinsing in water the garment he

has got back from the washerman.

Various plants are used by Dhobis to clarify water, such as

the nir-mali (Stryclmox potatorum), pui (Basella), nzigphani (Cactus

Indicus), and several plants of the mallow family. Alum, though

not much valued, is sometimes used.

The Dhoba often gives up his caste trade and follows the

profession of a writer, messenger, or collector of rent (tahsilddr), and

it is an old native tradition that a Bengali Dhobi was the first inter

preter the English factory of Calcutta had, while it is further stated

that our early commercial transactions were solely carried on through

the agency of low-caste natives. The Dhobai, however,will never engage

himself as an indoor servant in the house of a European.

Among the natives of Bengal the washerman, like the barber,

is proverbially considered untrustworthy, and when the former says

the clothes are almost ready he is not to he believed. The Bengali

Dhobé is not so dissipated as his Hindustani namesake, whose drink

ing propensities are notorious, but he is said to indulge frequently in

gdnja-smoking.

The Dhobé is reckoned as unclean because he washes the puer

peral garments—an occupation which, according

to Hindu ideas, is reserved for outcasts and

Mode of washing.

Social status.
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abandoned races. His social rank therefore is low, and we find him

classed with Chandails, Jugis, Mfils, and the like. Notwithstanding

this he assumes many airs, and lays down a fanciful standard of

rank to suit his pleasure. Thus in Bikrampur, in Dacca, he declines

to wash for the Patuni, Rishi, Bhuinméli, and Chandal, but works

for the Sunri, because the Napit does so, and for all classes of fisher

men. He also refuses to attend at the marriages of any Hindus but

those belonging to the Nava-Sékha, and under no circumstances will

he wash the clothes worn at funeral ceremonies. _

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Dhobis in Bengal, Orissa, and Manbhum in 1872 and 1881 :

 
 

DIBTBIO1‘. 1872. 1881. DISTRICT. 1872. 1881.

Rardwan ... 7.152 4,904 D|".l,llil1!_Z 85 330

Bankura 2,34,‘! 4,405 -Inlputon 166 979

Birbhum 2,131 3,209 Kuch Behar .... .. 310

Midnsplll ... 34,896 41,607 Dacca 9.615 11.028

Hughh ... ... } H 1“ 7,988 Faridpur _ 4,l82 9.815

Howrah ' 9,312 Bukarpzunj 27,895 21,028

2+-Parganas 39,591 18,968 Maimansinh 12,587 17,419

Nadiya ... ... 4,815 6,834 Chittagong ... 11,1-‘$5 11,446

Khulna ... .... .. 2,276 Npakhali 13,243 15,l5l

Jessore ... 7,624 9,866 Tipperah 16,197 16,592

Murshedabad ... 6,295 6,900 Hil Tracts 7 38

Dinajpur ... 2,177 2,071 Cuttack ... 27,560 38,139

Bajshahye ... 1,743 1,696 Pnri ... 12-241 14,529

Rangpur 805 898 Balasore 16.475 21,350

Bo rm 327 561 Tributary Slat/88 16,975 15,645

Pa na 1,376 2,225 Manbhum 7.816 9,404

 

Qlwhi, the washerman caste of Behar, entirely distinct from

O . . the Dhobés of Bengal and Orissa. Except the
“gm vague story that they are descended from Géri

Bhuiya, one of the minor gods of Behar, Dhobis have no tradition

respecting their origin, and the internal structure of the caste

throws no li ht upon the sources from which it has been formed.

Mr. Nesfield olds that the “ washerman represents an impure caste,

but are many degrees higher than that of the Bhangi, from whom he

has sprung. Both are descended fiom the Dom, ‘whose sole wealth,’

according to Manu, ‘ must be dogs and asses." The Indian washer

man has always been associated with the indigenous ass, which

carries the soiled clothes down to the bank of the river or tank and

takes them back clean to the house. No Hindu of any caste, even

the lowest, will wash his own clothes, and so the Dhobi has been

formed into a caste which shall bear the impurities of all.” It

seems to me open to question whether this ingenious hypothesis is

borne out by the very scanty evidence that is available. Dhobis

and Doms, as I understand the argument, are alleged to be cognate

races, because both are associated with the donkey. Now in the first

place the use of donkeys by the Dhobi caste is so far from being

' Mann. x, 52, speaks thus of the Chandals, not of the Doms. There is

nothing primd fat-is im robable in the view that both are derived from a

common stock, but I dou t whether the evidence justifies the assumption of

their identity.
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universal that it has given rise to the formation of a slightly inferior

sub-caste called Gadhaya. Secondly, beyond the highly conjectural

identification of the Doms with the Chandals spoken of by Mann,

there is nothing to show that Doms have the faintest partiality for

the donkey. On the contrary, the Magahya Doms of Behar, as is

explained in the article on that caste, will not touch a donkey, and

regard the Dhobi with very special aversion, in explanation of which

they tell a curious story. So far as my knowledge extends, neither

the physical characteristics nor the exogamous divisions of the Dhobi

caste sug est any conclusion at all regarding the origin of the group;

and for t e present at any rate all that can be said is that it is

probably a functional group evolved under the pressure of social

requirements from whatever elements happened to e at hand in any

particular locality. The tendency, no doubt, would be to relegate

the ceremonially objectionable work of a washerman to the non

Aryan races; and in Orissa, as has been pointed out in the article on

Dhobé, some evidence has survived to show that this has actually ta.ken

place. But it would be hopeless to attempt by any mode of analysis

to trace the various elements which may have been combined in a

large functional caste.

The Dhobis of Behar are divided into the following sub-castes :—

Kanaujié, Magha 6, Belwér, Awadhiyé,

Bathém, Gorsér, adhayé. (keep donkeys),

and Banglé (immigrants from Bengal). There is also a class of

Mahomedan Dhobis known as Turkié.

Magahya Dhobis have exogamous sections (mu/:1) of the territorial

type. The other sub-castes appear to have no sections, and to regulate

their marriages solely by the standard Behar formula regarding

prohibited degrees.

The usual practice among Dhobis is to marry their daughters as

infants at ages ranging from five to twelve

years; but cases sometimes occur in which a

girl is married after puberty owing to her parents being too poor

to arrange for her marriage before. The preliminary negotia

tions are conducted by a match-maker (agmi), who may or may

not be a relative of the bride. A small customary price (tilak)

is usually paid to the parents of the bridegroom. The ceremony

is of the ordinary type. Polygamy is supposed to be prohibited,

but a man may have two wives without incurring censure; and as

a rule no one is rich enough to be able to keep more. A widow

may marry again by the sagai form, in which the ritual consists

of smearing vermilion on the parting of the bride’s hair with the

bridegroom s left hand, and presenting to her a lac armlet. If her

late husband has left a younger brother or younger cousin, it is

considered the right thing for the widow to marry him some four

or five months after her husband’s death. A divorce may be

obtained with the assent of the caste panchéyat when a woman is

taken in adultery with a member of the caste or for incompatibility

of temper. Sexual intercourse with an outsider belonging to a lower

caste would involve expulsion ; but I infer from the case cited below

that a woman would incur no social penalty by becoming the

Internal structure.

Marriage.
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mistress of a man of high caste. A divorced woman may many

again by sagai. The man whom she marries is expected to give

a feast to the members of the caste.

It is a sin ar fact that the Dhobis of Behar, like the Bauris

and Bagdis of engal, admit into their community men of higher

castes who have been expelled from their own group. In such cases

the head of the new member is shaved, and he is bathed in any sacred

stream that may be available. He must also worship Sat Narayan,

and give money and a feast to the Brahmans of the caste. A case of

this kind occurred recently in Champaran. A Bhuinhar (B:-ibhan)

of Khartari, thana Dhaka, having been expelled from his own caste

for eating and drinking with a Dhobi woman who was his mistress,

was formally received into the Dhobi caste by the ceremony

described above.

In all that concerns the worship of the greater gods the religion

of the Dhobis differs little from that of other

castes of about the same social position. Siva,

Vishnu, Kartikeya, or the Saktis are selected for worship, very

much as the personal tastes of the worshipper may dictate. Maithil

and Sakadwipi Brahmans are employed as priests, but these suffer

in social estimation by serving so low a caste, and are distinguished

by the opprobrious name of Dhobi Brahman. Besides these profes

sional purohits, a Dhobi who turns Bairagi may find employment

as guru or spiritual adviser among the members of his caste. In

addition to the minor gods common to them and other low castes of

Behar, Dhobis pay especial respect to Géri, Bhuié, whom they

worship on the 5th of Sravan with offerings of he-goats, betel

leaves, flowers of the urluil tree, cakes of flour, rice boiled in

milk, ganja with a c/zilam ready for smoking, a. (Ilioti, and a few coins.

These offerings, with the exception of the ganja, are afterwards

consumed by the members of the family. The d/zoti and the money

are given to Brahmans. In the Monghyr district Barham Ghési

appears to occupy much the same osition as Gari Bhuizi does further

north. On the last day of Ashar , Ghosi Pachziin is propitiated in

very similar fashion. Some Dhobis are said to worship their flat iron

(istiri), but I have been unable to find out the precise form of ritual

appointed for such occasions. Jhnnki Gosain and Ram Thakur are

also reckoned among their gods.

In point of social standing Dhobis hold but a low place among

social mm and mm the castes of Behar, being classed with Beldars,

pafim Musahars, Chamérs, and the like. Brahmans

of course cannot take water from their hands.

They are not very particular about their food, and in some districts

they are known to eat field-rats—a fact which suggests non-Aryan

affinities. Most of them adhere to their traditional occupation of

washing clothes, and only a few have taken to agriculture as non

occupancy raiyats. Some, however, work as cartmen, and others

have taken to selling milk. In North-West Shahabad, says

Mr. Grierson,‘ the village Dhobi receives as his perquisite ten sers

Religion.

' Behar Peasant Life, 8.1. Dhobi.
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of grain for every lough in the village. This is called jaunt.

In the same part of t e country he also receives an armful of crop,

known as kbarwan or keré, according as it is large or small. In the

North-Western Provinces, and probably also in Behar, the Dhobi gets

a. special fee in cash or kind at child-birth and on the day when the

mother first leaves her room. According to the same high authority‘ :—

“ The honesty of the washerman and his tenderness for the

clothes committed to his care are not considered of much account in

Behar, and there are numerous proverbs coined at his expense, e.g.,

dhobl par dliobi base, tab kapra par xdbun pare,—no soap ever touches

clothes unless many washermen live together (when owing to com

petition they wash well). Again, dhobik bdp ker kichhu nahifi. phat,

nothing belonging to a washerma.n’s father is ever torn by him (i.e.,

those are the only clothes about which he is careful). It is also a

wise precaution, which according to Behar ideas should universally be

adopted, to disbelieve a washerman when he says the clothes are

‘ nearly ’ ready. A washerman’s donkey is a bye-word, as in the proverb

gadha ken na dosar goaainydn, dlzobiya ken na closer par0han,—an ass

has only one master (a washerman). and the washerman has only one

steed (a donkey). Again, d/2061', ndii, darji 1' tinu ali/arji,-there are

three careless people, the washerman, the barber, and the tailor.”

The following statement shows the number and distribution

of the Dhobi caste in Behar and Chota Nagpur during 1872 and

1881 :—
 

Dxsrnicr. ‘ 1872. l 1681. Disraicr. I 1872. i 1881.

Patna. 12,459 13,sa4l Bhmral ur 10,414 23,491

Gya 11.954 1e,1s3 l Purnin io,-ns 1s,a1e

Shahnbsd 16,564 18,760 gialdrihp ‘fix; -gs:

Dn lh 21,0"/5 ‘ . sum srganas .
T*"‘“‘ lmeliiuiiiiiiir l “'1” {$8,433 Hauribazh 11030 11,872

Burnn 15,122 20,204 Lohardasra s,c12 11,397

Charo ran 10.911 17,969’ sir-sbhum 2.096 2.6%

M<>ngli§r 1:,-nz 20,061 ; Tributary States I am sees

i Dhobéhé, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidahé Kalwars

in Behar.

Dhobi-Saméj, a sub-caste of

Dhobas in Hughli.

Dhobdhar, a sept of Bairégis

in Chota Nagpur who cannot

wash their clothes when perform

ing ceremonies for the birth of a

child.

Dhobi, a sept of Kharwars in

Chota Nagpur who cannot touch

a washerman.

Dhokar-Gond or Mangan

Gond, a sub-tribe of Gonds in

Chota Nagpur.

Dhokasan, a section of Goélas

in Behar.

Dhokra, a sub-caste of Ka

mars or blacksmiths in Westem

Bengal who make brass idols.

Dhol, Dhole, a title of Baren

dra Brahmans and Bangaja

Kayasths in Bengal.

Dholé, a sub-caste of Doms

in Bengal who are supposed to

come from Dhalbhum.

Dholi, Dliu/i, Dlzolid, Dhulié,

a beater of the dhol or small

drum; a title of the Baiti,

Hari, Kora, Muchi, and other low

castes; a section of the Dhapra
 

1 Behar Peasant Life, s.v. Dhobi.
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sub-caste of Doms in Behar; a

title of Goalés. \

Dholo, a sub-caste of Sunris

in Westem Bengal.

Dhondh, a water-snake, a

sept of Pans in Chota Nagpur.

Dhongén, a rkar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Dhor, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Dhoré, a. sub-tribe of Bhui

yés in Chota Nagpur.

Dhorén, e. section of Goélés in

the North-Westem Provinces and

Behar.

Dh oséli, a. gciin of the Bétsva

gotra of Bérendra Brahmans 1n

Bengal.

Dhrémar, a title of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Dhruba, a gotra or section of

the Baidya caste in Bengal.

Dhukankoré, a sub-caste of

Sunris in Behar.

Dhukurséni, a sub-caste of

Kotals in Bengal.

Dhuli, a tlzar or sept of Damis

in Darjiling, the members of

which are drummers by profession.

Dhulié or D/LUZO, a. sub-caste

of Bauris in Western Bengal.

Dhum, a title of Bangaja. Kay

asths in Bengal.

Dhunakété, a sub-caste of

Méls in Midnépur and Man

bhum.

Dhundhié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Western Provinces.

Dhundhlé, a section of Gozilés

in the North-Western Prov

inces.

Dhundhuri, a griin of the

Sabarna. gotm of Barendra.

Brahmans in Bengal.

Dhungiél, a fkar of the Agasti

gotra of Nepéli Brahmans.

Dhunié, a cotton-carder, an

occupation followed by Mahom

edans.

Dhunkor, a section of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.

Dhuréri, a thar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Dhurfandé, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidéhé Kalwars

in Behar.

Dhurié, a sub-caste of Kéndus

and Knhérs in Behar.

Dhurjhér, a mul or section of

the Ghosin sub-caste of Goélais

in Behar.

Dhurjya, a. sept of Chakmés

in the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Dhurungia, a section of Ghasis,

in Chota Nagpur.

 

Dhusié, Dhusiyé, a totemistic

sept of Ohamérs and Doms in

Chota Nagpur; a sub-caste of

Chamérs in Behar.

Dié, a section of Goélés in the

North-Western Provinces.

Diéli, a section of Kamis in

Darjiling.

Dian, a kind of fish, a totem

istic sept of Bedias in Chota

Nagpur.

Dichhit or Dikshit, a title of

Kanaujié Brahmans, Bébhans,

and Rajputs in Behar.

Dighé, a title of Bauris in

Western Bengal.
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Dighal, a _qa’in of the Bétsya |

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Dighbéit, Dighwait, a kul or

section of Babhans in Behar.

Dighwaré, a mul or section of

the Tinmulifi Madhesia sub-caste

of Halwziis in Behar.

Dighwe-Tipri, a mul of the

Séndil section of Maithil Brah

mans and of Babhans in Behar.

Dighwe-Nagar, a mu! of the

Sandil section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Dighwe-Kankauré, a mul of

the Sandil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Dighwe-Sannahpur, a nml of

the Sandil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Dighwe-Sakarpuré, a mul of

the Szindil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Dihbans, a. sept of Chiks in

Chota Nagpur.

Dih-korwa, a sub-tribe of

Korwas in Chota Nagpur.

Dihparsér, a local section of

the Maghaya sub-caste of Koiris

in Behar.

Dihwéfi P- pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Diller, a sept of Goalés in

Chota Nagpur.

Dilpéli, a thnr or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Dingsain, a pdin of the Bha

radwaja gotra of Rérhi Brahmans

in Bengal.

Dip. asept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur who may not eat after

twilight.

Dipar, a section of Babhans

in Behar.

Dirghéti, a géin of the Sandi

lya gotra of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Dirra, a kind of eel, a totemis

tic sept of Oraons in Chota

Nagpur.

Dirwar, a jungle fruit, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

glflkll, Doi, Chnlanta, Baidya, Ln].-Iripufra, Pritia Dds, a low cul

tivating caste of Eastern Bengal, especially numerous along the banks

of the Lakhya river in Dacca. The Doai are probably allied to the

Hajang, a Mongrel Garo tribe of Maimansinh and Silhet, bordering

on the Gare Hills, who under Brahmanical influence have broken

ofi from the hillmen. A division of the Kochh Mandai, however,

bears the name Doi, and the Danyi are described by Buchanan

as the most depraved of the Kochh tribe, and the most impure of

the Rajbansi.

The Doais of Rungpfir, according to Mr. Damant, have no

Brahmans, but employ members of their own caste as Purohits, and

any stray Bairagi as Guru, the sraddha being held on the eleventh

day after decease. They eat pork and drink spirits, while their

principal occupation is carrying palankins and fishing.

The Doai of Dacca are described by Dr. \Vise as short, squat men,

with an Indo-Chinese type of features; others are tall and muscular

with large black eyes, acquiline noses, and a profusion of hair on the

face, while their complexion is of a light brown. At the present day
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the Doais have become so thoroughly Hinduised, and have so com

pletely lost their original language and customs, that very little

information can be got from them. They have Patit Brahmans of

their own, who confess to having been their priests for three genera

tions only. The weddings and funerals are the same as those of

other low-caste Hindus, the sréddha being likewise celebrated on the

thirtieth day. The Doai will drink from the vessels of the lowest

Siidras, but even the Bhiiinmali is disgraced if he drinks from theirs.

They disavow the use of pork and spirits, although their neighbours

afiirm that indulgence in both is universal. They all belong to one

gotra, the Aliman, and their sole title is Das. Disputes are settled

by a headman, Pradhén, whose otfice is not hereditary.

Their religious festivals are Hindu, the majority being Vaish

navas, while a Gosain or Bairagi is the Guru. Before felling a

Gujali or Sal-tree, offerings are made to Chandi, or Durga, the

Brahman otficiating ; while according to their own account no religious

rite is ever celebrated without the guidance of the family priest.

Living as they always do on Ithe edge of the forest, they cut

firewood for the market, and make matting (pat), whence the name

Patia Dés, but do not catch fish for sale or engage themselves

as boatmen. They have lost their ancestral language, and some of

them occasionally learn to read and write Bengali, being employed

as Tahsildars, or rent-collectors by landlords; while the illiterate

become watchmen and messengers.

Dodrai, a kind of bird, ato

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Doen, a mul or section of the

Chhamulizi Madhesié. sub-caste of

Halwéis in Behar.

Doeri, Dzoziri, Darwa':n, a door

keeper. The term is reserved for

the door-keepers of the houses

Doélak, a mu-Z or section of the

Naomuliai or Majraut sub-caste

of Goalas in Behar.

Doalband, he who bears a

sword, a soldier; one of the two

main divisions of Kharwérs, the

other being Patband.

Doasli, Dqfasli, a designa

tion of the illegitimate offspring

of parents of different castes.

Dobar, a section of Sunris in

Behar.

Dobe, see Dube.

Dobhéit, a mu-l or section of

the Maghaya sub-caste of Barhis

in Behar.

Dobhésia, Dubash, ‘a man of

two languages,’ an interpreter;

a title of the Réjbansi sub-caste

of Kochhs in Northern Bengal.

Dobongwar, a sept of Mundas

in Chota Nagpur.

of considerable landholders in

the mofussil.

gllnglé, a mixed caste in Behar

descended from fathers of the

higher classes by women of the

low castes. They are chiefly

employed as writers.

Dohél, a thar of the Bachh

gotra of Nepali Brahmans.

Dohén, a section of Goalés in

the North-Western Provinces.

Dohar, a sub-caste of Chamairs

in Behar.

Doh-rahb-pé, one dwelling

under the feet, a rui or sept of

I)e]ong Lhoris, the members of
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which form the lowest class of

Bhotias.

Doh-zepé, living in rough and

craggy rocks, a rui or sept of

Dejong Lhoris, the members of

which form the lowest class of

Bhotias.

Doi, a synonym for Doai; a

section of the Kochh-Mandai in

Dacca.

Doingnak, a sub-tribe of

Chakmés in the Hill Tracts of

Chittagong.

Dojwér, see Dudhwél‘.

Dokéne-Méli, a sub-caste of

Mélis in Bengal.

Dokhangpé, a rui or sept of

the Bed tshan-gye sub-tribe of

Dcjong Lhoris or Bhotias of the

south.

Dolbandh i, a sept of Kharwars

in Chota Nagpur.

Dom, a sub-caste of Turis in

Chota Nagpur.

@0111, Domrd, sometimes called Chandal by outsiders, a Dravi

dian menial caste of Bengal, Behar, and

the North-Westem Provinces, regarding whose

origin much has been said. Dr. Caldwell‘ considers the “ Doms and

other Chandalas of Northern India and the Pareiyas and other low

tribes of the Peninsula.” to be the surviving representatives of an

older, ruder, and blacker race, who preceded the Dravidians in India.

Some of these were driven by the Dravidian invasion to take refuge

in mountain fastnesses and pestilential jungles, while others were

reduced to perpetual servitude like the Doms of Kumaon, whom

Mr. Atkinson’ describes as for ages the slaves of the Khasiyé.s—

thought less of than the cattle, and, like them, changing hands from

master to master. Sir Henry Elliot“ says they “seem to be one

of the aboriginal tribes of India. Tradition fixes their residence to

the north of the Gogra, touching the Bhars on the east, in the

vicinity of Rohini. Several old forts testify to their former impor

tance, and still retain the names of their founders; as, for instance,

Domdiha and Domangarh.‘ Ramgarh and Sahankot on the Rohini

are also Dom forts.” Mr. Oarnegyfi observes that the fort of

Domangarh was the stronghold of the Domar, a. degenerate clan of

Rajputs, and suggests in a note that these Domar or Donwar may

themselves have been a family of Doms who had risen to power

locally and got themselves enrolled in “the conveniently elastic

fraternity of Rajputs.” In support of this theory he refers to the

case of Ali Baksh Dom, who became Governor of Ramlabad, one of

the districts of Oudh, and mentions that it was not uncommon for

men of this class to rise to high oflice under kings by whom they

were employed as musicians.

Traditions of origin.

1 Grammar qf the Dravidian Languages, p. 546.

"' North- Western Provinces Gazetteer, vol. xi, p. 370.

” Races of the Z\'0rtll-Wesler1z Provinces, i, 84. -

4 Buchanan, Eastern India, ii, p. 353, calls this the “Domingar or the

castle of the Dom lady." It should be noted that Sir Henr Elliot misunder

stands Buchanan, who nowhere gives it as his own opinion t at the Doms are

the same as the Domkatar section of the Baibhan caste, though he mentions (ii,

471) without comment a popular tradition to that efiect.

‘ Notes on the Races qf Avadh (Oudlz), p. 24.
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Out of this somewhat profitless discussion there seems to emerge

a general consensus of opinion that the Doms belong to one of the

races whom, for convenience of expression, we may call the aborigines

of India. Their personal appearance bears out this opinion. Mr.

Beames describes the Magahiya Doms of Champaran as “ small and

dark, with long tresses ofunkempt hair, andthe peculiar glassy eye of

the non-Aryan autochthon ;” ' and Mr. Sherring remarks that “dark

complexioned, low of stature, and somewhat repulsive in appearance,

they are readily distinguishable from all the better castes of Hindus.”'

The type, however, as is the case with most widely-difiused castes,

seems to display ap reciable variations. In Eastern Bengal, according

to Dr. Wise, the 0m’s hair is long, black, and coarse, while his

complexion is oftener of a brown rather than a. black hue; and

among the Magahiyé Doms whom I have seen in Behar only asmall

proportion struck me as showing any marked resemblances to the

aborigines of Chota Nagpur, who are, I suppose, among the purest

specimens of the non-Aryan races of India. On the whole, however,

the prevalent type of physique and complexion seems to mark the

caste as not of Aryan descent. although evidence is wanting to

connect it with any compact aboriginal tribe of the present day.

The fact that for centuries past they have been condemned to the

most menial duties, and have served as the helots of the entire

Hindu community, would of itself be sutficient to break down what

ever tribal spirit they may once have possessed, and to obliterate all

structural traces of their true origin.

The Dom community is a. large one, and the intricacy of its

internal organization is doubtless due for the
°mI1',‘,;',:‘;,l_ "“'“°t“'°‘ most part to the large area over which the caste

is distributed. The sub-castes and sections are

given in a tabular form in Appendix I. About most of these

there is very little to be said. Enquiry into the origin of sub-castes

is usually a diflicult and unfruitful process, and it is attended with

peculiar difliculties in the case of a caste regarded by all Hindus

with extreme repulsion, and destitute of the social pride which

delights to recall the reasons for minute internal divisions. The Maga

hiya Doms of Behar have a legend that once upon a time Mahadeva

and Pérvati invited all the castes to a. feast. Supat Bhakat, the

ancestor of the Doms, came late, and being very hungry, mixed up

and ate the food which the others had left. His behaviour was

deemed so scandalous that he and his descendants were straightway

degraded and condemned to eat the leavings of all other castes.

Even at the present day if a Dom who comes to beg is asked to

what caste he belongs, the answer will invariably be “ J/mtzi-klzéi,"

or eater of leavings. This myth is unknown to the Doms of Central

and Western Bengal, who trace their origin to a common ancestor

called Kélubir, the son of a Chandal woman by her Let’ husband.

From his four sons, Prénbir, Manbir, Bhénbir, and Shénbir, the

sub-castes Alnkurié, Bisdelié, Béjunié, and Magahiyé are said to

' Races of the lVorth- Western Provinces, p. 85.

’ Hindu Tribes and Castes, i, 401.

’ Let is a sub-caste of the Bagdis in Murshedabad.
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be descended The two elder sons, Pranbir and Manbir, were, it is

said, sent out to gather flowers for a sacrifice. Pranbir, who was

lazily inclined, tore the flowers from the trees with a bamboo hook

(dnkuli) and picked them up as they fell on the ground; while

Manbir climbed the trees and gathered flowers carefully from branch

to branch. The flowers brought in by Manbir were acce ted, and

he received the title of Bisdelia (bis, ‘ twenty,’ and ddl, ‘ a ranch ’),

because he had climbed twenty branches in the service of the gods.

The elder brother’s offering was rejected as unclean, and he and his

descendants were named Knkuria in reference to the hook. On

hearing this decision the third brother was greatly pleased, and

drummed on his stomach in token of satisfaction. He and his

offspring therefore were entitled Bajunia, or musician Doms. The

Dhakal Dhesia or Tapaspuria Doms, who remove dead bodies and

dig the cross trench which forms the base of the funeral pyre, also

claim descent from Kalubir. One of his sons, they say, was sent by

Mahadeva to fetch water from the Ganges. At the river bank he

found a dead body waiting to be burned, and was tempted by offers

of money from the friends of the deceased to dig the necessary

trench. On his return to Mahédeva the god cursed him and his

descendants to minister to the dead for all time. No special legend is

given to account for the name Magahiya, which doubtless originally

denoted the Doms of South Behar. The Dai sub-caste owe their

name to the circumstance that their women act as midwives in parts

of the country where Chamains are not numerous enough to perform

this function. The men are day-labourers. The Bansphor or

‘bamboo-s litter’ sub-caste derive their name from the material out

of whicht ey make baskets; while the Chapariyé. seem to be so

called from building the bamboo frame-work by which a roof (chapar)

is supported. The Uttariya Doms of South Behar work in sirlci,

and regard this as an important distinction between themselves and

the Magahiyé, who in that part of the country till the soil and make

mats and baskets of bamboo.

The exogamous sections of the caste are very numerous. In

I Behar they seem to be territorial or titular;

exogiisfu m“°t“'°‘ while in Bankura the names are totemistie, and

the members of particular sections refrain from

injuring the animals after which they are called. In Central Bengal

traces of totemism may perhaps be found, but the tendency is to

borrow the Brahmanical gotras, while in the eastern districts all

exogamous groups seem to have disappeared, and marriages are

regulated by the more modern system of counting prohibited degrees

down to and including the fifth generation in descent from a

common ancestor. The Magahiya Doms of Behar affect to observe

a very elaborate method of working the rule of exogamy. They

lay down that a man may not marry a woman belonging to the

same section as his own (1) father, (2) paternal grandmother,

(3) paternal great-grandmothers, (4) paternal great-great-grand

mothers, (5) mother, (6) maternal grandmother, (7) maternal great

grandmothers. In applying the rule to a particular case, all the

sections on both sides are taken into account in the manner described
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in the article on Bais, so that a marriage would be barred if one of

the great-grandmothers of the proposed bride happened to have

belonged to the same section as one of the great-great-grand

mothers of the proposed bridegroom, even though the parties them

selves belonged to different muls. This mode of calculation appears

to be confined to Behar; and in Bengal wherever sections exist, the

only rule observed is that a man may not marry a woman of the same

section as himself. The standard formula. for reckoning prohibited

degrees is in general use. In Bankura it is ordinarily calculated to

three generations in the descending line ; but where bhaiddi, or

mutual recognition of relationship, has been kept up between two

families, the prohibition extends to five generations. The Doms of

the 24-Parganas affect to prohibit marriage between sapindas, but

this is a palpable imitation of the customs of the higher castes.

Members of other castes may be received into the Dom community

by paying afee tothe panchéyat and giving a feast to the Doms of the

neighbourhood. At this feast the proselyte is required to wait upon

his new associates and to eat with them. He must also have his

head shaved and undergo a sort of baptism with water at the hands

of the caste panchayat in token of his adoption of the Dom religion.

Instances of men of other castes thus joinin themselves to the Doms

are very rare, and occur only when a. man as been ejected from his

ow-n caste for living with a Dom woman. Some say, however, that in

these cases the proselyte, though ordinarily spoken of as a Dom, is not

admitted to complete equality with the original members of the caste.

His children, however, will be Doms of the same sub-caste as their

mother.

In Central and Eastern Bengal Doms, following the example of

the higher castes, nearly always marry their

daughters as infants, and regard it as wrong

for a girl over ten years of age to remain unmarried in her father’s

house. A small bride-price (pan), varying from Rs. 5 to Rs. 10,

is paid to the parents of the girl. In Behar and Western Bengal

adult-marriage still holds its ground for those who cannot afford the

more fashionable practice, and sexual intercourse before marriage is

said to be tolerated. Among the Doms of the Dacca district the

marriage service is peculiar. The guests being assembled on a

propitious day fixed by a Brahman, the bridegroom’s father takes his

son on his knee, and, sitting down in the centre of the “ Marocha ”

opposite the bride’s father, who is holding his daughter in a similar

posture, repeats the names of his ancestors for seven generations,

while the bride’s father 111118 over his for three. They then call God

to witness the ceremony, and the bridegroom’s father addressing the

other asks him, “ Have you lost your daughter?” The answer being

in the afiirmative, a similar interrogation and reply from the opposite

party terminates the service. The boy-bridegroom then advances,

smears the bride’s forehead with smdur or red lead—the symbol of

married life—takes her upon his knee,‘ and finally carries her within

doors. Like all aboriginal races, Doms are very fond of gaudy

colours; the bridal dress consisting of yellow or red garments for the

female, and a yellow cloth with a red turban for the male.

Marriage.

Q2
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In the 24-Parganas a more Hinduised ritual is in vogue.

The marriage takes place on a raised earthen platform (bedi), to which

a branch of a banian-tree is fixed. An earthen vessel full of Ganges

water is placed in the centre. On this vessel the bride and bride

groom lay their hands, one above the other, and the ceremony is

completed by exchanging garlands of flowers. The Dom priest,

Dharma-Pandit, presides and mutters words which purport to be

sacred texts, and the actual marriage service is preceded by offerings

to ancestors and the worship of Surya, Ganesa, Durga, Mahadeva,

and Anti Kuldevata. Further west again, in the districts of

Bankura and Manbhum, the ritual appears to differ little from that

already described in the article on the Bagdi caste. There is, how

ever, no marriage with a tree and no symbolic capture of the bride,

as in the case of the Bégdis; while in the joining of the hands

which precedes sindu-rdén, the bride presents her right hand if she is

given away by a male, and her left if by a female relative. On the

night before the wedding the ceremony of rrdlzibzis is performed in

the houses of both parties by anointing the body with turmeric and

oil and tying a thread soaked in this mixture and knotted with afew

blades of durrd grass on the right wrist of the bridegroom and the

left wrist of the bride. The ritual followed in Behar is of the

simplest character, consisting mainly of siudurdén, which is often

performed in the open air under a tree. The wealthier Doms,

however, erect a wedding canopy (marwa), and generally copy the

Hindu ceremony with more or less accuracy of detail.

Polygamy is everywhere permitted, and poverty forms the only

restriction on the number of wives a man may have. The standard

of living however is low, and it is unusual to find a Dom with more

than two wives, and most men content themselves with one. A

widow may marry again, and in Behar it is deemed right for her to

marry her late husband’s younger brother; but in Bengal this idea

does not seem to prevail, and a widow may marry any one she pleases

provided that she does not infringe the prohibited degrees binding

on her before her first marriage. The ritual (sdnga or sagdi) observed

at the marriage of a widow consists mainly of sindurdrin and the

present of a new cloth. A pan is rarely paid, and never exceeds

a rupee or two. In Murshedabad there is no sindurddn, and a formal

declaration of consent before representatives of the caste is all that is

required. Considerable license of divorce is admitted, and in some

districts at any rate the right can be exercised by either husband or

wife; so that a woman, by divesting herself of the iron bracelet

given to her at marriage, can rid herself of a husband who ill-treats

her or is too poor to maintain her properly. Dom women have

a reputation for being rather masterful, and many of them are

conspicuous for their powerful physique. It may be by virtue of

their characteristics that they have established a right very rarely

conceded to women in Bengal. A husband, on the other hand, can

divorce his wife for infidelity or persistent ill-temper. In either

case the action of the individual requires the confirmation of the

panchayat, which however is usually given as a matter of course,

and is expressed in Bhzigalpur by solemnly pronouncing the pithy
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monosyllable jdo. In North Bhagalpur the husband takes in his hand

a bundle of rice straw and outs it in half before the assemblage as

a symbol of separation. Divorced wives may marry again by the same

ritual as widows. Their children remain in the charge of their first

husband. In Monghyr the second husband must give the panchayat

a pig to form the basis of a feast, and if convicted of having seduced

the woman away from her first husband must pay the latter Rs. 9

as compensation. A husband, again, who divorces his wife has to

pay a fee of 10 annas to the panchayat for their trouble in deciding

the case.

Most of the sub-castes seem to have a fairly complete organiza

tion for deciding social questions. The system of pauchatyats is every

where in full force, and in Behar these are presided over by here

ditary headmen, variously called sarddr, prudluin, memjhan, mmwr,

_a0ra-it, or kabiréj, each of whom bears rule in a definite local uris

diction, and has under him a ch/zaridar or rod-bearer to call together

the panchéyat and to see that its orders are carried out.

The religion of the Doms varies greatly in different parts of the

country, and may be described generally as a

chaotic mixture of survivals from the elemental

or animistic cults characteristic of the aboriginal races, and of

observances borrowed in a haphazard fashion from whatever Hindu

sect happens to be dominant in a particular locality. The composite

and chaotic nature of their belief is due partly to the great

ignorance of the caste, but mainly to the fact that as a rule they

have no Brahmans, and thus are without any central authority or

standard which would tend to mould their religious usages into

conformity with a uniform standard. In Behar, for instance, the son

of a deceased man’s sister or of his female cousin ofliciates as priest

at his funeral and recites appropriate mantras, receiving a fee for his

services when the inheritance comes to be divided. Some Doms,

indeed, assured me that the sister’s son used formerly to get a share

of the property, and that this rule had only recently fallen into

disuse; but their statements did not seem to be definite enough to

carry entire conviction, and I have mot with no corroborative

evidence bearing on the point. So also in marriage the sister’s son,

or occasionally the sister (nawdsin), repeats mantras, and acts generally

as priest. Failing either of these, the head of the household oificiates.

The possible significance of these facts in relation to the early

history of the caste need not be elaborated here. No other indica

tions of an extinct custom of female kinship are now traceable, and

the fact that in Westem Bengal the eldest son gets an extra share

(jetla-angs) on the division of an inheritance seems to show that

kinship by males must have been in force for a very long time past.

In Bengal the sister’s son exercises no priestly functions, these being

usually discharged by a special class of Dom. known in Bankura as

Degharié, and in other districts as Dharma-Pandit. Their office is

hereditary, and they wear copper rings on their fingers as a mark of

distinction. In Murshedabad, on the other hand, most Doms, with

the exception of the Bénukia sub-caste and some of the Ifnkurias,

have the services of low Brahmans, who may perhaps be ranked as

Religion.
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Barna-Brahmans. The same state of things appears to prevail in

the north of Manbhum. In the Santél Parganas barbers minister

to the spiritual wants of the caste.

With such a motley array of amateur and professional priests,

it is clearly out of the question to look for

any unity of religious organization among the

Doms. In Bankura and Western Bengal generally they seem on

he whole to lean towards Vaishnavism, but in addition to Radhé.

and Krishna they worshi Dharam or Dharma-raj in form of a man

with a fish's tail on the ast day of Jaishtha with oiferings of rice,

molasses, plantain, and sugar, the object of which is said to be to

obtain the blessing of the sun on the crops of the season. Every

year in the month of Baisékh the members of the caste go into

the jungle to offer sacrifices of goats, fruits, and sweetmeats to their

ancestral deity Kalubir; and at thc appointed season they join in the

worship of the goddess Bhadu, described in the article on the Bzigdi

caste. At the time of the Durga Puja, Béjunia Doms worship the

drum, which they regard as the symbol of their craft. This usage

has clearly been borrowed from the artisan castes among the Hindus.

In Central Bengal Kali appears to be their favourite goddess; and

in Eastern Bengal many Doms follow the Pant/1, or path of Supat,

Siipan, or Sobhana Bhagat, who is there regarded as a guru rather

than as the progenitor of the caste. Others, again, call themselves

Haris Chandis, from Réjé. Haris Chandra, who was so generous that

he gave away all his wealth in charity, and was reduced to such

straits that he took service with a Dom, who treated him kindly. In

return the 6. converted the whole tribe to his religion, which they

have faithfully followed ever since. ‘

The principal festival of the Doms in Eastern Bengal is the

Srévannia Puja, observed in the month of that name, corresponding

to July and August, when a pig is sacrificed and its blood caught

in a cup. This cup of blood, along with one of milk and three of

spirits, are offered to Narayan. Again, on a dark night of Bhédra

(August) they ofier a pot of milk, four of spirits, a fresh cocoanut,

a pipe of tobacco, and a little Indian hemp to Hari Ram, after

which swine are slaughtered and a feast celebrated. A curious

In Bengal.

custom followed by all castes throughout Bengal is associated with
 

' This is the form of the legend current amon the Doms of Dacca. It

will be observed that the Chandala of the Mar andeya Purana has been

turned into a Dom, and the pious king into a religious reformer. According to

Dr. Wise, Haris Chandra is a well-known figure in the popular mythology of

Bengal, and it is of him that natives tell the following story, strangely like

that narrated in the xviiith chapter of the Koran regardin Moses and Joshua.

He and his Rani, wandering in the forest, almost starve , caught a fish and

boiled it on a wood fire. She took it to the river to wash ofi the ashes, but

on touching the water the fish revived and swam away. At the present day

a fish called kalbosa (Labea calbasu), of black colour and ellow flesh, is

identified with the historical one, and no low-caste Hindu wil touch it. In

Hindustan the followin couplet is uoted concerning a similar disaster which

befell the gambler Na a, the mora being the same as that of the English

proverb—“ Misfortnnes never come singly" :-—

" Raja Nal par bihat pare,

Bhiine machhle jal men tire.
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the Dom, and may perhaps be a survival from times when that caste

were the recognised priests of the elemental deities worshipped by

the non-Aryan races. Whenever an eclipse of the sun or moon

occurs, every Hindu householder places at his door a few copper

coins, which, though now claimed by the Kcharji Brahman, were

until recently regarded as the exclusive perquisite of the Dom.

Similar confusion -prevails in Behar under the régime of the

I B h sister’s son, only with this difference, that the
n ° N’ advance in the direction of Hinduism seems

to be on the whole less conspicuous than in Bengal. Mahadeva, Kali,

and the river Ganges receive, it is true, sparing and infrequent

homage, but the working deities of the caste are Syam Singh, whom

some hold to be the deified ancestor of all Doms, Rakat Mala,

Ghihal or Gchil, Goraiyé, Bandi, Lakeswar, Dihwar, Dak, and other

ill-defined and primitive shapes, which have not yet ained admis

sion into the orthodox pantheon. At Deodha, in Dar hanga, Syém

Singh has been honoured with a special temple; but usually both

he and the other gods mentioned above are represented by lumps

of dried clay, set up in a round space smeared with cow-dung

inside the house, under a tree or at the village boundary. Before'

these lumps, formless as the creed of the worshipper who has

moulded them, pigs are sacrificed and strong drink offered up

at festivals, marriages, and when disease threatens the family or

its live-stock. The circle of these godlings, as Mr. Ibbetson has

excellently called them, is by no means an exclusive one, and

a common custom shows how simply and readily their number

may be added to. If a man dies of snake-bite, say the Magahiyé.

Doms of the Gya district, we worship his spirit as a Sdmperiyd,

lest he should come back and give us bad dreams; we also worship

the snake who bit him, lest the snake-god should serve us in like

fashion. Any man therefore conspicuous enough by his doings in

life or for the manner of his death to stand a chance of being

dreamed of among a tolerably large circle is likely in course of time

to take rank as a god. Judging, indeed, from the antecedents of

the caste, Syém Singh himself may well have been nothing more

than a successful dacoit, whose career on earth ended in some sudden

or tragic fashion, and who lived in the dreams of his brethren

long enough to gain a place in their rather disreputable pantheon.

Systematic robbery is so far a recognised mode of life among the

Magahiyé. Doms that it has impressed itself on their religion, and

a distinct ritual is ordained for observance by those who go forth to

commit a burglary. The object of veneration on these occasions is

Sansari Mai, whom some hold to be a form of Kali, but who seems

rather to be the earth-mother known to most primitive religions. No

image, not even the usual lump of clay, is set up to represent the

goddess: a circle one span and four fingers in diameter is drawn on

the ground and smeared smooth with cowdung. Squatting in front

of this the worshipper gashes his left arm with the curved l)0m knife

(katéri), and daubs five streaks of blood with his finger in the centre

of the circle, praying in a low voice that a dark night may aid his
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designs; that his booty may be ample ; and that he and his gang may

escape detection.‘

“ Labra movet metuens andiri : pulchra Laverna,

Da mihi fallere, da justo sanctoque videri,

Noctem peccatis ct fraudibus obj ice nubem.”*

According to Dr. Wise it is universally believed in Bengal that

Doms do not bury or burn their dead, but

dismember the corpse at night, like the inhabit

ants of Tibet, placing the ieces in a pot and sinking them in the

nearest river or reservoir. his horrid idea probably originated from

the old Hindu law which compelled the Doms to bury their dead at

night. The Doms of Dacca say that the dead are cast into a

river, while the bodies of the rich or influential are buried. When

the funeral is ended each man bathes, and successively touches

a piece of iron, a stone, and a lump of dry cowdung, after

wards making ofierings of rice and spirits to the manes of the

deceased, while the relatives abstain from flesh and fish for nine

days. On the tenth day a swine is slaughtered, and its fiesh cooked

and eaten, after which quantities of raw spirits are drunk until

everybody is intoxicated. In Western Bengal and Behar the usual

practice is to burn the dead and present offerings to the spirit of the

deceased on the eleventh day, or, as some say, on the thirteenth.

Before going to the place of cremation the Behar Doms worship

Masan, a demon who is supposed to torment the dead if not duly

propitiated. Burial is occasionally resorted to, but is not common,

except in the case of persons who die of cholera or small-pox

and children under three years of age. In these cases the body

is lalild in the grave face downward with the head pointing to the

nort .

" By all classes of Hindus,” says Dr. Wise, “ the Dom is regarded

with both disgust and fear, not only on account

of his habits being abhorrent and abominable,

but also because he is believed to have no humane or kindly feelings.

To those, however, who view him as a human being, the Dom

appears as an improvident and dissolute man, addicted to sensuality

and intemperance, but often an affectionate husband and indulgent

father. As no Hindu can approach a Dom, his peculiar customs

are unknown, and are therefore said to be wicked and accursed. A

tradition survives among the Dacca Doms, thatin the days of the

Nawabs their ancestors were brought from Patna for employment

as executioners (jalléd) and disposers of the dead-—hateful duties,

which they perform at the resent day. On the paid establish

ment of each magistracy a om hangman is bome, who ofiiciates

whenever sentence of death is carried out. On these occasions he is

assisted by his relatives, and as the bolt is drawn shouts of ‘ Dohai

Funeral ceremonies.

Habits and customs.

 

‘ The whole of this business was acted before me in the Buxar Central

Jail bya number of Magahiyé Doms undergoing sentence there. Several of

them had their left arms scarred from the shoulder to the wrist by assiduous

worship of the tribal Laverna.

’ Horace, Epist. i. 16, 60.
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Maharani! ’ or ‘ Dohéi Judge Sahib’ are raised to exonerate them

from all blame.”

The peculiar functions which the caste performs at all Hindu

, funerals may be observed by all visitors to
Amnd Hmd“ tuned" Benares, and are described by Mr. Sherring

as follows :--“On the arrival of the dead body at the place of

cremation, which in Benares is at the base of one of the steep stairs

or gluits, called the Burning Ghat, leading down from the streets

above to the bed of the river Ganges, the Dom supplies five logs of

wood. which he lays in order upon the ground, the rest of the wood

being given by the family of the deceased. When the pile is ready

for burning, a handful of lighted straw is brought by the Dom, and

is taken from him and applied by one of the chief members of the

family to the wood. The Dom is the only person who can furnish

the light for the purpose; and if from any circumstance the services of

one cannot be obtained, reat delay and inconvenience are apt

to arise. The Dom exacts is fee for three things, namely. first, for

the five logs; secondly, for the bunch of straw; and thirdly, for the

light.” It should be added that the amount of the fee is not fixed,

but depends upon the rank and circumstances of the deceased. In

Eastern"Bengal, according to Dr. Wise, the services of the Dom at

the funeral yre are not now absolutely essential. Of late years, at

any rate in acca, household servants carry the corpse to the bum

ing ghat, where the pyre constructed by them is lighted by the

nearest relative.

The degraded position forced upon all Doms by reason of the

functions which some of them perform is on the

whole acquiesced in by the entire caste, most

of whom, however, follow the comparatively cleanly occupation of

making baskets and mats. Taking food as the test of social status,

it will be seen that Doms eat beef,‘ pork, horse-flesh, fowls, ducks,

field-rats, and the flesh of animals which have died a natural death.

All of them, moreover, except the Bansphor and Ohapariyé. sub

castes, will eat the leavings of men of other castes. To this

last point one exception must be noted. No Dom will touch the

leavings of a Dhobi,“ nor will he take water, sweetmeats, or any

sort of food or drink from a man of that caste. The aversion

with which the Dhobi is regarded is so pronounced that Doms of Behar

have assured me that they would not take food from a Muham

madan who had his water fetched for him by a washerman of his

own religion. The reason is obscure. Some people say the Dhobi is

deemed impure because he washes women’s clothes after childbirth;

but this fact, though conclusive enough for the average Hindu,

would not, I imagine, count for much with a Dom. Moreover, the

Doms themselves say nothing of the kind, but tell a very singular

Social status.

story to account for their hatred of the Dhobis. Once upon a time,

l In Murshedabad and Eastern Bengal they profess to abstain from beef

and hold themselves superior to Muchis and Bauris for so doing, In Assam

bufialo meat is also forbidden.

’ Some Doms say they will not eat the leavings of Dosadhs and Chamars,

but this refinement is not general.
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they say, Supat Bhakat, the ancestor of the Doms, was returning

tired and hungry from a long journey. On his way he met a Dhobi

going along with a donke carrying a bundle of clothes, and asked

him for food and drink. e Dhobi would give him nothing and

abused him into the bargain, whereupon Supat Bhakat fell upon

the Dhobi, drove him away with blows, killed his donkey, and cooked

and ate it on the spot. A_fter he had eaten he repented of what he

had done, and seeing that it was all the Dhobi’s fault declared him

and his caste to be accursed for the Doms for ever, so that a Dom

should never take food from a Dhobi or eat in his house. The

legend may perhaps be a distorted version of the breach of some

primitive taboo in which Dhobis and donkeys somehow played a part.

Doms will not touch a donkey, but the animal is not regarded by

the caste in the li ht of a totem. In this connexion I may mention

the curious fact t at the Ankurié and Bisdelia Doms of Birbhum

will not hold a horse or kill a do , nor will they use a ddo with a

wooden handle, explaining that t eir ancestors always worked with

handleless ddos, and that they are bound to adhere to the ancient

custom. The prejudice against killing a dog seems at first sight to

suggest some connexion with the Bauris; but it may equally arise

from the fact that one of the duties of scavenging Doms in towns is

to kill ownerless dogs. I

Doms believe their original profession to be the making of

baskets and mats, and even the menial and

scavenging sub-castes follow these occupations to

some extent. About half of the caste are believed to have taken to

agriculture, but none of these have risen above the rank of occupancy

raiyats, and a large proportion are nomadic cultivators and landless

day-labourers. In the south of Manbhum a small number of rent

free tenures, bearing the name sibottar, and supposed to be set apart

for the worship of the god Siva, are now in the possession of Doms

a fact of which I can suggest no explanation. The Bajunia sub

oaste are employed to make highly discordant music at marriages

and festivals. His women-folk, however, only perform as musicians

at the wedding of their own people, it being considered highly

derogatory for them to do so for outsiders. At home the Domni

manufactures baskets and rattles for children. A sin le wander

ing branch of the Magahiya sub-caste has earned or itself a

reputation which has extended to the whole of that group. “ The

M ahiyé. Doms of Ohamparan, ” says Mr. Beames, “ are a race of

pro essional thieves. They extend their operations into the contiguous

districts of Nepal. They are rather dainty in their operations,

and object to commit burglary by di ging through the walls of

houses: they always enter a house Tiy the door; and if it is

dark, they carry a light. Of course all this is merely done by way

of bravado. Magahiyas never live long in one place. They move

about constantly, pitching their ragged little reed tents or sirlcis

outside a village or on a grassy patch by the roadside, like our

gipsies, till they have done all the plundering that offers itself in the

neighbourhood, when they move oflf again.” The popular belief

that all Magahiyé. Doms are habitual criminals is, however, a mistake.

Occupation.
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Burglary is followed as a. profession only by the wandering members

of that sub-caste. The Magahiyés of Gya are peacea.ble basket

makers and cultivators, who regard thieving with as much horror

as their neighbours, and know nothing of the Laverna cult of Sansari

Mai, whom they identify with .Ta.gada.mb6., the small-pox goddess,

one of a group of seven sisters presiding over various diseases.

There seems, indeed, reason to believe that the predatory habits

of the gipsy Magahiyas of Ohamparan are due rather to force of

circumstances than to an inborn criminal instinct; and the success of

the measures introduced for their reclamation by Mr. E. R. Henry

while Magistrate of Ohamparan afiords grounds for the hope that

they may in course of time settle down as peaceable cultivators.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Doms in 1872 and 1881:

 

 

DIs'r1uc'r. l 1872. I 1881. Drsrnlcr. l 1872. I 1881.

Bardwan 62.827 88.856 Chittagong 15.401 9,111

Bankura 7.193 17.601 Noakhalr 79.1 380

Birbhum 84.891 35.188 Tmnerah 1.005 sra

Mrdnapur 18.610 16.2-115 Patna. 6,115 5,594

Hughlt } 10 M { 10.7-as Gya 7.627 cars

Hoirrlrlh .. 8"” gaigg Shahabadnulgh . 4,675 5.812

24- arganas . - - lnla 10.6‘-18
Nadiya 2.981 2.24-1 T"h“t {Mow-uflerpur .. i “-557 10.042

Khulm} .... .. 49 Bflfllll ... 7,466 9.955

Jessore 1.078 2.054 Cham ran 4.211 8.612

Murshedabad 1",490 7,577 Mont! Y!‘ 10,769 12,910

Dinajpnr 1,24: 3,494 Bbagalnur 14,1101 11,219

Rajshahye 68$ 405 Purnmh 3,267 8,852

Rangpur 8,095 1,736 Mnldah 1 .227 1,377

Bcgrs 171 327 Santal Parganas 29,465 35,634

Pabna ... ... 1,566 1,231. (luttack ,_, 3,353 1,735

Dsrjiling as 186 Pun 2,113 2,235

Jalpigon 7-1 95-3 Balasore 1.397 1.58:’.

Kuch Behar ..... 281 Tributary States 4.853 3,929

Dacca 641 870 HM-nrllmzh mm 7.011:

Faridpur ... 589 292 Lohardaga 5,395 5,67-S

Hakurgunj 1,083 as-2 Singbhum 2,054 2,214

Maimansinh 3.717 1.113 Manbhum 17.342 18,610

Tributary States 836 2,211

Domkatér, asectionof Babhans

in Western Bengal and Behar

to whom the members of other

sections will not give their

daughters in marriage, though

they will marry Domkatér wo

men. It perhaps deserves notice

that kaidr or kata'ri is the name

of the peculiar curved knife used

by the basket-making Doms.

Dom Khakha, a raven, a

totemistic sept of Oraons in Chota

Nagpur.

Dom-Pétni, Machhwé or

Naqérchi, a sub-caste of Patnls

in Bengal.

 

Domré, a sub-caste of _. Turis

in Chota Nagpur; a synonym

for Dom.

Domtakaréi, a mu! of the

Bharadwéj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Domtéshi, a title of those

Doms whose only profession is

to sell bamboo articles, originally

immigrants from Upper India.

Domtikér, a. kul or section of

Bébhans in Behar.

Don, a mul or section of the

Ohhamuliti Madhesié sub-caste of

Halwais in Behar.
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Dondchatra, a. section of Pans Dorihar-jogi, a section of

in Chota Nagpur. Rajwérs in Uhota Nagpur.

D°"8'ba| 9- "'1' 01' $9Pt Of Doroé.-Gond or Néik, a sub

Sherps Bhotias 0fNepa1- tribe of Gonds in Chota

Dongwél‘, a title of those who Nagpur‘

use canoes, generally Gond, Dommpé a mi or sept of the

Mama’ or Oraon’ Ruiohhung sub-tribe of Dejong

D°|1wéf' 3, kn] Qr sectign of Ll1OIiB 01' Bhotias of the SOl1th.

Babhans and a sept of Raj puts _ _

in Behar; a sept of the Rautér D°"°Wé"' 9' 5°Pt of R3'JPut5 111

sub-tribe of Tharus. B91151‘

Dopétiéi a sub-caste of Mays Dorré, a sub-tribe of Bhuiyés

as l[1 Eastern Bengal. in \Ve3tem Bang-a1_

Qflflifillll, a degraded Aryan or refined Dravidian cultivating

caste of Behar and Chota Nagpur, the members

of which are largely employed as village

watchmen and messengers, and bear a very evil reputation as habitual

criminals. Dosédhs claim to be descended from the soldiers of the

Pandava prince Bhima or Bhim Sen, and to be allied to the Cheros,

who are supposed at one time to have ruled in Behar. Buchanan

thought there was “some reason to suspect” that the Dosédhs

might be the same tribe as the Chandals of Bengal, basing this

conjecture on the statement that “ the two castes follow nearly the

same professions and bear the same rank, while the Chandals pretend

to be descended of Réhu, and, I am told, worship that monster.”

In fact, however, the Chandéls do not worship Rahu or trace their

origin to him, and the Dosadhs revere a host of deified heroes, a

form of worship entirely unknown to the Chandél. The young

men of the caste are often rather good-looking, and many of them

have a yellowish brown complexion with wide, expanded nostrils

and the tip of the nose slightly turned up. The complexion, however,

and the shape of the nose show a range of variations which seems to

indicate considerable mixture of blood.

Professor Mantegazza, following Dalton, describes them as

“ Aryans of a very low type ;” and it seems about equally likely that

the original stock may have been a branch of the Aryans degraded

and ooarsened by crossing with lower races, or a non-Aryan tribe

refined in feature and raised in stature by intermixture with semi

Aryan castes. In Northern Behar there has probably been some

infusion of Mongolian blood; and in all parts of the country some

allowance must be made for the fact that members of any Hindu

caste except the Dom, Dhobi, and Chamar may gain admission into

the Dosadh community by giving a. feast to the heads of the caste

and eating pork and drinking liquor in token of their adoption of

Dosadh usage. This privilege, no doubt, is not eagerly sought for,

and most of those who join themselves to the Dosédhs after this

fashion have probably got into trouble with their own people for

keeping a Dosadh mistress or doing something disreputable. Still

Traditions of origin.
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the existence of a regular procedure for enrolling reofllltfl f1‘0II1 0&1?!‘

castes shows that such cases are not unknown, and they must Wild 111

some measure to modify the physical type of the caste-_ _ _

The caste is divided into eight sub-castes :—KanaujI8» Magah l Y5:

Bhojpurié, Pailwér, Kémar 01‘ Kanwar,

'“““'“‘*‘”"“°‘“'°' Kuri or Kurin, Dharhi or Dhér, Silhotia or

Sirotié, Bélhalié. The members of nearly all these groups will eat

cooked food together, but do not intermarry. The Dharhi, however,

who pretend to be descended from a Goal-.5. who accidentally killed

a cow, and disclaim all connexion with the Dosédhs, are excluded

from this privilege; and the Kamar have only recently cleared

themselves from the sus icion of eating beef and been admitted

to social intercourse wit the other sub-castes. Concerning the

Béhalié there is some question whether they are Dosadhs at all,

and it has been maintained that they are a distinct caste of gypsy

like habits, and possibly akin to the Bediyés. Most Béhaliés,

however, insist on their title to be considered Dosadhs, and in

Bengal at any rate the Béhalié and Dosédh eat and smoke

together, and, though they do not intermarry, behave generally as if

they were branches of the same stock. The sections (dih, mul, périch,

or pangat), which are very numerous, are shown in Appendix I. In

applying the rule of exogamy to a particular case the caste profess to

exclude the sections of (l) t e father, (2) the paternal grandmother,

(3) the paternal great-grand-mothers, (4) the paternal great-great

grandmothers, (5) the mother, (6) the maternal grandmother, (7) the

maternal great-grandmothers, and to follow the double method of

reckoning explained in the article on Bais. So that if the roposed

bridegroom’s maternal grandmother should happen to have gelonged

to the same section as one of the proposed bride’s paternal great

great-grandmothers, the marriage would be disallowed notwithstand

ing that the parties themselves belong to different sections. It is

obvious, however, that entire conformity with so complicated and

far-reaching a scheme of prohibitions requires that genealogies shall

be carefully kept up and infringements of the rules jealously watched

for by the headmen and panchayats, who in the first instance

determine the question whether a particular couple may marry or

not. There are indeed officials called panjidrs or genealogists, who

are supposed to act as referees in such matters, but the caste as

a whole is on a very low educational level, and it is very doubtful

whether the strict letter of these rules is invariably complied with.

It will be seen that nearly all the sections of the Magahiyé. and

Péilwér sub-castes are titular, while most of the other sub-castes

have local or territorial sections. The Béhalizi have no sections, and

regulate their marriages by the standard formula for reckoning pro

hibited degrees calculated to seven generations in the descending

line. This formula is also used by the other sub-castes as supple

mentary to their system of exogamy.

Dosadhs marry their daughters whenever they can afiord to do

so, but they do not hold the strict view of the

spiritual necessity of infant-marriage which is

current among the higher castes, and the fact of a girl’s marriage

Marriage.
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being deferred until she has passed the age of puberty is not deemed

to put any special slur on the family to which she belongs. Some

Dosédhs, however, hold that an adult bride is not entitled to the full

marriage service (biyd/4), but must be married by the sagai form

used at the remarriage of a. widow. The marriage ceremony is

a somewhat mea e copy of the ritual in vogue among middle

class Hindus. ell-to-do Dosédhs employ Brahmans to ofliciate

as priests; but this practice is not general, and most members

of the caste content themselves with getting a Brahman to fix an

auspicious day for the event, and to mutter certain formulae (mantras)

over the vermilion, the smearing of which on the bride’s forehead

constitutes the binding portion of the rite. An infant bride is kept

in her parent’s house until she reaches puberty, at the age of twelve

or fourteen, when the gaumi ceremony is performed, her nails are cut

and stained red, and her husband takes her to his own house. Consum

mation does not take place until after the gauné ceremony. Polygamy

is permitted to a limited extent. A. man may in no case have more

than two wives, and he is not supposed to take a second wife at all

unless the first is childless or suffers from an incurable disease. In

the Santal Parganas, however, three wives are allowed, and the

tendency is to follow the aboriginal usage of unlimited polygamy.

A widow may marry again by the sagai form, and it is deemed right,

on grounds of domestic convenience, for her to marry her late husband’s

younger brother if such a relative survives him. In the event of her

marrying an outsider she takes no share in her late husband’s

property, and any children she may have had by him remain in the

charge of his family. Divorce is permitted by all sub-castes except

the Kamar, with the sanction of the panchayat, for adultery and

persistent disobedience or ill-temper on the part of the wife. In the

Santél Parganas and Palémau a sdl leaf is torn in two or a stick

broken to symbolise the separation of the couple. Divorced women

may marry again by the sagai rite, but they must first give a feast to

the members of the caste by way of atonement for their previous

misconduct.

Most Dosédhs, if questioned about their religion, will persistently

aver that they are orthodox Hindus, and in

proof of this allegation will refer to the fact that

they employ Brahmans and worship the regular ods. In most

districts, indeed, degraded Kanaujié or Maithil Braimans serve the

caste as priests in a somewhat irregular and intermittent fashion,

being paid in cash for specific acts of worship and for attendance

at marriages. Many Dosadhs, again, belong to the Sri Narayani

sect, and some follow the pantlz, or doctrine of Kabir, Tulsi Dés,

Gorakhnath, or Nanak. This enthusiasm for religion, however,

like the Satnémi movement among the Chamérs of the Central

Provinces, appears to be a comparatively recent development,

induced in the main by the desire of social advancement and

existing side by side with peculiar religious observances, survivals

from an earlier animistio form of belief, traces of which may erhaps

be discerned in current Hindu myt ology.
T1” g°d Ram’ Their tribal deity Rzihu has been transformed

Religion.
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by the Brahmans into a Daitya or Titan, who is supposed to cause

eclipses by swallowing the sun and moon. Though placed in the

orthodox pantheon as the son of the Danava Viprachitti and Sinhika,

Réhu has held his ground as the chief deity of the Dosadhs. To

avert diseases, and in fulfilment of vows, sacrifices of animals and the

fruits of the earth are offered to him, at which a Dosadh Bhakat or

Ohatiya usually presides. On special occasions a stranger form of

worship is resorted to, parallels to which may be found in the rustic

cult of the Roman villagers and the votaries of the Phoenician deities.

A ladder, made with sides of green bamboos and rungs of sword

blades, is raised in the midst of a pile of burning mango wood,

through which the Bhakat walks barefooted and ascends the ladder

without injury. Swine of all ages, a ram, wheaten flour, and rice

milk (/i/til‘), are offered up: after which the worshippers partake of

a feast and drink enormous quantities of ardent spirits.

Another form of this worship has been described to me by

H. hi Dosadhs of Darbhanga and North Bhégalpur.
“Wm P’ On the fourth, the ninth, or the day before

the full-moon of the months Aghan, Mégh, Phélgun, or Baisékh,

the Dosédh who has bound himself by a vow to offer the fire

sacrifice to Réhu must build within the day a. thatched hut

(gahbar) measuring five cubits by four and having the doorway

facing east. Here the priest or Bhakat, himself a Dosédh, who

is to oificiate at the next day’s ordeal must spend that night,

sleeping on the kusa grass with which the floor is strewn. In

front of the door of the hut is a bamboo platform about three feet

from the ground, and beyond that again is dug a trench six cubits

long, a span and a. quarter wide, and of the same depth, running east

and west. Fire-places are built to the north of the trench, at the

point marked d in the plan below. On the next day, being the

fifth, the tenth, or the full-moon day of the months mentioned above,

the trench is filled with mango wood soaked in ghee, and two

earthen vessels of boiling milk are placed close to the platform. The

Bhakat bathes himself on the north side of the trench and puts on

a new cloth dyed for the occasion with turmeric. He mutters a

number of mystic formulae and worships Rahu on both sides of the

trench. The fire is then kindled, and the Bhakat solemnly walks

three times round the trench, keeping his right hand always towards it.

The end of the third round brings him to the east end of the trench,

where he takes by the hand a Brahman retained for this purpose

with a fee of two new wrappers (dhotis), and calls upon him to lead

the way through the fire. The Brahman then walks along the

trench from east to west, followed by the Bhakat. Both are supposed

to tread with bare feet on the fire, but I imagine this is for the most

part an optical illusion. By the time they start the actual flames

have subsided, and the trench is so narrow that very little dexterity

would enable a man to walk with his feet on either edge, so as not

to touch the smouldering ashes at the bottom. On reaching the

west end of the trench the Brahman stirs the milk with his hand to

see that it has been properly boiled. Here his part in the ceremony

comes to an end. By passing through the fire the Bhakat is believed
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to have been inspired with the spirit of Rahu, who has become incar

nated in him. Filled with the divine or demoniac afltatus, and also,

it may be surmised, excited by drink and ganja, he mounts the

bamboo platform, chants mystic hymns, and distributes to the crowd

tulsi leaves, which heal diseases otherwise incurable, and flowers which

have the virtue of causing barren women to conceive. The proceed

ings end with a feast, and religious excitement soon passes into

drunken revelry lasting long into the night.

O I
 

a. Bhakat's hnt (gahbar).

b. Platform (maclnin),

c. Trench full of fire.

d. Fire- laces.

e. Vesse s of milk.

f. Point from which Brahman and Bhakat pass through the fire.

 

Next in importance to the worship of Rahu is that of various

deified heroes, in honour of whom huts are erected in different parts

of the country. At Sherpiir, near Patna, is the shrine of Gauraié. or

Goraiyé, a Dosédh bandit chief, to which members of all castes

resort; the clean making offerings of meal, the unclean sacrificing

a swine or several young pigs and pouring out libations of spirit on

the ground. Throu hout Behar, Salesh or Saléis, said to have been

the porter of Bhim en, but afterwards a formidable robber in the

Morang or Nepal Terai, is invoked; a pig being killed, and rice, ghi,

sweatmeats, and spirits offered. In other districts Choar Mal is held

in reverence, and a ram sacrificed. In Mirzapiir the favoured deity

is Bindhaohal, the spirit of the Vindhya mountains. In Patna it is

either Bandi, Moti Ram, Kara or Karwa Bir, Miran, the Panch Pir,

Bhairav, Jagda Ma, Kali, Devi, Patanesvari, or Ketii, the descending

node in Hindu astronomy, sometimes represented as the tail of

the eclipse-dragon, and credited with causing lunar ecli ses; while

Réhu, the ascending node, represented by the head of t e dragon,

produces a similar phenomenon in the sun. In none of these shrines

are there any idols, and the officiating priests are always Dosadhs,

who minister to the Siidra castes frequenting them. The offerings

usually go to the priest or the head of the Dosadh household perform

ing the worshi ; but fowls sacrified to Miran and the Panch Pir are

given to local uhammadans.

In Eastern Bengal, says Dr. Wise, Sakadvipi Brahmans act as

the hereditary urohits of the Dosadhs, and fix a favourable day for

weddings and t e naming of children. To the great indignation of

other tribes, these Brahmans assume the aristocratic title of Misra,

which properly belongs to the Kanaujia order. The guru, called

Goséin, Faqir, Vaishnava, or simply Sadhu, abstains from all manual

labour and from intoxicating drugs. His text-book is the Gyan

sagar, or Sea of Knowledge, believed to have been written by Vishnu

himself in his form of Ghatur-bhnja, or the four-armed. It inculcates
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the immaterial nature of god _(Nir6.kara), which is regarded by the

Brahmans as a most pernicious heresy. In the Santal Parganas

Dhobis and harhers serve the Dosadhs as priests.

Dosadhs usually burn, but occasionally bury, their dead and

perform a srdddk, more or less of the orthodox pattern, on the eleventh

day after death. The female Dosédh is unclean for six days after

child-birth. On the seventh day she bathes, but is not permitted to

touch the household utensils till the twelfth day, when a feast (bdraki)

is given and she becomes ceremonially clean.

The social rank of Dosadhs is very low. No respectable caste

_ will eat with them, while they themselves,
paififrl mtus and °°°“‘ besides eating pork, tortoises, fowls, and

field-rats, and indulging freely in strong drink,

will take food from any class of Hindus except the Dhobi and the

specially unclean castes of Dom and Ghamar. Some of them even

keep pigs and cure pork. Their characteristic occupation is to serve as

watchmen (clzaukidérs), and in this capacity they aiford an excellent

illustration of the Platonic doctrine 6'-rou -us‘ ripa saw» ¢6>»a.E, 'roz'rrou

Kai. qlarbp Servos,‘ for they rank among the most ersistent criminals

known to the Indian police. We find them aso as village mes

sengers (gorait), grooms, elephant-drivers, grass and wood-cutters,

pankhé. coolies, and porters. They bear a high character as carriers,

and are popularly believed to repress their criminal instincts when

formally entrusted with goods in that capacity. In South Bhagalpur

the occupation of a groom is considered degrading, and a Dosadh

who takes service in that capacity is expelled from the caste. This

seems to be a purely local practice. In Western Bengal and Behar

Dosadhs occasionally work as cooks and grooms for Europeans.

Some of the chaukidérs and goraits hold small allotments of land

rent-free in lieu of the services rendered by them to the village,’

but generally speaking Dosédhs hold a low place in the agricultural

system. Their improvidence and their dissolute habits hinder them

from rising above the grade of occupancy raiyat, and a very large

proportion of them are merely tenants-at-will or landless day

lahourers. During the Muhammadan rule in Bengal, says Dr. Wise,

Dosédhs and Bahalias served in the army, and when Ali Vardi Khan

was Nawab Nézim the native historian stigmatises their licentious

conduct as a disgrace to the Government. From the days of William

Hamilton it has been generally believed that in the early period of

our military history “ Bengali sepoys almost exclusively filled several

of our battalions, and distinguished themselves as brave and active

soldiers ;” but, as is pointed out by Mr. Shore, for years before the

battle of Plassey the troops in Bengal were chiefly composed of

recruits enlisted in Hindustan. According to Mr. Reade, most of the

sepoys who served under Lord Clive were Dosadhs, who of course

cannot be regarded as Bengalis in the ordinary sense of the word.

It must he remembered, however, that a few generations ago the

1 Plato. Rep. i, 334. _

'-‘Buchanan, ii, 235, says that in Bhagalpur the Dosadh receives from two

to ten highas of land rent-free. with T‘,-1; part, or a quarter of a seer per

maund, of the rent in grain, all these charges being paid by the landlord.

R
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word Bengal was used in a more extended and less accurate sense

than is now the case, and it is quite likely that when Hamilton wrote

of Bengali sepoys he merely meant to distinguish Natives of Hin

dustan from the Madras sepoys (see article Telinga), who were

largely employed in our early campaigns in Bengal.

 
 

 
 

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Dosédhs 1n 1872 and 1881 :—

l

I l

Drsrsxcr. 1878. 1881. i Drsrmcr. 1872. 1881.

BIH1Ilfl 595 600 Bakarganj ... ... 14 ......

Bgnkurs ... ... 111 24 Mnimnnsinh 86 169

irbhum ... ... ... 144 1,414 * Tipper-ah ... 9 .... ..

idnspur as 1-‘N | Chittagong a s

Hughli ... 479 254 Patna 65,0811 100,631

Howrah l 1.172 Gym. 95,6111 108,184

gr-garganll ... gw 1,8lI4 Shahabadn 77,974 $.84?

I. 1 0 ... ... 1 809 - ar anpra 1 .05
Khu nu ... .... .. 15 | Tub“ {Mozuflerpnr 296'!” 179.758

Jessore ... 23 29 Saran ... \ 73,108 79,600

Murshedabld ... Z,-136 1,886 (Ihsmpann 70,600 8i,su7

Dina pur ... 1,1"0 6,8142 Momrhyr 99,892 111,331

Rajs nhyo 19-5 626 Bhaml ur ... 67.127 72,41!

Bangpur ... 101 258 Purnia . ... 27,374 81.083

Bogus ... M so Maids]: 2,593 2,842

Pa 25 814 Nantal Parganu 8,-‘J07 11,033

Dsrnllng ... as 1,231» Hnuribmrb 16.553 26,779

Jslplgori . 142 6| Lnhardagi. 25,233 34,998

Kuch Behar . . .... .. 100 , Singhhuu: :4-4 240

Du-‘ca ... ... 60 117‘ Mnnbbum 1403 1,674

Fandpur 4 894 Tributary States 4,030 2.786

 

Dosi, a title of Oswal Bani

yas.

Doside, a sub-group of the

Hele Kaibarttas in Central

Bengal.

Dotiyél, a tkar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Dowalbandhi, a section of

Ghésis in Chota Nagpur.

Drébiri, Dréviri, a territorial

division of the Pancha Drévira

Brahmans who live in the south

of the Vindhya range, a country

of the Dravidian or Tamil lan

guage.

Duarbandha, a sub-caste of

Sunris in Maldah.

Duérseni, a sub-caste

Ghésis in Chota Nagpur.

Dubaithié, a section of Sonérs

in Behar.

Dube or Dobe, a title of Gaura,

Séraswat, and Kanaujié. Brah

mans, and of Babhans in Behar ;

of

a title of the Brahmans who

ofiiciate as priests for lower castes

in Bengal.

Dubhiér, Dobihér, a mul or

section of the Kanaujia sub-caste

of Sonars in Behar.

Dub Ség, a grass, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Dudhailé or ll[agIm_1/a’, a sub

caste of Dhénuks in Behar.

Dudhié, a section of Mauliks

in Westem Bengal.

Dudhkatoré, a mul or secticn

of the Ajodhiabasi sub-caste of

Sonars in Behar.

Dudh-Kaur, a sub-tribe of

Kanrs in Chota Nagpur.

Dudhlié, a section of Goalés
in the North-“Ye-stern Provinces.

Dudhnéit, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.
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Dudhpuriet, a mul or section

of the Naomulié or Majraut

sub-caste of Goalés in Behar.

Dudhréj, a section of Kamis

in Darjiling.

Dudhwér or Dojwér, a sub

caste of Dhanuks in Behar who

are said never to castrate calves.

Dud-Kharié, a sub-caste of

Kharias in Chota Nagpur.

Dudul, a kind of bird, a totem

istic sept of Kharwars in Chota

Nagpur.

Dugar, a sect of Dasnami

Sannyasis.

Dugra, a variant for Dogla or

Dogra, q.v.

Dugriér, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Dukhchéki, a tlzar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Dulél, a tlzar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Dulié, a sub-caste of Bégdis

in Bengal, who are fisher

men, palki-bearers, and general

labourers.

Dumala Goéré, a sub-caste

of Goalas in Orissa.

Duman, a sub-caste of Sutra

dhars in Noakhéli.

Duménié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Dumar, a section of Goélas in

Behar.

Dumariér, a pur or section of

Sélkadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Dumdolifi, a section of Goalas

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Dumjén, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

Dumrahar, a section of Bais

Sonars in Behar.

Dumréit, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Dumri, a mul or section of

the Tinmulié. Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Dumrié, I)umurz'u', Dungria'r,

Dungri, a totemistic section or

sept of Kurmis, Lohars, Mundas,

and Mahilis in Chota Nagpur,

the members of which will not eat

the wild fig (dumur).

Dumriéba, a totemistic sept of

Juéngs in the Tributary States

of Orissa, probably a variant of

Dumria, and having reference to

the wild fig.

Dundoar, an owl, a. totemistic

sept of Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

Dundu, a kind of eel, a sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Dundwér, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Dungdung, a river-fish, a sept

of Mundas and Kharias in Chota

Nagpur.

Dungié, a sub-tribe of Dhi

mals in the Darjiling 'l‘erai.

Dungméli, a sept of Khambus

in Darjiling.

Duntakarieh, a mul of the

Bharadwéja section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Dunyé, a sept of the Tung

jainya sub-tribe of Chakmés in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Dura, a fruit, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Dulfél, a section of Kémis in

Darjiling.

Durang, a section of Kharias

in Chota Nagpur.

a2
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Durbiché, a lknr or sept of

Sunuwars in Darjiling.

Durgbansi, a. sept of Raj

puts in Behar.

Durgu, s. section of the Koohh

Mandai in Dacca.

Durihar, a. string-maker in

Hazaribagh. Some of them bear

the title of Goséin.

Durihér, a. religious group of

Jugis.

Durjea, see Darjea.

Duryodhan, a title of Sunris

in Bengal.

Duséd, 0. section oi Goélés in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Dusre, a group of the Sri

baistab sub-caste of Kéyasths in

Behar.

Dut, a title of Bangaja Key

asths.

Dwédas, a sub-caste of Telis

in Bengal.

Dwija, a synonym for Brah

man.

Dwijéti, .Dija'ii, “ twioe-born,”

a. title of Brahmans, Ksha.triya.s,

and Vaisyas in the scheme of

castes attributed to the mythical

Menu. In the Census apers the

term seems to have een used

pedanticall by Brahmans or

Rajputs w 0 wished to glorify

themselves.

--nr-‘"1
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Echaghatu, a sept of Hos

in Singbhum.

Eh-l-Yr, a sept of the Chandra

bansi Rajputs in Behar.

Ekédas, a sub-caste of Telis

in Bengal and Orissa; a section

of the Rauniyfir sub-caste of

Baniyés in Behar.

Ekédasi, a functional group

of Jugis in Bengal.

Ekauné, a section of the Biyé

hut and Kharidahé. Kalwérs and

of Awadhia Hajzims in Behar.

Ekéhre-Oré, a mul of the

Bharadwéj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Ekahre-Ruchaul, a mul of the

Bharadwéj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Ekahre-Kanhauli, a mul of

the Bharadwaj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Ekahre—Sagrém, a mul of the

Bharadwaj section of Maithil

_ Brahmans in Behar.

E

Ekahre-Torne, a mu! of the

Bharadwaj section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Ekka, tortoise, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Ekpatié, a sub-caste of Maya

rés in Eastern Bengal.

Eksarié, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Ekside, a sub-group

Hele

Bengal.

of the

Kaibarttas in Central

Emboro, a sept of Hos in

Singbhum.

Erengé-Kharié, a sub-caste

of Kharias in Chota Nagpur.

Ergat, a kind of mouse, sup

posed to live in plum bushes, a

totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota. Nagpur.

Ergo, rat, a totemistic sept of

Oraons in Chota Nagpur.
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Fadung, a sept of Tipperahs ka fakirén, who dress in white.

in the Hill Tracts oi Chittagong.

Fakir, a title of the Hérita

section of Utkal Brahmans in

Orissa.

Fakir, an Arabic word, pro

perly denoting a Mahomedan

religious mendicant, but vaguely

used to denote beggars of all

kinds. Of fakirs in the strict

sense of the word, the following

classes are enumerated by Wilson :

“ 1. The Kédaria or B-Jinawa,

who profess to be the s iritual

descendants of Saiad Abdu -Kadir

Jilani, of Bagdad. 2. The Chish

tia, followers of Banda-nawaz,

whose shrine is at Kalbarga ;

they are usually Shias. 3. Shu

térié, descendants of Abdul-shu

tar-i-nék. 4. Tabkatié, or Ma

daria, followers of Shah Madar ;

many of these are jugglers, and

bear or monkey-leaders. 5. Ma

lang, descended from Jaman J ati,

one of Shah Madar’s disciples.

6. Rafai, or Gurz-mar, descended

from Saiad Ahmed Kabir Rafai,

who appear to beat, cut, and

wound themselves without suffer

ing inconvenience, and who, in

the belief of the faithful, can

cut off their own heads and put

them on again. 7. Jalalié, fol

lowers of Saiad Jalal-ud-din

Bokhéri. 8. Sohagia, from Miisa

Sohag, who dress like women,

wear female ornaments, play upon

musical instruments, and sing

and dance. 9. Naksh-bandia,

followers of Bahé.-ud-din, of

Nakshband, distinguished by

begging at night and carrying

alighted lamp. 10. Bawa piéri

There are other distinctions ; and

at the Muharram a number of

the lower classes assume the

character and garb of fakirs, of

different ridiculous personations,

for the amusement of the popu

lace and the collection of contri

butions.”

Féluda-wélé, a maker of sher

bets and syrups. In Behar the

Faluda-wala often opens a tea

shop during the cold weather.

Fanigé, grasshopper, a totem

istic sept of Parhaiyas in Ohota

Nagpur.

Farakhébédi, a sub-caste of

Gareris in Behar.

Fariansa, a sept of the

Tungjainya sub-tribe of Ohak

mas in the Hill Tracts of Chitta

gong.

Farrésh, Farzi-ah, a servant

whose business it is to spread and

sweep mats, carpets, etc.

Fatehpuri, a section of Sonars

in Behar.

Fatehsing, a sub-caste of Telis

in Murshedabad.

Faujdér, a title conferred by

the local Rajés of Western Ben

gal on certain families who were

engaged in police duties. The

word also denotes the pr0selytiz

ing officials of the Vaishava

sects.

Fenga, a section of Méls in

Bankura.

Feringi, a title of the Hérita

section of Utkal Brahmans in

Orissa.
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G

Gébag, a section of Murmis in

Darjiling.

Gécha, a. tlmr or sept of Man

ge-rs in Darjiling.

Gachai, a sept of Parhuiyas in

Chota Nagpur.

Géchhué or Ghané, a. sub-caste

of Telis in Bengal from Géchhu,

a. designation of persons who own

géchh or oil mills and sugarcane

mills.

Gdchl.-a'td, a wood-cutter, a

title of Seulis who cut down

date-trees for their juice.

Gadahié, a sub-caste of Doms

in Behar who are breeders of

donkeys; a. section of the Ba.

nodhié. and Jaiswér Kalwérs in

Behar.

Gadahpurné, a pur or section

of Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Gadéili, Gadél, a. section of

Kémis; a tkar or sept of Mangers

in Darjiling.

Gadaiyé, a section of Saraogis

in Behar.

Gadariyd, a

Gareri.

Gédésari, a sub-caste of Kur

H118 in Orissa.

Géddi, a class of Mahomedan

herdsmen in Behar.

Géddi, Ghosi, or Ghosin, n.

sub-caste of Gozilés in Behar.

Gadhérié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Gadhayé, a

Dhobis in Behar who

donkeys; a title of Beldérs.

synonym for

of

keep

sub-caste

Gadheyié, e section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidéhé. Kalwérs

in Behar.

Gadhojié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Gadhuwal, a section of the

Jét sub-caste of Goélés in Behar

whose titles are Chaudhri, Singh,

and Marér.

Gadibhérat, a. section of Beig

dis in Western Bengal.

Gadrahé, e. pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Gaegoal, a sept of Goélésin

Chota Nagpur, who are forbid

den to eat pa’/'car fruit.

Gaek, a sept of Gonds in Chota.

Nagpur. “

Géger, a section of the Sétmu

lié. Maghayzi sub-caste of Kéndus

in Behar.

Géghraba, paddy, a totemis

tio sept of Juzings m the Tribu

tary States of Orissa.

Gagrié, a sept of Hos in

Singbhurn.

Gégrish, a section of Sunris in

the Santél Parganas.

Gahaléu a section of Goélés in

the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Gahélaot, a sept of the

Suryabans sub-tribe of Rajputs in

Behar.

Gaharbéri, a sept of the

Rautéir sub-tribe of Thérus in

Behar.
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Gaharwér, a sept of Saraj

bansi Rajputs and of the Rautér

sub-tribe of Tharus in Behar.

Gahatréj, a section of Kamis

in Darjiling.

Gahlaut, a sept of the Chan

drabansi division of Rajputs in

Behar.

Gah-oh, a rui or sept of Dejong

Lhoris, whose ancestor had emi

grated from Bhotan and the

members of which now work as

blacksmiths.

figlmi, a small caste of Hindu

traders found in Hazaribagh.

Gahunégéoné, a mul or sec

tion of the Chhamulia Madhesié.

sub-caste of Halwais in Behar.

Géi, cow, a totemistic sept of

Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Gaibing, a sept of Tipperahs

in the Hill Tracts of Uhitta

gong.

Gaiduhé, a sub-caste of Pasis

in Behar.

Gaighatié, a section of Bhats

in Behar.

Géigwér, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Gaim, a section of Maghaiyé.

Kumhars in Behar.

Géim, a group of Maghaiyé

Telis in Behar.

Géin, a sept of Rajputs and

a pangat or section of Bansphor

Doms and of Sunris in Behar;

a class of Mahomedan singers;

a low Nepali caste of musicians.

Gain or Grémin. literally ‘be

longing to a village,’ a term signi

fying a title of Rairhi and Baren

dra Brahmans in Bengal, whose

‘Iv

ancestors were given villages by

Raja Adisura when they were

brought from Kanauj to perform

ceremonies at his request.

Gaintwar, a sept of Lohars in

Chota Nagpur

Gairaha Pipli, a lhar or sec

tion of Nepali Brahmans.

Gaithéhé, a section of Bhoj

puria Halwais in Behar.

Gaithaula, a tlzar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Gajamena flzar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Gajbania, a section of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.

Gaj kesar, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Gajmer, a section of Kamisin

Darjiling.

Gajniyél, a thar or section

of Nepéli Brahmans.

Galan, a section of Murmis in

Darjiling.

Gala-Ténti,

Tantis in Orissa.

Gamaiyé, Pargami Kharakpur,

a dih or local section of the

Maghaiyé. sub-caste of Koiris in

Bhagalpur.

Gambharié, a kul or section

of Babhans in Behar.

Gémel, a section of the Biyé

hut and Kharidaha Kalwérs in

Behar.

Gan, a title of Dakshin-Rérhi

and Bangaja Kéyasths in Bengal.

a sub-caste of

Gana, a hypergamous divi

sion of Tiyars in Behar.

Ganda, a sub-caste of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.
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Ganda, Gandak. a title of Gandark, a pur or section of

Dakshin-Rarhi and Bangaja. Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Kéyasths in Bengal Gandha, flying bug, a. totemis

Gandér, Gandé, a title of tic sept of Ghiks in Chota

Goélas in Behar. Nagpur.

fianhlmhanilt, Gandhabanid, Putuli, the spice-selling, druggist,

and grocer caste of Ben al Proper. They

claim to be a branch of t e Aryan Vaisyas,

and trace their descent from Chandra Bhava, commonly called

Chénd Saudégar, “ an accomplished man, the son of Kotis-Vara,

the lord of crores,” and Saha Rajé. of Ujjain, mentioned in the

Padma Purana. Although this ancient lineage is assumed, the caste

no longer wear the Brahmanical thread; their marriage ritual does

not include Kusandikd ; and, instead of mourning like the Agarwéla

Baniyés for thirteen days, they mourn, like pure SLl(l1‘8.S, for thirty.

A modern compiler of caste genealogies gives them a Baidya father

and a Rajput mother, a pratilomnj pedigree wholly fatal to their

claim to be Vaisyas. Another story of their origin is current. Kubja,

the hunch-backed slave girl of Rajé. Ka1_1sa, was carrying home spices

and sandal wood when Krishna first met her. The son born of their

subsequent liaison was naturally the first spice-seller and the father of

all Gandhabaniks. A third tradition tells how Siva, being in need of

spices for his marriage with Durga, created the first of the Desé.

Gandhabanik from his forehead, the Sankha from his arm-pit, the

Aut from his navel, and the Chhatris from his foot, and sent them out

to the four quarters of the globe to fetch what he required. The

Chhatris, who went to the east, got back first. All four were then

appointed to sell spices to men.

The Gandhabaniks are divided into four sub-castes—l¥ ut-Dtsram,

Chhatris-Atsram, Desé-Alsram, Sankha

Alsram. In Dacca, according to Dr. Wise,

the three last intermarry and eat together, but this appears not to

be the case in Central Bengal. The sections shown in Appendix

I are Brahmanical, with the single exception of the one called Ras

rishi, which I am unable to trace or account for. The prohibited

degrees are the same as among the Kayasths.

Gandhabaniks marry their daughters as infants, and receive a

bride-price (pan) varying according to the

social status of the two families concerned.

Thus the Gandhabaniks of Bikrampur in Dacca receive a higher

price for their daughters and pay a lower price for their wives

than members of families whose reputation stands less high for

purity of lineage and propriety of ceremonial observances. The

marriage ceremony is of the orthodox type. In Dacca city,

says Dr. Wise, the Gandhabanik caste has six powerful dais,

or unions; the Dalpatis, or headmen, being persons of great

respectability. In one of the dais a curious marriage custom.

said to have been observed by their forefathers when they first

entered Bengal, is still preserved. The bridegroom climbs a

champa-tree (ill-ichelia clzampaca) and sits there while the bride is

T1-aditions of origin.

Internal structure.

Marriage.
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carried round on a stool seven times. Should no tree be available, a

champs log, placed beneath a canopy or a platform made of champs

wood planks, is substituted and ornamented with gilt flowers resem

bling the real champa blossoms The other dub, who follow the

usual Sudra ritual, associate with this one in private, but not in

public. In all cases the bridal dress is made of yellow silk (0/zeli)

with a red striped border, and the bride wears hers for ten days after

marriage.

Polygamy is permitted to the extent that a. man may take

a second wife if he has no children by the first. Widov\'s are not allowed

to marry again, nor is divorce recognised. A woman convicted of

unchastity is simply turned out of the caste and ceases to be a member

of respectable Hindu society. Her husband burns her in effigy, and

performs for her a mimic srdddh as if she were actually dead.

In matters of religion the Gandhabaniks conform entirely to

the orthodox forms of Hinduism prevalent in

Bengal Proper. The large majority of them

are Vaishnavas, a few Saktas, and still fewer Saivas. Their patron

goddess is Gandheswari, ‘our lady of perfume,’ a form of Durga,

in whose honour they hold a special service on the full moon of

Baisakh (April—May), arranging in a pyramidal form their weights,

scales, drugs, and account-books, and placing in front a goblet

daubed over with red lead. Flowers, fruit, rice, sweetmeats, and

perfumery, are offered, and the caste Brahman repeats several

invocations soliciting the favour of the goddess during the ensuing

year. These Brahmans, it may be mentioned, are treated on terms of

equality by other members of the sacred order, except those who

decline to officiate as priests for even the most respectable Sudras.

According to Dr. Wise, the Gandhabanik is a spice-seller, or

“épicier,” as well as a. druggist. He will

not sell rice, vegetables, salt, oil, or spirits,

but he keeps almost every other grocery in stock. He is often

called by the Hindi term Pansari, which signifies a dealer in

groceries, spices, and herbs. The comparatively high position of

Gandhabaniks among Sudra castes is owing to the circumstance

that the sandal-wood and spices, essential for Hindu religious

rites, can only be procured at their shops. It may be surmised,

however, that their admission into the ranks of the Nava-Sékha is of

com aratively recent date, as their name does not appear in the passage
of lParésara usually quoted as the standard authority for the

composition of that group.

The Gandhabanik, says Dr. Wise, obtains his drugs and spices

direct from Calcutta, or from the place where

they are produced, and buys quinine, iodide of

potassium, and sarsaparilla from English druggists. He also sells tin,

ead, pewter, copper, and iron, and retails, if licensed, saltpetre,

sulphur. and gimpowder, as well as chemicals used by pyroteohnists,

and dispenses medicines ordered by Kabiréjs. Although Gandha

baniks possess no pharmacopoeia, and are ignorant of chemistry,

they display wonderful sha ness in distinguishing salts and

minerals. Every Gandhabanik as the reputation of being a doctor,

Religion.

Social status.

Occupation.
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and. like the druggists of Europe, he is often consulted and pre

scribes for trifling ailments. Drugs at the present day are sold by

apothecary’s weight, other articles by the bazar weight of eighty

sicca rupees to a ser. Kabiréjs, however, still use the old Hindu

weights—pala, rah’, méslzd, and jau. Boys able to read and write

Bengali are apprenticed to a Gandhabanik, who make them familiar

with the appearance, names, and prices of drugs, of which, it is said,

a genuine Pansé.ri’s shop may contain three hundred and sixty kinds.

Most of these go to form the different kinds of pa't, or alterative

medicine, greatly relied on in Hindu therapeutics. The Gandha.

banik is expected to know the proper ingredients in each prit, as well

as the proper quantity of each. In the preparation of pills goat’s

milk, or lime-juice and water, are used, but by some druggists the

juice of the Ghi-Kuwar (A100 perfoliata) is preferred.

The Gandhabanik retails charas, bhang, opium, and ganja,

but some have scruples about selling the last, and employ a Mahom

edan servant to do so. Many shops for the sale of ganja,

however, are leased by members of this caste, who pay a Sunri, or

a Mahomedan, to manage them. '

The followin statement shows the number and distribution of

Gandhabaniks in iengal in 1872 and 1881 :—
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Gandhabaniyd, a synonym for Gandhaurié, a sept of Raj

Gandhabanik. puts in Behar,

. ' b _
,0;€‘:*1*;%‘:?:,;n‘:1:;‘1:%: ass; Gandhi. -1 we of as m
who sing and play on musical Chota Na€Pu1'

instruments.

G dh', G dl ', rfumGandharma' 9' flu" or sept of or dzzller in SOtl§’1l1l3,la8’:121 aotiieiipatidli

Mangars m D”'r111‘ng' followed by both Hindus and

@81IlllI&I1‘1J, Gandharb, the Mahomedans.

caste which supplies Hindu

dancing-girls, singers, and pros- Gandura, a big bird, a to

titutes. Mr. Nesfield classes temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

them with the Kanchan. Nagpur.
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Ganesh, a subdivision of the

Jugi caste, chiefly employed in

agriculture, a title of potters in

Nepal.

Ganesié, a section of Ayodl1ia

basi Sonars in Behar.

Ganesrishi, a section of May

aras in Bengal.

Ganet, a section of Sonérs in

Behar.

Gangé, a sept of Gonds in

Chota Nagpur.

Gangébandhu, a kind of reli

gious mendicant, occasionally met

with in Behar and the North

Westem Provinces.

Gangébési, ‘ dwellers on the

Ganges,’ a title of those Doms

who take clothes and ornaments

from dead bodies and usually

live close to the funeral places.

They are also called Minda

farash.

Gangébisai i, a sub-caste of

Telis in Bengal.

Gangégrémi, a géin of the

Kasyapa gotra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Gangéjali, a sub-caste of

Gareris in Behar.

Gangéjhi, a section of Gan

gotas in Behar.

Gangépéli, a mul or section of

the Chhamulia Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Gangéputra, “ son of the

Ganges,” a sub-caste of Doms

who prepare the funeral ile for

cremation; also a class o Brah

mans who attend pilgrims at

bathing gkéts on the Ganges; a

title of Pétnis.

Géngar, a section of Mag

haya Kandus in Behar.

Géngaulih, a mul or section

of the Tinmulia Madhesia sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Gangaure, a mul of the Sandil

section of Maithil Brahmans in

Behar.

Garzgautd, a synonym for

Gangota.

Géngdahié, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidéha Kalwars

in Behar.

Géngoli, a title of Brahmans

in Bengal.

@;1fIgfl1§, Gangautd, a cultivating, landholding, and labouring

_ _ _ caste of Behar. Many of them live on the
°"g“‘ “d ‘“l°'““l banks of the Ganges, and this is said to be

structure.

the origin of the name. Their customs give

no clue to their descent, unless we may infer non-Aryan affinities from

the fact that in some parts of the country they are known to eat pork

and field-rats. Gangotas are divided into two sub-castes—Jethkar

and Maghaya--and have two sections—Gangé_jhi and Jéhnavi. A

man may not marry a woman of his own section, nor a woman

who comes within the formula chachera, mamera, eto., calculated to four

generations in the descending line. He may not marry two sisters

at the same time, but may marry his deceased wife’s younger sister.

Gangotés profess to marry their daughters asinfants, but adult

marriage is by no means unknown among the

poorer classes. The ceremony is a meagre

version of the standard ritual, sindurddn being deemed the essential

and binding portion. Polygamy is permitted in the sense that a

man may take a second wife with the consent of his first wife if

Marriagc.
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the latter is barren or suffers from an incurable disease. A widow

may marry again, but she is expected to marry her deceased

husband’s younger brother if there is one. Divorce is not recognised.

The religion of the caste presents no features of special

interest. The small-pox goddess, Jagadambé, is

worshipped twice or three times a month with

offerings of husked rice and incense. At weddings and on occasions

of sickness Bhagavati is propitiated with kids, rice, ghee, tulsi

leaves, and vermilion. The eatable portions of the sacrifice are

consumed by the members of the household. Brahmans who serve

the Gangotés are said to incur no degradation by doing so.

Gangotés rank with Kurmis and Koiris, and Brahmans will take

water from their hands. In Bhagalpur they

eat pork, but at the same time profess to

abstain from fermented and spirituous liquors.

In Monghyr, on the other hand, their practice in the matter

of diet is reported to be the same as that of respectable Hindus of

similar social position. Agriculture is their sole occupation. A few

have risen to be small zamindars, but the bulk of the caste are occu

pancy or non-occupancy raiyats and landless day-labourers paid in

Religion.

Social status and occu

pation.

cash or kind.

The following

Gangot-as in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

 

 

statement shows the number and distribution“ of

 

 

DIBTBIC1‘. 1872. 1881. D1s'nuc'r. 187$. 1881.

Kuch Behar .... .. 1 ‘B11851! 111' --- 29.9l0 49.226

Gya 46 ‘ Purnea 36,762 12,704

Shahabad 272 .... .. Maldah ...... 440

Tirhut 5 .... .. Santal Pu-ganas ... 4 Zl

Saran 74 .... .. Hannbagh ...... 369

Champaran 55 5 Lo_haning£ .... .. 3&8

Mnnghyr s,7s7 s,11s Tnbutaryst-ates .... .. 20

 

Gangotri, a sub-caste of

Brahmans in Behar.

Géngthaiyzi, a mul or section

of the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Groélzis in Behar.

Gangtiéit, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Génguli, a gdin of the Sébarna.

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Géngulwér-Sakuri, a mul of

the Sandil Section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Gangulwér-Dumra, a mul of

the Sandil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

 
Gangye-pé, dwelling behind

a.hjll,a. rui or sept of Dejong

Lhoris, the members of which

form the lowest class of Bhotias.

Ganhwarié, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Ganjhu, Gaunjhu or Gonjlm,

a sub-caste of Sunris in Behar;

a title of Binjhiés, Gonds,

Khandéits Kharwars, Musahars,

Réjwars, Rautias, and Parhaiyas

in Uhota Nagpur.

Ganjhu Baiswér, members of

the Kharwar caste who are wor

shippers of Vishnu.
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Ganjwér, a sub-caste of Sun- Génr, fort-builder, a sub-sept

ris in Behar who deal in of the Murmu sept of San

liquor. l tals.

Qfianrfir, a boating, fishing and trading caste of Eastern

Bengal, identified by M. Vivien do St. Martin with the Gangaridza

of Pliny and Ptolemy. They claim to be descended from Madhesia

Kandiis, whose ancestors were brought to Dacca five generations

ago by the Muhammadan Government from Surya-garhi 111 Bhagal

pur to act as rowers on board the imperial dispatch boats. The

caste is most numerous in Dacca, but they are also met with in

Silhet, Tipperah, and Maimansinh, working as cultivators. Bucha

nan mentions that the Ganrér of Rangpur originally came from

Dacca, two hundred families being in his time domiciled along the

banks of the Brahmaputra.

In former times the Ganrér bad the reputation of being the

bravest of all boatmen, and the river dakéits never dared to attack

boats manned by them. Now-a-days they are great traders, carrying

in their large cargo-boats, called Palzuir, rice, cotton, and linseed

to Calcutta, Bhagwéngolah, and other centres of trade. They

generally do business on their own account, and being honest and

straightforward, obtain advances of money on favourable terms from

the bankers.

Ganrérs use the three-pronged harpoon (tenta) with great dexter

ity to kill alligators and Gangetic porpoises, a float being attached

to the weapon with a rope. Porpoise oil is in great repute for

burning, and as an embrocation for rheumatism. It usually sells

for three to five rupees a man. Turtles are frequently harpooned for

food, and turtle eggs are deemed a great delicacy. Ganrars work

at almost any trade, but in Daoca they will not take to cultivating

the soil. The women are principally employed in parching grain

and selling it in bazars.

The all belong to one gotra, the Aliman, and the purohit is

a Patit rahman. By religion the caste is mainly Vaishnava, but

deities unknown to the Brahmanical Pantheon are also worshipped.

Like most of the low castes, the Ganrar set afloat the Berri in honour

of Khwéjah Khizr, and pay special adoration to Sat Naréyana. On

the last day of Srévan they sacrifice a turtle to Manasa Devi, the

goddess of snakes, and make offerings in the month of Pans to

Burs.-Buri. The Ganrars of Dacca, throu h Brahmanical influence,

have relinquished the worship of Khala- umari, who is regarded

by the Ganrars of Rangpur as the Naiad of the river. This

worship, probably like that of Bura-Burt, a survival of an earlier

animistic faith, is only found in outlying districts, where Hinduism

has imperfectly established its sway.

Ganrérs rarely eat flesh, but they freely indulge in spirits, and

often in ganja. At the present day they marry their daughters

as infants, and, unlike the Kéndus, from whom they profess to

be descended, forbid widows to marry again. Divorce is not

recognised.
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Génrol, a section of the Sat

mulia Ma hays. sub-caste of

Kandus in ehar.

Génthen, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

Gamcdr (abbreviation of gdon

warl, a villager, as opposed to an

inhabitant of a town: hence, an

illiterate and stupid person.

Géontié, headman of a gaon

or village; a title of Bhuiya feu

datories in Grangpur and Bonai.

Gaprai, a section of the Am

ashta Kayasths in Behar.

Géré, a section of Sunris in

Behar.

Garabing, a big river-snake,

a totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Garéet, a section of the J{ithot

division of the Parbatti-Kurin

sub-caste of Gonrhis in Behar.

Garahié, a section of Sonérs

in Behar.

@€t1?t1‘i, Gadariya, Bbenrihar, the shepherd,

blanket-weaver caste of Behar.

to have no traditions, and cannot
Origin. -

Garai, a section of Binjhiés in

Chota Nagpur.

Garai or Gorai, a title of Kalus

or Telis in Western Bengal, gen

erally adopted by wealthy Kulin

members of the caste.

Garain, a section of Kurmis

and Sunris 111 Behar.

Gérél, a low subcaste of

Chandals who prepare c/tire’ or

parched rice.

Garaur, a sept of Goalas in

Chota Nagpur.

_ Garbarié, a section of Lohars

1n Behar.

Garbeté, a sub-caste of Kai

barttas in Behar.

Garbhéit, Goruuiz't, or Sdg/air,

a sub-caste of Kewats in Behar.

Gare, a sub-caste of Sunris in

Behar.

aoatherd, and

areris_ appear

give any

account of their origin beyond the vague statement that they came

‘ from the west.’ It is possible that they may he an offshoot from

the Goélés, differentiated by keeping sheep and taking to the com

paratively degraded occupation of weaving, but I can oifer no

evidence in support of this conjecture, except the rather remarkable

fact that Gareris will take both boiled rice (A-ac/41') and sweetmeats,

etc. (pakki), from members of the Goals caste.

The Gareris of Behar are divided into four sub-castes—Dhengar,

Farakhébédi, Gangéjali, and Nikhar—of

whom the Dhengar have the exogamous sections

shown in the Appendix. The other sub-castes appear to regulate

their marriages by the standard formula mam:-rti, c/me/aim’, eto.,

calculated to six generations in the descending line.

The practice of infant-marriage is firmly established among

Gareris. Tzlak, consisting of a loin-cloth

(dlwti), some c/mpattis, and two or three rupees,

Internal structure.

the

Marriage.
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is paid to the bridegroom on an auspicious day by the parents

of the bride. The marriage ceremony is of the standard type.

Polygamy is permitted to the extent that a man may marry a

second wife if is first wife is barren. A widow may marry again

by the sagai form. It is considered right for her to marry her

late husband’s younger brother if there is one, but she is not

positively obliged to do so. Some say that divorce is not recog

nised. If a woman has an intrigue with a man of another caste, she

is excommunicated and turned adrift, but indiscretions within the

brotherhood admit of being stoned for by various modes of penalty

awarded by the headman (manjan) and panchéyat, and chiefly by a feast

to the members of the caste. Others hold that divorce may be had on

the oath of the husband, and that a divorced woman may marry again

b sagai.
y In respect of religious and ceremonial observances the Gareris

generally conform to the usages of the

Vaishnava sect, and comparatively few Saivas

are found among them. Many are followers of Darya Das, a

Gareri, who founded a corrupt Vaishnava sect distinguished by

abstinence from fish, flesh, and spirits. His disciples do not worship

him as a deity, but simply regard him as their guru or spiritual

'de. The purokits of the caste are Kanaujia, or sometimes Jyoshifiilahmans; while Bairégi or Dasnémi ascetics serve them as gurus.

Their household worship, in which riests take no part, is addressed

to Bandi, Goraiya, Dharam Réj, arsingh, the Panch Pir, and

Kali, to whom the males of the family offer cakes, rice boiled

in milk, sweetmeats, and plantains on the 30th Srawan. The offer

ings are eaten afterwards by the members of the family and the deori

relations who can claim to articipate in domestic worship. When

a flock of sheep is sold, t e Gareri keeps back a ram; and having

assembled his brethren, sacrifices it to Banjéri, after which its flesh

is eaten by those who follow the Saiva ritual.

The large majority of the caste find employment as shepherds,

goatherds, or blanket-weavers, and compara

tively few have taken to cultivation. Mr.

Hoeyl gives the following account of the manner in which their

characteristic occupation is carried on in the neighbourhood of

Lucknow :

“One Gareri will attend a flock of 100 sheep and goats, and

is at no expense for fodder. He drives them out to graze on wild

pasture. Goats and sheep drop young twice a year, and as many as

four kids or lambs at a birth are not unusual. In a flock of one

hundred sheep and goats let there be 60 sheep. It is the custom

to out the wool three times in the year,—after the cold weather, the

Religion.

Occupation.

1 Monograph on Trade and Manufactures in Northern India, by W. Hoey.

Bengal Civil Service, p. 106. This valuable work is based on notes collected

by Mr. Hoey while engaged in revising the assessments of license-tax in

Lucknow cit during 1879 and 1880-21 fact which accounts for the minute

attention pai to the profits of particular trades.
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hot weather, and the rains. The idiom for shearing is pairi karna.

The average is a quarter of a seer of wool at each pairi. Thus 60

sheep will yield 1 maund 5 seers of wool in a year. If the wool

is sold, it will fetch about one rupee per 3 seers. But Gareris

frequently weave their wool into small blankets (kamli) of 1% seers

each, which sell for one rupee each. But in this case they are at

a cost of fianna per kamli paid to a belma for carding the wool. Thus

from 60 sheep the Gareri may have either 45 seers of wool, value

Rs. 15, or 30 kamlis, to sell at Rs. 30. In the latter case he pays

the belma Re. 1-6-6 and clears Bs. 28-9-6. The latter method of

disposing of the wool is chosen by Gareris who have grown sons and

daughters, or wives without children, who weave.

“The lowest estimate which any G-areri has given me of the

lambs dropped by 60 sheep in one year is 90. These sell as lambs

for 8 annas each, as one-year olds for from Re. 1 to Re. 1-8, and as

two-year olds for Rs. 2. This is an average computation.

“ Gareris milk ewes, but draw never more than i seer per diem,

for they have regard to the value of the lambs. Sheep’s milk is sold

to Halwais at 1 anna per seer to make k/ma’. There will always be

12 sheep in 60 in milk, and they thus bring 3 annas per diem by milk.

“Sheep’s manure is sold to Dhobis for washing, and Muraos

purchase it as a high-class manure for dqfasli fields. It sells at

Re. 1 per 5 maunds. The pen where 60 sheep are kept at night

will, when swept in the morning, give 10 seers.

“ Now take the 40 goats in the mixed flock of 100 sheep and

goats. The estimate of kids from these is set at 90 in the year, and

their milk 12 seers per diem. Goat’s milk sells at 1 anna per seer.

Kids are sold in the first year at from 12 annas to Re. 1 each, and

in the second year from Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 (if females) and Rs. 4

(if males). Goats when in milk are given blmsd, but 4 annas at

most per diem is spent on 40.

“ Thus a flock of 100 sheep and goats in the proportion taken

above is worth Rs. 405 per annum at the lowest computation—

the sheep Rs. 157-8, the oats Rs. 247-8 —after paying all expenses.”

According to Dr. ise, the Gareri is reckoned higher in rank

Social status than the Ahir, and equal to the Majroti and

' Krishnaut G-oalés, with whom, as has been

mentioned above, Gareris will eat both kachi and pakki food and

will smoke in the same hookah. It is not clear, however, that

this intercourse is reciprocal, and that the Goalés will accept food

on the same terms from a Gareri, while the fact that Gareris

make wethers themselves must necessarily involve some measure

of social degradation. In Behar and Bengal this caste is generally

reckoned a clean one, from whose members a Brahman can

take water; but in Puraniya, says Buchanan, it is impure. The

Gareri is often found working as a domestic servant, refusing,

however, to carry bathing-water for his master or to rinse his body

clothes after bathing. He cannot, without incurring expulsion,

serve as a shepherd with any but Gareri masters. He may,

however, take household service with any class, even with Christians.

S
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Gareris in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

  

 

Drsrmcr. I 1872 i 1881. l Drsrxrcr. j 1872. 1881.

Bardwan ... i 6 116 P111111! 10,11“ 9,713

Bankum ... 60 Gya 1-5.381 15.633
Birbhum 1 as lshahabudm H" 1s,:ss 24,055

Midna ur 280 1 - 07.11 erpur , 10,5.
llughli) 2 r 44 T"h“l {Darbhauga l 163°“ i 10,491

Howrah ... i I .... .. 3811111 7.070 9,5$l

24-Parganu 50 Chumparun 8.750 6,505

Nadi a 1 217 .\lomzhy1' 4,471 6,009

Mars edabad 224 ass Blml-<!"Pur 0.116 7.-v-6

Dinajpur ... ____ _, 16 l'ui-nmh 2,850 4-.871!

Rangpur 1 10 Mulduh 65 310

B a 1 .... .. Sautal1’a1'8R11lB 11'-‘l 3-'10

pa up is .... .. Cuttwk 354 103

Durjiljng .... .. 37 il’u1‘1 ... .... .. 29

Jslpigon .... .. 11 liulasore 173 .... ..

Kuch Behar .... .. B3 1 llazaribagh 935

Dace: 9 il-y»l1=mis+rfi ... 8,194 4,788

Faridpur 1 .... .. Slllkhlilllll 67 287

Mlimansinh ... 3 23 Munblium 5

Tributary States 109 352

 

 

 

Gareyié, a section of Biyéhut

and Kharidahzi Kalwars in

Behar.

Garg, an eponymous section of

Agarwals and Babhans in Behar.

Garga, Gérgya, a section of

Brahmans and of Sankharis m

Bengal.

Gargari, a gdin of the San

dilya gotra of Rarhi Brahmans

in Bengal.

Gargarish i, an eponymous sept

of Savars; a section of Nzipits

and Tzintis in Bengal.

Gargbansi, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Garhatié, a sept of Kumhars

in Chota Nagpur.

Garhbi ar, a section of the

Karan su -caste of Kayasths

in Behar.

Garhi, synonym for Gareri,

q.c.

Garhié, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Garh-Néik or Siugluz, leader

or lion of the fort, a. title of

Khandéits in Orissa.

Garhuk or Garauwd, a sub

caste of Kahzirs in Behar.

Garhwér, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Gflri, monkey, a totemistio

sept of Mundas and Oraons in

Uhota. Nagpur.

Garié, a sub-caste of Dhobis

in Westem Bengal.

Garjang, a sept of Tipperahs

in the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Garowé, a sub-caste of Ka

hars in Behar.

Gar-ral, Garial, atitle of Telis.

Garria, a kind of bird, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Garur, vulture, a totemistic

section of Rautiés in Chota Nag

pur, and of Méls in Bankura.

Garwél, a section of Goélas in

the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.
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Garwe, a stork, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Garyé, a sub-caste of Goalas

in Behar.

Gaténi, a section of Mahesris

in Behar.

Gatparé, Gafpdclzka, ‘ pock

puncturer,’ a term applied to

those who practise inoculation.

Gatsoré, a sept of Hos in

Singbhum.

Géudé, a sub-caste of Telis in

Orissa.

Gaudanhé, a section of the

Banodhia and Jaiswar Kalwars

m Behar.

Gaudhal, a mul or section of

the Naomulia or Goria sub-caste

of Goélas in Behar.

Gaudhanié, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Gauléni, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Gauli, a section of Bhojpuria

Halwéis in Behar.

Gaunégahunér, a mul or sec

tion of the Tinmulia Madhesié.

sub-caste of Halwais in Behar.

Gauna-Kulin, a hypergamous

division of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal made by Rzijé. Ballal Sen.

Gaura, a sub-caste of Kiiyasths

and Sonars, a section of Babhans

and a sept of Rajputs in Behar.

Gaura or Gauriya, a terri

torial division of the Pancha

Gaura Brahmans, who live in the

country of the Lower Ganges,

deriving its name from Graura,

the ancient capital of the Hindu

dynasty of tho Pal Réjais.

Gaura, Gorho, a sub-caste of

Goélas in Bengal and Orissa.

Gauréli, a samdj or local

group of the Basishtha gotra of

Pzischatya Baidik Brahmans in

Bengal.

Gaurangi, a class of Vaishnava,

followers of Gauranga.

Gaurihér, a sub-tribe of

Tharus in Behar.

Gauripur, a dih or local sec

tion of the Maghaya sub-caste of

Koiris in Bhagalpur.

Gauro, a sept of Thérus in

Behar.

Gautama, a. section of Babhans

in Behar. The name denotes the

Vedic sage Saradwat, the husband

of Ahalyzi, who was seduced by

Indra. It has probably "been

borrowed from the Brahmanical

system in comparatively recent

times. Most of the Babhan

section-names are territorial. The

name also does duty as a sept

of the Suryabansi Rajputs in

Behar; a section of Brahmans;

a. f/Kl!’ of the Atri gotra of Nepali

Brahmans ; a section of Kayasths,

Mayarzis, Tzintis, Baidyas, Goalzis,

Subarnabaniks, Sunris, and San

khziris in Bengal.

Gauthéhé, a section of Bhoj

purifi Halwais in Behar.

Géwé, a group of the Baren

dra Goalas in Bengal.

Géwél, a gotra or section of

Agarw-.ils.

Gaya, a section of Awadhia

IIaj{rms in Behar.

Gayaipure, a section of tho

Bahannajati sub-caste of Khatris

in Bengal,

s 2
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Géyén (a singer), a class of Muhammadaus believed to have

been originally Shéndérs. They have learned from their teachers

the myth that they are descended from Jihéd Gavan, who accom

panied Shah Jalal in his conquest of Silhet, and state that they

emigrated from that country in covered canoes, differing in build

from those used by other Bediyas.

The Gayan is usually a cultivator, and when he is absent from

home his wife watches the crops and tends the cattle. Any relation

ship with other Bediyas is warmly repudiated, for which reason the

Farazi sect sometimes concedes to the Gayén the rights and privileges

of other Mussulmans. This concession has transformed these vag

rants into rigid Puritans. The Gayén women are secluded, and the

other Bediyas are reproaehed for indelicacy in allowing their women

to wander about unveiled and unprotected.

The Gayan sing Bengali songs in public, to the music of the

violins, known as ndrangi and beklé.

Gayéwél, Gag/a'I, Gayéli, a

degraded sub-caste of Debal

Brahmans, who act as priests in

the Vishnupada temple at Grya.

They are remunerated by fees

from pilgrims who offer pindas

to the names of their ancestors.

The name is also incorrectly

a plied to the touts or recruiters

w o are sent out from Gya by

the Gyawals to collect pilgrims.

Géysari, a sub-caste of Kur

mis in Orissa.

Gede, duck, a totemistic sept

of Oraons in Ohota Nagpur.

Gehani, a section of Kama!‘

kalla Sonars in Behar.

Gehuané, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Geléng, a tha-r or sept of Man

gars in Darjiling.

Gelra, a section of Oswals in

Behar.

Ghager, field-bird, a tote

mistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Ghai, a section of the Bérajéti

sub-caste of Khatris in Bengal.

Ghajéri, a class of bird

catchers occasionally met with in

Behar. I have been unable to

ascertain whether the name has

any definite and uniform relation

to caste.

Ghale, a section of Gurungs

and Murmis in Darjiling.

Ghaleh, a tkar or sept of the

Das-Gurung sub-tribe of Gurungs,

so named after a village. The

Gurung chief of Ghaleh in former

times ruled at a place called

Dong-ti in Nepal, and all the

Gurungs were under his sway.

Ghali, a Mar or sept of Man

gars in Darjiling.

Ghamela, a sub-caste of Kur

mis in Behar.

Ghémghotle, a section of

Kémis in Darjiling.

Ghana or Géchhué, a sub

caste of Telis in Bengal.

Ghani, a section of Kaibarttas

in Orissa.

Ghanié, a title of Bangaja

Kéyasths in Bengal.

Ghansi, fish, a totemistic sept

of Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Ghanteswari, a gdin of the

Sébarna gotra of Rérhi Brahmans

in Bengal.
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Ghar, Ghér,a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja. Kayasths.

Gkardmi, a thatcher, an occu

pation followed by members of

several difierent castes.

Gharbait or Rant, an endog

amous sub-caste of Amats in

Behar.

Gharbéri, a householder, a

title of religious sectarians who

live a. secular life.

Gharbéri Atit, a class of Atit

in Behar which, whatever may

have been its original mode of

formation, does not now differ

materially in manner of life from

any ordinary occupational caste.

Gharbeta or Gharbait, a

sub-caste of Dhanuks in Behar.

Gharikérak, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidahé Kal

wars in Chota Nagpur.

Ghar Réut, a. division (not

exogamous) of the Rant Mehtar

sub-caste of Doms in Behar.

Gharruk, a

Kahérs in Behar.

Qfilmrti, (i) a caste formed by

those members of the Kamara or

slave caste in Nepal who have

been freed by their masters on

payment of their manumission

fee. The formation of the

Kamara caste and its precise

sub-caste of

Qblléifii, a Dravidian fishing

Nagpur and Central India, who attend as

musicians at weddings and festivals and also

perform menial oflices of all kinds.

relations to the Gharti are rather

obscure, but I understand that

persons, who infringe the law of

exogamy by marrying or having

intercourse with a woman of their

own t/zars are in Nepal liable to

be sold as slaves or Kamaras. (ii)

A section of Kamaras. A

sub-tribe of Mangars.

Gharti, a thar or sept of

Gurungs in -Darjiling.

Gharti-ghaure, a section of

Kamis in Darj iling.

Ghartmel, a thar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Ghartyél, a tlmr or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Gharu, a mul or section of the

Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonars in

Behar.

Gharui, a title of Kaibarttas

and of Goalas in Western Ben

gal.

Gharwér, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Ghéscharéi, a title of Goalés

who graze cattle.

Ghaseré, asub-caste of Doms

in Bengal who out grass for

sale.

Ghési, a sub-section of the

Kantsasa section of Utkal Brah

mans in Orissa.

and cultivating caste of Chota

Orig-in.

Grhasi women act as midwives

and nurses, and I have come across a case of a Brahman girl being

nicknamed Ghésimani in her infancy and made over to a Grhasi

woman to bring up in order to avert the malevolent influences

supposed to have caused the early death of previous children of the

same mother.
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The Ghésis of Chota Nagpur are divided into three sub-castes

Sonaéti, Simarloké, and Héri. They have

only one section (Kasiér), probably a corrup

tion of Kzisyapa. Ghésis marry their daughters in infancy when

they can afford to do so, but adult-marriage is by no means

uncommon. Their marriage ceremony is a debased form of that in

ordinary use among orthodox Hindus. Polygamy is permitted

without any limit being imposed on the number of wives. Widow

marriage and divorce are freely practised, and the women of the caste

are credited with living a very loose life.

The caste ranks socially with Doms and Musahars. They eat

beef and pork, and are greatly addicted to

drink. Their origin is obscure. Colonel Dalton

regards them as Aryan helots, and says:—

“ But far viler than the weavers are the extraordinary tribe called

Ghzisis, foul parasites of the Central Indian hill tribes, and submit

ting to be degraded even by them. If the Chandals of the Purans,

though descended from the union of a Brahmani and a Sudra, are

the ‘lowest of the low,’ the Ghasis are Chandéls, and the people

who further south are called Pariahs are no doubt of the same

distinguished lineage. If. as I surmise, they were Aryan helots,

their ofiices in the household or communities must have been of the

lowest and most degrading kinds. It is to be observed that the

institution of caste necessitated the organization of a class to whom

such offices could be assigned, and when formed, stringent measures

would be requisite to keep the servitors in their position. We might

thence expect that they would avail themselves of every opportunity

to escape, and no safer asylums could be found than the retreats of

the forest tribes. Wherever there are Kols there are Ghésis, and

though evidently of an entirely different origin, they have been so

long associated that they are a recognised class in the Kol tradition

of creation, which appropriately assigns to them a thriftless career,

and describes them as living on the leavings or charity of the more

industrious members of society. There are not fewer than 50,000

Ghzisis in the Kol countries. Their favourite employment is no

doubt that of musicians. No ceremony can take place or great man

move without the accompaniment of their discordant instruments

—drums, kettle-drums, and huge horns—to proclaim the event in

a manner most horrifying to civilised ears.”

The Simarloké sub-caste have a curious aversion for Kfiyasths,

which they account for by the story that once upon a time some

Ghési musicians, who were escorting the marriage procession of

aKayasth bridegroom to the house of his betrothed, were tempted by

the valuable ornaments which he wore to murder him and cast his

body into a well. The youth besought them to let him write a

letter to his relatives informing them that he was dying and bidding

them perform his funeral obsequies. This the Ghfisis agreed to,

after making him swear that he would not disclose the manner of

his death. The Kéyasth, however, did not think the oath binding,

and on the letter being delivered the Grhzisis were straightway given

up to justice. For this reason, say the Simarlokés, trust not a

Kéyasth, for he is faithless even in the hour of death.

Internal structure.

Social status.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Ghésis in 1872 and 1881:—

 
 

 

 

 

Drsrarcr. 1872. 1881. Drsrnrcr. u 187$. 1881.

Bardwan ...... 2 |Oham aran ... ,,,, ,_ 5

Bankura ,,, ~ ‘ 2 .\Ion,s yr ...... 860

24-Pargsnas ... 394 lkhmzalpur .... .. 818

Nadiya ... 47 Purniah .... .. 127

Khulna ... 160 Santal Pargsnas 230

Jessoro ... ...... 41 Cutlack 208

Murshcdabad ...... 10 Jhi_hi.~<ore .... .. 48

Bogra ... ...... 67 'l‘rihutaryStat88 ... 2,014 2,769

Pabna .... .. ~ 12 lla'1.a1'il\:\-ezh 3,119 4,290

.Darjiling .... .. 90 Loliardngn. 15.700 16,394

Patna ... .... .. 40 Singhhum 8.978 2,667

Darhhanga ... 27 Manbhum ... 4,105 2,100

Tributary States 5,358 9,883

 

 

G/m.surz'a, grass-cutters. The Ghatait, a section of Bab

same as Ghési. hans in Behar.

Ghatak, a title of Brahmans who by profession are match-makers

and genealogists. Each sub-caste of Brahmans in Bengal, as well as

the Baidya and Kéyasth castes, has its recognised staff of Ghataks,

who are responsible for arranging suitable marriages and preserving

the social and ceremonial purity of each family belonging to it. The

organization of the society of Ghataks, the Hera1d’s College of Ben

gal, is referred to Ballal Sen, who settled the Rérhi Ghataks in Jes

sore, Bakarganj, and Bikrampur, where, with the exception of a few

who have emigrated to Calcutta, they are domiciled at the present day.

The Ghatak registers of the Rarhi Brahmans, like those of the Kulin

Kéyasths, are said to go back twenty-three generations, or five

hundred years, and although any Brahman may become a Ghatak,

the highest estimation, and the title Pradhén, or chief, is only

bestowed on the individual who can show a long and unbroken

pedigree of Ghatak ancestors.

There are three grades of Ghataks. The first can repeat off

hand the names of all the members of the main as well as collateral

branches of any family in his particular part of the country ; of the

families _with which they have married, and of the issue of such

marriages. The second grade embraces those Ghataks who can only

give the name of the Kul or family into which a Brahman or his

relatives have married; while the third comprises such as can only

name the Bans or lineage to which the Brahman belongs. It is

not uncommon for one Grhatak to challenge another to display his

powers of memory, and public contests are held somewhat after the

manner of the logical disputations of the Middle Ages.

Ghataks seldom otliciate at religious ceremonies, and always

employ purohits for their own requirements. According to Dr. VVise,

every Kulin Brahman in Eastern Bengal is compelled to employ a

Ghatak in negotiating the marriages of his family, otherwise the whole

race of Ghataks revolt and ostracise him. The rich Brahman zemin

dars, who are willing and able to pay a large sum for an unexception

able Kulin bride, often try to convince the Urhataks that their families
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are of purer and more honourable descent than they actually are.

Bribes are often offered to establish the claim, but are rarely accepted.

Disputes, however, are common, and the Ghataks who favour a claim

that is fallacious, and who attend at an unauthorised marriage, fall

in the estimation of those who have questioned its soundness and

declined to be present. The scruples of a single Pradhan Ghatak

often mar the otherwise perfect satisfaction of a parent on the

marriage of his son to a family of higher rank than his own; and

should all the leaders unite in forbidding the marriage, it is impos

sible for him to win any permanent promotion beyond that laid down

in their registers.

Gkatakdr, a synonym for

Kumhar.

Ghatakarpar, “potsherds,” the

nom-de-plume of a poet at the

Court of Vikraméditya who

is said to have been a potter:

hence, a title of Kumhérs.

Ghaténi, a section of Kamis;

a tkar or sept of Mangars in

Darjiling.

Ghétiyé, a sub-caste of Utkal

Brahmans in Orissa.

Ghat-ménjhi, a title of Pétnis

in Bengal.

Ghatoar, a sept of Chiks in

Chota Nagpur.

Ghat-Pétni, Balami, or Ghat

wél, a sub-caste of Patnis in

Bengal.

Ghatréj, a tlzarj or sept of

Mangers in Darjiling.

Ghatra-Kémér, a sub-caste

of Kamérs in Western Bengal.

Ghétu, a section of Male in

Bankura.

Ghétwél, (i) in Behar, a title

of Mallahs who have charge of

ferries and landing-places; (ii) in

Westem Bengal and Chota

Nagpur a title of the holders of

service tenures who act as rural

police and are attached in that

capacity to certain tracts of

country or hill passes (g/nits).

Most of them belong to Dra

vidian tribes or castes, such as

Bhumij, Kharwér, Bauri, etc.

Ghézipurié, a division (not

exogamous) of the Rant Mehtar

sub-caste of Doms in Behar.

Gh i, butter clarified, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Ghibihér, the ghi-eater, atitle

of the Bahiot sub-caste of Amats

and Dhanuks in Behar who are

personal servants in the houses

of the higher castes. The term

also denotes a. sub-caste of Kewats

in Bhagalpur, who are said to

have been outcasted for eating

the j/zuthai or leavings of their

masters.

Ghimirya, a t/ear or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Ghingpé, arm-' or sept of the

Bed tshan-gye sub-tribe of Dejong

Lhoris or Bhotias of the south.

Ghioh addé, a section of Sonérs

in Behar.

Ghising, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

Ghiuédhér, a mul or section

of the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Ghogro, a section of Pans in

Chota Nagpur.
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Ghoneh, a tkar or sept of the Ghuni, a title of Bégdis,

Das-Gurung sub-tribe of so-called from glmni, a fish-trap.

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Ghoré, horse, a totemistic

sept of Gonds in Chota Nagpur.

Ghorébach, a section of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

Ghoraila, a title of the Ghosin

sub-caste of Goélas in Behar.

Gh orasaine, a thar or section

of Nepali Brahmans.

Ghorcharhé, a sub-caste of

Kurmis in Behar; a section of

the Banodhié. and Jaiswér Kal

wérs in Behar.

Ghosh, a group of the Purbba

Kuliyé. Sad ops and a title of Ka

yasths and ‘oalés in Bengal.

Ghoshél, a gciin of the Batsya

gotra of Rzirhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Ghoshli, a grim of the Sandilya

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Ghosi Bangsi, Glzosi, Glzosin,

Gonsia, a sub-caste of Goélés, q.v.

Ghosin, a class of Mahomedan

herdsmen in Behar.

Ghosinéik, Néik, a sub-caste

of Telis or oil-pressers in Hazari

bagh.

Ghritakausika, a section of

Brahmans, Baidyas, and Kayasths

in Bengal.

Ghuldm-Kdyastk a synonym

for Sudra. ,

Ghumlé, a section of Goalés

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Ghundéne, a tlzar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

 Ghunié, a sub-caste of Kewats

in \Vestern Bengal and of Mallas

or fishermen in Behar.

Ghunri, a kind of fruit, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Ghurch oli, a tlzar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Ghusaute-Nagwér, a mul of

the Bétsya section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Ghybrim, a tlzar or sept of the

Barah-Gurung sub-tribe of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Gidad, a section of Goalas in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Gidh or Gz'dln', vulture, a to

temistic sept of Mundas, Oraons,

and Parhaiyas in Chota Nagpur.

Gigénié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Gilal, a tlzar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Ginmuar, a sept of Korwas in

Chota Nagpur.

Ginuar, eel, a totemistic sept

of Korwas in Chota Nagpur.

Giri, a sect of Dasnami San

nyasis; a title adopted by Ma

hantas, trustees of religious

endowments. There is also a low

caste of the name somewhat akin

to Jugis, etc., who string gold and

silver ornaments and sometimes

beg ; their females make mats of

date leaves. A title of Kaibarttas

in Bengal.

Giriak, a mul or section of

the Maghaya sub-caste of Kéndus

in Behar.
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Giridhari, a class of Vaish- Dejong Lhoris or Bhotias of

navas. the south.

Giritar, a mul or section of G05 asection of the Biyéhut

§1;°B1f1ff:‘“>’* s“b'°*'“**° °f Bums and Kharidahé Kalwars in Behar.

Gir-nlim, a class of Sannyasi or G051", a /lul or section of

he;-mit_ Babhans and Gonrhis in Behar.

... I» WmGnyambipé, a rui or sept of Goal, cow, a totemistic sept of

the Bed tshan-gye sub-tribe of Pans in Chota Nagpur.

®U§l§, Godr, Alzir (Sanskr. Kbhira), the great pastoral caste of

India. Accordingto Mauu, an A'bhira is the
Tmdifi°°“ °f °figi“' oflspring of a Brahman by an Ambastha. girl.

Lassen‘ describes the A’bhira as a non-Aryan pastoral race,

dwelling near the mouth of the Indus, and remarks that the

modem word Ahir means cowherd. At the present day the

designation Ahir seems to he confined to Behar and parts of

Upper India, Gozilé being more commonly used in Bengal. The

traditions of the caste bear a highly imaginative character, and

rofess to trace their descent from the god Krishna, whose relations

with the milkmaids of Brindaban play a prominent part in Hindu

mythology. Krishna himself is supposed to have belonged to the

tribe of Yédavas, or descendants of Yadu, a nomadic race, who graze

cattle and make butter, and are believed to have effected an early

settlement in the neighbourhood of Mathura. In memory of this

tradition, one of the sub-castes of Goalas in the North-\Vestern

Provinces is called Yadu or Jadu-bansi at the present time. Another

story quoted by Buchanan makes out the Goélés to be Vaisyas, who

were degraded in consequence of having introduced castration

among their herds, and members of the caste who are disposed to

claim this distinguished ancestor may lay stress upon the fact that

the tending of flocks and herds is mentioned by the authorities

among the duties of the Vaisya order.

'_l‘aken as a whole, the Goeila traditions can hardly be said to do

more than render it probable that one of their earliest settlements

was in the neighbourhood of Mathura, and that this part of the

country was the centre of distribution of the caste. The large func

tional group known by the name Gozilé seems to have been recruited

not merely by the dilfusion along the Ganges Valley of the semi

Aryan Groélas of the North-Westem Provinces, but also by the

inclusion in the caste of pastoral tribes who were not Aryans at all.

These of course would form distinct sub-castes, and would not be

admitted to the jus colzmwii with the original nucleus of the caste. The

eat differences of make and feature which may be observed among

Groalas seem to bear out this view, and to show that whatever may

' Incl. Alt. P, 947 and 652, note 4.
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have been the original constituents of the caste, it now comprises

several heterogeneous elements. Thus even in a district so far from

the original home of the caste as Singbhum, we find Colonel Dalton

remarking that the features of the Mathurébasi Goalés are high,

sharp, and delicate, and they are of light-brown complexion.

Those of the Magadha sub-caste, on the other hand, are undefined

and coarse. They are dark-complexioned, and have large hands

and feet. “ Seeing the latter standing in a group with some Sing

bhum Kols, there is no distinguishing one from the other.

There has doubtless been much mixture of blood.” These remarks

illustrate both the processes to which the growth of the caste is due.

They show how representatives of the original type have spread

to districts very remote from their original centre, and how at the

same time people of alien race, who followed pastoral occupations, have

become attached to the caste and are recognised by a. sort of fiction

as having belonged to it all along.

Owing to the wide range of the caste, and to the double process

by which its members have been recruited,

the internal structure is extremely complicated,

and the number of sub-castes and sections unusually large. Taking

the Gozilas of the North-Western Provinces as the type, we find

the following seven divisions recognised :—DF.s1, NANDl3ANSI, Jann

ISANSI, SURAJBANSI, GOALBANSI, AHIR, and KATHA. These again

are subdivided into a very large number of sections, the names of

which appear for the most part to have reference to locality

rather than to descent. Accordin to Sir Henry Elliot traces of

hypergamy may be found among t ese groups, but his information

on this point seems to be incomplete.

Among the Gcalas of Behar a diiferent series of sub-castes has been

developed, and none of the names current in the North-Western Prov

inces are met with. As a rule, too, the names of the groups are in Behar

of n. different type, and instead of being based, as in the N01th-West,

upon descent from a particular stock or from some mythical progenitor,

have reference either to the number of muls or sections with which

intermarriage is prohibited, or to some departure from traditional

usage on- the part of its members. Néomulia and Sétmulia are

instances of the former type, the peculiarities of which are explained

more fully in the paragraphs on marriage below. Satmulia has

the alternative title Kishnaut, and seems to arrogate descent from

the god Krishna. Néomulia is also called Majraut, a name which

I am unable to interpret. In Bhagalpur members of the Kishnaut

and Majraut groups will not make butter—-an occupation which

they consider degrading-and confine themselves to dealing in

milk. The Goria or Dahiérfi sub-caste is said to have been

degraded because its members make butter without first scalding the

milk—a practice enjoined by the Hindu scriptures and recognised

as a crucial test of purity by all Goélzis. Dr. Wise spells the

name Daira, and says it is generally believed to be merely a corrup

tion of the Bengali ddri, a beard, adding as a reason that many

Dahiara Goalés have become Mahomedans and wear beards. This

seems to be a little far-fetched: a more probable etymology is from

Internal structure.
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dabi, curds. The Kantitéhé derive their name from their custom

of branding cows with a kdnti, or hook, a practice confined to Ahirs

and never resorted to by the higher grades of Goélas, except at

srtirld/Is, when the Dharm-Sanr is branded and let go. The

Kanaujia and Bargowér sub-castes believe their ancestors to have

migrated to Behar from the North-Westem Provinces, and on this

ground claim to be superior to, and hold themselves aloof from,

the other sub-castes. The Sepéri are a writer sub-caste, largely

employed as patwaris in some parts of Behar. They are looked

down upon by the other sub-castes, because they do not call in the

Chamai, the barber, or the Dhobi at the birth of a child, but cut the

navel string and perform all necessary offices themselves.

Turning now to Bengal, we find the Pallab or Ballabh sub

caste tracing their descent from one Ghém Ghosh, who is said to

have sprung from the sweat of Krishna; the Bégre or Ujainia sub

caste affect to have come from Ujain; while the Gaura Ghosh or

Gop-Goélé, also known as Lathiéls, pretend to be pure Sudras, and

resent the suggestion that they should intermarry with any other

sort of Goals. The Rérhi or Bhoga Goélés, like the Kantitaha

in Behar, are cut off from intermarriage with the rest and generally

looked down upon, because they brand their cows with red-hot

iron and castrate bull calves. Two curious groups are found in

Dacca—the Sédé. or white Goalés and the Lél or red Goélas, the

names being derived from the colour of the clothes worn by the

bride and the members of the bridal procession. With the Sada

Goalas all of these are dressed in white, while the Lal Goalés

wear red. The Sada are reckoned the higher of the two, and a pan

or bride-price is given when a girl of this group marries a Lal Goalé.

In all oases of intermarriage between sacs and Lal Goalés the

colour of the clothes to be worn by the bridal party follows that

of the group to which the bridegroom belongs.

Goalas are very strcn in Orissa, and a large proportion of the

Uriyas employed as personal servants by Europeans belong to that

caste. It is a question whether the Gaura or Gopopuria sub-caste

or the Mathurébési rank higher. Both are very particular in all

matters touching their ceremonial purity, and the Mathurébési lay

stress on the duty of making occasional pilgrimages to the original

home of the caste at Brindéban. The Dumalé or uadupuria Goaré.

seem to be a group of local formation. They cherish the tradition

that their ancestors came to Orissa from Jadupur, but this appears

to be nothing more than the name of the Jédavas, the mythical

progenitors of the Goals caste transformed into the name of an

imaginary town.

In Chota Nagpur the distribution of sub-castes is very much

what might be expected. In parts of Singbhum and the adjoining

Tributary States a large Goalé population exists, holding rather a

subordinate position in relation to the dominant Hos and Bhuiyas,

but on the whole the most flourishing of the peasantry in that part

of the country. These people belong to the sub-castes known in

Orissa, and appear to have entered Chota Nagpur from the south.

According to Colonel Dalton, the Magadha Goalas are suspiciously
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like Hos, and in most Ho villages a few of them will be found

receiving pay for looking after the Hos’ cattle. The Mathuré\

bfisi Goalés, who are of a much more Aryan type and claim

to be pure Gopas, willnot condescend totake service with Dravidians.

Without forsaking their hereditary calling, they frequently manage

to gain possession of substantial farms, where they keep large herds

of cows and buffaloes, and deal in. milk and ghi. In the north and

west of the division numerous representatives of the Behar sub

castes are met with, who come in from the crowded and over

cultivated districts of Behar to feed their cattle on the forest-clad

table lands of Hazaribagh, Lohardaga, and Sarguja. Here they

lead a nomadic life during the dry season, living in tents of

bamboo matting and moving fiom place to place as the supply

of forage requires.

The character of the exogamous subdivisions of the Goélés and

of the rules by which intermarriage is regulated differs markedly

in dififerent parts of the country. In Bengal the caste recognises

six gotras, borrowed from the Brahmanical system, and forbids a

man to marry a. girl who belongs to the same gotra as himself.

The gotra of the mother, or, to speak precisely, of the maternal

grandfather, is not excluded. The intermarriage of sapindas is

also prohibited, though the rules on this

point observed by the Goalés are hardly so

elaborate as those followed by the higher castes. In Behar the

BIB-llmfl-Hicfll yviras are unknown,'and marriage among the Goélés

is regulated by a very large number of muls or exogamous

groups of the territorial type, the names of which are given in the

appendix I11 Some places where the existing muls have been found

inconveniently large, and marriage has been rendered unduly ditficult,

091‘tB-in "H418 have broken up into purukhs or sub-sections. Where

this has taken place, a man may marry within the mul, but not within

the purulch, the smaller and more convenient group taking the place

of the larger one. Some difference of opinion prevails concerning the

precise manner in which the rule of exogamy is worked, and the

subject is one of such extreme intricacy that it would be unreasonable

to look for uniformity of practice everywhere. The Satmulia or

Kishnaut Goalés in Bhagalpur forbid a man to marry a woman

belonging to the following sections or mule .-—

(G) His own mul.

(bl His mother’s mul.

(0) His maternal grandmother's mul.

((1') His maternal great-grandmother’s mul.

(8) His paternal gra.ndmother’s mul.

(f) His paternal great-grandmother’s mul.

(g) His paternal great-great-graudmother’s mul.

To these the Naomnlia add

(/I) The mul of his paternal grandmother’s mother.

(2') The mu! of his paternal great-grandmother’s mother.

_ In some cases a further complication is introduced by taking

into account not only the bride’s mul, but also that of some of her

Marriage.
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female ancestors, so that if, for example, the mul of the proposed

bride’s maternal grandmother should happen to have been the

same as that of the proposed bridegroom’s paternal grandmother,

no marriage could take place between the parties, although the

mu! of the bride herself might not correspond with any of those

prohibited to the bridegroom.

Elaborate as the system is, an examination of the annexed

table will show that the prohibitions of intermarriage based on

the mul or section require to be supplemented by the standard

formula: C/Iackera', mamera, plmplzera, maserd, ye c/air na'ta' bac/ad/re

sluidi hotd hai (“The line of paternal uncle, maternal uncle,

paternal aunt, maternal aunt,—these four relationships are to be

avoided in marriage ”). To a certain extent this rule overlaps the

rule of exogamy reckoned from the mul. Thus in the first gen

eration the whole of the paternal uncle’s descendants, both male and

female, would be excluded by the rule prohibiting marriage within

the section. In the second and subsequent generations agnates would

be barred, but descendants through females would not, for the

paternal uncle’s daughters having necessarily married out of the

section, their children would belong to some other section, and

their second cousins would be able to marry On the other hand,

the rule of exogamy, if it stood alone, would permit the marriage

of first cousins in three out of four possible cases. A reference to

the table will show how this conclusion is arrived at; for Pro

positns belonging himself to section A might, so far as the rule

of exogamy is concerned, marry the daughters of his paternal and

maternal aunts, who would not belong to any of the mul-s barred for

him. The rule defining the prohibiteddegrecs is usually calculated

to four generations in the descending line.
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These elaborate precautions against consanguineous marriages

appear to be unknown in Orissa and Chota Nagpur. In Chota

Nagpur the Gofilas have totemistic sections of the type common

in that part of the country. A man may not marry a woman

who belongs to his own totem, and is also bound to observe the

standard rule concerning prohibited degrees. Regarding Orissa

the information available on this point is defective, and I have

been unable to ascertain the names of the exogamous subdivisions

of the caste and the rules governing intermarriage.

Among the Goalés of Bengal and the higher Goélés of Orissa,

the orthodox view of Hindu marriage is on the whole accepted.

Girls are married as infants; widow-marriage is strictly prohibited,

and divorce is unknown. If a woman commits adultery with another

Goala or with a man of higher caste, the matter is hushed up: an

intrigue with a low-caste man is punished with instant exclusion

from caste.

In Behar infant-marriage has established itself as a usage

essential to the maintenance of social respectability ; but a widow is

allowed to marry agpin, and is generally expected to marry her late

husband’s younger rother. Under no circumstances may she

marry the elder brother.

With the Goalas of Chota Nagpur both adult and infant

marriage are recognised, the latter being regarded as a counsel of

perfection, which well-to-do persons may be expected to act up to.

The rule that the rukhsati or final ceremony celebrating the departure

of the bride to the house of the bridegroom and the commencement of

regular connubial relations shall ordinarily take place four months

after the wedding shows pretty clearly that infant-marriage cannot

have been introduced in the strict sense in which it is understood in

Bengal. A bride-price is paid, varying from Rs. 5 to Rs. 25, accord

ing to the status of the families concerned, and out of this sum the

bride’s father is expected to provide his daughter with ornaments.

Brahmans ofiiciate at the wedding. The smearing of vermilion on

the bride’s forehead is believed to be the most important part of the

ceremony. Widows may marry again by the meagre ritual known

as sagai. At this no Brahman attends; new sziris and some sweet

meats are presented to the bride and to her mother, and either

the bridegroom himself or some widow of the company puts vermi

lion on the bride’s forehead. This completes the marriage; no

rukksati is required, and the parties begin to live together at once.

Among the Goalés of Singbhum a widow is required to marry one

of her late husband’s younger brothers; and failing these, she must

select a husband from among the exogamous group to which her

husband belonged. This deserves notice, as being in all probability

a survival of earlier custom which has elsewhere fallen into disuse.

The usages current in Orissa do not differ very materially from

those which prevail in Behar. In both infant-marriage is the stand

ard to which every one seeks to conform, but it may be conjectured

that this has not been so in Orissa for very long. The Goalas there

say that if by chance a girl should remain unmarried in her father’s

house after she has attained puberty, the breach of ceremonial
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requirements may be got over by giving her in marriage to an old

man or a man otherwise unfit for marriage. After the marriage she

is at once divorced by her husband, and is then competent to marry

again by the ritual appointed for widows. I have mentioned above

that the higher Goalas of Orissa affect a high standard of orthodoxy,

and look down upon the Behar and Bengal divisions of the caste.

Among them widow-marriage is said to be forbidden. Most Uriya

Goalas, however, allow a widow to remarry by the usual form.

Some curious particulars concerning the birth customs of the

Orissa Goalés may be given here, During

labour and after delivery the mother is kept

in a separate house, from which fresh air is excluded as much

as possible, and which is kept artificially heated for a period of

twenty-one days. Branches of kendu (Embryopteris Glutinifera)

and ligu (Ligneolaria) are hung near the front door of the house;

iron nails are driven into the door-posts, and chimuai (Hemidesmus

Indieus), and bkolia (Semecarpus Anacardium) are laid in the infant’s

bed. After the navel string has been cut the child is bathed in hot

water in which leaves of basanga (Justicia Adhatode), arka (Asclepios

Gigantea), bigunia (Viter Negnanda), daukari, and d/zatura (Datura

nutal) have been boiled. On the fifth day after the birth /zarada

(Cytisus Gajan), mung pulse, biri (Phaseolus Mango), rice, and wheat

are fried together and distributed to friends. The worship of the

goddess Shashthi is performed on the sixth day, when Vidhaté, or

Brahmé, is believed to enter the house and write its destiny on the

c'nild’s forehead. On this occasion two lumps of cowdung are placed

at each side of the door, and for fifteen days red lead is smeared on

them, and dab grass well moistened laid on the top. On the eighth

day a feast is given to relatives and members of the caste. Finally,

on the 21st day new cooking pots are brought into use, an elaborate

entertainment is prepared, and the child is named. During this

period of three weeks not only the mother, but also the father, is

deemed to be impure, and is required to abstain from all his ordinary

occupations.

There is little to be said about the religion of the caste.

In Bengal most of them are Vaishnavas, and

celebrate the Janmashtami or festival of the

birthday of Krishna with great circumstance. They employ

Brahmans for religious and ceremonial purposes, but these are

looked upon as degra.ded,_and are not received upon equal terms

by the higher orders of the priestly caste. In Behar the tendency

to Vaishnavism does not seem to be so strong, and a considerable

proportion of the caste are said to belong to the Saiva and Sakta sects.

There Goals’: Brahmans occupy a higher position than in Bengal,

and are deemed as respectable as the Brahmans who serve other

castes of the same status. It is, however, only for marriage, srdddh,

and the worship of Sat Narain and the greater gods that the services

of Brahmans are required. When it is only a. question of propiti

ating the host of minor gods, who play so important a part in the

domestic religion of the people, the householder himself ofliciates as

priest. By Goélés special reverence is paid to Bisahari, Ganpat

'l‘

Birth.

Religion.
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(501111, GOBaws.n, the god of cattle disease, Kalumanjhi, and anumber

o_f gaién or ghosts. To these vague shapes flowers, sweetmeats, milk,

rice, and occasionally sacrifices of goats. are ofiered and partaken of

by the worshippers. Monday and Friday are considered the most

auspicious days, Saturday being reckoned peculiarly unlucky. At the

time of the Sankrénti on the last day of Kértik, October-November,

11 pig is turned loose among a herd of buffaloes, who are encouraged

to gore it to death. The carcase is then given to Dosadhs to eat.

The Goéliis or Ahirs, who practise this strange rite, aver that it has

no religious significance, and is merely a sort of popular amusement.

They do not themselves partake of any portion of the pig.

In point oi social standing the Goélas of Behar rank with

social mm Kurmis, Améts_ and the other castes from

whose hands a. Brahman can take water. In

Bengal they occupy a lower position, and are counted as inferior,

not only to the Nabs.-Sakh, but also to the cultivating division

of the Kaibartta caste. The Orissa Goélas, on the other hand,

affect a high standard of ceremonial purity, and look down upon

the Behar and Bengal divisions of the caste. Most Goélas combine

cultivation with their hereditary pursuits, and in Orissa and Singbhuin

some members of the caste hold landed tenures of substantial value.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Goélés in l872 and 1881 :—

 

 

  

Disrnlcr. 1872. 1881. U Disraicr. 1872. 1881.

Bnrdwan 09,815 70,262 Noakhali ... 1,520 2,805

Bankum 38,572 59,652 Tipperah .. 9,022 11,099

Birbhum ... 17,448 16,125 Chittagong Hill Tracts 29

Mi-Innpur 44,163 53,99t Patna 179,848 217,845

Huichli 85 365 46,134 Gya. 278,665 309,871

Howrah } ’ E 17,317 Shahahatl 214,605 241,721

24-Parganu 88,551 77,956 Moznflerpur } 5,6688 299.117

Nadiya 91,269 93,382 Darhhanga ' ' 859.112

Jessore 20,992 17,270 51111111 2ss,7w 256,513

Khulna ... 14,021 Chum aran ... 137.415 169,274

Mlir.-liedabld 39,953 35,411 Mona yr 197.569 217,616

Dina'pur 4,280 5,118 Bhaaal ur ... .. 335.137 353,530

kajs ahye 13,594 9,273 Purniag ... ... 128,608 131,629

Ramepur 8,049 6,331 Maldah ... 14,389 16,875

Bo rs 5,591 2,925 §ant£ilPa.1‘ganal 74,529 ss,.m

P8. H13 11,648 11.783 Cuttack 105.840 140,170

Dnrjiling 4211 1.4M Puri 43,217 66,662

Jalpigori 950 2,152 Balnsore ... 563149 69.-531

Kurh Behar 1,710 Tributary States 9-1.386 136,420

Dacca 22,788 25,827 l-liiuribakh 92,890 129,445

Farilipur ... ... 2,912 6,316 Lohurdaga ... 60,-4'13 78,a71

linkargaiij 6,738 4,240 Singbhuni 86,310 38,673

Majiliansinll 17,513 22,597 Mnnbhum ... 35,176 29,031.

Chittagong 327 664 1‘rihutary States 29,002 45,743

Goalabhui £1, a sub-caste of Gobans, cow-horn, a sept of
. . , . .

Sutradhars in llVestern Bengal. Bairagis in Ohota Nagpur.

Goélbansi, a sub-caste of

 

Gobansi, a title of the family

of the as of Pachet, in the

district of Manbhum, referring

to the legend that the founder of

Goélas in the North-\Vestern

Provinces and Behar.

Goér, a synonym for Goéla.
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the house was deserted in the

woods as an infant and was

suckled by a cow.

Gobargérhé, a mul or section

of the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Groalas in Behar.

Gobarié, a synonym for

Sikharia Bhuiyé, 9.22.

Gobasi, “beef-eaters,” an op

E-obrious designation of Bauris,

aris, and other low castes.

Gobhil, a gotra or section of

Agarwals.

Gobindpurié,

purié.

see Gov ind

Gobolachan, a. totemistie sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur who

cannot eat beef.

Gobra, Gob;-ea, a sub-caste of

Bauris, so designated from their

purifying the ground with cow

dung where they eat, while the
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other Bauris (Jhantias) simply

sweep the ground; a sub-caste of

Méls and Lohars in Bankura.

Gochalya, a sept of the Tung

j ainya sub-tribe of Chakmés in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Gochchhési, a gain of the

Bharadwaja gotra of Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Gochhpurié, a pur or section

of Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Godéhia, Godrigd, a sub-caste

of Goalas in Behar who brand

cattle with a red-hot iron, see

Gujiéir.

Godahiyé, a

Kumhars in Behar.

sub-caste of

Godhanpurié, a mu! or

section of the Kamarkalla sub

caste of Sonars and of Lohars in

Behar.

Godné-wéll, a female tattooer. In Eastern Bengal, according to

Dr. Wise, Bediya women travel about the country with a bag, con

taining a variety of drugs, a cuppin horn (Singd), and a scarificator

(Néran). They attract attention y bawling “To tattoo, to cup,

and to extract worms from decayed teeth!” They also prescribe

for female disorders. It is said that small grubs are kept in a

bamboo tube, and while the patient’s attention is occupied by the

talk of the operator, a maggot is presented as if it had been

extracted from the hollow tooth. For this trick the Godna-wali

receives a suitable fee.

In tattooing the juice of the Bhangra plant (Indigqfera

ling'fulz'a) and woman’s milk are the materials used, and the punctures

are made with needles or the thorns of the Karaunda (Carissa

Caramlas). While the operation is being performed a very equivocal

mantra is recited to alleviate pain and prevent any subsequent

inflammation. -

In respectable Hindu families an old nurse usually tattoos the

girls. Now-a-days the ordinary tattoo design, either circular or

stellate, is made at the top of the nose in the centre of the forehead ;

formerly the fashionable stain (Ullik/ii) was at the same spot, but

a line extended along the bridge of the nose, branching out into two

curves over each ala. Tattoo marks were originally distinctive of

Hindu females, but Muhammadan women copied them, and it is

only since the Farazi revival that they have discontinued the habit.

r2
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Chandél women are often employed to cure goitre by tattooing.

A circular spot on the most prominent part of the swelling is

punctured with a bamboo spike, and common ink mixed with the

sap of the Kali Koshijia rubbed in.

Godo, crocodile, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Chota

Nagpur.

Gogrémi, a ga'in of the Bha

radwéj a gofra of Bérendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Goh, a sept of Gonds in Chota

Nagpur.

Goherwar, a sept of Chiks in

Chota Nagpur.

Gohori, a tkar or sept of

Giuungs in Darjiling.

Goil, a section of Agarwéls.

Goin, a half-gotra or section

of Agarwéls.

Goit, a. mul or section of the

Ghosin sub-caste of Goélfis in

Behar; a totemistic sept of

Bhuiyés in Chota Nagpur.

Goita, a sub-caste of Koiris

in Behar.

Gojié, a sub-caste of Kémérs

in Hazaribagh.

Golaia, a sept of Oraons in

Chota. Nagpur.

Goléngya, a tkar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Golchié, a section of the

Oswél Baniyés.

Goldér, a title of Kalwérs in

Behar.

Gole, a section of Murmis in

Darjiling. -

Goleg-pé, go, a head, and leg,

good—the peaceful, a sub-sept of

the Nah-pé. sept of Sherpa

Bhotias.

Golmetah, a section of Mag

hayé. Dhobis in Behar.

Goloar, sweet potato, a totem

istic sept of Lohars in Chota

Nagpur.

Golrém, a. mul or section of

the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goélés in Behar.

Golséiz, see Hawéigar.

Gola, a sub-caste of Bhan

déris in Orissa.

Golvar, a section of Ghésis in

Chota Nagpur.

Gomdan, a. section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

@U11b, a non-Aryan tribe, classed on linguistic grounds as

_ _ Dravidian,
Origin.

roperly belonging to the Central

Provinces,‘ ut found also in the Tributary

States of Chota Nagpur, in the south of Lohardagé and in

Singbhum. In the States of Sargujé, Korea, and Udaipur most of

the feudal tenures held on terms of military service directly under

the Chief are in the hands of Gonds—-a fact which suggests that

the tribe must have been among the earliest permanent settlers

in that part of the country. The Gonds of Bengal are divided

into four sub-tribes:—Gond, Réj-Gond, Dhokar-Gond, and

' The present article _dc-als only with the Gonds of Bengal, and does not

attempt to give an exhaustive account of the entire tribe.
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Doroé-Gond or Néik. The Gond represent the bulk of the tribe,

while the Raj-Gond are supposed to be des

cended from families who attained to the dig

nity of Chief. The Dhokar-Gond are a wandering race, who make

a living by begging and thieving. The Doroé-Gond or Néik are

found only in Singbhum. According to Colonel Dalton, they were

the military retainers of the Mahapatra of Bémanghéti, a feudatory

of the Raja of Moharbhanj, who were driven out of Bamanghéti with

their leader and permitted to settle in Singbhum in consequence

of his having rebelled against his lord paramount. Their sections,

shown in Appendix I, are totemistic. One of them, Besrd (hawk),

occurs also among the Santéls.

Gonds practise both infant and adult-marriage, but under

Hindu influence the former practice tends

continually to become more popular and to

be looked upon as a badge of social distinction. The ceremony

is modelled on that in use among the lower castes of Hindus.

Sindurdén and marriage to a mango-tree form prominent parts

of the ritual, while according to some the binding portion of the

rite consists in the village barber pouring a vessel of water over

both bride and bridegroom. Widows are allowed to marry again,

the usual practice being for the widow to marry her late husband’s

younger brother. N0 religious ceremony is in use on such occasions,

nor is it customary to send for the Brahman and Hajjam, who

officiate at the marriage of a virgin. All that is necessary is to

assemble a sort of committee of relations, before whom the bridegroom

gives the bride a new cloth and a lac bracelet and promises to

maintain her in a suitable fashion. The proceedings end, as is the

manner of the non-Aryan tribes, with a feast, at which every one

gets very drunk.

The Bengal members of the tribe affect to be orthodox Hindus,

and worship the standard gods with the assist

ance of a degraded class of Brahmans, who

also ofiiciate at their marriages. Although to this extent they

have embraced the popular religion, they still worship the charac

teristic deities of the non-Hinduised Gonds—Bar D80 and Dulhé

Deo. They burn their dead, but the relatives mourn for three

days only, after which period they purify themselves by bathing

and shaving, and make offerings of bread and milk to the spirit

of the departed. Their social rank is very low, as in spite of their

professed conformity to Hinduism they eat fowls and other unclean

food. Gonceming their appearance and characteristics, Colonel

Dalton has the following remarks :-—

“ Socially, I consider the Hinduised or semi-Hinduised Gonds

Social mm to be the least interesting of the great families

' of the aborigines of India. They have none

of the lively disposition of the Oraons or of the free, dignified

demeanour which characterises many of the Singbhum Kols. They

are in character reserved, sullen, and suspicious. They are indifferent

cultivators and careless about the appearance of their home

steads, and they are vrithal singularly ill-favoured; and though

Internal structure.

Marriage.

Religion.
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some of the wealthier families have formed a series of alliances

with other races, which have improved their looks, I can point

to many who have tried this in vain, and who show to this day

features more closely resembling the lower Negro type than any

I have met with amongst the tribes of Bengal. They often

have short crisp curly liair, and though it is said, and no doubt

truly, that this is far removed from the regular woolly covering

of a Negro’s head, I have generally found such hair in conjunc

tion with features very noticeably Negro in type, and accompany

ing a very dark skin. They are larger and heavier in build than

the Oraons and Kols, and with none of the graceful physique to

be found in both these tribes.”

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Gonds in 1872 and 1881 :—
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Gonda, a thar or sept of Man

gars in Darjiling.

Gondh, a sub-caste of Binds in

Behar.

Gondli, a kind of grain, a

totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Gondrari, a tree, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Gonduk, a thar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Gongbé, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

Gonr, a sub-caste of Kandus

in Behar; a section of the Biyahut

and Kharidahé Kalwérs in Be

har; a stone-cutter and maker

of stone plates and household

utensils.

Gonrhi, a title of Malléhs in

Behar.

@U1I1'lli, Gunrhi, Mallzth, Machhué, a fishing and cultivating

_ _ caste of Behar, who claim descent from Nikhad

0"‘-2*“ or Nishad, a mythical boatman, who is said

to have ferried Ram Chandra across the Ganges at Allahabad.

The fact that the word Nishéd, which is used in the Rig Veda as a

general name for the non-Aryan races, should appear in the traditions

of the G-onrhi as a personal eponym, suggests the conjecture that

the caste may be descended from one of the aboriginal tribes whom

the Aryans found in possession of the Ganges Valley. ‘ This view
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derives some support from the physical appearance of the caste,

which approaches to the non-Aryan type. The internal structure

of the group throws no light on lts origin,

unless we may attach weight to the fact that

one of the sub-castes bears the name of Kolh. The other sub-castes

are Banpar, Chéb or Chébi, Dhoar, Kurin, Parbatti-Kurin,

Khunaut or Khulaut, and Seméri. All of these are strictly

endogamous, except the Kolh and Kurin sub-castes, which admit

of intermarriage with each other, though not with members of

other sub-castes. Some members of the Chéb sub-caste deny that

they have any connection with the Gonrhi. The section-namse,

which are shown in the Appendix, are in common use as titles

among many other castes in Behar. Their precise bearing on marriage

is not easy to ascertain. Gonrhis are not as a class intelligent

enough to be able to explain their own customs very clearly, nor have

they a sutficiently strong organization to secure uniformity of practice

in different parts of the country. Thus according to some accounts

the Chéb, Dhoér, and Kolh regulate their marriages solely by the

standard formula for reckoning prohibited degrees, and the Khunaut

sub-caste have no exogamous-sections, while within the Parbatti

Kurin sub-caste only a special group, known as Jathot, observes the

rule of exogamy in respect of its section-names. The rest of the

sub-castes regard these names as titles having no special significance.

The Kurin have no section-names, and affect to know nothing about

the regular custom of exogamy, but they do not allow a man to

marry a woman who lives in the same village as himself. The

Banpar and Seméri sub-castes, on the other hand, appear to have

distinct sections, and also count prohibited degrees down to six, or as

some say seven, generations in the descending line. In determining

whom a man may marry regard is paid not merely to his own

section, but to the section to which his mother and his paternal

and maternal grandmothers belonged.

Gonrhis marry their daughters as infants or as adults according

to their means. Infant-marriage is deemed

the more respectable, but no special disgrace

attaches to a family because one of the daughters attains the age

cf puberty before being married. The marriage ceremony is of the

standard type. Polygamy is permitted only to the extent that a.

man may take a second wife if his first wife is barren or sufiers

from an incurable disease. A widow may marry again by the sagai

form, of which sindurddn constitutes the binding portion. She may

marry her late husband’s younger brother, but is not compelled to

do so. Divorce is permitted with the consent of the panchayat, on

the ground of misconduct or incompatibility of temper. Divorced

wives can marry again. Some hold, however, that a woman taken

in adultery is debarred from this privilege, and I gather that

divorce is generally regarded with disfavour by the respectable

members of the caste.

Most Gonrhis are Vaishnava Hindus, but a few members of the

Saurapatya sect of sun-worshippers are found

among them. They employ Maithil Brahmans

for the worship of the greater gods, but these priests are not usually

Internal structure.

Man-iage.

Religion.
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recognised as equals by other members of the sacred order. They

have a large number of minor gods, and many of them belong to

the Pénch Piriya creed—an obscure but widely-spread cult, which

appears to have arisen from the contact of Islam with the animistic

beliefs of its aboriginal converts. Some, again, worship a. water-god,

called Koila-Bébé, described as an old grey-bearded person who, as

Gangaji ké Belddr, ‘the navvy of our lady the Ganges,’ saps and

swallows up whatever opposes the sacred stream. Before casting a

new net or starting on a commercial venture, offerings of molasses and

seven kinds of grain, kneaded into balls, are offered to him, and at

the end of the ceremony one of the balls is placed on the edge of

the water, another on the bow of the boat. Another rite common

to many, it not to all, fisher castes is the Bérwaria or Bérahi Puja,

when a subscription is made, and in the absence of a Brahman

a pig is sacrificed in a garden or on a patch of waste land outside the

village. Jai Singh, Amar Singh, Chand Singh, Diyal Singh, Kewal,

Marang, Bandi, Goraiya, and ariver named Kamalaji, are also

regularly worshipped. Jai Singh, who is also a favourite deity

of the Tiyar caste, is said to have been a. Gronrhi of Ujjain, who

had a lar e timber trade in the Sunderbuns. On one occasion the

Raja of t e Sunderbunyimprisoned 700 Gonrhis in consequence of

a dispute about the price of wood. Jai Singh slew the Jztajé. and

released the prisoners, and has ever since been honoured with daily

worship. Goats, sweetmeats, Wheaten cakes, pzin supdri, and flowers

are ofiered to him at regular intervals, and no Gcnrhi will light

a pipe or embark on a fishing excursion without first invoking the

name of Jai Singh. Once a year, in the month of Srawan, a flag is

set up in honour of Hanumén on a bamboo pole in the courtyard,

and offerings of sweetmeats and fruits are presented to the god. These

oflerin s are received by the Brahmans who ofiiciate as priests,

while t e articles of food iven to the minor gods are eaten by the

members of the caste. T e dead are burned, usually on the brink

of a river, and the ashes thrown into the stream. In Supul the

practice is to burn in a mango grove. Srddd/1 is performed on the

thirteenth day after death.

The social status of the Gonrhi caste appears to vary in difierent

parts of the country, and does not admit of

very precise definition. All that can be said

is that they rank below Barhis, Kumhars, and Laheris, and that

although Brahmans do not ordinarily take water from their hands,

this rule is not observed everywhere. Their own practice in the

matter of diet inclines towards laxity, as they eat scaleless as well

as scaly fish, pork, water tortoises, and field-rats, and indulge freely

in strong drink. There are, however, many Bhakats among them

who abstain from liquor and from all kinds of animal food, and are

held in respect by reason of their abstinence. The caste will take

water and sweetmeats from Kewats, Dhénuks, and Gangotas, but

will not eat cooked food prepared by members of those castes.

They believe boating and fishing to be their

original and characteristic occupation, but many

of them are engaged in agriculture as tenure-holders, occupancy

or non-occupancy raiyats, and landless day-labourers.

Social status.

Occupation.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Gonrhis in 1872 and 1881 :—
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Gonria, a sub-caste of Goalais

in Behar.

Gop or Ghosh, a sub-caste of

Goalas in Bengal.

Gopa, a synonym for Goélé;

a title and a section of the

Kanaujia and Gorié. sub-castes

of Goélas in Behar.

Gopdl, a. synonym for Goals.

Gopélghataki, a mel or hyper

%amous sub-group of Rarhi

rahmans in Bengal.

Gopél-Kérikar, a sub-caste of

Sutradhars in Mui-shedabad.

Gop-Godlé a synonym for

Goals.

7

Q

Gopijan, a sect of Vaishnavas;

a synonym for Sadgop.

Gopurbba, a géin of the

Bharadwéja. gotra of Uttar

Barendra Brahmans in Bengal.

Gorahat, a, small class of

Bhuiyés in the south of Ohota

Nagpur who make a living by

washing for gold i.n the sands of

the rivers.

Goralzeri, a synonym for Gareri

in Behar.

Gorai, a title of Kaibarttas.

Goréit, a title of the headmen

of the Dom caste in Bhagalpur,

who have under them servants,

called Ohharidars, to execute or

communicate their orders to vil

lages; awatchman and messenger

in Behar, usually of the Dosadh

caste.

@gmi1, Korait, Baikar, a non-Aryan caste of musicians, comb

0..
makers, and cotton-earders found in the south

west of the Lohardagé district, and perhaps

in Hazaribagh It may be inferred from the totemistic character
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of their sections, a list of which is given in Appendix I, that

they are an offshoot from one of the aboriginal races, while the

variant Korait rather suggests that they may be connected with

the Kora caste. Resemblances between names, however, are but

blind guides in questions of tribal aflinity, and I doubt whether

we can safely do more than surmise that Korait may probably

have been the original name of the caste, which was corrupted into

Gorait from its similarity in sound to the familiar title of the village

messenger and watchman. Their specialised and comparatively

T degraded avocations, and the fact that they are not employed as

village messengers, exclude the supposition that the converse process

can have been at work, and that the bond of a common occupation may

have formed a number of Goraits properly so called into an endog

amous group bearing that name. Indeed, although nearly every

village in Behar and Chota Nagpur has its Gorait, the profession,

owing perhaps to its members being so scattered, shows no tendency

towards hardening into a caste.

Goraits marry their daughters both as infants and as adults,

but the former practice is deemed the more

respectable, and is followed by all who can

afiord it. After the bride has been selected, the parents of the

bridegroom go to her parents’ house to see her. On this occasion

a feast is given by the bride’s people, at which the liquor—an

essential element in all non-Aryan rejoicings——is provided by the

father of the bridegroom, and four annas, eight annas, or one rupee

is presented to the bride as mu/z-deli-hi, or fee for the ‘privilege of

seeing her face. On the next day the girl’s parents visit the boy, and

are entertained wholly at his father’s expense. Lastly, if both parties

are satisfied with this mutual inspection, the boy's people go to the

bride’s house and present to her a new sdri, a he-goat, and Rs. 3

to buy ornaments with. These constitute the bride-price (dali).

On the day before the wedding the bridegroom’s party march in

procession to the bride’s house and sto there for the night. Next

morning the fathers of the bride and ridegroom shake hands and

embrace one another (samdhi mila'n). Then, in the presence of some

elders of the caste, the headman of the village and the priest of the rural

gods (pdlm),who are received with great ceremony, the marriage is

completed by the bride and bridegroom smearing vermilion on

each other’s foreheads (sindurdzin), while the elders solemnly exhort

them to work hard, eat, drink, and prosper and not get divorced. This

meagre ceremony takes place in a bamboo marriage shed (markwa)

erected in the courtyard. Brahmans are not called in, and the village

barber takes no part in the ceremony. On the evening of the same day

the bridegroom’s party take the bride and bridegroom, both seated

in the same palanquin, to the latter’s house, where sina.'urda'-n is again

performed. On that night the bridegroom, if he has attained puberty,

sleeps with the bride. After three days the couple go to the bride’s

house and stay there nine days, returning finally to their own home

on the tenth day.

Polygamy is permitted, and there is no rule limiting the number

of wives. A widow may marry again, and her choice is not fettered

Marriage.
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by the obligation to marry her late husband’s younger brother. The

ritual used at the marriage difiers from that in use at the marriage

of a virgin in that no markwa is constructed and the money portion

of the bride-price is only Re. 1. Sindurddn is performed in the

presence of the widow's relatives, but there is no marriage procession,

and the bride is taken home without anydisplay. According to some

authorities if the widow elects to live on with her brother-in-law, it is

sufficient to announce this intention to the relatives, and no ceremony

of any kind is required.

A divorce (c/zbord-chkuri) may be granted by the caste council

(panchéyat) if the wife is proved to be unchaste, or if she frequently

nms away to her father’s house without the permission of her husband.

Proceedings may also be initiated by the wife on the ground that ,

her husband is too old for her or is an habitual drunkard. Divorced

women may marry again by sagai.

Goraits profess to be Hindus, but they have not yet attained to

the dignity of employing Brahmans. They

worship Devi Mai and a tribal s irit called

Purubia, to whom a. goat is sacrificed once a year. cases of

illness an exorcist (mati ba1'ga') is called in to detect the demon

or witch who is giving trouble. If this personage ascribes the

visitation to the wrath of the tribal god, the pa'lm is sent for, and

a goat, pig, sheep, or fowl sacrificed. Those who can afford to do so

burn the dead, but the bodies of the poor are buried with the head

to the north. No regular srdddb is performed. On the tenth day

after death the nearest relative of the deceased gets himself shaved and

gives a feast to the friends of the family.

In point of social status Goraits rank with Lohrés and Ghésis,

Seem stat“ and no respectable people will take water from

their hands. They eat beef, pork, and field

rats, and indulge freely in spirituous and fermented liquors. As

has been already stated, they find employment as hired musicians

at weddings and various kinds of festivities, as makers of bamboo

combs and carders of cotton. Some are employed in agriculture as

non-occupancy raiyats or agricultural labourers (Dluingars) engaged

by the year for a lump sum of Rs. 5 paid down at the time of

hiring, one ka't and a half (about 38 seers) of paddy per month, and

four yards of cloth at the end of the year.

In 1881 there were 61 Goraits in Hazaribagh, 3,856 in

Lohardagé, and 43 in Singbhum. There was no separate entry for

Goraits in 1872.

Religion.

Goraksa, a section of Jugis. Gorhérk, a pur or section of

_ _ Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Gorangi, a title of mendicant

Vflifihllflfl/B8, apparently a variant Goria, red earth, a totemistic

of Gaurangi. sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

' Gorea, a sub-section of the Goria or Dali-iara, a sub-caste

Bharadwaja section of Utkal of Goélas 111 Behar who hold the

Brahmans in Orissa,, title of Mandar and belong to the
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Prem Gll1111O gotra.

butter and sell milk and curds.

Also a sub-caste of Dhobis in

Manbhum, and of Chamars in

Behar who will not make shoes

and disown the title Muchi.

Goriér, a section of Kurmis in

Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Goro, a sub-caste of Khatwes

in Behar; a sub-caste of Gozilas

in Chota Nagpur.

Gorsér, a sub-caste of Dhobis

in Behar.

Goru, cow, a totemistic section

of Jagannzithi Kumhars in

Orissa.

Goséin, Goswdmi, Gonsdi,

Gonsid, a master of his passions,

a religious mendicant; a title of

a class of Brahmans, the original

disciples of Chaitanya, who are

s iritual guides of the wor

shippers of Vishnu. In Bengal

the term is usually a plied to

Jugis and the Grihi or ' astha

Vaishnavas, who are allowed to

marry and follow secular pur

suits. It is also used as a com

mon title, just as Banarji, Bhat

técharji, etc. Socially it de

notes a class of people who

manufacture and sell threads,

corresponding to Jugis. A

synonym for Bairégi.

Gosdinji, a synonym for

Brahman.

Goséinpanthi, a sect of reli

gious mendicants.

Gosti, a tha-r or sept of Gu

rungs in Darjiling.

Goswélambi, a gdin of the

Bharadwéja gotra of Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Gotama, Gautama, a section

of Brahmans.

They make Gotanya, a thar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Gothar, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

G0t_hi, a t_Iia_r or sept of Gu

rungs 111 Dar]il1ng.

_ Gothwél, a section of Goélas

1n the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Gotramasi, a

Béruis in Bengal.

section of

Gotsobhni, a mul or section of

the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Govari yé,

group of

Bhagalpur.

G_ovindpurié. a sub-caste of

Telis 111 Ben al and of Lohzirs

m the Santél arganas.

_ Gowe, a section of Babhans

m Behar.

a hypergamous

Tiyars found in

Gozar, a title of Dhobis in

Behar.

Grahabipra, “P1anet-Brah

man,” a title of Acharji Brah

mans.

Grahécharji, Grihdckdrjjya,

“ Teacher of the Planets,” a title

of Acharji Brahmans.

Grandan, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.

Grénjé, a thar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Grihasodhani, s. gdin of the

Batsya gotra of Uttar-Barendia

Brahmans in Bengal.

Grihasth, a synonym for

Babhan; a fimctional group of

Jugis in Bengal composed of
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four families—Dhanéi Mandel,

Jnanbar, Bhagan Bhéjan, and

Paban.

Grihi, householders, a sept of

Mal Pahériés in the Santal

Parganas.

Gué, areca-nut, a sub-sept of

the Hemrom sept of Santals;

a totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Guébéri, a. mul or section of

the Naomulié. or Majraut sub

caste of Goalés in Behar.

Guéburi, the highest tkar or

sept of Gurungs in Darjiling,

whose members, in the absence

of a Brahman, are called in to

perform the ceremony of nuarmi,

that is, the purification of a

woman after birth of a child.

They are also employed for the

ceremonies of marriage and

funerals.

Gudar, a group of the Aoghar

sect of Saiva ascetics founded in

Guzerat by a Dasnémi mendicant

named Brahmagiri. See Aoghar.

Guha, a title of Kéyasths in

Bengal.

Guhai, Gonhhi, a sub-caste of

Baniyas.

Gui, a title of Dakshin-Rérhi

Kayasths ; of Mayaras, Tantis,

and of Kaibarttas in Bengal.

Gujiér or Godégé, a sub

caste of Ahirs or Goalés in Behar

who are cow-doctors.

Gujréti or Gurjjara, a ten-i

torial division of the Pancha

Dravira Brahmans who live in the

south of the Vindhya range in

Grurjarashtra, the country of the

Gujréti language. Persons bear

ing this title are found in Behar,

they claim to have originally

come from Gujrat, and are usually

engaged in trade. In Patna they

are said to make pickles.

Gulgo, a sept of the Bhumij

tribe in Manbhum.

fiulgulié, a wandering non-Aryan tribe, who live by hunting,

Origin and internal

structure.

Ol‘1

are a. branch of the Bediyas.

teaching monkeys to dance, selling

drugs, begging, and petty thieving. Their

' ' is obscure, but it seems likely that they

I have been unable to obtain any

indigenous

trustworthy information regarding the internal structure of the caste.

Some Gul uliés in Gya assured me that they had three sub-castes—

Bantari, achpanié, and Sukwér—and I mention this statement in

case it may be of use to other inquirers. My informants seemed to

be stupid and ignorant men, and I doubt whether their evidence was

worth much. They have a legend that Rukmini, the reputed

ancestress of the Pési caste, had a son, called Mohabébé, who in his

turn had seven sons, Gaiduha, Byédha, Tirsulié, Maghéya, Turk

(the Mahomedan Pési), Gilehri, and Gulgulia. These seven sons

challenged each other to jump ofl' the top of a palmyra tree (tdr).

Gilehri (the squirrel) jumped first and landed unhurt. Tirsulié,

who went second, was killed on the spot, whereupon Mohabéba, seeing

that Gilehri had led the others into trouble, smote him with his

hand and cursed him to be reckoned among the inferior animals and

to be fortunate only in this, that he should jump from great heights

and come to no harm. This is the reason why the squirrel is a

good jumper and bears the marks of five fingers on his back. The
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story goes-on, in a somewhat inconsequent fashion, to say that the

next to leave the family was Gulgulié, who observed that his brothers,

after serving their customers with tdri, always washed the cup,

however low the caste of the man who had drunk from it. This

struck the youngest brother—in folklore it is usually the youngest

brother who takes a line for himself —as showing a great want of

self-respect, and he at once decided to throw over his family and adopt

a wandering life. His descendants are true to the traditions of their

mythical eponym, and during the dry season at least have no fixed

habitations. In the rains they build themselves a sort of tenle d’abra'

about eight feet long by six feet wide, of two bamboo uprights and

a ridge pole covered in with a tilt of sirki matting (Saccharum sara,

Roxb.), which reaches to the ground on either side. The whole thing

can be struck and carried ofl at a moment’s notice if the owner and his

family want to change their quarters in a hurry—a common chance

with a tribe of predatory instincts, whom the police are ever ready to

credit with every petty theft that baflles their slender detective ability.

Such huts or rather tents are usually found on the outskirts of large

villages, and the Gulguliés, though they will never admit that they

have a fixed residence anywhere, do in fact usually return, if not to

the same village, at least to the same neighbourhood, for the rainy

season, when frequent shifting even of the most portable habitation

is apt to cause much discomfort, especially to people who keep no

beasts of burden and carry their house themselves.

Gulguliés affect to practise infant-marriage, but admit that

poverty often leads to a girl’s marriage being

deferred until she has passed the age of puberty.

As is the case with gypsies in other parts of the world, their

women have a certain reputation for chastity, and sexual indiscre

tions are said to be rare. When anything of the kind occurs, the

woman in fault is turned out of the caste, and the man with

whom she has gone wrong is fined Rs. 10 or so by the chief of

the panchayat. This oflicial is elected by an assembly of the local

representatives of the caste, and holds oflice until displaced by

the same authority. The marriage ceremony is a meagre copy

of the ritual followed by low-caste Hindus. The functions of

priest are usually performed by two men selected at the time from

the family of the bride and bridegroom, but sometimes the village

barber is called in to officiate. A bride-price of from four to six

maunds of rice and Rs. 3 in cash is usually paid. Polygamy is

allowed, but is rarely resorted to owing to tho extreme poverty of

the caste. A widow may marry again, and it often happens that

she marries her deceased husband’s younger brother. To him in

any case belongs the custody of her children by her late husband,

but in some cases it would appear that the panchayat of the caste

exercises the right of allctting the children to the widow in the

event of her marrying an outsider.

The religion of the Gulguliés appears to be a form of the animism

which characterises the aboriginal races. They

_ worship a host of spiritual powers, whose attri

butes are ill-defined, and who are not conceived as wearing any

Marriage.

Religion.
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bodily form. This at least may be inferred from the fact that

they make no images, and that Baktéwar, the tutelary deity of the

Patna Gulguliés, is represented by a small mound of hardened clay

set up in an earthen plate. Among their objects of worship we

find also Jagdaméi or Devi, Ram Thakur, Baren, Setti, Goraiya,

Bandi, Parameswari, and Dak. In Hazaribagh they worship Dénu

in the form of a stone daubed with five streaks of red lead and

set up outside the house. '1‘he oiferings made to these deities consist

usually of rice, milk, fruit, and sweetmeats, which are afterwards

eaten by the worshippers.

In disposing of the dead they have the curious practice of

pouring some country spirit into the dead

man’s mouth and killing a fowl, so that the

spirit may be satisfied and may not come back to trouble his

relatives with bad dreams. The corpse is then burned and the

ashes thrown into a tank.

Although the squirrel is the reputed ancestor of the caste,

Gulguliés are so far from regarding the animal as sacred that its

flesh forms their favourite food. Spearing squirrels with a series of

seven reeds (narsar), which fit one into the other like the joints of

a fishing rod, is a pursuit at which they are specially expert, and

some say that the name Gulgulié. is derived from a. peculiar noise,

sounding like gul gul, which they make in order to attract the

squirrel’s attention while they are gradually bringing the narsar

within stabbing distance. Another theory is that they are called

Gulgulizis, ‘the chatterers,’ because they use a peculiar patois or

thieves’ slang understood only among themselves. The narsar is

also used for spearing birds. Gulguliés never

cultivate themselves, but they are in the habit

of gleaning what is left on the ground after the crops are cut.

Begging, pilfering, and exhibiting goats and monkeys are their

chief means of livelihood. They buy monkeys from the Birhors,

whom they affect to look down upon for their promiscuous habits

in the matter of food. Gulgulizis themselves profess to abstain

from beef, but they eat pork, field-rats, a variety of small birds

and animals, and the leavings of all Hindu castes except the Dhobi,

Dom, Musahar, Héri, and Chamér. Their women sell drugs and

profess to cure a variety of small ailments, such as earache, tooth

ache, rheumatism, and the like. It is rumoured that they also know

remedies for barrenness, and will supply medicines which facilitate

parturition and bring about abortion.

The following statement shows the number and distribution

of the Gulguliés in 1881. There is no separate entry of them

in 1872 :

Funerals.

Occupation.

 
Patna 254 Purniah 125

Gya. ’ ... 99 Hazaribagh .,, ... 436

Darhhanga 113 Singbhum 12

Monghyr ... 71 Manbhum 92

Guli, a sub-caste of Bégdis the men cultivate, while the

in Western Bengal, among whom women catch and sell fish.
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Gumi, a section of Goalas in Gura Géin, a thar of the

the North-Western Provinces and Dhénjaya gotra of Nepéli Brah

Behar.

Gumié, a sub-caste of Goélas

in Behar.

Gun, Guna, a title of Kay

asths in Bengal.

Gundi, a section of Kaibart

tas in Orissa.

Gundki, a kind of wood, a

totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Gundli, a section of Mahilis

in Ohota Nagpur.

Gundri, a bird, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nag

pur.

Gungambhir, a section of

Kanaujié. Lohiirs in Behar.

Gunj, a kind of fruit, a totem

istic sept of Lohéirs in Chota

Nagpur.

Gunsaiyé, ap-ur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Gunwariéi, a section of Raj

uts in Bhagalpur, to which the

ajé. of Sonbarsé. belongs.

Gupta, a title of Dakshin

Rzirhi and Bangaja Kayasths,

and of Siddha Baidyas m

Bengal.

Gupta Rai or Rai Gupta, a.

title of Baidyas in Bengal.

Gur, a gain of the Kasyapa

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans m

IIIBIIS.

Guréh, a section of Goalés in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Gureni, a mul or section of

the Tinmulia Madhesia sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Qfiuriii, the confectioner caste

in Orissa. Also a sub-caste of

Malléhs in Behar.

Guri-Bziwé, a sub-caste of

Koras in Chota Nagpur.

Gurjar Gaura, a sub-caste of

Gaura Brahmans.

Gurméchhan, a thar or sept

of Mangers in Darjiling.

Gurni, a. vegetable, a totemis

tic sept of Mundas in- Ghota Nag

pur.

Guro, a sept of Thérus in

Behar.

Guromani, a section of Man

gers in Darjiling.

Guru, a totemistic sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur who

cannot eat beef.

Gurmn, a. synonym for

Grurung in Darjiling.

Gurumbo, Gyu-rumbo, a rui

or sept of Dejong Lhoris whose

ancestor had emigrated from

Bengal; a title of Tambulis. B110t8I1

Q§u1;m1;g, Gurimgd, Gurungdh, one of the best of the fighting

tribes of Nepal, divided into two endogamous sub-castes and a num

be; of geptg 5h()Wfl in Appendix I. Gurungs marry their daughters

3,5 adults, and like most Nepalese castes _allow_great hcense in the

matter of divorce on repayment of the bride-price to the woman’s

father. Divorced women may marry flg8_~111 by the full cerempny.

a privilege denied to the widow who may live with a man, especially
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with her late husband’s younger brother (but not the elder) as his con

cubine, but cannot go through any ceremony. The caste was once

Buddhist, and is now Hindu, Bhim Sen, the second of the Pandava

brethren, being their favourite deity. They still retain pronounced

traces of the primitive animism which they professed before their

conversion to Buddhism, and worship the mountains and rivers,

offering flowers and grass to the former and food to the latter. This

worship seems to be of a propitiatory kind, and is celebrated more

particularly for recovery from illness or relief from domestic calamity.

Brahmans serve them as priests, but if no Brahman is available,

a member of the Guaburi thur may take his place and may perform

the ceremonies of marriage and disposal of the dead and nuarmi or

purification after childbirth. All Gnrungs bury their dead, except

members of the Urunta t/nzr, who burn their dead on a hill top and

throw the ashes in the air. At funerals a man of the Leh-lama thar

casts earth on the grave and recites mystical formulae (mantras) sup

posed to put the soul of the dead man to rest. In other respects the

ceremony is the same as that used by the Sunuwar tribe. Gurungs

abstain from beef, pork, or vermin, but eat the flesh of the buffalo

and wild pigs and the domestic fowl. The four castes—-Ohattri or

Khas, Gurung, Man ar, and Sunuwér—are classed together as

mukhya or chief. Wit members of the other castes included in

this group a Gunmg will not formally intermarry, but if one of

them runs away with his daughter, he will accept the bride-price

of Rs. 140 or some definite fraction of that amount. A woman

thus married cannot cook rice or dal for her husband, but may

make bread or cook meat. If a Gurung steals a wife from one of the

other castes in this manner, her children will be admitted into the

Gurung caste, but once admitted they may not eat rice cooked by

their mother. If he marries a girl of the Kiranti group, her

children are not reckoned as Gurungs.

Guru Téshi, the blessed rm‘ Gyéséin, a section of the

or sept of the Tongdu sub-tribe Amashta Kéyasths in Behar.

of Dejong Lhoris, of which Guru

Pema was guide. G _ h_ 5 h f th

Guta, atitle of Dakshin-Barbi ,,,0,,Z,‘{:,',,$,?a §,,',-of QQP, (‘ff

K5'Y'-“tbs i“ Bengal Bed tshan-gye sub-tribe of Dejong

Gyéngmi, a l/zar or sept of Lhoris or Bhotias of the

Mangars in Darjiling. south.
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H

Habibpur Phupidih, a mul

or section of the Naomnlia or

Majraut sub-caste of Goélas in

Behar.

Habin, a tree, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Hédé. a section of Goélés in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Hadauriér, a par or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Hadkwél, a section of Goalés

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.
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Hfldung, black tree-ant,

a totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Hafiz, a reciter of the Koran.

Hah-po, a rm‘ or sept of De

jong Lhcris whose ancestor had

emigrated from North Bhotan.

Haiboru Léngi, a sept of Hos

in Singbhum.

Haidibuthé, a lkar or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Haio, a ikar or sept of Man

gars in Darjiling.

Hajam, a synonym for Bhan

déri.

Na’i, Ndu, Nami, the barber caste of Behar, popu

on _ larly supposed to have been specially created by
gm‘ Viswakarmé for the convenience of Mahédeva.

There are seven sub-castes—Awadhié, Kanaujié or Biéhut,

Tirhutié, Sribéstab or Béstar, Magahiyé, Bangéli, and Turk

Nauwé. Of these, the Awadhié. claim to have come from Oudh;

the Kanaujia from Kanauj ; the Tirhutié. are located on the north,

and the Ma ahiyé. on the south of the Ganges; the Bengali are

immigrants m Bengal into the border districts of Behar; and the

1‘urk-Nauwé. are Muhammadans. The sections

of the Awadhia and Kanaujia sub-castes are

shown in Appendix I. Most of them are of the territorial type.

The former observe a highly complex system of exogamy, which

forbids marriage into the sections to which the following relatives

belong :--(1) Father, (2; paternal grand-mother, (3) paternal great

grand-mothers, (4) paternal great-great-grand-mothers; (5) mother,

(6) matemal grand-mother, (7) maternal great-grand-mothers. In

ap lying these rules to a particular case, the double method of

rec oning explained in the article on Béis is resorted to; so that

if one of the bridegroom’s patemal great-great-grand-mothers should

have belonged to the same section as one of the bride’s great-grand

mothers, the marriage will be disallowed, although the bride and

bridegroom themselves belong to different sections. The other sub

castes appear either to have no sections or to have borrowed a few

$819111,‘

Internal structure.

1 Mr. Nesfield calls the Hindu barber Napit, and says that the name

Hajipli is confined to the Muhammadan barber. This, however, is not the case

in B ar.
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of the Brahmanical gotras. All observe the standard formula for

determining prohibited degrees, calculated to seven, or, in the case

of the Awadhia, to four generations in the descending line.

With rare exceptions, Hajams marry their daughters as infants,

and ordinarily pay a small bridegroom-price

(tilak), varying with the means and relative

status of the families. The ceremony is of the standard type, siudur

ddn being considered the essential and binding portion. Polygamy

is permitted if the first wife be barren, but even in this case a man

may not have more than two wives. He may marry his wife's

younger sister during the former’s life-time, but not an elder sister.

In all the sub-castes, except the Biéhut and Sribéstab, widows may

marry again, and are restricted by no positive conditions in their

selection of a second husband, though it is considered right and

roper for a widow to marry her deceased husband’s younger

brother if there is one. Divorce is not generally recognised by

the Hajams of Behar: a faithless wife is turned adrift and ceases

to he a member of the caste. In Palamau, the Santal Parganas,

and parts of Darbhanga adultery by the wife and incompatibility

of temper are admitted as grounds of divorce. A panchayat is

summoned to deci.de the question, and if cause is shown for a

divorce a stick is solemnly snapped in two, a leaf torn, or an earthen

vessel broken in pieces to symbolise the rupture of the marriage

bond. Divorced wives may marry again by the sagai form.

The religion of the caste does not differ materially from the

Ran .on_ average Hinduism of the middle classes in
gi Behar. Kanaujia or Srotri Brahmans serve

them as priests, and are received on equal terms by other members

of the sacred order. In addition to the minor gods recognised

throughout Behar, the head of a Hajém household worships Baniram

or Gaiyén with offerings of castrated goats, molasses, sweetmeats,

betel leaves, and ganja. Dharm Das, said to have been a Hajam

himself, is also worshipped I11 similar fashion. The dead are burned,

and the ceremony of arddd/i is performed on the thirteenth day after

death. Periodical libations (taryvan) are ofiered in the month of

Asin for the benefit of deceased ancestors.

The social standing of the caste is respectable, and Brah

mans will take water from their hands. They

themselves will eat lravhc/oi food prepared by

Brahmans, Rajputs, Bébhans, and high-caste Banias, and will take

pakki articles from members of those castes from whom Brahmans

will receive water. Their own rules regarding diet are the same as

are followed by most orthodox Hindus, but they are believed not to

be very particular as to the use of spirituous liquors.

The importance of the place taken by the barber in the consti

tution of the Hindu village community and

the religious sanctions on which many of his

functions depend are well brought out by Mr. Nesfield in the follow

ing remarks :——

Marriage.

Social status.

Occupation.

“Every child after the age of six months or a year undergoes

the ceremony of having its head for the first time touched with the

U2
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razor. This is a ceremony of no little importance in the eyes of

a Hindu, and is called churn karan. It is performed in the presence

of some deity, or rather in that of his image, who is believed hence

forth to take the child under his special patronage. The cutting

off of the birth-hair is believed to remove the last trace of the

congenital taint inherited from the matemal womb, and hence the

ceremony has the same significance as that of a baptismal or lustral

rite. The custom of cutting off the birth-hair has been widely practised

among backward races elewhere, and is not at all confined to the

natives of India. The germs of the barber caste may therefore

have existed in times before the Aryan had appeared.

“ In funeral ceremonies the Népit plays an important part.

He shaves the head and pares the nails of the dead preparatory to

cremation. He shaves the head of the man who puts the first light

to the pyre. Ten days afterwards he shaves the head of every

member of the household. By this time, after taking a final bath,

they are purified of the contagion of death.

“ In the celebration of marriage ceremonies he acts as the

Brahman’s assistant, and to the lowest castes or tribes, who cannot

employ a Brahman, he is himself the matrimonial priest. The

important part he plays in marriage ceremonies has led to his becom

ing the match-maker among all the respectable castes. It is he

who hunts out the boy, finds out whether his clan or caste is

marriageable with that of the girl, settles the price to be paid on

both sides, takes the horoscopes to the Brahman to be compared, so as

to see if the stars are favourable, carries the presents from one house

to the other, and so forth. His function as match-maker is not an

unimportant one in a state of society in which the rules of caste have

imposed endless restrictions on the freedom of maniage.

“ Shaving is not the only service that he is expected to render to

his constituents. He is the ear-cleaner, nail-cutter, cupper, and bleeder.

etc. In short, he performs any kind of operation on the body of

man that requiresasharp knife, from shaving abeard tolancing aboil.

He might therefore be fitly styled a barber-surgeon. In this double

capacity he is the exact counterpart of the barber-surgeons of

mediaeval Europe, out of whom the modern medical profession has

sprung. His wife acts as nurse to the mother and child for the last

six days of the confinement. During the first six days they are in

charge of the midwife—some woman of the less respected castes of

Chamér, Dhanuk, or others. She also pares the nails of the new

born child, and receives a fee for doing so.” In Behar the

Hajam is sent round with invitations to weddings and funerals,

and announces the birth of a child to the relations in the neigh

bourhood. For this he gets a small fee, which is hi her in the

case of a first-born child, especially if it be a son. '1‘ e ordinary

charge for shaving is one pice, but the regular village barber

gets a variety of periodical perquisites, and does not charge by

the job. Among these perquisites Mr. Grierson mentions‘ /c/zararan,

an armful of the crop given at harvest-time; kera, a smaller bundle ;

and pt'n'i, three handfuls. Many Hajéms, besides practising their

‘ Behar Peasant Life p. 319.
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hereditary functions, are also cultivators themselves, but none of

them appear to have risen above the status of occupancy raiyats. In

some parts of the country they hold tenures granted to them rent

free or at a quit-rent by the local zamindars as remuneration for

their professional services. In the Chota Nagpur estate such

tenures go by the name of bhittdnd, a term which includes the

holdings bestowed upon table-servants, gold and silversmiths,

grooms, ckobddrs or mace-bearers, palanquin-bearers, kluilsis or men

dieants, and prostitutes. While actually in attendance on the Raja,

all these people usually received a small daily allowance in addition

to the proceeds of their tenures. These lands are not alienable by the

holders, and are believed to be liable to resumption when service is

no longer required. In the Pachet estate in Manbhum, these petty

ohdkaran are usually rent-free, but in a. few they are subject to a very

small quit-rent or mughuh'jamd.

The Turk-nauwé or Muhammadan barber is not so intimately

_ associated with religious oflioes as his Hindu

mifg “t“t“” °f Tm" namesake, and holds a far lower social position.

His services are not indis ensable, and he is

therefore less independent and wayward thant e Hindu barber is

popularly supposed to be. Musicians (Baj unié.) used formerly to be

selected from among Muhammadan barbers, but of late the two

classes have been gradually separating. Like barbers in other

countries, they dabble in medicine and surgery; consequently

they are often styled Bhedi, from their skill in extracting worms

from decayed teeth, and Més-Kéta, from circumcising boys. In

many parts of the country they are also the Abdél, who geld bulls;

but any Mussulman peasant will castrate kids. When not otherwise

employed, they cultivate the soil. Their women sell mantras, or

magical formulae, against toothache, earache, and neuralgic pains;

and prepare liniments to cure colic and other internal disorders.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Hajams in 1872 and 1881:

 
 

nm-mcr. 1872. 1881. Ins-mm. 1s72 1881.

1:__i__i_l_

B‘ bh .... .. 3 Saran .. 29.02‘! 31.344241-rPar‘glnu.s .... .. 3 Champ.-min 20.867 2l,l09

llamjpur ,,,, __ 32 %lt(l)nQ'lll)'l'r

"E Ur ___ 3 aza pu , -.

1);]-jiiug ____ __ 133 Pllrnmll 1s.s.'>0 121.704

Fandpur 1 Santcl Pm-pzanas 12.338 7.6!!

Patna '2'i{'s§10 so 105 liazaribagh 10.18-v 18.669

Gya III III L11 III 811190 811859 L.°h""*=#* “"39 “-°"°

Shahabad‘ Ibln as-.sos _2‘g.‘1;i§ §;ns'lm1u1; 1},-$ fig

. ‘ ,__ . , . an -|
T“‘l"" {1)[§§i,’hf,§l$' } 59»5-‘*6 { 31,951 ’l‘ribulary States 1.41s 2.046

 

Hajeri, akind of tree or bush, H_a_'|r5-| Hézré. (i) in 13_9ns§=1

a totemistic sept of Mundas in a title of_ Ka1ba.rttas'; (11) 111

Chota Nagpur. Behar a_. title of Dosadhis, nisjield

Hajjam Thékur, a title of m tI;m'°t1°° as 8‘ synonym or e

burbers in Behar. Gas ' '
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_Haln'm, a Mahomedan physi

(H.811.

Hakkdk, a maker of glass

beads, a lapidary; an occupation

usually followed by Mahomedans.

Haladhar, a title of Chasi

dhobas and Kaibarttas in Bengal.

Halélkhor (kaldl, ‘lawful.’

and khordan, ‘to eat,’) one to

whom all food is lawful: hence,

a sweeper. A class of Mahom

edan mehtars; also a class of

musicians; a synonym for Mehtar,

Khakrob, and Bhangi.

Héldér, a title of Srotriya

Brahmans, Kayasths. Banié.s,and

Telis; a title of honour amongst

the lower castes, such as Kai

barttas, Kapalis, Chandéls,

Chésédhobas, Mals, and some

Mahomedans in Bengal.

Héldar-Paréménik, a sub

caste of Napits in the 24

Parganas.

Haldié, a sub-caste of Telis

in Orissa and Chota Nagpur,

characterised by their practice of

yoking a pair of bullocks in their

oil-presses.

Hélié Bélai, a hypergamous

group of Kaibarttas in Baker

gan].

Hélid-Dds, a synonym for

and a sub-caste of Kaibarttas.

Hélia, Mahasthén or Mastén,

a sub-caste of Utkal Brahmans

in Orissa.

Hélik, a sub-caste of Kaibart

tas in Maldah.

Halkhori, a class of musicians

who sing and play on pipes.

Haludboné. a group of the

Ekadas Telis in Bengal.

Hélui, a géin or sub-section of

Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Haluikar, a variant for Halwai.

Hélwa, a functional group of

Jugis in Bengal.

Eialméi, Mithiyd, the confectioner caste of Behar, often con

, _ founded with the Kandu, who is properly a

Ongm grain-parcher, though he also deals in sweet

meats. The two castes, however, are entirely distinct, and do not

intermarry with one another. The name Halwéi is derived from

hnlzrd, a sweetmeat made of flour,

with saffron and flavoured with elm

clarified butter, and sugar, coloured

onds, raisins, and pistachio nuts.

The sub-castes and sections of Halwéis are shown in Appendix

Internal structure.

I. They give no clue to the origin of the caste,

which is clearly a functional group composed

of members of respectable middle-class castes who adopted the

profession of sweetmeat-making.
The sections, which are very

numerous, seem to be of the territorial type, and bear no traces of

either totemism or eponymy. The rule of exogamy is carefully

observed. A man may not marry a woman of his own section, or

of the sections to which his mother and his paternal grand-mother

belong. These sections, moreover, are taken into account on both

sides ; so that if the proposed bride’s mother belonged to the same

section as the bridegroom’s paternal grand-mother, no marria e can

take place, although the parties themselves belong to di erent

sections. Prohibited degrees are reckoned by the standard formula

calculated to seven generations in the descending line.
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As a general rule Halwais marry their daughters as infants, but

they do not take an extreme view of the

necessity of doing so, and no slur attaches to

a. man who from poverty or any other reason is unalile to get his

daughter married before she attains the age of puberty. In fact some

Halwais of the Kanaujié. sub-caste have assured me that they do not

think it right to get their daughters man'ied under eleven or twelve

years of age. The marriage ceremony in vogue does not differ

materially from that used by other Behar castes of about the same

social standing. Simiurddn,- or the smearing of vermilion on the

bride’s forehead and the parting of her hair, is deemed to be the

binding portion of the ritual. Polygamy is permitted when the first

wife is barren, but in no case may a man have more than two wives.

A. widow may marry again by the sagai form. She is free to choose

any one she will for her second husband, provided that the prohibited

Marriage.

degrees are observed; and she is not required to many her late.

husband’s younger brother or cousin, as is the custom in some castes.

In practice, however, it often happens that she does marry the next

brother, as he in any case can claim the custody of the children she

may have had by her first husband. A very singular custom is

observed when a bachelor marries a widow. The ceremony takes

place, as is the usual practice, in the widow’s house, but before going

there the bridegroom is formally married in his own house to a

sword or a. piece of iron, which he bedaubs with vermilion as if it

were his bride. With this may be compared the usage common

among the Kandu caste of marrying to a sword a daughter who by

reason of some physical defect is not considered likely to find a

husband. The theory seems to be that the full marriage ceremony;

is a sort of sacrament, which must be partaken of by every one at

least once in life. On the question of divorce there is some difference

of practice among the sub-castes. The Kanaujié. and Pachimi

Madhesia do not recognise the authority of the panchayat as between

husband and wife, and if a. woman proves faithless turn her out of

the house without further ceremony. In the Magahiya and Purbiya

Madhesia sub-castes a charge of unchastity on the part of the wife

or of persistent ill-treatment on the part of the husband is laid before

the panchayat or caste council, who, after taking evidence and hearing

what both parties have to say, may dissolve the marriage, either

party being at liberty to marry again.

The majority of the caste are Vaishnavas, and comparatively

R , _ few adherents of other sects are found among
°hg'°n' them. For religious and ceremonial purposes

they employ Maithil Brahmans, who are received on equal terms by

all other members of the sacred order, except by those who regard it

as unworthy of a. Brahman to serve any man as priests. The minor

god Ghaninath is worshipped on Saturdays with offerings of rice,

fruit, and sweetmeats, which are afterwards eaten by the members of

the household. At marriages a fee of one anna is paid by the bride,

and two annas by the bridegroom for the worship of this deity. The

members of the caste also hold in honour Bandi, Goraiya, and other

minor gods of Behar, and many of them are adherents of the Panch
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Piriya sect. Halwais burn their dead and perform the ceremony of

Srddd/I on the thirty-first day after death.

The social standing of the Halwéi is re eotable, and Brahmans

socmsmu will take water from ' hands. “ His art,”

says Mr. Nesfield, “implies rather an advanced

stage of culture, and hence his rank in the social scale is a high

one. There is no caste in India which is too pure to eat what a

confectioner has made. In marriage banquets it is he who supplies

a large part of the feast, and at all times and seasons the sweetmeat

is a favourite viand to a Hindu requiring temporary refreshment.

There is a kind of bread called pun", which contains no sugary

element, but yet it is specially prepared by men of the confectioner

caste. It consists of wheaten dough fried in melted butter, and

is taken as a substitute for the ch/zpdti or wheaten pancake by

travellers and others who hap en to be unable to have their bread

cooked at their own fire. Wit the exception of Brahmans, there is

no class of men in India which declines to eat a buttered pancake

pgepared by the Halwai; and considering the immense amount of

ss (involving even forfeiture of caste) which is attached to the

domestic fire-place, this says much for the respect in which the

Halwéi is held. As in the case of the Bari, the caste which makes

leaf-plates for all classes of the community, considerations of general

convenience have no doubt contributed something to the social

respectability of the confectioner caste.” The rules of the caste regard

ing their own diet are much the same as those followed by other

Hindus of about the same standing. None of them will eat the

leavings of the higher castes, even of the Brahmans who serve them

as priests; and members of the Madhesia sub-caste profess to abstain

from wine. Only a small proportion of the caste have taken to

. a 'culture, and those are mostly occupancy
Occupation. - - -

raiyats. Men of the Magahra and Bantrrié

sub-castes are often servants or petty shop-keepers, and many

Magahia Halwéis combine grain-parching with the characteristic

business of their caste. The Mahomedan Halwéis found in most

districts of Bengal are an entirely distinct class, and there is no

reason to su pose that they are recruited by conversion from among

the ranks 0 the Hindu confectioners. According to Dr. Wise, the

art of preserving fruits in. sugar or vinegar is unknown to the

Hindus, and all the preserves procurable in the bazars of the East

are made by the Musalmén Halwéi, who, however, destroys by too

many spices and by excess of sugar the natural flavour of the fruit.

The Halwai prepares jams of mango, coccanut, ginger, and bél, and

candies oranges, citrons, and bél fruit. The pickles (a'cIz¢ir), consumed

in large quantities by all Muhammadans, are of three kinds, prepared

with vinegar, mustard oil, or salt. The Halwai likewise makes his

own vinegar with sugar, molasses, and water, and with it reserves

vegetables and fruits of all kinds. Mangoes and limes are, however,

often preserved in mustard oil to which pounded mustard seed

has been added. J15-raka, or fruit in brine, is highly recommended

as an aid to digestion when eaten as dessert. Arab pedlars

bring the best to Bengal, but in Dacca the aromatic lime, known
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as kdgk/Isi, from the fineness of its rind, is usually preserved in

this way.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Halwais in 1872 and 1881 :-

 
 

DISTRICT. N 1872. i 1881. Dxsrmcr. ‘ 1872. I 1831.

Bardwnn g 96 Patna. 9,716 10,148

Bimkura 1 Gym 11,128 13."64

1]\§l1l(‘lbl1L1Xn § 538 Shahabadm ...” 4,552 4,»35

1 nn. ur 1 9 - ozu e ur 10,72‘!
Hughli, 3 zao T"h“” insrbnmlgs } “M7 i 38.3.-:3

Howrah ,3 1 Saran 1,105 1,567

24-Pargunaa *‘ 351 (Jhampnran 3,289 4,785

Nadiyn :1 1,694 Monghyr 14,918 15,395

Jessore 105 Bhaznlnur 21,096 22,287

Mnrshedabad "3 614 Purmah 7,889 9,905

Dinajpur ‘E 1.107 Mnldnh 69

Rajshahye 3 85 Santa! Pa:-ganas 8,524 4,178

Rangpur 5 195 Cnttack 11 65

Bopzrn. 58 Puri 1 13

Pabna g 208 ' Balasore 1,040 1,044

Darjiling 180 Tributary States 7 109

-Ialpigori § - 1159 Hnzsribngh .. 2,079 2,213

Kuch Behar Q 282 Lohardagfi 2,995 3,051

Dacca ... is 71s Simzbhum aso 104
Bakarganj ... -- C §' 13 Manbhum 13,640 2,765

Maimansinh ... 25 41 Tributary States 258 867

Chittagong 51 2

Hamdébédi, a. section of So

nars in Behar.

Han, nest of ants, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Handi, a section of the Bethan

najéti sub-caste of Khatris in

Bengal.

Héndi, earthen vessel, a sub

sept of the Murmu sept of San

tals.

Hangam, the king’s oflicei-,_

a sept of the Miékhola sub-tribe

of Limbus in Darjiling.

Hanjait, kutuna fruit, a. to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Hanre, a bird, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Hansa, wild goose or swan, a

totemistic sept of Mundas and

Gonds in Chota Nagpur; a sec

tion of Kumhérs in Jessore.

Hénsé, a. section of the Maga

hiyzi, Pachainyé, and Tirhutiyé.

sub-castes of Doms in Behar.

Hansadaha-Paréménik, a

sub-caste of Népits in the 24

Parganas.

Hansarishi, a Brahmanical

section of Khatris in Bengal.

Hansarwar, duck, a sept of

Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Hénsdé, Hasdak or Hasda

giér, a. totemistic sept of the

Bhumij, Turis, Kharwars, Korés,

Hos, Kurmis, Korwés, Santéls

and Méhilis in Chota Nagpur,

the members of which will not

touch, kill, or eat a wild goose.
Hénriéo, a mul or section of

the Tinmulié Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwéis in Behar.

Hans, swan, a. totemistic sept

of Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Hansi, a title of Téntis in

Bengal and a section of Maj

raut Goélés in Behar.
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If

Hansi-Ténti. a sub-caste of

Tantis in Orissa.

Hansnemba, a sept of the

Panther sub-tribe of Limbus lll

Darjiling.

Hénsoté, a section of the

Pachainya sub-caste of Doms in

Behar.

Hénthi, elephant, a sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Hanuman, monkey, a totem

istic sept of Mundae and Chiks

in Chota Nagpur; a section of

Sonérs in Behar.

Har, a géin of the Kasyapa

goh-a of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Hér, plough, a totemistic sept

of Korwas in Chota Nagpur; a

section of the Tirhutiya sub-caste

of Doms in Behar.

Héré, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Harabans, a sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

in Behar.

Hararié, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Harbang, a sept of Tipperahs

in the Hill Tracts of Uh1tta

gong.

Harbans, a sept of Chamérs

and Doms in Chota Nagpur, the

members of which cannot wear

bones in any shape.

Harchanpurié, a section of the

Banodhié. and Jaiswar Kalwars

in Behar.

Hardé, n section of Goélas in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Hardi, turmeric, a totemistic

sept of Lohars in Chota

Nagpur.

Hardiél. a section of Béis

Sonars in Behar.

Hardwar, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Hardwér, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidéha Kalwars;

a mul or section of the Ayodhia

bési sub-caste of Sonérs in

Behar.

Hargambai, a section of the

Amashta sub-caste of Kziyasths

in Behar.

Hargamié, a section of Awa

dhia Hajams in Behar.

Hargurra, bone, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Héri, a synonym for Kora,

used inaccurately by outsiders

only; a synonym for Bhuinméli ;

a sub-caste of Ghasis in Chota

Nagpur; a totemistic sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur whose

ancestors are said not to have

washed their mouths after eating;

a section of the Dhapré sub-caste

of Doms in Behar.

fififi, Mihtar, Har-Santén, a menial and scavenger caste of Bengal

Origin.

Proper, which Dr. Wise identifies with the

Bhninmali and regards as “the remnant of a

Hinduised aboriginal tribe which was driven into Bengal by the

Aryans or the persecuting Muhammadans.” This conjecture is

borne out by the physical features of the caste, and by the fact that
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wherever we can trace the aflinities of the menial castes we find

them to have been largely recruited, if not entirely drawn, from the

ranks of the aboriginal races. The internal structure of the Héri

caste throws no light upon its origin, as at the

present day there are no sections, and marriage

is regulated solely by counting prohibited degrees. The sub-castes

are the following :—Baré-bhégiyé or Kaoré.-péik, Madhya

bhégiyé or Madhaukul, Khore or Khoriyé, Siuli, Mihtar,

Bangéli, Maghayé, Karaiyé, Purandwér. Of these, the Mihtar

sub-caste alone are employed in removing night-soil; the Bara

bhagiyé. serve as chaukidars, musicians, and palki-bearers; the Khore

keep pigs; the Siuli tap date-palms for their juice; and the rest

cultivate. Some authorities include Ghési among the sub-castes of

Héri, but I have preferred to treat them as a separate caste.

Haris admit both infant and adult-marriage, but the former

practice is deemed the more respectable, and

all parents endeavour to get their daughters

married before the age of puberty. Adult-marriage, however, still

holds its ground, and sexual intercourse before marriage is said to be

more or less tolerated. Their marriage ceremony presents some

curious features, which seem to be survivals of non-Aryan usage.

After the bride-price has been settled and a lucky day fixed for

the marriage, the parties meet in the bride’s house. The bride

and bridegroom are seated opposite to each other, each on the

thigh of the father or nearest male relative of a full age. They

then change places, the bride sitting on the lap of the bride

groom’s father and the bridegroom on that of the bride’s father.

This is repeated five times. After that the right hand little finger

of the bridegroom’s sister’s husband is pricked, and a drop or two

of blood allowed to fall on a few threads of jute, which are rolled up

into a tiny pellet. This the bridegroom holds in his hand, while

the bride attempts to snatch it from him. Her success in the attempt

is deemed to he of good omen for the happiness of the marriage.

Last of all, the bridegroom smears vermilion on the forehead of the

bride. Polygamy is permitted, but is rarely resorted to in practice,

as few Haris can afiord to maintain more than one wife. There

seems to be no definite rule on the subject. and the caste inclines

rather to the practice of the aboriginal races than to the more

civilised restriction which allows a second wife to be taken only

in the event of the first being barren. Some, however, favour this

latter view, and hold that even if offspring fail, a man may in no

case have more than three wives. A widow may marry again by the

ceremony called chumaumi or nikék, of which the binding portion

is the exchange of garlands of flowers, but she is not permitted

to marry her husband’s younger brother. No reason is assigned

for thus prohibitin an alliance which is usually regarded with

special favour by t e castes which permit widow-marria e. But

it may represent an advance towards the entire abolition of widow

marriage-—a step which has already been taken by the Bhuinmali

Haris of Eastern Bengal. Divorce is permitted with the sanction

of the punchziyat of the caste. In some districts a leaf is torn in two

Internal structure.

Marriage.
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to symbolise separation. Divorced wives may marry again by the

m'ka'h form.

Although Héris profess to be Hindus and worship Kali and other

of the standard gods in a more or less meagre

fashion, it seems probable that they have

enzibraicetdl HindulismBatha com aratilvely reoenit date. Hughli,

111 ee , ey emp oy ra mans or 1'91g'1011S an ceremonia purposes,

but these Brahmans are looked down upon by other members of the

sacred order, and are generally regarded as only a little less

degraded than Héris themselves. In other districts they have priests

of their own caste, who bear the pretentious title of Pandit.

The dead are usuall burnt, and the ashes thrown into the

t' A‘): 'fid thtthd ftdthtoneares nver. P1 is sacri ce on e en ay a er ea

appease the spirit of the departed, the flesh being eaten by the

relatives. On this occasion the nephew (sister’s son) of the deceased

person ofiiciates as priest.

Their social rank is of the lowest. No one will eat with a Héri

_ or take water from his hands, and members of

mm” ‘ma °°°“' the caste are not permitted to enter the court

yard of the great temples. Some of them hold

land as occupancy or non-occupancy raiyats, and many find

em loyment as agricultural day-labourers. Tapping date-trees.

m Rigsbamboo combs, playing musical instruments at weddings and

festiv , carrying palanqnins, serving as syces, and scavenging, are

among their characteristic occuqptions; but the removal of night

soil is confined to the Mihtar su -caste. Their women often act as

midwives. They are troubled by few scruples regarding diet. Fowls,

pork, field-rats, scaly or soaleless fish, and the leavings of other castes,

are freely eaten; while in districts where the aboriginal races are

numerous, Héris will even indulge in beef. Their partiality for

strong drink is notorious.

he following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Hari caste in 1872 and 1881:

Religion.

Dxrnucr. i 1872. I 1881. Q Drsrarcr. l 1872. I 1881.

Bardwan 31,418 23.996 Chittagong 6,589 5,520

Bankura 2,636 6,770 Nonkhnli 571 499

Birbhum 22,262 24,097 Hill 'l‘ruct-s 29

gldlfllliflllf 29,915 23.954 Patna

ug i ,610 G a ,. , , 6

Holwrah l ;"7°° l 16,763 Sliahabad“ ".6 . sacs 2,s»w
24- arganas 0,6-17 52,285 ~ . ozu vrpur 6,034
Nadi a 6,859 ems T"h‘" inn-bnmg. .. l 8'” l mass

Khu na .... .. 3,020 Saran 3,335 3,993

Jensore 2,981 4,380 Champann 5,065 3,401

Murshedabad 18,954 9,176 Mong yr 2,325 3,010

])inajpu1' .. 36,661 32,883 Bhagal 111' 3,197 5,822

Rajshahye 3,908 4,723 Purniaii 38,839 29.950

Rsngpur 8,511 7,872 Maldnh . 14,679 12,466

Bogra 6,839 7.618 Santbl Pargnnas 6,853 10,734

Pnbna ... 3,141 2,359 Cuztuck 3,914 4.208

Darjiling 988 1.664 Puri 6,749 7,784

JT\lplRO1"1 4,866 8,410 Balasore 3,360 4,46."

Kuch Behar 2,009 Tributary States 15,075 12.007

llacca 4,554 2,789 1-In-aribapzh 1.871 5,169

Paridpnr ... 1,828 2,886 Lohnrdna 2,502 1.149

Bakanzanj 6,406 574 Singbhum 1,269 1.357

Maimunsinh 5,021 6.896 Manbhurn 11,140 13,314

Tippernh 760 1.~~5l Tributary States 13 27
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Héri or Bangdli, a sub-caste

of Doms in Behar who are

probably immigrants from

Bengal.

Hariambé, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Hariéme Rakhwéri, a mul of

the Bétsya section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Hariéme-Sibé, a mul of the

Batsa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Hariéme-Baliréjpur, a mul of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Hariéme-Katmé, a mul of the

Batsa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Hariéme-Nhil, a mul of the

Bétsa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Harichandan Khandait, a

sub-caste of Khandéits in Puri.

Harihobans, a sept of the

Suryabansi Raj puts in Behar.

Hari Majumdéri, a mel or

hypergamous sub-group of Rarhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Harin, deer, a totemistic sept

of Chiks and Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Hérita, an eponymous section

of Bébhans in Behar; a section

of the Srotriya sub-caste of Utkal

Brahmans.

Hariyén or dehariyé, a sub

caste of Mauliks in Chota

Nagpur.

Hariyana, a sub-caste of Gau

ra Brahmans.

Harkér, a sub-caste of Doms

in South Behar who are scaven

gers.

Harkar, Harkal, a sub-caste of

Héris in Bengal.

Harnétar, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidaha Kalwars

in Behar.

Haroha, a tkar or sept of

Sarkis in Darjiling.

Harpatti, ‘plough-owner,’ a

group of Maghaiya. Telis in

Behar.

Harré, myrabolam, a totem

istic sept of Korwas in Chota

Nagpur.

Har-Santdn, a synonym for

Hari.

Harsarié, a section of Lohars

in Behar.

Hartakié, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Hasa, earth, a sept of Goalés

in Chota Nagpur.

Hasada, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur, see Hénsdé.

Hasanpurié, a section of Lo

hars in Behar.

Hasaré, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Hasdajié, a

Hansda, q.v.

Hassa ara, a kind of vege

table, a totemistic sept of Mun

das in Chota Nagpur.

Hastaddé, a totemistic section

of Turis in Chota Nagpur, signi

fying an eel.

synonym for

Hastgéme, a kul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Hastuar, asept of Lohars in

Chota Nagpur.

Hastwér, a totemistic section

of Kurmis in Chota Nagpur
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and Orissa who will not touch

a tortoise.

Hét, a. section of Goélés in

Behar; a sub-sept of the Saren

sept of Santzils.

Héth, a pzmgat or section of

Bénsphor Doms and of Dosadhs

in Behar.

Héthi, elephant, a totemistic

sept of Kharias and Kharwars

and a section of Kumhérs in

Ghota. Nagpur; 0. title of Ban

gaja Kéyaaths; a section of

Sunris in Behar.

Héthi or Hétti, elephant, a

totemistic sept of Lohérs in Chota

Nagpur.

Hfithiékén, a section of the

Sétmulia Maihayé. sub-caste of

Kéndus in Be ar.

Hfithié Kéndhé, a section of

Korénoh Kzindus in Behar.

Héthién, a territorial section

of Barhis in Behar.

Héthsukhé, a. section of Mad

hesié. Kéndus in Behar.

Héti, elephant, a title of Khan

déits in Orissa.

Hétié, a sub-caste of Bhuin

mélis found in Noakhéli.

Hétisalaba, elephant, a. totem

istic sept of Juangs in Orissa.

Hétser, a mul or section of the

Chhamulié. Madhesié sub-caste of

Halwais in Behar.

Hétué, a. sub-caste of Bhan

déris in Orissa.

Héturi, a. _r1éin or sub-section of

Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Héturié Ba idya, a doctor who

attends markets, or, according to

Hatuwéli, a thur or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Héfwél, a title of Bagdis and

Haris in Bengal.

Hausakar, a sept of Mundas

in Chota Nagpur.

Hawéigar, a. maker of fire

works, always a Mahomedau,

often called Golséz, and in Behar

A'tash-baz. In Bengal the Hindu

mélékér makes a few simple

fire-works for weddings, but this

is never his exclusive business.

Hézaré, a title of Kayasth,

Kaibartta, Sadgo , Chésédhoba,

Kapali, and ari castes in

Bengal; of Dosadhs in Behar; a

section of Kewats.

Hézéré-Saméj, a sub-caste of

Dhobis in Central Bengal.

Hazéri, a pang/It or section of

Dosadhs and Kzidars in Behar.

Hazéri pénre, a section of the

Biyshut and Kharidéha Kalwérs

iu Behar.

Heding, a bird, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Ohota Nagpur.

Hej, a hypergamous group

of the Bairendra Kayasths in

Bengal.

Hekorié, tomato, a totemistic

sept of Pains in Chota. Nagpur.

Hele-Kaibartta, or Helo, a

sub-caste of Kaibarttas in Bengal.

Hem, a title of Dakshin-Rarhi

and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Hembaran, a sept of Hos in

Singbhum.

Hemb0war, ancester, a totem

I)r. Wise, a quack, ameddlesome istic sept of Mundas in Chota

fellow. Nagpur.
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Hemphé, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Hemram, a kind of fish, a

totemistie sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Hemramié, betel palm, a to

temistic section of Kurmis in

Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Hemremina, a sept of Khar

‘wars in Chota Nagpur.

Hemriérk, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Hemrom, a kind of fish, a

totemistie sept of Birhors and

Lohars in Chota Nagpur.

Hemrom, Hembaram,

palm, a sept of Santals.

Hemromi, ashes, a totemistie

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

betel

Hemron, a totemistie sept of

Bhumij, and Mahili, the mem

bers of which may not eat the

horse.

Henduér, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nag nr and Orissa, the

members of w 'ch do not observe

the Jita purab, and celebrate

marriage in the open and not in

a house.

Heride, a bird, a totemistie

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Hermanié, a sub-caste of Telis

in Behar.

Hersirié, amul or section of

the Kamar Kalla sub-caste of

Sonérs in Behar.

Herung, a bird, a totemistie

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Hes, a title of Dakshin-Rérhi

and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Hesé, a sept of Hos in Sing

bhum.

Hiapela, a sub-caste of Telis

in Chota Nagpur.

Hi/'ra', eunuch, a person of

equivocal malformation, supposed

to be a hermaphrodite and usually

wearing female attire and bear

ing the name of a man.

Hindué, a section of Tantis in

Behar.

Hinga, a section of the Oswél

Baniyas in Bengal.

Hingu, an exogamous section

of Baidyas in Bengal.

Hirni, a mul or section of the

Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonars in

Behar.

 

gjfl, Larka Kalb, a non-Aryan tribe of the district of Sing

bhum, classed for linguistic purposes as Kolarian. The name Ho

seems to be merely a contracted form of the word hora, ‘ man,’ which

is used by the cognate tribes of Munda and Santél as their national

designation.‘ The two latter tribes, rt should be noted, are not

called hora by outsiders, and a Santal will as often as not describe

himself by the title of Ménjhi. In the case of the Hos, the tribal

name of the original stock whence Hos, Mundas, and Santals are

sprung has obtained popular recognition,_m a slightly altered form, as

the distinctive name of the branch Wl110l1 inhabits Singbhum, and

which may now be regarded as a separate tribe. For intermarriage

between Hos and Mundas or Santals, though not absolutely forbidden

' Nottrott, Grammatik der Kolh-Sprache, Giitersloh, 1882, Jellinghaus

Sagen, Sitten und Gebrduche der Munda.-Kol/is in Chota Nagpur. Zeitccknft

fiir Etluwlcgie, iii, 328.
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by custom, is certainly uncommon, and may be expected soon to fall

into disuse. The internal structure of the tribe

is shown in Appendix I. They have no sub

tribes, but the sopts are very numerous, and many of them appear

to be totemistic. Six of the sept names are common to them and to

the Santéls. The rule of exogamy is strictly observed, and a man

may on no account marry a. woman of his sept. With this exception

their views on the subject of prohibited degrees appear to be lax, and

I understand that marriages with near relatives on the mother’s side

are tolerated provided that a man does not marry his aunt, his first

cousin, or his niece. For the rest I have nothing to add to the

nssages quoted below from Colonel Dalton’s classical account of the

I10 tribe, which, so far as I can ascertain, is substantially correct at

the present day. Owing to the use in the Census returns of the

general name Kol to denote Mundas, Hos, and Oraons, it has been

found impossible to draw up any statistical table showing the

number of Hos in 1372 and 1881. In the former year 150,925

Kols were registered in Singbhum, while in 1881 the number of

Kols in that district is given as 187,721, to which may be added

5139 returned under various sept names. If, then, we might assume

that all persons registered in Singbhum as Kols were really Hos.

the figures would stand thus: 1872, 150,925; 1881, 188,260. But

Oraons and Mundas are also found in Singbhum, and it is impossible

to separate them from the total set down for Kols. I have there

fore thought it best not to attempt to construct any statistical table

showing the distribution of the tribe. It is the less necessary to do

so as there are probably not many Hos outside of Singbhum. The

tribe are fairly fortunate in their relations to the land, and

presumably for this reason are not accustomed, like the Mundas and

Oraons. to leave their homes during the cold weather to assist in

gathering in the rice harvest of Bengal Proper.

“ The Hos appear to have no traditions of origin or migrations

_ _ f _ _ that throw much light on their history. They
Tndmwo °ngm' generally admit that they are of the same

family as the Mundas, and that they came from Chota Nagpur.

The Oraons sometimes say that the exodus of the Hos was

caused by their invasion, but I cannot believe that the Hos could

ever have given way to so inferior a race ; and the tradition usually

received is that the Oraons made friends with the Mundas and

were allowed to occupy peaceably the north-western corner of the

plateau, where the latter apparently have never taken root. The

Hos are the only branch of the Kols that have preserved a national

appellation. The Mundas of Uhutié. Nagpur are sometimes called

Kokpét or Konkpét Mundas. and that may be a national word; but

H0, Hora, or Horo means in their own language ‘man,’ and they

are not the only people that apply to themselves exclusively the

word used in their language to distinguish human beings from

brutes. They probably left Ghutié Négpur before their brethren

there had assumed the Sanskrit word ‘Munda’ as their distinctive

name, taking with them their old constitution of confederate village

communities under hereditary headmen, which system they have

Internal structure.
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retained to the present day. But they did not find in Singbhum an

unoccupied country. It is admitted on all sides that one part of it

was in possession of the Bhuiyas, and another held by the people

who have left many monuments of their ingenuity and piety m the

adjoining district of Manbhum, and who were certainly the earliest

Aryan settlers inthis part of India,——the Sarawaks or Jains. The

former were driven from their possessions in what is now the Kolhan,

and fell back into Parahat. What became of the Jains we know not.

They have left their marks in Dhalbhum and the eastern and north

eastern quarters of the district; and it is not improbable that the

Siidras, Groélas, and Kurmis, now settled in Parahét, Kharséwan,

Séraikala, and Dhalbhum, may be remnants of the colonies they

founded. But it is also probable that many were absorbed into the

family that conquered them; and this may account for the greater

beauty of the Hos as compared with other Kols, and for their having

in use a number of common vocables of Sanskrit origin, though

they insulated themselves as much as possible, despised the Hindus,

and for a long time had little or no intercourse with them.

“I propose to select the Hos as the branch of the people who,

from their jealous isolation for so many years, their independence,

their long occupation of one territory, and their contempt for all

other classes that came in contact with them, especially the Hindus,

probably furnish the best illustration, not of the Mundéris in their

wildest state, but of what, if left to themselves and permanently

located, they were likely to become. Even at the present day the

exclusiveness of the old Hos is remarkable. They will not allow

aliens to hold lands near their villages; and indeed if it were left

to them no strangers would be permitted to settle in the Kolhan.

Now there are settlements of G-oélas, Kurmis, and others; but

though such settlements are under the authority of the Kol ménki

of the pir, the Kols hold little communication with them, and

jealously watch and circumscribe the spread of their cultivation.

They argue that they are themselves rapidly increasing, and the

waste lands should all be reserved for their progeny. The only

persons of alien race they tolerate, and, so far as suits their own‘

convenience, associate with, are the few Tantis (weavers), Goélas

(herdsmen), potters, and blacksmiths who ply their respective trades

for the benefit of the community; but these people, who are in all

probability remnants of the Aryan colonies that the Hos subj ugated,

must learn their language and generally conform to their customs.

The old Hos will not conform to theirs. It is only the rising

generation that takes kindly to the acquisition of another language.

The Hos have a tradition concerning the creation of the world and the

origin of the human race, which is given in Colonel Tickell’s account

of the tribe, published in volume ix of the Journal of the A.9iat~'u:

Society qf Bengal, p. 797. Ute Borzim and Sing Bonga were self

created ; they made the earth with rocks and water, and they clothed

it with grass and trees, and then created animals,—first, those

that man domesticates, and afterwards wild beasts. \Vhen all was

thus prepared for the abode of man, a boy and girl were created. and

Sing Bonga placed them in a cave at the bottom of a great ravine ;

X
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and finding them to be too innocent to give hope of rogeny, he

instructed them in the art of making illi, rice-beer, w 'ch excites

the passions, and thus the world became peopled. When the first

parents had produced twelve boys and twelve girls, Sing Bonga

prepared a feast of the flesh of buffaloes, bullocks, goats, sheep, pigs,

fowls, and vegetables ; and making the brothers and sisters pair off,

told each pair to take what they most relished and depart. Then

the first and second pair took bullocks and buffaloes’ flesh, and they

originated the Kols (Hos) and the Bhumij (Matkum) ; the next took

of the vegetables only. and are the progenitors of the Brahmans and

Kshatriyas ; others took goats and fish, and from them are the Sfidras.

One pair took the shell-fish, and became Bhuiyés; two pairs took

pigs. and became Santals. One pair got nothing; seeing which

the first pairs gave them of their superfluity, and from the pair thus

provided spring the Ghasis, who toil not, but live by preying

on others. The Hos have now assigned to the English the honour

of descent from one of the first two pairs—the elder. The only

incident in the above tradition that reminds one of the more

highly elaborated Santal account is the divine authority for the

use of stron drinks.

“The Ides of Singbhum and the Mundéris of the southern

Pb _ H pargamis of the Lohardagé. district are physi
ysm We’ cally a much finer people than the Bhiimij,

the Santals, or any other of the Kolarians. The males average

five feet five or six inches in height ; the women five feet two. The

average height of a number of the Juéng tribe I found to be

for males, less than five feet; and for women, four feet eight. In

features the IIos exhibit much variety, and I think in a eat

many families there is considerable admixture of Aryan b ood.

Many have high noses and oval faces, and young girls are sometimes

met with who have delicate and regular features, finely chiselled

straight noses, and perfectly-formed mouths and chins. The eyes,

however, are seldom so large, so bright, and gazelle-like as those of

pure Hindu maidens; but I have met strongly-marked Mongolian

features, and some are dark and coarse like the Santals. In

colour they vary greatly,—28, 29, and 30 of Brossac’s table;

the copper tints are the commonest ones. Eyes dark brown

(about 2 of Brossac) ; hair black, straight, or wavy, and rather fine ;

worn long by males and females, but the former shave the fore

head. Both men and women are noticeable for their fine erect

carriage and long free stride. The hands and feet are large, but well

formed. The men care little about their personal appearance. It

requires a great deal of education to reconcile

them to the encumbrance of clothing; and

even those who are wealthy move about all but naked, as proudly

as if they were clad in p1u'ple and fine linen. The women in an

unsophisticated state are equally averse to superfluity of clothing.

In remote villages they may still be seen with only a rag between

the legs, fastened before and behind to a string ‘round the waist.

This is called a botoi. The national dress is, however, a long

strip of cloth worn as a girdle round the loins, knotted behind,

Dress and ornaments.
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and the ends brought between the legs and fastened to the girdle

in front; but in the principal group of villages about Chaibasé.

the young women dress themselves decently and gracefully. The

style of wearing the hair is peculiar, collected in a knot artificially

enlarged, not in the centre of the back of the head, but touching

the back of the right ear. Flowers are much used in the coifiure.

The neck ornaments most in vogue a year or two ago were very

small black beads; but in this one small item of their simple

toilette fashion changes, and the beads most prized one year are

looked on with repugnance the next. A.s with the Santals, very

massive bracelets and armlets are worn, and anklets of bell-metal.

It is a singular sight to see the young women at the markets

subjecting themselves to the torture of being fitted with a pair of these

anklets. They are made so that they can just, with great violence,

be forced on. The operation is performed by the manufacturers,

who put moistened leather on the heel and instep to prevent excori

ation. The girl, clinging to and resting on one of her companions,

cries bitterly at the violence inflicted on her, and the operation is

along one ; but when it is over, she admires her decorated foot and

instep, and smiles through her tears. The Ho women have adopted

as their distinctive mark or godna an arrow, which they regard as

their national emblem. A Ho unable to write, if asked to attach his

mark or sign manual to a document, does so by making a rude

representation of an arrow. The Munda women use the same godna

marks as the Juéngs and the Kharriés. The Larkas are lightly

assessed, and, cultivating their own lands, never join any of the

numerous bands of labourers emigrating to the tea districts. They

care not to work for hire, and never, if they can avoid it, carry

loads. The use of the block-wheeled dray is universal among them,

and all the carrying necessary in their agricultural operations is done

Chfld_birth_ by it. After the birth of a child both mother

and father are considered unclean, bisi, for eight

days, during which period the other members of the family are

sent out of the house, and the husband has to cook for his wife.

If it be a difficult case of parturition, the malignancy of some

spirit of evil is supposed to be at work, and after divination

to ascertain his name a sacrifice is made to appease him. At

the expiration of the eight days the banished members of the family

return, friends are invited to a feast, and the child is ceremoni

ously named. The name of the grandfather is usually given to

the first-born son, but not without an ordeal to ascertain if it

will prove fortunate. As the name is mentioned, a grain of arid

(pulse) is thrown into a vessel with water; the name is adopted if it

floats, rejected if it sinks.

“Owing to the high price placed on daughters by their fathers,

the large number of adult unmarried girls

seen in every considerable village in the Kolhén

is a very peculiar feature in the social state of the community.

In no other country in India are spinsters found so advanced

in years. In many of the best families grey-headed old maids

may be seen, whose charms were insulficient to warrant the large

Marriage.
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addition to the usual price, called pan, imposed in consideration

of the high connection that the union would confer. The pan is

calculated, and for the most part paid, in cattle, indicating that the

custom dates from a time when there was no current coin; and

fathers of ménkt dignity demand from forty to fifty head of cattle

for each of their girls. Dr. Hayes, finding that in consequence of

this practice the number of marriages was annually diminishing and

immoral intimacy between the sexes increasing, convened in 1865

a meeting of representative men for the express purpose of discussing

this question; and after a long debate it was unanimously agreed

that a reduction should be made. It was resolved that in future

a pan was not to exceed ten head of cattle; and that if one pair of

oxen, one cow, and seven rupees were given, it should be received

as an equivalent for the ten head. For the poorer classes it was

fixed at seven rupees. Even thus modified the pan in Singbhum is

higher than it is in Chutia Nagpur for the multitude. The ménkia

and headmen of the latter country, conforming to the Hindu

customs, have given up exacting it. In olden times young men

counteracted the machinations of avarioious parents a ainst the

course of true love by forcibly carrying off the girl, and st' at times

evade extortion by running away with her. Then the parents have

to submit to such terms as arbitrators think fair. This abduction it

was necessary to put a stop to, and elopements are not considered

respectable; so, until the conference, prices had a tendency to rise

rather than fall. The old generation of mdnlrés vehemently opposed

any reduction. The second generation, since the accession of the

British, are now in the ascendant, and they entertained more

enlightened views ; but, notwithstanding the compact, I have not yet

heard of a marriage in high life in which the reduced pan has been

accepted. It is certainly not from any yearning for celibacy that

the marriage of Singbhum maidens is so long postponed. The girls

will tell you frankly that they do all they can to please the young

men, and I have often heard them pathetically bewailing their want

of success. They make themselves as attractive as they can, flirt in

the most demonstrative-manner, and are not too coy to receive in

public attentions from those they admire. They may be often seen

in well-assorted pairs returning from market with arms interlaced,

and locking at each other as lovingly as if they were so many groups

of Cupids and Psyches ; but with all this the ‘ men will not propose.’

Tell a maiden you think her nice looking, she is sure to reply, ‘ Oh

yes, I am; but what is the use of it ? the young men of my acquaint

ance don’t see it.’ Even when a youth has fully made up his mind

to marry, it may happen that fate is against the happiness of the

young couple: bad omens are seen that cause the match to be post

poned or broken off; or papa cannot, or will not, pay the price

demanded. When a young man has made his choice, he communi

cates the fact to his parents; and a deputation of the friends of the

family is sent to the girl’s house to ascertain all that should be

known regarding her family, age, appearance, and means. If the

information obtained and the result of the inspection be satisfactory,

and the omens observed on the road have been propitious, an
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offering is made on the part of the young man ; and if it be received,

the deputation are invited to stay, and are feasted. The report of
A the deputation being favourable, a day is fixed for a meeting between

the parents, and the terrible question of the pan discussed. At

this point many matches are broken off, in consequence of greed on

one side or stinginess on the other. The amount agreed on has to

be paid before the day can be fixed for the marriage; and when

delivery of the cattle is made, a pot of beer has to be given from

the bride’s side for each animal. At last if all this is got over, the

appointed day arrives, and the bride is escorted to the village for

her intended by all her young female friends, with music and

dancing. The young men and girls of the village, and those invited

from neighbouring villages, form a. cortege for the bridegroom. They

go out and meet the bride’s party, and, after a dance in the grove, in

which the bride and bridegroom take part, mounted on the hips of

two of their female friends, they enter the village together, where

there is a great feast, a great consumption of the rice-beer, and

much more dancing and singing. Ceremony there is none; but the

turning point inthe rite is when the bride and groom pledge each

other. A cup of beer is given to each; the groom ours some of

the contents of his cup into the bride's cup, and s e returns the

compliment. Drinking the liquor thus blended they become of

one kili, that is, the bride is admitted into her husband’s tribe, and

they become one. This has, I believe, succeeded an older custom

of drinking from the same cup. After remaining with her husband

for three days only, it is the correct thing for the wife to run away

from him and tell all her friends that she loves him not, and will

see him no more. This is perhaps reparation to the dignity of

- the sex, injured by the bride’s going to the bridegroom’s house to be

married, instead of being ought for and taken as a wife from her

own. So it is correct for the husband to show great anxiety for the

loss of his wife and diligently seek her; and w en he finds her, he

carries her off by main force. I have seen a. young wife thus found

and claimed and borne away, screeching and struggling, in the arms

of her husband from the midst of a crowded bdzdr. No one inter

feres on these occasions, and no one assists. If the husband cannot

manage the business himself, he must leave her alone. After this

little escapade the wife at once settles down, assumes her place as

the well-contented mistress of the household, and, as a rule, in no

country in the world are wives better treated. Dr. Hayes says :—‘ A.

K01 or Ho makes a regular companion of his wife. She is consulted

in all difliculties, and receives the fullest consideration due to her

sex.’ Indeed, it is not uncommon in the Kolhén to see husbands

so subject to the influence of their wives that they may be regarded

as henpeoked. Instances of infidelity in wives are very rare. I

never heard of one, but I suppose such things occur, as there is a

regulated penalty. The unfaithful wife is discarded, and the seducer

must pay to the husband the entire value of the pan.

“ The Hos are fair marksman with the bow and arrow, and great

sportsmen. From childhood they practise
Occupation‘ archery; every lad herding cattle or watching
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crops makes this his whole astime, and skill is attained even in

knocking over small birds wit blunt arrows. They also keep hawks,

and the country in the vicinity of their villages is enerally destitute

of game. In the months intervening between the arvest-home and

the rains they frequently go in large parties to distant jungles; and

with them, as with the Santals, there is every year in May a reat

meet for sport, in which people of all classes of the neighbour ood

and surrounding villages take art. From the setting in of the

rains to the harvest the time of) the people is fairly employed in

cultivation, to which they pay great attention. The women have

their full share of labour in the fields; indeed, the only a 'cultura.l

work they are exempted from is ploughing. They work grim early

morn till noon; then comes the mid-day meal, after which their time

is pretty much at their own disposal. The young people then make

themselves tidy, stroll about the village, or visit neighbouring

villages; and the old people, sitting on the gravestones, indulge in

deep potations of rice- eer, and smoke, or gossip, or sleep. Amongst

the amusements of the Hos I must not omit to mention pegtops.

They are roughly made of blocks of hard wood, but their mode

of spinning and laying them, one on another, is the same as with

Pegtop ing as been noticed as an amusement of the Khésias

of Assam. heir agricultural implements consist of the ordinary

wooden plough tipped with iron; a harrow; the koddli or large

hoe; a sickle ; the tdngi or battle-axe, which is used for all purposes;

the block-wheeled dray; and an implement with which to remove

earth in altering the levels of land to repare it for irrigation and

rice cultivation. The latter consists of a broad piece of board firmly

attached to a pole and yoke, so that its edge touches the ground

at an angle as it is drawn by oxen or buffaloes attached to it.

The Hos make these agricultural implements themselves; every

man is to some extent a carpenter, handy with his adze and clever

in simple contrivances. The Kols plough with cows as well as oxen ;

but it is to be recollected that they make no other use of the animal,

as they never touch milk. Buffaloes are preferred to bullocks as

lough cattle. They have a rude kind of oil-press in every village.

he Mundéris and Larkas raise three crops of rice, --the early or

gord, the autumnal or bdd, and the late or bard crop. Indian corn

and the millets, marud and gondli, are also cultivated as early crops.

Wheat, gram, mustard seed, and sesamum they have also taken to as

cold weather and spring crops. Tobacco and cotton they have long

cultivated, but not in sufiicient quantities even for their own

consumption. They have no notion of weaving, and if left to their

own resources for clothing would probably resume their leaves; but

every village has one or two families of Tantis, or weavers, who are

now almost undistinguishable from the Hos. The villagers make

over their cotton to the weavers, and pay for the loom labour in

cotton or grain.

“The Hos are a purely agricultural people, and their festivals are

Festivals all connected with that pursuit. In describing

' these festivals I avail myself of information

on the subject kindly collated for me by W. Ritchie, Esq., District
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Superintendent of Police, Singbhum. The chief requisite for festi

vities of all kinds is the preparation of an ample quantity of the

home-made beer called illi. It is made from rice, which is boiled

and allowed to ferment till it is sufficiently intoxicating; its proper

preparation is considered one of the most useful accomplishments

that a young damsel can possess. The Hos keep seven festivals

in the year. The first or principal is called the Jlldgk para-b or

Desauli Bonga. This is held in the month of Mégh, or January,

when the granaries are full of grain, and the people, to use their

own expression, full of devilry. They have a strange notion

that at this period men and women are so overcharged with vicious

propensities that it is absolutely necessary to let off steam by

allowing for a time full vent to the passions. The festival, therefore,

becomes a Saturnale, during which servants forget their duty

to their masters, children their reverence for parents, men their

respect for women, and women all notions of modesty, delicacy,

and gentleness,—they become raging Bacchantes. It opens with

a sacrifice to Desauli of three fowls,—a cock and two hens, one

of which must be black,—otfercd with some flowers of the palds

tree (Butea frondosa), bread made from rice-flour, and sesamum

seeds. The sacrifice and offerings are made by the village priest, if

there be one; or if not, by any elder of the village who possesses the

necessary legendary lore. He prays that during the year they are

about to enter on they and their children may be preserved from all

misfortune and sickness, and that they may have seasonable rain and

good crops. Prayer is also made in some places for the souls of the

departed. At this period an evil spirit is supposed to infest the

locality, and to get rid of it the men, women, and children go in

procession round and through every part of the village, with sticks

in their hands as if beating for game, singing awild chant and

voeiferating violently till they feel assured that the bad spirit must

have fled,—and they make noise enough to frighten a legion. These

religious ceremonies over, the people give themselves up to feasting,

drinking immoderately of rice-beer till they are in the state of wild

ebriety most suitable for the process of letting oft‘ steam. The Ho

population of the villages forming the environs of Chaibésé. are at

other seasons quiet and reserved in manner, and in their demeanour

towards women gentle and decorous. Even in the flirtatious I have

s oken of they never transcend the bounds of decency. The girls,

t ough full of spirits and somewhat saucy, have innate notions of

propriety that make them modest in demeanour, though devoid of

all prudery; and of the obscene abuse so frequently heard from the

lips of common women in Bengal, they ap ear to have no know

ledge. They are delicately sensitive under arsh language of any

kind, and never use it to others; and since their adoption of cloth

ing, they are careful to drape themselves decently as well as grace

fully. But they throw all this aside during the Mégh feast. Their

natures appear to undergo a temporary change. Sons and daughters

revile their parents in gross language, and parents their children;

men and women become almost like animals in the indulgence of

their amorous propensities. They enact all that was ever portrayed
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by prurient artists in a Bacchanalian festival or Pandean orgy; and

as the light of the sun they adore, and the presence of numerous

spectators seem to be no restraint on their indulgence, it cannot be

expected that chastity is preserved when the shades of night fall on

such a scene of licentiousness and debauchery. This festival is not

kept at one period in all the villages. 'l‘he time during which it is

held in different villages of a circle extends over a period of a month

or six weeks; and, under a preconcerted arrangement, the festival

commences at each village on a different date, and lasts three or

four days, so the inhabitants of each may take part in a long succes

sion of these orgies. As the utmost liberty is given to girls, the

parents never attempting to exercise any restraint, the girls of one

village sometimes pair off with the young men of another, and absent

themselves for days. Liaisons thus prolonged generally end in

marriages. The ordinary Ho dance is similar to the msa dance of

the Santals,—an amorous, but not a very rapid or lively movement;

but the Magh dance is like a grande galope,—a very joyous, frisky,

harum-scarum scamper of boys and girls through the village and

from one village to another. The Mundéris keep this festival in

much the same manner as the Hos, but one day is fixed for its com

mencement everywhere,-—the full of the moon in Mégh,—and there is

, less commingling of the boys and girls from different villages. The

resemblance to a Saturnale is very complete, as at this festival the

farm-labourers are feasted by their masters and allowed the utmost

freedom of speech in addressing them. It is the festival of the

harvest-home,-the termination of one year’s toil and a slight respite

from it before they commence again. At this feast the Mundéris

dance the jddztra, remarkable for the very pretty and peculiar

manner in which the lines of performers interlace their arms behind

their backs. The next in the order of festivals is what is called Bah

Bonga by the Hos, corresponding to the Sarlzzil of the Mundéris.

Bah means flower; and the festival takes place when the sail tree is

in full bloom in March or April,—a favourite season with many

tribes, for it is then that the death of Gautéma is commemorated.

With the Hos and Mundéris it is held in honour of the founders of

the village and the tutelary deity or spirit. called Darhé. by the

Oraons. The boys and girls collect basketsful of the flowers, make

garlands of them, weave them in their hair, and decorate their

ouses with them. Each house makes an offering of these flowers,

and sacrifices a cock. The people dance for a couple of days and

nights incessantly, and refresh themselves meanwhile with beer; but

in the Kolhén it is the quiet style of dance, and there are no o en

breaches of decorum. The dance on this occasion of the Mundgris

is called the balmi. The boys and girls poussette to each other,

clapping their hands and pirouetting, so as to cause dos-d-dos

concussions, which are the source of much mirth. The selection of

the sail flowers as the offering to the founders of the village is appro

priate. as there are few villages that do not occupy ground once

covered by sdl forest; and at this period new ground, if there be any,

is cleared for cultivation. The third festival is the Damurai, which is

celebrated in May, or at the time of the sowing of the first rice crop.
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It is held in honour of the ancestral shades and other spirits, who, if

unpropitiated, would prevent the seed from germinating. A he-goat

and a cock are sacrificed. The fourth festival is the Hird Bonga, in

June; the Mundéris call it Harihur. It is to propitiate Desauli

and Jahir Biirhi for a blessing on the crops. In the.Mundéri

villages every householder plants a branch of the blzelwa in his field

and contributes to the general offering, which is made by the priest

in the sacred grove, a fowl, a pitcher of beer, and a handful of rice.

In Singbhum a he-goat is ofiered. This is followed by the Bah

tauli Bonga, which takes place in July. Each cultivator sacrifices

a fowl, and after some mysterious rites a wing is stripped off and

inserted in the cleft of a bamboo and stuck up in the rice-field and

dungheap. If this is omitted, it is supposed that the rice will not

come to maturity. It appears more like a charm than a sacrifice.

This corresponds with the karam in the K01 villages of Chutié.

Nagpur, where the hoja is danced. The women in this dance follow

the men, and change their positions and attitudes in obedience to

signals from them. When the movement called koja is asked for,

the women all kneel and pat the ground with their hands in time to

the music, as if coaxing the earth to be fruitful. On the day

appointed a branch of the karam tree is cut and planted in the ékkrd

or dancing place. This festival is kept by klin dus in Chutié Nagpuras well as by Kols. The sixth festival is the offering of the first I

fruits of the harvest to Sing Bonga; it is solemnized in August, when

the gord rice ripens, and till the sacrifice is complete the new rice

must not be eaten. The offering, in addition to the rice, is a white

cock. This is a thanks-offering to the Creator and Preserver. It is

called Jum-nama, and considered of great importance. To eat new

rice without thus thanking God is regarded as impious. The seventh

festival is the Kalam Bonga, when an offering of a fowl is made to

Desauli on the removal of the rice straw from the threshing-floor,

Iralam, to be stacked. The pd/ms or riests of the Kol villages in

Chutia Nagpur have another festival, or the performance of which

they are in possession of some rent-free land, called ¢1dl:kata'ri. The

sacrifices are, every second year a fowl, every third year a ram, every

fourth year abutfalo, to Marang Biiru ; and the main object is to

induce him to send seasonable rain. The above are all general

festivals; but the Hos, on their individual account, make many

sacrifices to the gods. In cases of sickness and calamity they

commence by sacrificing what is small and of liflle value; but if

the desired change is retarded, they go on until the patient dies or

their live-stock is entirely exhausted.

“ All disease in men or animals is attributed to one of two

. causes —the wrath of some evil spirit, who has
Sorcery and mtchcmft" to be appeased, or_to the spell of some witch or

sorcerer, who should be destroyed or dnven out of the land. In the

latter case a sol:/la-, or witch-finder, is employed to divine who has cast

the spell, and various modes of divination are resorted to. One of the

most common is the test by the stone and paild. The latter is a large

wooden cup, shaped like a half cocoanut, used as a measure for grain.

It is placed under a fiat stone as a pivot for the stone to turn on. A
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boy is then seated on the stone, suglporting himself by his hands; and

the names of all the people in t e neighbourhood arc slowly pro

nounced, and as each name is uttered a few grains of rice are thrown

at the boy. \Vhen they come to the name of the witch or wizard, the

stone turns and the boy rolls off. This, no doubt, is the effect of the

boy’s falling into a state of coma and losing the power of supporting

himself with his hands. In former times the person denounced and all

his family were ut to death, in the belief that witches breed witches

and sorcerers. he taint is in the blood. When, during the Mutiny,

Singbhum district was left for a short time without otficers, a

terrible raid was made against all who for years had been suspected

of dealings with the evil one, and the most atrocious murders were

committed. Young men were told off for the duty by the elders;

neither sex nor age were spared. When order was restored, these

crimes were brought to light, and the actual pe etrators condignly

punished; and since then we have not only h no recurrence of

witch murders, but the superstition itself is dying out in the Kolhén.

In other districts accusations of witchcraft are still frequently made,

and the persons denounced are subjected to much ill-usage if they

escape with their lives. Some of the sok/ms, instead of divining the

name of the person who has cast the evil eye on the suffering patient,

profess to summon their own familiar spirits, who impart to them the

needed information. The sokha throws some rice on a winnowing

sieve, and places a light in front of it. He then mutters incantations

and rubs the rice, watching the flame, and when this flickers it is

owing to the presence of the familiar; and the sol:/za, to whom alone

the spirit is visible, pretends to receive from it the revelation, which

he communicates to the inquirer, to the efiect that the sufferer is

afflicted by the familiar of some rival sol»-ha, or sorcerer, or witch,

whom he names. The villagers then cause the attendance of the

person denounced, who is brought into the presence of the sufferer

and ordered to haul out his evil spirit. It is useless for him to plead

that he has no such spirit : this only leads to his being unmercifully

beaten. His best line of defence is to admit what is laid to his charge,

and to act rm if he really were master of the situation. Some change

for the better in the patient may take place, which is ascribed to his

delivery from the familiar, andt he sorcerer is allowed to depart.

But if there is no amelioration in the condition of the sick person,

the chastisement of the sorcerer is continued till he can bear no

more, and not unfrequently he dies under the ill-treatment he is

subjected to, or from its effects. A milder method is when the

person denounced is required to offer sacrifices of animals to appease

or drive away the possessing devil; this he dare not refuse to do.

And if the sickness thereupon ceases, it is of course concluded

that the devil has departed; but if it continue, the sorcerer is

turned out of his home and driven from the village, if nothing

worse is done to him. It must not be supposed that these super

stitions are confined to the Kols; they are common to all classes

of the population of this province. I have elsewhere noticed

their preva ence in the Southern Tributary Mahals, and the alleged

existence of secret witch-schools, where damsels of true Aryan blood
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are instructed in the black art and perfected in it by practice on

forest trees. Even Brahmans are sometimes accused. I find in a

report by Major Roughsedge, written in 1818, an account of a

Brahman lady who was denounced as a witch and tried; and having

escaped in the ordeal by water, she was found to he a. witch and

deprived of her nose. The sokka does not always denounce a fellow

being; he sometimes gives out that the family bku't is displeased

and has caused the sickness. And in such cases a most extensive

propitiatory offering is demanded, which the master of the house

provides, and of which the sokha gets the lion’s share. I find

an instance of the oracle giving out that Desauli, the village bluii,

had caused the trouble; but on further inquiry it was averred that

a spiteful old woman had on this occasion demoralised the honourable

and respectable guardian of the village. And though he was propi

tiated, the hag was made to suffer very severely for her malignancy.

It will be seen that it is not only women that are accused of having

dealings with the imps of darkness. Persons of the opposite sex are

as frequently denounced; nor are the female victims invariably of

the orthodox old hag type. In a recent case eight women were

denounced by a sokha as witches who had introduced epidemic

cholera into the village and caused a terrible mortality, and among

these were some very young girls. They were ill-treated until they

admitted all that was imputed to them and agreed to point out and

remove the spell they had prepared. They pretended to search for

dead birds, which, it was said, they had deposited as charms, but

nothing was produced; and one of the poor creatures, fearing further

ill-usage, destroyed herself by jumping into a well. In Singbhum

the wild Kharrias are looked upon as the most expert sorcerers; and

the people, though they not unfrequently seek their aid, hold them

in great awe.

“ The funeral ceremonies of the Hos are deserving of special

is notice, as they show eat reverence for the
D Pom of the deal dead; and the varietyghnd singularity of the

rites performed may materially aid us in tracing the connection ofthe

people we are describing. Inmy account of the Khésias I have already

drawn attention to the similaritybetween their funeral ceremonies and

those of the Hos. The funeral rites of the Hos and Géros have also

many points of resemblance. On the death of a. respectable Ho a very

substantial coffin is constructed and placed on faggots of firewood.

The body, carefully washed and anointed with oil and turmeric, is re

verently laid in the cofiin ; all the clothes, ornaments, and agricultural

implements that the deceased was in the habit of using are placed with

it and also any money that he had about him when he died. Then -

the lid of the cofiin is put on, and faggots placed around and above

it, and the whole is burned. The cremation takes place in front of

the house of the deceased. Next morning water is thrown on the

ashes, search made for bones, and a few of the larger fragments are

carefully preserved, whilst the remainder, with the ashes, are buried.

The selected bones are placed in a vessel of earthenwa.re,——we ma

call it an urn,—-and hung up in the apartment of the chief

mourner, generally the mother or widow, that she may have them
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continually in view, and occasionally weep over them. Thus they

remain till the very extensive arrangements necessary for their final

disposal are effected. A large tombstone has to be procured, and it

issometimes so ponderous that the men of several villages are

employed to move it. Some wealthy men, knowing that their

successors may not have the same influence that they possess, select

during their lifetime a suitable monument to commemorate their

worth, and have it moved to a handy position to be used when they

die. When required for use it is brought to the family burial place,

which with the Hos is close to the houses, and near it a deep

round hole is dug for the reception of the cinerary urn. When all is

ready a funeral party collect in front of the deceased’s house—three

or four men with very deep-toned drums, and a group of about eight

young girls. The chief mourner comes forth, carrying the bones

exposed on a decorated tray, and a procession is formed. The chief

mourner, with the tray, leads; the girls form in two rows, those in

front carrying empty and partly broken pitchers and battered brass

vessels; and the men, with drums, bring up the rear. The proces

sion advances with a very ghostly dancing movement, slow and

solemn as a minuet. in time to the beat of the deep-toned drums, not

straightforward, but mysteriously gliding,—now right, now left, now

marking time, all in the same mournful cadence—a sad dead march.

The chief mourner carries the tray, generally on her head_; but at

regular intervals she slowly lowers it, and as she does so the girls

also gently lower and mournfully reverse the pitchers and brass

vessels, and, looking up for the moment with eyes full of tears,

seem to say, ‘Ah! see! they are empty.’ In this manner the

remains are taken to the house of every friend and relative of the

deceased within a circle of a few miles, and to every house in the

village. As the procession approaches each habitation, in the weird

like manner described, the inmates all come out, and the tray

having been placed on the ground at their door, they kneel over

it and mourn, shedding tears on the remains as their last tribute of

affection to their deceased friend._ The bones are also thus conveyed

to all his favourite haunts,—to the fields he cultivated, to the grove

he planted, to the tank he excavated, to the threshing-floor where he

worked with his people, to the ék/mi or dancing arena where he

made merry with them,—and each spot which is hallowed with

reminiscences of the deceased draws forth fresh tears from the

mourners. In truth, there is a reality in their sadness that would

put to shame the efforts of our undertakers and the purchased

gravity of the best mutes; and it is far less noisy and more sincere

than the Irish ‘keening.’ When this part of the ceremony is

completed the procession returns to the village, and, slowly gyrating

round the great slab, gradually approaches its goal. At last it stops;

a quantity of rice, cooked and uncooked, and other food is now cast

into the grave, and the charred fragments of bone transferred from

the tray to a new earthen vessel placed over it. The hole is then

filled up and covered with the large slab, which effectually closes

it against desecration. The slab, however, does not rest on the

ground, but on smaller stones, which raise it a little. With the
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Mundas, as among the Khésias, these slabs may cover the graves

of several members of a family; but the ghost of a Ho likes to have

his grave all to himself. A collection of these massive gravestones

indelibly marks the site of every H0 or Mundéri village; and they

may now be found so marking sites in parts of the country where

there have been no Kols for ages. But in addition to the slab on

the tomb, a megalithic monument is set up to the memory of the

deceased in some conspicuous spot outside the village. The pillars

vary in height from five or six to fifteen feet, and apparently frag

ments of rock of the most fantastic shape are most favoured. Close

to the station of Chéibésa, on the road to Keunjhar, may be seen

a group of cenotaphs of unusual size,—one eleven feet two inches,

another thirteen feet, and a third fourteen feet above the earth ; and

many others of smaller dimensions. The groups of such stones that

have come under my observation in the Munda and Ho country are

always in line. The circular arrangement, so common elsewhere,

I have not seen.

“ I do not find that the present generation of Kols have any con

ception of a. heaven or a hell that may not be

traced to Brahmanical or Christian teaching.

They have some vague idea that the ghosts of the dead hover about,

and they make offerings to them; and some have, like the Chinese, an

altar in the house, on which a portion of the ‘ daily bread ’ is offered

to them. But unless under a system of prompting, often inadvertently

adopted, they will not tell you that this after-existence is one of

reward or punishment. When a Ho swears, the oath has no reference

whatever to a future state. He prays that if he speak not the truth,

he may be afilicted with as many calamities as befell J0b,—that he

may suffer the loss of all his worldly wealth, his health, his wife, his

children; that he may sow without reaping, or reap without gather

ing; and finally, that he may be devoured by a tiger. 1t is a

tremendous oath, and it is a shame to impose the obligation of making

it on so generally truthful a people; but they swear not by any hope

of happiness beyond the grave, and the miserable wandering life they

assign to the shades can only be looked forward to with dread.

They fear the ghosts and propitiate them as spirits of a somewhat

malignant nature, but can have no possible desire to pass into such

a state of existence themselves. The funeral ceremonies I have

described are what I myself witnessed. Colonel Tickell tells us that

on the evenin of the burning of the corpse certain preparations are

made in the ouse in anticipation of a visit from the ghost. A

portion of the boiled rice is set apart for it,—the commencement, we

may presume, of the daily act of family devotion above noticed,—and

ashes are sprinkled on the floor, in order that, should it come, its

footprints may be detected. The inmates then leave the house, and,

circumambulating the pyre, invoke the spirit. Returning, they

carefully scrutinise the ashes and rice, and if there is the faintest

indication of these having been disturbed, it is at once attributed to

the return of the spirit; and they sit down apart, shivering with

horror, and crying bitterly, as if they were by no means leased with

the visit, though made at their earnest solicitation. have often

Religion.
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asked the Kols if their custom of casting money, food, and raiment

on the funeral pyre is at all connected with the idea of the resurrec

tion of the body, or if they thought the dead would benefit by the

gifts bestowed. They have always answered in the negative, and

gave me the same explanation of the origin and object of the custom

that I received from the Chulikata Mishmis of Upper Assam, namely,

that they are unwilling to derive any immediate benefit from the

death of a member of their family ; they wish for no such consolation

in their grief. So they commit to the flames all his personal effects,

the clothes and vessels he had used, the weapons he carried, and the

money he had about him. But new things that have not been used

are not treated as things that he appropriated, and they are not

destroyed; and it often happens that respectable old Hos abstain from

wearing new garments that they become possessed of to save them

from being wasted at the funeral. When the interment of the bones

is accomplished, the event is made known far and wide by explosions

that sound like discharges from heavy guns. This is sometimes done

through the agency of gunpowder, but more frequently by the appli

cation of heat and cold to fragments of schistose rock, causing them

to split with loud noises.

“ In summing up the character of the people Ihave been describ

ing it is necessary to separate the Hos from their

cognates. The circumstances under which the

character of the former has been developed are different, and they are

in my opinion physically and morally superior to the Mundas, Bhumij,

and Suntéls. 'lhey appear to me to possess a susceptibility of improve

ment not found in the other tribes. They have been directly under

our government for about thirty-seven years; and, coming to us as

unsophisticated savages, we have endeavoured to civilise them without

allowing them to be contaminated. _ Whilst they still retain those

traits which favourably distinguish the aborigines of India from

Asiatics of higher civilisation,—a manner free from servility, but

never rude; a love, or at least the practice, of truth; a feeling of

self-respect, rendering them keenly sensitive under rebuke,—they

have become less suspicious, less revengeful, less bloodthirsty, less

contumacious, and in all respects more amenable to the laws and the

advice of their officers. They are still very impulsive, easily excited

to rash, headstrong action, and apt to resent imposition or oppression

without reflection; but the retaliation, which often extends to a

death-blow, is done on the spur of the moment and openly, secret

assassination being a crime almost uuthou ht of by them. As a

fair illustration of their mode of action w en violently incensed,

I give the following :—A Bengali trader, accustomed to carry matters

with a very high hand among his compatriots in the Jungle Mahals,

demanded payment of a sum of money due to him by a Ho, and

not receiving it, proceeded to sequestrate and drive off a pair of

bullocks, the property of his debtor. The Ho on this took to his

arms, let fly an arrow which brought down the money-lender, whose

head he then out off, went with it in his hand straight to the Deputy

Commissioner, and explaining to that officer exactly what had

occurred, requested that he might be condemned for the crime

Social status.
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without more ado! Murders are not now more frequent in the

Kolhan than in other districts, latterly less so; but when one does

take place, the pe etrator is seldom at any trouble to conceal him

self or his crime. he pluck of the Hos, displayed in their first

encounter with our troops in former wars, I have often seen exem

plified on minor occasions. In competitive games they go to work

with a will and a strenuous exertion of their full force, unusual in

natives of India. Once at the Rénchi Fair there was a race of

carriages, often used by travellers in Chutié Nagpur, drawn and

propelled by men. One of these came from Singbhum and had a

team of Hos; a collision took place early in the race, and the arm

of one of the Ho team was badly fractured. It fell broken by his

side, but he still held on to the shaft of the carriage, and, cheering

and yelling like the rest, went round the course. The extreme

sensitiveness of both men and women is sometimes very ainfully

exhibited in the analysis of the numerous cases of suicide t at every

year occur. A harsh word to a woman never provokes a retort,

but it causes in the person ofiensively addressed a sudden depres

sion of spirits or vehement outbreak of grief, which few persons

would a second time care to provoke. If a girl appears mortified by

anything that has been said, it is not safe to let her go away till she

is soothed. A reflection on a man’s honesty or veracity may be

suflicient to send him to self-destruction. In a recent case a young

woman attempted to poison herself because her uncle would not

partake of the food she had cooked for him. The police returns of

Singbhum show that in nine years, from H560 to 1869, both inclusive,

186 men and women committed suicide in that district. I have

already spoken of them as good husbands and wives, but in all the

relations of life their manner to each other is gentle and kind. I

never saw girls quarrelling, and never heard them abuse or say

unkind things of each other; and they never coarsely abuse, and

seldom speak harshly to women. '.|‘he only exception I know is

when they believe a woman to be a witch. For such a one they have

no consideration. They have no terms in their own language to

express the higher emotions, but they feel them all the same.”

Hoduar, a bird, a totemistic Homyagain, a tlmr of the

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur. Dhanjaya gotra of Nepzili Brah

Holongwér, a sub-caste of mans"

Sunris in Manbhum. Hondagié. a section of the

Dh " b- t - -Hom, atitle of Bangaja K./.y- Befzf 5“ M ° °t Cmmé" m

asths.

H e-hogé, 1; fH 'Homjah, a sept of Mundas Singl>;l‘1um_ a sop 0 Us m

in Chota Nagpur. _ _

_ HOng, a bird with long tail,

Homodimchhé, a thar or sept E totemistic Sept of Mundas in

of Khambus in Darj fling. Chota Nagpun

Homwér, a section of Kurmis Honti, a sept of Gondg in

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa. Chota Nagpur.
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Hopthen, a section of Murmis

in Darjiliug.

Hor, a title of Dakshin-Rérhi

and Bangaja Kayasths.

Horia, a bush, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Horo, red tree-ant, a totemis

tic sept of Mundas m Chota

Nagpur.

Iloro-hon, a. synonym for

Munda. in Chota Nagpur.

Horongpéchhé, a. {bar or sept

of Khambus in Darjiling.

Hosainpurifi, a section of the

Banodhié and Jaiswér Kalwérs

in Behar.

Hoté, a section of Utkal or

Orissa Brahmans.

Hrisi or Rishi, a synonym for

Muchi in Bengal.

Hroimajusa, a. sept of Maghs

in the Hill Tracts of Uhittagoug.

Huddé, a. sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Hudinwfil, a section of Goélés

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Hui, a title of Dakshin-Rarhi

and Bangaja Kayasths.

Hukpéh, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Hularbaha, a flower, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Hundar, wolf, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Huni, mouse, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Hunjar, a section of Téntis

and Pans in Chota Nagpur.

Hunri, a synonym for Sunri.

Hupachongbang, he who was

blessed and prospered, a sept of

the Phedab sub-tribe of Limbus

in Darjiling.

Huru, paddy-bird, a totemistic

sept of binjhias in Chota Nag

pur.

Huruj, a sept of Korwas in

Chota Nagpur.

Husoi, a. sept of Tipperahs in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Hutar, a. flower, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.
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lché, a sept of the Tim jainya

sub-tribe of Ohakmfis in

Tracts of Chittagong.

lchapocha, a sept of Chakmas

in the Hill Tracts of Chittagong,

lchbarié, a section of the

Satmulia Ma hayé. sub-caste of

Kéndus in Be ar.

lchommah, a sept of Limbus

in Darjiling.

ldri, a jungle fruit, a sept of

Bairégis in Chota Nagpur.

Ikahan, asection of the Karan

Kayasths in Behar.

lkteh, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Ilémhzing, a sept of Limbus

in Darjiling.

lmli, tamarind, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Imsong, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.

lndi, a title of Khatris and

Mayarés in Bengal.

Indra, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kayasths.

lndrabéré, a dih or local

section of the Maghayé sub

caste of Telis in Behar. The

system of exogamy among this

sub-caste of Telis seems, however,

either to be dying out or to be

of recent introduction, for some

of the Maghayas say they have

no diks, but merely prohibit marri

age within nine pirhis or degrees

of relationship.

lndrapati, a sub-caste of Ras

togis in Behar.

lndrawér, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

lndri, a. mu! or section of the

e Hill Chhamulii. Madhesia sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Induar, a kind of eel, a totem

istic sept of Négeswars; a section

of Goréits, Mahilis, Turis, and a

sept of Ohiks, Lohars, and Oraons

in Chota Nagpur.

lndur-katea, house rat, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

lngaria, moonlight, a sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

lnglamphe, the liar, a sept

of the Ahtharai sub-tribe of

Limbus in Darjiling.

lngmaba, he who kept fowls,

a sept of the Panther sub-tribe

of Limbus in Darjiling.

lngyaromba, a sept of the

Yangorup sub-tribe of Limbus

in Darjiling.

lsar, a pangat or section of

Bénsphor Doms and Dosadhs in

Behar.

lsére, a sept of the Agnié.

sub-tribe of Meohes in the Darjil

ing Terai.

lsbo, name of a village, a sept

of the Phedab sub-tribe of

Limbus in Darjiling.

Iswéjitauni, a. sub-tribe of

Thérus in Nepal.

ltawé, a mul or section of the

Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonars in

Behar.

ltbér or Itba'l, a title and a sec

tion of Tiyars in Behar.

lthinku, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.

ltwér, a section of Kewats in

Behar.

1
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_ Jabagrémi, a gain or sub-sec

tion of Saptasati Brahmans in

Bengal.

Jébéli, a section of Brahmans.

Jébélié, a section of Bhoj

.purié Halwéis in Behar.

déchandér, appraiser, a title

of Jugis and Tantis in Bengal,

dating back to the time when the

East India Company traded in

Indian woven goods.

Jédab-Médhab, a section of

the Mahmudébaz sub-caste of

Népits in Bengal.

dédab-Réy, a hypergamons

group of Kaibarttasin Bakarganj.

Jédan, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

dédu, a section of the Maga

hiyé. sub-caste of Domsin Behar;

of Goalas in the North-Westem

Provinces and Behar.

Jédué, Jadu-ah (jddu, ‘magic ’),

a ~ sub-caste of Kraunchdwipi

Brahmans in Behar who practise

fortune-telling.

Jadubansi, a sub-tribe of

Rajputs (S/zer. i. .123). The

Ahir Paiks of O ota Nagpur

also call themselves Jadubansi

Rajputs. A sub-caste of Goélés

in Behar and the North-Western

Provinces.

Jadwél, a section of Goalas in

the North-Westem Provinces and

Behar.

Jfidwar, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Jagaha, a sept of Gonds in

Chota Nagpur.

Jagéi, a gdin or sub-section of

Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

dagannathi or Uriya-Kum

hér, asub-caste of Kumhars in

Orissa.

Jagat, a sept of Gonds in

Chota Nagpur.

Jagatpur, a mul or section of

the Naomulié or Majraut sub

caste of Goalzis in Behar.

J agdé,

Mundas.

Jagmanré, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidahé. Kalwérs

in Behar.

dagdar, a sept of

dago, tamarind, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Jagsarié, a sept of Birhors in

Chota Nagpur.

dahari, a title of Lohérs,

derived from their sharpening

weapons, the gloss of which is

called ja/zar.

Jéhnavi, a section of the Gan

goté caste in Behar.

Jahur, a sub-sept of the

Hemrom sept of Santals.

daié, Pubié, a sub-caste of

Utkal Brahmans in Orissa.

JaibeIe,a sub-caste of Sunris

in Western Bengal.

dailak, a. mul or section of the

Naomulia or Majraut sub-caste

of Goaliis in Behar.

Jaimlni, a section of Brah

IIIBDB.

dainagarié, a section of Awa

dhié. Hajjams in Behar.
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Jaintimési, a section of the

Bérui caste in Bengal.

Jaintpur, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidéhé Kalwars

in Behar.

Jaipur, a mul or section of the

Ayodhié. sub-caste of Hajjéms in

Behar.

Jai purié, a section of Amashta

Kfiyasths and a mul or section of

the Banodhia sub-caste of Kal

wars in Behar; a sept of Gonds

in Chota Nagpur.

Jaisi, (i) in Behar a synonym

for Jyotisi, q.v.; (ii) in Dar

jilin and Nepal a sub-caste

of rahmans, some of whom

are probably Jaisi Brahmans who

have immigrated from the plains,

while others are the illegitimate

children of Upadhya Brahmans

by women of their own caste,

or of Upadhya or Jaisi Brah

mans by slave women.

Jaisi, J otkhi, or Jotsi, a sub

caste of the Kraunchdwipi Brah

mans in Behar.

Jai Singh, a section of Tiyars

in Behar.

Jéiswér, Jaiswéra, Jessowzira,

Jashar, Jaswara, Jeswar, a name

of a sub-caste or sept of Rajputs;

of Telis, Baniyas, Barais, Kur

mis, Téntis, Dhénuks, Kalwérs,

Ohamérs, etc. Sir H. Elliot thinks

the name may imply that the

people bearing it “ came ori

ginally from Jais, a lar e manu

facturing town in Ou .” The

name is very widely diifused, and

it is impossible to say for certain

to what main caste we should

refer persons who described them

selves in the Census schedule as

Jaiswars by caste. Ohamars are

particularly fond of assuming this
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associate or identify them with

the more respectable Kurmi.

daita r, a sept of the Suryabansi

sub-tribe of Rajputs in Behar.

Jaitharié, a." section of Bib

hans in Behar.

Jaiwér, a hypergamous group

of Maithil Brahmans in Behar.

Jéjaki, a class of up-country

Brahmans who come to Bengal in

search of employment as priests.

Jéji, a section of Bibhans in

Behar.

Jajim, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Jéjnabalkya, a. section of Brah

1.118.115.

dajpurizi, a sub-caste of Utkal

Brahmans in Orissa.

Jajuwére-Bharém, a mul of

the Sandil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Jajuwére-Udénpur, a mul of

the Séndil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Jajuwére-Jamuni, a mul of

the Sandil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Jajuwére-Pachahi, a mul of

the Szindil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Jakhalpurié, 0. section of

Lohérs and Sonérs in Behar.

Jalaiwér-dale, a mul of the

Batsya section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

dalaiwér-Marénchi, a mul of

the Batsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Jalaiwér-Ganraul. 5 mul of

the Bzitsa section of Maithil

designation, which appears to Brahma-115 ill B9hB1‘

JALAIWKR-GANRAUL.

Y2
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Jalaiwér-Méli, a mu! of the

Bétsa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Jalélpur, a dih or local section

of the Maghaya sub-caste of

Koiris in Be ar.

-Jalbanuér, net, a totemistic

section of the Kurmi caste in

Chota Nagpur and Orissa, the

members of which will not make

or touch a net.
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Jal Chhatri, a. title of Sura

hiyés.

Jalewér (holder of fishing

nets), a kul or section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Jaliésinghi, a section of Goria

Gowér or Dahifir Gofilas in Behar.

J él i k, a sub-caste of Kaibarttas

in Méldah.

Jéliyé, a title of Males in

Eastern Bengal.

Qztlipé, Jaliyd, Jele, Jdlo, Jnlwé, Jeli]/6, ageneral name in use

throughout Bengal Proper as the popular

designation of all classes of people who are

engaged in boating or fishing. The etymology of the word is

uncertain: some derive it from jdl, ‘ a net,’ others from J_'al,

‘water.’ Strictly speaking it is not a caste name, but is applied

inditferently to Males, Tiyars, Kaibarttas, Bauris, Bagdis, Rajbansis,

and Mahomedans. In Noakhiili, however, the term seems to

have developed into the designation of a caste divided into four

endogamous groups—Chétgéon Jéliyé, Bhulué. Jéliyé, Jhélo

Jéliyé, and Kaibartta Jéliyé. The last-named group consists

doubtless of fishing Kaibarttas as distinguished from the cultivating

members of that caste; while Jhalo may perhaps be a synonym

for Mzilo. The other groups seem to be peculiar to Noékhali.

Dr. Wise, who had special opportunities of observing the fishing

Ph . al castes, describes them as “ remarkable for

yam type" strength, nerve, and independent bearing.

The finest examples of Bengali manhood are found among them,

and their muscular figures astonish those accustomed to the feeble

and efteminate inhabitants of towns. The physique of the Dacca

fisherman is more robust than that of the same class on the Hughli,

a fact noticed by Bishop Heber fifty years ago.”

No one belonging to a fisher caste will fish with a rod and

line, or use a harpoon, as the Shikaris do.

Bengal fishermen use the seine, drift, trawl,

bag, and cast nets. The Kaibarttas, however, will not employ an

Uthér or Ber net, which are favourites with the Tiyar and Milo. '

Nets are made of hemp, never of cotton, and they are steeped

in gab (Diospg/rut glutinosa) pounded and allowed to ferment, by

which means the net is dyed of adark brown colour, becoming after

immersion in water almost black. Floats are either made of sholé.

or pieces of bamboo, but dried gourds are occasionally preferred.

Sinkers are made of baked clay or iron.

The following are the common nets in use among Bengali

fishermen :

1. Jkakf or kshepla is the circular cast net‘ met "with in all

Eastern countries. It is usually six or seven cubits in diameter,

Origin.

Fishing apparatus.

' Il giacchio of Italian fishermen.
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and is either thrown from the bank of a stream or from a boat.

The circumference is drawn up into loops, or rather puckered, and

weighted with iron. It is folded on the left forearm, while the

edge and the central string are held by the right hand. By

a sudden and forcible swing of the body the net is cast, and if properly

thrown alights on the surface of the water, forming a complete

circle. On its touching the bottom the fisher slowly draws it

towards him by the string just mentioned, and as he does so the

heavily-weighted edge comes together, and no fish can escape. The

outcast Bagdi in Central Bengal swings the net round his head

before casting it, but no respectable fisherman would dishonour his

calling by so doing.

2. The utluir and gulti are magnified cast nets, differ

ing only in size and in the dimensions of the meshes. They

are shot from a boat placed broadside to a stream, with the net

folded on the edge. One man holds the centre rope, while two

others gradually unfold and drop it overboard. As the boat drifts

the net falls in a circle, and is then slowly drawn up. One of these

nets is often forty feet in diameter, and a long boat like the jalka

is required to shoot it from.

3. The sdngla is a small trawl net, used for catching

Izilsd. The lower edge of the bag is weighted, and after being

shot the boat drifts with the stream. When a fish passin over the

lower lip of the net, to which a rope held by the fis erman is

attached, is felt to strike the back of the net, it is suddenly raised

and the fish secured.

4. The baoti is a fixed bag net, worked on the same principle.

5. Cluindi is a large drift net, supported by gourds or

bamboo floats, and in the water it hangs as a curtain, like the herring

net, the fish being caught by the

6. Ber is a large seine or sweep net, often thirty feet in

depth and seven hundred and fifty in length. Several nets are

usually joined together to form this “ train fleet ” or “ drift of nets.”

The upper edge, or back, is buoyed by bamboos, while the lower,

or foot, is welghted with iron. This is the favourite net with

the Malos on the Meghna, but owing to its great length it has

to be shot from two boats fastened together, and when drawn the

two “ wings,” or ends, are slowly brought ashore.

7. Besél or k/uira is a fixed net, used either from the

side of a boat, balanced by an outrigger, or fixed to osts on the

banks of rivers. The net is attached to two bambcos, w 'ch meet at

an acute angle in the boat, but branching ofi until separate about

fifteen to twenty feet. One man stands at the angle and lowers the

net into the water, while another sits at the stern working a paddle

with his leg until a certain distance has been passed over, when the

net, which is somewhat bagged, is leisurely raised. This net is

fancied by Tiyars and Males, who at the first dawn of day may be

seen fishing with it off bathing ghfits and around steamers and
O vessels anchored in mid stream. Small fry are usually caught with

it, but when fixed on the margin of a river, where there is a

backwater cr an eddy, large and weighty fish are often netted.
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8. Kona is a large bag net used at the outlets of rivers and

streams. The sides are fixed, and the mouth faces the current.

The lower lip rests on the bottom, while the upper remains open,

and at intervals the former is raised and the fish taken out.

Bengali fishermen are familiar with the habits of fish, and

much might be lea.rned from them on a branch of natural history

strangely no lected in India. Night is the favourite time for

fishing, quiet eing necessary for success; and a full moon, or sunset

and sunrise, are favourable times for shooting nets. The first of

a spring tide is also a period when fish move.

Itis a curious coincidence that the English fisherman, when

looking for a place to shoot his large drift, or herring net, raps

with a piece of wood the planks of his boat, close to the water line.

The Malo is equally aware of the fact that brisk undulation of water

frightens fish, causing them to move ; and as the net is being drawn,

a man beats the side of the boat with an oar, by which means the

drau ht is increased.

uring the month of mourning for a parent, no fisherman can

ply his trade, or have any dealings in fish, unless he gets a special

dispensation from the purohit.

All fishermen object to sell the skate (sagus), and will not retail

in any way but whole the pangas (Pimelodus pngasius), garua (Silurus

garua), and gagar (Pimelodus gagora). Neither will they catch or

sell crabs, nor touch the “putka” or bladder fish.‘ Many of the fisher

castes of India have the Muhammadan aversion to fish without scales,

and few will eat, or even handle, the “ singi” (Silurus singeo). Eels,

however, they sometimes cook, but owing to the rich and heating

properties of the flesh it is not a favourite article of food. Muham

madans of the Hanifi school never eat amphibious animals as the

crab, consequently the only Bengali-Muhammadans who use them

as food are the indigent residents of Chittagong.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Jaliyas in 1872 and 1881 :

 
 

 

Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1881. Drsrarcr. 1872. I381.

ardwan ... 10,533 5,374 Darjiling ... 44 13

ankura 1,261 3,310 Jslpigorl ... ... 1,870 3,870

Brrbhum 765 4,059 Kuch Behar 2,m

Midnspur 29,50 20,003 Dnccn 32,269 40,738

liushh } 158,9 { 10,309 Fsridpur 20.400 2s.sc1

Howrah ' ' 6,4-61 Bskarxanj 12% 13,188

24-Parganu ... 23,979 11,424 lllaimansinh 88,399 34.587

1\'ad1_va 20,398 14.998 Tipperah 7,105 12,516

Khulna 20,925 Chittagong 9.284 15.51:

Jessore 48,642 86,836 Noakhnli ... 9.8:3 8,602

Mvurshedabad 3,014 -.',s-as Hill Tracts .... .. 11

Dinajpur 10,298 13,398 Bslesore 123

gzjish--bye 16.69: 13.15; §in}parjibagh :1’;gpur 16,301 8,11 ,c a1‘ aga .... ..

Bo, 6,162 5,218 Munbhum ... ' 2,648 1,205

Pa us 26,945 39.260

' The Tetrodon patoca. It emits a sound when lifted out of the water

nn_d fills itself with air. Like the T. Faluwa of the Nile, it serves as a play

thmg for fisher children.
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Jalldd, an executioner, a hang

man, a term which appears as a

caste designation in the schedules

of the Census of 1881. The per

sons who so described themselves

were probably Doms.

Jélo, a title of Males in East

ern Bengal.

délué, a group of the Rajbansi

sub-caste of Kochhs in Northern

Bengal.

Jalwé, a title of Males in

Eastern Bengal.

Jalwar, net, a sept of Lohérs

in Chota Nagpur.

Jémadagni pétra, a section

of Utkal or Orissa Brahmans.

démadagnya, a. section of

Brahmans and Kayasths in Ben

gal.

Jamadér, a section of the

Chaubhén sub-caste of Nuniés

in Behar.

Jamédér, sergeant in a native

regiment, a police oficer, acashier,

and sometimes a sweeper, who

is so called by his fellow-servants

in derision, he being the lowest

servant in the household.

Jamélpuri, asection of Sonars

in Behar.

Jamar Katyél, a thar of the

Bharadwaja gotra of Nepali

Brahmans.

damétya, a sept of the Tip

perah tribe in the Hill Tracts of

Chittagong.

dambar, a section of the

Oswél Baniyés.

Jamgot, a totemistic section of

Nunias in Behar.

damraién, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Jémrukhi, a géin of the

Bétsye. gotra of Bérendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Jamtuti, a kind of grain or

vegetable, a totemistic sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Jamuéon, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidéha Kalwérs

in Behar.

damuar, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans and of the

Amashta sub-caste of Kayasths

in Behar.

Jémulu, a sept of Hos in

Singbhum.

déné, Jemi, a sub-caste of

Kguris in Bengal; a title of

Chzisés and Khandéits in Orissa,

and of Goélas and Kaibarttas in

Bengal.

danégadhié, a section of

Awadhia Hajéms in Behar.

danakpuri, a sub-caste of

Telis and Chamars in Behar ; a

section of Sonérs in Behar.

Janam' iar, a sept of Chiks

in Chota Nagpur.

Janaréishi, a section of Téntis

in Bengal.

Jéndér, a title of Kewats in

Behar.

Janeri (Janeo-ri), wearer of

the janeo or sacred thread; a

‘title of Brahmans and Rajputs.

Jangatras, oowbone, a totem-'

istio sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Jangli, Jangla, a native of the

jungles. The word is used in

a. special sense in connexion

with inland emigration to denote

non-Aryan coolies from Chota

Nagpur, whose. immunity from"
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and Telis in Behar, see dais

wér.

Jét, a sub-caste of Gofilés in

Behar whose sections are Gadhu

wal, Chitosia, etc. They hold

the title of Chaudhri, Singh, and

Marfir.

Jéth, a class of Mahomedan

herdsmen in Behar; a religious

group of Jugis in Bengal.

Jétham, a sub-caste of Dhobis

in Behar.

Jathot, a division of the

Pérbatti-Kurin sub-caste of Gon

rhis in Behar who are distinguish

ed from the rest of the sub-castes

by treating as exogamous groups

the divisions which the others

regard merely as titles having no

bearing on marriage.

Jéthot, a sub-caste of Kewats

in Behar.

Jéti-Karmakér, asub-caste of

Kémérs in Noakhali.

déti-Madak, a sub-caste of

Madhunzipits in Bengal.

déti-Mech, a sub-tribe of

Meches in the Darjiling Terai.

Jét-Pétni, a sub-caste of

Pétnis in Bengal.

Jatrama, a sept of Mundas

in Ohota Nagpur.

Jatria, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Jattia, Jetti, a class of wan

dering mendicants from the

North-Western Provinces.

détukarna, a section of the

Dakshinétya Baidik Brahmans in

Bengal, and of Utkal Brahmans

in Orissa.

Jaswér, a sub-caste of D115. J-'=1um,a. section of Awadhia

nuke, Kéndus, Kahérs, Kurmis, Hajjéms in Behar.

fever renders them the most

valuable class of labourers for

Assam.

Jfmjdié, a section of Goalas

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

danku Samrai, a sept of

Hos in Singbhum.

danwér, a section of Bab

hans and Mahesris in Behar.

darangait, a section of Lohérs

in Behar.

dérdér, a title of Hajams.

Jarhuéit, a territorial section

of Binds in Behar.

J_ari_ér, a totemistic section of

Tums 111 Ohota Nagpur signify

ing a lizard.

Jarigémba, jari tree, a totem

istic sept of Juéngs in Orissa.

_ -Jar-Kémi. a section of Kamis

111 Darjiling.

J_aru, a section of Awadhié

Ha]]é.ms in Behar.

déru, a totemistic sept of the

Bhumij tribe in Manbhum.

Jaruhér, a sub-caste of Koiris

in Behar who do permit widows

to remarry.

I-111$, a title of Dakshin-Rérhi

and Bangaja Kayasths.

dasatbér, a sept of Sm-aj

bansi Rajputs in Behar.

Jflsifim, a section of Lohérs

in Behar.

Jasogréml, ,5Sébarna gotra ofaBéferi'dra0i3r¢t;,1}11?

mans in Bengal.
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Jaunpuri, a sub-caste of

Telis in Behar who sell oil, but

do not manufacture it; also of

Ghamérs.

Jaunpuri Kamlapati, a sub

caste of Banias in Behar.

Jawélié, a mul or section of

the Tinmulia Madhesia sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

dayi, a sub-section of the

Bharadwaja section of Utkal

Brahmans in Orissa.

debel, a mul or section of the

Chhamulia Madhesia sub-caste of

Halwais in Behar.

Jedhrié, a knl or section of

Bébhans in Behar.

deruhet, a section of Maghayé

Kumhars in Behar.

Jeseriet, a mul or section of

the Szitmulia or Kishnaut sub

caste of Goalés in Behar.

deshkuché, a thar or sept of

Sunuwars in Darjiling.

Jesiwér, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Jespuché, a thar or sept of

Sunuwars in Darjiling.

Jeswér, a sub-caste of Bani

yas; of Chamars in Behar who

are said to have come from the

North-West Provinces and work

as servants, syces, and labourers.

See Jéiswér.

_ dethaut, a sub-caste of Kai

barttas and Négars in Behar.

Jethautié, a mul or section of

the Naomulié or Gorié sub-caste

of Goélzis in Behar.

  

dethkar, a sub-caste of Gan

gotas in Behar.

Jethman, a. title of the Sang

tarzish sub-caste of Gonrhis in

Behar.

Jethuliar, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Jethurié, a section of Bébbans

in Behar.

Jewal, a section of Madhesia

Halwéis in Behar.

Jewfli, a section of Chandals

who catch and sell fish.

Jhé, Ujhé, or Ojhé, a title

of Maithil Brahmans in Behar.

Jhédadié, a section of Goalas

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Jhagdolié, a section of Goalas

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

dhagreb, a tlzar or sept of the

Bérah-Gurung sub-tribe of Gu

rungs in Darjiling.

Jhéj, a mul or section of the

Naomulié or Majraut sub-caste

of Goélés in Behar.

-Jhémél, dhampati, a géin of

the Bharadwaja gotra of Baren

dra Brahmans in Bengal.

Jhandéhé, a mul or section of

the Banodhié sub-caste of Kal

wars in Behar.

Jhéngar, a variant for Dhéu

gar, q.v.

Jhéngdi, a thar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.
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Jhankai or Janl, a title of

Kandhs in Orissa.

Jhankri, a quack doctor in

Nepal.

dhapébasriér, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Jhérué, a sub-caste of Utkal

Brahmans in Orissa.

Jhérukar, a broom~maker; a

title applied roughly to several of

the low castes.

Jhétié or Jhetid, a sub-caste

of Bauris, Korés and Lohars in
Orissa.

Western Bengal.

'“‘?"" **..”!‘" °' "Pt °* Man" dhétideké, a section of Km

gars In DaI]1hng' mis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Jluirowé, a synonym for

Mehtt“ °r sweeper’ Jhauéit, a territorial section

fB' d ' B h .dharué, a sub-tribe of Savars O m S m 9 BI

in Orissa. dhinié, a section of Patnis.

Qlwffi, Khaki, a small caste of Chota Nagpur, believed by

Colonel Dalton to be a sub-tribe of Gonds. Babu Rakhal Das

Haldar thought they were Kaibarttas, who had made their way up

the valley of the Brahmani and settled in Chota Nagpur. He

mentions in support of this hypothesis the fact that the Jhora

Mam; of parganas Biru and Kesalpur in Lohardagé. bears the

title Behara, which is used by the Kaibarttas in Bengal. But

the title Behara is common among the Dravidian tribes of Orissa,

and there is no need to go so far as the Kaibarttas to explain it.

The Malik in question calls himself a Gangabans Bajput, and all

lundholding Jhoras claim similar rank. The Beharas of Biru were

bound to supply diamonds to the Maharaja of Chota Nagpur, and

several villages are said to have been granted to them on these terms.

In the south of Lohardaga and in the Tributary States Jhoras earn

a miserable and uncertain livelihood by washing gold in the beds of

the streams. Their appliances are primitive to a degree—a scraper

in the form of a flattened iron hook set in a wooden handle, and a

shallow wooden dish about two feet long and eighteen inches wide.

The scraper is used to collect what an Australian would call ‘pay

dirt’ from the chinks and corners of the rocks in the bed of the

stream, and this dirt is then manipulated with water by dexterously

rocking the dish this way and that, until the smallest particles of

foreign matter have been separated and there remains only a fine

deposit of black sand in which tiny specks of gold are seen to sparkle.

The use of mercury being unknown, the very small and invisible

gold is of course lost. As regards the earnings of the Jhoras, the

evidence is necessarily somewhat uncertain. Colonel Haughton was

told in 1854 that a vigorous man often earned as much as twelve

annas in a day, a sum enormously exceeding the daily wages of

unskilled labour, which cannot then have been more than an anna.

Mr. Robinson found that men whom he paid at the latter rate got
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for him from three to four annas’ worth of gold; and it may be

taken for granted that men working for themselves would earn more

than this. Colonel Dalton, on the other hand, speaks of gold wash

ing as a very poor business, at which a man could not expect to earn

more than a bellyful (pet-bhar) as the Jhorés simply put it. Doubt

less the amount varies considerably in different localities, and the

Jhcras themselves would be disposed to underrate it for fear the

local Réjé. might begin to take an interest in the subject. They are,

moreover, a depressed and indolent class of people, and are believed

to be not entirely free from u. superstitious prejudice against trust

ing too much to their own exertions.

The Jhoras of Lohardagé have three sections—Ka'.syapa, Krishna

treya and Nag, and they observe the rule that a man may not

marry a woman of his own section. In the matter of prohibited

degrees supplementing the rule of exogamy, their practice is un

usually lax, for they allow a man to marry the daughter of his

maternal uncle or his paternal aunt, a departure from the ordinary

rules which strikes one as curious. By reli ion they are Hindus,

employing Brahmans as priests and burning t eir dead in the usual

way except in the case of lepers, women who die in childbed, per

sons who die of small-pox or leprosy, and infants who die before the

ceremony of Karnabedh or boring the ear has {been performed. The

landholding Jhoras profess to marry their daughters as infants in

accordance with orthodox Hindu usage: the gold-washing class

adhere to the adult marriage characteristic of the Dravidian tribes

while untouched by Hindu influence.

Jhoré, a title of Kewats or dildgar, a book-binder, an

fishermen in Behar. occupation followed almost ex

clusively by Mahomedaus.

Jhumurwéla, a class of Ma
. . J imbé, a section of Murmis in

homedan musicians.
Darjiling.

Jhuri, dried bushes, a sept Jimdar! B-fitle 9;P‘_l 5Yn°nYm

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur. f°1' Khambu m D"]1lm8’

Jimel, a tlaar or sept of

Jié, a river fish, a sept of Gurungs in Darjiling.

Mundas and Pans in Chota .

Nagpur. ding-ba, a rui or sept of

Sherpa Bhotias of Nepal.

Jiérwér, a section of the Sat- - - -
mulii Mflshayfi Bub-°a8t° °f ths(lllliél1td::1lliia|Lf1trllglll6(;l.as:\<:l’)1:)0I£l8l,?:

mud“ in 5°11“ of Halwais in Behar.

Jihu, a bird, a sub-sept of the Jir_e'- '1 "1516 or sept of Bunn

Hansda sept of Santéls. W5" 111 D8-1'J11m5

Jirhul, a kind of wild

Jijicha, a tkar or sept of flower, a totemistic sept of

Sunuwars in Darjiling. Mundas in Chota Nagpur.
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Jitiapipar, a fruit, a totem- Jogi, a section of Bautias; a

istic sept of Mundas in Chota sub-sept of the Saren sept

Nagpur. of Santals; a synonym for

Bairagi.

dnanbar, a name of a family

°f Grihasth Jugis in Bengal‘ dogidési, a sub-caste of Sunris

in Maldah.

dog, a hypergamous group

of Maithil Brahmans in

Behar. Joléhd, a synonym for Jolha.

gflllltt, Joldlaa', Jula'ha', Momin, the Mahomedan weaver caste of

Bengal and Behar. Dr. Wise thinks that

they “belonged to a despised Hindu caste who

in a body became converts to Muhammadanism.” It would seem,

however, that the formation of a weaving caste within the ranks of

the Mahomedans may be accounted for without supposing that any

compact group was converted en masse. The structure of the large

and heterogeneous aggregate known as the Tanti caste (see article

Tanti) sug ests, not that all Tantis derive their origin from a

distinct trihe devoted to the weaving trade, but that separate

weaving castes were formed in different parts of the country out of

the materials which were at hand in each case. The same thing

may well have happened among the Mahomedans; while the low

esteem in which the profession of weaving is held would sufiice

to out off those adopting it from intermarriage with their co
religionists. l

The customs of the Jolahés, says Dr. Wise, are essentially Shiah,

and are observed with the punctiliousness which

often characterises converts of dubious social

osition. During the month of Muharram they do not comb their

air, chew betel, or eat from vessels in which fish has been dressed.

Besides, on the fifth, sixth, and seventh days of that month they

wear the baddlzi and kafni badges of the martyred Imams. In

former days the Jolahés were peculiar among Mahomedans in never

having the Kdbin, or marriage settlement, drawn up in presence of

the Q,-izi; but of late years the practice has been introduced, and in

addition a Ma/zr-Némak, or deed of settlement, is executed. The

titles of Jolahas are Kérigar, Mélik, Mandal, and Shikdar. Their

headman is called Muatabar.

In Behar during the Muharram Joléha women abstain from

chewing betel, combing their hair, using oil or vermilion, and

putting spangles (tikli) on the forehead. They assume, in short,

the garb of widowhood and mourn for Hassan and Hossein as

the Greeks mourned for Adonis, sleeping on the bare ground

and avoiding intercourse with their husbands. They wear baddhi

and krgfni on the 8th of the month, and on'the night of the

9th they break their bangles, attire themselves in green séris,

pnd go forth with dishevelled hair, chanting dirges for the murdered

mams.

Origin.

Manners and customs.
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The following extract from Behar Peasant Life shows how low

a place the Jolahé. occupies in po ular estima

tion. The sayings quoted by r. Grierson

have very wide currency, and are by no means confined to

Behar:-—

“Tho Musalman weaver or Jolhé. is the proverbial fool of

Hindu stories and proverbs. He swims in the moonlight across

fields of flowering linseed, thinking the blue colour to be caused

by water. He hears his family priest reading the Qurén, and

bursts into tears to the gratification of the reader. When pressed to

tell what part affected him most, he says it was not that. but the

wagging beard of the old gentleman so much reminded him of a

pet goat which had died. When forming one of a company of

twelve he tries to count them, and findin himself missing wants to

perform his own funeral obsequies. IEO finds the rear peg of a

plough, and wants to set up farming on the strength of it. He gets

into a boat at night, and forgets to pull up the anchor. After rowing

till dawn he finds himself where he started, and concludes that the

only explanation is that his native village could not bear to lose

him, and had followed him. If there are eight weavers and nine

hukkas, they fight for the odd one. Once on a time a crow carried otf

to the roof of the house some bread which a weaver had given

his child. Before giving the child any more he took the precaution

of removing the ladder. Like the English fool, he always gets

unmerited blows. For instance, he once went to see a ram fight

and got butted himself, as the saying runs :—

Social status.

Karigah chhdr tamésa jay,

Ndhak chat Joléka kluiy.

—‘ He left his loom to see the frm, and for no reason got a

brushing.’

“ Another story (told by Fallon) is, that being told by a soothsayer

that it was written in his fate that his nose would be out off with an

axe, the weaver was incredulous, and taking up an axe kept flourishing

it, saying, 3/on kurba ta gar kdlbon, you karba la brill» kétbon, aur yon

karba rah mi—,—if I do so I cut my leg, and if I do so I cut my

hand; but unless I do so my no——, and his nose was off. A

proverb—JoZk¢i ja'matIn' jau kdtui ?—-does a weaver know how to cut

barley ?—refers to a story (in Fallon) that a weaver, unable to

pay his debt, was sent to cut barley by his creditor, who thought

to repay himself in this way. But instead of reaping, the stupid

fellow kept trying to untwist the tangled barley stems. Other

proverbs at his expense are—kaua c/ralal bds ken, Jo!/ui chalal gluis

ken,—the weaver went out to cut grass (at sunset), when even the

crows were going home; Jo!/ad b/mtiailcik tisi kket,-the weaver lost

his way in the linseed field, an allusion to the swimming exploit

already recorded. His wife bears an equally bad character, as in

the proverb-babsali Jolkimi bdpak ddnrhi nocbe,—a wilful weaver’s

wife will pull her own father's heard.”

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Jolhés in 1872 and 1881. It appears that some Jolhas are considered
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to be Hindus who are insignificant in number, and as s_uoh_ returned

in the Census of the latter year as well as m certain districts of the

former year.

~

 

 

Disrnrcr. ~ ms. ‘lssl. Disraicr. 1872. 1881.

mg-’-i————-—

Bsrdwsn 48 47 Fnridpnr 6.086 819

Bankurl ...... 192 Balurvnnj 3,743 4

Birbhum 805 180 Malnmnsinh 1.139 7

Midnapur 899 .... .. Chin"-8°11! ---- -- 55

Hughh 3‘ 53 { 19 Gya 144 49

Howrah .... .. Tirhut {Mozuflerpur } 51 { .... .

26-Purglml-I 628 6 Darbhanga 881

Nadiya ... ... 2,827 $98 Chamnnr-an ... .... .. 851

Khulna ... ... ... .... .. 267 K M"!1i(l1.\'l' 77 2,\84

Jesmre ___ _,, 9,432 925 Bhmmlpur ... 291.055 Zl.7l6

Mu;-ghgdgbgd __, ... 706 199 Purniah .... .. 6,275

1)ina'pnr ... ... 74 1,159 Muldnh 3'l0 189

Rajs ahye s,os3 iea a$unlil_PlI'¢mM 698 1.8%

Ranwpur 230 40 Hszsnbuah $8.14» .... ..

B rn ... 53'] 2 ilsnhsrdaikfil 25,607 13

11, D, 7,793 709 .Sin1-'bhum 10

Jalpixori ... ... 11 ...... \ Manbhum 4.390 119

Dacan ‘l0,46|| .... ,. ‘ Tributary St-ates 250~i_i'

Jonél i, a pathi or hypergam- Jonk Haper, leech, a totemistic

ous sub-group of Barendra sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Brahmans in Benea1- doriahé, a section of the Dhu

sia sub-caste of Ohamérs in Behar.

Joshi, a group of the Adi

Gaura sub-caste of Gaura Brah

mans in Behar.

Jongan, a section of Mur- Josiém, a section of Kamér

mis in Darjiling. kalla Sonérs in Behar.

Jonéri, an endogamous divi

sion of Péschétya Baidik Brah

mans in Bengal.

gllfiflg, Patud, a non-Aryan tribe of Keunjhar and Dhenkanal

O _ _ in Orissa, classed by Colonel Dalton on linguistic

Wm‘ grounds as Kolarian. Their language is said

to approach more closely to the Kharia than to the other Kol

dialects ; but it has borrowed largely from Uriya, and also contains

a number of words of uncertain origin.

They are, says Colonel Dalton, a small race like the Oraons,

the males averaging lcss than five feet in

height, and the women not more than four feet

eight inches. Their predominating physical characteristics appear

to be great lateral projection of the zygomatic arches and general

flatness of feature; upright, but narrow and low, foreheads pro

jecting over a very depressed nasal bone ; pug-noses with spreading

nostrils; large mouths, thick lips, receding lower jaw and chin.

The hair is coarse and frizzly, the prevailing colour being a reddish

brown.

The opinion that the Juangs are closely related to the Mundas

and the Khariés derives some support from the fact that the

women tattoo their faces with the same marks as are used by

these tribes—three strokes on the forehead just above the nose,

Physical type.
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and three on each temple. They swear on earth taken from an

ant-hill and on a tiger skin. The Khariés hold the ant-hill sacred,

and the oath on the tiger’s skin is in common use among Hos and

Santals.

The Keunjhar Juéngs claim to be the autochthones of the

country, and trace their descent on the male

tfi§:“d*1“"”°" °f ti“ side to a race of celestial beings who danced

' in the Guptaganga hills with the leaf-clad

daughters of men and took some of them to wife. The village of

Gonasika, which is considered the head-quarters of the tribe, was

visited by Colonel Dalton about twenty years ago. He found there

twenty-five families of Juangs living in tiny huts measuring about

six feet by eight, very low, and with very small doors. These were

divided into two compartments—one used for stores, and the other

being the living-room of the head of the house and his wife and

daughters. The boys of each family slept in a large dormitory

near the entrance of the village, which also served as a lodging for

guests. All the habits of the tribe were then of the most primitive

character. Ironsmiths and smelters of iron were unknown, and

there was no Word for iron in their language. The arts of spinning

and weaving were equally strange to them, and, like the Australian

aborigines, they had never attained to the simplest knowledge of

ottery.
P “ The females, ” says Colonel Dalton, “ had not amongst them

a particle of clothing. Their sole covering for

purposes of decency consisted in a girdle

composed of several strings of beads, from which depended before

and behind small curtains of leaves. Adam and Eve sewed fig

leaves together and made themselves aprons. The Juangs are not

so far advanced; they take young shoots of the Kean (Terminalia

tomentosa) or any tree with long soft leaves, and arranging them

so as to form a flat and scale-like surface of the required size,

the sprigs are simply stuck in the girdle fore and aft and the toilet

is complete. The girls were well-developed and finely-formed

specimens of the race, and as the light leafy costume left the out

lines of the figure entirely nude, they would have made good studies

for a sculptor.

The beads that form the girdle are small tubes of bumt earthen

ware made by the wearers. They also wore a profusion of neck

laces of glass beads, and brass ornaments in their ears and on their

wrists, and it was not- till they saw that I had a considerable stock

of such articles to dispose of that they got over their shyness and

ventured to approach us.”

The men of the Juéng tribe, though still preserving a tradition

that they used to wear kopins or loin-cloths made from the bark

of the tumba tree, use instead of leaves a small strip of cotton cloth.

Up to a few years ago the women were deterred from following their

example by the tradition that the goddess of the Baitarani river

“ emerging for the first time from the Gonasika rock came suddenly

on a rollicking party of Juangs dancing naked, and orderine them

to adopt leaves on the moment as a covering, laid on them the

Manners and customs.
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curse that they must adhere to that costume for ever or die."

In 1870 the curse was removed by Captain F. J. Johnstone,

Superintendent of the Keunjhar State, who had acquired great

influence with the people, and induced the women to dress themselves

in cotton clothes.

The internal structure of the Juan tribe is shown in Appendix I.

There are no su -tribes, and the entire com

munity forms a single endogamous group.

The septs are totemistie, the totems comprising the names of animals,

trees, and plants. A man may not marry a. woman of his own

section, and must also observe certain rules regarding prohibited

degrees which do not seem to be very precisely defined. I gather,

however, that marriage with the descendants of the paternal

uncle is prohibited for a certain number of generations, but that

the rule 1s less strict concerning the descendants of a maternal

uncle.

As a general mle Jnéngs give their daughters in marriage only

after they are grown up; and sexual license

before marriage, though not expressly recog

nised, is nevertheless tolerated as a necessary incident of a system

of free courtship. Of late years instances of infant-marriage have

occurred in the tribe; but these were exceptional cases, due to the

desire of particular families to imitate Hindu usage. The marriage

ceremony is simple. The bridegroom sends a party of his friends

to propose for the girl, and if his offer is accepted the wedding day

is fixed and a cart-load of unhusked rice delivered by way of bride

price. The bride is then brought to the bridegroom’s house by his

friends and hers, is dressed in new clothes, and has a set of brass

ornaments put on. Consummation follows at once, and the night

is spent in feasting. In the morning the bridegroom dismisses the

bride’s friends with a resent of three measures of husked and

three of unhusked rice. he presence of a priest is not ordinarily

deemed essential, but in some eases the village de/Iari is called in to

add a religious sanction by sprinkling rice and turmeric on the heads

of the wedded pair.

Polygamy is permitted, and there appears to be no rule limiting

the number of wives a man may have. No Juzing, however, says

Colonel Dalton, has ventured on more than two at a time; and

even this indulgence is only resorted to when the first wife proves

barren or faithless. A. widow may marry again, and is expected,

though not compelled, to marry her deceased husband’s younger

brother. In the event of her choice falling upon an outsider,

she is not allowed to marry until a year after her husband’s death.

N0 special ritual appears to be ordained for the marriage of a

widow: the bridegroom merely gives her a new cloth and some

bracelets, and provides a feast for the elders of the caste. Divorce is

permitted, with the sanction of the panchéyrlt, for adultery, dis

obedience, scolding, and barrenness. The woman is simply taken back

to her father’s house and left there. In eases of special hardship,

where the wife is held not to have been in fault, the husband is

required to give a heifer or three or four rupees to the wife’s family

Internal structure.

Marriage.
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as compensation for his action in divorcing her. Divorced wives may

marry again by the same form as widows.

“The Juangs appear to be free from the belief in witchcraft,

Rel. . M. f which is the bane of the Kols, and permciously
lgmus le ' influences nearly all other classes in the Jungle

and Tributary Mahals. They have not, like the Kharias, the

reputation of being deeply skilled in sorcery. They have in their

own language no terms for ‘god,’ for ‘heaven’ or ‘hell,’ and, so

far as I can learn, no idea of a future state. They offer fowls to

the sun when in distress, and to the earth to give them its fruits in

due season. On these occasions an old man ofliciates as priest: he

is called Négam. The even tenor of their lives is unbroken by any

obligatory religious ceremonies.”

My own enquiries lead me to doubt the accuracy of this account.

The Juéngs of Keunjhar worship a forest deity called Barém, who

stands at the head of their system and is regarded with great vener

ation. Next to him come Thénpati, the patron of the village, also

known to the Savars, Mésimuli, Kélépét, Bésuli, and Basumati or

mother earth. Buffaloes, goats, fowls, milk, and sugar are offered to

all of these, and are afterwards partaken of by the worshippers. No

regular days seem to be set apart for sacrifice, but offerings are made

at seed time and harvest, and the forest gods are carefully propitiated

when a plot of land is cleared from jungle and prepared for the plough.

In addition to these elemental or animistic deities, the Hindu gods

Siva, Durgé, and Balabhadra are beginning to be recognised, in a

scanty and infrequent fashion, by the tribe. Brahmans as yet have

not been introduced, and all religious functions are discharged by

the dw/1-ari or village priest.

Juangs burn their dead, laying the corpse on the pyre with the

head to the south. The ashes are left at the

place of cremation or are cast into a running

stream. A few days after death a meagre propitiatory ceremony is

performed, at which the maternal uncle of the deceased oficiates

as priest. Offerings to departed ancestors are also made in October,

when the autumn rice crop is harvested.

Agriculture is believed to be the original occupation of the tribe.

“ They cultivate,” says Colonel Dalton, “in the

rudest way, destroying the forest trees by

the deadly process of girdling them, burning all they can

of the timber when it dries and sowing in the ashes. They thus

raise a little early rice, Indian corn, pulses, pumpkins, sweet

potatoes, ginger. and red pepper,—seed all thrown into the ground

at once to come up as it can. They declare they subsist every year

more on wild roots and fruits than on what they rear, but I doubt

if they are so badly ofl' as they pretend to be. The area of their

cultivation appeared proportionate to their numbers. They pay no

rent, being under obligation to serve the Raja, repair his house,

and carry his burdens when required to do so in lieu of money

payment, and they spend no money in clothes; it is ditficult to

understand, therefore, their not having a sufficiency of wholesome

food, unless it be that they spend all their substance in drink.

Z

Disposal of the dead.

Occupation.
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They are no doubt addicted to ardent spirits, and they are obliged

to buy what they consume, as they have not acquired the art of

distilling or even of brewing rice-beer, which every Kol understands.”

In regard to food they are not in the least particular, eating all

Food kinds of flesh, including mice, rats, monkeys,

' tigers, bears, snakes, frogs, and even offal, and

for them the jungles abound in spontaneously-produced vegetables.

In the quest of such food they possess all the instinct of the animal,

discerning at a glance what is nutritive, and never mistaking a

noxious for an edible fungus or root.

The Juangs do not look a warlike people, but when urged to it

by the Bhtiiyas, whose lead they invariably follow, they are some

times troublesome. They use the bow and arrow, but their favourite

wea on is the primitive sling, made entirely of cord. They take

“ pe bles from the brook,” or stones as they find them. They have

no idea of fashioning them to produce more etficient projectiles.”

The tribal dances of the Juangs, which seem to be totemistic

Tribal dance in character, are thus described by Colonel

' Dalton :

“In one figure the girls moved round in single file, keeping the

right hand on the right shoulder of the girl in front; in another, with

bodies inclined they wreathed their arms and advanced and retreated

in line. In this movement the performance bore a strong resem

blance to one of the Kol dances. Then we had the bear dance. The

girls, acting independently, advance with bodies so much inclined

that their hands touch the ground ; thus they move not unlike bears,

and by a motion from the knees the bodies wriggle violently, and the

broad tails of green leaves flap up and down in a most ludicrous

manner.

“ The pigeon dance followed : the action of a love-making pigeon

when he struts, pouts, sticks out his breast, and scrapes the ground

with his wings was well imitated, the hands of the girls doing duty

as wings. Then came a pig and tortoise dance, in which the motions

of those animals were less felicitously rendered, and the quail dance,

in which they squatted and peeked at the ground after the fashion of

those birds. They concluded with the vulture dance, a highly

dramatic finale. One of the men was made to lie on the ground and

represent a dead body. The girls in approaching it imitated the

hopping, sidling advance of the bird of prey, and, using their hands

as beaks, nipped and pinched the pseudo-corpse in a manner that

made him occasionally forget his character and yell with pain. This

caused great amusement to his tormentors.

“I had heard of a ‘ballet’ called ‘ the Cocks and Hens,’ but

this they could not be induced to exhibit. It was admitted that it

was impossible to keep the leaves in proper position whilst they

danced it. It was too much cf a romp, especially for a day perform

ance.”

The social status of the tribe cannot be precisely defined. They

are beyond the pale of Hinduism, and no

member of any recognised caste will eat or

drink with them. Juangs themselves will take cooked food, water

Social status.
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and sweetmeats from the Bhuiyas, but a Bhuiyé will not take even

water from a Juéng. In course of time no doubt they will attain

a higher social position, and the first step in this direction has already

been taken by their partial ado tion of some of the Hindu gods.

In 1872 the Juéngs num ered 9,398 in the Tributary States,

while in 1881 only 3 were returned in Cuttack and 606 in the

Tributary States.

dubhingeh, a tkar or sept of -Jugi, a sub-caste of Téntis in

Khambus in Darjiling. Bengal.

glugi, Jogi, a weaving caste of Eastern Bengal, many of whose

members have of recent years been driven by

the competition of English piece-goods to betake

themselves to agriculture, lime-burning, goldsmith’s work, and the

subordinate grades of Government service. The origin of the caste

is extremely obscure. Buchanan thought it probable that they were

either the priesthood of the country during the reign of the dynasty

to which Gopi Chandra belonged, or Siidras dedicated to a religious

life, but degraded by the great Saiva reformer Sankara A'charya, and

that they came with the Pal Rajas from Western India. In Rang

pur he found the Jogis living by singing an interminable cyclic song

in honour of Gopi Chandra. This is all the information collected by

that shrewd and trustworthy observer, and since the beginning of the

century no fresh facts have been added. The Masya sub-caste of

Jugis give the following account of their origin. In the Vrihad

Yo ini Tantra, their chief religious work, it is written that to

Mahédeo were bom eight passionless beings (Siddhas), who practised

asceticism and passed their lives in religious meditation. Their

arrogance and pride, however, ofiended Mahzideo, who, exercising

his power of Maya or illusion, created eight female energies, or

Yoginis, and sent them to tempt the Siddhas. It was soon apparent

that the virtue of the perfect ones was not so impregnable as

they boasted, and the issue of their amours were the ancestors of

the modern Mésya Jugis. Another account is that a Sannyési

Avadhlita, or scholar, of Benares, who was an incarnation of Siva,

had two sons : the elder, by a Brahman woman, becoming the

progenitor of the Ekadasi Jugis—the younger, by a Vaisya woman, of

the Mésya; but it is probable that this legend has been invented

to account for the fact that these two sub-castes perform the

obsequial rites at different periods.

The Ekadasi Jugis, when questioned about their descent, refer to

a Sanskrit work called Vriddha Szitétapiya, in which the Muni

Satétapa relates how the divine Rishi Narada was informed by

Brahma that near Benares resided many Brahman and Vaisya

widows, living by the manufacture of thread, who had given birth

to sons and daughters the offspring of Avadhiitas, or pupils of

Néthas, or ascetios. The Rishi was further directed to proceed to

Kési, and in consultation with the Avadhiitas, to decide what tho

caste of these children should be. After much deliberation it was

determined that the offspring of the Avadhutas and Brahman

widows should belong to the Siva gotra, while the issue of the

Traditions of origin.
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Vaisya widows should form a class called Nath; the former, like the

Brahmans, being im ure for eleven days, the latter like the Vaisya

for thirty days. Bot classes were required to read four Vedas, to

worship their Matris or female ancestors at weddings, to perform

each household for itself the Nandi $raddha in the name of their

forefathers, and to wear the sacred cord. lt was further enacted

that the dead should be buried, the lips of the corpse being touched

with fire by the son or grandson. It is from these Brahman widows

that the modern Ekadasi Jugis claim to be descended, and being of

that lineage, mourn for only eleven days, although they have never

assumed the Brahmanioal cord.

Turning from these mythical events to the history of the caste

M d h, w in more modern times, we find that most Jugis
° em is '7' in Eastern Bengal regard the family of Dalél

Bazar, in the Noakhali district, as the head of their race, and recall

with some pride the fact that in the middle of last century Braja

Ballabh Rfii, a Jugi, of this family was Dalal, or broker, his brother

Radhé. Ballabh ltai being Jachandér, or appraiser, of the English

factory of Char Peta, on the Meghna. 'l‘he son of the former

developed the trade in Baftah cloth to so great an extent that the

Company in 1765 bestowed on him the title and rank of a Raja,

presenting him at the same time with a ldkhiraj or rent-free estate,

which is still held by one of his descendants.

In the Presidency districts the Jugis are assuming the sacred

thread en masse, and this pretension has given rise to numerous quarrels

with the Brahmans, some of which have ended in protracted and

vexatious litigation in the Criminal Courts.

On the evidence now available it is difficult to arrive at any

definite conclusion regarding the manner in which the caste arose.

There is nothing beyond the fact that they are generally looked

down upon by Hindus, and follow a despised occupation to indicate

a difference of race. Independent evidence of non-Aryan descent is

wholly wanting. There remain the alternatives of degradation or

mixed descent, both of which play a prominent part in the standard

Indian theory of the formation of castes. But here, again, we have

no data to form a basis for serious discussion. For the present,

therefore, the problem must be abandoned as insoluble.

The internal structure of the caste is stated in Appendix I, and

Internal structure may be briefly described here. In Eastern

' Bengal we find two main sub-castes—the

Més a, who perform the srdddka thirty days (mésa) after death,

andt e Ekadasf, who celebrate it after eleven (ekadasa) days. The

former abound in the southern parts of Bikrampfir, Tipperah, and

Noakhali; the latter in the north of Bikrampiir and throughout the

Decca district generally. No intermarriages take place between

them, and each refuses to taste food cooked by the other, although

they drink from each other’s water-vessels. Besides these divisions

arising from the observance of different funeral ceremonies, there

are others based upon differences of habitat and occupation. The

cultivating members of the caste form a distinct group called Hélwa.

uugi, and it is alleged that they were outcasted for abandoning the
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traditional pursuit of weaving. The lime-burning Jugis of Tipperah

are said to have incurred a similar condemnation. In Murshedabad,

on the other hand, the Jugis who lived by weaving cotton cloth_are

said to have taken to agriculture without qualifying their orlglflfi-1

designation or forfeiting their position as the recognised main body

of the caste ; while sub-castes have been formed corresponding to

the special pursuits which particular groups have adopted. Among

these are the Rangrej-dugi, who dye cotton thread, the Kambu|e

dugi, who make blankets, and the |Manihéri-Jugi, who work in lac

and weave ribands. Others again prefer a division into the three

groups Rérhi, Baidik, and Barendra, which seem to have been bor

rowed from the higher castes in the struggle for social precedence.

In Bardwan a fourth division—Khelinda—is added to these. In

Noakhali this larger territorial grouping appears to be unknown, and

the endogamous divisions are given as Sundip-Néth, comprising

Jugis who live on the island of Sundip, and Bh ul ué-Néth, or residents

on the mainland. Even smaller local divisions occur in some districts.

I am informed that in Murshedabad the Jugis of thané. Kandi will

not intermarry with the Jugis of thana Barawa, while in Tipperah

the Jugis of pargana Sarail marry only among themselves.

The Dharmaghare uugis, who are found in Western Bengal,

are looked down upon by the Jugis of other parts of the country.

They worship Dharma, Sitala, Manasé, and other aboriginal deities,

and their only sanskdr is the wearing copper in some form, such as that

of a ring or bracelet. They beg from door to door, carrying the eifigies

of those deities in their hands, and singing songs in their honour.

They say that their original progenitor, an ascetic, after

obtaining siddhi, success in yog, married the daughter of Kasyap

Rishi and had a son by her. When he died his son went to his

grand-father Siva (who is reckoned the father of all those that become

ascetics) and asked his advice as regards the disposal of his father's

dead body. Siva thought it should be buried after the manner of

ascetics, but the widow wished it to be burned, because the deceased

had been a _a~r-ihastluz or householder. So the son, wishing to please

both, compromised matters by putting fire on the mouth of the corpse

and then burying it. The more advanced among them affect to

follow the Hindu system of the 10 sans].-a'rs or dasakarmas and to

use the same books as the Brahmans, such as the work of Bhabadeb

Bhatta, used by all Samvedi Brahmans. Some of them even attend

tols or indigenous Sanskrit Colleges, but they have to sit in the

courtyard, and are regarded more or less as intruders.

They say that they have only one gctra, the Siva, and four

pracaras-Siva, Sambhu, Sankara, and Kpnabat; but as marriage in

the same gotra is prohibited, they have devised a fiction bv which the

bride at the time of marriage becomes a member of the Kasyapa gotra.

The sections of the caste are of a mixed character. Some have

clearly been borrowed from the standard Brahmanical series, while

others, such as Matsyendra, Goraksha, and Birbhairab, seem to

lend support to the conjecture hazarded above that the caste is an

otfshoot from some sect of ascetics. In some districts the three

hypergamous groups of Kulin, Madhyalé, and Bémgél appear to be
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recognised; while elsewhere there are only two Brahman-Jugi

and Dandi-Jugi. In both cases the rule is said to be observed

that a man of a higher group may marry a woman of a lower group,

but a certain loss of social position is entailed by doing so.

Jugis marry their daughters as infants and follow the standard

M . Hindu ritual, a member of their own caste
mugs‘ ofiiciating as priest. Their practice as to

exogamy and the reckoning of prohibited degrees is the same as that

in vogue among the higher castes. A second wife may be taken if

the first is barren or suffers from an incurable disease. Divorce is

not formally recognized : a woman found guilty of unchastity is cast

off by her husband and turned out of the community. Widows are

not allowed to marry again.

The great majority of the caste worship Mahadeo or Siva, but

a few Vaishnavas are also found among them.

The Masya Jugis have no Brahmans who

minister to them, but a spiritual leader, Adhikari, elected by the

Purohits referred to below, is invested with a cord and styled

Brahman. In Tippcrah and Noakhali the cord is still worn, but in

Dacca of late years it has been discarded. The Adhikéri of the

Mésya -Iugis in Dacca is Mathuré Ramana, of Bidgaon, in Bikramprir,

a very illiterate man, who can with difiiculty read and write Bengali.

The post has been hereditary in his family for eight generations, and

now-a-days it is only in default of heirs that an election is held. It

is a curious circumstance that the Adhikari bestows the mantra on

the Brahmans of the Ekérlasi, and occasionally on Sannyasi Jugis,

although neither acknowledge any subjection to him. The Adhikéri

has no religious duties to perform, as each household employs a

Purohit to minister at its religious ceremonies. The Purohit is

always a Jugi, inducted by the Adhikari and subordinate to him.

He is often a relative, or marries a daughter of his master. The

Adhikari, again, has his Purohit, without whose ministration neither

he nor any member of his family can marry or be buried. The

great festival of the Masya Jugfs is the Sivarétri, held on the four

teenth of the waning moon in Mégh (January-February); but

they observe many of the other Hindu festivals, such as the

Janméshtami, and offer sacrifices beneath the bat tree to the

village goddess Siddhesvari. In all religious services they use a

twig of the Udumbara, or Jagya diimfir (Ficus glomerata), and

regard with special reverence the tulasi, bat, pipal, and tamala

(Diospg/ms cordgfolia). They have sthdns, or residencies, at Brindé

ban, Mathura, and Gokula, but their chief places of pilgrimage are

Benares, Gaye, and Sitakund in Chittagong. The Ekédasi have

Brahmans of their own, called “Varna-Sarman,” and addressed as

Mahétama, who trace their origin from the issue of a Srotriya

Brahman and a Jugi woman. ‘In Bikrampfir alone it is estimated

there are at least a hundred of these Jugf Brahmans. The majority

of this division of Jugis are worshippers of Krishna, but a few

who follow the Sakta ritual are to be met with. The Goséins, who

are followers of Nityénanda, admit Jugis into their communion, but

those of Adwaita decline to have anything to do with them.

Religion.
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The Jugi Brahmans are, with few exceptions, illiterate, but a

few gain a livelihood as Péthaks, or readers of the epic poems.

Jugis are the Mahants of the Kapila Muni shrine in the Sunderbuns,

and officiate at the Vziruni festival in Phélgun.

In the burial of their dead all Jugis observe the same

ceremonies. The grave (samddki or alasan)

is circular, about eight feet deep, and at

the bottom a niche is cut for the reception of the corpse.

The body," after being washed with water from seven earthen

jars, is wrapped in new cloth, the lips being touched with fire

to distinguish the funeral from that of a sannydsi or ascetic and

a Mahomedan. A necklace made of the Tulasi plant is placed

around the neck, and in the right hand a rosary (/apa mdld). The

right forearm, with the thumb inverted, is placed across the chest,

while the left, with the thumb in a similar position, rests on the lap,

the legs being crossed as in statues of Budha. Over the left

shoulder is hung a cloth bag with four strings, in which four cowries

are put. The body being lowered into the grave, and placed in the

niche with the face towards the north-east, the grave is filled in, and

the relatives deposit on the top an earthen platter with balls of rice

(pinda), plantains, sugar, ghi, and areca-nuts, as well as a lmqqa

with its clzillam (bowl), a small quantity of tobacco, and a

charcoal ball. Finally, from three to seven cowries are scattered

on the ground as compensation to Vasumati or mother earth for the

piece of earth occupied by the corpse. Women are interred in the

same way as men.

The bag with its four cowries, and the position of the body,

are noteworthy. With the cowries the spirit pays the Oharan, who

ferries it across the Vaitarani river, the Hindu Styx; while the

body is made to face the north-east, because in that corner of the

world lies Kailésa, the Paradise of Siva.

The mourning dress of the Jugis is a cotton garment, called

“Jala Kacha,” literally netted end, manufactured by them, and

identical with that worn by other Hindus between the death of a

relative and the sraddka. In a corner of this raiment the Jugi ties

apiece of iron, suspending it over his shoulder. On the eleventh day,

when the funeral obsequies are about to be performed, the barber

cutting off the iron, gives it to the wearer, who throws it into the

water, then bathes, offers the pinda to the manes of the deceased

and returns home.

All Jugis believe that the spirits of good men are at death

absorbed into the Deity, while the bad reappear on earth in the

form of some unclean animal ; but women, however exemplary their

conduct may have been in this world, are not cheered by any assur

ance of a future state, and in their case death involves annihilation.

The social status of the caste is very low, and they are every

where reviled by the Hindus without any

intelligible reason being given for the treat

ment to which they are subjected. If questioned on the subject of

the low position accorded to the Jugis, some Hindus will reply

that it is because they bury their dead, while all orthodox people

practise cremation. Others, again, will explain that the starch of

Disposal of the dead.

Social status.
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size they use In weaving is made of boiled rice (mdr), while the

Tantis use parched rice (lclaai) for this purpose. Whatever may

b9 the I88-B011, there can be no doubt as to the existence of a very

strong prejudice against the caste, although the Jugfs themselves,

whom Dr. Wise describes as “a contented people,” affect to laugh

at it. The belief in their impurity is carried to such a length

that the Jugi has peculiar difficulties in having his children educated,

as no other boy will live with his son, who is consequently obliged

to hire lodgings for himself and engage servants of his own. If

men of this caste enter the house of any of the clean castes, all

cooked food, and any drinking-water in the room, are regarded

as polluted and are thrown away. In spite of this the barber and

washerman who serve the Sfidras work also for them. Jugis them

BBIVBB. moreover, are not free from intolerance, but they can hardly be

blamed for this in a society where a nice sense of ceremonial

impurity in other people is a faculty essential to social advancement.

They will, for example, eat food cooked by a Srotriyé. Brahman,

but not that prepared by any Barna Brahman, or by a Sfidra,

however pure. The Sannyasi Jugi eats with the weaving Jugi,

but a Bairégi will only touch food given by the Adhikari. Further

more, the Ekadasi Jugf will eat with the Sannyasi if he is a

Brahman observing the sraddha on the eleventh day.

Until the last few years the Bengali Jugis were all weavers,

but now the cloth (dhoti and gamcha) manu

factured by them is gradually being displaced

by English piece-goods, and the Jugi finds it diflicult to earn a

livelihood by weaving. The Jugi uses a much more cumbrous loom

than either the Tantf or Julaha, but employs the same comb, or

sluina/2, while his shuttle (mzli) is peculiar to himself. The women

are as expert weavers as the men, the preparation of the warp being

exclusively done by them.

The following table shows the number and distribution of Jugis

in 1872 and 1881:—

Occupation.

 

 

 

 

Drsrsrcr. 1872. 1831. DISTRICT. 1872. 1881.

Bu-dwan 7,451 3,334 Chittagong 32,314 27,331

Bankura 439 795 , Noakhali 83,038 87,819

Birhhum 2,982 2,272 Hill Tracts .... .. 11

Mrdnapur 4,576 5,889 Patna ... 6,016 1,649

Hughll 8 060 2,s03 Gya 5.481 2.063

zllclgvmh ' 4,234 ShahabadM ...“ 2,914 2?;

flrxanas ... 20,903 12,066 - ozn er ur l

Ilgrjldiya ~ 16,368 12,374 T"h“" lburbhmga } H“ i 1.116

ulna .... .. 11,085 Saran 2.143 1.047

Jesscre 1s.e31 13,211 Champaran 2.4-11 494

Murshedabad 5,855 6,240 Monahyr 726 363

1J1na'pur 7,741 5,814 Bhagslpnr 1,491 1,623

Bais anye 3,331 2,311 Purniah 3,507 2,098

Rlmkpur 0,1119 4,707 Maldah .... .. 173

Bog:-a 4,5119 3,330 Santa! Psrganas 3,403 1.889

Pa na 11,733 1,232 Cuttack 14,514 3.361

Dsriilmz 100 209 Purl 4,723 1,131

Jslnisori -. 313 2,111 Balascre 5,42% 1.403

Kuch Behar 4,431 Tributary States 5,483 1.593

gag? .. 16,410 17,033 Irixrraiibsgn gpgg 1,33:

s pur 1,s9s 3,31 a s ,

Bakurnni 2s,1es 21,515 Singbhuiil 1,015 zss

Marmansinh 89,644 41,501 Manbhum 2,567 2,069

Tipperah 66,812 55,848 Tributary States 393 315

—-i-a_~
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J ugidié, a sub-caste of Dhobés

in Noakhali.

-Jugi Muchi or Kurd, a sub

caste of Muchis in Bengal.

Juldlui, a synonym for -Iolha.

Jungi, a. synonym for Jugi.

Jurhé, a pur or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

duruér, a section of_Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

durvaunt, a section of Awa

dhia Hajjams in Behar.

uutaut-Bind, a sub-caste of

Binds in Eastern Bengal.

duthasankhwér, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

()rissa.

duthibariér, a pur or section

of Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

dutiwélé, a dealer in boots

and shoes. These articles are

made by the Chamar and Rishi,

and sold by all Sudras, and even

by degraded Brahmans. The

bulk of the trade, however, is

in the hands of Mahomedans.

'l‘he business is reckoned highly

respectable, and in Eastern

Bengal the Mahomedan jutiwalas

are strict Farazis, never opening

their shops or selling a pair of

shoes on a Friday.

J3/otishi, Josi, an astronomer

or astrologer. In Bengal the

term usually denotes the Alcharji

Brahman who prepares horo

scopes.
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K

Kabéi, a section of Majraut Kabi-bhusan,a title or popu

Goalas in Behar. lar designation of Baidyas

practising medicine, used by

Kabar, a section of Rautifis in themse1ves_

Chota Nagpur.

Kabéri, a synonym for Kunjra Kabi-Indra, a title 'or popular

in Behar. designation of Baidyas practis

Kabar Tantwa, a sub-caste of ing medicine’ used by them"

Tantwas or weavers in Behar. selves’

Kabi-ballabh, a title or Kabiji, atitle of Bhats.

popular designation of Baidyas

practising medicine, used by Kabiraj, Kabi, a physician,

themselves. a synonym for Baidya.

Kabiréj, a medical practitioner according to the Hindu system.

The most respected among them, says Dr. Wise, are generally Baidyas.

Kabirajs usually assume bombastic titles, such as Kabi-ratna, Kabi

ranjan, Kabi-chandra, Kabi-Indra, Kabi-bhiishana, Kabi-ballabha, and

Baidya-nidhi; but the popular nickname for all doctors is Nari-tepa,

or pulse-feeler. Uneducated practitioners and quacks are known as

Héthuria} or meddlesome fellows, from hét/1, the hand; while a

still more objectionable and dangerous character is the Ta’liqa

Kabiréj, who goes about with a list (ta’liq) of prescriptions, selling

them at random, and vaunting their virtues in curing all diseases.

He is often a plucked student of the Calcutta College, or a young

man too poor to prosecute his studies until qualified for graduation.

Formerly medicine was taught in pathsalas, or schools, the most

famous being those of Bikrampur and Kénchrapérfi, on the Hughli ;

but at the present day each practitioner of any reputation has a

tol, or class, of pu ils to whom he translates and expounds the

Séstras, if the yout s understand Sanskrit, but if they do not he

merely lectures on the principles and practice of Hindu medicine.

A class generally consists of from ten to twelve young men of

various Sridra castes, and it is computed that about 12 per cent. of

the Dacca Kabirajs are sufficiently versed in Sanskrit to interpret it.

The two principal text-books of the Bengal physicians are the

Madhava Nidéna, or commentary on the A’yur-veda, and the

Chakra-vzini. The former, written by a celebrated doctor, Madhava

Kara, chiefly treats of the diagnosis of diseases, while the latter,

named after the writer, who was physician and steward of the court

of Gaur, is a later and less valued work. Each Kabiraj has a

particular master and system, but the greatest teacher, Dhanvantari,

the physician of the gods, is obeyed by all. In the Brahma

 

1 Buchanan, iii, 142, derives this sobriquet from hdt, a market.
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Vaivartta Purina the names of fifteen great physicians are pre

served, but only the following are invoked by the modern doctor,

namely :-—

Dhanwantari. Kasi Raja.

Divodasa. Nakula.

Sahadeva.

The first three are often identified with one person; the fourth

and fifth are the twin sons of Surya, the physicians of Svarga,

or heaven. On all occasions of anxiety Mahadeva, or Vaidyanatha,

“lord of physicians,” is also addressed in prayer.

The chief causes of the stagnation of Hindu medicine, which

has lasted from prehistoric times, appear to be the discontinuance

of the study of anatomy; the belief that the medical Sastras, being

of divine origin, are infallible; and the selfishness of successive

generations of physicians in concealing the results of their experience

and observation. Kabirajs of the present day often blindly follow

the teaching of the Kyur-veda, notwithstanding the opinion that the

habits and constitution of the human race and the prevailing type

of diseases, have altered since the archaic days of their teachers.

The candid physician confesses that his brethren have not

the magnanimity to divulge the merits of a. drug which chance

or experience has taught them to value; and although it is revealed

to a son or favourite pupil, the secret is kept from the profession at

large, and consequently is often lost at the death of the discoverer.

The real Baidya always dispenses his own prescriptions ;_but as

this consumes much time and necessitates his limiting the number of

his patients, a prentices are employed in pounding and triturating

drugs, while t e minute subdivision into powders is done by himself

in a private recess of the house. Before beginning his work, the

Baidya observes a custom, peculiar to physicians of his caste, namely,

the worship of Vaidya-natha, after which the medicine is divided

into four parts, one being offered to the Elements, a second to a

Brahman, a third being retained by the physician, and a fourth sent

to the patient. As a rule drugs are procured from the shop of the

Gandha-banik, or Pansari, but in olden days the physician had to go

himself to the forest and collect whatever herb he wanted.

Consultations are usually held in difficult cases, but the physi

cian who can quote the Sastras most fluently and interminably is

too often deemed the most learned and skilful doctor. Although

the Séstras declare that physio given by the hands of a Baidya has

an intrinsic virtue not possessed when it is administered by any other

caste, the populace have no such conviction, and as soon as the

treatment of a Baidya fails the patient has no hesitation in placing

himself under any other doctor, whatever his caste or colour, who

has acquired the reputation of curing his particular ailment.

The present state of Hindu medicine in Bengal is sketched in

the following particulars, obtained from the Kabirajs themselves.

Kabiréjs believe that the human race has degenerated, and that

the constitutions of the present generation have changed, and they

cite as an instance the type of fever now prevalent, which is more
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acute and less tractable than the fevers described in the Séstras.

In these works it is enjoined that for seven days no medicines are

to be given to a patient, and that he is to fast, or only lake liquid

food; but now. as soon as a diagnosis is formed, and a propitious

hour found, the first dose is given. The examination of-the pulse

is regarded of primary importance, and many doctors are credited

with being able to distinguish a disease by its character. The

inspection of the urine is not considered, as it is by the Hakim, of

much value, for should a drop touch the physician he becomes

unclean, and must at once bathe. \Vhen it is inspected the sample

is always mixed with mustard oil, and the density of the water

estimated by the buoyancy of the oil.

Venesection is never performed at the present day, as the type of

the ordinary diseases contra-indicates its use; but cupping or leeches

are occasionally ordered. In apoplexy and some forms of hysteria

the actual cautery is still employed, and the potential cautery (ksharal

is used for destroying piles, and, in a fine state of division, is made

into an embrocatiou and applied over the enlarged spleen and liver.

In the Sastras enemata are recommended, but, whether owing

to the clumsy syringes employed, or to the strange aversion of all

Eastem nations to their use, Hindu physicians ceased to order them.

Kabiréjs, however, are beginning to follow the example of English

doctors, but much latent opposition is encountered.

Hindu physicians have arrived at the following conclusions

regarding the most valued European drugs. Quinine, in extensive

use throughout Bengal, is popularly regarded as a heating remedy,

and as causing, when injudiciously used, the fever to take a perina

nent hold, or to return after a short interval. The masses further

believe that it drives the fever into the bones, and that if once

taken it prevents all other febrifuges from being of the slightest

benefit. As a tonic, however, during convalesoence from fever, it is

admitted by all to be invaluable and unequalled. In extreme cases

of fever, after violent delirium has set in, a pill containing a small

quantity of cobra oison (bish bari), mixed with other ingredients, is

administered by t e Kabiréj. When a man is at the point of death

and all other medicines have been tried, bits of all the other pills

are pounded together and mixed with honey or juice of the betel

leaf and given as the last resource.

With educated practitioners the use of mercury has quite gone

out of fashion, and iodide of potassium taken its place; but the

victims of its abuse are still lamentably common, and scarcely a

hospital in Bengal is ever without several poor creatures perma

nently maimed or disfigured by it.

English or American sarsaparilla is not much esteemed, as a pa’!

or pdchan of from nine to sixty ingredients is considered a better

alterative. The patient being given twenty-one powders, made of

a jumble of herbs, takes one daily and boils it in a seer of water

until only a quarter remains; then straining and putting aside the

sediment, he drinks the decoction. After the twenty-one days

have expired, all the sediments are taken, reboiled, and the decoc

tion drunk for eleven days longer. Finally, the sediment is put

_l"'
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into boiling water, and with it the patient takes a vapour bath

ha ra .(b Iilod-liver oil is considered inferior as a nutrient tonic to divers

pills and powders prepared by Kabirajs, and in consumption an

oil, called sdrchandanadi, made of til oil and numerous herbs, is

pronounced more beneficial.

Chicken broth, prohibited in health, is often prescribed in linger

ing diseases, while the good eifects of port wine and brandy in the

treatment of low types of fever are acknowledged.

Pills prepared at English druggists are objected to, as the

magnesia sprinkled over them interferes. it is thought, with the

action of the medicine : consequently the Hindu pills, rolled with the

fingers and mixed with honey or the uioe of the bela, or pain

leaf, are preferred.

Such are the condition and opinions of the better class of native

physicians, but the description would be incomplete if it omitted

all allusion to the uneducated practitioner met with in every village

of Bengal, who secures an extensive, and by no means unprofitable,

practice among classes unable to pay for better medical advice. He

is often a superannuated barber, or fisherman, who has obtained from

some strolling “bairagi” or “faqir” a recipé to cure all diseases.

There is perhaps no single complaint which so often awakens the

inventive faculty of such men as enlargement of the spleen, and he

who acquires notoriety as the possessor of a remedy is courted by all

classes. A very nutritious diet of milk, fish, and vegetablesis always

ordered by these shrewd observers, and is generally assigned by

sceptics as the explanation of cures which they undoubtedly some

times effect.

An amateur doctor, residing in the outskrits of Dacca, earned

a lasting reputation by using a vesicatory made with the root of

the “Kala-chitra,” and app ied over the spleen. He, however,

assigned much of its efficaoy to a secret invocation, addressed, in

the act of applying the paste, to Lakshi Nairayana. The Hindu,

moreover, relies as much on the virtues of a cup of water over

which a mantra has been mumbled as any Muhammadan peasant,

and the water of the Ganges, water taken from a tidal river at the

turn of the tide, or water m which the Gosain has bathed, have

each their crowd of admirers.

In Bengal, as in ancient Egypt and Greece, certain shrines are

still celebrated for the cure of intractable diseases. The most

famous are those of Térakesvara, in Hughli, sacred to Mahédeva; of

Vaidyanatha,in the Santal Parganas ; and of Grondalpara, in Hughli,

famous in cases of hydrophobia. The device followed at the last

place is for the bitten person, after fasting, to defray the expense

of a special service, and to receive a piece of red broadcloth (Sulténi

banét), impregnated with the snuff of a lamp wick and secreted in

the heart of a plantain called It-at/zali kala'. As long as this

charm is preserved, and the patient abstains from eating this variety

of plantain, the effects of the bite are warded off. Another plan

is for the patient to take a secret medicine, probably cantharides,

pounded with 21 pepper-corns, before the 21st day. The effect of _
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this is to make the patient pass urine and mucus-the latter, believed

to be A-ulrur ka bachd, ‘the dog’s whelp,’ leading to cure.

Kabiréj, a title of the head

men of the Dom caste in Behar,

who have under them servants

called Chharidars to execute or

communicate their orders.

Kabiranjan, a title or popular

designation of Baidyas practising

medicine, used by themselves.

Kabi-ratna, a title or popular

designation of Baidyas practising

medicine, used by themselves.

Kabirdés, Kabirpnnthi, Kabri, a

follower of the religious reformer

 Kabir (1488-1512), who taught

a monotheistic and tolerant form

of Vaishnavism.

Kableér, a section of Kayasths

in Behar.

Kébra, a section of Mahesris.

Kach, tortoise, a totemistie

sept of Bhuiyés in Chota Nag

pur.

Kéch, crab, a totemistie section

cf the Paripél sub-caste of Sunris

in Manbhum.

Kachéisé, a sub-caste of Kur

mis in Behar.

§§£lI€l1‘1I, a small caste of Eastem Bengal, who claim to be an

offshoot of the Kayasths, and tell the following story to explain the

separation :—A rich and aspiring Kéyasth determined on celebrating

the worship of Kali in his own house, contrary to the wishes of his

brethren, and performed the ceremony, but was punished by being

excommunicated. This is a most improbable story, as the Kacharu

caste is dispersed throughout Eastern Bengal, being very numerous

at Madéripur in Faridpur, and it has a Purohit of its own. The

Sudra barber and washerman work for them, although their water

vessels are unclean. It is far more probable that, if they ever were

Kéyasths, which is unlikely, they were expelled, like the Chhoté.

bhagiya Tantis, for adopting a new trade.

The caste has three gotras—Aliman, Kasyapa, and Parésara.

Their patronymics are Datta, Dzis, and Dé. The principal festival

kept is in honour of Viswa-Karma in Bhédra (August-September).

In Dacca the Kécharu are gradually relinquishing their caste

trade, the manufacture of lac bracelets (kdclia), in which Muham

madans also engage, and are acting as traders, grocers, and shop

keepers.

Kaché Sirriar, a mul or section

of the Satmulié or Kishnaut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Kachchhap (the tortoise), a to

temistic section of Bégdis, Bhars

and Mails in Western Bengal.

Kachchhué, a. section of

Cheros in Chota Nagpur.

Kachera, a mul or section of

the Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonars

in Behar.

Kachgawal, a section of the

Amashta sub-caste of Kéyasths

in Behar.

Kach Gotra, a section of the

Banwér sub-caste of Baniyfis in

Behar.

Kéchhati, a gém of the Bha

radwzij a goira of Barendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kéchhgot, a totemistie section

of Nunias in Behar.
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Kachhré,

Karan sub-caste of Kéyasths in

Behar.

Kachhriyé, a sept of the

Rautar sub-tribe of Thzirus in

Behar.

Kéchiéri, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Kéchim, tortoise, a totemistic

section of Kumhars in the Santal

Parganas; a section of Telis in

Bengal.

Kéchimér, a. section of Kur

mis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Kachnarié, a. sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kachoér, a mulor section of the

Tinmulié. Madhesia sub-caste of

Halwéis in Behar.

Kachré-Mech, a sub-tribe of

Meches in the Darjiling Terai.

Kachu, a title of Bangaja

Kéyasths in Bengal.

Kach ué, Kachhué, or Kachchh,

tortoise, a section of Kanaujia

Halwéis in Behar. Theuse of the

word to distinguish an exogamous

group may perhaps be regarded

_a.s a survival of totemism; a gotra

or section of Hindu Jolahas and

Goélas in Behar. A sept or

section of Chiks, Lohars, Goréits,

a section of the I Gonds, Ghasis, Oraons, Mun

das, Turis, Tantis, Telis, and

of Doms in Chota Nagpur; a

sub-sept of the Kisku sept of

Santzils, Asuras, Binjhiés, Goalas,

Bedias, Bhuiyas, Ohamzirs, and

Kharwars in Uhota Nagpur; also

of Khandaits in Orissa, and of

Kémars in Singbhum and the

Santal Parganas.

Kachui, a sept of the Tung

jainya sub-tribe of Chakmiis m

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Kachwé, a tortoise; the totem

of a section of Oraon-Dhéngars

settled for several generations in

Behar; a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Kachwéha, a sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kédé, a mu! or section of the

Ohhamulié Madhesizi sub-caste of

Halwais in Behar.

Kédéchési, a title of Kaiba.rt

tas in Bengal.

Kadél, a géin of the Séndilya

gotra of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kadam, naucka grandifolia,

a totemistic section of Khan

daits in Orissa.

Kédar, a sub-caste of Ka

dars.

$31181‘, B/zuiyd, a non-Aryan caste of cultivators, fishermen,

Origin.

the Bhuiya tribe.

and day-labourers in Bhagalpur and the Santél

Parganas, probably a. degra

They are divided into two sub-castes—Ka'1dar

ded offshoot from

and Naiyé—the latter of which may possibly have been developed

Internal structure.

Bengal.

members of which disown all connexion with the Kédar.

sections of the Kédar are shown in Appendix l.

from among the priests of the forest gods, who

are usually called Layé. or Nayé. in Westem

There is also a separate caste bearing the name Naiyé, the

The

Among them we

find Rikhiasan, the characteristic eponym of the Musahars and the

Northern Bhuiyés. Most of the others have names familiar as titles
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of the lower castes in Behar. These have become exogamous groups

among the Kadars, while at the same time the system has been

greatly complicated by the fact that owing to supposed differences of

descent and social standing some of the groups only interma.rry with

certain other groups. In all cases the rule of exogamy is one-sided,

and alliances with near relatives not excluded by that rule are barred

by the standard formula mamerd, chat-herd, etc., calculated in the

descending line to seven generations on the father’s side and three

on that of the mother. The conclusion suggested by a careful

examination of the list is that the Kédar caste was originally a branch

of the Bhuiyas, but has since been recruited from other sources. The

vagueness of the word Bhuiyé. would obviously rather lend itself

to this process. Whatever may be the origin of the Kadars, they

are certainly a group of considerable antiquity, for they are referred

to in the account of the origin of the human race communicated

to Lieutenant Shaw by the Mal Paharizis in 1798.

Kadars marry their daughters as infants or as adults, according

to their means, the former practice being

deemed the more respectable. Their marriage

ceremony is of the type common among low-caste Hindus, smdurdcin

being the binding portion. The village barber otficiates as priest.

Polygamy is allowed in the sense that a man may take a second

wife if he has no children by his first wife. Widows may marry

again by the sagai form, and are subject to no restrictions in

their choice of a second husband except those arising from the

prohibited degrees. The ceremony consists simply of the application

of vermilion to the woman’s forehead in the presence of her

relatives. It deserves notice that the Kédar custom requires a

sagai marriage to be performed in the open _air, and will not permit

it to take place within the house, thus reversing the ordinary practice

under which the marriage of a virgin is celebrated in the courtyard,

while the less reputable sngai ritual is relegated to the women’s

apartments at the back of the house. Divorce is freely permitted,

and divorced women may marry again. _

Special interest attaches to the religion of the Kadar as represent

_ _ ing a comparatively early stage in the process
R°hg‘°n' of conversion to Brahmanism, which the abori

ginal races of Bengal are now undergoing. The realworking religion

of the caste is in fact pure animism of the type which still survives,

comparatively untouched by Hindu influences, among the Santals,

Mundas, and Oraons of Chota Nagpur. Like these, the Kadars

believe themselves to be compassed about by a host of invisible

powers, some of whom are thought to be the spirits of departed

ancestors, while others seem to embody nothing more definite

than the vague sense of the mysterious and uncanny with which

hills, streams, and lonely forests inspire the savage imagination.

Of these shadowy forms no images are made, nor are they eon

eeived of as wearing any bodily shape. A roughly-moulded lump

of clay set up in an open shed, a queer-shaped stone bedaubed

with verinilion,—this is all the visible presentment that does duty

for a god. Their names are legion, and their attributes barely

Marriage.
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known. No one can say precisely what functions are allotted to Karu

Dano, Hardiya Dano. Simra Dano, Pahar Dane, Mohandua, Lilu,

Pardona, and the rest. But so much is certain that to neglect their

worship brings disasters upon the offender, death or disease in his

household, murrain among his cattle, and blight on his crops. In order

to avert these ills, but, so far as I can gather, without the hope of

gaining any positive benefit from gods who are active only to do evil,

the Kadar sacrifices pigs, fowls, goats, pigeons, and offers ghi, molasses.

and heads of Indian com in the sarna or sacred grove where his deities

are believed to dwell. The priest is a man of the caste who combines

these sacred functions with those of barber to the Kadars of the village

and neighbourhood. The offerings are eaten by the worshippers. For

all this the Kadars, if questioned about their religion, will reply that

they are Hindus, and will talk vaguely about Parameswar, Mahédeo,

and Vishnu, as if they lived in the very odour of orthodoxy instead of

being, as in fact they are, wholly outside of the Brahmanical system.

To talk about the Hindu gods is usually the first step towards that

insensible adoption of the externals of Hinduism which takes the place

of the formal and open conversion which sterner and less adaptive

creeds demand. The next thing is to set up Brahmans whose influ

ence, furthered by a variety of social forces, gradually deposes the tribal

gods, transforms them into orthodox shapes, and gives them places

in the regular Pantheon as local manifestations of this or that

well-known principle, or relegates them to a decent and inoffensive

obscurity as household or village deities. Last of all, if the tribe is

an influential one, and its leading men hold land, they give themselves

brevet rank as Rajputs.

Kadars burn their dead and bury the ashes at the place of

cremation on the second day after death. On

the thirteenth day a sort of propitiatory sacrifice

is performed, which is repeated after an interval of six months. N0

periodical offerings are made for the benefit of ancestors in general.

The social rank of the caste is very low if judged by the current

standard of food. Doms and Haris are the

only people who will take either food or water

from the hands of a Kadar, and though he himself will eat with

Kahérs and Bhuiyas, neither of these will return the compliment.

Kédars eat beef, pork, fowls, and field-rats, and indulge freely in

strong drink. Concerning beef the Kédars, on whose statements

this article is mainly based, were careful to explain that they

only ate the flesh of cattle that had died a natural death. This

they said with reference to the popular belief that Kadars kill

and eat cattle while grazing in the jungle. Most of the caste are

agricultural day-labourers, and comparatively few have got land

of their own or acquired occupancy rights.

Fishing and wood-cutting are their other

occupations. On certain occasions they worship the axe and sickle

as symbols of their craft.

In 1872 there were 7,120 Kadars in Bhagalpur, while in 1881

they numbered in Gya 13, Darbhanga 4, Saran 5, Bhagalpur

11,470, and Santél Parganas 6,952.

Disposal of the dead.

Social status.

Occupation.

\

2A
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Kédarai, Kédare, a section Kaethoar, can-y vegetable, a

of Bébhans in Behar. totemistic sept of Lohars.

_ _ Kéghazi, a paper-maker, an

KadaYé'_"' Kadlé-"' 9' 99°t1°n occupation carried on exclusively

of Gofilas III the North-Westem by Mahomed,ms_

P ' h .rovmces and Be at Kahél, a synonym for Kahar.

Kdet, a synonym for Kahér, a sub-caste of Téntis

Kéyasth. in Behar.

gzlllfit, a large cultivating and palanquin-bearing caste of

Traditions of . . Behar, many of whose members are employed
mg“ as domestic servants by Natives and Euro

peans. The Brahmanical genealogists represent the Kahar as a

mixed caste descended from a Brahman father and a Nishada

or Chandal mother; but it seems more likely that they are a

remnant of one of the primitive races who occupied the valley of

the Ganges before the incursion of the Aryans. In one sense, indeed,

the Kahars may perhaps be regarded as a mixed caste, since their

ranks have probably been recruited by members of other castes who

adopted the same profession, while their employment as domestic

servants in high-caste families may well have led to some infusion of

Aryan blood. Like the Bauris and Bégdis of Bengal, they admit

into their community Brahmans, Rajputs, Kayasths, and Kurmis and

children of Kahar women by men of those castes oncondition of

performing certain religious ceremonies and giving a feast to the

eads of the caste. Instances of men born in a higher caste applying

for enrolment as Kahars are probably rare, and occur only when the

ap licant has been turned out of his own caste for an intrigue with

a ahar woman. Still the mere existence of the rule seems to show

that such things do happen sometimes ; and in any case the admission

of the children of Kahér women by men of the higher castes must

have had some effect on the type. The physical appearance of the

caste rather bears out the view that they are of mixed descent.

Their features often approach the Aryan type, but they generally

have darker complexions than are met with among the higher castes.

Mr. Nesfield renders the name Kahar as ‘ water-carrier,“ and

considers the caste to be sprung from fishing tribes, such as the Grondh,

the Turaha or Dhuria, and the Dhimar. He adds that Kahér is

ambiguous as a caste designation, and is given specifically “to that

caste which has entirely, and for many generations continuously,

withdrawn from the occupation of fishing, boating, etc., and which now

exclusively devotes itself to domestic service.” Another, and I

think more plausible, explanation is given by Sir Graves Haughton

(Ben ali-Sanskrit Dictionary, s.v. Kahér), who suggests that the word

may e a corruption of kandh + blzar, meaning a man who bears

burdens on the shoulder.

Kahérs themselves claim descent from Jarasandha, king of

Magadha, and tell an absurd story to account for their name.

‘_Lassen says (see his remarks quoted in article Kewat) that Ka is seldom

used in this sense.
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Bhagawén, it is said, had a beautiful garden on the Giriyak hill near

Rajgir, in Gya, which in a year of unusual drought was nearly des

troyed. He therefore promised the hand of his daughter and half his

kingdom to any one who should water the garden plentifully with

Ganges water in a single ni ht. Ohandrawat, the chief of the Kahérs,

undertook the task. He uilt the long embankment called the

Asurabéndh to bring the waters of the Béwan Gangé. to the foot of

the hill, and from the reservoir thus formed his tribesmen watered the

garden with a series of swing lifts (c/aim‘). When Bhagawan saw

the work was done, he repented of his promise to give his daughter

to a man of low degree, and caused the cock to crow before dawn,

at the same time tauntin the Kahars with having failed in their

undertaking. Deceived y this ruse, and fearing that Bhagawén

would slay them for attempting to win his daughter for their chief,

the Kahérs fled in haste, and when morning broke not a man was

there to claim fulfilment of the promise. Their flight was so hurried

that they carried with them the implements used for watering the

garden. Those who took the bamboos were called Kahérs, those who

took the ropes were called Magahiya Brahmans, while two other

classes got the names of Dhanuk and Rajwér, for some reason which

the story does not disclose. It is added that Bhagawan afterwards

took pity on the Kahérs to the extent of paying them three and a

half seers of food-grain (anu_’;') per man, and this or its money value

is the proper wage of a Kahar to this day.

The following sub-castes of Kahars are found in Behar :—

Rawéni or Raméni, Dhuria, Dhimar,

Kharwéré, Turhé, Jaswar, Garhuk or

Garauwé, Bisarié, and Magahiyé. The origin of these groups

is obscure, and the distinctions between them seem to be very

imperfectly understood. Some say that in former days there were

no sub-castes at all, and that the entire caste had its head

quarters at Ramanpur, near Gya. The chief, however, married

two wives, who quarrelled so violently that he was compelled to

remove one of them to Jaspur. Her descendants formed the Jaswar

sub-caste, while the members of the family who remained at Ramanpur

were known as Raménis or Rawanis. The Dhuria are boatmen and

fishermen, and also collect the sing/uird or water chestnut (Trapa

B1‘-spmosa, Roxb.) The Dhimar carry palanquins, catch fish, make

nets, and are employed as field-labourers and coolies. The Kharwéra

say they came from Khairagarh, and may possibly be Kharwars who

have taken to carrying palanquins. The Turha believe dealing in

fish and vegetables to be their original occupation, but they cultivate

and carry palanquins like the other sub-castes.

Among the Rawani Kahérs of the Santal Parganas we find the

totemistic sections Nag and Kasyapa, while

the same sub-caste in Behar have a local

section, called Rawanpur. For the most part, however, the caste

appears to have lost its sections, and marriage is regulated by the

standard formula for reckoning prohibited degrees calculated to

seven generations in the descending line. Some, however, say

that the prohibition extends as far as any relationship can be

Internal structure.
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traced. Girls are usually married in infancy, but this is not

absolutely indispensable, and no disgrace attaches to a family which

1s unable on account of poverty to get its daughters married before

the age of puberty. The marriage ceremony is of the standard type,

and appears not to difier materiallly from that described by Mr.

Grierson in Behar Peasant Life. olygamy is allowed, but the

number of wives a man may have is limited to three. A widow may

marry again by the aagai form, and is not compelled to ms.rry her

deceased husband’s youngag brother, though it is considered very

proper for her to do o. en a widow marries an outsider, he is

expected to pay a bride-price of Rs. 2 to her relatives and a fee

of R0. 1 to the headman of the caste. Divorce is permitted on the

ground of adultery with the sanction of the panchayat, and divorced

w1_ves may ma.rry again. If a woman is convicted of an intrigue

with a man of a lower caste, who would not be eligible for admis

sion into the Kahér community, she is at once excommunicated.

But if her paramour is a Brahman, Raj put, Kayésth, or Kurmi, the

offence may be condoned by giving a feast to the panchayat. This

is a strong and well organised body, on which every head of a

family is bound to serve when summoned. It is presided over by

a sardtir, whose office is hereditary. Under him. again. is a ck/mriddr

or stafli-bearer, charged with the duty of calling the panchéyat

together and seeing its orders carried out.

S0 far as the worship of the greater gods is concerned, the

religion of the Kahars is much the same as

that of other castes of similar social stand

ing. Most of them are worshippers of Siva or the Saktis, and

the proportion of Vaishnavas among them is very small. Members

of the Rawani sub-caste observe a peculiar worship in honour of

Ganesa on the seventh day of the waxing moon of Kartik (October

November), when, accompanied by Brahmans, they proceed to

a wood and make offerings of vegetables, fruits, and sweetmeats

under an dmlé tree (Pkg/llantlzus emblica), but never sacrifice any

animal. A feast is then given to the Brahmans, after which

the Kahérs dine and drink spirits to excess. The entertainment

of Brahmans on this day is accounted as meritorious as theof five cows on any other occasion. In addition to Dék, Karté,

Bandi, Goraiya, Dharam Raj, Sokhé, Sambhunéth, and Ram Thakur,

whose worship is common throughout Behar, the caste pay special

reverence to a deified Kahar called Démubir, before whose eifigy,

rudely daubed in red and black paint, goats are sacrificed and

betel leaves, sweetmeats, and various kinds of cakes oifered at

marriages, during harvest time and when illness or disaster threatens

the household. As a rule these rites are performed only by the

members of the family, who share the ofierings among themselves.

In Bhagalpur, however, the Maithil or Kanaujié Brahmans, who

serve the caste as priests of the greater gods, are called in to sacrifice

to Démubir. and receive half of the ofierings as their perquisite.

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays are the days set apart for the

worship of Dsmubir. Throughout Behar the status of the Brahmans

who work for Kahérs as priests appears to be a comparatively

Religion.
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degraded one, and they are not received on equal terms by other

members of the sacred order. The guru of the caste is often a.

Bairagi or Nanak-shahi ascetic. Kahars burn their dead and

perform the ceremony of av-add/i on the thirty-first day after death.

The ashes are buried near the burning place under a small platform

of mud, on the top of which a tulsi tree is planted.

Agriculture, palanquin-bearing, and service in the houses of the

higher castes, are the chief occupations of

Kahars at the present day. Mr. Nesfield, who

regards the Kahér as an offshoot from one of the fishing castes,

lays stress on the fact that “his primary function is that of drawing

and bringing water for the bath or the table, and this has led to

his being employed for various other uses, such as taking care of

clothes, dusting the rooms, kneading the chap/rti preparatory to cooking

it, carrying the palanquin, etc.” It is, however, equally probable

that the functions of the caste were developed in an order the reverse

of that laid down by Mr. Nesfield. People who were qualified to

perform the respectable duty of bringing drinking-water to men of

the higher castes would hardly take to the comparatively menial

occupation of carrying palanquins. Moreover, the fishing castes have

always been regarded as specially unclean, and on the face of things

would be the last people chosen for a duty so closely bound up with

the caste system as that of giving water to their betters. On the

other hand, when the members of a particular caste had once been

established as palanquin-bearers, their employers would always be

tempted on the ground of mere convenience to promote them to the

higher duties of personal service. The fact of a man being on a

journey has always been recognised as a ground for relaxing the

strict letter of the rules regarding food and drink, and it would often

happen that while travellin aman would have no one but his Kahérs

to look after his persona wants. I have even heard it alleged

against some of the landholders in Chota Nagpur, where proper

Kahars are scarce, that they had manufactured (b/mdyd) Kahérs out

of Bhuiyés, Raj wars, and the like in consequence of the trouble they

were put to by having to travel with men from whose hands they

could not take water without losing caste.

Kahzirs engaged in personal service consider themselves superior

to those who merely carry pnlanquins or till

the soil, and demand a higher bride-price when

they give their daughters to them in marriage. Cultivating Kahars

are rarely found occupying any higher position than that of occu

pancy raiyats, while many of them are landless day-labourers paid

in cash or kind.

Socially the caste ranks with Kurmis and Goalas, and Brahmans

will take water and certain kinds of sweetmeats from their hands.

Traces of their lowly origin may perhaps be discerned in the fact

that many of them will eat fowls and even field-rats, and all except

the Bhakat or ascetic members of the caste indulge freely in strong

drink. Mr. Sherring says that some of them eat pork, but this does

not appear to be the case in Behar or Chota Nagpur. In spite

of this comparative laxity of diet, they observe some curious

Occupation.
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prohibitions of their own. Thus a Kahar engaged in personal service

with a Brahman, Rajput, Babhan, Kayasth, or Agarwal, will only eat

his master’s leavings so long as he is himself unmarried. They are

also particular to explain that their women may not wear nose-rings

or have their foreheads tattooed.

It was stated in the first paragraph of this article that the

Members of the cam Kahérs are properly a Behar caste. A certain

domiciled in Bengal pro- number of them, however, regularly seek em

P°"' ployment outside beyond that province, and

some of them become regularly domiciled. The following particulars

regarding these outlying branches of the caste are taken from

Dr. Wise’s notes :—

The Kahar, being the most docile and industrious of workmen,

is in much request throughout Bengal, and of late years he has been

in great demand as a coolie for the tea gardens of Assam, Kachar,

and Chittagong. A few also come yearly from Chaprah, being

employed in the city of Dacca as coolies, porters, and domestic

servants; but they always retum home as soon as a little money has

been saved.

Kahérs domiciled in Bengal, and known as Doliya, are pro

scribed by their Hindustani brethren, because, having ceased to

observe the peculiar customs of the caste, they have adopted those of

the despised Bengali Siidras. The Doliya are met with along the

old post road between Dacca and Calcutta, and at Mansiirébéd, on

the Padma river, twenty-five houses are occupied by them, while in

Faridpur still larger settlements occur. Palanquin travellin being

no longer the custom in the country, the Doliyas have Tecome

cultivators, domestic servants, and palanquin-bearers in cities. The

Rawani Kahér is an eager and indefatigable sportsman, but the

Doliya is content to catch fish in traps, and has given up hunting

and snaring game. In one res ect the Doliya is unchanged. Spirit

drinking is to him, as to the wéni Kahar, the summum bonum of

life, but he rejects pork, which is still a favourite article of food with

his Hindustani kinsmen. The Doliyas, rejected by the Kahars and

by the Bengali Siidras, have a Brahman of their own, and all belong

to a gotra called Aliman. The majority are Saiva worshippers, but

a few are Vaishnavas.

In Bengal the Hindi name, Maharé, is applied to any palan

quin-bearers not Kahars, and in Dacca bearers either belong to the

Mitra Seni subdivision of the Bhiiinmali caste or to the Kandho

branch of the Chandél. A few Muhammadan palanquin-bearers,

called Doli-wélas or Sawéri-wélas, may occasionally be picked up,

but their numbers are yearly diminishing.

Last century the title Kahzir was at Patna the distinctive

appellation of a Hindu slave, as Maulézadah was of a Muhammadan ;

and the tradition in 1774 was that the Kahér slavery took its rise

when the Muhammadans first invaded Northern India.‘ So Bucha

nan observes that the Rawénis have been entirely reduced to slavery ;

nor does any one of them pretend to a free birth, but many procure

 

1 Slavery in India, by James Peggs, p. 6.
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their liberty by the inability of their masters to maintain them, and

many more are allowed to do as they please for a subsistence.

The following

the Kahérs in 1872 and 1881:

statement shows the numberland distribution of

 

  

Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1881. | Drsrnwl. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan 1,156 1,744 Chittagong ... ... 7 2.063

Bunknra 1'24 571 Noakhali ... 1,148 1,776

Birhhnm 938 2,873 Hill Tracts ... 50 .... ..

hlidnnpur 1,198 3,156 Patna ... 74,721 86,863

Hunhli M7 { 1,40!) Gya ... . 106,7F8 118,614

Hol\;'|-uh 2,005 Shalmbldu 52,061 glfifi

25- arxamls 10,491 2,921 oz srpnr 9,
Nadiva 2,688 1,526 Tub“ {Darbhanga l 32520 18,010

Khulna .... .. 1,352 Saran ... 31,566 56,536

Jessore ... 3,466 4,707 Cbamparan 12,529 45.398

M4urs_hedabod a,41s 4,100 Monghyr 40,103 49,202

Dina pur 758 3,661 Bhagnl ur ... 22,127 31,348

R318 nhye ... 520 1,209 Pm-nin ... 9,758 18,117

Rangpur . 707 3,988 Maldah 2,711 3,141

Bczra 211 884 Santa] Pargunas 12,918 16,385

Pabnn $76 8,656 Outtack ...... 476

Darjilinfi 49 964 Puri 8

Jalpigori 178 1,577 Balasoro .... .. 198

Kuch Behar ... 187 Tributary States .... .. 10

Dacca .. 1,436 1,898 Hazuribagh ... 24,874 86,849

Faridpnt 1,910 3,8-12 Lohardsgi. 22,720 88,183

Bakarganj 557 361 Singbhum 175 3'29

Maimansinh 199 4,273 Manbhum ... 5,829 6,880

Tipperah 217 126 Tributary States 660 1,1116

 

Kahhél, an oculist, a profes

sion followed by both Hindus

and Mahomedans. In Darbhanga

there are schools of ophthalmic

surgery, and Hindu oculists from

that district travel about Behar

in the cold season when opera

tions can be most safely under

taken. Many ooulists belong to

the Khatri caste. In Eastern

Bengal similar schools exist, but

they are in the hands of Maho

medans.

Kéhinoér, a. mul or section of

the Tinmulia Madhesia sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Kahréur, a sept of the Chandra

bansi division of Rajputs in

Behar.

Kah-tsho-bo, a rui or sept of

Dejong Lhoris in Darjiling, the

members of which are of a low

mixed origin.

Kah u, crow, a sub-sept of the

Besré. sept of Santals.

Kaiére, a mu! of the Batsya

section of Maithil Brahmans in

Behar.

Kaibartta, a sub-caste of Ke

wats in Bengal.

fiaihartta, Kaibartta-Dds, Oluisi-Dds, Hélizi-Dds, Parésar-Dds,

Dbivara, Kb;/dn, a large fishing and cultivating caste of Bengal

Proper, taking rank below the Nava-sakha, or group of nine castes,

from whose hands a Brahman may take water.

No serious attempt can be made to trace the origin of the

Kaibartta. The physical characters of the caste

are not marked enough to throw any certam

light on their descent, while their exogamous divisions, having been

obviously borrowed from the Brahmans, contribute in no way to the

solution of the question. All that can be said is that they are one of

Traditions of origin.
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the characteristic castes of the deltaic districts of Bengal, that the

nucleus of the group was probably Dravidian, but that their original

cast of feature may have been to some extent refined by a slight

infusion of A ryan blood. The type as it stands at present is distinctly

an intermediate one, equally removed from the extreme types of

Aryan and Dravidian races found in Bengal.

There seem to be good grounds for the belief that the Kaibarttas

were among the earliest inhabitants of Bengal and occupied a com

manding position. Many centuries ago five separate princedoms—

Tamralipta or Tamluk, Balisita, Turks, Sujamuta, and Kutabpur—

are said to have been founded by them in the Midnapur district,

and it is perhaps not unreasonable to infer from this tradition that

that part of the country must have been one of the earliest seats of

the tribe. The fact that none of them are now found ocou ying the
position of large landholders is readily accounted for by tlhe extinc

tion of some families and the transformation of others into pseudo

Rajpnts.

Concerning the etymology of the name Kaibartta there has

been considerable difference of opinion. Some derive it from ka,

water, and vartta, livelihood; but Lassen says‘ that the use of ka in this

sense is extremely unusual in early Sanskrit, and that the true

derivation is Kivarla. a corruption of Kimrarta, meaning a person

following a low or de 'ading occupation. This, he adds, would be in

keeping with the peggree assigned to the caste in Mann, where the

Kaibarta, also known as Margava or Dasa, is said to have been

begotten by a Nishada father and an Ayogavi mother, and to subsist

by his labour in boats. On the other hand, the Brahma-Vaivartta

Purana gives the Kaibartta a Kshatriya father and a Vaisya mother, a

far more distinguished parentage ; for the Ayogavi, being born from

a Sudra father and a Vaisya mother, is classed as pratiloma, begotten

agflnst the hair, or in the inverse order of the precedence of the

O88 50

ln another placet Lassen mentions a story told by an obscure

Greek writer, Orthagoras, in his book On Things Indian, how the people

of the village Koythos fed their goats upon fish, and goes on to say

“ seeing that in popular speech the name of the mixed caste Kaibarta,

to whom the business of boating and fishing has been allotted, must

become Kwatta, and the v would drop out in Greek, this village,

doubtless situated on the sea or on ariver, must have derived its name

from the fact that it was inhabited by Kaibartas.” Whatever may be

thought of this as a s ecimen of akind of conjecture of which Indian

antiquarian research nishee too many examples, the passage seems

to deserve quotation partly for the curious and characteristic story

which it contains, and partly for the opinion which it expresses that

Kewat and Kaibartta are merely two names for the same tribe, or at

any rate for the same occupation. Kaibartta, the Sanskrit or Prakrit

form, has been preserved in Bengali, and is still in general use

as the name of the caste in question, while the shorter form Kewat

has become current in Behar.

' Ind. Alt. i, 770. I 1' Ind. Alt, iii, 842.
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The simplest explanation of the relation between the Kaibartta

and the Kewat appears then to be that both belonged to one and

the same tribe, but that the branch which settled in Behar gradually

became endogamous and adopted a Hindi name, so that the two

groups are now virtually distinct castes and have been so treated in

this book. Numerous instances could be cited in which eudogamous

groups originally formed within the body of an existing caste have

in course of time severed their connexion with the parent group and

come to be accepted as distinct castes. As is usual in such cases, the

two groups stand, or affect to stand, on a different social level, and

the group bearing a Sanskritised name arrogates to itself some sort of

undefined superiority. In Orissa, on the other hand, the two names

are current side by side; but Kaibartta is used by members of

the caste, while only outsiders have the bad taste to talk of

Kewats.

In the case of the Kewat and Kaibartta several legends have

arisen to account for the separation of the two branches, which

deserve notice for the light they throw upon the growth of this sort

of folklore. One of these tells how in Bengal there was a powerful

tribe called Kewat, whom Ballsil Sen raised to the grade of pure

Sudras. conferring on them the title of Kaibartta in return for their

undertaking to abandon their original profession of fishing. The

Kanaujia Brahmans, however. refused to officiate for them on their

promotion, and the Vyésokta Brahmans were appointed to be

their priests. Now these Brahmans are either the descendants of, or,

as another story has it, were appointed by Vyasa, himself the son of

a fisher girl, Matsyagandha, by Parésara Muni. The Kaibarttas

of Bengal claim the same parentage, and allege that at the great

assemblage of the castes before Ballal Sen they urged their right, as

the descendants of the Muni Vyésa, to be included among the Naba

sfikha. But Ballal Sen refused to listen to their plea, and allotted

them one of the most degraded priests. At the present day the

Brahmans who serve the Kaibartta are so generally despised that

no clean Sudra will touch anything cooked by them, and in reality

they rank beneath the Sudra.

A variety of legends are current in the Midnapur district con

cerning the origin of the Vyasokta Brahmans, who serve the Kaibart

tas as priests. They are said to be descended from Barhu,a sage

who ‘composed heterodox Puranas and was cursed by Brahma with

the curse that he and his descendants should be priests to men of the

Sudra caste. In consequence of this curse the Vyzisoktas were told

off to serve the Kaibarttas, the children of Bidur, on the banks of the

Sarjyu river.

Another story tells how the Kaibarttas rendered a great service to

Ballal Sen and were told to name their reward. They asked the

King to compel the local Brahmans to serve them as priests; but

the Brahmans refused to obey, and the King, in order to keep his

promise, vowed that the first man he saw in the morning should be

made the Kaibarttas’ priest. Next morning early when the King

looked out the first man he saw was his own sweeper sweeping out the

courtyard. This was not quite what the Kaibarttas meant, but the
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King’s vow had to be kept, so the sweeper was invested with the

sacred thread and sent to minister to the Kaibarttas.

A third legend says that after the Kaibarttas had settled in

Midnapur a certain Kaibartta merchant dug a big tank in Pargané

Kzisijora. To consecrate this tank a Brahman had to be got who

could kindle the sacred fire by the breath of his mouth. The

Vyasokta were unequal to this feat, but a Drévida Brahman per

formed it. His caste brethren expelled him for having served a low

caste, and he therefore settled in Midnapur.

Like the Kaibarttas themselves, the Kaibartta Brahmans of

Midnapur are divided into two sub-castes, Uttar Rérhi and Dakhin

Rérhi, the names of which enable them to pose before the ignorant

as ltarhi Brahmans. Members of the higher castes, however, who will

take water from the hands of the Kaibarttas will not take it from

Kaibartta Brahmans, and the Kaibarttas themselves will not eat food

cooked by their own Brahmans.

The internal divisions of the caste differ in different districts.

They are shown in tabular form in Appen

dix I. The exogamous divisions have

been borrowed from the Brahmans and, as has been observed

above, give no clue to the origin of the caste. The endogam

ous divisions are based either upon occupation or upon habitat,

but these distinctions are not everywhere recognised to the same

extent: thus in Central Bengal and Maldah we find the culti

vating and fishing groups, variously called Hélik and oélik or

Chésé and délwah or daliyé, clearly differentiated, while in Dacca

there is no Chésa or Halwaha division, and the D55 Kaibarttas have

not yet separated into a distinct caste. In the latter district the

Jalwah or fisher Kaibarttas are all members of one gotra, the Aliman,

and have the common title of Das, but a few individuals who practise

medicine have assumed the title of Baidya. In Hughli there are

four sub-castes, two territorial-—Uttar-rérhi and Dakhin-rérhi—

and two occupational, Jeliyé or Mala, who live by fishing, and

Tutiyé, who rear silkworms. The name of the last group is derived

from tut, the mulberry tree, on the leaves of which silkworms

are fed.

The divisions of the caste in Bakarganj are curious and interest

ing, and deserve somewhat fuller examination by reason of the light

they throw upon the process by which endogamous classes are formed,

and even upon the growth of the caste system itself. There the

Kaibarttas are divided into two groups—a cultivating group, known as

Hélié Dés, Parésara Das or Chasi Kaibartta, and a fishing group,

known simply as Kaibartta. Clearly the latter group represents

the main body of the caste, while the former comprises those Kaibart

tas who have abandoned their original occupation and betaken

themselves to the more respectable profession of agriculture. But

the separation has not been long enough in force, or has not gained

suflioient acceptance to render the two groups completely endogamous.

Intermarriage is permitted between them, but is restricted by certain

conditions. Girls of the Halié.-Das class can be given in marriage to

Kaibarttas, but if a man of the former class marries a Kaibartta girl,

Internal structure.
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his family is deemed to have been guilty of a mésalliance, and descends

a step in social estimation. Such marriages frequently take place,

but a substantial price is paid by the Kaibartta family for the privi

lege of getting a bridegroom from the higher class. Similar relations

exist in Jessore between the Haw, ploughing, and Macao or fishing

Kaibarttas. Among the Halia Das themselves the following families

have the titular rank of Kulin :—Ké.la Ray, Halizi Bélai, Jédab Ray,

Bhuban Kuri, Ménji, Samaddér, Charmanai Ray, and Majumdar.

All the rest are classed as Bengals. Kulins and Bengals may

intermarry, but the latter must pay to the former a bride or bride

groom-price for the honour which an alliance with them confers.

The Kaibartta in their turn are divided into Ohandradwipi and

Béra hazari, the former being the superior group and demanding

a premium in case of intermarriage. The following titles denote

Kulin families :—Ké.war, Mandal, Manji, Péthar and Sikdar, the

rest are Bengals.

The subdivisions of the Dakhin-Rarhi group———Lalchatai,

Eksidé, Dosidé, and Mékunda—found in Midnapur are of an uncom

mon type, and seem to have been originally hypergamous as regards

the Lalchatéi, the highest of the series. It is explained that they

used to have a ‘red mat ’ to sit on, as a mark of social distinction,

at the meetings of the Kaibartta caste. The next two names are

based on a marriage custom. The Eksidé, when they go with a

wedding procession to fetch the bride, will not eat in her father's

house on the wedding night. He therefore sends them a present

(side) of food, which they cook and eat in a neighbour’s house. The

Dosidé extend this to the night after the wedding, and therefore are

described as two-present men. Mékunda is said to be an eponymous

group. They carry their own wedding presents to the bride's house,

and they eat cooked food with any Kaibartta, whether he belongs to

their class or not.

The Hélié Dés have the following sections :—£(1amy6.n, Késyap,

Bharadwaj, Parasar, and Ghrita-Kausik, of which only the first two

are recognised by Kaibarttas. But in both groups the rule prohibit

ing marriage within the section, though admitted to have been

binding in former times, has fallen into disuse of late years. In

Orissa, on the other hand, traces of totemism still survive among the

caste, and the rule of exogamy is invariably enforced. I may
remark here that in regard to the observance of thisirule Eastern

Bengal presents a remarkable contrast to Western Bengal and

Behar. Not only is the number of sections recognised in any

particular caste peculiarly small, but the law of sectional exogamy

is often disregarded altogether. It may be conjectured that this is

due in some measure to the example of the Mahomedans of the

eastern districts. Islam knows nothing of exogamy, and enjoins the

marriage of first cousins as a peculiarly suitable alliance. The large

Mahomedan population of Eastern Bengal, coming of the same race

as the Hindus and maintaining close social relations with them, could

hardly fail to exercise considerable influence on their matrimonial

arrangements.
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Like most orthodox Hindus, the Kaibarttas of Bengal perform

Mum e_ the ceremonial marriage of their daughters
ag before they attain puberty, and sometimes when

they are only three years old. The girls, however, do not go to

live with their husbands until they are fully grown up. Com

plaints, indeed, are not uncommon of a girl being kept at home

y her people to assist in household work long after the time when

she was physically capable of entering upon married life. ln the case

of males marriage is often delayed by inability to pay the pan or

bride-price for a suitable maiden, which runs rather high among

respectable Kaiburttas, and may amount to as much as Rs. 200 or

Rs. 300. Polygamy is permitted in this sense and to the extent in which

it is permitted to orthodox Hindus; but in practice it is very rarely

resorted t0. Widows may not marry a second husband. Divorce

is permitted on the ground of adultery, but divorced wives are not

allowed to marry again.

The Kaibarttas of Orissa depart in certain material points from

the orthodox standard in matters concerning marriage. Infant

marriage is allowed to be the more excellent way, and most parents

endeavour to follow it; but no disgrace attaches to the marriage of

a girl after puberty. 'l‘he widow is allowed to marry a ain, and is

expected to marry her late husband’s younger brother. '1‘ e ceremony

is a simple one. A feast is given to the members of the caste, and

a bracelet is put on the right wrist of the bride. Divorce may be

effected by a chlzadapalra or letter of divorce, written in the presence

of the headman and a few of the leading members of the caste.

Divorced wives are allowed to marry again.

In connection with the recognition of widow-marriage in Orissa,

widow I may mention the tradition current in the
Q Contai subdivision of Midnapur that in the

Amli year 1223 a famine occurred in those parts and some widows

took to themselves second husbands. The chief Kaibartta. Raja is

said to have put a stop to the practice. Can we argue from this

that widow-marriage, still current among the Kaibarttas of Orissa,

survived among the Kaibarttas of Bengal down to 1223?

In religion the Kaibarttas conform to the ceremonial observ

Reugiom ances of Hindus in general. bW1'ith very f(i]W

exceptions the eutire caste e ongs to t e

Vaishnava sect, their guru being a Gossain and their purohits patit

or barna Brahmans. The period of mourning in Bengal Proper is

thirty days, as is appointed for Sudras; but in Midnapur this is

reduced to fifteen, and in Orissa to ten.

The characteristic festival of the caste is the Jdlpdlani, or laying

lI>?y of t%1h6' ne1t,twh1ch begins on tlie lst of_ hi1alght(_Jan1f1rar'y-It“ebrua§y).

rom is a e commences a c ose perio , as mg om wo an a

half to seven days, during which no fishing operations arc carried on.

On the last day the river Ganges is worshipped, the net being spread

on the bank and smeared with red lead. Offerings are made to the

river goddesses, prayers recited by the caste Brahman, and a live kid

thrown into the water, which in Eastern Bengal becomes the perqui

site of the Bhuinmzili or Pétni.
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So far as I can ascertain, there are no minor gods peculiar to

the caste. It is said, however, that Sitala, the departmental goddess

of small-pox, and Chandi, aform of Kali, are worshipped with especial

devotion in Kaibartta villages. The offerings made to these two

goddesses on ordinary occasions consist of rice, sweetmeats, fruits,

and small coins. Goats are sacrificed and clothes and ornaments

presented in fulfilment of vows made by persons suffering from

illness or in recognition of some special stroke of good luck. Neither

Sitalzi nor Chandi have as yet attained to the dignity of having

regular temples and images or special priests set apart for their

service. In Bengal the caste Brahman of the worshipper, in Behar

a Chatiya or Bhakat, performs the simple ritual which custom

prescribes. A rough block or slab of stone set up under a pipal,

banyan, or seorkdl tree, smeared with red lead and bathed in clarified

butter or milk, represents to the mind of the villagers an ill-defined,

but formidable power, which must be propitiated at regular intervals

on pain of sickness or death.

Another gnim devatd or village deity of the same type commonly

worshipped by Kaibarttas is Bura-Buri, literally old man and old

woman, a well-known androgynous divinity of Eastern Bengal,

which is believed to have been adopted by Hinduism from some

more primitive system of belief. The annual festival of Bura-Buri

falls on the Paush-Sankrénti, or last day of the month of Paush,

corresponding to December and January.

In the occupation of the cultivating Kaibarttas there is as a

rule nothing to distinguish them from other

Hindu castes who are engaged in a ricultural

pursuits. It is said, however, that in former days all Baibarttas

used to allow their bull calves to be castrated. In course of time

it came home to them that this practice was abhorrent to all cod

Hindus, and a few families bound themselves to give it up. neir

descendants now call themselves Lakhi-\Ié.ré.yan, to denote their

zeal in the cause of religion, and Tera-gharia, to keep in remem.

brance the fact that thirteen families took part in the original

resolution. All cultivating Kaibarttas now abstain from the practice

in question. Regarding the fishing Kaibarttas of Eastern Bengal,

Dr. Wise has collected some interesting information. When a man

of this class has saved some money his first idea is to give up fishing

and become a fishmonger (nikdri), using in his leisure hours a cast

net, but no other. Kaibarttas generally cultivate a field of hemp for

their own use, or, if they hold no land, give an advance to a neigh.

bour and get a patch planted out. They themselves prepare the

fibre; their wives spin it; and in this way nets, ropes, and twine are

manufactured.

Kaiharttas are the chief curers of fish in Eastern Bengal. They

work during November and December, when fish are most abundant

and the weather is cool. Early in Novembera piece of land is leased

by the water side, and the fishermen of the neighbourhood are

Occupation.

 

' Tropltia _aapera. The Sanskrit name is salrhota. It is also known as

Pisécha-dru, Prsacha-briksha or Bhuta-briksha, the tree of ghosts or goblins.
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engaged to bringin large quantities of the small poti or pomi fish.

The fish is placed between mats and trodden under foot and then

slowly dried in the sun. No salt is used. The product is exported

to districts where fish cannot be got in the cold weather. In

Maimansinh larger fish are gutted, dried in the sun, and buried in

pits. When dug up at the beginning of the rains, it is known as

aukhti, and is exported to Sylhet and Kachar, where it is esteemed

a great delicacy.

The social status of the Kaibartta is not altogether easy to

social mm determine, as the fisher sub-castes would neces

' sarily occupy a lower position than purely

agricultural groups. The Halié Kaibarttas are usually allowed to

smoke in the same hooka with members of the Nava-sékha, and

this fairly marks their position as standing first below that group.

The same privilege isnot accorded to Jaliyé Kaibarttas. At present

Brahmans will not take water from the hands even of the Halia

sub-caste, but it seems likely, as time goes on, that this sub-caste will

rise in social estimation, and will altogether sink the Kaibartta, so

that eventually it is possible that they may succeed in securing

a place with the Nava-sakha, an elastic group, which has already

been expanded beyond its original limits.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kaibarttas in 1872 and 1881 :

 
 

  

Dnrrarcr. 1872. 1881. DIsTB.IC'1‘. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan ... ... 56,702 81,592 Fsridpnr ... ... 13.649 24,010

Bankura ... 12,644 25,250 Bakugnnj ... 29.341 18 080

Birbhnm 11,081 9,129 Mairnanslnh ... ... 77,708 94,217

Midnnpur _,, ,,, 692,140 753,4-'15 Chittligollg .-. 3,592 4,541

Huglrll ,,, _,, }zBs 620 142,526 N_(11ll(hll1 ... 20,263 16,151

HOW1'nll ... ... ... ’ 155.653 Tlppertlh ... 53,866 50,290

24-Parganas 182,416 179,758 Chittagon: Hill Tracts 7

Nadiya 114,%7 120,063 Darbhanga ... 484 379

Jessore ... 44.001 32,505 Saran 5 .... ..

Khulna .... .. 25,895 Champuran 471 ____ __

Murshedabad 102,517 100,355 Mongliyr 55 ,,,, _,

Dinu'pur 118,301 37,785 Bhagalnur 811 207

Rajs ahye ... 60.44" 03.134 Puminh ... 56,321 44,221

Ranupur 86,396 30,612 Malclah 27,5156 23,556

B,-, rs, 14,833 15,586 Santa! Pargana-1 2,994 10,749

Pa na ... ... 19,255 23,306 Cuttark ... ... -.. ..~... 5,129

Darjilin 24 219 Balasnre 861

Jalpipror 2,970 5,1538 '1‘_rilmtar_v Stat/0| .... .. 319

Kuch Behar 2,678 Singbhum ... .... .. R00

Dacca ... 32,317 40,422 Manbhurn ... 5,1410

Kaibartta-Dds, a synonym for Kailwénasept of the Chandra

Kaibartta- bansi division of Rajputs in

Kaibtér, a section of the gfigfisi 9' section of Majmut

Dharkér sub-caste of Doms in

Behal Kain, Kéinya, Kaiyé, a.

Kaikyal, a thar or section of 5Yn°“Ym f°1' 5°115'1'- I"Da1‘li1ln8

Nep,',1iBrahmans_ and the Nepal Terai the word

Kéinya denotes a native of the

Kailiéi, a section of Bhéts. plains who carries on business as
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a trader and money-lender, and is

more especially used as a title

of Marwaris, and generally of

traders and money-lenders from

Upper India.

Kainréla, a. thar of the Mant

kaha. yotra of Nepéli Brahmans.

Kaiobanuér, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Kairélé, a section of Kémis;

a tkar or sept of Mangars in

Darjiling.

Kairawér, illegitimate issue,

a section of Kurmis in Chota

Nagpur and Orissa..

Ka isab, corruption of Késyapa,

a section of the Ayodhié. sub

caste of Hajjéms and of the

Bhojpurié. sub-caste of Nunizis

in Behar.

Kaisale, a sept of Lohérs in

Chota Nagpur.

Kaisér, a. section of Ghésis in

Chota Nagpur.

Kdil, a synonym for Kéyasth.

Kaita, Kaith, curry vegetable,

a totemistic sept of Chiks, Oraons,

and Ahirs or Goélés in Chota

Nagpur.

Kaithar, a section of the Biyé.

hut and Kharidziha Kalwars in

Behar.

Kaithéwar, Kaitkd, a sept of

Asuras in Chota Nagpur.

Kéiwar, a mu»! or section of

the Ghosin sub-caste of Goélés in

Behar.

Kéji, a sept of Thérus in

Behar.

Kajol, a. sub-caste of Goélés in

Bengal.

Kékan, a sept of the Surajbansi

division of Rajput-s in Behar.

Kékas, a section of Goélés in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Kékin, aunt, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Kakir, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Kakkar, asection of the Beiru

jéti sub-caste of Khatris in

Bengal.

Kék ké. Rakmal, a section of

Kalwérs in Behar.

Kakra, hyena, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Chota. Nagpur.

Kakrolié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Kaksa, a. section of Majraut

Goélés in Behar.

Kékulu, a. sept of Tipperahs

in the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Kékusthi, a mel or hypergam

ous sub-group of Rérhi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kél, a section of Bégdis in

Bengal.

Kalé, a sept of Chakmés in the

Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Kalaen, a section of Awadhié.

Haj j éms in Behar.

Kalégéchi, a section of Pzitnis

in Bengal.

Kéléi, a géin of the Bétsya.

gotra of the Uttar-Barendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kalaigar, a tinman, a profes

sion followed mostly by Mahom

edans. Occ. '

Kalait, a. section of Lohérs

in Behar.

Kalé Khéti, a tkar or sept of

Démis in Darjiling, the members

of which are drummers by pro

fession.

Kalzil, KaZwa'r, in Bengal

Mahomedan distillers and liquor

sellers, who are regarded as out

castes by reason of their profes

sion, so that other Mahomedans
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will not eat, drink, or intermarry

with them. Synonyms: kdrigar,

mistri, used by themselves; shar

abwdld, looked upon as derog

atory: (ii) in Behar the term kahil

denotes a. Mahomedan and kal

wdr a. Hindu liquor-seller. A dis

tiller is called bkatthiddr or a'bka'r,

and in Séran ninki.

Kalélié, a. section of Goélés in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Kalalohér, a thar or sept of

Méngars in Darjiling.

Kalélsunri, a. sub-caste of

Sunris in Behar.

Kélénué, a section of the Bi

yéhut and Kharidéhé. Kalwzirs

in Behar.

Kélé Réy. ahypergamous group

of Kaibarttas 1n Bakargan].

Kélésan, a. mul or section of

the Naomulié. or Gorié. sub-caste

of Goélés in Behar.

Kalasdih, a. mul or section of

the Chhamulié. Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Kaléwat, a. sub-caste of

Brahmans in Behar.

Kalemnié, a. section of Beb

hans in Behar.

Kalganié, a section of Goélés

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Kélhans, a. sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Kalhia, a. section of Ghésis in

Chota. Nagpur.

Kali, a. sept of Tipperahs in the

Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Kalli, a title of Chési Kai

barttas and Sadgops in Bengal.

Kéligrémi, a. géin of the

Bétsya. gutra of Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kélihéi, a. géin of the Bétsya.

gotra of Bérendra Brahmans in

Bengal.

Ké I imba, tobacco flower, a. tote

mistic sept of Juéngs in Orissa.

Kélindi, a sub-caste of Doms

in Bengal who are cultivators

and basket-makers. Their chief

occupation is basket-making, but

they are employed to kill dogs,

remove dead bodies, and some

times as executioners. The name

is said to refer to their being

worshippers of the goddess Kéli.

Agéin of the Bétsya. gotm of

Bérendra. Brahmans in Bengal;

a title of Jéliyas.

Kalinwél, a. section of Goélés

in the North-'Western Provinces

and Behar.

Kalipa, a religious group of

Jugis.

Kalit, e. mul or section of the

Kamarkella. sub-caste of Sonars

in Behar.

Kallani, a, section of Mahosris.

Kalmi, a. section of Telis in

Bengal.

Kalmut, a section of Brahmans

in Behar.

Kalot, e. section of Goélés in

the Noi'th-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Kalsarea, a. man who works at

a kalsar, the place where the uice

of sugarcane is expressed.

Kalu, a. sub-caste of Telis in

Bengal and Orissa; also a

synonym for Teli, and e. title

of Mahomedan oil-pressers and

sellers in Northern Bengal.

Kélui, a géin or sub-section of

Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Kalundié, a sept of Hos in

Singbhum.

Kalupité, a. term used in

Westem Bengal to denote a
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hardworking man of the aborig- Kalwadié, a section of Goalas

inal castes, such as Bauris, in the North-Western Provinces

Bégdis, and the like. and Behar.

Kalvisha, a section of Brah- \ Kalwélnasub-caste of Baniyas

mans and Kziyasths in Bengal. and Sunris in Behar.

gtilfilfit‘, a liquor-selling, distilling, and trading caste of Behar,

probably a degraded offshoot of one of the
Origin‘ numerous branches of the Baniyés. Mr. Nesfield

regards the name as “ a variant of Khairwdr or catechu-maker,

a process which is very similar to that of drawing juice from the

palm-tree and fermenting it into a spiri ;” and adds that this

etymology “implies that the caste has sprung out of such tribes as

Chain, Khairwér, Musahar, etc., all of whom are skilled in making

the intoxicating juice called catechu.” It seems, however, more

likely that Kalwd-r isa corruption of Kahcdld, a man who works a

kal or machine; while there is no evidence whatever to connect the

Kalwér with the jungle races who collect catechu, an astringent

extract from the wood of several species of acacia, which, so far as

I am aware, has no intoxicating properties.

The caste is divided into six sub-castes—-Banodhia, Biyéh ut or

Int mm t Bhojpuri, Deswér, uaiswar or Ajodhiébési,
om C um Khélsé, and Kharidéhé. Mahomedan liquor

sellers are called Rénki or Kalél. Of these the Banodhia say they

came from the north-west of the Roy Bareilly district about a

hundred years ago. The Biyéhut pretend that in former years

they did not permit widows to marry again, though they admit

tedly to do so now. Another story is that they are descended from

the big/éki wife of the common ancestor of the caste, while the

other sub-castes were the offspring of a sngai wife. They will

not drink or sell alcoholic liquor, and will not milk cows with

their own hands or allow bullocks to be castrated. The Kharidahé,

who are said to derive their name from a villa e in Ghézi ur,

observe the two latter restrictions, but do not 0 ject to sel ing

drink. The Jaiswar sub-caste are alleged to be the illegitimate

descendants of a Kalwér by a mistress called Jaisia. They them

selves derive their name from a village called Jaispur, the precise

locality of which they are unable to state. Most of the sub-castes

appear to have sections of the territorial type, and to observe

the standard formula stating prohibited degrees. The Biyahut and

Kbaridahé. forbid a man to marry a woman of his own section, or of

the sections to which his mother, his paternal andmother, and his

paternal great-grandmotherbelonged. One oft esections of the Jais

war group is denoted by the curious formula Bduxm gali, tirprm bézér,

clzhatis lalzr, bnttis pa-rkdr; for a further notice of which see article

Béwan. Jaiswérs follow the same rule regarding excluded sections

as the Biyéhut and Kharidéhé. sub-castes, except that they substitute

the maternal grandmother for the paternal great-grandmother.

Members of the Biyahut and Kharidahé. sub-castes marry

M . their daughters between the ages of five and
armga twelve years; Jaiswars from five to ten; while

23
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Banodhiés re ard from seven to fourteen as the marriageable age

for a girl. oys are married between eight and fourteen, but

all sub-castes agree in holding it proper for the bridegroom to

be a few years older than the bride. The marriage ceremony

is of the standard type, sindurddn being the binding portion.

Banodhié Kalwérs omit the preliminary forms known as gharde/chi,

bardelrhi, and panbdti. The tilak paid to the parents of the bride

groom never exceeds a maximum amount of Rs. 21. Polygamy

is permitted up to a limit of three or, as some say, four wives.

It is not very clear, however, whether the permission to take more

than one wife is not in any case conditional on the first being

barren, and the practice of the caste on this point seems to vary

in different districts. Widows are allowed to marry again by all

sub-castes, and no restrictions are placed on their freedom of choice.

Biyahut Kalwérs, as has been stated above, say that they derived

their name Biyahut, ‘the married,’ from their prohibiting widow

marriage. But there is no independent evidence in support of their

statement, and it is primd facie unlikely that they should have

retraced their steps after having travelled so far in the path of

orthodoxy. Divorce is not generally recognised, a woman taken in

adultery being simply turned out of the caste. In Ohamparau,

however, the rule seems to be more lax. and divorced wives are

allowed to marry again by the sagdi form.

Vaishnavism is the favourite religion of the caste, but in addition

to the regular Hindu gods the Biyahut and

Kharidahé offer rice and milk to Sokha on

Mondays during the light half of Sawan; goats and sweetmeats

to Kali and Bandi on Wednesdays and Thursdays; and sucking

pigs and wine to Goraiyé on Tuesdays. On Saturdays within the

same period the Jaiswar sub-caste present cakes and sweetmeats to

the Panch Pir, while the Banodhia make similar offerings to Barham

Deo on the eleventh or thirteenth day of the dark half of Bhédra

and the light half of Mégh. All these offerings are eaten by the

members of the household except the sucking pigs, which are buried.

In some families the articles of food presented to the Panch Pir are

made over to the Mahomedans of the village.

Kalwars employ Brahmans for religious and ceremonial pur

oses, but they are deemed to be of inferior rank. Only the

anaujié. Brahmans, who serve the Banodhié. sub-caste, are received

on equal terms by other members of the sacred order. The dead

are burned, and the ceremony of srdddh performed in accordance

with orthodox usage on the thirteenth day after death. Banodhié.

Kalwars bury the bodies of children under seven years.

The social rank of Kalwérs is low. Brahmans and members

sooialstatu of the higher castes will on no account take

water from their hands, and they are ordinarily

classed with Telis, Tatwas, and Chains. On this point Mr. Nesfield

remarks :—“ The Kalwér ranks a little higher than the Teli, because

there is more skill and less dirt in the practice of his art. His trade

as a private occupation has been destroyed by the British Govern

ment, which has taken the distilling and sale of liquors entirely into

Religion.
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its own hands. The Kalwér still finds some opportunity, however,

of following his old pursuit by working in the Government dis

tilleries and taking out licenses for the sa.le of spirits. But the

majority have taken to other kinds of trade or to agriculture, the

common goal to which all the decayed industries of India are tending.

The art of the Kalwar, like that of the Teli, has been known to

almost all the backward races of the world, and cannot by any means

be counted among the higher types of industry. Hence the status

of the Kalwar has always been low.” Distilling and selling liquor is

believed to have been the original occupation of

the entire caste; but most of its members, with

the exception of the Banodhié, Deswar, and Khalsé. sub-castes, make

their livin by shop-keeping, money-lending, and various forms

of trade. few are engaged in the manufacture of sugar, and some

have taken to agriculture in the capacity of tenure-holders and occu

panoy raiyats. The trading and money-lending Kalwars have a

reputation for squalid penury in the ordering of their household

affairs, and for grasping extortion in their dealings with their poorer

neighbours. Many of the Bhakats who infest Chota Nagpur and

the Santal Parganas belong to this caste. They certainly have a

remarkable talent for amassing money, while their standard of living

is frequently no higher than that of an ordinary day-labourer.

Their meanness in dress is almost proverbial, and I have heard them

charged as a class with grudging the dlwbi the trifle he gets for

washing their clothes.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the caste in 1881, the figures for 1872 having been included with the

table on Sunris :—

Occupation.

 

Drsrnrcr. 1881. Drsrarcr. 1881.

Bnrdwan ... 16 Patna 8,747

Bankura 5 G a 2,369

Birbhum 21 Sliahabad ... 20,128

Howrah 47 Mozufierpur 29,039

24-Pargsnas 100 Darbhanga 11.949

Nadiya 1 Saran 23,979

Murshedahsd 108 Cham aran 30,357

Dinajpur 27 Mong yr 12,002

Rajshahye 60 Bhagal ur 26,676

Rangpur ... 6 Purnia ... 9,822

Bo ra ... 5 Maldah ... ... 229

Pa na 6 Santél Parganas 4,577

Darjiling 104 Cuttack 25

Kuch Behar 19 Balasore . 4

Dacca 7 Hazaribagh 1,116

Fsridpur 2 Lohardaga 6,660

Maimansinh 13 Manbhum ... .. . 1,617

Tributary States 2,406

 

21:2
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Kalwat Malléb, a synonym for Kéméni, a sub-caste of Pasis

Surahiya. in Behar.

Kamal, lotus, a sept of Lohars,

Mundas, and Ahirs or Goélés in Kamér, a synonym for Kzimér

Chota Nagpur. in Bengal and for Lohar in

Kammsar, ,1 section of the Behar; a sub-caste of Dosadhs

Biyahut and Kharidéha Kalwars peculiar to Behar

in Behar.

Kamdni, a synonym for Pasi, Kémar, a sept of Rajputs in

q.v. Behar.

gfimfil‘, Kamdr, the metal-working caste of Bengal and Behar

distinguished from the Lohar by not confining

themselves to the fabrication of iron imple

ments, and by having no scruples about working with any kind

of metal. The Kémars or Karmakars of Bengal are popularly

believed to be descended from an intrigue between a woman of the

Sudra caste and the celestial artificer Viswa-karma. In the Midna

pur district they have a legend curiously like the m h of the

destruction of the Asuras quoted in the article on the uudé tribe.

Once upon atime. they say, there was a demon called Lohasura

(Lolui + asura), who obtained by his austerities the gift of immor

tality, and warred successfully with the gods. Wearied with constant

defeat, Indra at last appealed to Siva for help. As the demon

was proof against all the weapons of the gods, a man was created

to be their champion and armed by Siva with a set of blacksmith’s

tools. His hammer was formed from Siva’s drum (damaru), a

skull was converted into an anvil, pincers were made out of the snake

girdle wom by the god, while the sacred bull parted with a piece

of his skin to furnish the bellows. Thus equipped the first Kamfir

went forth to meet Lohésur, who laughed and declined to fight any

one so small. On this the Kamér asked the Asura to give a proof

that he was really immortal by getting into his furnace and letting

him blow the bellows. With stupidity worthy of a giant in a fairy

tale, the Asura complied; but the Kémar worked the bellows so hard

that before the demon could turn he had become red hot and had run out

of the furnace as molten iron. From this were forged eight different

kinds of iron, corresponding, it is said, to the eight classes of Kamér

known in Midnapur, viz. (1) Lohér-Kémérs, who work in iron ; (2)

P itule-Kémérs, who make brass utensils ; (3) Kémséris, who work in

bell-metal ; (4) Sarna-Kémérs, or working goldsmiths ; (5) Ghatra,

Kémérs, who make imitation fruits, iron figures of owls and other

birds used in the worship of Lakshmi, and kajlautis or iron

snuifer-shaped vessels for collecting lampblaek ; (6) Chénd-Kémérs,

whose specialty is the manufacture of brass

mirrors; (7) Dhokrés, and (8) Témrés, two

lower classes of Kamars found in the Jungle Mahals in the west of the

district, who eat fowls, are reckoned unclean, and are served by a

degraded class of Brahman. Of these roups the first two intermarry,

while all the rest are endogamous. t is impossible at the present

Traditions of origin.

Internal structure.
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day to determine whether all of them are really derived from the

Kamér caste; and it seems probable that some of them may be

separate castes, which have been classed as Kamars on account of

some real or supposed resemblance in their occupations. It is,

however, undoubtedly the case that in other districts besides Midna.

pur the internal divisions of the Kamsir caste are unusually intricate

and multifarious. Thus in the 24-Parganas three sub-castes are

recognised—Uttar-Rérhi, Dakhin-Rérhi, and Alnarpuri, the

members of which do not intermarry; while the first two are further

subdivided into the hypergamous groups Kulin and Maulik. In

Eastern Bengal we find Bhusnépati, Dhékéi, and Paschimé, the

first being again broken up into Naldipéti, Chaudda-Saméj,

Pénch-Saméj, between which intermarriage is permitted. The

Kamars of Murshedabad again reckon four groups—R5.rhi,

Bérendra, Dhékéwél, and Khotté. The last two are composed

respectively of emigrants from Dacca and Hindustan, who have

settled in Central Bengal. The Rérhi and Bérendra sub-castes

are found also in Pabna under the names Das-Saméj and Panch

Saméj, while in Noakhali the caste is divided into Jéti-Kar

makér and Sikhu-Karmakér, who do not intermarry. Belési,

Méhmudpurié, and Kémlé-Kémér are met with in Bardwan. In

Manbhum there are four sub-castes—Magah i yé, Dhokré, Lohsé, and

Basuné, and the same number in the Santal Parganas—Ashta|ai,

Churélai, Belélai, and Sankhalai. In Singbhum and throughout

Behar no sub-castes seem to exist.

An equal degree of diversity prevails among the exogamous

divisions of the caste. The Kémérs of Bengal have adopted the

standard Brahmanical gotras ; in Singbhum and the Santal Parganas

totemistic sections are in vogue; while in Behar the corresponding

groups are of the local or territorial type. In Bengal the gotm is

looked upon as a sort of ornamental appendage testifying 1’.l16

respectability of the caste, but persons of the same gofra are allowed

to marry provided that they are not of kin within the fifth degree on

the mother’s and the seventh on the father’s side. In Behar and Chota

Nagpur the usual rule that a man may not marry a woman belonging

to his own section is still observed. These facts, taken in connexion

with the prevalence of several dillerent types of section-names

seem to point to the conclusion that many distinct castes of metal

workers have sprung up in difierent parts of the country to meet

local wants; that each caste has been formed out of recruits from

the surrounding population; and that the name Kémér, so far

from indicating a common origin, is merely the functional designa

tion of an extremely heterogeneous group. In other words, the

profession of metal-worker in its various branches has been adopted

from time to time by Aryans, non-Aryans, and people of mixed

race; but the fact of their following the same occupation, though

it has led to their being called by a common name, has not

welded them into a uniform group, and the component elements

of the caste still remain entirely distinct. The caste, in fact,

is a caste only in the loose popular sense of the word, and its
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multifarious internal divisions afford an excellent illustration of

the general rule that while diversity of occupation undoubtedly

leads to differentiation, community of occupation does not necessarily

or generally bring about integration.

The Kamars of Bengal marry their daughters as infants,

M _ between the ages of five and ten years. The
“mg°‘ usual maximum limit of age in Behar is

twelve for a girl and fifteen for a boy; but it is essential that

the bridegroom should be taller than the bride, and this point

is ascertained by actual measurement. In Bengal, however, the,

marriage of a son is sometimes delayed till he is twenty-five or

so by reason of the necessity of paying a pan or bride-price in order

to obtain a wife Among the Kamérs of Chota Nagpur adult

marriage still holds its ground even for girls, though it is considered

more proper for them to be married before attaining puberty. The

Kémérs of Midnapur, though regarding infant-marriage as essen

tial, do not permit consummation to take place immediately after

the ceremony, but keep their girls at home until they have reached

puberty and may fairly be deemed apm viro. Another custom

prevalent in that district is képarparéna, or presenting apiece of

cloth and certain spices to the bride elect before the marriage. The

acceptance of this cloth is held finally to bind the bride’s family to

keep faith with the bridegroom, so that if the girl were afterwards

given to another man her father would I'11I1 the risk of being turned

out of the caste. In Bengal the marriage ceremony is of the standard

type, while in Behar it closely resembles that described in the

article on the Kewat caste. One curious practice, known as gluiskdti,

or cutting grass, is peculiar to Kamars. On the day after the

marriage the wedded pair, followed by a number of women singing,

are taken outside the house, and the bridegroom is given a sickle,

with which he cuts a handful of grass. After this a maid-servant

or one of the female members of the bride’s household plants a stick in

the ground at some distance off, and the bridegroom and his brother

in-law race for the stick, which the winner pulls up. In this contest

it is an understood thin that the bridegroom must be allowed to win,

and if the bride’s brot er seems to be getting the best of it he is

headed back by the bridegroom’s friends, so as to let the latter come

in first. Polygamy is permitted in Bengal and Chota Nagpur,

but is strongly disapproved of in Behar, where the rule is that a man

may only take a second wife in the event of the first being barren or

suffering from an incurable disease. Widow-marriage is forbidden

in Bengal and Behar, but is still practised in Chota Nagpur by the

Magahiyé. Kamars, who probably left Behar before the Kémars of

that province had taken to orthodox ways. Divorce is recognised

only in Singbhum and the Santél Parganas, where a sdl leaf is

torn in two before the panchayat as a symbol of separation, and

divorced wives are allowed to marry again. In other districts a

faithless wife is turned out of the caste, and either becomes a

regular prostitute or joins some religious sect of dubious morality.

Such measures, however, are only resorted to in extreme cases,
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and intrigues within the caste are usually condoned by the

husband.

The majority of the Karnérs in Bengal are Vaisl_1navaB,b_11l3

Re“. .0“ a few follow the Sékta ritual. '1‘he1r favourite

81 ' deity is Viswakarma, who is worshipped on the

last day of Bhadra with offerings of sweetmeats, parched rice, fruits,

molasses, flowers, sandal-wood paste, Ganges water, cloth, S1lV_9l‘

ornaments, etc. At the same time they worship the hammer, anvil,

and other tools used in their handicraft. In Behar they reverence

as minor gods Hanumén, Bandi. Goraiyé, Kali, Jawalé. Mukhi,

Jalpa, Bhairab, and two Mahomedan saints—-Miran or Shaikh Sadu

and Saiyad. Cocks, khir, and puri are offered to the latter, and

afterwards given away to poor Mahomedans. In Bengal the women

pprform the Ananta, Savitri, Sasthi, and Panchami bratas, and

istérini, and Mangal Chandi are worshipped by the women and

children with offerings of sweetmeats, milk, fruit, etc. For the

service of the greater gods and in the performance of bratas the caste

employ Brahmans, who are received on equal terms by other

members of the sacred order. The dead are burned, and a regular

arziddk performed on the thirty-first day after death.

Among the Kémars of Dacca, says Dr. Wise, there exists

a tradition that they were brought from Upper

India by the Muhammadan Government. In

the ’Ain-i-Akbari it is stated that there was an iron mine in Sarkar

Buzfiha, which included Dacca, and in later times jégirs called

dlumgar were granted to the skilled workmen employed in smelting

iron from the red laterite soil of the Dacca district. At the present

day, however, the Kémérs are unacquainted with the art of smelting

iron, and they procure pig-iron from Calcutta when a local supply

is not to be had. Iron-smelting, indeed, seems to be practised only

by the aboriginal Lohérs and Asuras of Chota Na pur and Western

Bengal. Kamars work in all metals, including go d and silver, and

being themselves members of the Nava-Sakha group aifect to despise

the professional goldsmith or Sonarbanik, who is considered unclean.

Most Sekrés or working goldsmiths are Kamérs, and more than

half of the caste are employed as blacksmiths. The regular village

blacksmith, whether Kamar or Lohar, is usually paid in kind,

receiving four érlzis (about a maund) of paddy per plough. Some

Kamars, again, are employed to slaughter the animals offered in

sacrifice to Sakti. In Dacca, where the Kanséri or brazier caste is

no longer met with, the manufacture of the brass utensils solely used

in Hindu households devolves on the Kamzirs, their only competitors

being the Ghulam Kéyasths, many of whom engage in this trade.

They make an alloy (bkarn) with three parts of copper and four of

zinc, and with it manufacture cups, lotds, and other vessels. The

Panni-wala, or tin-foil maker, is always aKémér. The tin is obtained

in bars from Calcutta, and being run into moulds, is, while still soft,

beaten out until thin enough to be out into strips, which are then

stained with lac and turmeric so as to counterfeit the colour of gold.

The foil so produced is then sold to the Muharnmadan Chiiri-wéla

to ornament his glass bracelets, and to the Mama: to embellish

Occupation.
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chaplets, tiaras, images of gods and goddesses, and the platforms

paraded on gala days. A small number of Kamars have taken to

a 'culture and trade, and among these a few hold the position

0 _zemindars or tenure-holders, while the majority are occupancy

ralyats. The caste has always been an illiterate one, and very few of

its members have made their way into Government service, or the

learned professions. It is, in fact, a common allegation that they

only learn enough reading and writing to enable them to keep

accounts. ,

The social standing of Kamérs is respectable. In Bengal they

rank among the Navasakha, and in Behar they

belong to the group of castes from whose

hands a Brahman can take water. Except in Singbhum and the

Santal Parganas, where fcwls are deemed lawful food, they observe

the same rules regarding diet as the higher castes, but do not cou

sider themselves bound to abstain from spirituous liquors. Like

the Ekadas Telis, Kamérs pride themselves upon not allowing

their women to wear nose-rings. This prohibition is said to have

been introduced by a Paréménik or headman of the caste because

a Kamér woman dropped her nose-ring on his plate while serving

him at a feast. In Midnapur the Paramaniks hold a very hi h

position, and marriages with their families are eagerly soug t

after. All questions bearing on the usages of the caste are laid

before them for decision, and disregard of their orders may in the

last resort be punished by excommunication. Ordinarily, however,

a fine is inflicted, of which the Parémanik himself gets the largest

share, while the rest is spent in giving a feast to the Kémars who

live within his jurisdiction.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kémars in 1872 and 1881. The figures of the former year include

those of Lohérs.

Social status.
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Kamarhet, a mul or section of Kémbéhéng, s sept of Lim

the Kamarkalla sub-caste of bus in Darjiling.

S°“““Si“ B‘*h*“- _ Kambaliéi, 8. title of Gareris

Kamarkalla, a sub-caste of m Behar

%Z{.'?.i.“'.I;i‘i.’.“"§:. »~ of
marriage of widows.

_ ' Kambule, a functional group

Kémat, a title of Kewats m of Jugis in Bengal.

Behar.

Kémendra, a gdin of the Sain

Kémati,Kamté, Kamti, atitle dilya gotra of Bérendra Brah.

of cultivating Dhanuks in Behar. mans in Bengal.

Qztmi, Kdmié, the blacksmith caste of Nepal, some of whom

also work in the precious metals. They claim

descent fiom the mythical artificer Viswamitra,

and profess to have entered Nepal from the plains of India. This

indeed is probable enough, for their section-names, a list of which

is given in the Appendix, are not of the type common among

the Indo-Tibeta.n_ra_ces, and seem to be of Indian origin. Their

physioal characteristics also appear to suggest the conclusion that

they are immigrants from India, who have intermarried freely with

some of the indigenous races of Nepal.

A man may not marry a woman of his own t/zar or section, nor

of the section to which his mother belonged

before her marriage. Girls marry after they

are grown up, and courtship is _more or less recognised. Sexual

intercourse before marriage is said not to be_ tolerated; but in

fact the morals of the Kami girls are not stricter than those of

the young women of other castes in the hills. The marriage

ceremony appears to_ have been borrowed from the Hindu system.

It takes place at night. The bride and bridegroom stand facing

each other on either side of an eaithen_vessel containing what

is supposed to be a sacred fire. _Round this they walk seven times,

keeping the fire always on the right hand. The bride then takes

her stand by the bndegroom and places her hands on his, while

her parents, who conduct the ceremony, lay on the joined hands

of the couple some kuszi grass, some leaves of the be! and tulsi,

and a piece of copper, muttering at the same time some gibberish

which purports to be Sanskrit sacred texts. The rite is completed

by the bridegroom smearing some red_lead on the bride’s forehead

and the parting of her hair and puttmg a necklace (poti) of white

beads round her neck. _

Polygamy is permitted, and in theory at least a man may have

as many wives as he can afford to maintain. Poverty, however,

and the great liberty which is accorded to women in the hills, tend

in practice to limit the number to two. _Polyandry is unknown.

A widow may marry again, and is restricted by no rules in her

ohoice of a second husband, except that she may not marry her late

Traditions of origin.

Marriage.
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husband’s elder brother or elder cousin, and must observe the

prohibited degrees which were binding on her before she married.

The ceremony is of a simpler character than at the marriage of a

virgin. No fire is kindled, nor are texts recited: the bridegroom

merely puts vermilion on the bride’s forehead and gives her a

necklace, the proceedings being completed by a feast, at which the

relations of both arties are present.

The utmost icense of divorce prevails. A husband can get rid

of his wife whenever he pleases by going through the symbolic form

of cutting in two a kind of fruit (pang-ro) with a bit of wood called

ainko. In reference to this ceremony, which. prevails among several

other castes, divorce is commonly spoken of in the hills as sinke

pan-_r7r0. Wives are supposed to have somewhat less extensive powers

of divorce, and the theory is that they can only divorce their husbands

on the ground of positive ill-treatment. In fact, however, a woman

who is tired of her husband goes off with any man who will take her,

and by the custom of the caste the husband has only the right to

demand from his rival the bride-price originally paid for the woman.

Divorced wives marry again by the same ceremony that is used at the

marriage of a widow.

Kamis admit into their caste members of any caste higher in

rank than their own. No ceremony is performed on such occasions,

and the consent of the panchéyat of the caste is all that is required

to confer the privilege of membership. Instances of such changes of

caste taking place do not, however, very frequently occur. The usual

cause is that a man of a higher caste has taken a Kami girl as a

mistress, and has got into trouble with his own people for eating

with a woman of lower rank.

The caste know nothing of Hindu law, and profess to be guided

in matters of inheritance and succession by a tribal custom of their

own. This, however, presents no features of special interest. Sons

take equal shares in the property. Failing sons, brothers and

brothers’ sons inherit. If no male relatives survive, daughters and

daughters’ sons succeed.

Kémis pose V as orthodox Hindus, worshipping Kali and

regarding Viswakarmé. as their tutelary deity.

The bonds of Hinduism, however, lie very

lightly upon them, and their real worship is directed to certain

animistic powers, known as Kulfiin, Anardhé, Khodéi, and

Déramasté, among whom the sections of the caste are parcelled out

in a curious and uneven fashion. Of these ill-defined shapes, Kulain

is the most popular. To him all the thirty-eight sections sacrifice

goats, sheep, and fowls twice in the year, besides burning incense at

every full moon. The Gadéili, Sésankhar, and Darnal sections

slay pigs in honour of Khodéi ', while Anardhé. and Daramasté are

worshipped by the Gajmér and Kharké-Béyu sections, respectively,

with the offering of a white cock. The offerings in each case are eaten

by the worshippers. Kamis have no Brahmans, and any member

of the caste who chances to have a turn for religion otficiates as

priest.

Religion,
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The dead are burned, thrown into a river, or buried, as may

be found convenient at the time. The two

former methods are considered the most res

pectable. Persons who alfect special orthodoxy take the ashes of

their dead to the Ganges, but such cases are comparatively rare.

The funeral ceremony is a curious one. After the corpse has been

disposed of, the mourners have their heads and faces entirely shaved,

including the eyebrows. They ut off their ordinary clothes and

dress themselves in a waistelot and a blanket, a bit of white

linen being tied over the forehead. In this dress they stay at home

for ten days, during which time they take only one meal a day, abstain

from meat, salt, and oil, do not receive or pay visits, and, as far as may

be, avoid conversing with their fellows. On the eleventh day a

feast is prepared for the relatives of the deceased; but before they can

partake of it asmall portion of every dish must be put on a leaf-plate

and taken out into the ungle for the spirit of the dead man, and care

fully watched until a fly or other insect settles on it. The watcher

then covers up the plate with a slab of stone, eats his own food,

which he brings with him to the place, and returns to tell the rela

tives that the dead man’s spirit has received the offering set for

him. The feast can then begin. The watcher is a member of the

caste, who is paid for his services as if he were a Brahman. No

ceremonies are performed for the benefit of ancestors in general,

childless ancestors, or men who have died a violent death.

Notwithstanding that they abstain from eating beef and have

Social smlm adopted several Hindu usages, the social

Disposal of the dead.

\

decidedly low, and Tibetans, Murmis, Mangers, and members of

the Kiranti group will not eat, drink, or smoke with them. Their

position is clearly marked by the fact that they eat with the Sarki

caste. They regard pork and fowls as lawful food, and indulge

freely in strong drink.

In 1881 the Kamis numbered 3,723 in Darjiling, 107 in

Champaran, 9 in Bhagalpur, and 580 in the Tributary States of

Chota Nagpur, while none were separately returned for 1872.

Ka'mid,a. synonym for Kami. Kamléit, a section of the

standing of Kémis among the hill castes is.

Kamar sub-caste of Dosadhs in.

Kamié, a. sub-caste of Lohars Behan

in Chota Nagpur.

_ . , . Kémlé-Kémér, a sub-caste

Kamila, a title of Sonars m ofKémé1.sin B,n.dw,m_

Singbhum. _ _

. . . Kampti, a section of the
Kamlya, an endogamous divi- Kédar caste in Behar which in_

=i°n °fNeP‘1iBr°hm“*“- termarries with the Beak, K6. ari,

Kémkéli, a géin of the Bétsya Ms1_-ik,Darbe, Mfiqjhi, and are

90¢,-a of Bgrendm Brahmans in sections, but not with the rest.

Bengal’ Kémrém, a mul or section of

Kamkar, a title of Kahérs in the Naomnlia or Majraut sub.

Chota Nagpur. caste of Goalas in Behar.
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Kamrupi, asub-caste of Brah

mans from Assam who serve as

cooks or priests in Northern

Bengal.

Kémsarke Méhto, a section of

the Biyzihut “and Kharidéha

Kalwérs in Behar.

Kamtarié, a section of Kan

aujia Lohzirs in Behar.

Kénéi-Madan, a section of

the Mahmudabaz sub-caste of

Napits.

Kanaka, a section of Kumhfirs

1n Jessore.

Kanakrishi, a section of

Sutradhars in Bengal.

Kanakwér, a sept of Raj

Kémti, a. section of the Ku1- Putsin B°h‘"

sunri sub-caste of Sunris in Behar.

gilt, a very low caste of

musicians akin to the Doms;

Musalman workers in steel, who

repair umbrellas, make fish

hooks, etc.

Kéné-Machhri, a sept of

Gonds in Chota Nagpur.

Kénép, a section of the Sat

mulia Maghayé. sub-caste of

Kéndus in Behar.

 

Kanaujia, a. designation of numerous and widely-distributed

sub-castes and sections of castes of very different social standing. In

the case of the higher castes the name doubtless inl%>lies a notion of

their having come originally from Kanauj or anya-Kubja, the

famous old capital of Ajodhyé or Oudh, on the Kalindi, a tributary

of the Ganges in the North-W'est Provinces, Its occurrence among

the lower castes is accounted for by Mr. Beames in his edition of

Sir Henry Elliot’s Supplemental Glossary, by the remark that

“ whenever the lower castes begin to talk about their subdivisions,

they always give them the grandest possible names, such as Chauhan,

Kanaujia, and so on.” This is true so far as it goes, but it hardly

goes far enough. One would like to know why the grand names

are selected. The clue is probably to be found in the fact that many

of the lower castes are attached in various sorts of servile capacities

to the landholding families of the higher castes. In such oases it

is in accordance with the passion for imitation which runs through

the caste system that the servants should adopt the tribal designations

of the masters, just as the Rajputs themselves have borrowed the gotras

of the Brahmans. A sub-caste of Barhis in Behar who are said to

have come from Gorakhpur. They make boxes. desks, etc., and do

joiner’s work of all kinds, but consider themselves debarred by

custom from making panels, doors, windows, and the larger class of

woodwork used in houses; a sub-caste of A.hirs or G‘ro-alas in Behar

who bear the title Gop and belong to the Kasyap gotra. They make

curds and serve the hi her castes. A sub-caste of Halwais in Behar,

who are confectioners y occupation. A sub-caste of Hindu Joléhas

(Tantwa or Tzinti) in Behar; a sub-caste of Brahman, Dhanuk,

Dhobi, Dosadh, Hajjam (barber), Kandu, Kumhar, Koiri, Lohér,

Sonar, Tambuli, Tanti, Teli, and Thathera castes in Behar.
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Kanauli, a section of the Pach- Lohars,

ainya sub-caste of Doms in Behar. Nagpur

Kénbindhé, pierced ears, a

section of Kurmis in Chota Nag

pur and Orissa.

Kénchaba, dog, a totemistic

sept of Juangs in Orissa.

Kénchan, a section of Brah

mans.

Kanchanbhar, a section of

Babhans in Behar.

Kénchanpur, a section of the

Karan Kayasths in Behar.

and ()1-aons in Chota

; a section of Kahérs

in Behar.

Kéndar, a mul or section of

the Chhamulia Madhesia sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Kéndare, a gain or sub-sec

tion of Saptasati Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kandaria, a tba-r or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Kandarpa, a sub-section of

the Bharadwaja section of Utkal

Brahmans.

Kand, a synonym for Kandh.

Kanda, a kind of sweet potato,

a totemistic sept of Mundas, of Halwéis in Behar.

fitlnhit, Kamlh, Kliond, Kai-loka, Kui-erg./u-, a Dravidian tribe,

inhabiting that part of the territory of the Rajé. of Boad, one of the

tributary states of Orissa, known as the Kandhmals, a hilly tract

of country 40 miles in length, and in extreme breadth 24 miles, with

an area of about 800 square miles. These Kandhs call themselves

Maliah Kandhs as distinguished from the Benialz Kandhs, who

inhabit Gumsur in Madras. The general character of the country is

wild and mountainous; it consists of a confused succession of ranges

covered with dense sal forests. The Kandhs live in scattered villages

surrounded with patches of cultivation. There are 677 villages

with a population of 58,959 souls. It is calculated that two-thirds

of the country is covered with jungle. The people are shy and

timid, hating contact with the inhabitants of the plains. They love

the wild mountain gorges, and prefer the stillness of jungle life, and

fly to the most inaccessible parts on the least alarm. They live by

hunting and rude agriculture. Like many other wild tribes, they

are in the habit of clearing patches of land in the forest during the

cold weather, and firing it in the hot weather. Seed is sown among

the ashes after the commencement of the rains. After the second

year the land is abandoned, and a fresh clearing made. The people

produce barely sufficient food for half the year, and supply their

wants for the remainder by bartering turmeric, of which they raise

large quantities. The Kandhs regard themselves as proprietors of

the land, and insist upon their rights with that curious pertinaoity

which distinguishes the cognate tribes of Santa], Munda and Ho.

The Kandhs call themselves Kui-loka or Kui-enju. The

derivation of the name Kandh is obscure, nor

has the critical study of the Kandh dialects

gone far enough to throw any light on the subject. Some seek

to identify it with the Uriya word Kkanda, denoting a measure

Kéndeil, a mul or section of

the Tinmulifi Madhesia sub-caste

Origin.
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of land reckoned by the quantity of seed sown, and support this

view by reference to the Kandh tradition that once upon a. time

they were a race of quiet cultivators dwelling in the plains of

Orissa. But why should the fact of men having ‘acres’ to till

lead them to call themselves by so obviously inappropriate a name,

and that too in a language with which ea: lag/potbeai they could

have no acquaintance? Another theory refers to the mention in

the Ramayana of a tribe of Asuras, called Skandh-Asuras, ruling over

the forest of Dandaka, the hilly tract extending from the Vindhya

hills to the river Krishna, and suggests that the Kandhs may be

a remnant of these, the initial S having been dropped by phonetic

corruption. A third and in some respects more plausible hypothesis

derives the name from Klzand/1, the Uriya for a sword which is said

to be the totem or distinguishing mark of the tribe. Where

the data are so vague and uncertain, no opinion can be usefully

ut forward. I may, however, point cut, arguing from analogous

cases, that tribal names usually belong to one of two types. Either

they consist simply of the word for ‘ man ’ in the tribal language,

or they are epithets bestowed by Hindu neighbours usually casting

some aspersion on the usages of the tribe in the matter of food.

.Ioro or Ho is an instance of the former type; Musahar and,

according to some authorities, Kol or Kolh of the latter. These

lines of inquiry, if followed up by persons adequately acquainted

with the various dialects concerned, ought, one would think, to

lead in course of time to a satisfactory solution of the question.

The Kandhs of the Orissa Kandhmals, with whom alone we are

mt “ml t now concerned, are supposed to have entered

em“ ° um’ the Kandhmals from the south about 250 years

ago, driving out the feeble and unwai-like Kurums or Kurmis who

appear to have been the original occupants of these tracts. They are

divided into two classes——(l) Uriya Kandh, (2) Malua or Arria

Kandh. The former are Kandhs who from social intercourse with

the Uriyas have abandoned many Kandh usages and adopted Hindu

customs in their place; while the Malua or hill Kandhs still adhere

strictly to the original observances of the tribe. Within the limits of

the Kandhmals these two groups have not yet become strictly

ondogamous, and owing perhaps to the sparseness of the population

of these tracts, intermarriages still take place between them. But the

Malua Kandhs already refuse to intermarry with the Uriya Kandhs

of Bod Proper and Gumsur, whom they regard as having lowered

themselves by taking to Hindu practices; and it seems probable that

in course of time an equally complete separation will be brought about

between the Uriya and Malua Kandhs of the Kandhmals.

The fine physique of the Kandhs—a point on which all observers

agree——may perhaps be due in some measure to their custom of

admitting into the tribe members of other stocks, always excepting

the weaver Pans or Domnas and the sweeper Héris. The price

paid for the privilege of admission into the Kandh community

varies in different parts of the Kandhmals, but is invariably reckoned

in buffaloes and strong drink. A great feast is made and the new

member is formally inducted into the tribe.
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In close contact with the Kandhs and dwelling in the same

villages with them, we find three castes bearing names which seem to

indicate some sort of connexion with the tribe. These are the Kni

Kumharenju or Kandh-Kumhérs, the Kui-Loharenju or Kandh

Lohars. and the Kui-Gonrenju or Kandh-Gronds. Although these

castes have adopted the religion, customs and dress of the Kandhs,

they are still not recognised as members of the Kandh community,

and Kandhs will not intermarry or eat with them. It is possible

therefore that there may be no tie of blood between them and the

Kandhs, and that their imitation of Kandh observances is due merely

to their having been long settled in the Kandh country and having

forgotten their own rites. On the other hand, if we compare these

names with the similar combinations found among the Mundas,

Oraons, and other tribes of Chota Nagpur, it is difficult to avoid the

conclusion that the castes in question must have arisen from inter

marriages between women of the Kandh tribe and Hindu artisans

who had settled in Kandh villages.

Ethnologists have long been aware that the custom of exogamy

is rigorously observed among the Kandhs.

In his Essay on Pri1m'fi7:e Marriage, first pub

lished in 1865, the late Mr. J. F. McLennan refers to Major

Macphe1‘son’s Account of the Relz'g7'on of the Klzonds in Orissa for

“the distinct statement that among the Khonds inter-marriage

between persons of the same tribe, however large or scattered,

is considered incestuous and punishable by death.” Notwith

standing the stringency of the rule, and although owing to the

prevalence among them of human sacrifices and infanticide, the

Kandhs have been under the close observation of British ofiicers

ever since 1837, I have had the greatest difiiculty in ascertaining

the precise form of exogamy practised by them, and indeed in

getting any information at all on the subject. In reply to repeated

inquiries addressed to several different correspondents well acquaint

ed with the tribe and en aged in oflioial work among them, I

have been assured that the andhs have no exogamous subdivisions

at all, and that their matrimonial arrangements are regulated, so far

as the avoidance of consanguineous marriages is concerned, by the

comparatively modern system of calculating prohibited degrees

from a common ancestor. The facts now recorded, which I regret to

say are still incomplete, reached me only a few days before the

completion of these volumes. They were ascertained for me in

a special inquiry conducted at my request by Mr. James Taylor,

Tahsildar of the Kandhmals, whose intelligence in carrying out my

instructions I am glad to have this opportunity of acknowledging.

That the facts should have been ascertained with ditficulty, and that

they should have escaped the notice of so many observers, is quite

in keeping with my experience in other parts of Bengal. The rules

which govern the custom of exogamy, and the caste or tribal

divisions by means of which that custom is worked, concern the inner

life of the people, and leave no trace on their relations with the out

side world. They are a sort of shibboleth, understood only by

members of the tribe itself. Even among them this knowledge is

Exogamy.
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often confined to heads of families or villages, priests, genealogists,

match-makers, and such-like persons whose business it is to look after

the matrimonial arrangements of the tribe. For this reason they

form not only the most archaic, but also the most durable portion

of the body of custom which a given tribe or caste observes, and are

the least liable to be modified or destroyed by the operation of fic

tion and of the inveterate tendency to imitate the institutions of

groups supposed to be socially superior, which has done and is

constantly doing so much to force all tribal observauces into conform

ity with the standard Brahmanical attern.

The Kandhs of the Orissa lfandhmals are divided into fifty

gochis or exogamous septs, each of which bears the name of a muta

or village, believes all its members to be descended from a common

ancestor, and as a rule dwells as a body of blood relations in the

commune mula or group of villages after which it is called. The

Kandh goc/ii appears therefore to represent the nearest approach that

has yet been discovered to the “local exogamous tribe,” supposed by

Mr. McLennan to be the primary unit of human society. A list of

the goclzis is given in Appendix I. Each goc/ii is further split up

into sub-septs called klaml/us. Each dwelling in one of the villages

making up the mula or commune. Of these I have not yet been

able to obtain a complete list.

The sub-sept, like the sept, traces its origin to a single ancestor,

but he is a personage of more recent date than the progenitor of the

sept. The relations included in the former are comparatively near,

while the connexion between members of the gochi is much more

remote, and in the modern sense of the word they can hardly be

called relations at all. The sub-sept seems in fact to be a sort of

joint-family expanded to form a. village community, the members of

which are invited to marriages, festivals and similar domestic

ceremonies to which it would be impossible to bring together the

larger group. On occasions of special importance, when, for exam

ple, a casus belli is thought to have arisen between a sept and its

neighbours, the whole gochi is summoned to meet in council and

consider the question laid before it.

A Kandh may not marry a woman of his own goo/ii, even

M _ though she belong to a different k/ambu from
amagm himself. Both _(/oc/ii and /clambu go by the

father’s side, and I can find no traces of female kinship having

ever been recognised by the Kandhs. The use of the division into

/rlambus can best be illustrated by an actual example. Let us suppose

that a man of the Besringia goo/zi and Besera lriambu marries a

woman of the Kutrengia _(/01'/ti and liisunga /clambu. Their son

would belong to the same goc/ii and klambu as his father, and would

be precluded from marrying a woman of the /rlambu to which his

mother belonged, but might marry into any of the other four

lclambus of the Kutrengia gochi. This prohibition holds good for

three generations in the descending line, and many Kandhs prefer to

extend it to the fourth. They take, in fact. as Mr. Taylor pertinently

remarks, much the same view of it as many Europeans take of inter

marriage between first cousins. It will be seen from this that the
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rule forbidding marriage within the mother’s klambu serves for the

Kandhs much the same purpose as is ordinarily effected by the

standard formula for reckoning prohibited degrees. This formula is

unknown to the Kandhs of the Kandhmals, and their arrangements

for guarding against consanguineous marriages consist solely of the

simple rules regarding the gocki and the lclambu which have been

explained above. A similar system exists among the Santals, but

the septs and sub-septs are not localised as they are among the

Kandhs, and the prohibition of marriage within the mother's sub

sept is not so stringently enforced.

Kandh girls are usually married when of full age in most cases

to men of their own choice, and after a regular process of courtship

considerable license is allowed to the young men and maidens

of the tribe, and sexual intercourse before marriage is tacitly

recognised. Infidelity after marriage is said to be rare; the adulterer

if found out atones for his fault by paying an indemnity to the

husband. Until this has been done, the woman is excluded from social

intercourse with her neighbours. Widows and divorced wives may

marry again. Abride-price is paid to the father. The widow’s choice

of a second husband is in theory unfettered ; but it is considered the

right thing for her to marry her late husband’s younger brother. In

the event of her marrying an outsider, she retains the charge of her

children until the girls attain puberty and the boys are old enough

to hold the plough. In any case she has no rights over her latei husband’s property, which goes to his children, or failing them to

his brother.

When a Kandh youth is of an age to marry, his parents find

out who he has fallen in love with, and send a go-between, usually

a man of the Pan caste. to ascertain the views of the girl’s parents,

and to approach the delicate question of the price to be paid for the

bride. If these preliminary negotiations are successful, a deputation

of the boy’s relations go soon afterwards to the girl’s house, and

a general drinking bout is held, at which the amount of the bride-price

is definitely fixed. The price is reckoned in pots or lives, a term of

somewhat vague connotation, which includes buffaloes, cows, goats,

brass plates and cooking vessels, ornaments and things in general.

Its amount varies with the wealth of the bride’s father, to whom it

is paid. It may extend to as many as forty pots, and the payment

may be spread over two or three years. Soon after the relations

have reported the result of their negotiations, the bridegroom pays

a visit to his future father-in-law’s house, bringing with him the

first instalment of the bride-price. The formal betrothal is then

effected by the bridegroom putting a necklace round the girl’s

neck, while she pours oil over his head.

On the day before the wedding the bridegroom and his male

relations go in procession to the bride’s house, where they spend

that evening and the next morning in feasting. The essential

and binding portion of the marriage ceremony, in which the bride’s

father ofiiciates as priest, is said to consist of his taking the

right hands of the couple and spitting on the palm of each. The

effect of this in the case of the bride is to remove her from her

20
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original sept, and to preclude her from re-entering her father’s house.

The married couple are carried off on the backs of the bridegroom’s

friends to his house, where the marriage is consummated. On

the next day a feast is made, and the girl sits on a couch

surrounded by the women of the village and pretends to weep.

After this has gone on for some time she and her husband are seized

by his friends and carried about in triumph. A short dance

follows, and both are replaced on the couch. Then the bride’s male

relations take hold of the bride and rim away with her, hotly

pursued by the girls of the village who pummel the men soundly,

recapture the bride, and bring her back to her husband. After

this the bride’s relations return to their own village. On the day

after the marriage the bride and bridegroom, taking with them an

dd man to ofliciate as priest, go a little way outside the village and

worship Dharma Pennu with offerings of fowls, eggs, rice and

strong drink in order to secure a happy life and male offspring. A

high standard of conjugal fidelity is observed among the Kandhs,

and husbands usually treat their wives kindly. Polygamy as a

practice is unknown. If a woman proves barren, the husband may

take a second wife; but in such cases the two wives have separate

houses and enjoy equal privileges.

About a month before her confinement is expected, the woman

Birth and her husband pay a visit to her parent’s

' house and get from them some toys for the

child, consisting usually of a small bow and arrow, a winnowing fan,

and a small basket. These are hung up in the house till they are

wanted. A few days before the confinement both husband and wife

leave their house and take up their abode in an outside room set apart

for this purpose. There the husband cooks and eats with the wife,

and in the case of a first confinement he or his father sacrifices a pig

with offering of cooked and uncooked rice and libations of strong

drink to the spirits of their ancestors, in order that nothing may go

wrong. No one can enter the room while labour is going on on pain of

becoming ceremonially unclean, and the husband has to give whatever

assistance is necessary. After the placenta has passed, the cooking

pots hitherto in use are broken and visitors are admitted; but they

may not eat with the parents of the child until a further period of

twelve days has elapsed, when a further breaking of pots takes place,

and a feast is given to the neighbours. When the child is two or

three years old, its head is shaved and a small ceremony is performed

calling upon the dead ancestors to protect it from scald, itch, and

similar diseases of the skin. From the age of ten or twelve the hair

is allowed to grow again. No ceremonies are performed after birth

or when a boy or girl attains puberty.

As regards succession to property, the general rule is that the

sons get equal shares, but the portion of the

eldest is sometimes larger than that of the

others. The widow gets a share equal to that of a son. If a man

dies without male issue, leaving a widow and a daughter, the widow

takes his moveable property in full ownership, but has only a life

interest in his land, which goes to his nearest male relatives on her

Succession.
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death. Daughters never share in the inheritance, but are entitled to

maintenance out of the estate until they are married. Adoption is

unknown. A step-son has no rights in the estate of his step-father.

Much has been written about the religion of the Kandhs, but

the subject can hardly be regarded as having

yet been fully cleared up. Major Macphers0n’s

account of the matter ascribes to the Kandhs religious conceptions of

a very advanced character, quite out of keeping with their primitive

social organization, and one is inclined to suspect that the persons

from whom he derived his information must have described to him

rather their ideal view of what the religion of the tribe ought to be

than what it actually was. For this reason instead of entering upon

a lengthy discussion of the subject as treated by him, and endeavour

ing by analysis and comparison with the beliefs of cognate tribes to

get at the actual facts underlying his account, I prefer to state very

briefly what is known about the Kandhs of the Kandhmals, trusting

to future research to work out the problem in fuller detail.

The Kandhs of the Kandhmals recognise three principal gods

Dharma Pennu, Saru Pennu, and Taru Pennu. The functions of

Dharma Pennu appear to be of a somewhat more general character

than those assigned to the other two. No regular times or

seasons are fixed for his worship, and he is appealed to only in cases

of illness or at the birth of a first child. His worship is performed

by a _r/uru who may be of any caste, but is usually either a Kandh

or a Pan. The gurus usually have the power of throwing them

selves or feigning to throw themselves into a state of hypnotic trance,

and are supposed to be able to cure diseases by touching people,

tying them up with bits of thread, and similar mummery.

the whole Dharma Pennu may best be described as the god of the

family and of the tribe itself. Saru Pennu is the god of the hills,
a divinity apparently of much the same type as the Marang Buru of I

the Santals and Mundas. He is a jealous god, and does not like people

to trespass on his domain, and the chief object of the worship which

is performed in his honour in April and May is to induce him to

protect from the attacks of wild animals people whose business takes

them among the forest-clad hills of the Kandhmals, and also to

secure a full yield of the jungle products which the Kandhs, like most

similar tribes, use so largely for food. The priests of Séru Pennu

are called dehuri, and the appropriate offerings are a goat and a fowl

with rice and strong drink. The offerings are partaken of by the

worshippers. Tam Peunu, the earth god, takes the place among

these Kandhs of Téri Pennu. the earth goddess, familiar to students

of the voluminous ofiicial literature which treats of the sup ression

of human sacrifice among the Kandhs. He is believed to e very

vindictive, and to wreak his anger upon those who neglect his worship,

afflicting them with various diseases, destroying their crops, and mus

ing them to be devoured by tigers and leopards. In order to avoid

these evils the Kandhs ofier buflaloes and goats to the god at irregular

intervals, apparently whenever they think that he stands in need

of being appeased. His priests are called jhankar, and the person

who actually sacrifices the animals is known as _;ani. The functions

of the de/mri, the jhankar and thejani are hereditary.

Religion.

2c2
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Although human sacrifice has now been abandoned by the

Kandhs, and the memory of it is believed to

have almost died out in the Kandhmals of

Orissa, an account of the tribe would be incomplete without some

mention of the terrible practices which formerly prevailed. As I

am not in a position to add any fresh facts to those already on

record in the reports on the subject, I venture to quote the admir

able description of this phase of Kandh superstition which is given

by my friend, Mr. J. G. Frazer, of Trinity College, Cambridge, in

volume 1, pages 384-90 of The Golden Bough1:—"' The best known

case of human sacrifices systematically offered to ensure good crops is

supplied by the Khonds or Kandhs, another Dravidian race in Bengal.

Our knowledge of them is derived from the accounts written by

British ofiicers, who forty or fifty years ago were engaged in putting

them down.’ The sacrifices were offered to the earth goddess, Tari

Pennu or Bera Pennu, and were believed to ensure good crops and

immunity from all disease and accidents. In particular, they were

considered necessary in the cultivation of turmeric, the Khonds argu

ing that the turmeric could not have a deep red colour without the

shedding of blood.“ The victim or Meriah was acceptable to the

goddess only if he had been purchased, or had been born a victim,

that is, the son of a victim father, or had been devoted as a child

by his father or guardian. Khonds in distress often sold their chil

dren for victims, ‘ considering the beatification of their souls certain,

and their death, for the benefit of mankind, the most honourable pos

sible.’ A. man of the Panua (Pan) tribe was once seen to load a Khond

with curses, and finally to spit in his face, because the Khond had sold

for a victim his own child, whom the Panua had wished to marry.

A party of Khonds, who saw this, immediately pressed forward to com

fort the seller of his child, saying—‘ your child has died that all the

world may live, and the earth goddess herself will wipe that spittle

from your face." The victims were often kept for years before they

were sacrificed. Being regarded as consecrated beings, they were

treated with extreme affection, mingled with deference, and were

welcomed wherever they went. A Meriah youth, on attaining

maturity, was generally given a wife, who was herself usually a

Meriah or victim, and with her he received a portion of land and

farm-stock. Their offspring were also victims. Human sacrifices

were offered to the earth goddess by tribes, branches of tribes, or

villages, both at periodical festivals and on extraordinary occasions.

The periodical sacrifices were generally so arranged by tribes and

divisions of tribes that each head of a family was enabled, at least

once a year, to procure a shred of flesh for his fields, generally about

the time when his chief crop was laid down.“

“ The mode of performing these tribal sacrifices was as follows.

Ten or twelve days before the sacrifice, the victim was devoted by

Human sacrifice.

 

‘ The Golden Bough .- a study in comparative Religion, London, 1590.

’ Major S. C. Macpherson, Memorials of Service in India, p. 113 sq. ,

Major-General John Campbell, Wild Tribes qfKho11distan, pp. 52-58, ctc.

3 J. Campbell, op. cit., p. 66.

‘ S. G. Macpherson, op. cit., p. 115 sq.

5 1b., p. 113.
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cutting off his hair, which until then was kept unshorn. Crowds

of men and women assembled to witness the sacrifice, none might

he excluded, since the sacrifice was declared to be ‘for all mankind.’

It was preceded by several days of wild revelry and gross debau

chery.‘ On the day before the sacrifice the victim, dressed in a new

garment, was led forth from the village in solemn procession, with

music and dancing, to the Meriah grove. which was a clump of high

forest trees standing a little way from the village and untouched by

the axe. In this grove the victim was tied to a post, which was

sometimes placed between two plants of the sankissar shrub. He

was then anointed with oil, ghee, and turmeric, and adorned with

flowers; and ‘a species of reverence, which it is not easy to distin

guish from adoration,’ was paid to him throughout the day? A

great struggle now arose to obtain the smallest relic from his person ;

a particle of the turmeric paste with which he was smeared, or

a drop of his spittle, was esteemed of sovereign virtue, especially by

the women. The crowd danced round the post to music, and

addressing the earth, said, ‘O God, we oiier this sacrifice to you;

give us good crops, seasons, and health.’ 3

“On the last morning the orgies, which had been scarcely

interrupted during the night, were resumed, and continued till noon,

when they ceased, and the assembly proceeded to consummate the

sacrifice. The victim was again anointed with oil, and each person

touched the anointed part, and wiped the oil on his own head. In

some places the victim was then taken in procession round the village

from door to door, where some plucked hair from his head, and

others begged for a drop of his spittle, with which they anointed

their heads.‘ As the victim might not be bound nor make any show

of resistance, the bones of his arms and, if necessary, his legs were

broken; but often this precaution was rendered unnecessary by

stupefying him with opium.‘ The mode of putting him to death

varied in difierent places. One of the commonest modes seems to

have been strangulation, or squeezing to death. The branch of

a green tree was cleft several feet down the middle; the victim’s

neck (in other places, his chest) was inserted in the cleft, which the

priest, aided by his assistants, strove with all his force to close.“

Then he wounded the victim slightly with his axe, whereupon the

crowd rushed at the victim and cut the flesh from the bones, leaving

the head and bowels untouched. Sometimes he was cut up alive.’

In Chinna Kimedy he was dragged along the fields, surrounded by

the crowd, who, avoiding his head and intestines, hacked the flesh

from his body with their knives till he died.“ Another very common

‘ S. C. Macpherson, op. cit., p. 117 sq.; J. Campbell, p. 112.

’ S. C. Macpherson, p. 118.

' J. Campbell, p. 64.

‘ J. Campbell, pp. 65, 112.

‘ S. C. Macpherson, p. 119; J. Campbell. p. 113.

° S. C. Macpherson, p. 127. " Instead of the branch of a een tree.

gizmpbell mentions two strong planks or bamhoos (p. 67) or a s it bamboo

. 182)."

7 J. Campbell, pp. 56, 58, 120.

' Dalton, Ethnology of Bengal, p. 289, quoting Colonel Campbell's Report.
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mode of sacrifice in the same district was to fasten the victim to the

proboscis of a wooden elephant, which revolved on a stout post,

and, as it whirled round, the crowd out the flesh from the victim

while life remained. In some villages Major Campbell found as

many as fourteen of these wooden elephants, which had been used

at sacrifices.‘ In one district the victim was put to death slowly by

fire. A low stage was formed, sloping on either side like a roof ;

upon it the victim was placed, his limbs wound round with cords to

confine his struggles. Fires were then lighted and hot brands

applied, to make him roll up and down the slopes of the stage as

long as possible; for the more tears he shed the more abundant

would be the supply of rain. Next day the body was cut to

ieces.2
P “The flesh cut from the victim was instantly taken home by

the persons who had been deputed by each village to bring it. To

secure its rapid arrival, it was sometimes forwarded by relays of men,

and conveyed with postal fleetness fifty or sixty miles.’ In each

village all who stayed at home fasted rigidly until the flesh arrived.

The bearer deposited it in the place of public assembly, where it

was received by the priest and the heads of families. The priest

divided. it into two portions, one of which he offered to the earth

goddess by burying it in a whole in the ground with his back

turned, and without looking. Then each man added a little earth

to bury it, and the priest poured water on the spot from a hill gourd.

The other portion of flesh he divided into as many shares as there

were heads of houses present. Each head of a house rolled his

shred of flesh in leaves, and buried it in his favourite field, placing

it in the earth behind his back without looking.‘ In some places

each man carried his portion of flesh to the stream which watered his

fields, and there hung it on a pole.5 For three days thereafter no

house was swept ; and in one district strict silence was observed, no

fire might be given out, no wood cut, and no strangers received.

The remains of the human victim (namely, the head, bowels, and

bones) were watched by strong parties the night after the sacrifice ;

and next morning they were burned, along with a whole sheep, on

a funeral pile. The ashes were scattered over the fields, laid as paste

over th_e houses and granaries, or mixed with the new corn to

preserve it from insects.” Sometimes, however, the head and bones

were buried, not burnt.’ After the suppression of the human sacri

fices, inferior victims were substituted in some places ; for instance,

' J. Campbell, p. 126. The elephant represented the earth goddess her

self, who was here conceived in elephant-form; Campbell, pp. 51, 126. In

the hill tracts of _Goomsnr she was represented in peacock-form, and the post

to which the victim was bound bore the efiigy of a peacock, Campbell, p. 54.

’ S. C. Macpherson, p. 130.

B0 ' Dalton, Ethnology of Bengal, p. 288, referring to Colonel Campbell's

port.

‘ 3- 0- Macpherscn. p._12_9, cp., J. Campbell, pp. 55, 68, 113, 121, 187.

‘ J. Campbell, p. 182.

‘ S. C. Macpl erson, p. 128; Dalton, Z. c.

7 J. Campbe , pp. 55, 182.
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in the capital of Chinna Kimedy, a goat took the place of a human

victim}

“ In these Khond sacrifices the Meriahs are represented by our

authorities as victims ofiered to propitiate the earth goddess. But

from the treatment of the victims, both before and after death, it

appears that the custom cannot be explained as merely a propitiatory

sacrifice. A part of the flesh certainly was offered to the earth

goddess, but the rest of the flesh was buried by each householder

in his fields, and the ashes of the other parts of the body were

scattered over the fields, laid as paste on the granaries, or mixed

with the new corn. These latter customs imply that to the body

of the Meriah there were ascribed a direct or intrinsic power of

making the crops to grow, quite independent of the indirect efiicacy

which it might have as an offering to secure the goodwill of the

deity. In other words, the flesh and ashes of the victim were believed

to be endowed with a magical or physical power of fertilising the

land. The same intrinsic power was ascribed to the blood and tears

of the Meriah, his blood causing the redness of the turmeric and his

tears producing rain ; for it can hardly be doubted that, originally

at least, the tears were supposed to produce rain, not merely to

prognosticate it. Similarly, the custom of pouring water on the

buried flesh of the Meriah was no doubt a rain-charm. Again,

intrinsic supernatural power as an attribute of the Meriah appears

in the sovereign virtue believed to reside in anything that came from

his person, as his hair or spittle. The ascription of such power to

the Meriah indicates that he was much more than a mere man

sacrificed to propitiate a deity. Once more, the extreme reverence

paid him points to the same conclusion. Major Campbell speaks of

the Meriah as ‘being regarded as something more than mortal,“

and Major Macpherson says—‘ A species of reverence, which it is not

easy to distinguish from adoration, is paid to him. ’3 In short, the

Meriah appears to have been regarded as divine. As such, he may

originally have represented the earth deity, or perhaps a deity of

vegetation; though in later times he came to be regarded rather as

a victim offered to a deity- than as himself an incarnate deity.

This later view of the Meriah as a victim rather than a god may

perhaps have received undue emphasis from the European writers

who have described the Khond religion. Habituated tothe later

idea of sacrifice as an offering made to a god for the purpose of

conciliating his favour, European observers are apt to interpret all

religious slaughter in this sense, and to su pose that wherever such

slaughter take place, there must necessarily e a deity to whom the

slaughter is believed by the slayers to be acceptable. Thus their

preconceived ideas unconsciously colour and warp their descriptions

of savage rites.”

The dead are bl11'D.9d and the ashes left at the buming ground

until the next day. The relatives then go

to the spot and burn over the ashes a. cloth

' J. Campbell, p. 187.

2 J. Campbell, p. 112.

' S. C. Macpherson, p. 118.

Disposal of the dead.
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and some rice, at the same time calling upon the dead man to

keep quiet and employ his spare time in ploughing or in gather

ing the leaves used for plates, and not to transform himself into

a tiger and become a nuisance to his friends. A fowl is also

killed and a portion of the flesh laid close to the ashes. Having

thus done their best to provide for the comfort of the deceased in

the next world, and to induce him to refrain from giving trouble

to the living, the mourners return home and solace themselves with

a drinking-bout. Relations who live in other villages are expected

to pay visits of condolence to the dead man’s house, and to bring

with them a snflicient quantity of liquor.

The Kandhs have a strong belief in witchcraft, particularly

in that exercise of the art which enables

witches to transform themselves into tigers,

leopards, wolves, and so forth, and in this shape to attack human

beings or their cattle. For the detection of such persons the

following ordeals are appointed :—In the ordeal by iron a bar

of iron is put into the blacksmith’s furnace and the guru works

the bellows. If no one in particular is suspected, the names of the

villagers are called out one after the other, and the person at whose

name the iron melts is held to be the guilty one. If suspicion has

fallen on some one, and it is desired simply to test his guilt, a fowl

is taken, its legs are plunged into boiling water and rapidly with

drawn. If the skin peels off, the suspected person is held to be

guilty, and he is turned out of the village unless he chooses to under

go the ordeal by fire. For this purpose a trench is cut seven cubits

long and one cubit broad, and filled with burning embers. The legs

of the accused are then smeared with gin‘, and he is made to walk

twice through the trench lengthwise. If the gki catches fire and

he is burned, it is a proof of his guilt.

The dress of the Kandhs is simple. The only garment of the

men is a long cloth, a few inches wide, which

is passed round the waist and twice through

between the legs, the ends usually brightly coloured, hang down

behind like a tail. The hair is worn in a tight chignon on the

right side of the head, into which metal pins, a fine tooth-comb

and flamingo feathers are usually stuck as ornaments. The

women’s dress consists of a short petticoat reaching from the waist

to the knee; on the upper part of the body they wear nothing

but strings of beads. The face is tattooed on the cheeks and fore

head with fine lines starting from the nose as a centre. Sometimes

the legs are also decorated in this fashion. All observers agree

in describing the men as a fine-looking, well-formed race of middle

height, and great _aotivity and fleetness of foot. 'l‘he women, on the

other hand, are ugly of feature, short and square of build, and

exceedingly sturdy and robust. Similar differences of form and

feature between the two sexes may be observed among the Réjbansi,

the Tibetans, the Mundas and Oraons of Chota Nagpur, and among

many other primitive races. It is, in fact, a general opinion among

ethnologists that the tribal type is more sharply defined and more

persistent among the women than among the men of a tribe.

Witchcraft,

Dress.
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Like the Santéls and Hos, the Kandhs are keen sportsmen and

show remarkable skill in the use of very primitive weapons. Armed

only with axes and bows and arrows, they run down the bison,

the nilgao and the wild boar, and their accuracy of aim in the case

of smaller animals is described as surprising. Agriculture is their

O ti sole pursuit, and none of them have taken to
“mp” on‘ any sort of trade. They claim full rights of

property in the soil in virtue of having cleared the jungle and

prepared the land for cultivation. In some villages individual

ownership is unknown, and the land is cultivated on a system of

temporary occupation subject to periodical redistribution under the

orders of the headman or mdlik. Every village has its headman

or mélik, and the ofiice is hereditary in the male line. These ofiicials

have considerable influence, and act as arbitrators in petty disputes

between the villagers. A group of villages supposed to be inhabited

by the descendants of a single ancestor forms a muta or commune

under a chief called the muta-mdlik, whose authority is invoked

chiefly to settle social disputes. In addition to the muta-mdlik, each

-muta has a Hindu Superintendent, called bisai or muta-sarddr. These

men are believed to have been appointed and endowed with grants

of land by the Kandhs themselves in order to act as intermediaries

between them and the Hindu Réjas of the neighbourhood. Their

authority is said to be rapidly declining.

The tables on the following pages show the names of relation

ships in use among the Kandhs.
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Kéndh pékar, asection of the sept of Mundas in Ghota

Biyéhut and Kharidéhé Kal- Nagpur.

wars in Bah“ Kandru, fish, a totemistic sept

Kandir, a bird, a totemistic of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

§fiTlh1I, Krinu, Bharbkunjé, Blzuja'r¢, Gonr, the grain-parching

0.. caste of Behar and Bengal, supposed to be
“gm descended from a Kahar father and a Sudra

mother, and ranking among the mixed castes. According to

Buchanan,‘ indeed, the Kéndus of Gorakhpur were reckoned

as Vaisyas, but in this connexion the term Vaisya seems to have

been used merely to mean merchant, and had no reference to the

Vaisyas of early Indian tradition. The fact that the Kéndus keep

shops and often manufacture and sell sweetmeats has led to their

being confounded with the Helwéi or confectioners, who make

sweetmeats, but do not usually parch grain themselves. This con

fusion has perhaps been more difiicult to avoid owing to both castes

being distributed over much the same area and having among their

sub-castes groups bearing the same territorial names. The Kzindus

are divided into the following sub-castes :

Madhesié, Magahiyé, Bantarié or Bharbhunjé, Kanaujié,

Intemammture Gonr, Korénch, Dhurié, Rawéni, BaIIam

' tirié, Thather or Thatheré. Among these

the Madhesié and Bantarié. adhere strictly to their hereditary pro

fession of parching grain and selling sweetmeats; the Kanaujié.

sub-caste are said to make saltpetre, while the Madhesia Guriya

are cultivators, personal servants, and thatchers of houses; the

Gonr cut and dress stones, sell sweetmeats, or act as personal

servants in the houses of zemindars. Grain-parching, building mud

walls, brick-laying, and thatching are the characteristic occupations

of the Korénch, while the Dhurié. and Rawéni carry palanquins

and make sweetmeats. All the sub-castes, or at any rate their

women, practise grain-parching more or less; and the separation

of each group from the main body seems to have been due either to

geographical position or to the circumstance of the males of the group

adopting other occupations in addition to their hereditary profession.

The Dhurié. and Rawéni rank lowest of all, owing either to their

having taken up the comparatively menial profession of palanquin

bearing or to their being branches of the Kahar caste, who went in

for grain-parching and thus came to be associated with the Kéndus.

These two intermarry with each other. All the other sub-castes are

strictly endogamous.

The majority of the Dacca Kéndus, says Dr. Wise, belong to the

Madhesié and Koranch sub-castes, and are usually called Bhar

bhunjés, from their parching and grinding grain and preparing sattat

or flour. Another equally common designation is Péznch Piriya

Kandus, from the religious sect to which they all belong. They

originally came from Damdaha, in Purniah, but having resided for

several generations in Bengal are known as Khonta, or degraded, and

1 Eastern India, ii, 465.
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Deswali, or alien, Kéndus by their Hindustani brethren, who decline

all communication with them.

The sections of the Magahiya sub-caste, which are very numerous,

are shown in Appendix I. Authorities differ as to the precise

form of exogamy which is practised. Some say that a man may not

marry a woman who belongs to the same section as (a) himself,

(b) his mother, (c) his paternal grandmother, (d) his maternal grand

mother, (e) his paternal and maternal grandmothers. According to

others the four sections of father, mother, and both grandmothers are

excluded on the side of the bridegroom, and the three sections of

father, mother, and maternal grandmother on the side of the bride,

and in reckoning consanguinity both sets are taken i.nto account; so

that if the bride’s maternal grandmother should have belonged to the

same section as the bridegroom’s paternal grandmother, the marriage

will be barred, even though the bride and bridegroom themselves belong

to diflferent sections. Probably both systems are in force in some

part of the large area covered by the caste. As regards the other

sub-castes, the information available is rather meagre. The Gonr,

Kanaujia, and Madhesié have mule or sections, and exclude in marriage

a man’s own section and those to which his mother’s and both his

grandmother’s belong. I have not been able to ascertain the names

of the sections. Two of the Bantaria and five of the Koranch sections

are given in Appendix I. The Dhurié and Rawani sub-castes

regulate their marriages by the standard formula for calculating

prohibited degrees.

As a general rule Kandus marry their daughters as infants, but

cases of adult-marriage are by no means

uncommon. The marriage ceremony is of the

common type, and sindurddn is regarded as the binding portion.

A tilak of cloth and ornaments is usually exchanged, the first gift

being presented by the parents of the bride. But where the bride’s

people are very poor, a bride-price of from Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 is

sometimes paid, and in such cases the marriage is celebrated in the

bridegroom’s house. Among the Gonr sub-caste I have come across

a very singular practice, which appears to have been introduced with

the object of avoiding the stigma incurred by a family which has

a daughter unmarried at the age of puberty. Where a girl is

sickly or deformed, or where, owing to the poverty of the family,

it is thought doubtful whether she will get married, all the relatives

are assembled, and in their presence she is formally married to

a drawn sword. The full marriage ceremony is performed, the caste

Brahman ofiiciates as priest, and red lead is smeared on the girl’s

forehead with the point of the sword. A girl so married wears

ornaments, bedaubs the parting of her hair with red lead, and in

every respect demeans herself as a married woman, though living in

her father’s house. In the event of her afterwards procuring a

husband, the entire ceremony is performed afresh. In the case of

adults sexual intercourse before marriage may be atoned for by pay

ment of a fine to the panchayat; and if the fine is duly paid, the

social position of the couple after marriage is not affected by their

previous indiscretion.

Marriage.
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Polygamy is permitted up to the customary limit of two wives;

but in some districts it seems to be held that before taking a second

wife a man must obtain the permission either of his first wife or of

the headman and panchayat of the caste. A man may ma.rry his

wife’s younger sister, whether virgin or widowed, but may in no

case marry an elder sister after being married to the younger. A

widow may marry again by the sagai ritual, which is less meagre

than is usual among other widow-marrying castes. A Brahman is

employed to recite mantras, and sindur is besmeared seven times on

the forehead of the widow. She is not obliged to marry her late

husband’s younger brother, should such a relative exist, but in

practice it is usual for her to do so. If she prefers to marry an

outsider, the members of her late husband’s family may claim the

custody of her male children by him. Female children, however,

follow the mother. Most Kandus appear to allow of divorce for

adultery with a member of the caste, and permit divorced wives to

marry again. Among the Gonr sub-caste, however, divorce in the

European sense of the word is unknown. If a woman goes wrong

with a member of the caste, the matter is brought before the

panchéyat, and is usually condoned. A second indiscretion is visited

with expulsion from the caste, and this penalty is invariably inflicted

when a woman has a liaison with an outsider.

In matters of religion the caste seems to be pretty evenly divided

between Vaishnavism and Saktism. Maithil

or Tirhutia Brahmans serve them as priests,

and are received on equal terms by other members of the sacred

order. Their minor gods are numerous and deserve special notice.

In Behar the entire caste worship Goraiyé in a fashion which

seems hardly in keeping with their high social position, and which

seems to be a survival of some non-Aryan rite. A lump of clay

is set up outside the house to represent the deity, a Dosédli ofliciates

as priest, and the victim is a pig which is bought for a price from

the Dosadh, slain by him at the instance of the Kandu worship

pers, and then eaten by the family of the priest. The Dosadh,

in fact, performs exactly the same functions as the Péhan of Chota

Nagpur, and is paid for them in exactly the same manner. The

Bantaria or Bharbhunjé sub-caste worship Govinda as a house

hold god on the Krishnashtami (8th dark half of Bhzidra) with oifer

ings of parched paddy, plantain, curds, and sweetmeats, which are

eaten by the members of the family and the deddi relations. The Gonr

sub-caste perform pujd once a month to a small silver image of Bandi

Mai; and on the tenth day of the Dasahara festival they wash the

chisel, hammer, and T-square which they use for stone-cutting, and

worship these tools with libations of ghi. The Koranch also worship

Bandi,but make her image of cloth, like a doll. The Magahiya Kandus

of Bhagalpur and Monghyr worship a deified member of the caste,

one Kangéli Sahu,‘ to whom goats, sweetmeats, boiled rice, parched

grain, and ganja are offered in the months of Sravan and Bhadra.

Religion.

‘ Otherwise known as Kangzili Mahéntj, or Kangzili Bibi.
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In the month of Mégh all grain-parching Kéndus, instead of

worshipping Sarasvati, as most Hindus do, pay adoration to Sokha

Siv Nath. At this festival a pot filled with ghi, flour, barley,

and other articles of their trade, together with a large quantity of

rosin (dhztmi), is set fire to, and the dense smoke is regarded as the

symbol or manifestation of their patron deity. Ram Thékur, Ranga

Dhéri. and Néya Gosain, are also mentioned among the minor

gods of Behar, to whom goats are offered on Fridays in the month of

Ashar.

The Dacca Kéndus, although employingaBrahmanaspurohit,

follow the singular creed called Pztnch Piriya. Many observe the fast

of Ramazan, wear the baddlzi or sash, and the /cqf'nt or mendicant’s

garb, offer sweetmeats (shirnt) at Dargahs and at the Shiah Husaini

Dalén, and put their trust in amulets (tawts) given by the Khwand

Kar. Like the Panch Piriyé. Binds and Kumhérs, their Guru is the

Mahant of the Nanak Shéhi Akhéré.

Their funeral ceremonies present no features of special interest.

The dead are burned, and srdddh is performed on the thirty-first day

after death.

Most Kandus believe the parching of grain to be their original

and characteristic occupation, and the caste

is spoken of by early English travellers under

the quaint name of “ the frymen.” In Upper India they are

often cultivators, but they also parch grain and use pack-bollocks,

as the Banjérés do, for transporting merchandise and cereals. The

Gonr sub-caste cut and dress stone for building, carve images

of the gods, and prepare curry-stones and grain-mills for house

hold use. They also work as masons, and many of them are

employed as domestic servants in the houses of wealthy landholders.

In this capacity they fetch water and do all kinds of culinary

work. No money wages are paid them, but they get their home

stead lands (bciri) rent-free, and are also entitled to claim certain

perquisites (1na'ngan) when the crops are reaped. Their women pareh

grain, and sometimes make sweetmeats.

Throughout the caste, indeed, the actual work of parching grain

is usually left to the women. The process is a simple one. A clay

oven is built, somewhat in the shape of a beehive, with ten or twelve

round holes in the top. A fire is lighted inside and broken earthen

pots containing sand are put on the holes. The grain to be parched

is thrown in with the sand and stirred with a flat piece of wood

(dabild) or a broom (j/ldru) until it is ready. The wages (bluig) of

the parcher are a proportion of the grain, varying from one-eighth

to one-fourth. In Dacca the Kéndus are coufectioners as well as

watchmen, domestic servants, and coolies. Their lowly traditional

origin does not prevent their providin the only food that strict

Hindus can eat with unwashed hands. t should be explained that

vegetable products, such as gur or molasses, and sweetmeats cooked

without the addition of any other substance than sugar, are called

jdld or ka'ncIuz', and may be eaten even by Brahmans without

dishonourg but if water or milk be added, it is pakka or dressed, and

becomes impure.

Occupation.

21)
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This rule is observed everywhere, but in Upper India the terms

in which it is expressed are exactly the reverse of those used in

Ben l. A native of Behar, for instance, speaks of sweetmeats,

pare ed grain, etc., as pakki food, while by kachohi he means boiled

rice, chupatties, etc., and anything in the preparation of which water

has been used. The convenience of the distinction is obvious. It

lightens the burden of taboo, and enables a traveller or a man who

is in a hurry to stay his hunger without either risking his caste or

being obliged to inquire minutely into the ceremonial status of the

person who supplies him with food.

In point of social standing Kandus may be classed with

Koiris, Goztlas, Gangautas, and the entire

group of castes from whose hands a Brahman

will take water. On this point Buchanan, writing of Gorakhpur,

observes :—“ The Kandus are considered as on a par with the

lower Baniyas. One-half of them have Brahman gurus, the others

are of all the sects which the Baniyas follow. Their purohits

are pure Brahmans. Their widows become concuhines, but they

abstain from drinking liquor in public, and Rajputs do not scruple

to drink their water, although they eat the wild hog.” Kéndus

themselves will eat cooked food only with members of their own

sub-caste. Gonr Kandus, indeed, are said to be so particular as not

to allow even a Brahman to cook for them; but I am inclined to

think that this statement may have been a piece of personal affect

ation on the part of my informant, for in Champéran, where all

Kandus permit themselves to eat fowls, the Gonr sub-caste add to

this the further iniquity of indulging in strong drink. As agricul

turists the caste does not hold a very high position. A few

members of the Koranch sub-caste have risen to be zemindars and

tenure-holders, but most Kandus are occupancy raiyats, while in

Bhagalpur some have sunk to be Kamids or landless day-labourers.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kandus in 1872 and 1881 :

Social status.
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Kandwér, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kéneil, a section of the Biy6,

hut and Kharidahé Kalwars,

and of Magahiya Kéndus in

Behar.

Kangdl, Kangéli, a beggar.

Usually denotes the class of lepers,

cripples, etc., who are maintained

in ordinary years by the charity

of their fellow-villagers. The

obligation is held to cease when

relief measures are undertaken by

Government.

Kangali, a title of Gozilzis.

Kénhaiwar, a mul or section

of the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Goalas in Behar.

Kanigame-Kanigém, amul of

the Bharadwéja section of Mai

thil Brahmans in Behar.

fiflltjfll‘, K/mngor, a Dravidian

gipsy caste of the North-West

Provinces, who huntjackals, catch

and eat snakes, and make strings

of hemp and cotton. In Behar

they are chiefly rope-twisters.

Kanji, a title of Jolahas.

Kénjiéri, a gdin of the Bzitsya

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kénjilél, a gain of the Batsya

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kénkhojia, an ear- icker,

generally a member of the arber

caste.

Kénkol, a mu! or section of

the Chhamulié. Madhesia sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Kénkuli, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kannié, a gotra or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Kano, a section of the Bana

pér sub-caste of Koiris in Behar.

Kanp, a mul or section of the

Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonérs in

Behar.

Kénpékar, a mul or section of

the Timnulié Madhesia sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Kénphét or Sannyési, a reli

gious group of Jugis.

Kanphata, a sept of the Rau

tar sub-tribe of Thérus in Behar.

Ziénri, a Hindu caste of

Purniah allied to the Doms and

intermarrying with them. Their

profession is hunting, and they’

are supposed to be experts in kill

ing tigers and other wild beasts

with poisoned arrows.

Kans, grass, a sept of Khar

wars in Chota Nagpur.

Kansabani/:, a synonym for

Kénséri.

fitnsitri, Kansabanik, the brazier caste of Bengal, popularly

supposed to be an offshoot of the Subarnabanik, degraded because

its members took to working in Kansa or bell-metal. Another

view is that they are merely a sub-caste of Kémars who have severed

their connexion with the parent caste and set up as an independent

group. Kénsaris marry their daughters as infants by the orthodox

Brahmanic-al ritual, prohibit the remarriage of widows, and do

not recognise divorce. Their social rank is respectable. They

employ the same Brahman, barber and waterman as the members

of the Nabasakh group, and Brahmans take water from their hands

In Eastern Bengal almost all Kénsaris belong to the Saiva sect,

21:2
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but in Central and Westem Bengal Saivas are found among their

number. Like other artisan castes, they are very particular about

observing the festival of Viswakarma, the mythical architect of the

umverse.

Kénsaris buy their material in the form of brass sheeting, which

they hammer into the shapes required. In Eastern Bengal Chandals

often take service with them, and become very skilful workmen.

The utensils made are sold to dealers (pai/air) who retail them in

villages inland.

Kénsari, a sub-caste of Ka

mérs in Midnapur.

Kansaunghié, a section of

Babhans in Behar.

Kansi, field grass, a totemistic

sept of Chiks, Kumhars, Pains,

Telis, Goalas, and Bairégis in

Kantitéhfi, a sub-caste of

Goélas in Behar.

Kantithié, asection of Kanau

jia Lohars in Behar.

Kénu, a synonym for Kandu.

Kanungo, an honorary title of

Chota Nagpur; a section of Kéyasths in Bengal

Kahérs in Behar.

Kant, a section of Awadhia

Hajjams in Behar.

Kantaha, Mahabréhman, or

Mahépétra, a division of Brah

mans in Behar, who ctficiate as

priests at the cremation of the

dead.

Kéntéi, a group of the Raj

bansi sub-caste of the Kochh

caste, by profession palki-bearers.

Kantaru,asub-section of the

Bharadwéja section of Utkal

Brahmans.

Kante ke rakmal, a section

of the Biyahut and Kharidahé.

Kalwars in Behar.

Kante ke ras, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidahé. Kalwérs

in Behar.

Kéntharé, a gdinlor sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Kanthwér, a territorial section

of Bautiés in Chota Nagpur.

Kanti, Kantuér, a totemistic

section of Mahilis in Manbhum,

the members of which will not

eat the ear of any animal.

Kanwa or Kénna, a section of

Brahmans.

Kanwad, a jungle fruit, a

sept of Kharwars in Chota Nag

pur.

Kanwér, a sept of the Saraj

bansi division of Rajputs in

Behar; a title of Cheros in

Palamau.

Kénwar, a sub-caste of Do

sédhs in Behar.

Kénwéyan, a. kshatra-peta

gotra or section of Brahmans.

Kanyé, a. gdin or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in Ben

gal.

Kénwakubja or Kanaujié, a

territorial division of the Pancha.

Gaura Brahmans, deriving its

name from the Kanauj coun

try.

Kéoré, a sub-caste of Héris

in Bengal. They rear pigs and

prepare gur or molasses from the

juice of date-trees. Many of

them also act as cooks for

Europeans.

Kaoré, a synonym for Kora.
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Képa, Chhaghariai, a. hyper- Kapéli, a ga'in of the Sébarna

gamous group of Barendra Brah- gotra of Bérendra Brahmans in

mans in Bengal. Bengal.

Eapsli, a cultivating and weaving caste of Eastern Bengal,

who claim to be the offspring of a. Kémar

father and a. Teli mother; others say that the

father of the caste was a Tiyar and the mother a Brahman. Both

pedi ees are wholly imaginary, and only deserve mention here

as il ustrating the persistence and vitality of the theory that all

castes except the four supposed to have been originally created

have arisen by marriage between the members of these four and

members of the so-called mixed castes thus produced. Like many

Bengal castes, the Ka ali have a vague tradition that their original

home was in Upper ndia; but this tradition has never assumed

a legendary form. Another theory is that up to the time of Adisura

they were classed as the Sudras of Eastern Bengal, and that when he

imported the ancestors of the Bengal Brahmans and Kayasths from

Kanauj, he called upon the Kapélis to supply the newcomers with

water. This they declined to do, and in punishment for their refusal

were reduced to the comparatively low position which they now

hold. The internal structure of the caste throws no light upon its

origin. They have only two sections——Sib

(Siva) and Késyapa—but these are not exogam

ous, and marriage is regulated by counting prohibited degrees down

to three, or, as some say, seven generations in the descending line.

We may perhaps hazard the conjecture that the section-name Sib,

by no means a common one, may indicate remote kinship with

the Sib-bansi Kochh, a very numerous tribe, from which in all

robability many of the castes of Eastern Bengal have been derived.

Tfiapalis have no regular sub-castes, but a distinction seerns to be

drawn between those who make gunny-bags and those who only sell

them. The latter consider themselves socially superior to the former

and avoid intermarriage with them, though they have not yet

reached the complete endogamy which is essential to the formation

of a sub-caste properly so-called.

Kapalis marry their daughters as infants by the standard Hindu

ritual, the essential portion of which is sampra

ddn, or the presentation of the bride to the

bridegroom and his acceptance of the gift. The bride’s parents

receive a bride-price (mm), the amount of which is slightly higher

when the bride comes from a family bearing the title of Manda],

Manjhi, or Shikdar. Polygamy is permitted when the first wife

is barren, but is said to be rare in practice. Widows may not marry

again. Divorce is not recognised. A woman taken in adultery

is simply cast off by her husband and ceases to be a member of

respectable society. She cannot marry her paramour. for sdn_qai is

not in force among Kapalis, but she may live with him as his

mistress, though in that case both run some risk of being expelled

from the caste.

Origin.

Internal structure.

Marriage.
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The religion of the Kapili presents no features of special interest.

Most of them are Vaishnavas, comparatively

few being Saktas. Among the minor gods

Kartikeya is held in special veneration. For religious and cere

monial purposes they employ degraded Berna-Brahmans, who are

looked down upon by all members of the sacred order, except those

who serve castes of still lower social status than the Kapéli. The

dead are burned, and the srdddh ceremony is performed on the

thirty-first day after death. In the case of persons who die a violent

death, the sréddh takes place on the fourth day.

In Rangpur Buchanan found the Kapali engaged in making

umbrellas, but in Eastern Bengal at the

present day they are weavers and cultivators.

According to Dr. Wise, they chiefly cultivate jute (koslztd), preparing

the fibre themselves and manufacturing from it coarse canvas (tét)

for bags. Both men and women weave, their loom being the

.ordinary native one, but clumsier than that used by the Tanti.

Their shuttle is called vdya, and they dispense with the reed (skdna).

They are careful to explain that the shuttle is shot with the hands, as

among the Tantis, and not driven by pedals, as with the outcaste Jogis.

The Kapali manufactures three kinds of canvas: the first

(ckkdld) being used for the carriage of rape seed ; the second (chat) for

packing goods ; while the third (hit) is in universal demand for floor

matting, for boat sails, rice bags, and bags for country produce

generally. In Bikrampiir a finer kind of canvas, known as

bdra-bastra, is woven for the ca.rriage of areca nut. The trade

of the Ks ali has of late years suffered greatly by the importation

of gunny-bags from Europe, but they always find a ready’ market

for the sake of matting. Bamboo mats for floors are seldom used in

Bengal, but canvas is laid down in every shop, and beneath bedding

whenever people sleep on the ground. On the Vijayzi Dasami

day of the Durgé. Puja all Bengali shopkeepers, often including

the Muhammadan, regard it as a duty to throw away the old matting

of their shops and to replace it by new.

The Kapalis generally reside in villages, where they can

cultivate jute, never in large towns, and would lose caste if they

worked with hemp or cotton. Their occupation being different from

that of the Tanti, the two castes live in amity with one another.

They are usually poor, but in former days several of them are

so Nmm said to have risen to be taluqdérs. Some hold

°' ' tenures, but the bulk of the caste are occupancy

and non-occupancy raiyats. A few have relinquished their charac

teristic trade and become boatmen and shop-keepers. Socially they

rank between Jeliyfis and Dhobas. They claim to be of higher rank

than the Bhuinmali, Chandal, or Sunri, and the washerman and

barber admit them to be clean Sudras, and have no objection to

working for them. Their ractice in the matter of food is the same

as that of other orthodox indus of Eastern Bengal. They assert

that they never taste spirits, but it is generally believed they do.

Ganja-smoking, however, is common among them.

Religion.

Occupation.
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The following

Kapélis in 1872 and 1881 :—

statement shows the number and distribution of
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Bardwan 780 ‘I29 Pabna 5,811 6,378

Bankura .... .. 1 Durjiling .... .. 89

Birbhum 230 ...... Jnlpigon 838 690

Midnapur 130 71 Kuch Behar .... .. 12

Hnghli 1 72-4 337 Dacca .. 17,017 18,589

Howrah ... ’ 1,698 Faridpur 9,859 12,189

24-Parganfl 28.061 9,534 Baksrganj 8,378 7,009

Nadiya 12,961 5,728 ‘Mainmnsinh 11,-‘$93 11,568

Khulna .... .. 14,719 Tippcrah 8,197 6,443

Jessore 22.794 27,679 Chittagong 46

llurshednbad 1,536 100 Noakhali 417 585

llinlfpur 86 248 Purniah ...... 55

Raj; ahye . 12 213 Maldah 17 ......

Rangpur 816 265 sanuu Psrganas 10

Bogm 761 810

 

Képar, a section and a title

of Kewats; e. title of the Dhusié.

sub-caste of Chamérs and of

Maghaya Kumhars in Behar.

Knparddr, the son of a wet

nurse; a title given by the Rajés

of Rémgarh to some of their

servants.

Képari, - a section

Kadar caste in Behar.

of the

Kaphal a, a tlzar or section of

Nepali an Utkal Brahmans.

Kapinjala, a section of Utkal

Brahmans.

Képri, a section of the Mag

hayé. sub-caste of Barhis; a title

of Aréyiya Telis; a section of the

Banapar sub-caste of Koiris in

Behar; a title of Chamars and

a section of Sunris in Behar.

Kapur, a section of Awadhia

It-lajjéms in Behar.

Képur, a sept of the Chandra

bansi division of Rajputs and a

section of the Ohérjati sub-caste

of Khatris in Behar.

Kar, a section of Utkal or

Orissa Brahmans ; a family name

of Baidyas and Kayasths in

Bengal; a title of the Hut sub

caste of Gandhabaniks, of San

kharis, Téntis, and Sutradhars in

Bengal.

Karé, bnfialo, a sub-sept of

the Besra sept of Santéls and

a sept of Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

Kéré, a group of the Srotriya

sub-caste of Utkal Brahmans ; a

mul or section of the Tinmulié.

and Chhamulia Madhesié. and

Bhojpuria sub-castes of Halwéis

in Behar; a title of Kaibarttas.

Kérédhénauté, a mul or sec

tion of the Tinmulié. Madhesié.

sub-caste of Halwais in Behar.

Karat, a section of Awadhia

Hajjéms in Behar.

Karaiéchor, a section of the

Banodhia and Jaiswar Kalwars

in Behar.

Karaiérk, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Karaiyé, a sub-caste of Haris.

Karéiyé, a title of Bangaja

Kéyasths.
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Kérak, a section of Sunris and Karaléi, a sub-caste of Kai

Telis in Behar and Chota Nagpur. barttas in Noakhali.

Kfirékétfi Karwfifi 51153110, Karam, a tree, a sept of Goélas

a totemistic section of Kurmis in in Chota Nagpul-_

Chota Nagpur and Orissa.

Karél, Kurdl, a sub-caste of

Chandals who sell fish caught by

others. Their women prepare Karamwér, a sept of Rajputs

and sell chird. in Behar.

Karémati, a tlzar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Eaten, the indigenous writer-caste of Orissa. Karans recog

_ _ nise only two endogamous sub-castes—Karan

smg1t'l§’r‘§ and ‘"°°"”*l proper and Sristi-Karan or Uri a Sristi

' Karan. The former, like the adhyasreni

Brahmans and the Késthas or Madhyasreni Kayasths, claim to have

been originally Kayasths of Bengal who were driven to take refuge in

Orissa, because they refused to accept the institution of Kulinism

from Ballél Sen. The latter are supposed to be sprung from

liaisons between Karans and members of the Nabasakha group.

They are generally employed as menial servants by the Karans, and

I am informed that even now they do not object to admit the illegi

timate children of Karans into their caste. Karans and Sristi-Karans,

however, do not intermarry, and a Karan cannot eat food that has

been cooked by a Sristi-Karen. As with the Kayasths of Bengal,

cases occur among the Karans of outsiders being admitted into the

caste, and it is said that several families of well-to-do Khandaits have

thus been transformed into Karans. The children borne by maid

servants kept in the family are called Bhatuntara. They are

recognised as Karans, but do not inherit the property of the head

of the family.

Another group, which is not strictly endogamous, deserves

special notice here. This is the class known as Nauli Karan

or Karan with the sacred thread. Concerning these a curious story is

told. Once upon a time the King of Orissa while out walking found

two male infants, apparently twins, lying at the roadside. He had

them carried home, and gave one to a Washerwomen and the other

to a sweeper (Héri) woman to nurse. When they were grown up,

the boys were brought to the king, and he was asked to determine

their caste. Seeing that no low-caste woman would be at the

trouble of exposing her infants, the king concluded that they must

be either Brahmans or Karans. As it was impossible to say which,

he decided, as it were, to split the difference by investing them with

the sacred thread as if they were Brahmans, and then enrolling

them in the Karan caste. Their descendants still go through the

form of investing their sons with the thread, though they only wear

it for two or three months. At the time of their assuming the '

thread they perform a. curious ceremony in memory of the

vicissitudes of their ancestors. A post made of bel wood, and

adorned with various kinds of devices in sola is set up at the place

where the ceremony of investiture is performed, and shell bracelets,
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a piece of cloth, and other odds and ends are placed at the foot

of it. On one side of the post stands a Washerwomen, on the other

a woman of the Hari caste, and when the initiate is taken inside

the house, he is made to bow ostensibly to the bel post, but really, so

it is explained, to the two women who represent the wet-nurses

of the twin forefathers of the caste. The Nauli Karans intermarry

with the Karans proper, but not with the Sristi-Karans.

The exogamous divisions of the Karan caste are shown in

Appendix I. Most of them are of the standard Brahmanical type,

though it is possible that Nagésa and Sankha may be totemistic.

Prohibited degrees are reckoned by the method in vogue among

the higher Hindu castes, with the curious exception that a man

is permitted to marry his maternal uncle’s daughter, an alliance

distinctly forbidden by the ordinary rules.

Girls are usually married as infants, but instances not untre

quently occur where, owing to difficulties in

procuring a suitable husband, a man will keep

his daughters unmarried until they come to be eighteen or nineteen

years old. In any case the Karans, like the Kasthas of Midnapur,

are careful to guard against the physical objections to infant-marriage

by forbidding the couple to cohabit until the bride attains sexual

maturity. Contrary to the usual practice of Hindus, marriages in

the Karan caste generally take place in the day-time. On the

question what should be deemed the more binding portion of the

ritual, there seems to be some difference of opinion. Some attach

special importance to the ofiering of funeral cakes to the de

ceased ancestors of the bridegroom, which takes place on the fourth

day after the initial ceremony of giving away the bride. Others

again hold that the essential rite is the laying of the bride’s right

hand in that of the bridegroom, and binding their two hands together

with a piece of thread spun in a special way. The wedding usually

takes place at the bride’s house. On the next day the bride is taken

to the bridegroom’s house, where she spends eight days, called the

aslzta-mangalzi, or eight auspicious days. On the day and night im

mediately following the marriage, known as the bislz rétri or ‘ poison

night,’ the bride and bridegroom are not allowed to see one another

at all, nor in any case are they allowed to sleep together during the

askta-mange/a’ unless the bride has attained puberty.

Most Karans are Vaishnavas, and their favourite divinity is

Krishna. They employ Utkal Brahmans for

religious and ceremonial purposes, and these

are the only Brahmans from whose hands they will take food.

The dead are burned; a period of mourning is observed for ten days,

and the srdddh is performed in the orthodox fashion on the eleventh

day. In the matter of personal law they are governed by the

Mitékshara, as interpreted by the commentary of Sambhukar

Bajpayi.

Karans rank next to Brahmans in the scale of social pre

cedence commonly recognised in Orissa. Most

of them have a sound knowled e of their own

vemacular and are ready scribes, and within the last ew years many

Marriage.

Religion.

Social status.
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of them have taken to English education. Zemlndars, patnidars,

holders of lakhiraj tenures, and occupancy and non-occupancy ryots

are found among the caste, and many are employed as clerks and

gomashtas by the various grades of landholders. They are strict as

to diet, abstaining entirely from wine and strong drink, taking

cooked or uncooked food from no other caste, water only from mem

bers of the Nabasékhé group, and never smoking in the same hookah

with men of another caste.

Karan, a sub-caste of Kay

asths and Tamhulis in Behar.

Karan, Nauli-Karan, a sub

caste of Karans in Orissa.

iiaranga, Karga, Kornngn, a

small Dravidian caste of Western

Bengal, who make baskets, dig

tanks, and work as carpenters.

Their special business is the mak

ing of cart wheels and wooden

articles, such as pailcis or seers of

standard measure. In Sing

bhum they are also stone-cutters.

They have two exogamous sub

divisions, Salmach and Kachchap,

and four endogamous sub-castes

—Dhalua, Malua, Sikharia and

Tunga. The word also denotes

persons who castrate goats and

bullocks.

Karangé-Munda, a. sub-tribe

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Karangarhyé, a sept of Raj

puts in Behar.

Karania, kussum tree, a to

temistic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Karanja, a ga’in of the

Kasyapa gotra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Karanjé, a sub-caste of Goélés

in Bengal.

Karanjea, an oil-seed, a sept

of Bairagis in Chota Nagpur.

Karar, a mul or section of the

Chhamulia Madhesia sub-caste

of Halwéis in Behar.

Karfir, a section of the Kurmi

caste in Manhhum, the members

of which will not kill or eat a

buffalo.

Kérérihé, a mul or section of

the Tinmulia Madhesié sub-caste

of Halwéis in Behar.

Karéti, a title of Chandéls

who are employed as sawyers of

wood.

Karauche, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Karaunti, a. secfion of Awa

dhia Hajjams in Behar.

Karbhéia, a section of Kan

au Sonérs in Behar.

Karcholié, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kargéhé, a section of the

Maghaya sub-caste of Koiris in

Behar.

Karhar, a jungle fruit like bel,

a totemistic sept of Kharwars,

Chiks, and Lohars in Chota

Nagpur; asection of Rajwars in

\Vestern Bengal.

Karian, a section of the Sat

mulizi Maghaya. sub-caste of

Kandus in Behar.

Kariar, a sept of Kaurs in

Chota Nagpur.

Kérikar, Kdrigar, iron-smiths

and artificers generally.

Kariont, a section of the

Kamar sub-caste of Dosadhs in

Behar.
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Kariré, a. section of Goélés in

the North-Westem Provinces and

Behar.

Karjéhé, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidzihé Kal

wérs in Behar.

Karjhulié, a. sept of Raj

putsinBehar.

Kérji, a title of Binjhiés in

Chota. Nagpur.

Kérkédé, a. mul or section of

the Chhamulifi Madhesié sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Karkosa, cow, a totemistic

sept of Lohérs in Chota Nagpur.

Karkusé, a. bird, a totemistic

section of Lohérs and Mahilis in

Chota Nagpur.

Karma, a tree, a totemistic

sept of Mundas and Gonds in

Chota Nagpur.

Karmahe-Majhauré, a mul of

the Bétsya. section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Karméhe Nhpul‘, a. mul of the

Séndil section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Karmahe-Tarauni, a mul of

the Bétsa. section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Karmahe-Naruéir, a. mul of

the Bétsa. section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Karmahe-Behat, a mul of the

Bétsa. section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Karmahe-Majhiém, a mul of

the Bétsa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Karmahe-Alanpur, a. mul of

the Bzitsa. section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Karmahe-Uréi, a mul of the

Bétsa section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

gastrmahfir, in Bengal a syn

onym for Kémér ; in Hazaribagh

a. title of Kahérs.

Karméli, a title of black

smiths in Chota Nagpur.

Karminia, a. sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

in Behar.

Karmot, a. sub-caste of Nuniés

in Behar.

Karmué, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Karnamési, a. section of

Béruis in Bengal.

Karnéti, a territorial division

of the Pancho. Drévira Brah

mans, who live in the south of

the Vindhya. range, in Karnétika,

the country of the Canarese lan

guage.

Karnautié, a kul or section of

Bébhans in Behar.

Karnéyvati, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

$arni, a small and degraded caste of weavers in Eastern

Bengal, whose claim to kinship with the Tantis is repudiated by the

latter. Karnis are met with in the western thénas of the Dacca.

district, along the left bank of the Padma river, but are more

numerous in Faridpur and Pabna. They have three gotras—

Bharadwéja, Aliman, and Kasyapa—which appear to have been

borrowed from the Brahmanical system. Vaislmavism is the religion

of the majority; Saivism of the minority. Their priests are

Barns Brahmans, who serve them alone.
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The Karni are exclusively engaged in weaving, agriculture and

fishing being strictly forbidden. They manufacture the zllzofi or

waist-cloth, the _qa'mclzé, napkin or towel. as well as chequered bed

curtains (chdrkhdn). In some eastern districts they sell betel-leaf.

Napits, Dhobas, and other servants of the Nava-sakha work for

the Karni, which would hardly be the case if their origin were

wholly impure.

Kérni, a. mul or section of the Karo, a section of Madhesié

Chhamulia Ma/dhesia sub-caste Halwiiis in Behar.

°f H3-1w‘/‘isin Beh“-1" Karpatne, a section of the

Amashta Kayasths in Behar.

Karpur, a sub-section of theKarnwér, a sept of the Su

section of Utkalrajbansi division of Rajputs in Bharadwéje.

Behar. Brahmans.

Karrél, a sub-caste of Ohandéls, which has become degraded

from carrying on the business of fishmongers. Their kinsmen

neither intermarry nor hold any social intercourse with them, but

the same Brahman and servants work for both. The Karrél is to

the Hindu population what the Mahifarosh or Panjari is to the

Muhammadan, and men and women, though they never fish them

selves, retail fish in the markets, and often make advances to fisher

men. This sub-caste is more numerous in Faridpur than in Dacca,

but all along the left, or Dacca, bank of the Padma small colonies

are established, while inland individuals are employed as constables

and messen ers.

The

gotm, the Kasyapa.

amils are all Vaishnavas in creed, and united in one

They confess to a partiality for spirits, but

allege that they abstain from fiesh, including pork, unless when the

animal has been sacrificed.

Karsé, a. sept of Rajputs i.n

Behar.

Karsal, a sept of Goélés in

Ohota Nagpur.

Karsul, a section of Rautiés in

Chota Nagpur.

Karthié, a kind of dd! or

grain, a section of Goalzis in

Chota Nagpur.

Kértik-rési, a section of Ma

los in Eastern Bengal.

Karué, a sept of the Tung

jainya sub-tribe of Uhakmas 1n

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Karuah, a title of the Ghési

caste in Singbhum.

Karuné, atitle of Kamérs in

Behar.

Karunjua, a big black bird,

a totemistic section of Pans in '

Chota Nagpur.

Karwé, a section of Chamérs

in Behar.

Karwér, a section of Dhenuérs

in Ohota. Nagpur.

Karwat, a sub-caste of Nunifis

in Behar.

Kasa, a mul a section of the

Ayodhié sub-caste of Hajjams

in Behar.

Kasdi, a butcher. Most butch

ers are Mahomedans, but in

Bengal low Brahmans, Kaorés,

and Bégdis slaughter goats and
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sheep, and are known as Hindu

kasdis. In Eastern Bengal Ma

homedan butchers are classed as

Bakri-kaséi or goat-killers and

Goru-kasai or cow-killers. The

latter were formerly looked upon

as degraded, but of late years

the two groups have united and

intermarry freely. All are fol

lowers of Moulavi Karamat Ali,

and are very bigotted, eating with

the Kuti, but declining to have

anything to do with sweepers and

Bediyas.

Kasai Kulié, a sub-caste of

Bzigdis in Western Bengal, living

on the banks of the Kasai river,

who are boatmen and fishermen

and are reckoned the highest in

rank of the 14 sub-castes in which

the Bégdis are divided.

Kasail, deer, a totemistie sept

of Goalés in Chota Nagpur.

Kasarbéni, Kasarwdni, a section

of the Biyahut and Kharidéha

Kalwérs in Behar.

Kasarwéni, a sub-caste of Baniyas in Behar, who profess to

have no less than ninety-six sections, of which the following are

specimens:——Sagelé Bagelé, Chanankét-Kathautié, Laung_jha

réjhari, Sonechanrupekedéndi, Abkahilé, Chélénié, Chauso

wér, Mélhétié, Sonaul, Térsi, Tirusié. A man may not

marry a woman belonging to his own section, and must also observe

the standard formula of prohibited degrees reckoned to the fifth

generation in the descending line. The Kasarwéni marry their

daughters as infants, and do not recognise divorce. Polygamy,

however, is permitted, without any restriction on the number of

wives a man may have. A widow is allowed to marry again, and

is not compelled to marry her late husband’s younger brother, though

it is considered a very proper thing for her to do so. By religion

most of them are Vaishnavas, and they also worship Banni and

Sokha-Sambhunath as minor or household gods. Shop-keeping is

their regular occupation, and only a few have taken to agriculture.

Kasarwénis will not allow calves to be castrated, nor will they sell

cattle to Muhammadans or to men of the Teli caste.

Kasaudhan, Kasondlmn, or

Kasau-nan, a sub-caste of Baniyas

in Behar, some of whom claim

to be Bais Baniyas. The claim,

however, is not generally ad

mitted.

Késbak, the heron, a totem

istic section of Bsigdis.

fiascré, Kanserzi, Tamlzeré, the brass-founding caste of Behar,

,1,mdmon0,ofigin_ probably an offshoot from one of the higher

mercantile castes, which was separated from

the parent group by adopting this special profession. The fact

that the Kaseré have a well-defined set of exogamous sections

and pride themselves on their purity of descent seems to indicate

that the caste is a homogeneous one, and is not, like many of the

functional castes, a collection of men from several different groups

held together merely by the bond of a common occupation. On

the distinction between the Kasera and the cognate, but distinct,

caste of Thathera, Mr. Nesfield remarks‘ :—“ The Kasera’s

' Briqf View qf the Caste System, p. 29.
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speciality lies in mixing the softer metals (zinc, copper, and tin)

and moulding the alloy into various shapes, such as cups, bowls,

plates, etc. The Thatherii’s art consists in polishing and engraving

the utensils which the Kasera supplies.”

The sections of the Kaserés are shown in Appendix I. A

man may not marry a woman belonging to

his own section, and must also observe the

rules regarding prohibited degrees which are held binding by

the Kayastlis of Behar. All Kaseras who can afford to do so marry

their daughters as infants, but they do not appear to regard this

as an absolute necessity. and in poor families it often happens that

girls do not find husbands until after they have attained the age of

puberty. The marriage ceremony is of the standard type. Polygamy

is permitted to the extent that a man may take a second wife if his

first wife is barren. A widow is allowed to marry again by the

eagai ritual, which consists of smearing vermilion on the bride’s

forehead. This must be done at night in a dark room. Only

widows attend at the ceremony, married women deeming it unlucky

to be present. N0 religious forms are gone through, nor is any

entertainment given to the members of the caste. Divorce is not

recognised.

The religion of the Kaseras differs in no respect from that of

other members of the middle class in Behar.

For religious and ceremonial purposes they

employ Brahmans, who are received on terms of equality by other

members of the sacred order. They burn their dead and perform

srdddli in the orthodox fashion. Their social rank is respectable}

and Brahmans will take water from their hands. The bulk of the

caste are engaged in their characteristic occupation, and only a few

have taken to agriculture.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kaserés in 1872 and 1881. The figures for Thathera are included

in the former year :—

Marriage.

Religion .

 

 

 

Dlsrnrcr. 1872. 1881. I DISTRICT. 1872. 1881.

Patna 4,3-H 2,358 Snnts1Pai-ganas 402 91

Gya 4.768 2,558 Cllltfltk 7,559 4,106

Shahaba.dM 2,258 394 2,509:

. ozu erpur 62 ii asore .

Tlrhut lDarbhanpza i 6305 l 485 Tributary States 5,180 3,104

siii-in 817 361 illlllflribupth 781 719

Chain aran 1,314 968 lehsrdakfi ... 2.013 1-139

Mona yr 3,421 53-.’ Sinirhhum 692 1'14

Rhaiml 111‘ 4.692 945 fliinbhiim ... 59.‘) 199

Purnia 5,959 eis ‘riibiiiiiry States 4.90 525

1 In describing the Kaseras of the North-Western Provinces, Mr. She_i-ring

says :—“As artisans and traders, the Kaseré caste occupies a high position.

They are said to be above the Vaisya, or commercial caste, and to ho_ld a place

between this and the Kshatriya caste. The reasons assigned for this opinion

are that the tribe in all its subdivisions is more punctilious on man matters

considered to be of im ortance by Hindus than the Vais a or Sn ra castes

usually are. and that t ey all wear the sacred thread." T ese remarks do not

appear to be applicable to the Kaseras of Behar.
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Késhib, tortoise, a totemistic

section of Rautias in Chota Nag

pur.

Késhmiri, a sub-caste of

Brahmans.

Kashta-Srotriya, a hyper

gamous group of Rarhi Brahmans

in Bengal.

Kési, kind of grass, a totem

istic section of Rautias, Binjhiés,

Khariés, and Lohérs in Chota

Nagpur; a section of Goalés

and Sonérs in Behar; a thar or

sept of Khambus in Darjiling.

Késiém, a section of the Sat

rnulié. Maghayé. sub-caste of

Kéndus in Behar.

Késiéno, a mul or section of

the Chhamulifi Madhesia sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Késiar, a section of Ghasis in

Chota Nagpur.

Késibak, heron, a totemistic

sept of Savars; a section of

Korés in Chota Nagpur and

Westem Bengal.

Késil, a. gotra or section of

Agarwéls.

Késlpuriyé, a sub-caste of

Aguris in Western Bengal.

Kasmal, a section of the Biyé

hut and Kharidéha Kalwars in

Behar.

Kasojan, a

Baniysis in Behar.

Kaspai, a section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Kasté, a title of Tantis or

weavers.

sub-caste of

fiéstha, a cultivating and landholding caste peculiar to the

districts of Midnapur and Balasore. It is

divided into two sub-castes--Madhyasrenb

Kéyasth and Késtha. The former, who are as a rule wealthier and

more highly esteemed than the latter, claim to be the descendants

of certain legendary Kayasths who settled in Midnapur before the

time of Ballal Sen, and so completely lost touch with their brethren in

Bengal that even the growth of Kulinism passed them by unnoticed,

and there are no Kulins among them to this day. The same tradi

tion represents the Kasthas as the offspring of these Madhyasreni

Kayasths by women of lower castes. The theory derives some

support from the analogous case of Rajput families who have settled

in outlying parts of the country, lost connexion with their own

people, and intermarried with the women of the land.

It is, however, equally possible, and in my opinion rather more

probable, that both Madhyasreni-Kéyatths and Késthas may be the

descendants of an indigenous writer-tribe like the Karans of Orissa,

the wealthier members of which disowned their humbler tribesmen

and sought kinship with the well-known Kaiyasth caste of Bengal.

The fact that both Késthas and Madhyasreni-Kéyasths are in posses

sion of very old estates seems to'tell in favour of this view.

Kasthas marry their daughters as infants, condemn the remar

riage of widows, and do not recognise divorce.

In one point, however, both divisions of the

caste, and even the despised Karans of Orissa, are greatly in advance

of the Kéyasths of Bengal. While they accept and act up to the

sacerdotal view that untold spiritual evils will befall the man who

does not get his daughters married before the age of puberty, they

Origin.

Marriage.
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carefully guard against the physical dangers of the practice by for

bidding the married couple to cohabit until the bride has arrived at

86111181 maturity. In matters of religious and ceremonial observance

they are at all points orthodox Hindus. Most of them belong to the

V8-iflhncva sect. Madhyasreni-Brahmans ofiiciate as their priests.

Madhyasreni-Kéyasths occupy much the same position in Mid

Social status and occupa- napur as the Kayasths in Bengal Proper and

"i°"- the Karans in Orissa. Their social rank is

high, and Brahmans take water from their hands. Some of them

hold zemindaris and substantial tenures, while the majority are

engaged in clerical pursuits. Of late years, however, they have had

to compete with true Kfiyasths who have immigrated from Bengal

and become domiciled in Midnapur. The Kasthas are for the most

part cultivators, tilling their own lands, but in Balasore and the west

of Midnapur a few of them are found holding estates.

Késtha, a sub-caste of Késthas

in Midnapur.

Késtogiri, a title of Baidyas

in Bengal.

Kastuéir, a section of Sonars

in Behar.

Késtu Rishi, a section of Kai

barttas in Central Bengal.

Kastwér, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Kaswér, a sub-caste of Bais

Baniyas in Behar.

Kasya, a gotra or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Késyab, Késyap, a totemistic

section of Bhars and of the Raj

war, Kumhar and Koiri castes in

Chota Nagpur, the members of

which will not touch, kill, or eat

a tortoise; a section of Koras

denoting a tortoise; a sept of

Bhumij ; a section of Sonérs and

Tantis in Behar.

Késyapa, a gotra or epony.

mous section of Brahmans denot

ing descent from the Vedic sage

Kasyapa. It has been adopted by

the following castes:—Kumhér,

Tzinti,Teli, Baidya, the Kasau

dhan sub-caste of Baniyas and

the Kanaujié. sub-caste of Lohars

in Behar, the Subarnabanik,

Sunri, Khatri, Kéyasth, Karan,

Rajput, Goélé, Kaibartta, Kochh,

Kamar, Dhanuk, Barbi, Beldar,

Chain, Nunia, Bauri, Bagdi,

Barui, Chasadhoba, Bind, Dhobi,

Gandhabanik, Jugi, Kapéli,

Khatwé, Khatik, Pod, Madhu

napit, Mali, Mayara, Muchi,

Napit, Babhan, Bhat, Kurmi,

Sonar, Tanti, Chasa, Kewat,

Sankhari, Sukli, Témbuli,

Pachim Kuliya Sadgop, Sura

hiya, Sutradhar, Tiyar, Nagar,

Pési, Ohero, and Kahér. The

Kumhars and Kurmis of Be

har appear to have borrowed this

section from the Brahmans in

comparatively recent times, but

as it is used indiscriminately by

all Kumhars and Kurmis of that

province, it does not operate as

a bar to intermarriage. In the

case of Maghaya Kurmis, indeed,

it _has been superadded to an

existing series of exogamous

groups (muls) based on actual

descent. Some of the Maghaya

Kumhars, however, have no mule,

and reckon prohibited degrees by

the formula referred to in the

article on Kayasth. The same

remark holds ood of-the Behar

Kurmis, with t e possible excep

tion of the Ghamela sub-caste.
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Kátádi, a. gám or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans 111

Bengal.

Katáit, a, kul or section of

Bábhans in Behar.

Kátáiwár-Andhrá, a mu! of

the Kásyapa. section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kataiwár-Phet, a. mu! of the

Kásyap section of Maithíl Brah

mans in Behar.

Kataîwár-Malangiyá. a mul of

the Kásyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kataiwár-Loám, a mu! of the

Kásyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Kataiwár-Maráchi, a. mu! of

the Kásyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kátâiyá, a. mul or section of

the Naomuliá or Mnjraut sub

caste of Goálás in Behar.

Kataki or Ashtngrámi, a sub

caste of Témbulis in Bengal.

Katalpurl, a. section of Sonárs

in Behar.

Kátáni, a _qáin or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in Ben

gal.

Kátar, kąłár, a. title of basket

making Doms in Behnr.

Katari, a title of Telis in

Behar.

Kátári. a. mal or section of the

Chhamulíá Madhesiá sub-caste of

Halwáis in Behar.

Katariyár, a section of Káy

asths in Behar.

Katauniá, a. section of Báb

hans in Behar.

Katea. field-mouse, a. totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota. Nagpur.

Káteár, a. section of the Sát

muliá Maghayá sub-caste of

Kándus in Behar.

Káteká Rakmal, a. mu! or

section of the Biyáhut sub-caste

of Kalwérs in Behar.

Kates, a. section of the Biyá

hut and Kharidáhá Kulwárs in

Behar.

Kateswar, a. section of the

Biyáhut and Kharidáhá Kal

wárs in Behar.

Katewár, a ku! or section of

Bábhans in Behar.

Kátha. a sub-caste of Goálás

in the North-\Vestern Prov

inces and Behar.

Káthádulárpur, a. mul or sec

tion of the Naomulíá or Majraut

sub-caste of Goálás in Behar.

Kathak, a sub-caste of Brah

mans in Behar who rank very

low, the male members of which

sing and dance on ceremonial

occasions in the houses of res

pectable people. The name Ka.

thak, properly denoting a. reciter

of the Hindu sacred books, is also

applied to musicians of any creed

or caste who play on the violin.

Dr. Wise mentions an instance

of a Chhatri Kathak who went

about in Dacca with a. troop

of Mahomedan dancing boys

(Bhagtiya), and adds that none

of his class would condescend to

accompany Mahomedan báis or

dancing girls.

Kathalmalet, a section of

Maghaiyá Knmhárs in Behar.

Kathár, a section of Kanaujiá

Lohárs in Behar.

21:
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Kathargéch, a section of

Mahilis in Western Bengal.

Katharié, a sept of the Rau

tér sub-tribe of Thérus; a sec

tion of the Biyahut and Khari

déhé. Kalwars in Behar.

' Kathautia, a sub-caste of

Dhanuks and Négars in Behar.

434 KA'TKI PHULBARIA.

Kathautié, a section of Bab

hans and of Kanaujia Lohérs in

Behar.

Kathautié, Kafluiwzi, a sub

caste of Beldars in Western

i Bengal.

Kathautiar, a section of

Kéyasths in Behar.

Kathbaniyé, a sub-caste of Baniyas in Behar, who have no

sections and regulate their marriages by the standard formula for

reckoning prohibited degrees calculated to seven generations in the

descending line. They practise infant-marriage and allow a. man

to take a second wife during the lifetime of the first. A widow may

marry a ain, but is not compelled to marry her late husband’s

ounger rothcr or younger cousin. In certain exceptional cases

husbands are permitted to divorce their wives with the concurrence

of the pancluiyat, but women so divorced may not marry again.

Most Kathbaniyés belong to the Vaishnava. sect. Maithil

Brahmans serve them as priests, and are received on equal terms

by other members of the sacred order. Sokhzi Sambhunéth and

Satnaréyan are among the minor gods to whom their domestic

worship is directed. They burn their dead and perform srdddh on

the thirty-first day. Shop-keeping and money-lending on a small

scale are believed to be their characteristic occupations, but many of

them have taken to agriculture and hold land as non-occupancy

raiyats or work as landless day-labourers. Instances, however, are

known of Kathbaniyés having risen to be zamindars.

Kéthej, a mul or section of

the Ghhamuha Madhesia sub

caste of Halwais in Behar.

Katheré, a section of the

Biyahut and Kharidéha. Kalwérs

in Behar.

Kéthurié, a sub-caste of

Bauris in lVestern Bengal.

Kathwéit, a I.-ul or section of

Babhans in Behar.

Katié, a class of Hindu

weavers in Western Bengal.

Katiéin, a. section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Kétiér, a totemistic section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa, the members of which

pierce the ears of their boys at

the Dharma pujé. They have

the further peculiarity that they

will not use cloth made of tacar

silk.

Kétiché, a thar or sept of

Sunuwars in Darjiling.

Kati-chiore, a section of Ka

mis in Darjiling.

Katigrémi, a gdin of the

Késyapa gutra of Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Katki-kdet, a synonym for

Karan in Orissa.

Kétki Phulbaria, a mul or

section of the Satmulié. or Kish

naut sub-caste of Goalés in

Behar.
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Kétnié, a section of Goélas in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Katosié, a section of Lohérs

in Behar.

Kétrés, a sub-tribe of Bhu

iyés in Manbhum.

Katri, subject to fits, a sept of

Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

Katriér, a. sub-caste of Kur

mis in Behar.

Katsaia, a mul or section of

the Kamarkalla sub-caste of

Sonérs in Behar.

Katsarwé, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidéhé. Kal

wérs in Behar.

Kattahwa, a section of Bab

haus in Behar.

Katun, a sept of Pators in

Chota. Nagpur.

Katur, a section of Awadhia

Hajjams in Behar.

Kéture, a sub-caste of Téntis

in Bengal.

Kéturi, a gdin or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in Bengal.

Kéturié, a wood-cutter, a sub

caste of Sutradhars in Dacca.

The name usually denotes an

occupation, not a caste. In Bengal

Katurias are mostly Kaibarttas or

Baigdis, and in Chota Nagpur

they are generally Dhéngars or

members of one of the Dravidian

races.

Katwél, an honorific title of

Kotéls, who are chau/ciddrs or

simrindérs. .

Katwér, a section of Rajwars

in Westem Bengal.

Kétyéyan, a section of Brah

mans.

Kaué, crow, a totemistic sept

of Lohars, Mundas, Oraons,

Parhaiyas, and Pans in Chota

Nagpur.

Kaiyd, an up-country trader.

See Kéin.

Kaukdaintsa, a sept of

Maghs in the Hill Tracts of

Chittagong.

Kaulika, a synonym for

Sékta, gm.

Kaundil or Kaundin, a gotra

or section of Babhans in Behar,

borrowed from the Brahmanical

system and superadded to the

original exogamous groups (kuls)

characteristic of the caste. A.

section of Nepali Brahmans.

Kaundil ya, a section of Brah

mans; an eponymous section of

Khandaits in Orissa.

Kaundilya-Kausik, a section

of the Uttar-Bérendra Brahmans

in Bengal.

Kaundinya, tiger, a totemistic

section of Jagannéthi Kumhérs

in Orissa.

£3111‘, a caste of Jashpur, Udaipur, Sarguja, and other Tribu

Origin and internal

structure.

tary States of Chota Nagpur, who claim to

be descended from the Kauravas or sons of

Kuru, whose war with the Péndavas is described

in the Mahabharata. Colonel Dalton speaks of them as a dark, coarse

featurcd, broad-nosed, wide-mouthed and thick-lipped race, and the

fact that some of their sections are totemistic seems to lend support to

the view that they are of Dravidian origin. Kaurs are divided into five

sub-castes—Ché.uti, Charwa, Dudh-K3-Ur, Paikariil and Rathiyé

The Dudh-Kaur follow Hindu doctrine and have Brahman priests

The Paikaré. are also orthodox, but rank slightly below the Dudh

21:2
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Kaur. The Rathiyé rear and eat fowls, have no Brahmans, and

employ the village barber as their priest, while some of them also

keep a Baiga to propitiate the forest gods.

Kaurs forbid marriage within the section, and observe much the

same prohibited degrees as the Hindus, ex

cept that they allow a man to marry his

maternal uncle's daughter. Infant-marriage is in vogue, sindurdrm

is reckoned the essential portion of the marriage ceremony, and

those sub-castes who have Brahmans as priests employ them at

marriages. A widow may marry again, and is expected to marry her

late husband’s younger brother if one survives. Failing a brother,

she may marry an outsider. In the case of a. widow no priest is

employed: the husband applies vermilion to her forehead with his

own hand and the marriage is complete. Divorce is allowed with

the sanction of the parzchéyat or caste council, and divorced women

may marry again. Colonel Dalton mentions that the Kaurs of Sar

guja at one time encouraged widows to become Satis, and describes

the shrine of a Kaur Sati who was at the time of his visit the

principal object of worship near Jilmilli in Sarguja. Every year a

fowl was sacrificed to her, and very third year a black goat; whereas

Hindu offerings at Sati shrines are strictly confined to fruit and

flowers. Probably the family of the Sati in question were land-hold

ing Kaurs who affected to be orthodox Hindus, and aspired in

course of time to transform themselves into Rajputs.

Generally speaking, Kaurs regard themselves as Hindus and

look upon Kali-Mai as the goddess whom they

are more especially bound to worship. But,

except for marriages, they do not employ Brahmans as priests.

They bury the dead. On the third day the chief mourner gets

himself shaved, and on the tenth and eleventh days funeral cakes

are offered and a feast given to the relatives.

Marriage.

Religion.

Most Kaurs are common cultiva.to_rs, a few hold farms of villages,

Occupation.

Kaur, a title of Kai-angés.

Kauré, a sub-caste of Doms in

Bengal who breed pigs and act as

BOB-V01]gGl'S.

Kausalya, a

section of Khatris.

Kausar, a mul or section of

the Tinmulié Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwéis in Behar.

Kausika, a gotra or eponymous

section of Brahmans, Baidyas,

Brahmanical

and Kayasths in Bengal, and of _

Bcibhans, and the (lhandrabansi

and Surajbansi divisions of Raj

puts in Behar.

and some are in possession of the clearing

tenures known as K01‘/car and Khunt-Katti.

Kausikérk, a par or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Kausonjhié, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Kaustav, a section of Brah

mans.

Kautsasa, a section of the

Bhatta Misra sub-caste of Utkal

Brahmansand ofKarans in Orissa.

Kauwé, a sept of Dhiméls in

the Darjiling Terai.

Kaviréj, a title of Baidyas

and some other Hindu families.

Kawél, a title of Kaibarttas.
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§8lIJ1§ii, Kalwah, Kdlwdli, a caste of musicians, who were

originally Kapalis, but having adopted a different occupation were

compelled to enrol themselves in a new caste. In Dacca they

preserve a tradition that they are the offspring of a Kaiyasth father

and a Dhobin, or washcrwoman, and the Sudra servants work for

them, as they also do for the Kapalis. The Kawalis all belong to

one gotra, the Aliman. They have no surnames, but several honor

ary titles, such as Dhali, Mala, Haldar, and Mzinjhi, and the most

respectful term by which to address them is Vidyédhara, a name

given to the dancers in Indra’s heaven.

The Kawéli plays on any instrument taught him by his ustdd,

sarddr, or teacher. When young he is apprenticed to a master,

whose credit depends on the proficiency of his pupil. Youths are

also taught to dance, and it is said that the purohit does not disdain

to join in a dance or to take a part in a theatrical play. The

Kawali will not play in the house of any caste who has not the

services of the Sudra Napit and Dhoba, and refuses to attend at the

homes of the Muhammadan Dai or Hajjam. They have no objec

tions, however, to play in concert with the Nar, Rishi, or Hajjam.

The dancing girls to whom they usually play are either Muham

madans (béi), or Chandalnis; but widows belonging to any caste,

even to the Brahman, are often found with them.

The great annual festival of the Kawélis is the Sri Panchami,

in honour of Sarasvati ; but its observance is not allowed to interfere

with their professional engagements, and they as readily accept

employment on that day as on any other. The Kawalis are all

Vaishnavas, and are hired by Hindu villagers to sing the religious

hymns called Hari San-kirtan.

'l‘hey observe the sraddhd and sachtbi ceremony on the same

days as the Kapéli and Sfidras generally.

Kawéni, a class of Banias. local section distin

shibboleth quoted above has

formed itself within the original

guished by the

Kéwar, a title of Ghhatris in

Nepal ; a hypergamous group of

Kaibarttas in Bakarganj.

Kawnrié, a. sort of newt, a

totemistic sept of Mundas.

Kdwot, the Behar equivalent

of Kewat, _q.v.

Kawwé dardéha, janawwir

pipré, a formula or shibboleth

denoting a dih or local section of

the Hazéri pangat of the Magh

ayé. sub-caste of Dosédhs in Behar.

Properly speaking, the Hazari

pangat is itself an exogamous

section, but it would appear to

have expanded; so that a dill or

pangat. Any considerable in

crease of these dilzs would prob

ably convert the pangat into an

endogamous group.

Kawzmil, a class of Mahomedan

smgers and dancers.

Kayél, a title of Pods in

Bengal.

Kaycil, Kezil, Koydl, a weigh

man, a petty broker, a negcciator

of the prices of grain between

sellers and buyers. In Patna and

South-East Behar the word de

notes the person who weighs the

grain when produce rent is
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collected on the system of batai ‘ Kaydls enumerated in the Census

kkariluini or division on the thresh- were probably weighmen in

ing-floor. In Bengal rents are municipal markets and small

rarely paid in kind, and the village Iuirs.

Eégaatha, Kaet, Kait, Kdyalb, Kdya, the writer-caste of

Tmh _ _ , Bengal Proper, a numerous and influential

mm °f °“gm' body, whose traditional origin has been the

subject of much controversy. No mention of the caste occurs in

Mann, and the Kéyasths themselves reject the theory which gives

them for an ancestor the Karan, the son. of a Vaisya father by a

Sudra mother. The earliest reference to the Kayasths as a distinct

caste occurs in Yajnavalkya, who describes them as writers and

village accountants, very exacting in their demands from the

cultivators. In the Padma and Bhabishya Purénas the Kéyasths

are made out to be the children of Ohitragupta, the supreme

recorder of men’s virtues and vices, who sprang from the body (ka'ya')

of Brahma, and this was the first Kayastha. The Skanda Puréna

gives them a more distinguished ancestry. It tells how Parasu

Rama’s efforts to exterminate the Kshatriya race were time after time

defeated by the birth of sous to the Kshatriya women whom he spared

when their husbands were killed. Determined to clear the earth of the

obnoxious tribe, he resolved to show mercy no longer, even to women

in their pregnancy. In fulfilment of this vow he pursued the widow

of the Kshatriya Raja Chandra Sen into the hermitage of Dalabhya

Rishi, where she had taken refuge, and demanded that she should be

gliven up to him. But Dalabhya begged the life of the child in the

ani’s womb, and his request was granted by Parasu Rama on the

condition that the child should be called Kayaetha and should be

brought up to follow the ritual of the Sudras, and not that of the twice

born castes. On this showing the Kéyasthas are by birth Kshatriyas of

full blood, but by reason of their following the ceremonies of the Sudras

they are called Vrétya or incomplete Kshatriyas. The faint suggestion

of inferiority which this term implies seems on the whole to be borne

out by the position assigned in the Mrichhakatiké to the Kay

astha who sits with the Judge as assessor in the trial described in the

ninth act of the play. He is charged with the ministerial duty of

recording evidence under the orders of the Judge, and he, like the

other assessor, Sreshthi, speaks Prakrit, while the Judge and the prin

cipal defendant use the more dignified Sanskrit. From the Mrichha

katiké. we pass on to the more recent and more popular opinion that

the forefathers of the Bengal Kayasths came from Kanauj with the

five Brahmans whom King Adisura summoned to perform for him

certain Vedic ceremonies. Around this tradition a bitter contro

versy has raged between the Kayasths, who sought to exalt their

social status, and members of other castes who refused to admit their

claims. Une arty alleged that the five Kéyasths—Makaranda

(ihosh, Dasarat a Vasu, Kalidasa Mitra, Dasaratha Guha, and Pum

shottama l)atta—came to Bengal as the menial servants of the five

Brahmans. Their social standing therefore could have been no

higher than that of the Kahars, who in Upper India at the present
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day discharge personal services for members of the higher castes Th_e

Kayasths for their part repudiated this view as derogatory to then‘

dignity, and some of them went so far as to argue that the five Kay

asths of the tradition were political othcers in charge as Kshatriyas.

of a mission from Kanauj to the King of Bengal, and that the five

Brahmans played quite a subordinate part in the transaction, if indeed

they were anything more than the cooks of the five Kéyasths.

ingenious grammatical argument, based on the names of the

two sets of immigrants, is brought forward in support of this view.

Putting tradition aside, and looking on the one hand to the

physical type of the K6-yasths and on the other to their remarkable

intellectual attainments, it would seem that their claim to Aryan

descent cannot be wholly rejected, though all attempts to lay

down their genealogy precisely must necessarily be futile. It

appears to be at least a plausible conjecture that they were a

functional group, developed within the Aryan community, in res

ponse to the demand for an offioial and literary class, which must

in course of time have arisen. This class would naturally have

been recruited more lar ely from the peaceful Vaisyas and Sudras

than from the warlike éshatriyas, while the Brahmans would pro

bably have held aloof from it altogether. It is possible, though

I put forward the suggestion with much diflidence, that the tradi

tion describing the Kayasths as the offspring of a Vaisya and a

Sudréni may be merely an archaic method of saying that the writer

' caste was composed of elements drawn from the two lower grades of

Aryan society. This view of the origin of the Kayasths is en

titled to whatever support it may derive from the statement of some

of my correspondents, that even in recent times instances have

occurred of members of other castes gaining admission into the

Kéyasth community. Some of these statements are curiously

precise and specific. It is said, for example, that a few years ago

many Magh families of Chittagong settled in the western districts of

Bengal assumed the designation of Kayasth, and were allowed to

intermarry with true Kayasth families. An extreme case is cited

in which the descendants of a Tibetan missionary have somehow

found their way into the caste, and are now recognised as hi h class

Kayasthas. Another story tells how a certain Uriya Groala, caring

the name Datta, which 1B one of the distinctive hypergamous titles

of the Kayasthas, took service with a Kayasth family Calcutta,

where his principal duty was to boil the milk to be offered to certain

idols. This man’s sons grew up and were educated with the sons of

the house, and were recently admitted as Kayasthas of the Datta group

and of the Kasyapa gotra. Alongside of these instances. derived from

inquiries in Western Bengal, we may set the statement of Dr. Wise

that in the eastern districts of Bengal there exist a very numerous

body called Ghulam, or slave, Kayasths, and also known as Shikdar,

or Bhandari. The Ghulam Kayasths are descended from individuals

belonging to clean Sfidra castes who sold themselves, or were sold, as

slaves to Kayasth masters. It is stoutly denied that any one belong

ing to an unclean tribe was ever purchased as a slave, yet it is hard

to believe that this never occurred. The physique of the low and
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impure races has always been better than that of the pure; and on

account of their poverty and low standing a slave could at any time

be more easily purchased from amongst them. However this may

be, it is an undoubted fact that any Ghulém Kéyasth could, and can

even at the present day, if rich and provident, raise himself by

intermarriage as highas the Madhalya grade, and obtain admission

among the Bhadra-lok, or gentry of his countrymen. Datta being

a Madhalya title, it will be observed that this is precisely the position

to which in the instance quoted above the descendants of an Uriya

Goala are said to have attained.

The Bengal Kéyasths are divided into four sub-castes: (1)

Urrsa-RA-uni, (2) DAKHIN-Rsnui, (3) Bmsnnas, (4) Banana.

These groups are in theory endogamous, but within the last few

years marriages have occasionally taken place between members

of the Dakhin-Rarhi and Bangaja sub-castes. The Uttar Rarhi

are met with in the districts of Birbhum,

Bardwan, Murshedabad, parts of Rangpur,

Dinajpur, Hughli, and Jessore. The Dakhin-Rarhi are massed in

Bardwan, Hughli, Midnapur, 24-Parganas, Jessore, Kishnagar,

and parts of Bakarganj, while in Dacea only two families reside.

The Bangaja are established in Bakarganj, Jessore, 24-Parganas,

Decca, Faridpur, western part of Maimansinh, eastern part of

Pahna, and in several villages of the Bogra district. The Barendra

are settled in Rajshahye, Pabna. Maldah, Bogra, Dinajpur. as well as

here and there throughout Faridpur, Jessore, and Kishnagar.

Within each of the sub-castes we find a series of three hyper

gamous groups, each comprising so many family names. These are

given in tabular form in the Appendix. The rules governing the

intermarriage of these groups difler in several material points from

those in force among the Brahmans.

Ballal Sen is said to have divided the Kéyasths into four

sub-castes according to locality, thus :—Uttar-Rérhi, Dakshin- Rarhi,

Bangaja and Bérendra. He selected eight members from each

kul of the Dakshin-Ran-his in order to create samajs or hyper

gamous groups, e.g., eight from each of the three families of Ghosh,

Basu and Mitra, out of which two were made

Kulin and six were made Bansaj. Prabhakar

of the Akna group and Nisapati of the Bali group represented the

mukhya of the Ghosh family; Sukti of the Baganda group and Mukti

of the Mahinagar group represented the Basu family; while Dhuin

of the Barisé group and Guin of the Tek group represented the Mitra

family. Thus according to the rules of Ballél Sen only these six men

were made Kulin; the rest were made Bansaj, i.e., born of the Kulin

family. The following are the names of the Bansaj groups :—

Kmreswar, Dirghanga, Karéti, Seékhéla, Khanié, and Sénkrali

of the Ghosh family; Nimérké, Sathuli, Chitrapur, Dirghanga,

Gohari and Panchamuli of the Basu family; Débarakupi, Chandaré,

Déntié. Chéklaii, Kumarhatta and Bélié. groups form the Mitra

familv.

The members of the Gnha family lived in Eastern Bengal, where

their ancestor, Dasaratha Guha, was ranked as a Kulin, but those

Internal structure.

Marriage and Kulinism.
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who had been incorporated after Ballé.l’s grouping into the Dakshin

Barbi sub-caste were reckoned as ll/Iauliks.

Those Kayasths who had been living at that time in Eastern

Bengal, including Datta and Guha, were classed as Mauliks, out of

which eight families—De, Datta, Kar, Pélit, Sen, Sinha, Dés, and

Guha were Siddha Mauliks, and the remaining seventy-two families

beginning with Hora were classed as Sédhya Mauliks. Formerly ten

out of seventy-two families of Sédhya Mauliks used to intermarry

with the Kulins, but afterwards 16 families became connected with

the Kulins by intermarriage. The names of the sixteen families are

Pél, Nag, Arnab, Som, Rudra, Aditya, Aich, Rahé, Bhanja, Hora,

Teja, Brahma, Bishnu, Nandi, Rakshit and Chandra.

The kuls of Kayasths are of nine sorts, out of which five

are known as mul or original and four as adkhd or branch.

Following the order of social estimation, the mul Kuls are Mukhya,

Kanishtha, Sharabhréta or Chhabhaya, Madhyénsa and Turjyak or

Teyaj. The sdkluis or branches are——Dwitiya-Po (the second son of

Kanishtha), Chhabhayé’s Dwitiya-Po (second son of Ohhabhziya)

Dwitiya-Po (second son of Madhyénsa), and Do'o-Po (second son of

Teyaj). Kulins belong to one or other of t ese nine varieties.

They are further sub-divided into different grades, and they rise or

fall in social estimation according to the marriage made by the eldest

son and eldest daughter. If they marry into Kulin families, the

reputation of their own family is secured, and the younger members

may marry as they please.

Mnkhya Kulins are of three kinds—Prakrita, Sahaj and Komal.

Only the eldest son of each has the right to hold that title. Their

other sons will descend a step or rise in social estimation in accord

ance with their observance of the marriage law.

It is a great distinction for a Mukhya to observe the “ Nava

ranga” or nine-grade kul, the rules regarding which a.re—The dgckliei,

or eldest daughter of a Mukhya, should be 'ven in marriage to a

Mukhya; the dochkei, or second, to a Kanisht a; the teckkei or third,

to a Chbabhéya ; the clrauchhei, or fourth, to a Madbyansa; and the

panclzumi, or fifth, to a Teyaj Kulin. Conversely, the eldest son of

a Mukhya should be given in marriage to a Mukhya girl, the second

to a Kanishtha girl, the third to a Madhyénsa girl, and the fourth

to a Teyaj girl. The Mukhya who observes these rules of marrying

and giving in marriage earns the title of Navarangi.

“ Pancharanga” kul is observed in the following manner :—The

first son of a Kanishtha Kulin ought to marry the doclelzei or second

daughter of a Mnkhya ; the second son that of a Madhyénsa girl; the

third son that of a Teyaj girl. The Kanishtha Kulin who observes

these rules is held in honour by his fellows and is called Pan

charangi.

The following general rules are to be observed by all Kulin

Kéyasths, though some of them apply to other castes as well :—

A Kulin loses his kul by marrying or giving in marriage outside

the pavjyé or generation to which he himself belongs, counting from
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the first advent of Kayasths in Bengal. Whoever does so becomes

a Maulik. A Kulin loses his kul by marrying a randa or daughter of

a man having no male issue, or if he should by accident marry

a sara_a0h'u or sirapimla. An adopted son of a Kulin is not a Kzzlin.

Though he has the privileges of a son in other respects, he has no

such privilege asregards kul. He will simply remain a Bansaj. A

Kulin by marrying the daughter of a Kulin of a. lower degree

descends to the level of the latter. For instance, if a Mukhya

man marries a Madhydnsa girl, he becomes a llladliyaiusa. Again,

if a Te;/aj man marries a girl of Madhyansé/s Dwitiya-Po, he

becomes Dwitiya-Po of Madhyansa. A man should not give in

marriage his daughters one after another to Kulin-s of the same

degree. For instance, if the first daughter is given to a. Mukhg/a,

it is not proper that the dochhei or second daughter be given to

another Muklaya. In that case both the giver and taker become

degraded.

Subject to the exceptions noted above, the religious practice

of the Kayasths does not differ materially

from that of the highest Hindu castes

in Bengal. It is a singular fact that while the teaching of

Chaitanya has united almost all the artisan and agricultural

castes in a common faith, the three highest and most intelligent

castes in Bengal adhere as a rule to the Sakta ritual. In Eastern

Bengal all Kulin Kayasths, and something like three-fourths of the

other divisions, are believed to practise Béktism. and it is said that

a large proportion of these celebrate the Bamachari Kchar or

Uhakra ceremonies. For the fulfilment of domestic religious duties

every Kulin family has a private temple, or sacred nook, where

a Siva-linga is erected and daily worship performed by the head

of the household. All Kayasths observe the Sri Panchami, or

“Dawat Piija,” on the fifth of the waxing‘ moon in Mégh

(January-February). This festival is held in honour of Saraswati,

the goddess of learning, who is regarded by the Kéyasths

as their patron deity. On this day the courts and all oflices

are closed, as no Hindu penman will use pen and ink, or any

writing instrument, except a pencil, on that day. When work

is resumed a new inkstand and pen must be used, and the pen

man must write nothing until he has several times transcribed

the name of the goddess Durga, with which all letters should

begin. Kayasths are expected to spend the holiday in meditating

on the goddess Saraswati after they have observed certain religious

rites; but the extent to which this obligation is observed depends

largely u on the inclinations of the individual. On this day,

says Dr. ise, the Kéyasth must taste of a hilsé fish, whatever

its price, while from the Sri Panchami festival in January to the

Vijaya Dasami in September or October fish must be eaten daily;

but from the last to the first month it must not be touched. This

curious custom, probably founded on some hygienic superstition,

is often reversed by Bengali Kéyasths.

Religion.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution

of Kayasths in 1872 and 1881:

 
 

Drsrmcrr. 1872. 1881. \ Drsrnrcr. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan 53,898 ss,na0 N0lkl’lIlli some 31.665

Bankura. 11,676 20,575 Tipper-ah 72,804 69,878

Birbhum 8,310 8,902 Chittagong Hill Tracts 98 688

Midnspur 101,663 92,178 Patna ... 28,789 29,864

Hughli 25,484 Gys 4-0.?-22 43.955

Howrah i 38",“ i 15,849 , Shshahnd 42,407 46,994

24-Parganal ... 82,808 82,364 ililoziiflerpur 7‘ 70 992 { 42.553

Nadiya 39,7!!! 40,780 iDarbhanga ’ 45.124

Jessore ... 90,640 62,611 ‘ Saran 47,686 fil,065

Khulna .... .. 86,985 Cham aran ... 34.567 23.411

Murshedabad 17,077 15,655 Mong yr 20.452 93.044

]>ina'pur 4,023 6,024 Biiml ll!‘ 11.17" ihflw

Rsjs shye s,v21 s,s7s Pin-his 11.ssa 12.761

Rangpur ... 10,387 11,449 Maldsh ... 4,601 4,656

Boazrs 5,483 3,759 ssmsl Parganu 5,940 7,820

Pabna. ... ... 85,359 34,602 Cuttlwk ... 5.329 4,4-41

Dnrjilinq 44 406 Puri 1.194 2.385

Jslpigon 687 8 782 Balnsore 2 571 1 757

Kllcll Behar III III '." 2'is22 Tributary suites III III 3486 11511

Dacca ... ... 1-0’2.,'084 9‘2:909 Hauribngh ... 6,300 0,232

Puridpur ... 57,026 84,196 Lohardngt .. 4,061 6,690

Bakarpranj 126.164 87,884 Singhlium ... 611 993

Mnimnnsinh ... 105,537 108,409 Manbhum 7,991 6,5~r6

Chittazong 68,916 72,370 Tributary States 210 689

 

 

The statement includes the Kéyasths of Behar and the Karans

of Orissa which form the subject of separate articles. It would

be impossible to distinguish the statistics relating to these three

groups.

fiépasth, Kaeth, Lala, the writer-caste of Behar, who trace their

mythical parents e to Ohitragupta, the scribe

or recorder of Hams, the regent of the

dead, and pique themselves on being wholly

distinct from the Kayasths of Bengal. The physical characters

of the Behar Kéyasths afford some ground for the belief that they

may be of tolerably pure Aryan descent, though the group is

doubtless a functional one recruited from all grades of the Aryan

community. Kéyasths themselves hand down a tradition that

their progenitor Chitragupta was produced from the inner

consciousness of Brahma for the purpose of managing the business

affairs and keeping the accounts of the other castes, and each of

the twelve sub-castes traces its pedigree back to some member of

his family. Ohitragupta himself and all his sons and grandsons

are said to have been invested with the sacred thread marking the

twice-bom castes, and Kayasths claim to have, and occasionally

to exercise, the right to wear this sacred symbol. The sub-castes

are the following :—(1) Aithéné, (2) Amashta, (3) Bélmik, (4)

Bhatnéigar, (5) Gaur, (6) Karan, (7) Kulsrashta, (8) Mathur, (9)

Nigam, (10) Saksena, (ll) Sribéstab, (12) Surajdwaj. Of these

the Aithéné are supposed to come from Jaunpur in the North

Westem Provinces. The Amashta may possibly, as Mr. Crooke

suggests‘, be the modern representatives of the Ambastha tribe said

Origin and internal

structure.

 

‘ Ethnographical Handbook, p. 105.
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to be descended from a Brahman father and Vaisya mother. They,

like the Karans, also in theory a mixed group, born of a Sudra

woman by a Vaisya father, are found in large numbers in Gya,

Patna and Tirhut. The Balmik or Vélmiki sub-caste are supposed

to have come from Guzerat. Mr. Crooke thinks they may erhaps

have taken their name from the author of the Ramayana. arans,

Amashtas and Sribéstabs will smoke in the same hooka, but will

not eat kachcbi food together. The two former, however, will eat

kaclichi that has been cooked by a Babhan. Nigam (derived by

the same authority from the Sanskrit m'gama, meaning the veda,

a town, road, traflic) are not met with in Behar. The Surajdwaj

group—the word means having the sun for emblem—are said to

be descended from the Brahman Médhava Nal and Kam Kandla,

a dancing girl of Vikramaditya’s Court. The Méthur, Saksena.

Bhatnagar and Sribastab sub-castes claim descent from the first

wife of Chitra pta, said to have been a daughter of the Suraj

bansi race of hatriyas. The names appear to have reference

to localities—-the first to Mathura, Saksena to the ruined town of

Sankisa in Farukhabad, Bhatnagar to Bhatner, and Sribastab

either to Srinagar, the traditional place of origin of the sub-caste

or to Srivatsa, an epithet of Vishnu, who is their favourite object of

worship.‘ The Khare and Dusre subdivisions of the Sribastab sub

caste trace their origin to the grandsons of Ohitragupta. According to

Buchanan,’ the Khare Sribzistabs claim to be higher than the ordin

ary Sribéstabs, and call themselves Paure. The two subdivisions

do not intermarry or eat and drink together. Similar subdivisions

are found in the Saksena sub-caste. Contrary to the common usage

of Hindus, Kayasths of the Mathur, Bhatnagar and Saksena

groups eat even kaclzc/zi meals fully dressed. The Gaur Kayasths

believe that they derive their name from Gaur, the ancient capital

of Bengal, and allege that the Sen kings of Bengal were really

Gaur Kayasths. A curious story is told about the Gaur and Bhat

négar sub-castes which is worth quoting as an illustration of the

growth of mythical traditions of that type. The Bhatnagar

Kéyasths, it is said, came to Ben al at the time of the Mahomedan

conquest, and finding the Gaur ayasths settled there, asked to be

admitted to eat and drink with them. The Gaur Kéyasths agreed

to invite the Bhatnagars to their houses for food, but declined to

accept their hospitality in return. After a time the Bhatnégars, who

had friends at court, began to put pressure on the Gaurs in order to

compel them to accept their invitations, and the latter fled to Delhi

to lay their case before the Emperor Balban. Meanwhile Balban

died, and the Bhatnagars prevailed upon his successor to order

some of the Gaur Kayasths to be arrested and compelled to eat with

their rivals. To avoid this dishonour the rest of the sub-caste took

refuge with the Brahmans of Badaon, who passed them off as

members of their own caste, and went so far as to eat with them in

support of their allegation. For doing this the Brahmans were

turned. out of their caste, and became the family priests of the (niaur
 

‘ Crooke op. cit. p. 105.

’ Eastern India, ii, 466.
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Kayasths. After a time the Gaur Kayasths who had been forced

to eat with the Bhatnagar were admitted on the intercession of the

Badaon Brahmans to communion of food with their brethren. For

the purpose of marriage, however, they were formed into a separate

group under the name of Shamali or Northern Gaur. Traditions

of this sort are not uncommon, and it is to be regretted that no means

exist of testing their historical value. Their most singular feature

is the conspicuous part alleged to have been played by the ruling

power, whether Hindu or Mahomedan, in determining purely social

questions. A caste is now regarded as an autocratic body, whose

decisions on questions concerning its own members no one would

dream of questioning. This does not seem to have been the view taken

by the earlier rulers of Bengal, and the further back we go, the more

frequent and pronounced do such instances of interference become.

Besides the regular Léla-Kéyasths included in the twelve sub

castes enumerated above, people calling themselves Kéyasths are found

working as tailors in the Sewén subdivision of Saran, and some

of the vermilion-selling Sindurias, who formerly acted as inoculators

and now have turned vaccinators, claim to belong to this caste. The

Léla-Kayasths disown all connexion with these groups. There is,

however, nothing primd facie improbable in the hypothesis that a

certain number of Kayasths may have adopted the profession of

tailors or vaccinators, and may thus have become separated from the

main body of the caste. Nothing is more common than to find even

a slight departure from the traditional occupation of a caste becom

ing the occasion for the formation of a new endogamous group.

Signs of a tendency in this direction may be traced in the fact that

many Kayasths object to marry their daughters in the family of

those who have served as hereditary patzaawls or village accountants.

“ Patwéris, ” says one of my correspondents, “ however rich, are

regarded as socially lower than other Kayasths, e.g., Kanungo,

Akhauri, Pande, or Bakshi.”

The system of exogamy practised by the Kéyasths of Behar is

shown in detail in Appendix I, and needs only brief explanation here.

An examination of the names of the sections will show that intermar

riage is really regulated by a number of /culs or exogamous sections,

mostly of the territorial or titular type, and that the Brahmanical

gotras, though recognised in theory, are really ineffective. Thus the

Sribastab Kéyasths reckon among their sections the Brahmanical

gotra Kasyapa; but this is the only section of the Brahmanical type

that they possess. All Sribastabs belong to the Kasyapa gotra and

thus of necessity violate the primary rule of exogamy upon which the

gotra system depends. Although the Brahmanical gotra is disregarded,

the rule of exogamy is carefully observed in relation to the kul. Thus

members of the Akhauri kul believe themselves to be descended from

an ancestor holding the title of Akhauri, conferred many generations

ago. Their original habitat was Churzimanpur in Shahabad, and the

full designation of the kul is O’/zurdmanpur ke Akhauri. The meaning

of the term Akhauri is uncertain. Some say it is a corruption of

Lakhauri, owner of a lakh of rupees. In further illustration of this

system of using titles as the designations of exogamous groups and
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expanding or eking them out by prefixing the name of a village, the

followin kuh of the Sribé-stabs may be mentioned :—Amaundha ke

Pénre; %ihia Koth ke Panre; Mithabel ke Tewari; Morar ke Bakshi,

Rai or Thakur; Batéha ke Misir; Hargéon ke Singh; l-’ata.r ke

Tewari; Parsarma ke Thakur; Sahuli he Sahuliar. The last appears

to be of the local or territorial type. All kuls are strictly exogamous.

Only the father’s kul is excluded in marriage. The system is supple

mented by a table of prohibited degrees calculated in the manner

described in the article on Brahman.

All Kayasths who can afford to do so marry their daughters as

infants, but the scarcity of husbands is greatly

complained of, and daughters of poor Kayasth

families frequently remain unmarried up to the age of eighteen

or nineteen. When a girl is married before puberty, she lives with

her own people apart from her husband until she has attained sexual

maturity. Oonnubial relations cannot commence until the cere

mony of dnrugaman, or bringing the bride home, has been per

formed. This may take place one, three, five or seven years

(numero Dew impure gaudet) after the marriage according to the

age of the bride. When a girl is married after puberty, this cere

mony is added to the regular ritual, and the girl goes to live with her

husband at once or at latest after a. year. Widows may not marry

again; nor is divorce recognised.

Among the Kayasths, as among the other high castes of Behar,

the balance of the sexes seems to be uneven, and the number of girls

marriageable at a given time is usually in excess of the number of

possible husbands available for them. The first step therefore

towards initiating proposals for marriage is taken by the parents or

guardians of the bride who depute a Brahman (generally the purohit,

or priest of the family) and the family barber to find out a suitable

bridegroom. These emissaries select several suitable boys and report

accordingly. Among Kéyasths no marriage can take place unless

the horoscopes of both the bride and bridegroom ‘a ree,’ as the

phrase goes, that is to say, unless from the dates of the irths of both

the girl and the boy it can be calculated by astrological methods that

the bride will not become a widow, and that the marriage will prove

fruitful and happy in every respect. If the two horoscopes do not

‘agree,’ the negotiations are broken ofl:'. In order to comply with

these conditions, the Brahman who acts as go-between carries with

Marriage.

- him a copy of the bride’s horoscope, takes copies of those of all the

eligible boys, and reports to his employer on the prospects of each

possible combination. Here it is that difliculties begin. Highly

educated as the Kayasths are, they have not yet shaken off the

trammels of astrology, and the custom of insisting on the ‘ agreement’

of the horoscopes has such a strong hold upon their minds that it

often proves the chief obstacle to a marriage desirable in other

respects. Owing to this cause the marriage of the girls is delayed in

many cases till long after they attain puberty, and the consequence

is that the bride is often older than the bridegroom. In order

to get their daughters married, parents are obliged to give them

to bridegrooms of unequal age, doubtful education and character, and
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of unequal position and wealth. This practice, though often pre

venting the marriage of the girl in her infancy, turns out undesirable

in many respects. Other difficulties arise from the exorbitant demand

of tilak and jokes (dowry) by the parents of the bridegroom, which

leads to unequal marriages and brings about the ruin of families

unfortunate enough to have a number of girls to be married.

After the gunamt has been made out to the satisfaction of

both parties, and it has been ascertained that there are no objections

to the marriage on the ground of consanguinity, etc., the question of

bridegroom price and dowry (tilak,jahez or ddn pan) is settled. This

is too often exorbitant. If the terms are agreeable to the bride’s

arents, the marriage is at once agreed upon. In many cases the

bride’s parents depend wholly on the discretion of the Brahman and

Hajjam in the selection of the bridegroom, and these either to save

themselves trouble or in collusion with the parents of undesirable

bridegrooms are said to make selections which the bride’s family

would not approve if they knew all the facts. The bridegroom’s

relations on the other hand are equally in the dark regarding the

qualifications of the bride, and it thus happens that girls suffering

from actual physical defects are enabled to obtain husbands by the

collusion of the match-makers.

The following observances make up the marriage ceremony

as celebrated by orthodox Kayasths of Behar :-—

(l) When the marriage is agreed upon, a day is fixed for the

betrothal or the taking of sagun. On that day the Brahman and

Hajjam go to the bridegroom’s house, where the latter’s friends

assemble at an auspicious time. His parents put rupees, rice, /zaldi

and supari in a tluili before them, and the Brahman takes from this

his fee at the rate of five per cent. on the amount of tilak and ja/IE8

agreed upon. If therefore the dowry be settled at Rs. 500, he will

take out Rs. 25. Sometimes the bride’s party pay cash as earnest

money instead of taking the sagun. This is called bardekki, literally

meaning the seeing of the bridegroom. It is also called barclzlzelca, as

a retaining fee is paid in advance in order to secure the bridegroom.

(2) After this the date for the tilak or the payment of

the first instalment of the dowry is fixed. On that day a party,

consisting of Brahmans and others and often a relative of the bride,

about seven in all, proceed to the house of the bridegroom. He is

adorned and made to sit in the angan or inner courtyard, where the

gods are worshipped, after which the bride’s party put a tilalc or

patch of curd on his forehead, and make a present to him of money,

plates and clothes, amounting in all to the sum agreed upon to be

paid at this time. This ceremony is called zfilak. The bride’s parents

make aprofit over the plates and cloth, which they estimate sometimes

at double their value, thus reducing the actual cash payment agreed

upon. It is for this reason that some astute guardians insist upon

the payment of a certain amount in cash before giving the sagun,

and if the money is not paid at the time of tilalc, disagreements

between the parties continue till after the celebration of the marriage.

After the ceremony the bride’s party, together with the friends of

the bridegroom’s family, receive pal-kt food. Before the tilak neither
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the Brahman nor the Hajjam would even drink water at the bride

groom’s house.

(3) On the following day the tilak party returns, being

presented with dresses and money by the bridegroom’s father accord

ing to his means. The latter at the same time addresses a letter to

the bride’s father, fixing an auspicious date for the marriage. This is

called lagnapatri. If convenient to him, he agrees to it, otherwise

some other date agreeable to both parties is fixed. After the tilak

the betrothal becomes complete, and an engagement thus ratified

is rarely broken otf.

(4) On the eighth, fifth, and in some families on the third day

before the marriage the ceremony variously known according to its

date as a't/mzangrd, panchmangrzi or tinmangrd, is performed. On

that day the women troop out singing to fetch earth from some field

outside the village, and put it in the courtyard where all the family

gods and dead ancestors are invited to attend. This ceremony is

performed at the houses of both parties. On an auspicious day the

mandap, a sort of thatched canopy supported on nine new bamboos,

is erected at the house of the bride’s father. In the centre is placed

an earthen vessel (/salsa) supposed to contain water from all Hindu

places of pilgrimage. Under this mandap and near the kaka, where

all the family gods and ancestors are invited by mantras to be present

and witness the marriage, the marriage ceremonies are subsequently

performed. No mandap is erected at the bridegroom’s house, but

only a lzaris or plough shaft is set up in the angan, courtyard, and

a kalsa similar to the bride’s is placed beside it.

(5) Then the ceremony of /zardikahandan takes place. Tur

meric with oil is applied to the persons of the bride and bridegroom

at their respective houses at stated times daily up to the day of

marriage. This ceremony is not performed at the bridegroom’s

house when he is married a second time.

(6) lllatrik Pujah—-Is the ceremony of worshipping the wives

of all the gods, i.e., Sakti in all her forms. The gods are also invited

to be present and worshipped. The women of the family invoke the

spirits of departed ancestors, and pindaa are offered to them.

(7) Ceremonies in propitiation of dead ancestors (abkyuddik

srddd/1) are also performed by the parents of the bride and the

bridegroom at their respective houses on the day of the marriage.

(8) Dwar .P2g/a/|.—-After performing the matrik puja/z the

women bathe the bridegroom and smear him with turmeric, and

he eats with some unmarried boys his last meal as a bachelor. He

is then dressed and made to sit on the lap of his mother, who drinks

water which he has tasted. His brother also assists in this ceremony.

After some other observances the bridegroom’s party go in pro

cession to the bride’s house with as much show and noise as the means

of the family permit, timing their journey so as to arrive after dark.

On arrival, and after their formal reception, the bridegroom is

presented with money. This is called dwdr pa/ah, the homage done

to the bridegroom at the door of his father-in-law’s house. After

it the bridegroom’s party proceed to the place (janwésa) prepared for

their temporary reception.
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(9). Askuch par-1'chhalan.—-After the procession has gone to the

janwdsa, the ceremony of cutting the nails of the bride takes place.

At the same time a drop of blood is drawn from her little finger, and

preserved in malzawar (cotton soaked in red dye). Her feet are also

marked with mahawar.

(10) Bar Newatran or DhurckI|ak.—A party of the bride’s

relatives, Brahmans and others taking some sherbet, eatables, tobacco.

etc., go to the janwzisa and present them to the bridegroom’s party,

The bridegroom is formally invited to dinner with a present of

money, which his father accepts. But owing to the exorbitant

demands of money and grain generally made by the bridegroom’s

father, which the bride’s father cannot always meet, this dinner

seldom comes off before noon on the following day. Thus the food

prepared is wasted, and the bridegroom’s party remain unfed.

b'ometimes the bride’s father in order to make up for the high tilak

he had to pay in order to secure the bridegroom tries to cut down the

amount of jakes agreed upon, and also doles out the rassad or supplies

to the bridegroom’s party very sparingly. The bridegroom’s father, on

the other hand, tries to get as much as he can out of the arrangement.

(11) Kanya Nireclz/um, seeing the bride.——After the invitation

to dinner has been accepted, the elder brother or some other elder

relative of the bridegroom proceeds to the house of the bride’s

father; the bride is made to sit under the mandap, and the bride

groom’s brother going there presents to her jewels and clothes, after

whieh she returns to the inner apartments and is dressed in those

clothes and omaments. By this time the bridegroom is also brought

to the place.

(12) The bridegroom’s feet are washed by the bride’s father,

and (13) he is given a wooden seat (Pidlm) and a Kuscisan or pad

of Kusa grass to sit on. All these ceremonies are performed according

to Vedic prescription.

(14) His feet are again washed after taking his seat (Padanjali

and Hast Argha).

(15) Then dahi, honey and glzi and sugar (madhuparka) are

given him to eat by the bride’s father. The bride also is brought

and made to sit on his right side on a similar wooden seat.

(16) Agni.stha'.pan, or the placing of the fire before them, is

duly performed.

(17) Gotranc/lara, or the ceremony of transferring the bride

into the family of bridegroom by reciting the names of the father

and grandfather of each with vedio mantras, is performed, and the

bride and bridegroom’s clothes are knotted together. By this

ceremony the bride gives up all claims on her father’s family and

is transferred to that of the bridegroom.

(18) Kan;/ddan or pénzlr/rakan. by which the bride’s father puts

her hand into that of the bridegroom and entrusts her to his oare,

while he in his turn accepts the offer.

(19) Then the bridegroom changes his dress (bastra band/ian),

and puts on a dhoti given by the bride’s father.

(20) Next in order ham is performed by throwing gbi and

sugar on the sacred fire in homage to all the Hindu gods.

2r
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(21) Ldjdhuti or Ldmi JlIera'wan.—Unhusked and parched

eddy brought by both parties is mixed together. The bride and

hridegroom go seven times round the sacred tire, which stands in the

centre of the mandap, taking care to keep it always on their right

hand. The bride puts her hands into those of the bridegroom, holding

at the same time a small supli or basket for cleaning grain. Into

this supli the bride’s brother pours out the ldwri, which the bride and

the bridegroom jointly pour on to the fire. This offering is said to

be made to a toothless god, named Pukha.

(22) Silarohan (Sapta Bea'i).—The bride puts her foot on a ail,

the stone used for grinding spices, and the bridegroom removes it.

Both parties call the gods to witness that they have accepted each

other as husband and wife.

(23) Sumangli Karan or Sendur bandhan.--The bridegroom

smears vermilion on the bride’s forehead. This form is now regarded

merely as a token and memorial of the married state. Clearly, how,

ever, as has been pointed out in the article on Kurmi and elsewhere

in these volumes, it is a survival of mixing the blood of the parties

or drinking each other’s blood which is found among the marriage

customs of more primitive races.

(24) Dachhina shankalp.—'l‘he bride’s father promises in a form

authorised by the scriptures to pay a price for the bridegroom. The

iilak and ja/ms, it appears, are not sanctioned by the Shastras.

(25) Kuddt mantra pathan.—The bridegroom formally confers

his blessing on the bride’s father for the presents he has made to

him.

(26) As/mch Karan.—It has been mentioned above (No. 9,

ashuch pa-rich/zalan) that a piece of coloured cotton containing a little

of the bride’s blood is kept. With this the bridegroom’s neck is

touched, and the bride’s neck is also touched with a piece of simple

coloured cotton brought by the bridegroom. The pieces of cotton

are tied on their wrists (kangan bandhan). It is believed that this

practice generates mutual aifection. Clearly it is a survival of the

earlier rite already referred to.

(27) Pith Pariterhan. The couple exchange seats, and the

bridegroom swears to protect and love his wife, and the bride swears

to obey, respect and love her husband.

(28) A_fter this the priest tells them that they have become

girkasta and should live like married people, and explains to them

their duties.

(29) Ashirbéd.—The Brahmans and all present bless the bride

and the bridegroom, and throw rice (ac/that) over them. This ends

the Vedic rites necessary to make a marriage binding. Neither the

bridegroom nor the bride understand what is said, and in most cases

the Brahmans recite even those parts which the parties to the

marriage ought to pronounce themselves.

After the final blessing all the men present retire, leaving the

bride and bridegroom under the mrmdap. Then the women come

and do c/mmwwan, i.e., touch the feet, knee, and shoulders of the

bridegroom with their fingers, at the same time holding rice in their

hands. They are than taken into the ltolzbar, or the room prepared
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for their reception. There the women perform their own peculiar

ceremonies, playing at the same time various tricks on the bridegroom

till daybreak when he returns to the ianwdsa. Then the marriage

party is invited to dinner, or rather breakfast, which, as stated above,

seldom comes before noon. At this time a present of plates, etc., is

made to the bridegroom, and his relatives, all of which counts towards

the amount ofjahes agreed upon. At night, or rather next morning,

comes a repast of kao/win‘ food, after which the bridegroom’s party

prepare for return. Before leaving, each of the relatives of the

bridegroom makes presents of money and ornaments to the bride.

This is called madwa or milhdekhai, and at the same time all the

relatives of the bride meet those of the bridegroom, and each of the

former makes a present of money when embracing the latter. Atmr,

pan, etc., are distributed. The party returns to the janwdsa followed

by the bride’s people, who supply them with provisions for return

journey. Thus ends the marriage. On the fourth day the ceremony

of about/iari is performed. In some districts, especially in Patna, the

bride accompanies the bridegroom to his house, where they jointly

perform this ceremony. 'l‘he bridegroom visits all the places of

family worship. The family gods and all Hindu gods are worshipped,

who having been invited to be present during the marriage are

supposed then to take their departure to their respective abodes.

After this the bride returns to her father's house. In such oases

the ceremony of duragawan is performed just after the performance

of the marriage rites. To complete the ceremony of duragaw/m,

which means the going of the bride to the house of the bridegroom,

only the nails of the bride are cut. Conjugal life cannot begin until

this rite has been performed. In Shahabad and other places the

bride does not accompany the bridegroom to his house after the

marriage, and cliowtfiari is performed by each at their respective

fathers’ houses. In these cases the ceremony of (lurgaawan is per

formed after one, three or five years according to the age of the bride

and the convenience of the parties. The ritual observed is simple.

The bridegroom goes with his friends to the bride’s house. No

mandap is constructed: only a kalsa is placed as in marriage. The

bride and bridegroom are seated together, the gods and ancestors are

worshipped, and the bride’s nails are cut. O/aumawan, etc., as in

marriage, is performed by the women, and the bride sent to the

bridegroom’s house. On this occasion the bride’s father gives her

dresses, jewels, bed, bed-clothes, and presents to the bridegroom.

Henceforth she lives with her husband and visits her parents when

ever she likes. -

Votaries may be found among the Kayasths of nearly all

the main Hindu sects—-Vaishnava, Saiva, Szikta, Kabirpanthi,

Nanak-shahi, andthe like. The worship of Durga and the Saktis

is believed, however, to be their favourite cult. Chitragupta,

the mythical ancestor of the caste, is honoured once a year

on the 17th Kartik, the festival of the

dawdt pujd, with offerings of sweetmeats and

money, and the symbolical worship of pen and ink, the tools of

the Kéyasth’s trade. For the worship of the greater gods an

Religion.

2r2
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generally for religious and ceremonial purposes, the Kéyasths employ

Brahmans, who are received on equal terms by other members of the

priestly caste. As regards the ceremony of sniddb, the practice

of the caste appears to vary. Some Kayasths observe it on the 13th,

some on the 16th, and some on the 29th day after death. The

final funeral ceremony, known as barlri srziddk, is performed at the

end of a year in the case of a father, mother, or other ascendant, but

after three months for the death of a wife.

Clerical work is believed to be the original and character

istic occupation of the caste, and an illiterate

Kayasth is looked upon as a creature with

no proper reason for existing. Kayasth tradition, however, puts

a very liberal construction on the expression clerical work, and

includes in it not merely clerkly pursuits of a subordinate

character, but the entire business of managing the affairs of the

country in the capacity of dewmz, sarbarahkar, etc., to the ruling

power. It is doubtless owing in some measure to this connexion

with former governors that Kayasths are now in possession of

considerable zemindaris and tenures of substantial value, while

comparatively few of them are to be found among the lower grades

of cultivators. In the course of the cadastral survey undertaken in

1886-87 of 235 villages in chakla Nai, pargana Bissarrah, Mozutfer

pur, a statement was drawn up at my suggestion showing the

caste of the various grades of landholders. The following table

shows the number of Kayasths in these villages possessing rights in

connexion with the land and the proportion that number bears in

each case to the total of the class of landholders concerned :—

Occupation.

Number of Percentage on

Kayasths. total of class.

Pro rietors 678 13'3

Lak ertjdars ... 2 6'8

Thikadars 2 2'9

Tenants at fixed rents ... 68 3'9

Settled ryots 372 2'2

Occupancy but not settled ryots 8 6‘2

1\' on-occupancy ryots 48 3'0

These figures cannot of course be taken to represent precisely the

relations ot Kéyasths to the land in all districts of Behar, but they

are of interest as showing the strong position that a caste, having

in theory no connection whatever with agriculture and affecting to

despise those of its own members who serve as village accountants,

has managed to win for itself in the land system of the country.

There could be no better comment on the numerous proverbial

sayings current in Behar which have for their subject the cunning

and the acquisitrveness of the Kayasth caste.

Notwithstanding the jealousy with which their less astute neigh

bours regard them, the social position of the Behar Kayasths is un

questionably a high one. Popular opinion ranks them next in order

to the Babhans and Rajputs, and like these, when they hold land
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as ryots, they get their homestead free of rent. All Kfiyasths

_ will eat kac/lcki food that has been cooked
S°ml8m“s' by a ‘good’ Brahman, that is, by a Brah

man who belongs to a respectable sub-caste, and whose ceremo

nial purity has not been affected by serving low people. The

Amasht and Karan sub-castes will eat kachclzi cooked by a Babhan.

None of the Kayasth sub-castes will eat kaclzchi food prepared by a

member of another sub-caste. Sribéstabs, Amashtas, and Karans will

sometimes eat pakki off the same plate and smoke out of the same

hookah. Ordinarily speaking, Kéyasths take pakki food from any

caste from whose hands water can be taken. The Vaishnava mem

bers of the caste abstain from flesh and wine; but Kaiyasths usually

eat mutton and

their indulgence in strong drink.

goat’s flesh, hare, game birds, and are notorious for

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kéyasths in 1872 and 1881:

  

Drsrarcr. 1872. 1331. Drsrarcr. 1872. lsal.

Patna 28,289 29,864 Purniah 11,833 12,76

Gya 40,222 43,965 Maldah 4,601 4,656

Shahahad 42,-1.07 46.994 sams1Par:ana= HMO 7.8%

Mozuflerpur... ... } 70 992 { 42,552 Hazaribalh 8,300 9,123!

Durbhangs . ' 45,124 Lohardaga ... 4.061 8,690

Saran 47.686 51,065 Singbhum ... 811 998

Chum aran 24,547 28,411 Manbhurn ... 7,991 6,606

Mona yr 20,-M2 23,044 Tributary States 210 689

Bhagalpur 17,170 21,510

Kaydt, a synonym for Darzi,

q.v.

Kdyat, Kdyatk, a synonym for

Kayastha.

Kechengia, a sept of Chiks

in Chota Nagpur.

Kekré, crab, a sub-sept of the

Marndi sept of Santéls.

Kelatoni, a tlzar or section of

Nepali Brahmans. '

Keli, a tkar or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Kelobo, bee, a totemistic sept

of Juangs in Orissa.

Kendi, a tree, a totemistic sept

of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Kendwér, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kenu, fish, a totemistic sept of

Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Keoli, a section of the Ba

haunajéti sub-caste of Khat

ris in Bengal.

Keond, fruit, a totemistic sept

of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Keophasa, a se t of Maghs

in the Hill Tracts 0 Chittagong.

Keora, a flower, a totemistic

sept of Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

Keoya, a sept of Tipperahs in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Kephuk, a sept of Limbus in

Darjiling.
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Keré, plantain, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Kerélaba, pumpkin, a totemis

tic sept of Juéngs in Orissa.

Kerketa, a bird which makes

a noise like ‘ ket ket,’ a totemistic

sept or section of Oraons, Lohérs,

Korwas, Mundas, Doms, Asuras,

Chamérs, Goraits, Kharias, Ma

hilis, 'l‘uris, and Kharwars in

Ohota Nagpur.

Kerungma, a sept of the

Panthar sub-tribe of Limbus in

Darjiling.

Kerwar, a sub-sept of the

Hansda sept of Santéls.

Kerwéri, a sept of Pators in

Ohota Nagpur.

Kesarari, a section of Pans in

Ohota Nagpur.

Kesargia, a sept of Kharwars

in Chota. Nagpur.

Kesaria, a totemistic section

of Kurmis in Ohota Nagpur

and Orissa, the members of which

Kesarkuni, a gdin of the San

dilya gotra of Rarhi Brahmans

in Bengal, to which the Rajé. of

Nadiya belongs.

Kesaur, a mu! or section of the

Ohhamulia Madhesié. sub-caste of

Halwéis in Behar.

Kesré, a totemistic sept of

Pans in Ohota Nagpur, who

are forbidden to eat ra/zar

ddl.

Keswél, a section of Goalés

in the North-Western Prov

inces and Behar.

Ket-Chhutér, a sub-caste of

Sutradhars in the Santal Par

ganas.

Ketugrémi, a gdin of the Sa

barna gotra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Kevala Gaura, a group of

Gaura Brahmans.

Kewat, a sub-caste of Mallshs

in Behar, mostly boatmen and

fishermen; a section of Ghésis in

will not cut or touch kesar grass. Ohota Nagpur.

gnmat, Kiot, a fishing and cultivating caste of Behar, also

Origin.

tain.

largely engaged in personal service among the

higher classes of natives.

Buchanan‘ thought it not improbable that the Kewats of

Its origin is uncer

Behar and the Kaibarttas of Bengal belonged in the earliest times

to one aboriginal tribe bearing the name Kewat, and that the

Sanskrit name Kaibartta might “have been adopted when Ballal

Sen raised the tribe to the rank of purity.” Lassen’s remarks on

these two names have been quoted in the article on Kaibartta, at

p. 376 above. It will be seen that he differs from the Indian gram

marians in holding that Kuivarta has nothing to do with fishing,

but denotes a. person who follows a low occupation, and from

Buchanan in thinking that Kewat or Kewat, so far from being the

‘ barbarous’ name of an aboriginal tribe, is merely a popular cor

ruption of Kairarta.

 

‘ Eastern India, iii, 530.
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At the present day the Kewats of Behar are divided into five

I t I t t sub-castes—Ajudhiabési; Bahiéwak, Bahiort

" °"“‘ ° '“° “'°' or Ghibihér; Garbhéit, Gorwéit, or Séghér;

Jéthot; and Machhué. The Kjudhiabasi are believed to have

immigrated in comparatively recent times from Oudh, and are

engaged solely in cultivation. The Bahiawak sub-caste, called

Ghibihar or ghi-eater, from a story that one of them once ate

the leavings of his master, also believe that they came from Upper

India, where they followed the occupation of boatmen and fisher

men. In those days it is said the personal servants of the Dar

bhanga Raj were Kurmis; but one of them, named Biru Khawés,

who had risen to be a_ talzsilddr, dealt dishonestly with the Raja,

and owing to his treachery all the Kurmis were turned out and

Kewats from the North-West Provinces established in their places.

Various titles were conferred upon the Kewats, according to the offices

which they held. Thus the Khawzis was the Rajé.’s personal servant;

the Bhandari had charge of the bhanddr or granary, where rent

aid in kind was stored; the Derédér worked in the kitchen; the

apar looked after the R-.ij£\’s clothes; and the Kémat saw to the

cultivation of his zirdt or private lands. In course of time the

distinction between agriculture and personal service became accen

tuated: the cultivators drew together into the Grarbhait sub-caste,

and the serving class formed the Bahiawak group. The names

Qrhibihar, ‘ghi-eater,’ and Saghar, ‘vegetable-eater,’ appear to

mdicate that supposed divergences of ppactice in the matter of food

gave rise to the separation. The Ba '6.wak Kewats living in and

about their employers’ houses would necessarily fall under the suspi

cion of eating forbidden food, and this would of itself be sufficient to

cut them ofi' from their cultivating brethren. Those Kewats, on the

other hand, who adhered to their original profession of boating and

fishing, formed the nucleus of the Machhué. sub-caste.

Infant-marriage is in full force among the Kewats, the marriage

able age for boys being ordinarily from five

to ten, and for girls from three to ten years

of age. Curiously, it is deemed less material that the bride

groom should be older than the bride than that he should be

taller. This point is of the first importance, and is ascertained

by actual measurement. If the boy is shorter than the girl, or

if his height is exactly the same as hers, it is believed that the

union of the two would bring ill luck, and the match is at once

broken off. The marriage ceremony corresponds in its main

features with that described by Mr. Grierson at page 362 of Behar

Peasant Life. Some points, however, seem to deserve special notice.

After the first proposal has been made, the bridegroom’s people pay

a visit to the bride’s house (ghardeklzi) for the purpose of seeing the

bride. This is followed by a return visit on the part of the bride’s

people, known as bardeklzi, seeing the bridegroom. Then comes tilak,

which consists in the bride’s father or guardian going to the bride

groom’s house with a present of money, clothes, etc., proportionate

to the respective rank of the two families. If, for example, a

Bahiawak Kewat employed in the family of the Maharaja of

Marriage.
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Darbhanga marries the daughter of a Kewat who serves a man of

inferior rank, or marries into a family of Kewats who allow their

women to do menial offices in the houses of their employers, the

family of higher rank claims and receives a proportionately large

tilak. .Tilak having been paid, a Tirhutia Brahman is called in to

fix a lucky day for the marriage. On the day before the wedding,

not five or eight days before, as in the case described by Mr. Grierson,

the ceremony called kumram or matkorwd is performed by the

relatives of both bride and bridegroom. The women of each family

with their female friends go forth singing to a tank outside the

village. There, after bathing the bride or bridegroom as the case

may be, the mother or female guardian digs up and brings home

a elod of earth. From this elod a rude fireplace is made, on which

ghi is burned and paddy parched in honour of the household god

on the threshold of the kitchen, where he is supposed to dwell. A

goat is sacrified at the same time. Some of the parched paddy is

kept to be used in the ceremony of the following day.

On the wedding day parchkan is performed in the manner

described by Mr. Grierson. For the bukud urdi or dhurchhak ceremony,

noticed in paragraph 1320 of Behar Peasant Life, the Kewats

substitute sirhar. The females of the bride’s household, one of

them bearing on‘her head a gharzi of water, go in a body to the

ianwénsd, where the bridegroom’s party are lodged, and assail them

with abusive songs and personal ridicule. This is kept up until

one of the bridegroom’s friends comes out and drops some prepared

betel and some money. Then the women retire; but one of them,

usually the wife of one of the brothers of the bride, returns armed

with a scarf. which she throws round the neck of the bridegroom

and drags him away to the courtyard of the bride’s house. On his

arrival there he is made to walk round the marhwa, scattering on

the ground the paddy parched in the matlcorwa ceremony of the

preceding day. Both parties are then seated under the marlzmz.

The family Brahman makes his appearance, and the religious portion

of the ceremony begins, which need not be described in detail. Sin

durdcin is believed to be its essential and binding portion. Before,

however, sinrlurddn is performed the pm-chit writes the names of the

bride and bridegroom and their ancestors up to the third degree on

two mango leaves, and binds one of these on the wrist of each.

After sindurdén again there follows a curious rite, called sonck,

which looks as if it were a survival of the primitive form of sindur

dén described in the article on Kurmi. The bridal pair are taken

into one of the rooms, where two dishes of boiled rice and milk are

standing ready. A tiny scratch is then made on the little finger of

the bridegroom’s right hand and of the bride’s left, and the drops

of blood drawn from these are mixed with the food. Each then eats

the food with which the other’s blood has been mingled.

Polygamy is permitted only in the event of the first wife

being barren, and in no case can a man have more than two wives.

A widow may marry again by the sagai form. She is not obliged

to marry her late husband’s younger brother, but she may do so

if she pleases, and this arrangement is usually favoured by the
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other members of the family. Divorce is not permitted. Adultery

within the caste is atoned for by a penalty fixed by the margjan,

while an intrigue with an outsider involves instant expulsion.

In religion the Kewats are orthodox Hindus, who regard

Bhagavati as their special goddess. They also

worship the snake god Bisahari, and some

members of the caste abstain altogether from killing snakes. Maithil

Brahmans ofiiciate as their priests, and their gurus are Sannyasi

ascetics. Among the minor gods, so numerous in Behar, they

worship Bandi Goraiyé, Nar Singh, and Kali with offerings of

goats, rice, milk, sweetmeats, and various kinds of cakes. Jocks

are sacrificed to Bandi alone, but these may not be slain within

the house, nor may they, like the other articles mentioned, be eaten

by the worshippers. Sanai Maharaj and Baba Dayél Singh, both

supposed to be deified Kewats, are also reckoned among their

ods. '
g In point of social standing Kewats occupy much the same

position as Kurmis, Koiris, Dhanuks, and

other members of the group of castes from

whom Brahmans can take water and certain kinds of sweet

meats. Their own rules as to diet differ little from those of other

orthodox Hindus, except that Bahiziwak Kewats will eat the leav

ings of the Brahmans, Rajputs, Babhans, and Kayasths whom

they serve, while Machhua Kewats eat fowls and indulge freely

in strong drink. They will take water and sweetmeats, etc., from

Goalas, Koiris, and Dhénuks, but will eat kaclzcbé food with no

other caste except Améts of good family. Most cultivating Kewats

hold the position of raiyats with or without occupancy rights in

Religion.

Social status.

the land which they till. Some few have risen to hold small zemin- '

daris, while the poorest members of the cultivating sub-caste work

as agricultural labourers.

It deserves mention that the Kewats, though properly a Behar

m V O caste, are very widely distributed in Ben al
dolfiiidlgdrin and Orissa. A colony of them, says Dr. Wigse.

8“L has for centuries been settled in the city of

Dacca, but no traces of them are to be found in the interior of the

district. A tradition still survives that they were brought from

Behar by the Mahomedan rulers of Eastern Bengal and employed

as messengers and watchmen. They repudiate the idea of relation

ship with the Kaibarttas, although they do not object to eat or

smoke with them. The Dacca Kewats have three subdivisions—Seo

Rami, Gauri or Gonrhi, and Dhun Kewat. These names, however,

must be regarded rather as titles than as the designations of true

sub-castes, for their members not only eat together, but intermarry

just as Kewats who happen to bear different titles do in Behar.

These Kewats are all included in one gotra, Kasyapa; and though

domiciled in Bengal, are not excluded from caste privileges when on

a visit to Behar. Owing to association with more orthodox or more

bigoted people, widow-marriage has been discontinued. In Dacca

the caste have relinquished fishing, and have generally adopted the

occupation of fishmongers. although a few are poddérs or bankers.
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The Kewat fishmonger usually makes advances to the fishermen,

and finds it more profitable to buy small fish by the basket and

large ones by weight than to haggle for each day’s catch. The

Kewat generally brings the supply from the fishing ground himself

if it is near, but a servant is sent if it is distant.

Dr. Wise remarks on the strange fact that the Dacca Kewats

have become followers of the Nanak Shéhi

faith. Their guru is the Mahant of the

Akhéré. of that sect in the suburb of Shujfiiatpur; their purohit a

Maithil Brahman. The Kantha Brahman performs their funeral

service, and attends at the srdddlm observed fifteen days after

death ; but he is charged with being extortionate, and with demand

ing more than poor Kewat families can afiord.

The great annual festival of the Kewats of Dacca is the

Naufimi, or ninth lunar day of Paush (Decem

ber—January), when every one visits the

Akhara, and after prayers receives Mokan Bhog, a sweetmeat

specially prepared for the occasion. The Chhath, on the sixth of

Kértic, is a great bathing rite observed by Kewats and all Hindu

stani castes; while the Gangs. Pfijah, as well as the principal

Hindu festivals, are kept. Sacrifices, too, are offered at the proper

seasons to Bura-Buri, the androgynous village deity of Eastern

Bengal, whose worship has been described at length in the article

on the Chandéls.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kewats in 1872 and 1881 :—

Their religion.

Festival.

_i

  

DIB'l‘8IC1‘- I 187% l 1881. DISTRICT. ‘ 1872. ~ I881.

Bardwan .... .. 1331 Shal1abadM ...H 706. - ... . 47 - I 1' 1"‘ -

iliiiiiiliiii mes T"l‘“‘ l Difzllihalnlga l 52'9" t 42,n64

Midnapur 2,678 Saran M .... ..

Huuhli 1 Chum ran $179 5-165

Howmh 1 Mom yr 3.101 2-319

Khulna. 39 Bhagslpur .\ 54,594 35.516

Jessore 53 Purninh ‘ $0-957 39.641

Murshvdnbad 841 Maldah 1,119

ltsjshshye 2 Santa] Parganu 1.912 5-*3

B1-gra ... .... .. 12 Cuttlick ... ... 57,373 10,989

Pnbnyg ,_, .... .. 238 Puri ... 27.188 4,888

Julpigorl .... .. 1 Halusore .. 84.452 21,1111

Dacca ...... 26 Tl‘1b1l$_5l'Y St!-Ml 31.334 3,744

Tjppprgh __, 7 HE’I.&l‘lb!\Rl1 --- Q2 3335

Chittagong 1 Lohnrdaxa 618 1,"¢3

Pam”, 427 584 Binzbhum 1,629 1,471

Gya ... ... 293 22 Manbhum .. 692 1,0\S5

Tributary States 2,660 9,271

 

Khédhnu, a section of the Khadumié, asection of Goélas

Szitmulia Maihaya sub-caste of in the North-Western Provinces

Kéndus in Be ar. and Bella!‘

Khadokm. tattooers. also em. Khagaur, a mul or section of

loyed as vaicoimtol-s_ ’ the Kanaujié sub-caste of Sonare

P in Behar.

Khadolié, Khadotié, a section _ _

of Goélas in the North-Westem £ll31l3é¢ 9- small caste m

Provinces and Behar. Hazaribagh who grow vegetables
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and other crops. They are

beheved to be akin to Kharwars.

Khalrih a_ cultivating sub

caste of Bagdrs in Bengal ; also

a synonym for Kora.

Khairi, a sub-tribe of Khar

wars in Palémau.

Khairwél, a section of Goalas

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Khaj kalié, a

Sunris in Behar.

sub-caste of

Khajurérk, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Khajuri, a mul or section

of the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Goélas in Behar.

Khalang, a section of Kham

bus in Darjiling.

Khalhad, a section of Goélas

in the North-Western Provinces

and Behar.

Khéling, a i/mr or sept of

Khambus in Darjiling.

Khalkho, a section of Goraits

in Chota Nagpur.

Khalkhoa, a totemistic sept

of Oraons who may not eat

fish that have been caught by

baling water out of a tank or

pool.

Khalrihé, a section of the

Banodhia “and Jaiswar Kalwars

in Behar.

Khélsa, a sub-caste of Kal

wars in Behar.

Kbam, a synonym for Sherpa

Bhotia of Nepal.

Khamapong, the dweller

under the bar (Ficus religiosa)

tree, a sept of the Phedab sub

tribe of Limbus in Darjiling.

If/uimdru, 8. synonym for

Bhuinmali, qrv.

Khamba, a sub-tribe of Lep

chas in Darjiling.

Khambe, a sept of Chakmés

in the Hill Tracts of Chit

tagong.

Khambha, fork of a tree, a

totemistic sept of Chiks in Chota

Nagpur.

Ellflmhll, Jimddr, Réi, one of the fighting tribes of Nepal,

forming with the Limbu and Yzikha the Kiranti group who have

their original home in the Kirant Des or mountainous country

lying between the Dud-Kosi and Karki rivers. Like several

other Nepalese tribes, the Khambu cherish a tradition that they

came to Nepal from Kési or Benares. A mythical ancestor,

Parubang, is still worshipped as a household deity. Khambus

marry their daughters as adults, and tolerate sexual license before

marriage on the understanding, rarely set at defiance, that a

man shall honourahly marry a girl who is pregnant by him. Men

usually marry between the ages of 15 and 20, and girls between

12 and 15, but marriage is often deferred in

the case of the former to 25, and of the latter

to 20. The preliminary negotiations are entered upon by the bride

groom’s family, who send an emissary with two claungas or bamboo

Marriage.
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vessels of mar-wa beer and a piece of ham to the bride’s house

to ask for her hand. If her parents agree, the bridegroom follows

on an auspicious day about a fortnight later, and pays the standard

bride-price of Rs. 80. The wedding takes place at night. Its

essential and binding portion is the payment of one rupee by

the bridegroom as saimuna'i or earnest-money to the bride’s father,

the smearing of vermilion on the bride’s forehead and putting

a scarf round her neck. The bride-price may be paid in instal

ments if the bridegroom’s family cannot aflord to pay in alump.

A widow is allowed to marry again, but her value is held to

have declined by use, and only half the usual bride-price is paid

for her if she is young, and only a quarter if she has passed her first

youth. Divorce is permitted for adultery ; the adulterer must pay

to the husband the full amount that the woman originally cost,

and he can then marry her. In actual practice the marriage bond

is very readily broken among the Khambus and among many

other of the Nepalese tribes. Women are faithful to the men they

live with while they live with them, and secret adultery is

believed to be rare, but they think very little of running away with

any man of their own or a cognate tribe who takes their fancy;

and the state of things which prevails approaches closely to the ideal

regimé of temporary unions advocated by would-be marriage reform

ers in Europe.

By religion Khambus are Hindus, but they have no Brahmans,

and men of their own tribe, called Homé,

corresponding closely to the Bijuas employed

by the Tibetans, serve them as priests. Their special god is the

ancestral deity Parubang, who is worshipped in the months of March

and November with the sacrifice of a pig and offerings of incense and

marwa beer. Him they re ard as a gfiardevatii or household deity,

and he is held in greater onour than the unmistakeably Hindu

divinity Devi to whom buffaloes, goats, fowls and pigeons are

occasionally sacrificed. Another of their minor gods, Sidha, is

honoured with offerings of dlzuba grass and milk. His origin is

uncertain; but it seems to me possible that the name may be a

survival of the stage of Buddhism through which the Khambus, like

many other Nepalese castes, have probably passed.

The practice of the Khambus in respect to disposing of the

F as ' dead varies greatly, and appears to depend
“Mr mainly on the discretion of the Homé called

in to supervise the operation. Both burial and cremation are resorted

to on occasion, and the mourners sometimes content themselves with

simply throwing the body into the nearest river. A srzidd/1

ceremony of a somewhat simple character is performed once for the

benefit of the deceased in the next world, and to prevent him from

coming back to trouble the living. Land-owning and cultivation

are believed by the Khambus to be their original and characteristic

occupation, but a certain number of them adopt

military service and enter Gurkha regiments

under the title of Rai. A Khambu if asked to what caste he

belongs will usually reply Jimdér (a corruption of zamindar) or

Religion.

Occupation.
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Rai-Jimdar. A few Khambus have also taken to weaving. Their

social status, so far as Nepal is concerned, is best marked by the

statement that they belong to the Kiranti group, and are recognised

as equals by the Limbus and Yakbas. In the matter of food they

are less particular than the Hindus of the plains, for they eat pork

and the domestic fowl, and indulge freely in strong drink.

Khémid, a title of Mails.

Khémté, a section of Goalés

in the North-Westem Prov

inces and Behar.

Khémfhék, a sept of Limbus

of the Biyzihut and Kharidéha

Kalwars; a title of Tharus and

Karangés.

Khéna, a title of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

in Darjiling.

Khén, a title of Rajputs and a

section of Sunris in Behar; a

title of the Desa sub-caste of

Gandhabaniks-, of Napits and of

Bégdis in Bengal; a section

Khanél, a thar or section of

Nepali Brahmans.

Khandabati, a. ga'in of the

Sabarna _¢/otra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Elmnhéit, 1i7zandd_z/at, a swordsman, from Uriya khandé, ‘a

sword,’ the generic title of the feudal militia of

Orissa, the leading members of which claim to

be descended from a band of pure Kshatriyas who came in as

conquerors from Northern India. A good observer writes. of them

as follows :—-“Although a numerous and well-defined body, the

Khandéits do not appear to be really a distinct caste. The ancient

Réjés of Orissa kept up large armies, and partitioned the lauds on

strictly military tenures. These armies consisted of various castes

and races, the upper ranks being officered by men of good Aryan

descent, while the lower ones were recruited from the low castes

alike of the hills and the plains. On the establishment of a well

defined caste system such troops took their caste from their

occupation, and correspond to the military class in the fourfold

division in Northern India; but with this difference, that in Northern

India the military class consists of an ethnical entity, whereas in

Orissa the Khandaits exhibit every variety of type, from the high

Aryan of good social position to the semi-aboriginal mongrel taken

from the dregs of the people.” In this passage, taken from the

Statistical Account Qf Balasore District, Mr. Beames appears to regard

the Khandaits as a heterogeneous group, made up at the one end of

Aryan immigrants from Upper India and at the other of recruits

from a number of indigenous non-Aryan tribes.

The data now available enable us to carry the analysis a step

further, and to show that the Khandéit caste is for the most part, if

not entirely, composed of Bhuiyés of the southern tribe, whose true

aflinities have been disguised under a functional name, while their

customs, their religion, and in some cases even their complexion and

features, have been modified by long contact with Hindus of

relatively pure Aryan descent. The evidence for this View consists

Traditions of origin.
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of the following facts :—- first, that the Khandaits of the Chota

Nagpur Division, who say that they immigrated from Orissa some

twenty generations ago, and many of whom still speak Uriya,

regulate their marriages by the totemistic sections characteristic of

the Southern Bhuiyés, and call themselves Bhuiyé-Péiks; secondly,

that among the numerous titles of the Khandziits in Orissa we find the

very singular names Uttar, Dakhin, and Paschim-Kapét, which are

assumed by the Bhuiyés of Singbhum ; t.'n'rdl_z/, that as late as 1825'

the term Bhuiyé. was current as a. synonym for Khandéit even in

Orissa, where it now seems to have fallen into disuse.

The sub-castes and sections of both Orissa and Chota Nagpur

Khandaits, so far as I have been able to ascer

tain them, are shown in Appendix I. The

relations of the subdivisions of the Bar-gohri sub-caste are rather

intricate. Members of all four groups may intermarry, but the

women of the Pénchsaugharié and Pandrasaugharié subdivisions,

if married to men of the Dasgharié or Pénchgharié. classes, are

supposed to be to a certain extent degraded, and members of their

own groups will not take food from their hands. So also the

Das and Pénch-gharié will eat food cooked by the Pénchsau

and Pandrasau-gharié, but the latter will not return the compli

ment. The Panchsau, again, will take boiled rice, etc., from the

Pandrasau-gharié, but only the unmarried men of the former

class are deemed pure enough to prepare food of this kind for

members of the latter class. The whole of the Bar-gohri sub-caste

profess to maintain a high standard of ceremonial propriety, and

will on no account intermarry with the Chhot-gh ori, who eat fowls

and indulge in strong drink like their non-Aryan neighbours. The

Orissa sub-castes seem to be based on the social difference between

the Mahanfiik or Sresta Khandélts holding largejagir tenures, who

re resent the officers of the ancient feudal militia, and the rank and

file of that body who now bear the name of Chésé-Khandéit,

Orh-Khandéit, or Khandéit-Péik, and occupy the lower position of

village c/tau/cidrirs and ordinary cultivators. Intermarriage between

the two groups, though not absolutely forbidden, occurs very rarely,

and they may properly be regarded sub-castes. The latter class still

retain totemistic sections of the same type as are found among the

Khandziits of Chota Nagpur, while the former have borrowed the

Brahmanical gotras. In all cases the rule of exogamy extends only

to a man’s own section, and is supplemented by a table of prohibited

degrees closely corresponding to that given in the article on the

Rautias. The Chasa or Orh-Khandait sub-caste admit into their

own ranks members of the Ghésé. caste, but this appears to be effected

simply by intermarriage, and not to form the occasion of any special

ceremony. _ _

The main body of Khandaits marry their daughters after they

, are grown up, and the practice of infant

MMmg°' marriage is confined to those landholding

families who pretend to be Rajputs and affect strict conformity

with orthodox usage. Even among these, however, special care is

;____¢__~

' Stirling, Account of Orissa, p. 60.

Internal structure.
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taken to guard against premature consummation, and the husband

is not allowed to take his wife home until she has attained the age

of puberty. The ceremony is supposed to be in the Prajapatya

form, referred to by Mann. The essential portions of the ritual are

luitgaultri, or binding the hands of bride and bridegroom together

with kusa grass, and gant/zig/tin, or knotting their clothes. Polygamy

is permitted, and in theory at least there is no restriction on the

number of wives a man may have. This luxury, however, is sparingly

indulged in even by the wealthier members of the caste, and in

practice few Khandaits take a second wife unless the first is barren

or suffers from an incurable disease. In Chota Nagpur widows

may marry again, and are bound by no conditions in their choice

of a second husband, except that they must avoid the prohibited

degrees binding upon them before marriage, and that they cannot

marry elder brothers or elder cousins of their first husband. Marriage

with the first husband’s younger brother or younger cousin is allowed,

and is deemed a very proper arrangement on the ground of family

convenience. In Orissa the Sresta Khandaits forbid widow-marriage:

in other sub-castes it is allowed on the same terms as in Chota

Nagpur. Divorce may be decreed by the panchéyat on the application

of the husband if a woman is convicted of unchastity, persistent

disobedience, or serious misconduct. In such cases the divorced wife

generally gets alimony for a year; but the more orthodox hold

that she is only entitled to the jewels and property which she

brought with her at marriage. All sub-castes except the Sresta

Khandéits of Orissa allow a divorced wife to marry again by the

aagai ritual.

The majority of Khandaits follow the tenets of the Vaishnava

Religion sect, and comparatively few Saktas or Saivas

are met with among them. Their religious

observances present no features of special interest. In Orissa the

Sésani Brahmans, who serve them as priests, are received on equal

terms by other members of the sacred order, and are deemed

socially superior to the Sebak or Panda Brahmans, who minister to

the spiritual necessities of the Ohésé. caste. Among minor gods

Gramdevati in Orissa, and in Chota Nagpur the unmistakeably

aboriginal deity Bar Pahér, corresponding to the Marang-Buru or

great mountain of the Mundas and Santéls, are worshipped by the

head of . each household with offerings of goats, sweetmeats, and

fruit, which are afterwards divided among the members of the family.

The Orissa Khandaits profess great reverence for the sword as the

symbol of their rank, and at the Dasahara festival the family weapons

are solemnly cleaned and worshipped by laying flowers and fruit

before them. This practice, however, seems to be merely a reflex of

the common Hindu usage which leads every artificer to worship the

tools of his craft, and cannot be regarded as of itself giving any

clue to the tribal affinities of the caste. As a rule Khandaits bum

their dead and perform a. s1-dddli ceremony of the orthodox pattern

on the eleventh day after death.

In the social system of Orissa the Sresta Khandziits rank next to

social mm. the Rajputs, who are comparatively few_in

number and have not the intimate connexion
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with the land which has helped to raise the Khandéits to their

present position. A Sresta Khandéit assumes the sacred thread

at the time of his marriage, a practice not uncommon among castes

of dubious origin, who are pressin to be counted among the number

of the twice-bom. The Chase. handaits do not wear the thread,

but Brahmans will take water from their hands, and they occa

sionally intermarry with the Karan caste. Khandaits themselves

will take cooked food only from their own Brahmans, Whose leavings

also they will eat. Sweetmeats and water may be given to them by

Chases, Gor-Goalas, and Karans. In Chota Nagpur Kanaujia

Brahmans take water from Bar-Gohri Khéndaits, but not from the

Chhot-Gohri, who eat fowls, indulge freely in spirituous liquors, and

enerally order their lives in a fashion entirely inconsistent with the

ilindu standard of ceremonial purity. Their traditions aver that

shortly after their immigration from Orissa they were in possession

of eight forts (éth ga-rh) at Biru, Basia, Belsian, Dimba, Gorra,

Lachra, Lodhma, and Sonpur, and it is certain that at one time

entire parganas in Chota Nagpur were held by Khandéits on

0 t. terms of military service. These, however,
ccupa um‘ passed out of their hands as the country settled

down under British rule, and at the present day very few families

retain tenures of any substantial value. The Orissa Khandéits

seem to have held their ground more firmly; and it may be that

our settlement of the land revenue, by recording the rights of all

persons connected with the land, has enabled them to resist the

modern tendency towards the resumption of ancient service grants.

However this may be, the leading families of the caste still hold

estates and rent-free tenures directly under Government, while the

rank and file are occupancy raiyats or have small tenures in pay

ment for their services as headmen (sarbarabkdrs) or watchmen

(clzaukidzirs) of villages; others, a ain, are occupancy or non-occu

pancy raiyats and landless day-la ourers. Khandéits who wear a

sword and do not cultivate with their own hands consider themselves

superior to those who are working agriculturists; but this

distinction does not seem to coincide exactly with the existing

division into sub-castes.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Khandéits in 1872 and 1881. In Bengal Proper the figures

for Ghatwals are included in the former year :
 

 

Dlsrnrcr. 1872. 1881. ‘ Drsrnrcr. 1872 ‘ 1881

,1~

BM-flwnn ... ... 331 23 Bogra ... ... 336 .... -

Bunkura 3 9 Pabna 1,910 .... ,,

Birlhum 184 .... .. Dacca ll .... ..

Midmpur 797 1,239 Ma-inianslnh 388 ......

Hugh]; ... } 8 { 53 Chitt ong 3 .... ..

Howrah 13-2 Malda 328 .... ..

g4_P|“-genus 1,340 1,101 Cnttack zcasos 343,595

Nadiya. .... .. 14 Pun 7,847 34,292

hulm 6 Balnsore 185,955 184,773

g5,5()|'8 ... ... 8 ...... 'l‘r1buta-ry States 54,374 80,341

Murshedabad 1,64-5 1 Lohardaga 822 8,714

Dinajpu; ,_, 36 .... .. Srngbhnm 2,256 505

Bajghbbyfl 209 .... .. Tributary States 84 809

~

1"‘
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Khandéit-Paik, a sub-caste of,

and a synonym for, Khandéits in

the Orissa Tributary States.

Khandania, a sept of Mun

das in Chota Nagpur.

K/zana'é_z/at, a synonym for

Khandéit.

Khandelvéla, a group of the

Sanédhya sub-caste of Gaura

Brahmans in Behar.

Khandiwér, a sub-caste of

Bais Baniyas in Behar.

Khandsap, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Khanduar, a section of Goalés

in Behar.

Khandwal, a sub-caste of

Goalas in Singbhum.

Khangar, a section of Mahilis

in Westem Bengal.

Khangar-Munda, a sub-tribe

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Khangbha, a flmr or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Khang0r, a synonym for

Khanjar.

Khéni Khor, a section of

Murmis in Darjiling.

§lt81IjtI1‘, a small caste in Be

har whose women practise pros

titution.

Khénné, a sept of Rajputs and

a section of the Chzirjéti sub

oaste of Khatris in Behar.

Khénrsimrié, a. mu! or

section of the Naomnlia or Maj

raut sub-caste of Goalés in Behar.

Khantwér, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Khépangi, a tlm-r or sept of

Mangars in Darjiling.

Khapariyé, a sub-caste of

Dhénuks in Behar.

Khapréhé, a section of the

Biyéhut and Kharidéhzi Kal

wairs in Behar.

Khaptari, a Mar or sept of Gur

ungs and Mangars in Darjiling.

Khapu, a bird, a totemistic sept

of Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Kharé, a hypergamous group

of Karans in Orissa.

filmréhi (Kama, a lathel,

the caste of turners in Behar

chiefly employed in making and

painting legs of bedsteads and

toys.

Kharait, a title of Sadgops in

Bengal.

Kharéit, a mu! or section

of the Maghéya sub-caste of

Barhis in Behar.

Kharak, sword, a totemistic sec

tion of Rautias in Chota Nagpur.

Kharakwér, a territorial sec

tion of ltajwérs and Rautiés in

Chota Nagpur.

Kharéont, a

Nunias in Behar.

Kharaunre-Bhaur, a. mul of

the Séndil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kharaunre-Khutti, a mul of

the Sandil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kharaunre-Gurdi, a mul of

the Séndil S€0[iO11 of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kharaunre-Ekmé, a mu! of

the Séndil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kharbahié, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kharchwér, a sub-caste of

Kurmis in Behar.

Khardaha, a me! or hyper

gamous sub-group of Rzirhi Brah

mans in Bengal.

sub-caste of

Khare, an endogamous divi

sion of the Sribéstab sub-caste

of Kéyasths in Behar.

26
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Khérgé, a section of Sunris in Kharié, blade of grass, atotem

Behar. istic section of Rautias in Chota

Khargpun a on of M _ Nagpnr. sub-caste of Bhan
haiya Telis in Beiranp ag dam 111 01155“

fihnrié, a Dravidian cultivating tribe of ohm Nagpur,

hwfiom of or, .n_ classed on linguistic grounds as Kolarian. In
gl physique the settled members of the tribe

resemble the Mundas, but have rather coarser features and a figure

not so well proportioned. One of their traditions alleges that they

succeeded the Oraons as settlers in the country between Rohtas

garh and Patna, while another says that their original home was

in Moharbhanj, of which State they and the Purans were the

first inhabitants, being born there from a pea-fcwl’s egg,—the

Puréns from the white, the Kharias from the shell, and the family

of the chief (Bhanj) from the yolk. Thence they made their

way up the valley of the Koel into the south-western corner

of the Lohardaga district, where we now find them massed in

tolerably large communities. Colonel Dalton endeavours to reconcile

these conflicting accounts, but with no great success. In truth, legends

of this kind are for the most part a highly unprofitable study. As

often as not they refer to some recent migration of a comparatively

small section of the tribe, and it is hopeless to expect that they should

contain the clue to any really ancient history. Barbarous people

like the Kharias have no means of handing down a statement of fact

for any length of time. Writing is unknown to them, their language

is rapidly dying out, and they have no form of poetry or modulated

prose suited to the preservation of the early traditions of their race.

The Khariés of Lohardagé. are divided into four sub-tribes:—

Dhilki-Kharié, Dud-Kharié, Erengé-Kharié, and Munda-Kharié.

The Dud-Kharia affect a leaning towards Hinduism, and do not eat

beef. The Munda-Kharia are supposed to be the offspring of an

Int mm mm intrigue with a Munda woman. This state
e um ment is in accordance with the hypergamous

relations which subsist between the two tribes. Kharias speak

of the Mundas as their elder brethren, and Kharia women are

sometimes taken as wives by the Mundas, who, however, will on

no account give their girls in marriage to the Khariés. The

septs of the tribe are shown in Appendix I. All of them are

totemistic, but I am informed that the usual rule making the totem

taboo is not now very generally observed. It must, however, at one

time have been in force, for a sept of wild Khariés whom Mr. Ball

observed on the Dalma range in Manbhum had the sheep for their

totem, and were not allowed to eat mutton, or even to use a woollen

rug. Exogamy is regularly practised, and a man may not marry

a woman of his own sept. Beyond the circle defined by the

sept name, the ideas of the Kharias on the subject of consanguineous

marriages are said to be lax, and on the maternal side they appear

to content themselves with forbidding a man to marry his aunts, his

nieces, and his first cousins. Girls are usually

married after they have attained puberty, and

sexual intercourse before marriage is tacitly tolerated. Of late

Marriage.
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years the richer members of the tribe have adopted the Hindu

fashion of infant-marriage. The preliminary negotiations for a

marriage are carried on by the parents, and a bride-price (sukmur) ’

of from one to ten head of cattle must be paid before the day

can be fixed. This must be some time in Mégh (January

February), as Kharias can only marry during that month. On

the day before -the wedding the bride’s family escort her to the

bridegroom’s house, great care being taken that she does not put her

foot into a running stream on the way. The bridal party establish

themselves under a tree, where a place has been prepared for them.

There they are met by the bridegroom’s party, each side being provided

with an earthen jar of water wreathed round with ears of rice

and crowned with a lighted lamp. The rest of the day is spent in

feasting and in songs and dances, all bearing‘ “more directly than

delicately on what is evidently considered the main object of the

festivities—the public recognition of the consummation of the

marriage.” Early next morning the bride and bridegroom are

anointed with oil and taken to bathe. Five bundles of straw are then

spread on the ground, and the yoke (juzir) of a plough laid upon them.

The bride and bridegroom stand facing each other on the yoke, and

the bridegroom smears vermilion on the bride’s forehead and the

parting of her hair, while she makes a small round spot of the same

colour on his forehead. This completes the marriage, and the

whole party sit down under a tree to feast at the expense of

the bridegroom. While the feast is going on the bride is brought

before the company and is made to wash a cloth in hot water, in

token, apparently, of her willingness to do any form of household

work. After this she is finally handed over to the bridegroom. If

the full bride-price has been paid, the bride’s father is expected

to provide his daughter with a trousseau of seven pieces of cloth,

and to give one ox to his son-in-law within a month after marriage.

A widow may marry again by the sagai form, which consists

of the bridegroom presenting her with a new cloth. If her husband

leaves a brother younger than himself, the widow is expected to

marry him, but is not compelled to do so. It may indeed be inferred,

from the fact that one head of cattle is the customary bride-price

for a widow, that she frequently does marry outside of her late

husband’s family. Divorce is permitted on the ground of adultery,

in which case the Wife’s family are required to give back the cattle

which they received as the bride-price. A divorced woman may

marry again, and her customary market value is stated to be two

head of cattle. _

The Dud-Kharias profess to be guided in matters of inheri

tance and succession by the principles of the

Mitakshara. This, however, is mere pretence,

for they, like the rest of the tribe, follow a customary law of their

own, administered by a panchayat or council of elders, at which the

tribal priest usually presides. The chief features of Kharié custom,

so far as I have been able to ascertain them, may be summarised

Inheritance.

 

‘ Dalton, Etluwlogy q/' Bengal, p. 160.
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as follows. Sons inherit to the exclusion of all other heirs; but

the eldest son gets two shares more than any of his brothers, and

on him is supposed to rest the obligation of providing for the main

tenance of the daughters. In dividing property a distinction is

drawn between sons by a bikdi wife, married by the full ceremony,

and sons by a sagai wife, who may have been a widow or a divorced

woman. Thus, supposing a man dies leaving two sons by a bi/nit"

and two by a sayai wife, and the property to be divided consists of

sixteen kamms of rice land, the land would be divided into two

lots, one containing twelve kanwas and the other four. The elder

of the two biluii sons would get seven kamras, and the younger five

kamcas ; while the sagai sons would get two kamcas apiece. Brothers

and uncles exclude widows and daughters.

The religion of the Khariés may be defined as a mixture of

animism and nature-worship, in which the

former element on the whole predominates.

As the nominal head of their system we find Bar Pahar, to whom

buffaloes, rams, and cocks are offered at uncertain intervals. He

seems to be a fainéam sort of deity, who brings neither good nor

ill-fortune to men, and is not in charge of any special depart

ment of human affairs. He has no Kharia name, and it is possible

that the practice of worshipping him may have been borrowed

from the Mundas and Oraons. The working deities of the Kharia

pantheon are the following :—(1) Dorho Dubo, who delights in

muddy places and takes care of the da'rlzi.s or springs of water,

which are a notable feature in the Lohardaga district. Pigs,

goats, and red fowls are the offerings set apart for him. (2) Nasén

Dubo, the god of destruction, who scatters death and disease abroad,

and must be propitiated with sacrifices of five chickens. (3) Giring

Dubo, the sun, whom Colonel Dalton mentions under the name of

Bero, adding that “ every head of a family should during his life

time make not less than five sacrifices to this divinity; the first of

fowls, the second of a pig, third of a white goat, fourth of a ram,

and fifth of a buffalo. He is then considered sufficiently propitiated

for this generation, and regarded as an ungrateful god if he does

not behave handsomely to his votary. In praying to Bero they

address him as ‘ Parameswar, ’ the Hindi word for God. The Ho

term ‘Sing bonga’ they do not know. The sacrifices are always made

in front of an ant hill, which is used as an altar. This peculiar

mode of sacrificing has fallen into desuetude among the Hos and

Mundas; but on my making some enquiries on the subject from old

men of those tribes, I was informed that it was orthodox, though not

now generally practised.” ' (4) Jyolo Dubo, the moon—oflering, a

black cock. (5) Pét Dubo, a god who loves rocky places—-offering, a

grey goat or reddish-brown fowls. (6) Donga Dérhéi, a hill god

otfering, a white goat. (7) Mahédén, another hill god, to whom rams

are sacrificed. (8) Gumi, the god who lives in the Sarmi or sacred grove,

which serves as temple for most of the aboriginal deities~—offering,

a sow. (9) Agin Darhé, the protector of the rice crop—offering, a

Religion.
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white goat. (10) Kéré Sarné, the god of cattle-disease, to whom

buffaloes are sacrificed on the occasion of an outbreak.

Khariés have not yet attained to the dignity of employing

Brahmans for religious and ceremonial purposes, but have priests

of their own, called Kale, whose ofiice is usually hereditary. They

also avail themselves of the services of the village Péhan, who

is usually a Munda or an Oraon. In their

funeral rites they observe a curious distinc

tion: the bodies of married people are burned, while persons who

die unmarried are buried. When cremation is resorted to, the

bones and ashes of the dead are put into a new earthen vessel with

some parched rice and thrown into the deepest pool of a river, or,

should there be no river near, into a rocky chasm or a tank in the

bhuinkdri village of the deceased, that is to say, the village in which

he ranks among the descendants of the original clearers. If this village

cannot be traced, the ashes may be thrown into any tank that is near,

only in that case a feast must be given to the bhuinluirs of the village.

and a aidhd of rice presented to the landlord. The relations and

friends of the deceased are entertained at a feast, and a tall slab of

unhewn stone is set up near his house, before which daily obla

Funerals.

tions are supposed to be offered in order to appease his spirit and

avert the danger of his returning to trouble the living.

The settled Kharias are fair cultivators. and in the south-west

of Lohardaga, where they are fairly numerous,

many of them claim to be I)/zuin/za'rs, holders of

lcorkar tenures, and occupancy raiyats. In other parts of the

district they are mostly tenants-at-will and farm-labourers. The

wild Khariés who frequent the Dalmé. range in Manbhum and

the forest-clad hills of Géngpur and other Tributary States know

no other mode of agriculture than the barbarous j/utm or déhd

system, which consists in burning down a patch of jungle and

sowing bajrd, bin‘, or kodo in the ashes between the stumps of the

trees. They are said to be not over-fastidious feeders, eating

monkeys and various kinds of small animals and cattle which have

been killed by wild beasts or have died from disease. The settled

Kharias have much the same notions as the Mundas on the subject,

but the Dud-Kharié sub-tribe, as has been mentioned above, profess

to abstain from beef, and eat kachcki only with men of their own

tribe. “ Some Kharias,” says Colonel Dalton, “ profess to be intensely

exclusive in regard to cooking and eating. This characteristic

I found most developed in villages of Chota Nagpur, where Khariés

were associated with Oraons under Brahman proprietors; and it is

a common saying in that part of the country that every Kharié must

have his hariah, 'i.e., cooking pot. He may not allow even his wife

to cook for him, and if a stranger enters a house in which he keeps

his earthen drinking and cooking vessels and water pots, every

vessel is polluted, and the whole are destroyed or thrown away,

This class of Kharias are specially filthy in their habits, and it is not

improbable that Hindus may have been more than ordinarily harsh

in excluding them from their kitchens and inner apartments, and

that the Khariés retaliate by outcastiug everybody.”

Occupation.
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The foregoing paragraphs treat for the most part only of the

social smug. Egfittled agricultural Kharias of the Lohardagé

ict, a people who are respectably dressed,

comfortably housed, and well supplied with wholesome food. Some

of them old landed tenures of appreciable value, and there

are signs of a tendency among them towards the adoption of

Hinduism—-a step which, whenever taken, will speedily obliterate

all traces of primitive usage. Even now there is little left to

show that they come of the same stock as the wild Kharias

who inhabit the crests of the highest ranges in Manbhum, Sing

bhum, and the Tributary States of Chota Nagpur and Orissa, and

are shunned even by the Hos and Bhumij on account of their

reputation as wizards. These wandering savages, like the Birhors of

Hazaribagh and Palamau, who Colonel Dalton supposes may belong

to the same tribe, are now believed to be rapidly dying out, and

very few Europeans have had the opportunity of seeing them in

their homes. No apology therefore is needed for quoting

Mr. V. Ball’s description. of the Khariés whom he met with on the

Dalmé. ran e in Manbhum during the cold weather of 1866-67‘ :—

“ The%Kharié.s show a marked disllike fplr ciiilization, constantly

. leavin places w ere t ey ave any reason for
Khmfisoi Manbhum‘ supposging that they are overlooked. Their

houses, generally not more than two or three together, are situated

on the sides or tops of the highest hills; they stand in small clear

ances, a wretched crop of bnjrd being sown between the fallen and

charred trunks of trees.

“ Close to the south boundary of Manbhum there are a suc~

cession of hill ranges, of which Dalma (3,407 feet), the rival of Paras

nath, is the highest point. On this hill I saw three or four neat

little Kharié. cottages, made of wattled bamboo, which, together with

the small standing crop, had for no apparent reason been deserted.

Further west, just outside the boundary of Manbhum, on a plateau

formed of trap, where there was a good water-supply, the small

Kharia villages had assumed a somewhat permanent appearance.

Occasionally Kharié. cottages are to be seen on the outskirts of

villages, but this is a departure from what is one of the most charac

teristic customs of the race.

“The first Khariés I met with were encamped in the jungle at

the foot of some hills. The hut was rudely made of a few sdl

branches, its occupants being one man, an old and two young women,

besides three or four children. At the time of my visit they were

taking their morning meal; and as they regarded my presence with

the utmost indifference, without even turning round or ceasing from

their occupations, I remained for some time watching them. They

had evidently recently captured some small animal, but what it was,

as they had already eaten the skin, I could not ascertain. As I

looked on, the old woman distributed to the others, on plates of szil

leaves, what appeared to be the entrails of the animal, and, wrapping

 

1 Jungle Life in India, p. 89 E.
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up her own portion between a couple of leaves, threw it on the fire

in order to give it a very primitive cooking. With regard to their

ordinary food, the Kharias chiefly de end upon the jungle for a

supply of fruits, leaves, and roots. I) got them to collect for me

specimens of the principal species they used.” The list of edible

plants will be found in full in the Statistical Account of Hasarz'bd_(/h

(vol. xvi). “Besides these, however, the Kharias eat rice, which

they obtain in the villages in exchange for several ungle products,

such as honey, lac, dhumi, tasar cocoons, sa'l leaves, and bundles of

bamboo slips, called It-hm-ki, wherewith the leaves are stitched into

plates. That the rice which they thus obtain, though small in

quantity, is an important element in their daily food, seems apparent

from the fact that a large number of them are said to have died in

the famine. I can only ex lain this by supposing that they lost

heart on being deprived of w at had been a regular source of supply,

and failed to exert themselves in the collection of an extra quantity

of roots. An explanation somewhat similar to this was given to me

by a Santél, who said, speaking of his own race, that those who under

went the labour of searching the jungles escaped. while those who

sat in their houses wishing for better times died. The roots are dug

up with considerable labour from the rocky ground, by means of an

instrument called khunti—an iron spike firmly fixed in a wooden

handle. The point of this, as it is natural it should be, frequently

becomes blunted. To avoid the necessity of taking it to be sharpened,

perhaps half a dozen miles to the nearest Kamér, the Khariés have

invented for themselves a forge, the blast of which is produced by

a pair of bellows of the most primitive construction. They consist

of a pair of conical caps about eighteen inches high, which are made

of leaves stitched together with grass. These are firmly fixed down

upon the hollows in the ground, whence a pair of bamboo nozzles

conveys the blast produced by alternate and sudden elevations and

depressions of the caps to a heap of ignited charcoal. In this the iron

spikes are heated until they become sufliciently soft to be hammered

to a point by a stone used as a hammer on a stone anvil.

“ The Kharias never make iron themselves, but are altogether

dependent on the neighbouring bézars for their supplies. Had they

at any period possessed a knowledge of the art of making iron,

conservative of their customs as such races are, it is scarcely likely that

they would have forgotten it. It is therefore not unreasonable to

suppose that there wasa period anterior to the advent of the Hindus

when iron was quite unknown to them,—when, owing to the absence

of cultivation in the plains, they were even more dependent on the

supply of jungle food than they are at present. In those times their

axes and their implements for grabbing up roots were in all

probability made of stone, and then" arrows had tips made of the

same material.

“In their persons the Kbarias are very dirty, seldom, if ever,

washing themselves. Their features are decidedly of a low character,

not unlike the Bhumij, but there seemed to me L0 be an absence of

any strongly-marked type in their faces or build, such as enables one

to know a Santél, and even a Kurmi, at a glance.”
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of i

Kharias in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

Disraxcr. I 187$. I 1881. Dxsrnrcr. l 1872. \ 1581.

Bardwan 1,926 .... .. ‘. Rangpur .- .... .. 721

Bankura 17,936 an 1 Darjiling .... .. ss

Birbhum 231 .... .. I Tributary Stltes,Orissa. 3,942 8,404

Midnupur 2,399 8,363 Hazaribugh 78

Hughli 1 Lohardagn. . 21,019 4,616

Howrah l 1" t 1,214 Singbhum 1.4-»; S34

24-Parganas 7 2 Manbhum 2,1538 2 431

Nadiyn 1 .... .. Tributary States 1,613 28,074

Murshedabad .... .. 4

 

Kharié-Munda, a sub-tribe of

Mundas in Chota. Nagpur.

Kharié.-Oraon, a sub-tribe of

Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Khariér, a section of Malai

lis in Westcm Bengal.

Khariét, a sub-caste of Binds

in Behar.

Kharidéhé, a sub-caste of

Kalwzirs in Behar.

Kharihi, a title of Goalés

in Behar.

Kharipéré, a sub-caste of Su

tradhars in Westem Bengal.

Kharkébéyu. a section

Kémis in Darjiling.

of

Kharnéke ke réut, a section

of the Biyéhut and Kharidahé.

Kalwérs in Behar.

Kharnié, a section of Goalas

in the North-Westem Pro

vinces and Behar.

Khérpéik, a mul or section

of the Kanaujizi sub-caste of

Hajjams in Behar.

Kharsén, a section of Goztlas

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Kharué, a section of Kumhars

in Singbhum.

Kharum, makers of brass

ornaments in Western Bengal.

Kharwal, Kberwal, a sub-caste

of Bhuiyas in Singbhum.

iilttltlvfitl‘, K/ieruvir, a Dravidian cultivating and landholding

tribe of Chota Nagpur and Southern Behar,

regarding whose origin there has been much

discussion. Speaking of the Kharwars of Shahébéd, Buchanan

says that great confusion prevails concerning them, because in differ

ent places they have adopted the precepts of Hinduism in different

degrees. The social position of the tribe also varies greatly. Some

are found amongst the labouring classes bearing burdens and carry

ing palunquins, some have attained positions as land-owners, lording

it over Brahmans and Raj puts, their raiyats, whilst others occupy

the table-land unmixed with any other tribe, and there is little

reason, no doubt, that they are its original inhabitants. These, he

observes, have retained the features by which the aboriginal tribes of

the Vindhyan mountains are distinguished, but no one has met with

any of the tribe who retain a trace of their original language. Some

Kharwars declare their original seat to have been the fort of Rohtas,

so called as having been the chosen abode of Rohitaswa, son of

Harischandra, of the family of the sun. From this ancient house

they also claim descent, call themselves Surjabansis, and wear the

janeo or caste thread distinguishing the Rajputs. ‘A less flattering

Traditions of origin.
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tradition makes them out to be the offspring of a marriage between

a Kshatriya man and a Bhar woman contracted in the days of King

Ben, when distinctions of caste were set aside and men might marry

whom they would.

The difiiculty experienced by Buchanan in arriving at any

conclusions regarding the true aflinities of the tribe in Shahabéd

is well illustrated by Colonel Dalton’s account of their status in

Chota Nagpur :—

“ The ltaj as of Ramgarh and Jashpfir are members of this family,

who have nearly succeeded in obliterating their Turanian traits by

successive intermarriages with Aryan families. The Jashpfir Raja is

wedded to a lady of pure Rajpfit blood, and, by liberal dowries, has

succeeded in obtaining a similar union for three of his daughters. It

is a costly ambition, but there is no doubt| that the infusion of fresh

blood greatly improves the Kharwar physique. The late Maharaja

Sambhunéth Sing, of Ramgarh, was a remarkably handsome man,

sufiiciently so to support his pretensions to be a true child of the

sun; but according to the traditions and annals of his own family

his ancestors must have been very low in the social scale when they

first came to Rémgarh. They are descended from the younger of

two brothers who, generations ago, came as adventurers and took

service under the Maharaja of Chiitia Négpfir. The elder obtained

Ramgarh as a fief on his doing homage to the Maharaja and

receiving the ‘tilak,’ or mark of investiture, from that potentate’s

great toe. Almost all the men of ancient standing with proprietary

rights in the Ramgarh estate are Kharwérs. The Thakurs of

Hfisir Séram and Babu Dalgovind of Khoyra, of Rajput lineage,

have become Kharwars by marrying into the Raja’s family.”

In another place Colonel Dalton notices the traditional con

nexion between the Kharwérs and the Cheros, who are said to have

invaded Palémau from Rohtas and driven the Rajput Chief of the

country to retire and found a new kingdom in Sargfijé.

“ It is said that the Palémau population then consisted of

Kharwars, Gonds, Mars, Korwés, Parheya, and Kisans. Of these

the Kharwars were the people of most consideration. The Cheros

conciliated them, and allowed them to remain in peaceful possession

of the hill tracts bordering on Sargfija; all the Cheros of note

who assisted in the expedition obtained military service grants of

land, which they still retain. It is popularly asserted that at the

commencement of the Chero rule in Palémau, they numbered twelve

thousand families, and the Kharwars eighteen thousand, and if an

individual of one or the other is asked to what tribe he belon s,

he will say, not that he is a Chero or a Kharwar, but that e

belongs to the twelve thousand or to the eighteen thousand, as the

case may be. " " ' " Intermarriages between Chero

and Kharwér families have taken place. A relative of the Palémau

ltaja married a sister of Maninath Sing, Raja of Ramgarh, and

this is amongst themselves an admission of identity of origin; as

both claiming to be Rajpfits they could not intermarry till it was

proved to the satisfaction of the family priests that the parties

belonged to the same class.”
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Others, again, regard the Gheros as a sub-tribe of Kharwérs,

but this o inion appears to have been based on observations in

Southern ohardaga, where the Oheros have gone down in the

world and ceased to be of any social importance.

Colonel Dalton describes the low Kharwars as strongly resembling

the Santéls in feature. “ They are,” he says, “ very dark, with

pyramidal-shaped low noses, thick protuberant lips, and cheek-bones or

zygomata that project so as to make the temples hollow.” The landhold

ing classes, on the other hand, have refined the type by intermarriages

with higher castes, and are quite as high bred in appearance as most of

the pseudo-Rajput families of Chota Nagpur and \Vestern Bengal.

An examination of the internal structure of the tribe, which is

given in Appendix I, leaves little doubt as to

their Dravidian descent. Many of their septs

are certainly totemistic; although the animals associated by other

tribes with septs bearing the same names appear not to be deemed

sacred by the Kharwars. Further research among more primitive

members of the tribe may, however, show that the older ideas

have not altogether died out. Special interest attaches to the fact

that the Kharwars of South Lohardagé regard the It-bar grass as the

totem of their tribe, and will not out or injure it while growing. The

adoption of the kkar as a totem may of course be due merely to the

consonance of narnes—a factor which plays an important part in the

speculations of savages regarding their own descent. If, on the other

hand, the case is one of genuine survival, it goes far to suggest the

inference that the Kharwar tribe of the present day may be merely

an enlarged totem-sept which broke ofi' from some larger group and

in course of time developed a separate organization. Instances of

septs splitting up into sub-septs are by no means uncommon,

and it is obvious that circumstances favouring separation might easily

lead to the transformation of the original sept into a distinct tribe.

Among the endogamous divisions of the tribe the Bhogtas are the

most important. They are found. says Colonel Dalton, “ in the hills of

Palémau skirting Sarguja, in Tori and Bhanwar Pahar of Ohutia

Nagpur and other places. They have always had an indifferent

reputation. The head of the clan in Palamau was a notorious free

booter, who, after having been outlawed and successfully evading

every attempt to capture him, obtained a égir on his surrendering and

promising to keep the peace. He kept to his engagement and died in

fair repute, but his two sons could not resist the opportunity afforded

by the disturbances of 1857-58. After giving much trouble they

were captured: one was hanged, the other transported for life, and the

estate was confiscated.” Bhogtés do not intermarry with ordinary or

Deswari Kharwérs, and although living side by side with them, affect

to repudiate the idea of tribal relationship between the two groups.

'l‘here is, however, no reason to question the accuracy of the general

opinion that the Bhogtas are a branch of Kharwérs who have formed

themselves into an independent group.

Internal structure.

Throughout the tribe the form of exogamy practised is the simple _

one that a man may not marry a woman of his
Mama” own sept. Outside that circle of relationship,
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prohibited degrees are reckoned by the standard formula. All

who can afford to do so arrange for the marriages of their children

while they are still too young to choose for themselves, and adult

marriage is looked upon as a sign of poverty and social insignificance.

Deswziri Kharwars profess to disapprove of the practice of taking

money for a daughter, but among Bhogtés and Manjhias a bride

price, ranging from Rs. 5 to Be. 12, is regularly paid. Remnants of

non-Aryan usage may be discerned in the marriage ceremony itself.

Both parties must first go through the form of marriage to a mango

tree, or at least to a branch of the tree ; and must exchange blood mixed

with sindur, although in the final and binding act sindur alone is

smeared by the bridegroom upon the bride’s forehead and the parting

of her hair. Polygamy is permitted, but not generally practised, except

in the event of failure of offspring by the first wife. The Bhogta and

Manjhia sub-castes sanction the marriage of a widow, and deem it

right for her to marry her late husband’s younger brother. Deswari

Kharwars, however, require widows to remain unmarried. Divorce

is permitted if the wife is convicted of unchastity or if‘ the couple

cannot agree. Divorced women may marry again by the sagai form,

which is the same as that in use among the Rautias.

In matters of inheritance Kharwars follow tribal customs of

their own, and cannot be described as formal

adherents of any of the recognised schools of

Hindu law. The eldest son of the senior wife, even if younger than

one of the sons of a second wife, inherits the entire property

subject to the obligation of providing all other legitimate children.

If the inheritance consists of land, the heir is expected to create

separate maintenance ants in favour of his younger brothers.

Daughters can never in erit, but are entitled to live in the ancestral

house until they are married.

“ The Kharwars,” says Colonel Dalton, “ observe, like the Kols,

triennial sacrifices. Every three years a buffalo

and other animals are offered in the sacred

grove, ‘sarna,’ or on a rock near the village. They also have,

like some of the Kols, a priest for each village, called pahn.

He is always one of the impure tribes—a Bhiiiya, or Khax-war,

or a Parheya, and is also called baiga, and he only can offer this

great sacrifice. N0 Brahmanical priests are allowed on these occa

sions to interfere. The deity honored is the tutelary god of the

village, sometimes called Duar Pahér, sometimes Dharti, sometimes

Purgahaili or Daknai, a. female, or Dura, a sylvan god, the same

perhaps as the Darhé of the Kols.” In Sargiija a village of Kharwérs

was found employing a baiga of the wild Korwa tribe to offer

sacrifices in the name of the village every second year to (lhindol,

a male spirit, Chanda, a. female spirit, and to Parvin. Buffaloes, sheep,

and goats were offered to all of these. These people made no prayers

to any of the Hindu gods, but when in great trouble they appealed

to the sun. The ap arent anomaly of their having a Korwa for

their priest was exp ained by the belief that “the hill people, being

the oldest inhabitants, are best acquainted with the habits and

peculiarities of the local spirits, and are in least peril from them;

Inheritance.

Religion.
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besides, they are wholly pagan, whilst the people in whose behalf

they make offerings, having Hindu and Brahmanical tendencies,

could only offer a. divided allegiance to the sylvan gods, which it

might not be safe to tender.”

The main body of the tribe, and particularly those who belong

to the landholding class, profess the Hindu religion, and employ

Sékadwipi Brahmans as priests. Mahadeo and Sitaram are the

opular deities; Gauri and Ganesh being worshipped during marriages.

n addition to these, the miscellaneous host of spirits feared by the

Mundas and Oraons are still held in more or less reverence by the

Kharwfirs, and in Palamau members of the tribe sometimes perform

the duties of péhan or village priest. Sréddh is performed ten days

after death, and once a year in the month of Aswin regular oblations

are made for the benefit of deceased ancestors in general.

The social standing of the tribe varies greatly in different places,

and seems to depend chiefly upon the hold they

have on the land. This appears to be strongest

among the Deswfiri Kharwars. A landed proprietor of this sub-tribe

will wear a janeo and pose as a kind of Rajput; while Bhogtés,

Manjhias, and the like aspire to no such distinction. Similar differ

ences may be observed in matters of diet. Beef is forbidden to all

members of the tribe; but Bhogtés, Manjhias, and Rauts eat pigs and

fowls, which the Deswéri regard as unclean. Kharwérs profess to

take water and sweetmeats only from Brahmans, Rajputs, the higher

classes of Banias, Jhoras, and Rautias. In Chota Nagpur they regard

landholding as their traditional occupation;

some are zamindars, many hold substantial

kbuntkdtti and korkar tenures, and the rest of the tribe are raiyats with

occupancy rights. Very few have sunk to the position of landless day

labourers; but many of the Bhogtés have taken up the comparatively

degraded occupation of making baskets and working in bamboos.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kharwars in 1872 and 1881 :—

Social status.

Occupation.

 

 

Kharwara, a sub-caste of Khétédié, a section of Groalés

Dxsrnicr. I 1872. I 1881. Dlsrmcr. \ 1872. ' 1851.

l

lB;ll'(i:;l 266 ‘:2 Sha!mbadM ...fl 5,883 5,959

an .... .. - ozu erpur 457

Hlrbhum 14 s7 T"'h“t inarbhansa l’ 135 i an

Midnapur 80 693 Saran 26 1,.-115

26-Pargnnas .... .. 94 Champaran 47 80!

Nadi a 14 .... .. Monghyr 21 8

Murs_ edabad 14-1 188 Bhanalpur 8,019 9,043

Dinapgnr .... .. 269 Puriiiah 4,088 3,716

Rm bye 11 10 Maldah 0,005 4,0115’

Rangpur 247 Sanlal Par nan #31 3,866

BOIq'_l_ .. 16 I-Iazarlbml 28.569 88,010

Darnlmg 213 Lphardsga 67,-isb new

D8901! _ 50 Singbhum 3,872 2,233

Muimansmh .. cs Manbhum 25,978 13.152

Chit!-M10115 84 Tributary States 11,69] 17,959

Gil use 1,243

Kahfirs in Behar. in the North-VVestern Prov.

Khét, a sept of Rajputs illces B-11d Behar

in Behar.
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Khataié, a section of the Biyé- virtue of being owners of landed

hut and Kharidaha Kalwtirs in estates, were enabled to claim a

Behar. higher social position.

Khatait, a sept of Thérus in Khéti, a sept of the surym

lBeh*“'- bansi sub-tribe of Rajputs in

iihatauri, asmall cultivating Bel")-1‘ ; 9- Section Of Kiwis; *1

and landholding caste of the mar or sept of Gumngs and

Santél Parganas who claim to Mangm'5inDaT.lilin8‘

be Rajputs, but are believed by Khatik, a sub-caste of

Mr. Oldham to be Mals, who, by Khatiks in Behar.

fihatxk, a cultivating and vegetable-selling caste of Behar,

divided into two sub-castes—Khatik and Dharamdési. They have

only one section (Késyapa), and regulate their marriages by the

standard formula, calculated to five generations in the descending

line. Khatiks marry their daughters as infants, between the ages of

five and twelve years. When a marriage is under consideration, the

headman and pancluiz/at are consulted regarding the prohibited

degrees. If their opinion is favourable, mutual visits of inspection

(g/zar-deklzi) follow, at which presents of betel-leaves, areca nut,

and sweetmeats are exchanged. After this a tilék, consisting of new

clothes, brass feeding utensils, and one rupee in cash, is given to the

parents of the bridegroom, and a Tirhntia Brahman is called in to fix

an auspicious date for the wedding. This is celebrated in the form

usually followed by the lower castes, the place of the Brahman being

taken by ,a Bairagi ascetic belonging to the Khatik caste. Poly

gamy is not expressly recognised, but a man may take a second

wife if the first is barren. Divorce is effected by the panohayat in

the manner described in the article on the Khatwe caste.

Khatiks follow the Hindu law and profess the Hindu religion

as usually understood in Behar. Their minor gods are Bandi and

Mira, to whom sacrifices of kids, cakes, and sweetmeats are offered on

Wednesdays and afterwards eaten by the worshippers. The latter, it

should he observed, is common to them and to the Khatwes, and appears

to be worshipped by no other castes. Khatiks do not employ Brahmans,

and Bairagi members of their own caste serve them as priests.

In point of social standing Khatiks rank little higher than

Musahars. Their rules as to food differ little from those of respect

able middle-class Hindus, but they make no secret of their partiality

for spirituous liquors.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Khatiks in 1872 and 1881. The figures of 1872 include other

vegetable-selling castes, hence the discrepancy : —
 

Dxsrnrcr. l 1872. ‘ 1881. H Dxsrmcr. l 1872. ‘ 1881,

Mnrsbednbad .... .. 8 Champaran 22,657 94$

Rsjshahye 1 Monuhyr 2,548 5:15

Patna 1-746 6% Bhaxalpur ... ... 1,391 1,191

Gya 2,124 284 Purnmh ... ... 806 275

Bhahnbedu ..‘.T 3,472 238 inntal ‘furganau 330 an

_ - ozu erpnr 2,394 azari iurT“'h“‘ {Durbhangn l '9-5°‘ 1,827 lniumaga ...... iiiii

Saran 17,102‘ 1,289
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Khétimaharé, or pure Malzara, Khatkalé. 0. sub-tribe of Thé

a sub-caste of Chamars in Behar. rus in Behar.

Khatiwéra, a tlzar of the Atri Khatri, a sub-caste of Ba

gotra of Nepali Brahmans. niyzis in Behar.

gllfllrl, a mercantile caste of the Panjab, described by Mr.

Ibbetson as superior in physique, in manliness, and in energy to the

rest of the trading community of that province. Many of them have

settled in Bengal and Behar, and the Maharajé of Bardwan is

considered the head of the caste. The locus classicus for the Khatris

is Sir George Campbell’s paper on ‘ The Ethnology of India, ’

published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1866,

from which I quote the following passages :—

“ Trade is their main occupation,.but in fact they have broader

_ I and more distinguishing features. Besides
acflo‘fm€’_°°'g° C”'“'Pb°u‘ monopolising the trade of the Panjab and the

greater part of Afghanistan and doing a good

deal beyond those limits, they are in the Panjab the chief civil

administrators, and have almost all literate work in their hands. S0

far as the Sikhs have a riesthood, they are, moreover, the priests or

gurus of the Sikhs. Boar Nanak and Govind were, and the Sodhis

and Bedis of the present day are, Khatris. Thus, then, they are in

fact in the Panjab, so far as a more energetic race will permit them,

all that Mahratta Brahmans are in the Mahratta country, besides

engrossing the trade, which the Mahratta Brahmans have not. They

are not usually military in their character, but are quite capable of

using the sword when necessary. Diwan Sawan Mal, governor of

Multan, and his notorious successor, Mulraj, and very many of Ranjit

Singh’s chief functionaries, were Khatris. Even under Mahomedan

rulers in the west they have risen to high administrative posts.

There is a record of a Khatri diwan of Badakshan or Kunduz, and,

I believe, of a Khatri governor of Peshawar under the Afghans. The

Emperor Akbar’s famous minister, Todur Mal, was a Khatri, and

a relative of that man of undoubted energy, the great commissariat

contractor of Agra, Joti Parshad, lately informed me that he also

is a Khatri. Altogether there can be no doubt that these Khatris

are one of the most acute, energetic, and remarkable races in India,

though in fact, except locally in the Panjab, they are not much

known to Europeans. The Khatris are staunch Hindus, and it is

somewhat singular that while giving a religion and priests to the

Sikhs, they themselves are comparatively seldom Sikhs. The Khatris

are a very fine, fair, handsome race, and, as may be gathered from

what I have already said, they are very generally educated.

“ There is a large subordinate class of Khatris, somewhat lower,

but of equal mercantile energy, called Rors or Roras. The proper

Khatris of higher grade will often deny all connexion with them, or

at least only admit that they have some sort of bastard kindred

with Khatris; but I think there can be no doubt that they are

ethnologically the same, and they are certainly mixed up with

Khatris in their avocations. I shall treat the whole kindred as

generically Khatris.
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“Speaking of the Khatris then thus broadly, they have, as

I have said, the whole trade of thePanjab and of most of Afghanistan.

No village can get on without the Khatri, who keeps the accounts,

does the banking business, and buys and sells the grain. They

seem, too, to get on with the people better than most traders and

usurers of this kind. In Afghanistan, among a rough and alien

people, the Khatris are as a rule confined to the position of humble

dealers, shopkeepers, and money-lenders ; but in that capacity the

Pathans seem to look at them as a kind of valuable animal, and

a Pathan will steal another man’s Khatri, not only for the sake of

ransom, as is frequently done on the Peshawar and Hazara frontier,

but also as he might steal a milch-cow, or as Jews might, I dare

say, be carried ofi in the middle ages with a view to render them

profitable.

“I do not know the exact limits of Khatri occupation to the

west, but certainly in all Eastern Afghanistan they seem to be ust

as much a art of the established community as they are in the
Panjab. Tlliey find their way far into Central Asia, but the further

they get the more depressed and humiliating is their position. In

Turkistan Vambery speaks of them with great contempt, as yellow

faced Hindus of a cowardly and sneaking character. Under Turcoman

rule they could hardly be otherwise. They are the only Hindus

known in Central Asia. In the Panjab they are so numerous that

they cannot all be rich and mercantile, and many of them hold land,

cultivate, take service, and follow various avocations.

“ The Khatris are altogether excluded from Brahman Kashmir.

In the hills, however, the ‘Kakkas,’ on the east bank of the Jahlam,

are said to have been originally Khatris (they are a curiously

handsome race), and in the interior of the Kan ra hills there is an

interesting race of fine patriarchal-looking shep erds called Gaddis,

most of whom are Khatris. Khatri traders are numerous in Dehli;

are found in Agra, Lucknow, and Patna; and are well known

in the Bara Bazar of Calcutta, though there they are principally

connected with Panjab firms.

“ The Khatris do not seem, as a rule, to reach the western coast:

in the Bombay market I cannot find that they have any considerable

place. In Sindh, however, I find in Captain Burton’s book an

account of a race of pretended Kshatriyas, who are really Banias of

the Nanak-Sahi (Sikh) faith, and who trade and have a large share

of public oifices. These are evidently Khatris. Ludhiana is a large

and thriving town of mercantile Khatris, with a numerous colony of

Kashmiri shawl-weavers.”

Khatris allege themselves to be the direct descendants of the

T d.t. f ori . Kshatriyas of early Indian tradition, and in
m Homo gm support of this claim refer to the fact that

they assume the sacred cord and commence the study of the Vedas

at the age of eight years, as is enjoined in the sacred books,

and that Saraswat Brahmans will eat kaclzchi food prepared by

them. Mr. Nesfield thinks the claim a good one, adding that

“ the cause which detached the Khatri from the Chattri or Kshatriya

and shut out _a_l1 possibility of a return to the ancestral oaste was
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the establishment of a marriage union between fragments or clans

drawn from several different sub-castes of Kshatriyas between

whom no oonnubial rights had hitherto existed, or from sub-castes

of Kshatriyas mixed with those of Brahmans. There is much

reason to believe that Brahmans as well as Kshatriyas have

contributed to form the new caste of Khatri; for Brahmans

of the Saraswat sub-caste will to this day eat food cooked by

Khatris, but no Brahman of any sub-caste will eat food cooked by

a Kshatriya.” Mr. Ibbetson puts the question by with the remark

that “the validity of the claim is as doubtful as are most other

matters connected with the fourfold caste system.” It seems to

me that the internal organization of the caste furnishes almost

conclusive proof that they are descended from neither Brahmans

nor Kshatriyas, and that the theory connecting them with the

latter tribe rests upon no firmer foundation than a resemblance of

name, which for all we know may be wholly accidental. Their

features and complexion, indeed, entitle them to be ranked as

Aryans of comparatively pure lineage, but among their numerous

sections we find none of those territorial names which are

characteristic of the Rajput septs. The section-names of the

Khatris belong to quite a different type, and rather resemble those

in vogue among the Oswals and Agarwals. Were they descended

from the same stock as the Rajputs, they must have had the same

set of section-names, and it is difficult to see why they should have

abandoned these for less distinguished patronymics. In addition

to their own sections, they have also the standard Brahmanical

gotras ; but these have no influence upon marriage, and have clearly

been borrowed, konoris causd, from the Saraswat Brahmans who serve

them as priests. If, then, it is at all necessary to connect the

Khatris with the ancient fourfold system of castes, the only group

to which we can affiliate them is the Vaisyas. This conjecture is at

least in keeping with the present occupations of the caste, and gets

us out of the difliculty which led Sir George Campbell to propound

the doubtful theory that in the ordinary course of history the warlike

conquerors of one age become the astute money-dealers of another.

In truth, however, all speculations which profess to connect existing

castes with the four traditional castes are on the face of things

futile and misleading. We do not know enough about these primitive

groups to be able to apply to their internal structure that minute

analysis which alone can determine their precise tribal afiinities.

The exogamous sections of the Khatris are shown in Appendix I.

As I have stated above, there is a double

series,—one original and the other borrowed

from the Brahmans. Only the original or tribal series is taken

into account for the purposes of marriage. The rule is absolute

thata man may not marry a. woman of the same tribal section as

himself; but the fact that two persons belong to the same Brah

manical gotra does not operate as a bar to intermarriage, pro.

vided that their tribal sections are different. Thus the three

sections Kapur, Khanné, and Mehara all belong to the Kausalya

gotra, but members of these groups intermarry freely. Apart

Internal structure.
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from the_ section rule, prohibited degrees are reckoned on the

system in vogue among the Brahmans ; marriage with

sapindas, samdnodakas, pitribandbu-s, and ma'tribana'hus being

forbidden.

The endogamous divisions of the Khatris are exceedingly obscure

and complicated. “ Within recent times,” says Mr. Ibbetson, "there

has sprung up a system of social graduation, in accordance with which

certam Khatri tribes refuse to intermarry with any save a certam

specified number of their fellow tribes, and the distinctions thus

created have been formulated in aset of names, such as A’rluiz'g/tar,

‘he who only marries into two and a half houses; ’ O'ha'rsdt_i, ‘ he who

marries into four tribes; ’ C/zkezziti, ‘ he who marries intohslx t)r1bes;(;

and so on. This purely artificial and social classification as o scure

the original tribal divisions of the caste; for Khatris of the same

tribe may be in one part of the province Chérzétis, and in another

Barézétis, and so forth.”

In describing the Khatris of the Panjab, Mr. Ibbetson gives the

following abstract :—

Bunjéhi

Tribal groups.

Khokhrén

Krhéighar

I: Artificial divisions.

Chhezéti

Sodhi ...\

Bedi I

Kapur ' -
Khamm {Exogenous sections.

' Marhotra. |

Seth J

“ The origin of the division into the four sections called Bunjéhi,

Sarin, Bahri, and Khokhrén is said to be that Ala-ul-din Khilji

attempted to impose widow-marriage upon the Khatris. The Westem

Khatris resolved to resist the innovation, and sent a deputation of 52

bdwan of their members to represent their case at court; but the

Eastern Khatris were afraid to sign the memorial. They were

therefore called followers of Shara Ag/in or the Mahomedan customs

—hence Sarin; while the memorialists were called Bdzcanjai, from

the number of the deputation or of the clans respectively re resented

by the members of the deputation——hence Bunjéhi. The okhrén

section is said to consist of the descendants of certain Khatris who

joined the Khokhars in rebellion, and with whom the other Khatri

families were afraid to intermarry; and the Bahri section, of the

lineage of Mahr Ghand, Khan Ohand. and Kapur Ghand, three

Khatris who went to Dehli in attendance upon one of Akbar’s

Rajput wives, and who, thus separated from the rest of the caste,

married only within each other’s families. But these are fables,

211
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for the same division into Béhri and Bunjahi appears among

the Brahmans of the Westem plains. The number of clans is

enormous. The most important in oint of social rank are the

Marhotra or Mahra, the Khanna, t e Kapur, and the Seth, the

first three of which are said to be called after the names of the

three men just mentioned, while Seth is a term now used for any

rich banker. These four clans belong to the Babri section of the

caste, and constitute the Dhéighar and Chérzati divisions, which

stand highest of all in the social scale. The origin of the term

Dhéighar lies in the fact that the families of that division exclude

not only the father’s clan, but also such families of the mother-’s

clan as are closely connected with her, and thus reduce the clans

available for intermarriage to two and a half. I should say that

each division will take wives from the one below it, though it will

not give its daughters to it in marriage. The Bedi and Sodhi

clans belong to the Bunjéhi tribe, and owe most of their influence

and importance to the fact that Baba Nanak belonged to the former,

and Guru Ram Dais and Guru Hargovind to the latter. They are

commonly said to be the descendants of these men, but this appears

to be a mistake, the two clans dating from long before Béba Nanak.

The Sodhis played an important part durin the Sikh rule. They

claim descent from Sodhi Réi, son of Kél a.i, King of Lahore,

and the Bedis from Kalpat Rai, brother of Kél Rai and King of

Kasur, who being deprived of his kingdom by his nephew, studied

the Vedas at Benares and was known as Vedi. The modern head

quarters of the Bedis is at Dera Nanak, in Gurdaspur, where Baba

Nanak settled and died, and of the Sodhis at Anandpur, in Hushy

arpur, which is also the great centre of the Nihang devotees.” The

divisions recognised in Bengal are shown in Appendix I, where

I have attempted by brief explanatory notes to clear up the

confusion in which the subject is involved.

The Khatris of Bengal trace their origin to the Panjab, and

the main body of them is said to have emigrated from Lahore in

the reign of Aurangzib. These eastern or Purbiya Khatris are

spoken of in a somewhat slighting fashion by the Pachhainya Khatris

of Upper India, and are charged with having departed fi'om the high

standard of ceremonial purity supposed to be characteristic of the

caste. I do not understand that any specific allegation is made

against the Bengal Khatris, and the latter appear to pique them

selves on keeping the usages of their original home. But in most

cases where a branch of a caste domiciled in Upper India has settled

in Bengal Proper, we find that the settlers fall under the suspicion

of infringing the customs of the caste and indulging in acts

forbidden by the sacred texts. The Khatris are no exception to this

general rule. Rightly or wrongly, the Bengal members of the caste

are to a certain extent looked down upon by their brethren in

Upper India, and intermarriage between the Purbiya and Pachhai

nya roups is comparatively rare.

The relative positions of the Khatris of Bengal and the Panjab

are, I believe, stated in the last paragraph as precisely as the nature

of the subject permits. So far as my knowledge extends, the bulk
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of the Bengal Khatris endeavour to conform on the whole to the

traditional usages of the Panjab branch of the caste. They look

on the Panjab as the original home of their race, and in theory at

least Panjab custom is the standard by which their social and

domestic affairs are regulated. On the other hand, at Paikparé, in

the Dacca district, and in villages around Barmi Hat on the Lakhya,

Dr. Wise came across a. class of Hindus calling themselves Rénda or

Randak Khatri, who gave a confused account of themselves, repeating

the names of Ballél Sen and Raja Man Singh, as if connected in

some mysterious way with their settlements in Bengal and their

degraded position among Hindus. Ka-naujia Brahmans oillciate

as their purohit, and they have a Bengali Brahman for their guru.

Being naturalised Bengalis, they have relinquished the names of the

characteristic Khatri sections and adopted the common Sudra gotra

Alyaman along with Bengali titles such as Chakravarti, Prasad, and

the like. Sudras eat with them in private, but in public refuse to

take water from their hands. They are employed as shopkeepers

and cultivators, and some of them are talukdars.

Khatris marry their daughters as infants and make use of the

standard marriage ceremony, the binding ele

ment in which is the giving away of the bride

by her father or guardian and the acceptance of the gift by the

bridegroom. Polygamy is permitted, nor is there any definite limit

to the number of wives a. man may have. Fashion, however, is on

the whole adverse to his taking more than one. On the other

hand, many Khatris keep concubines of their own and other castes.

The children of these women form a separate class, bearing the

name Piruzuil, and as a. rule marry among themselves. Widows

may not marry a second time, and divorce is not recognised.

Most Khatris belong to the Vaishnava sect, and comparatively

few worshippers of Siva are found among them".

Seiraswat or Sarsut Brahmans serve them as

priests. In Eastern Bengal, says Dr. Wise, Chandiké, a form of Durga,

is the patron deity of the caste; but each gotra has its own

eculiar idol. An interesting tradition connects the modern

hatris with the foundation of the Muhammadan city of Dacca.

When the Khatri Réja Man Singh occupied Daccn. in 1595 with

the Mughal army, he encamped on a tract clear of jungle, ever

since called Urdu. Here was found an image of Durga, believed

to have been the property of Vedabati, the divorced wife of Adisura.

The image was deposited in a shrine, and under the name of

Dhakeswari is still regarded as the palladium of the city. At the pre

sent day the revenue of this sanctuary is divided between several old

Khatri families and the Brahmachéri Mahant of the Ramna A'kh<’iré..

The majority of the Bengal Khatris are engaged in some form

_ _ of trade. A. few of them are zemindars and
,,£°uff'P“t‘°“ “d ‘°°“"l tenure-holders, and a certain number are occu

pancy raiyats. They never touch the plough

themselves, and employ hired labourers to cultivate their lands.

The Maharaja of Bardwan is the head of the caste in Bengal.

Their social rank is high. All Brahmans take water from their

Marriage.

Religion,
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hands, and Séraswat Brahmans will eat kackclzi food prepared by

them.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Khatris in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

 

 

Disraicr. I 1872. ‘ 1881. DIB‘l‘l_!!C‘l'. \ 1572. I 1881.

Bax-dwnn 18,680 6,287 Tipperah .... .. 62$

Rankura 497 4,132 Chittagong 143 228

Birbhum s2s s14 Noakhali as as

Midnapur .. 1,188 8.801 Patna 1,933 1,533

Hughli } 701 { 3,937 Gyu 850 1,2468

Hogvrah 863 906 Shahabadm |g|n , 362 824- arganu .. 930 I-zu erpur - . -

Nadiyn 1,314 m '"h“‘ in-ubnmsn "6" i 1.-M9

Khulna .... .. 196 Saran 450 468

Jessore 878 276 champs:-an 676 638

Murshidabad 9 670 Mcnghyr 856 843

Dinajpur ... 1,258 18,984 Bhagal ur 684 2,2418

B-ajshahye ... ‘J24 233 Purnia 761 1,258

Rungpur ... 118 1,950 Maldah 388 251

Br» 717 6,401 samal Parganaa .... .. 9.643

Pa na 737 895 Outback 5,235

Dnrjilin: us 249 mm we

Jalpigori 1 1,786 Balasore .... .. 849

Kuch Behar .... .. 1,481 Tributary State! ... .... .. 8,895

DIOBI 6'21 2,769 Hazaribagh ... 860

Faxidpur 38 260 Lohardasdt .... .. 195

Bakarganj I18 266 Singbhum 375

Maimanslnh 901 2,058 Mnnbhum 964

Tributary Slates 69

 

l

Khatsopérk, a pur or section They rank below both Rawéni

of Sékadwipi Brahmans in and Dhimar Kahars, and the

Behar. higher castes will not take water

Khatwah, Klmtwe, a sub- f’°mth"i’ hands‘

caste of Kahzirs in Behar who Khatwe, a sub-caste of

live by weaving and cultivation. Jolzihas in Behar.

Ethatmz, a small palanqu_in_-bearing and cultivating caste of

origin Behar, divided into t_wo sub-castes,—Bahio

. _ and Goro, names which appear to have re

ference to the on inal avocations of the members, though at the

present day the oro are not exclusively engaged in cultivation,

nor the Bahio in carrying palanquins. They have only one section,

Késyapa, and regulate their marriage by the standard formula.

defimng prohibited degrees, calculated to seven

_ generations, m the descending line. Khatwés

marry their daughters as infants, between the ages of five and twelve

years. The marriage ceremony is of the standard Behar type.

The headman of the caste (manjan) is consulted on the question of

prohibited degrees, and tilak is paid to the bridegroom’s parents in

the form of a present of clothes. Tirhutia Brahmans are called in

to fix an auspicious date for the wedding, but they take no part in

it themselves. Polygamy is permitted to the extent that a man

may take a second wife if the first is barren. Widows may marry

again, and are bound by no conditions in their choice of a second

husband, except that they must not infringe the rules regarding

prohibited degrees. Divorce is supposed not to be recognised, but

in actual practice I understand that when a woman has gone wrong

_ Marriage.
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with a member of the caste her husband may get rid of her by

solemnly abjuring her society before the headman and the pane/zcig/at,

while the woman may marry again by the sagai form, provided that

her previous indiscretions are duly atoned for by a fine in the form

of a feast to the caste brethren. Intrigues outside the caste admit

of no atonement.

In matters of religion Khatwés affect to be orthodox, and

regard Bhagawati with especial reverence.

They have, however, not attained to the

dignity of having Brahmans of their own, and Bairagi members

of their own caste serve them as priests. Their minor gods

are Sasié, Kali, Dharam-raj, Nar-Singh, and Mira. Sheep, goats,

pigeons, cakes, milk, rice, and sweetmeats are offered to these on

Mondays, \/Vednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays, and are afterwards

eaten by the worshippers. The priests take no part in this worship,

which is confined to the members of the household. The dead are

burned, and the ashes buried near the burning place on the third

day. Libations of water (tarpan) are poured forth for the propi

tiation of ancestors in the month of Asin.

Palanquin-bearing and cultivation are believed by the Khatwés

O t_ d _l to be their original occupations. With the

mt§‘;“P“ '°“ ‘"‘ ‘°°“‘ de_cl1ne m the demand for bearers caused by the

railway extensions of recent years, the caste

tends more and more to fall back upon cultivation as a means of

livelihood. In some districts they have taken to weaving and

assumed the title Jolzihfi. Their social rank is low, being much the

same as that of Tatwés and Musahars. Nevertheless they are cleaner

feeders, according to Hindu ideas, than the latter, for they will eat

neither fowls nor field-rats, both of which the Musahars freely

indulge in. All of them, except those who call themselves Bhakats

and profess to abstain from flesh and strong drink, make free use of

fermented and spirituous liquors.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Khatwés in 1872 and 1881 :—

Religion.

 

 

i

Drsrnxcr. 1872. mar. I Drsnucr. ms. 1ss1.

Gya M ".6 :4 .... .. 0 llgha-gal ur 10,815 3,23:

- ozu erpur 2,01 rniu 1
T"h“‘ {Darbhunga . l ‘°'°“ 44,3.-is S:ntalParza-nae .... .. 140

_ Sarun . ... 1 Hsmribagh .... .. 6

Ghamparln 478 .... ..
  

Khatya, a sub-caste of Kum- Khawés, “ servant,” a title of

hers in Dacca and Orissa who are those members of the Amét,

supposed to have immigrated from Dhanuk, and Kewat castes in

Upper India, Behar who are employed as per

Khaunié a section of Kaibart- Bowl servants by the high"

tasin Orissa“ castes. A sub-caste of Ghartis

Khavur, a section of Awadhié. in DB'rjihng'

Hajjéms in Behar.
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Khawésiyé, a sub-tribe of

Tharus in Behar.

Khebangba, the native of

Khebang, a sept of the Yangorup

sub-tribe of Limbus in Darjiling.

Kheché Kesria, a section of

Kurmis in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa.

Khechar, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Khechinjié, a section of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

Kheksa, curry vegetable, a

totemistic sept of raons in

Chota Nagpur.

Kheléut, a mu! or section

of the Satmulia or Kishnaut sub

caste of Goélas in Behar.

Kheldé, a class of hereditary

prostitutes in Behar.

Khelenda, a sub-caste

Jugis in Eastern Bengal.

Kbelri, a woman retained for

purposes of dancing and amuse

ment, a prostitute.

of

Khema, a pheasant, apparently

a toternisticsept of the Chhothar

sub-tribe of Limbus in DiL1‘_]1.l1I1g‘.

This tlzar will not eat a pheasant

or fowl or any bird of that class.

The story is that the founder went

out to shoot pheasants 1I1 a fir

copse, but found none, and vowed

never to eat a pheasant again.

Khendro-Oraon, a sub-tribe

of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Kheré, a sub-caste of Mails in

Bankura.

Kheresanchhé, a__i/zar or sept

of Khambus in Dar] iling.

. Khereswar ke pfmre, asec

tion of the Biyéhut and Khatri

dahé. Kalwérs in Behar.

Kherho, a mu! or section

of the Naomnlia or Majraut

sub-caste of Goalés in Behar.

Kheri, a section of Maghaiya

Kumhérs in Behar.

Kheroar, a sept of Mundas;

a title of Parhaiyas in Chota

Nagpur.

K/zeru-a'r, a synonym for Khar

war.

Kherwér or Safé-Hor, a sub

tribe of Santals in the Santal

Parganas who afiect a high

degree of ceremonial purity.

Khes, a totemistic sept of

Craons in Chota Nagpur who

cannot eat corn that grows in

ponds.

Kheswé, a section of Goalés

in the North-Westem Provinces

and Behar.

Khetta, cobra, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Khichengia, a totemistic sept

of Kharwars in Chota Nagpur

who cannot eat _/en_r;z'a, a fruit.

Khil, a title of Dakshin-Rarhi

and Bangaja. Kayasths in Ben

gal.

Khili-wélé, a title of Témbulis

in Behar.

Khingba, a sept of the Yango

rup sub-tribe of Limbus in Dar

Jlllllg.

Khiongje, a sept of Chakmas

in the Hill Tracts of Chitta

gong.

Khiréha, a section of the Kan

aujia sub-caste of Goalzis in

Behar.

Khirheri, a title of Goélés in

Behar.
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Khirkatoré, a mu! or section

of the Tinmulia Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Khobaipong, a sept of Lim

bus in Darjiling.

Khodal or Khandyal, a thar

of the Dharta-Kausik gotra of

Nepali Brahmans.

Khodifi, a section of Goélzis in

the North-Westem Provinces and

Behar.

Khoepa, wild dog, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Khoj om, he who ate his earn

ings, a sept of the Chhothar sub

tribe of Limbus in Darjiling.

Khojwér, a sept of Tharus in

Behar.

Khol, a rm’ or sept of the

Ruichhung sub-tribe of Dejong

Lhoris or Bhotias of the south of

Tibet. '

Khon, a sept of the Rautar

sub-tribe of Tharus in Behar.

Khond, a synonym for Kandh,

q.v.

Kh ondua, a. sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Khonré-rési, a section of

Males in Eastern Bengal.

Khonté, a mul or section of the

Ghhamulié. Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Khoparié, a sub-caste of

Dhanuks in Behar.

Khopché, an owl, a sept of

Bediés in Chota Nagpur.

Khopriha, a mul or section of

the Tinmulié. Madhesié. sub-caste

of Halwais in Behar.

Khor, a title of Béruis in

Bengal.
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Khorié, a sub-caste of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur.

Kh orjér, a gdin of the Bharad

wéja gotra of Barendra Brah

mans in Bengal.

Khosé, a section of Goalas in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Klzosbedié, a synonym for

Bediyé, q.v.

Khosle, a section of the Baham

najati sub-caste of Khatris in

Bengal.

Khotawé, a class of Beldérs in

Western Bengal.

Khoti, a sept of the Surajbansi

division of Rajputs in Behar.

Khotté, (i) a generic name in

Bengali for natives of the North

Westem Provinces and Upper

India. I cannot ascertain the

derivation of the word,_ but the

fact that the dialect of broken

Hindi spoken in the north of

Manbhum is known locally as

Klzattd bhdslui may perhaps

warrant the conjecture that it

has reference to the linguistic

peculiarities of up-country men.

(ii) A desi ation of up-country

barbers w have settled in

Bengal. Such persons practi

cally form a separate sub-caste,

as Bengali barbers will not inter

marry with them, and they are

regarded as im ure by the bar

bers of Upper ndia and Behar

by reason of their having taken

up their residence in Bengal.

(iii) A sub-caste of Kamars in

Murshedabad and of Dhobas in

Westem Bengal.

Khore or Khoriyé, a sub- Kasyap section of Maithil Brah

caste of Haris in Bengal.

Khotté or Mauné, a sub-caste

of Pods.

Kh owére-Nahés, a mul of the

mans in Behar.
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Khowére-Mahué, a mul of

the Késyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Khowére-Mahnauré, a mul of

the Kasyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Khowére-Kokrahi, a mul of

the Kasyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Khowére-Khari, a mul of the

Késyap section of Maithil Brah

mans in Behar.

Khowére-Murajpur, a mul of

the Késyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Khoyea, a wild dog, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Khoyra, a title of Bagdis in

Bengal.

Khuadang, a sept of Limbus

in Uarjiling.

Khujirié, a section of Kémérs

in Singbhum and the Santal Par

ganas.
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Khukri, a kind of mushroom,

a totemistic sept of Chiks and

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Khulél, a tbar or sept of

Gurungs and Mangars in Dar

jiling.

Khunaut or Khulaut, a sub

caste of Gonrhis in Behar.

Khungbé, a section of Mur

mis in Darjiling.

Khur, a title of Témbulis in

Bengal.

Khurdé, a sub-caste of Bhan

diris in Orissa.

Khuskhelia, a sub-caste of

Telis in Behar.

Khuthé Bhagwénpur, a mul

or section of the Naomulia or

Majraut sub-caste of Gozilas in

Behar.

Khutibaran, a section of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

Khuturié, a sub-caste of Male

in Birbhum.

§l1m§nh_§§1-, a teacher or reader in Persian, who in Eastern

Bengal performs for the lower classes several singular functions aris

ing from the corrupt and Hinduised character of Muhammadanism

in India. He is often styled the Murshid, or religious guide, and

Akhund or tutor. As a rule he is very illiterate and only able to

read Arabic with difficulty, but he makes much of this smattering

of knowledge Thirty years ago the Khwand-Kars were important

persons, their services being in great demand, but the reformed

teaching of modern times has been gradually undermining this

influence, and they are now little respected and seldom consulted.

During the early years of this century, when Islam in Bengal was

still paralyzed by the revolution that had occurred, the Khwénd

Kars educated boys, instructing them in the rudiments of their

religion. At the present day, however, Munshis generally teach

children, although a Khwand-Kar is often preferred by strict

Muhammadans to instruct their children in the doctrines of the faith,

and teach them the Kalma, or confession of faith.

The Khwand-Kér, moreover, makes Murlds or disciples, exercises

persons possessed of devils, and cures diseases by preparing charms

(ta’wiz) ;while many families consult him on all occasions of sick

ness; and his ability to relieve suffering is never for a moment
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questioned by women. Should a child be attacked by fever or

convulsions, the father goes to the Khwand-Kér and obtains a

charm, usually consisting of a sentence of the Koran scribbled on

a. piece of paper, which is fastened to the child’s hair or arm; or the

Khwand-Kar mumbling a few sentences from the same book, blows

into a cup of water and gives it to the father as a medicinal draught.

Parents put implicit faith in the eflicacy of these charms, and every

Muhammadan can relate wonderful cures effected by them. It is

said that if an adult disabled by a neuralgia or rheumatic pain,

drinks water in which the written charm of a Khwénd-Kar has been

dipped, immediate relief is procured, and no native will deny the

possibility of this occurring.

Ehpétt, Kolita, a trading and cultivating caste of Northern

Bengal and Assam, who claim to be descended from a Kayasth

who was employed at the Court of the Réjé. of Kuch Behar to

determine auspicious times and seasons for doing particular things.

Colonel Dalton describes them as a good-looking race with “oval faces,

well-shaped heads, high noses, large eyes, well-developed eye-lids

and eye-lashes, and the light supple frame of the pure Hindu.” In

Assam they are called Kolita, in Northern Bengal they are known

by the name of Khyén.

The sections of the caste are shown in Appendix I. They are

of the ordinary Brahmanical type, with slight modifications such as

might easily arise from maladroit borrowing. A Khyén may not

marry a girl belonging to his own section, nor may he marry

within the usual formula of prohibited degrees reckoned to the

seventh generation in the descending line. Girls are married as

infants at ages varying from five to thirteen. The marriage

ceremony is of the standard Brahmanical type, the gift of the

bride to the bridegroom and his acceptance of her being reckoned

the essential and binding portion. Widows are not allowed to

marry again, nor is divorce permitted.

As to their religion, Khyéns are orthodox Hindus. Most of

them belong to the Sékta sect, but Vaishnavas are also found among

them. They employ Brahmans as priests, who are received on terms

of equality by other members of the sacred order. Their social

rank is respectable, and Brahmans, Kayasths and Baidyas take water,

fruit and sweetmeats from their hands.

Khyén, a synonym for Kai

bartta.

Khyaurakér, a title of Napits

in Bengal.

Khyungpo, a rm‘ or sept of

Dejong Lhoris, whose ancestor

is said to have emigrated from

North Bhotan.

Khyung-toipé, a rm" or sept

of the Bedtshan-gye sub-tribe of

Dejong Lhoris or Bhotias of the

south.

Kidat, a section of Goalas in

the North-Western Provinces and

Behar.

Kilkhégaur, a mul or section

of Sonars in Behar.

Kinda, date palm, a totemistic

sept of Oraons in Ghota

Nagpur.
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Kintichfi, a thar or sept of

Sunuwars in Darjiling.

Kinwar, a sept of the Surya

bansi Rajputs and a section of

Babhans in Behar.

Kiot, a synonym for Kewat.

Kiral, a gain of the Késyapa.

gotra of Bérendra. Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kirénti, Kiréti, a native of

the Kirant-des or mountainous

country lying between the Dud

Kosi and the Karki rivers in

Nepal. The term includes the

Khambu, Limbu, and Yékha

tribes; and the Danuér, Hayu,

and Thémi also claim to be

Kirénti. Their title, however,

to be included in this category

is not admitted by the three

tribes first mentioned, who claim

to be, and are generally recog

nised as being, of superior social

status.

Kiri, weevils in rice, a totem

istio sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Kiro or Bégh, a section of

Khariés in Chota Nagpur.

Kirtolié, a mul or section of

the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Groalas in Behar.

Kirttan, a title of Sunris in

Bengal.

Kirtti, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kayasths in

Bengal.

Kisén, a mul or section of the

Biahut sub-caste of Kalwars in

Behar; a title of Kharias in

Chota Nagpur.

Kisangir, a sect of religious

mendicants who worship Krishna.

Kisénsindurié, a class of

cultivators in Chota Nagpur said

to have come from Géngpur.

Kisfm Turi, a sub-caste of

Turis in Chota Nagpur.

Kisaurié, a section of Kan

aujia Lohérs in Behar.

Kishanpakshi, one born in the

dark half (Krishna paksha) of the

month; a title of the illegi

timate offspring of members of

two different castes in Behar.

Kishna ut, a sub-caste of Ahirs

or Goélés in Behar and Chota

Nagpur whose title is Mandar.

Their gotra is Prem Ghuno.

They churn milk.

Kisku, a sept of the Ho and

Santél tribes.

Kisnot, a sept of Lohérs in

Chota Nagpur.

Kispotta, pig’s entrails, a

totemistic sept of Oraons in Chota

Nagpur.

Kissan, a totemistic sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur; also a

synonym for the Négeswar

tribe.

Kissaurié, a section of

Kanaujia Lohars in Behar.

Kissi, a sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Kistobagal, a sub-caste of

Goalés, who eat fowls, drink

wine, etc.

Koé, cocoon, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Koéljibhé Thékur, a title of

Babhans in Behar.

KOé.ri, a gain of the Késyapa

gotra of Barbi Brahmans in

Bengal.
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Efltltlt, Koclzh-Mandai, Rqjbansi, Paliyd, Den", a large Dravi

dian tribe of North-Eastern and Eastern Bengal, among whom

there are grounds for suspecting some admixture of Mon olian

blood. At the present day the name ochh,

without doubt the original designation of

the tribe, is so carefully tabooed in the districts where they are

most numerous, and where there is every reason to believe them

to represent the earliest permanent settlers, that in Kuch Behar

itself at the Census of 1881 not a single Koohh was to be found.

The transformation of the Koohh into the Rajbansi, the name by

which they are now known in Rangpnr, Jalpai uri, and Kuch or

Koohh Behar, is a singular illustration of the inguence exercised by

fiction in the making of caste. As described by Buchanan at the

beginning of the century and by Hodgson some fifty years ago,

the Koohh tribe was unquestionably non-Aryan and non-Hindu.

Now the great majority of the Koohh inhabitants of Northern

Bengal invariably describe themselves as Rajbansis or Bhanga

Kshatriyas-—a designation which enables them to pose as an outlying

branch of the Kshatriyas who fled to these remote districts in order

to escape from the wrath of Parasu-Rama. They claim descent

from Réjé. Dasarath, father of Rama; they keep Brahmans, imitate

the Brahmanical ritual in their marriage ceremony, and have begun

to adopt the Brahmanical system of getras. In respect of this last

point they are now in a curious state of transition, as they have all

hit upon the same gotra (Kasyapa), and thus habitually transgress

the primary rule of the Brahmanical system which absolutely prohibits

marriage within the gotra. But for this defect in their connubial

arrangements—a defect which will probably be corrected in a genera

tion or two as they and their purohits rise in intelligence—there

would be nothing in their customs to distinguish them from Aryan

Hindus, although there has been no mixture of blood and they remain

thoroughly Koohh under the name of Réjbansi. Although there

is no historical foundation for the claim of the Rajbansis to be

a provincial variety of the Kshatriyas, it is a singular fact that the

title Réjbansi serves much the same purpose for the lower strata

of the Hindu population of Northem Bengal as the title Rajput

does for the landholding classes of dubious origin all over India.

The one term, like the other, serves as the sonorous designation

of a large and heterogeneous group bound together by the common

desire of social distinction. The original nucleus of the Rajput

group may have been Aryan, as that of the Réjbansi was oer

tainly Dravidian. Both, however, have been, and continue to be,

recruited by very similar methods. Only thc recruits of the one are

drawn from the landholders; of the other from the cultivating classes.

A good observer‘ describes the Réjbansi as “the most con

spicuously Dravidian race in Bengal. Their men are tall and

robust, and neither in feature nor dress strikingly Tamulian ;

but at a market or village gathering thronged by their women

one could imagine oneself transported to Kanara or Tamil land.

The Rajbansi women, whose cast of feature is singularly homely

‘ Mr. W. B. Oldham, then Deputy Commissioner of Darjiling.

Traditions of origin.
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and rough-hewn, leave the head uncovered and wear a dress in

which blue or purple invariably predominates, reaching only to

the knee and bound over the bosom, leaving both shoulders bare

in a fashion not seen among other people 1n Bengal; while the

ornaments of the head and limbs recall those worn in Southern

India. Their language, however, is only Bengali, and they have

no separate dialect or patois. That their adhesion to Hinduism is

comparatively recent is shown by their own customs as regards burial,

food and marriage, as well as by the existence of the Dhimal, who

might be defined as a non-Hinduised Kochh or Rajbansi among

them and beside them.”

A medical officer, resident in Kochh Behar, whose opinion is

quoted by Colonel Dalton, describes the Kochh of that country

as having flat square faces; eyes black and oblique; hair black and

straight, in some curling; nose flat and short; cheek bones promin

ent; beard and whiskers rather deficient; colour of skin in most

instances black. Colonel Dalton himself says that the Réjbansi

are all very dark, and that the Kochh display the thick protuberant

lips and maxillaries of the negro.

A comparison of these opinions with my own observations and

with the average cephalic, nasal and naso-malar indices of the

caste ascertained by a large number of actual measurements seems

to me to warrant the conclusion that the Kochh, Rajbansi, Paliyé,

Desi and other varieties by whatever names they are called are

descerided from a Dravidian stock which may probably have occupied

the valley of the Ganges at the time of the Aryan advance into

Bengal. Driven forward by this incursion into the swamps and

forests of Northern and North-Eastern Bengal, the tribe were here

and there brought into contact with the Mongoloid races of the

Lower Himalayas and of the Assam border, and their type may

have been affected to a varying degree by intermixture with these

people. But on the whole Dravidian characteristics predominate

among them over Mongolian.

The endogamous divisions of the caste differ’ slightly in

different districts, but are based everywhere

upon the degree of ceremonial purity which

the members of particular groups are believed to have attained.

In Northern Bengal the principal sub-caste is the Réjbansi, who

also call themselves Sivbansi with reference to the legend which

traces their origin to a liaison between the God Siva and Hira, the

daughter of kléju, chief of the Kochh tribe, about the middle of the

Internal structure.

sixteenth century. Other synonyms—Bhanga-Kshatriya, Patita- _

Kshatriya, Kshatri-Sankoch, and Suraj-bansi—rest on the tradition

which makes them out to be a remnant of the Kshatriyas scattered

by Parasu Rama, who cast off their sacrificial threads, hid themselves

in the swampy jungles of Northern Bengal, and thus for the time

being abdicated the proud position which the Rzijbansi are now anxi

ously striving to reclaim. Alongside of the Réjbansi, but usually‘

 

‘ I have come across Rajbansis who said that members of the two groups

ltl;E‘6l"lIl81'1'l6d, and that Riijbansi and Paliya were practically convertible

ms.

Pu
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distinct in respect of intermarriage and the eating of cooked food, we

find the large sub-caste of Paliyé. The name Paliya is said by

some to refer to the flight (paldyan) of the supposed Kshatriya

ancestors of the tribe; but it is equally possible that it may be

merely a variant of the first half of the name Pani-Kochh by which

the people now calling themselves Paliyé. were known at the begin

ning of this century, when Dr. Buchanan made his survey of Dinaj pur

and Rangpur. They are further subdivided into two subordinate

groups, known as Sédhu or pure and Bé bu Paliyé. The latter name

is regarded by the members of the sub-caste themselves as a title of

distinction, or at least of respectability, connecting them with the

Maharaja of Kuch Behar and the Réikat of Jalpaiguri, whom they

regard as the heads of the large heterogeneous body known as Raj

bansi or Paliya. By the Sadhu Paliyas, on the other hand, it is

explained as a corruption of Byabahari from B3/dbaka'r usage,

implying that the observances of the Babu group are not up to their

own standard of ceremonial purity. It is by no means easy to say

how far these imputations are justified in regard to the entire Babu

sub-caste. Custom varies from district to district, and the tendency

to imitate the usages of the higher castes is continually raising the

ideal to which people endeavour to conform. Subject to this limita

tion, I think it is true as a general rule that the main distinction

between the Sédhu and Babu Paliyé. consists in the fact that the

latter eat pork, fowls, crocodiles, lizards and the leavings of men of

their own caste, and indulge freely in strong drink, while all these

things are forbidden to the Sadhu Paliya. Another sub-caste known

in Dinajpur is Desi, who regard themselves as somewhat superior to

the Paliyas. A Desi can take rice, water, sweetmeats, etc., from

a Paliyé. man, but not from a Paliyé. woman ; nor is there any inter

marriage between the two groups. One is tempted to conjecture

that this group, which is not a particularly large one, may be the

modern re resentatives of the Deosi, a sort of rudimentary priests

among the ani-Kochh, who, according to Buchanan, were “supposed

to know more than their neighbours of the manner in which the ods

are to be pleased.” The Desi claim to be better than the Paliyas,

in that they do not plough with cows or use them to tm'n oil-mills.

In Jalpaiguri the general name is Rajbansi, and three sub-castes

are found—the Dobhésir, who eat pork and fowls and drink spirits;

the Modési, who eat pork and drink spirits, but abstain from fowls;

and the uélué or chélué, who catch and sell fish. It is curious to

learn that within comparatively recent times the ltajbansis of the

Darjiling Terai were divided into three endogamous sub-castes,

bearing names having reference to the character of their dwellings.

‘ The Tongia lived in houses raised from the ground on piles, such

as the Mongoloid races of the north-eastern border usually build;

the Khopria contented themselves with low huts on the level of

the ground; while the Gobria kept their cattle in the houses

which they lived in themselves. These distinctions have now died

out, and have been replaced by the divisions Paliyfi and Bébu

Kochh, and they are only mentioned here as showing how tribes

which adopt Hinduism tend continually to get rid of their pre-Hindu

methods of grouping and to remodel their internal structure
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on lines which indicate the degree in which particular groups

approach the orthodox standard of food and usage.

The Kéntéi Rajbansi are a smaller group found scattered in

several districts of Northern Bengal, who cultivate the soil, hold

various kinds of tenures, serve as gomashtas, and sometimes practise

medicine. The Tiér or Dalai are a fishing group mentioned by

Buchanan, whose characteristic pursuit is fishing in the shallow

drains or ditches connected with swamps and rice-fields. “ In these

they lay a long trap, called dhanggi, made of split bamboos. The

mouth may be six or eight feet in length and one and a half to two

feet wide. It slopes to an edge behind, being about two and a half

or three feet broad. The fish that enter are prevented from return

ing by a row of bamboo splits placed as in a mouse trap, and they

are shaken out by a hole at one corner which is plugged when the

trap is set. Where there is any stream, the fish enter of their own

accord; but they are often collected from a whole marsh and driven

to the trap by dragging through the water a rope made of twisted

ribs of the plantain tree leaves, the sides of which hang down

like a fringe and alarm the fish as the rope approaches.”

The Kochh-Mandai of the Bhowal forest tract in the north of

Dacca appear to be a branch of the Kochh who have long been separ

ated from the main body of the tribe and have to some extent inter

mingled with the Garos. The latter half of the name Kochh-Mandai

is said to be the Graro word for man, and the entire name may be taken

to be analogous to those double names which occur among several

Dravidian tribes and denote groups owing their origin to crossing.

Mention has been made above of the singular fact that in seek

ing to copy the Brahmanical method of exogamy, the Réjbansi have

been content to borrow one got-ra only. All Réjbansis in fact

belong to the same gotra Kasyapa, and thus habitually disregard the

leading principle of the system which they proudly profess to follow.

In theory intermarriage is regulated by the standard formula

calculated to seven generations in the descending line from the

paternal and maternal uncles, and to three generations from the

aunts. But great laxity is said to prevail on this point throughout

the caste, and in one district I am informed that marriage with a

uterine half-sister is not prohibited. Another circumstance which

tends rather to encourage consanguineous marriages is the prejudice

entertained against marrying any one who comes from a distance.

The result of this is that for matrimonial purposes the Raj bansi are

broken up into a number of small territorial groups which bear no

distinctive names and the limits of which do not admit of being

precisely defined.

The Rajbansis profess to marry their daughters as infants,

, between the ages of four and ten years; but
Mamag°' this custom has only recently been adopted,

and it is difficult to ascertain to what extent it is really followed

even among those sub-castes which profess to be pure Hindus.

In the more primitive groups adult-marriage still prevails, and

a breach of chastity before marriage is readily condoned, though

the tendency is continually towards the adoption of what is

believed to be the m0re_orthodox usage. The same remark applies
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to the remarriage of widows. The Réjbansis in Rengpm‘ 1f q‘1e§'

tioned on this point aver most positively that nothing e_f the Bert le

permitted; while their brethren in the Darjiling Terel me-ke 11°

secret at all of allowing a widow to remarry outside the degrees

prohibited to her before her marriage, and subject to the further

condition that she may not marry any of the elder relat10I1B Of he!‘

late husband. Where a widow happens to be the heed Of the

family, she enjoys the further privilege of choosing any me-I} net

within the prohibited degrees to live with her as her husband Wllillellt

going through any ceremony whatever. This looks like a Bllfvlveli

and may possibly furnish an explanation of the statement made by

Buchanan‘ about the Pani-Kochh that “women who happen _’£0 be

unmarried after they have grown up select a husband according to

their own discretion,” which by itself seems rather unlikely. If,

however, we suppose the privilege to have been limited to women W110

had control of the propert of their family, it bears a different aspect,

and falls into line wit several points of primitive practice 1n

matters affecting property. Curiously enough, the Réjbansis, who

prohibit widow-marriage, nevertheless recognise divorce,—a fact

suflicient in itself to show, if further proof were wanting, that the

former prohibition cannot have been long in force among them.

Such divorces are effected before a panchdyat. at which the pm-chit

and the barber of the caste,—the former a Rajhansi-Brahman or

Barna-Brahman,-—-are present. The husband states his case, the

wife has or is supposed to have the right of reply, and the judgment

of the panclzdyat is given by acclamation. If, as usually happens, it

is adverse to the wife, her hair is shaved close to her head by the‘

barber and the husband turns her out of the Rajbansi community.

Among the Réjbansi of Rangpur the feeling against widow

marriage has given rise to a curious form

of hypergamy. Not content with adopting

from the higher castes an artificial and inconvenient restriction

which causes special hardship in a country where girls are married

as children, they have proceeded to manufacture for themselves an

imitation of Kulinism based upon the extent to which particular

families have kept themselves free from the sin of allowing their

widows to marry. Just as Ballal Sen appraised the virtues of the

Brahmans of his day and allotted them graded rank accordingly, so

Rajbansi opinion has seized upon the one tangible quality of having

refrained from countenancing widow-marriage, and has made this the

test of social respectability. Families of whom it can be said that

none of their widows have been allowed to take second husbands

rank in Béjbansi circles as Kulins; their members are spoken of as

ma/zat or “ great ;” and people who wish to marry their daughters

have to pay a substantial bride-price for the privilege. In point of

stringency and completeness the copy falls far short of the model it

professes to reproduce. Kulin women are not restricted in marriage

to their own grade, and the alliances contracted by them have not, as

among the Brahmans, the property of tainting the entire family to

which they belong.

Hypergamy.

 

‘ Eastern India, iii, 540.
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Professional match-makers (ghataks) are employed to arrange

marri es. The initiative is taken by the father

of the ridegroom, who sends the glzata/c with

two hundred leaves of the betel and eighty areca nuts to the bride’s

house. The ghatak stays there three days, which are spent in

discussing the pros and cons of the match and haggling about

the amount of the bride-price. If this time is disturbed by any

unlucky event, such as the house catching fire, or a cloth being

accidentally burned, or a cooking pot or water pot broken, the

negotiations are abandoned and cannot be afterwards renewed,

it being believed that grave misfortunes would follow if the

omens were disregarded. Supposing all goes well, the ghatak

returns to the bridegroom’s house and reports the result of his

mission, laying stress upon the attractions of the bride, and stating the

bride-price that is asked for her. This of course depends mainly upon

the circumstances of the families. When the bride’s father is rich

he may decline to accept money. Again, the amount sometimes

varies in proportion to the age of the bridegroom. An elderly man

may have to pay Rs. 80 or Rs. 90 for a wife, while in the case of a

boy of fourteen to eighteen the sum would ordinarily range in

tolerably well-to-do families from Rs. 20 to Rs. 25. After the gkatak’s

report has been duly considered, for nothing may be done in a hurry,

a party of the boy’s relatives go to the girl’s house with the

gkatak, bearing an offering of curds, which they distribute to the

members of the bride’s family. This is the right time to pay

the bride-price, or at least half of it, should the bridegroom’s

father not be able to pay the whole at once.

The offer made through the ghatak having thus been rati

fied by the bridegroom’s family, the wedding

day is fixed with due regard to the auspicious

days determined by the priests of the caste. On the appointed day

the bridegroom is taken in procession to the bride’s house, where

four women (barziti) of the bride’s family lift him out of his palanquin,

lace him on a seat, and ofl:'er him pd-n and tobacco after his journey.

n the courtyard of the house a marua or wedding canopy has been

erected, consisting of five plantain stems, about three feet high,

arranged in the form of a quincunx, with an earthen pot (ghani)

of water placed at the foot of each. The distance between the

plantain stems is the distance from the bridegroom’s foot to his ear.

Outside the figure are a sieve and a winnowing fan with two extra

pots of water. The following plan illustrates the arrangement :

Match-making.

Marriage ceremony.

Bride

00 ()0

‘O

1-Q ()0

Bridegroom

§O 01

"‘ Plantain stems. Winnow.

O Water pots. Sieve.
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The four bardti or processional women already referred to lead

in first the bridegroom and then the bride, and put them in their

places on either side of the marua, which they walk round five times,

conducted by the baa-a'ti. As they reach their places after each

complete turn, the bridal pair stand still and pelt each other with

dtab, rice and imitation cowries made of pith (sold). While this

goes on a cloth is held up across the centre of the marua and sudden

ly raised when the bride throws, so that only a few of her missiles

reach the bridegroom while it is dropped for the latter so as to give

him a clear shot at the bride. Throughout the ceremony the couple

wear high crowns or helmets made of sold pith.

After the mama has been duly circled, a cloth is spread in front

of the winnow and sieve, and the couple sit down on it, cross

legged, the bride being on the right. Her left hand is then tied

with kusa grass on the top of the right hand of the bridegroom; the

father of the bride puts a rupee or half a rupee into her hand, and she

gives the coin to the bridegroom, while a priest sitting at one side

recites mantras or mystical formulae supposed to be in Sanskrit. This

completes the giving of the maiden (kunydda'n) which the more

orthodox Rajbansi afiect to regard as the binding and essential

portion of the ceremony. The father of the bride then gives her

a new cloth, a Iota’, a cow, ewellery, etc., according to his means, and

presents are also made to the bridegroom.

A basketful of cowries is now brought for the couple to fore

tell the fortunes of their wedded life. The girl takes a handful and

passes them to the boy, who in his turn picks them up and lays thein

down by the girl. The barziti women then count the shells and

observe how many of them are lying with the hollow side upwards.

If the greater number are in this position, the girl is said to have

won the game, and this is an omen of her triumph in connubial

disputes hereafter. If, however, most of the shells lie the other way,

it is believed that the husband will get the best of it. After this the

bride and bridegroom give one another curds and molasses to eat and

afterwards betel, and the bardti women conduct the bride inside the

house, while the bridegroom returns to his own party. The night is

spent in feasting, and early next morning the bridegroom takes the

bride to his own house. Here a sort of duplicate ceremony is gone

through, under the name of bdsi bibd/za, the four bardti women

accompanying the procession in order to lift the bride out of her

palanquin and to attend upon her during the celebration.

It is curious to observe that sindurdcin, the smearing of vermil

ion between the bride’s eyebrows and on the parting of her hair,

which ordinarily forms the binding portion of the marriage ceremony

of the lower castes, is relegated by the Rajbnnsi to a position of oom

parative obscurity. It is performed by two of the bardti women before

the bridegroom arrives, at the time when the bride is washed with

turmeric. The bridegroom merely puts a small black spot (kzijoi)

of oil and lamp-black between the bride's eyebrows. In Darjiling,

on the other hand, sz'na'ura'a'n holds its ground as the binding portion

of the marriage ceremony, and as soon as it has been completed grass,

water and rice, symbolising happiness and fertility, are showered

2 1
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upgp the couple from the sieve and wiunowing fan which lie

rea y.

The Rajbansis of Jalpaiguri vary in some particulars the ritual

described above. They use four plantains instead of five, and wind

cotton thread seven times round each. The place of the fifth

plantain stem in the centre of the quincunx is taken by some

glowing embers supposed to represent the sacred fire of orthodox

tradition, across which the bride and bridegroom pelt each other

with flowers. The fire is circled seven times, not five, and in

marching round the couple keep the fire on their left hand, thus

going counter to the path of the sun—a remarkable deviation from

orthodox usage sutficient of itself to indicate that the Réjbansis

have borrowed a ritual which they understand very imperfectly. In

giving the bride to the bridegroom, the father of the bride must

touch the bridegroom’s knee with the second and third fingers of

his left hand, repeating at the same time certain mantras dictated

by the priest.

The precise form of Hinduism followed by the Rajbansis

seems to vary in different parts of the

country according to the influences to which

they are subjected. In Rangpur they profess to be Vaishnavas,

while in Darjiling, where Tautric ideas are perhaps more re

valent, their favourite goddess is alleged to be Kali. Bisa ari

or Manasé, Grami, Tistu Buri, Hanuman, Bindur Tulsi, Rishi

Kishtho, Pethéni, Jogini, Hudum Deo, Bahastho or Bahustho,

Balibhadra Thékur, and Kora-Kuri are mentioned as among their

minor gods. Some curious particulars of their worship deserve

mention here. When a drought has lasted long, the Réjbansi

women make two images of liudum Deo from mud or cowdung,

and carry them away into the fields at night. There they strip

themselves naked and dance round the images, singing obscene

songs, in the belief that this will cause rain to fall. The house

hold god, Bahastho or Bahustho, is worshipped in Baisakh (April

May) twice daily and at other times whenever the family enters a

new house. A round lump of clay made smooth by smearing it with

cowdung is set up at the foot of a bamboo to represent the god,

and to this offerings of rice are made which are eaten by the

worshippers. If this duty is neglected, disease or some similar calamity

is believed to come upon the family. To Satya-Narain, whom

the Mahomedans revere under the name of Satya-Pir, fresh milk,

wheat flour, plantains and sugar are offered by the Brahmans

who serve the caste on an auspicious day in Jaishtha (May-June).

For this god wheat flour is said to be essential, and no substitute

is admitted. Balibhadra Thékur is propitiated at sowing time

under the form of a yoked plough, before which the worshippers

prostrate themselves and do homage as at the shrine of a regular

divinity. The germination of the seed is deemed to depend on the

due performance of this ceremony. Seven months after child-birth,

when the child is iven rice to eat for the first time, Shati (prob

ably a variant of hashthi) is worshipped with offerings of kzintld

plantain, atab rice, and the leaves of the be! and the tulsi. Rude image

Religion.
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of the goddess are made by the Mali caste in the form of cylinders

of sold about seven inches high, roughly moulded into human form and

mounted on the backs of sold ducks. The cult of Kora Kurt is confined

to women and children. During the month of Paush (December

January) a small earthen pot (gkat) is set up in the yard, offerings

of zluba grass, plantain and turmeric are laid on it, and it is

smeared with vermilion and oil. Pethani and Jogini are worship

ped only by women, Sannyasi only by boys.

In Rangpur, Kamakhya or Kamrup Brahmans superintend the

reli ious observances of the Rajbansi caste. These rank as Bama

Br ans, and are not received on equal terms by other members

of the sacred order. In Darjiling and Jalpaiguri the caste seem

hardly to have attained to the dignity of having Brahmans of their

own, and any one among them who has acquired a reputation for

sanctity may be called in to oificiate as priest.

Orthodox Rajbansis burn their dead: the less Hinduised

members of the caste resort to either burial

or cremation as happens to be convenient.

Children, lepers and persons who die of snake-bite are buried.

Some set up over the grave a small white flag or canopy, usually

of muslin, two or three feet square; others put a pot of water

and a tulsi tree there. The period of mourning seems to vary

in different districts. Thus the Rajbansis of Darjiling perform

srdddk on the thirteenth day after death, those of Jalpaiguri on the

eleventh, and the Rajbansis of Rangpur on the thirty-first. During

the thirty days following the funeral, these latter take their meals in

wet clothes, changing afterwards to dry ones, sleep on jute, eat dtap

rice, and abstain from fish, flesh, pa'n, masur da’l, condiments and salt.

Every year on the eighth or ninth day of the new moon in the

month of Bhadra (August-September) sniddh is performed for three

generations of deceased ancestors by throwing into a river milk,

wheat, dtap rice, sesamum, barley, plantains, bel leaves and sprays of

the tulsi plant, and uttering at the same time the names of the

three ancestors who are to he held in honour.

In spite of their pretentions to be Kshatriyas, the social status

_ of the Rajbansi is still extremely low, and no
Sm“ “d °°°“' well-known caste will take cooked food from

their hands or smoke in their hookahs. In the

Darjiling Terai, where the caste is numerous, Hindus take water

from them, but this is one of those concessions to circumstances of

which caste custom offers many examples. The caste as a whole may

be described as agricultural, though many, as has been mentioned

above, make their living as fishermen, and carpenters, blacksmiths,

jewellers, and money-lenders are also found among them. Most

Rajbansis, however, are cultivating ryots with or without occupancy

rights, some are landless day-labourers paid in cash .or kind, and

others hold their fields as ddkidrs or métayers, paying half the

produce to their immediate landlord. There are said to be no

zamindars among them, the fact probably being all the zamindars

who were originally Rzijbansis have long ago got themselves trans

formed into ltajputs. Many of them in Darjiling and Jalpaiguri

Funeral
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hold the tenures known as jotdciri, the incidents of which closely

resemble those of a tdluk.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

the Kochh tribe in 1872 and 1881 :—

 
 

 

Duriucr. 1872. 1881. Drsrsrcr. 1872. 1881

Bnrdwun .... .. 1,005 Kuoh Bahu 299.458

Bankura. .. 8 224 Dacca H.500 13.495

Birbhum ... 1 4,881 Faridpur ... 3.362 1-“$6

liidnapur .. 17 2,523 i Bakarganj ... 572 924

Hughli B Maimuminh . . 32,351 31,997

Howrah l’ ” i es Chittagong 10,sss 180

24-Parganas ... ... 170 1,757 Nnakhali ... 43 9-1°

Nadiya 1,532 15,336 Tippernh 1.295 2.495

Jessore 2,317 4,758 Chittagong Hill Tracts ... .... .. 41

Khulna .... .. 2,012 Gym 4

Murshcdabad 17,646 17,582 Hhagsluur 164 33

Dina'pur 446,641 407,923 Purninh 61.7% 71,533

Rajs shye 11,350 10,459 Maldnh 63,217 60.700

Rangpur 427,67! 455,498 Suntal Pnrznnas 352 61

BOW“ 15.649 19,065 Orissa Tributary States .... .. 27

Psbna 8,078 4,875 Hazaribagh... .... .. I

Darjihng 23,124 80,801 Mnnbhum .... .. B6‘!

Julplgori 139,647 208,822 Tributary States 116

Kochhi Bedié, a sub-caste of

Bediés whose original home was

in Kuch Behar; also called

Kochh Bedizi.

Koch i la, a sub-tribe of Tharus

in Nepal; a sept of the Rautér

sub-tribe of Thzirus in Behar.

Kochohina, a sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kodaria, worker with the

spade, a section of Babhans in

Behar.

Kodbarié, a mul or section of

the Maghaya sub-caste of

Kéndus in- Behar.

K0d0 Ség, a kind of water

vegetable, a totemistic sept of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

 

 

Kodrid, a synonym for Kadar

or Kadarwa, who dig earth

like Beldars and work as

labourers.

Kodriwe or Kodarye, a. mu!

of the Séndil section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Koeé, a wild beast, a totem

istic sept of Lohars in Chota

Nagpur.

Koftgar, a craftsman who

practises the art of inlaying gold

and silver on iron, usually,

though not invariably, a Mahmu

edan.

Kogdengsa, a sept of Maghs

in the Hill Tracts of Chitta

gong.

Kohli, a t/zar or sept of the

Das-Grurung sub-tribe of Gur

ungs in Darjiling.

gfliti, Murdo, a very numerous cultivating caste of Behar and

Origin.

Chota Nagpur, whom Dr. Wise believed to be

“ closely allied to the Kurmi, with whom they

drink, but do not eat, while the Kurmi attend their marriages and

partake of the feast.” Mr. Nesfield again identifies the Koiri with

the Kéchhi, and adds that the name Koiri “ shows that the wandering

and semi-savage K01, who is still to be found in the districts south of
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the Ganges,” was the remote ancestor of the caste, “though every

tradition of such descent appears now to have been forgotten." Both

theories appear to me to go much farther than the evidence justifies.

There is nothing specially improbable in the suggestion that both

_Ko1r1s and Kurmis may be descended from the same stock, nor even

1D. the con]ecture that the parent tribe was of non-Aryan origin ; but

we can point to no definite facts tending to affiliate the Koiris

to the group of tribes included in the general name Kolh, nor

are the cases of social intercourse noticed by Dr. Wise suificient to

prove tnhal atfinity between the two castes. All that can be said is

that the Koiri have too long been a distinct caste, and have been too

much affected by Hindu influences for it to be possible to frame any

plausible hypothesis regarding the elements of which they are made

up. Their own tradition, that they were created by Siva to tend the

radish (murdi) and to look after the sacred gardens of Benares, is of

the common mythological type and gives no clue to their descent.

We find among Koiris in different parts of the country the

following thirteen sub-castes :—

Barki-Déngi,1 Chhotki-Déngi, Banapér, daruhér, Kanaujié,

Magahiyé, Tirhutia, Chirméit, Kumérh,

Goité, Dhér, Reutié, Paurié, Barékar, and

Palmohé. The common story regarding the origin of these groups

is that the first Koiri, the son of Mahédeva and Pérvati, was placed

by them in charge of a garden, and that the sub-castes are descended

from girls of various castes who came to pick flowers in the

garden and conferred their favours on the gardener. The sections

are shown in Appendix I. In 'Beha.r they are territorial or titular ;

while in Chota Nagpur and the Santal Parganas survivals of

totemism may be traced in the Kasyap and Nag gotras, the

members of which will not kill or molest tortoises and snakes.

The Kasyap Koiris, indeed, carry their reverence for the tortoise

to such a length that if one is caught they smear its shell

with oil and vermilion and put it back into the water. Some of the

Behar section-names, again, are a kind of shibboleth, referring to the

occupation of the caste or reciting at length the supposed habitat of

the section. The usual rule is that a man may not marry a woman

of his own section, but in Bhagalpur as many as nine sections are said

to be excluded. The standard formula calculated to seven generations

in the descending line is used for reckoning prohibited degrees not

covered by the rule forbidding marriage within the section.

Koiris usually marry their daughters as infants between the

ages of seven and ten, but rich men sometimes

have the ceremony performed when the girl

is only three or four years old : “ after she has got her teeth,"

as the saying goes; while both in Behar and Chota Nagpur a gir1’s

marriage may be deferred for special reasons until she has passed the

Internal structure.

Marriage.

1 The Barki-Dangi, who forbid widow-remarriage, are supposed to be the

highest in ranl: ; then come the _Chhotki-Dzingi and the -Iaruhar, followed by

the territorial divisions Kanaujui, Magahi 6., and Tirhutia. _ lhe G0lt8 and

])h{;1- groups, found in Champaran, keep owls, and are believed to be the

illegitimate descendants of a Koiri woman by a Kunjra or vegetable-seller.
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age of puberty without the family incurring serious reproach thereby.

Colonel Dalton gives the following account of a Koiri marriage in

Chota Nagpur, which does not appear to difier materially from the

usage current in Behar :—

“The preliminaries are first arranged by mutual friends, who

meet at the house of the bride. If they come to an agreement, small

sums of money are interchanged. The boy’s friends give four annas

and a half, and the girl’s friends one and a half, and this is an

engagement.

“But as a. betrothal it is incomplete till the ceremony called

sugan brinrllmd is performed. Ten or more of the boy’s friends with

music and a Brahman go to the girl’s house; her friends are also

invited, and the ceremony commences by the father of the girl and

the father of the boy each spreading a new cloth on the ground. The

Brahman then takes some d/uin from the store of the bride’s father

and places it in the hands of the maiden, who throws it on the cloth

spread by her father-in-law that is to be. The Brahman next takes

some grain that has been brought from the bridegroom’s house, and

this is thrown on the cloth spread by the father of the maiden. The

cloths are then rolled up with the grain in them: the bride retains

that which was brought from her betrothed’s house. The friends of

the latter take away the cloth produced by the bride’s father.

“ Eight days after the above ceremony the marriage takes

place. A Brahman priest presides, and the service is strictly Brah

manical. At the conclusion of the orthodox ritual the bride and

var, their scarfs tied together, are made to perform seven times a

circuit round a collection of vessels containing water, grain, oil,

and a light. This is called the bha-nwar. The girl oes first: she

carries one of the cloths with grain, and the boy t e other, and,

allowin the grain to dro , they thus mark the circuits they make.

“ en all is over, t e boy istaken into the women’s apartments

and invited to eat, but he will not touch food till a present is made

to him. In the same manner, when the bride first appears

amongst the females of her husband’s house she obstinately declines

all refreshments till bribed to eat. The jalzds is used by the

Koiris as well as by the Kurmis.”

Polygamy is permitted, and there does not appear to be any

positive rule limiting the number of wives a man may have. The

caste, however, is not a wealthy one, and it is unusual to find a man

with more than two wives, while a second wife is commonly taken

only in the event of the first being barren.

All the sub-castes except the Barki-Déngi allow a widow to

marry again by the sagai or sangd form, and impose no restrictions

on her choice of a second husband. It is, however, deemed the right

thing for her to marry her late husband’s younger brother (dezmr) if

such a relative exists; and the fact that a. woman who marries an

outsider must give up her male children to her late husband’s family

tends on the whole to make marriage with the dewar a very common

arrangement. The scmgd ritual as performed by the Koiris of Man

bhum is a very simple one. Late in the evening the bridegroom

accompanied by a few of his friends goes without any special display
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to the bride’s house, where he is received by her relations and given

a seat in the courtyard. There he is joined by the bride, who is

brought in by two widows, and takes her seat on a sdl leaf in front of

the bridegroom. The bridegroom presents to her a new sdri, and

touches with the little finger of his left hand some powdered vermil

ion, which is brought to him in a. sa'l leaf. A widow then smears

some of this powder on the bride’s forehead and the parting of her

hair; this act, which completes the ceremony, being greeted with a

cry of “ Haribol ” by the lockers-on. The proceedings end with a

feast provided by the bridegroom, who takes his wife home quietly

the same night. In the north of Manbhum (thanis Jharia and

Topchanchi) a different custom prevails, which may perhaps represent

a state of transition towards the abandonment of widow-marriage.

There no ceremony of any kind is performed; but if a man wishes to

keep a widow as his mistress, he announces his intention to the head

men. If they agree, he simply takes the woman to live with him.

The practice of the caste in the matter of divorce appears to

vary with the surroundings of the caste, and to depend on the extent

to which they have been influenced by the example of the higher

castes. In Ohota Nagpur and parts of Behar considerable license

of divorce is allowed. Reference is made to the caste pancluiyat;

and if it is found that the husband has just cause of complaint, he is

permitted to put away his wife. Divorced wives may marry again.

The Koiris of Bhagalpur and Patna, on the other hand, profess not

to recognise divorce, and a woman who goes wrong is simply turned

out of the caste. In Champaran the rule is said to be that a man

may obtain from the pane/uiyat authority to divorce his wife for

adultery or for serious faults of temper. A woman so divorced may

marry a man of a different (presumably lower) section, but may

not marry within her own section without the express permission

of the leading members of the group—the caste Brahmans and the

local zamindar. For this permission certain fees have to be paid.

This seems to imply the opinion that a woman having by marriage

become a member of her husband’s section does not revert to her

own section when divorced, and thus is not precluded from marry

ing a man who before her marriage would have been deemed a

blood relation.

Koiris profess to be orthodox Hindus belonging to the Saiva

or Sékta sects, and Vaishnavism has hitherto

made little progress among them. The quality

of their orthodoxy, however, seems to vary with locality, and may

gerhaps be gauged by the degree of consideration accorded to their

rahmans and by the character of their minor gods. Thus in Chota

Nagpur the Brahmans who serve the Koiris as priests are not

received on equal terms by other members of the sacred order; while

among their minor gods we find the aboriginal Marang-Buru or

Barpahéri alongside of Sokha, Parameswari, Mahévira, and Hanu

mén. Mounds of dried clay representing these are found in every

house, and there is often a larger mound with a tulsi tree in the

courtyard, which, according to Colonel Dalton, is sacred to the

entire group of deities. In addition to the Hindu festivals of

Religion.
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Janmdshtami and Sivardt they observe the aboriginal feasts of

Karma and Jittd parab, and invoke Marang-Burn at certain inter

vals, specially when rain does not fall in due season. In Behar,

on the other hand, the Kanaujia, Srotri, or Tirhutia Brahman,

who is employed by the Koiri for religious and ceremonial pur

poses, seems to hold a fairly high position and not to be looked

down upon by his brethren. Their village gods are Bandi, Goraiyé,

Sokhé, Hanuman, Ram Thakur, Kurlal, and Dharm-Raj, who are

worshipped by the head of the household with the usual offerin of

sheep, goats, and sweetmeats of various kinds. In Arrah the oiris,

like the Kéndus, worship the Pénch Pir and hold a festival in their

honour on the ninth and tenth days of the Dasaharé in Aswin.

(September-October). A few are found following the tenets of

Kabir, Nanak, and Darya Das.

Koiri women are unclean for twelve days after child-birth, at

the end of which time the mother bathes twice, and after each bath

plasters the house floor with eowdung. She then marks with red lead

five spots on the rim of the well, draws a jar of water, and her

purification is complete. The dead are burned, the body being laid

- on the pyre with the head pointing to the north, and the ashes thrown

into the Ganges or into any river that may happen to be handy.

The ceremony of srdddb is performed in the regular method on the

thirteenth day after death. Cakes and libations of water are offered

every Aswin for the propitiation of ancestors in general. In Chota

Nagpur a curious custom prevails, under which on the day of death

the friends and relatives of the deceased, and even the members of

other castes, give the family a few handfuls of rice and receive in

return a small quantity of milk.

The social position of Koiris is respectable. They rank with

S C. 1 M Kurmis and Goalés, and Brahmans will take
O la 8 us‘ water from their hands. In the matter of

food the practice of the caste, in some districts at any rate, seems

to fall below the ordinary Hindu standard of purity. Thus the

Koiris of Champaran eat fowls, and in North Bhagalpur field

rats are mentioned as a legitimate article of diet. On the other

hand, they will not touch the leavings of even the highest castes, nor

will they take personal service—a point wherein they consider them

selves to be raised above the Dhanuks, Kewats, and Améts. They will,

however, eat pakki with, and take water from, men of these castes, and

will smoke in the same hookah when on a journey. Their pursuits

are purely agricultural, but they are distinguished from the Kurmis

and other purely cultivating castes by their skill in rearing tobacco,

opium, and other special produce requiring more careful cultivation

than the staple crops. In the neighbourhood of large towns they

work as market-gardeners, growing and selling

all kinds of vegetables. Many Koi1'is are

tenure-holders, and here and there members of the caste have

risen to be petty zemindars. Most of them are prosperous culti

vators holding occupancy rights, and comparatively few have sunk

to the position of landless day-labourers. In fact, their skill and

industry are so notorious that a Koiri, even if he has no land of his

Occupation.
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own, is usually rather in demand as a. partner on the bluig-jot

system of cultivation.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Koiris in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

 

Drsrmcr. 1872. 1881. Dlsrnlcr. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan 709 34-4 Tippemh 529 $32

Banknra. 2,397 624 Chittagong 17 18

Birbhum 468 87 Noakhali .. 402Midnapur 2,140 880 Patna 81.561 86,738

Hughll } M, { 153 Gya 131,030 142,0os

Howrah 1 B39 1 ShahabadM ...“ 130,394 152,848

24.]-'1“-ga_|;|a3 , , ' - { ozu erpur 141,551
Nadiyn, 3,702 an T“'h“t Darbhanga .. } 223°“ 129,027

Khulna. .... .. 3 Saran 141,209 150.354

Jessore 359 47 Chain sran 82,074 103,893

Murshedabad 7,111 910 Mong yr 77,741 92,650

Dingjpur 211 233 lihflflfllgllr ... 81,117 82,358

Rajghghye 580 55 P11111111 .-- 25,025 26.238

Rangpur 21,626 295 Mnldah 4152 226

B ra 1,607 211 Santal Pargunas 9,841 11,304

Pa nu. 741 8 Cuttuck .... .. 31

Durjiling ,,, 61 409 Pun 4

Jalpigorl 62 181 Balasore .... .. 997

Kuch Behar .... .. 41 liamribagh 27,821 41,495

Dacca 838 282 Lohardaaa 24,232 23,538

Faridpnr 1,616 .... .. Smrzbhum 42 92

Bakargunj 486 62 Manbhum .. .. 4,528 2,404

Maimzmsinh 8 46 'l‘nbut.nry States 1,320 3,661

Kokarsé, a section of Sonars

in Behar.

Kokés, a sub-caste of Barhisin

Behar who are said to have come

from Gorakhpur, and work only

in wood; a sub-caste of Lohérs.

Kokenamba, he who rises with

the sun, a sept of the Panthar

sub-tribe of Limbus in Darjiling.

Koki, a tkar or sept of

Gurungs in Darjiling.

Kokras, a section of the

Sétmulié Maghaya sub-caste of

Kandus in Behar.

Kol, a sub-caste of Gonrhis in

Behar which, though endog

amous as regards the other sub

castes of Gonrhis, allows of

intermarriage with the Parbatti

Kurin sub-caste. The Kols say

they are not Gonrhis, and dis

tinguish themselves as Gonrh.

 

Kol or Kolh, a generic name

applied by Hindus to the Munda

and Oraon tribes, and sometimes

also to the Bhumij and Kharias.

Herr Jellinghausl thinks that it

means pig-killer; but the ques

tion is a very obscure one, and it

is at least equally likely that the

word may be a. variant of kor or

lzoro, the Mundéri for ‘ man,’

which is used by both Mundas and

Santéls in speaking of themselves.

Kolandh, a section of the

Pachainyé. sub-caste of Doms in

Behar.

KOIQ-Paréménik, a sub-caste

of Nzipits in the 24-Parganas.

K°|a$a, 8 sept of Maghs in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

 

Koleman or Kalu, a hyper

gamous group of Telis in Bengal.

Kolh-Atsur, a sub-tribe of

Asuras in Chota Nagpur.

' Zeittchrift fair Etlmologie, iii, 326.
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Qflllizl, Kolita Tdsa Orb Tdsa, an agricultural caste of the

Southem Tributary Mahals of Chota Nagpur, whose traditions say

that they came originally from Mithila in the days of Rama. Colonel

Dalton describes them as of fair complexion with good features and

well-proportioned limbs, and pronounces them to he mainly Aryan in

blood with “a slight deterioration arising from intermixture with

the less comely aborigines.” They generally allow their daughters

to grow to maturity before giving them in marriage, and Colonel

Dalton saw many full-grown girls in the villages that he visited.

Nothing is known about the internal structure or the religion of the

caste. They usually call themselves Taisa, a corruption of Chasa, and

I think it is an open question whether they are not merely Orh

Chasas who have settled in the Tributary Mahals and acquired the

name Kolita.

Kolita, an endogamous sub

division of Kayasths in Assam.

Kolkatéri, a sept of Kaurs in

Chota Nagpur.

Kol-Munda, a sub-tribe of

Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Konéri, an endogamous divi

sion of Pzischatya Baidik Brah

mans in Bengal.

Konérk, a pur or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Kondongwa, the vagabond, a

sept of the Ahtharai sub-tribe of

Limbus in Darjiling.

Kongaddi, crow, a totemistic

sept of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Konhar, a sept of the Rautér

sub-tribe of Tharus in Behar.

Konkpét, a title of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

Konkpét-Munda, a sub-tribe

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Konr-Gop, a hyper amous

division of the Purbba Tiuliya

Sadgops in Murshedabad who

take their wives from other

Sadgops, but give their daughters

only in their own group.

Kons, grass, a totemistie sept

of Lohars in Chota Nagpur.

Kopetah, a section of Mag

haya Dhobis in Behar.

Kopinyar, a section of Awadhia

Hajjéms in Behar.

Koput, a sept of Gonds in

Chota Nagpur.

Kora, a sub-caste of Tantis in

Bengal; a mul or section of the

Kanaujia sub-caste of Sonérs in

Behar; asept of Hos in Sing

bhum.

301$, 1i'éord, K/iairri, Kkag/»ra', a Dravidian caste of earth

workers and cultivators in Chota Na

Bengal, probably an offshoot from the Munda tribe.

gpur, Westem and Central

The Korés or

Khayrés of Manbhum and Bankura have well-marked totemistie

sections‘ of the same type as the Mundas, and the latter admit

that some sort of aflinity may at one time have been recognised.

The Korfis of the Santal Parganas on the other hand claim to

have come from Nagpur. The Bard-.5. section

of the Korés have a curious legend concerning

their totem. They say that one of their ancestors went out hunting

Tradition of origin.

' See Appendix I, s.v. $05!
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with his two brothers in the jungle, but found no game. While

they were wandering about, they noticed a bundle wrapped in sdl

leaves hanging from the branch of a. bdrdd or pitlnili tree. The bundle

contained meat, which, being very hungry, they cooked and ate with

out further inquiry. Afterwards they found out that what they had

eaten was a human placenta, and expressed their horror by making

the fruit of the bérdd tree taboo for themselves and their descendants.

The /-\|u section, on the other hand, believe that their first ancestor

was born under a Phal-élu tree, and for this reason they will not

eat the bulb-like fruit of this tree, or any bulbs, such as potatoes,

which bear a resemblance to it. Both stories seem to be attempts

to find a rational explanation for a prohibition which seemed

unreasonable to men who had got beyond the stage of believing in

their actual descent from trees. Further east these characteristic

section-names have been dropped, but the caste is divided into four

sub-castes, bearin the names Dhalo, MOIO, Sikharié, and B€1d€\

mia, of which t e first three still preserve the memory of their

original settlements. Thus the Dhalo sub-caste say that they came

from Dhalbhum, the eastern pargana of Singbhum ; the Mole from

Manbhum ; and the Sikharié. from the tract of country between the

I ta 1 t t Damodar and Barakar rivers bounded on the
n ma S mc um‘ east by Samet Sikhar or Pérasnéth Hill. In

Bankura, again, besides the Sikharié we find three other groups—

Sonérekhé, Jhetié, and Guri-Béwé, of which the first is associated

with the Sonarekhé. or Subarnarekhé river, which rises in the

Mundari country, while the second bears the same name as one of

the sub-castes of the Bagdis. In Bankura all four sub-castes

are strictly endogamous; in the districts further east Moles

and Sikhariés intermarry. In Manbhum no sub-castes appear to

have been formed, and the caste is still more or less in the tribal

sta e.g The Hinduised Khairés of Central Bengal have developed a

legend of the common mythological type, to the eifect that they

were enerated by the bellowing of the miraculous cow K-amadhenu

when iswzimitra came to take her away from the sage Vasishtha, and

that they with other soldiers born from the cow drove ofl:' the

intruding Kshatriya. Another tradition current in the Santél

Parganas says that the Khairés came from the west, and that

their special function is to prepare catechu (/t"/mz'r) for use in

conjunction with betel. There is nothing to show that the

Korés ever followed this particular occupation, and the statement

is referred to here merely as an instance of -the striving after

a meaning which meets us so frequently in the popular derivations

of caste names.

Where the exogamous groups have been preserved, the rule is

that a man may not marry awoman of the same totem as himself;

but on the mother’s side the totem is not taken into account, and

the rule of exogamy is supplemented by the standard formula

mamerd, cbackerci, etc., calculated to three generations in the

descending line.
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The Koras of Westem Bengal marry their daughters both

as infants and as adults, and in Chota Nagpur

sexual intercourse before marriage is regarded

as a venial offence. This measure of toleration, so characteristic

of the aboriginal races, is no longer recognised in Bankura, where

sexual indiscretions are visited with severe social penalties, although

adult-marriage still maintains its ground. In Bengal Proper the

caste has fully adopted the more fashionable custom of infant

marriage.

The marriage ceremony of the Bankura Korés corresponds

precisely with that described at length in the article on the Bégdis,

with the curious difference that vermilion is applied to the bride’s

forehead with the handle of the cutter (chimta) used for slicing

areca nut. In Manbhum the bride and bridegroom are made to

stand one behind the other on a bundle of straw laid on the top of

a bullock-yoke (jordn), and the bridegroom, whose place is in the rear,

treading on the heels of the bride, reaches forward and smears

vermilion three times on the bride’s forehead. This, which is deemed

to be the binding portion of the ritual, has clearly survived or

been borrowed from the marriage ceremony of the Mundas. The

Eastern Korfis follow the regular Hindu ritual.

Polygamy is everywhere permitted, and in theory there is no

limit to the number of wives a man may have. Custom, however,

and the standard of living imposed by the comparative poverty

of the caste, combine in actual life to bring about the result that

hardly any one has more than two wives, and most men content

themselves with one.

Among the Korss of Manbhum and the Santal Parganas a widow

is allowed to marry again, and her choice of asecond husband is unfet

tered, save that she must observe the prohibited degrees, and that she

may not marry her deceased husband’s elder brother. She may marry

his younger brother, but she is under no special obligation to do so,

though such marriages are deemed both respectable and convenient,

and very commonly take place. The ceremony (sangd) is much the

same as that described in the article on the Koiris. In the Kori

ritual, however, the bridegroom does not himself apply the

vermilion to the bride’s forehead. He merely touches the powder,

which is then smeared on the parting of the bride’s hair by the

widows who are present. In Bankura and the districts further east

the example of the rest of the population has induced the Koras to

abandon widow-marriage. The working of the same influence may

be observed in the matter of divorce, which is prohibited in the

eastern districts, while in Chota Nagpur and the Santal Parganas

aboriginal usage still holds its ground and divorce is granted by

the caste council on the application of either husband or Wife.

Persons so divorced, whether _men or women, are allowed to marry

a ain.g Like the Bauris and Bagdis, Korés admit into their community

members of any caste ranking above their own in social standing.

The occasions on which this privilege is sought are doubtless rare,

Marriage.
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and usually occur only when the outsider has been turned out of _his

own caste for carrying on an intrigue with a Kora woman and eating

food which she has prepared. A case of this kind, which has been

reported to me from one of the districts of Central Bengal, throws

a curious light upon the working of the caste system at the present day.

A man of the highly respectable Atguri caste fell in love with a

Kora girl, and after keeping the intrigue secret for some time was

ejected from his caste and turned out of his household. He then

went to live with his mistress, and at first thought of turning

Vaishnava. Finally, however, at the girl’s suggestion he decided to

join the Kori. community, and his case was laid before a meeting

of the headmen (mandala) of the caste. These worthies the convert

propitiated with a liberal feast, and was thereupon formally admitted

to be 0. member of the Kora caste.

Like most of the lower castes, the Koras settle the bulk of their

civil disputes through the agency of their own pa-ncIza‘_1/ats, and very

seldom resort to the regular courts. In fact the value of the property

in question is usually too small to bear the costs of a regular suit.

In matters of inheritance and succession they afiect to be governed

by the standard codes recognised in the locality, by the Dayabhéga

in Bengal districts and by the Mitéksharé. in Chota Nagpur. Their

customs, however, imperfectly as it has been possible to ascertain

them, show some curious deviations from the ordinary Hindu rules of

law. In Bankura the custom of giving the eldest son an extra

share (jetli-angs) is in full force, and even in the eastern districts

traces of this practice still survive. The Koras of Manbhum, on

the other hand, divide a man’s property equally among his sons,

but where he leaves sons by more than one wife, they follow

the custom known in the Panjab as chundzivand, under which

the sons, however many, of one wife get no more than the sons,

however few, of another wife.

In matters of religion Korés afiect to be orthodox Hindus,

worshipping the regular gods and csllingthem

selves Saktas or Vaishnavas, according as they

incline to the cult of Kali, Durga, and Manasé, or to that of Radha

and Krishna. Manasa, the heavenly patroness of snakes, and

Bhédu, the virgin daughter of the Pachete house, whose worship

has been described in the article on the Bégdis, are their favourite

deities. Their village and household deities are Bhairab Thzikur,

Gram-Deoti. and Kudra, to whom goats, fowls, pigeons, rice, sugar,

and plantain are offered on no fixed dates, and are divided between

the worshippers and the Deogharifi. Brahmans, who serve them as

priests and keep in order the shrines (Kuzlraslluin and Bhairabsthdn)

of the village gods. In Manbhum the Koras do not employ

Brahmans, but a member of the caste, styled the Léya or Nayé.

acts as priest, and is sometimes remunerated by a grant of rent

free land held on the tenure known as la'ya'li. Further east they

are served by Barna Brahmans, who are looked down upon by

other members of the sacred order, and occupy about the same

position as the Brahmans who look after the spiritual welfare of

the Bauris and Bagdis.

Religion.
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Like the Bauris, the Koras of Chota Nagpur admit both burial

and cremation as modes of disposing of the dead; and when burial

is resorted to, the corpse is laid in the grave face downwards and

with the head pointing north. In Bankura and further east the rule

is to burn, burial being confined to the case of those who have died of

cholera, small-pox, or any disease supposed to be infectious. Here

also the fashion of placing the body face downwards is observed, the

idea being apparently that this affords some security against the

spirit of the dead man ‘ walking ’ and giving trouble to the living—

a danger which is always supposed to be greater in the case of those

who have died by a comparatively sudden or violent death. A

meagre imitation of the orthodox sniddh is performed on the eleventh

day after death, and annual offerings of rice, ghi, and gur are made

to deceased ancestors in the months of Kartik and Chait.

The social position of Korés is very low, and they are usually

classed with Bagdis, Bauris, Bunas, and other

dwellers on the confines of Hinduism. Their

own practice in the matter of diet varies in different parts of the

country. In Ohota Nagpur they eat beef, pork, and fowls, and

all manner of fish, whether scaly or scaleless, but refrain from

eating field-rats, snakes, lizards, and animals which have died a

natural death. Further east they are more particular. No Kori

will touch beef, and some members of the caste abstain from fowls

and from strong drink, in the belief that by doing so they acquire

some sort of social distinction. These comparatively ascetic Koras

have not as yet formed themselves into a sub-caste, but there is no

reason why this should not hereafter take lace. In Bankura Koras

will eat sweetmeats, etc., with members of) the Bagdi caste, but will

not take water from their hands or smoke in the same hookah.

Boiled rice they will take only from members of the Nabasakha group.

The caste believe tank-digging, road-making, and earthwork

generally to be their characteristic profes

sion, and it may be surmised that their

adoption of a comparatively degraded occupation, necessarily

involving a more or less wandering manner of life, may have been

the cause which led to their separation from the Mundas, who

are above all things settled agriculturists, conspicuous for their

attachment to their original villages. As earth-workers they rank

next to the Beldars, but, unlike these, they carry earth in a pair of

triangular baskets slung on a shoulder-yoke (balzangt), and will on no

account carry it on their head. Beldars, on the other hand, always

use single baskets, borne on the head, and refuse to touch a balhang-i,

deeming it an indignity to carry anything on their shoulders.

Within the last generation many Korés have taken to cultiva

tion, holding land as occupancy or non-occupancy raiyats, and

working as agricultural labourers. In Bankura, however, and in

other districts of Western Bengal, their connexion with the land must

be of very ancient date, for we find a certain number of them at the

present day in possession of substantial ghatwdli tenures—a fact

which indicates that they were among the earliest settlers in that

part of the country.

Social status.

Occupation.
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The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Korés in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

Drsrnrcr. I 1872. \ 1881. Drsrmcr. l 1872. I 1881.

Bardwan 728 8,211 Chittagong .... .. 4

Bankura 1,216 5.054 Patna 1Birbhurn 3,776 6,079 Momrhyr 3,801 2,927

ilgidrmpur 6,181 ¥Ih?.(|iZ!lLpll!‘ 74 £3

up: 1 a a .... .. 8

ile-gar-gana.s lg ‘S30 SsntalParganas Th fl 2,211 8,760

a iya e lzurcs are
Khulna .... .. 15 g:_€“ck included with ____ ..

Jesscre 812 217 Bnmsore other “labour- 554

M_urs_hedabad 606 967 _ ing castes.”

Dina pur 2s Baumbmzh 315 83!

R-B18 -1116 1+3 Lphflrdnsa ~ 8'38 .... ..

Rangpur us Smshhum 158 414

Bcgra .... .. 219 Manbhnm 103 11,121

Pabnn 564 701 Tributary States ____ ,, 391

 

Km-abanin, a synonym for Kora

in Western Bengal.

Korait, a synonym for Gorait.

Korénch, a title of Koiris and

Kéndus in Hazaribagh, said to

refer to the mythical island

Kraunchdwip ; a section of Bab

hans and of Awadhia Hajjémsin

Behar ; also a sub-caste of Halwais

and Kéndus.

Koréngi, a ihar or sept of the

Das-Gurungsub-tribe of Gurungs,

having derived its name from

Koren, a place in Tibet.

Korankérk, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Korér, a sub-caste of Ohamérs

in Behar.

Koriér, a section of Koréneh

Kéndus in Behar.

Korisé, a mul or section of the

Chhamulia Madhesifi. sub-caste of

Halwais in Behar.

Korla, fig, a totemistic sept of

Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

ficrmé, a Dravidian tribe of Sarguja, Jashpur and Palamau,

who claim to be the original inhabitants of the country they occupy,

and whose claim is in some measure home out by the fact that the

priests who ropitiate the local spirits are always selected from this

tribe. Tl16€1lll Korwés of Sarguja have the singular legend that

they are descended from the scare-crows set up to frighten wild

' animals by the first men who raised crops in Sarguja, which were

animated by the great spirit to save his votaries the trouble of

continually making ne'w ones. The male Korwés are described by

Colonel Dalton as short of stature, dark-brown in complexion,

strongly built and active with good muscular development. Their

foreheads are narrow, and the lateral projection

of the zygomatic arches very marked. Some

of the wilder specimens have black skins, flat faces and project

ing lower jaws, while their matted hair has acquired a tawny

shade from constant neglect. “The women,” says Colonel Dalton,

“ appear ground down by the hard work imposed on them,

stunted in growth, black, ugly, and wretchedly clad, some having

only a few dirty rags tied round their persons, and in other respects

untidy and unclean. On them falls the double task of labour in the

fields and of providing the daily bread for the miserable household.

Origin and appearance.
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They have all the burdens, but none of the privileges, of women.

The man may follow his instincts as a hunting animal, and bow and

arrow in hand search the hills for the meat that his soul loveth; but

he, day after day, returns unsuccessful, and in the meantime the

woman has been hunting for and digging up wild esculent roots, or

cutting wild vegetables, hewing wood, and drawing water, and woe

betide her if she has not been more successful than her lord.”

The Korwas appear to be divided into four sub-tribes, the

Agaria-Korwa, probably a cross with the

Agarias, the Dand-Korwa, the Dih-Korwa,

who are settled in regular villages, and the Paharia-Korwa, who

live in the hills, and are the wildest branch of the tribe. Colonel

Dalton mentions that he failed to find among them any tribal

distinctions by which restrictions on intermarriage were imposed

such as are observed by cognate stocks. I am indebted to Mr. W.

H. P. Driver, of Ranchi, for the interesting list of septs given

in Appendix I. Most of these, it will be seen, are totemistic.

Among the totems we find the tiger, the snake, the parrot, the wild

goose, two kinds of eel, a fish, the kerketa bird, the mango, myra

bolam, unhusked rice, ploughs and pestles used for pounding grain,

also a curious group called Muri, alleged to derive its name from the

fact of its ancestors having made a clzulka, out of four skulls, and

cooked their dinner on this uncanny sort of fireplace. This is clearly

a sept of the nickname type such as are common among the Tibetans,

Limbus and the people of the Chittagong Hill Tracts. To what

extent the totems mentioned above are taboo to the septs which bear

their names is a point on which no certain information is as yet

forthcoming. The general tendency is for such prohibitions to fall

into disuse, and the only rule about the sept-name that really holds

its ground is the rule forbidding marriage within the circle which it

defines.

Korwas, says Colonel Dalton, are considered formidable as

bowmen, but he was not struck with the accuracy of their aim.

Their bows are surprisingly strong, and they use arrows with barbed

heads, nine inches lon by an inch and a half wide. The feathers

are arranged in a spira , which is supposed to give great steadiness

to the flight of the shaft. They make battle-axes from iron of their

own smelting, and are very expert in the use of this weapon.

Their system of lag-riculture is primitive} They cultivate

, on y virgin soi, resorting reely to fire for
Agncultum the purpose of clearing away the jungle,

and changing their homesteads every two or three years as the

land becomes exhausted. Rice, vetches, millets, pumpkins, yams,

chillies and arrowroot are their standard crops, and they eke out

the scanty yield of their fields with a variety of jungle products.

Grain they store under ground done up in small packets of leaves,

and thus packed they say it will keep for years. They also trade

in honey, bees-wax, arrowroot, resins, gum, stick lac and iron.

Of their religion little is known. According to Colonel Dalton

the Korwas ot' Sarguja sacrifice only to the

spirits of their ancestors, and as this must

Internal structure.

Religion.
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be done by the head of each family, they have no priests. In

Jashpur, on the other hand, Baigas serve them as priests, and

the Khuria Rani, a bloodthirsty goddess, dwelling in a cave over

hanging a stream, is worshipped with offerings of slain buffaloes

and goats. The families of the Dewan of Jashpur and the Thakur of

the Kallia estate—the only Korwas who now hold any considerable

landed property—-affect to have adopted Hinduism and “ spurning

alliances with the ordinary Korwas have continued inter-breeding

for several generations,” although “ they dare not altogether disown

the spirits of the hills and forests that their ancestors adored, and

they have each at their head-quarters a Korwa Baiga or pagan

priest to propitiate the gods of the race.”

Korwér, a sept of Rajputs in Behar.

ficshta, lllziluirzi, a weaving and cultivating caste of Chota

Nagpur, who believe their ancestors to have immigrated from Sam

balpur, Raijah and Chattisgarh in the Central Provinces. The caste

call themselves Mahairé, and the name Koshta is used only by out

siders. The exogamous sections of the Koshtas are shown in

Appendix I. With three exceptions, they appear to be totemistie ;

but there is nothing to show whether the members of the sections

pay any reverence to the totems whose names they bear. As a

rule Koshtés marry their daughters after they have attained maturity,

and infant marriage is also resorted to occasionally by comparatively

wealthy men, who believe that they perform an act of social merit by

giving a daughter in marriage before puberty. The marriage

ceremony differs little from that in force among the lower classes

of Hindus. Sindurdén or the smearing of vermilion on the bride’s

forehead and the parting of her hair is deemed the essential and

binding portion. A widow may marry again by the sagai ritual,

and is expected to marry her late husband’s younger brother ifone

survives him. Divorce is permitted on various grounds. No special

formalities are prescribed. A simple declaration before the panclnig/at

that the parties propose to dissolve their marriage is all that is

necessary. As a rule the husband is the person who moves, and

it is a doubtful point whether a woman is entitled to take steps to

obtain a divorce from her husband.

The principal god of the Koshtas is the Gond divinity Dulha

Deo, a boy-bridegroom raised to divine honours by reason of his

tragic death in the midst of his own bridal procession. There are

also many Kavirpanthis, owing, it is said, to the activity of the mig

sionaries of this sect among them of recent years. Koshtés have no

Brahmans; the village barber (miwd) presides at marriages, and on

all other occasions the heads of families are riests unto themselves.

Both burial and cremation are in vogue. embers of the Kavir

panthi sect are always buried.

In respect of diet, Koshtés observe most of the rules held

binding by middle class Hindus, but they do not consider themselves

bound to abstain from strong drink. They eat paklsi and drink

with Brahmans, Rajputs, Khandaits, Kharwas, Jhorés, Ahirs, Kum.

hars. Kachchi they can take only from Gonds and Rantias, a fact

2x
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which, taken in connexion with their traditions of origin and their

worship of Dulha Deo, seems to imply some atfinity with the former

tribe. It is curious to find that the children of Koshta men by

women of any of the Jéldckaraniya castes from whom a Brahman

may take water are readily admitted into the Koshté. community.

Koslié, a. section of Goalas in Koté, a sub-caste of Baruis in

the North-Westem Provinces and Bengal; a section of Madhesié.

Behar. Kandus in Behar.

Kosuar, fish, a totemistic sept Kotébéndab, a totemistic sept

of Oraons in Chota Nagpur. of Juangs in Orissa.

Kotah Kaisi, a small vulture, a totemistic sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

$111251, Kotwél, a small Dravidian cultivating caste of Central

O . . Bengal, frequently employed as village watch
“gm men. They believe themselves to be descend

ants of Guhak Muni, the traditional ancestor of the Chandals,

and it is possible that they may be a branch of that caste separated

from the main group by their adopting the profession of Kotwdl

or village policeman. In Murshedabad they are divided into four

sub-castes-Atpéré, Dhukurséni, Kutabpur, and Manoharséhi.

They have no sections, and regulate their marriages by counting

Erohibifidt dlegrees dowphto thie sevlptxlth gb6I191:l1.:.lOI1 inltlhe descending

ne. o a s marry err aug ers y e reg ar ceremony

followed by the lower castes of about their

own standing. The binding portion of the rite

is sdtpdk, the carrying of the bride seven times round the bride

m. Polygamy is permitted when a man’s first wife is barren

ut is rarely resorted to. Neither widow-marriage nor divorce is

recognised.

By religion the liotéls arehSaiva gindus, w0rsh]i)p1ping Kali in

. . t e mont of artik and armaraj in
R°“g‘°“- Jaishta. Sasthi and Lakshmi are has in

special reverence by their women. Their priests are a low class of

Brahmans, who are looked down upon by other members of the

sacred order.

Their original occupatiorfi fifiay believg to be tofliperform hthe

. duties 0 ' age watc man, an 0 oe or w ich
0°°“pah°“' they sometimes hold small allotments of land

rent free. Of late years, however, and especially since the intro

duction of the Chaukidari Act, they have rather tended to abandon

these functions, their place being taken by members of other low

castes. As cultivators, they usually hold land as non-occupancy

raiyats, or work as agricultural labourers. Their social rank_ is

m\_1c_h the same -as that _of the Ohandéls. _Some of them drink

spu_~1ts, but this practice 1s by no means umversal. For the rest

their practice 111 the matter of diet 1s very much that of orthodox

Hindus in general, and they look down upon the Bégdis and Haris

as unclean feeders.

Marriage.
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The following

Kotals in 1881. The figures for

Chandals.

U 1881.

10,324

225

673

16

61

69

N0

11

1,763

Drsmrcr.

Bardwan ...

BankuraBirbhumM idnapllr

Hu}ghh24- erg-anas

NadiyaJessorellurshedabad

Kotélipéré, a samqf or local

group of the Bharadwaja gotra of

Péschétya Baidik Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kothédomar, a section of

Sonérs in Behar.

Kothipél, a section of the

Karan sub-caste of Kayasths in

Behar.

Kotolié, probably a corruption

of Kotwal, a title of a class of

rural policemen who hold allot

ments of land for keeping watch

and ward in the town of Dar

bhanga, in Behar.

Kotri, a small deer, a totemis

tic sept of Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

Kotsé or Korszi, a mul or sec

tion of the Chhamulia Madhesifi

and Bhojpuria sub-castes of

Halwéis in Behar.

Kotsobhni, a mul or section of

the Naomulia or Majraut sub

caste of Goalés in Behar.

Kotwal, Kotdl, a pangat or

section of Bénsphor Doms and

Dosadhsin Behar; a title of the

Bagdi, Chandal, Hziri, and other

statement shows the number and distribution of

1872 are included with those of

DISTRICT. 1881.

Rajshahye ... 4

gfleca ... 9;

I ittagong... ... .-. '

Purniah ... 113

Maldali I9

Santa! Parganas BBO

Iliunbhum 67

'1ributary States 1,489

Kotwér, a title of Kliandéits

and Rautizis and a sept of

Kharwérs in Chota Nagpur.

Kowriar, a sept of Ohiks and

Kharwars in Chota Nagpur.

Koyé, the wild dog, a totem

istic section of Rautias in Chota

Nagpur.

Kraunchdwipi, a. division of

Brahmans in Behar including

Jaisi, Jotkhi or Jotsi, Dékutia,

Bhadarié. or Bhareri, Jadwé,

Saguuié, Sanicheré.

Krishak, K'rz's/tan, Ifris/22', a

title of those who work in the

fields, whether as day-labourers or

as cultivators of their own land.

Krishnakéndéri, a title of

Patnis, gm.

Krishnétreya, a gotra or sec

tion of the Brahman, Baidya,

Kayasth, and Gandhabanik castes

in Bengal, and the Jhoras in

Chota N agpur.

Kritanya, a group of Gaura

Brahmans in Behar.

Krong Khyungtsa, a sept of

Maghs in the Hill Tracts of

castes in Bengal employed as Chittagong.

chaukidars.

Kotwal, a synonym for Démi.

Krubchhégi, a t/ear or sept of

Mangers in Darjiling.

2 K 2
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Kshém, a title of Dakshin- a totemistic sept of Oraons; a

Rarhi and Bangaja Kayasths in section of Goréits.

Bengal" Kuké, s sept of Rajputs in

Kshatri-Sankoch, a synonym Behar.

for Kochh. Kukar, a group of the Aoghar

sect of Saiva ascetics founded

in Guzerat by a Dasnami mendi

cant named Brahmagiri. See

Aoghar.

Kukkuti, a géin of the Bétsya

gntra of Barendra Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kukrar, a mu! or section of

the Kanaujié. sub-caste of Sonars

in Behar.

Kshatriya, the warrior caste in

the traditional Hindu system.

The word is now used mainly as

a synonym for Rajput.

Kshem, a title of Dakshin

Rérhi and Bangaja Kéyasths.

Kshetragrémi, a géin of the

Bharadwaja gotra of Barendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kshir, a sub-caste of Tantis

in Bengal.

Kshom, a title of Dakshin

Rarhi and Bangaja Kayasths in

Bengal.

Ksh uri, razor, a title of Bhan

daris in Orissa.

Kuktéiére, a sept of the Agnié.

sub-tribe of Meches inthe Darjil

ing Terai.

Kukur, Kukura, dog, a totem

istic sept of Mundas in Chota

Nagpur.

Kukurbandhé, apur or section

Kum-’ 8' hypergamous divi' of Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

sion of the Maghaya sub-caste of

Barhis in Behar.

Kuardar, a sept of Kharwars

in Chota Nagpur.

Kukurbans, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kukurié, a sept of Pans in

Kuésanchhé, a flzar or sept of O11°l1*1 Na8P\1l'

Khambus in Darjiling.

Kuchal, a section of the Baham

najéti sub-caste of Khatris in

Bengal.

Kuchhainé, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kujharié, a section of Awadhié.

Hajjams in Behar.

Kujri, a fruit, from which oil

is made; a. sept of Mundas; a

section of Groréits in Chota

Nagpur.

Kujur, a fruit, the oil of

which is used in anointing horns

of cattle at the Sohorai festival;

Kukurjhampar, a section of

Kanaujia Lohars in Behar.

Kul, a group of the Barendra

sub-caste of Sunris in Eastern

Bengal.

Kulabhi, a ga'in of the Szindilya

gotra of Rzirhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kuldl, a synonym for Kumhar.

Kulchulié, a sept of the Surya

bansi sub-tribe of Rajputs in

Behar.

Kulden, a section of Murmis

in Darjiling.
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Kulhé, a. section of Bébhans

in Behar.

Kulhai, a tiger, a. totemistic

sept of Chiks in (Jhota Nagpur.

Kulharié, a. sept of the Surya.

bansi sub-tribe of Rajputs m

Behar.

Kulhasia, a. sept of Pénsin

Chota. Nagpur.

Kulin, (i) a hypergamous divi

sion of Rarhi Brahmans in

Bengal attributed to Réjé Ballél

Sen, who is said to have insti

tuted similar divisions among the

Baidyas and Kéyasths. Other

Hindu castes below the latter in

rank have adopted the same

system as they have done in the

case of goiras or sections; (ii) a.

hypergamous division of the

Paschim Kuliyzi Sadgops, includ

ing Bhzilki, Kankse, Praharéj , and

Siur, and of the Purbba Kuliyé.

Sadgops in Midnapur, including

Biswés, Neogi, and Bur; (iii) a.

h er amous ou of Chasi
dhgbég and égiibagiabaniks in

Bengal; of Karans in Orissa;

(iv) a hypergamous group of

Jugis comprising four families

—Raghu, Madhah, Niméi, and

Pégmal. For a fuller treatment

of the subject, see the article on

Brahman.

Kulin-rési, a section of Mélos

in Eastern Bengal.

Kulisé or Kulkuli, a. gdin of

the Sandilya gotra of Barbi

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kulkhwér, a mu-I or section of

the Naiya caste in Behar.

Kulsreshta, a. sub-caste of

Kéyasths in Behar.

Kulsunri, a sub-caste of Sun

ris in Behar.

Kulthari Mallik, a section of

Kanaujié. Lohérs in Behar.

Kulu or Kaclzcklzud, a. section

of Khariés in Chota Nagpur.

Kulung, a tlzar or sept of

Khamhus in Darjiling.

Kulusurhi. a section of Gorié

Gowar or Dahiar Goalés in

Behar.

Kulwant or Kulwat, a sub

caste of Malléhs in Behar.

Kulyé Rishi, a

Téntis in Bengal.

- Kum, a section of Rautifis in

Chota Nagpur.

section of

Kumair, a section of Awadhié

Hajjams in Behar.

Kumér, a section of the Par

gah caste in Behar, and of

Rautieis in Ohota Nagpur; asub

sept of the Hemrom sept of

Santéls.

Kumér or Komar-Bluig, a sub

trihe of Mal Péhériyés.

Kuméra, a. sub-caste of Koiris

and a. title of Maithil Brahmans

in Behar.

Kumb/mkér, Kumdr, a syn

onym for Kumhar in Bengal.

Kumedwér, a section of Bab

hans in Behar.

Kumhar, a. sept of Mundas in

Chota Nagpur.

£umhér, Kumdr, Kumbkakdr, the potter caste of Bengal,

Traditions of origin.

difierence of opinion among

Behar, and Orissa. _

tional parentage there seems to be a wide

the recognised authorities on that

Concerning their tradi

subject. Thus the Brahmavaivartta Puréna says that the Kum

bhakér, or maker of water jars (kumbha), is born of a Vaisya
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woman by a Brahman father; the Parésara Sanhité. makes the

father a Mélékar (gardener) and the mother a Chamér ; while

the Parésara Padhati holds that the ancestor of the caste was

begotten of a Tili woman by a Pattikar, or weaver of silk cloth.

Sir Monier Williams, again, in his Sanskrit Dictionary, describes them

as the offspring of a Kshatriya woman by a Brahman. Conjectures

of this kind do not pretend to have any historical basis, and their

only object is to reconcile the fact that there are many castes with

the Brahmanical theory that there are only four. All beyond the

canonical number are therefore supposed to have arisen from a

complicated series of courses between the original four and their

descendants; and if a new caste is formed, it is some one’s business

to find a mythical pedigree for it. Such pedigrees, however, are not

taken very seriously, even by the people most concerned, and stories

ascribing the origin of a caste to an act of special creation seem to be

quite as popular as traditions of mixed descent. The Kumhérs, for

example, say that at the marriage of Siva a water jar (gbat) was

wanted, but no one knew how to make one. The god therefore took

a bead from his necklace and with it created a potter; while with

a second he made a. woman, who became the potter’s wife. This man

was the father of all those who work in pottery, and in memory of

their creator all potters bear the title Rudra Pal.

The endogamous subdivisions of the caste are very numerous,

I t t and vary a good deal from district to district.
“ ernalstmc um In Dacca, for instance, we find the five sub

divisions Baré. Bhégiyé, Chhoté. Bhégiyzi, Réjmahélié, Khatya,

and Magi. The Baré. Bhaigiya Kumhzirs have separated into two

divisions. The first, descended from Tilak Pal, only make black

utensils; the second, sprung from Madhavn. Pal, like the Chhota

Bhagiya, only manufacture red. In both sub-castes, again, there is

a. further grouping into Lél and Sédé, so called from the custom of

wearing red or white clothes at the marriage ceremony.

The Rajmahalié potters are quite distinct from the Khatya

Kumhérs on the one hand and the Bengali Kumhér on the other.

They originally came from Rajmahél with a member of the Banga

Adhikéri family, and having tarried in Dacca for several generations

lost caste, while those who subsequently arrived from Hindustan

were in their turn like_wise degraded. There are about two hundred

houses belonging to these potters in Ja’farganj, Sulténganj, Réi

Bézér, and Karwén, suburbs of Dacca, and the caste still speaks

a langua e made up of Hindi and Bengali. Having been settled in

Bengal or many years, the clean fifidra castes drink from their

water-vessels, while the l§i'idra Brahman and other servants work for

them. The sréda,’/ta, moreover, is celebrated after thirty days, as

with the Nava-sakha.

The Khatya, or debased Kumhars of Dacca, claim to belong to

the Maghaiyé. potter family of Patna. They drink water from the

vessels of the other Kumhérs, and may give water to them, but hold

no communication with the Rzijmahélia Kumhars. None of the

other Bengali fifidras, however, admit their equality. In Dacca they

are all Nanak Shéhis in creed, the Mahant of the Shujé/atpur
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Alkhara being the, Guru. Unlike the other sub-castes, they work

throughout the month of Baisakh, and on the Dashara make

oblations of rice, wheat-flour, clay, and red lead to Mahadeo, their

patron deity.

Khatya Kumhars only work with ckiknt-mattt, or potter’s

earth, manufacturing with the cluik, or horizontal wheel, long

necked flasks (surd/ii’), lotahs, pipes, water-spouts, balusters (garddid),

and toys, but never idols. On the tenth day after death the Kantaha

Brahman performs a religious service, at which he tastes the oblation

rice. On the following day the srdddlia is celebrated as among

Chandéls and Ekadasi Jogfs.

The Magi subdivision is outcasted, having a purohit of its own.

Their debasement is referred to the days when the Maghs harried

Eastem Bengal, and, entering houses, defiled the inmates. There

seems no reason, however, for concluding that these degraded potter!

are the offspring of Maghs by Kumhér women, as they resemble in

every feature the genuine stock of potters.

One of my correspondents in Dacca describes an entirely

different anangement of sub-castes, thus :—Chh0ta Bhégiyé,

Bikrampuriyé, dahéngirnagarié, Faitébajié, Bhégaldéspurié.

The last four names have a purely local significance. Jahéngirnagar

is the old name of Dacca, and its derivative is applied to the potters

of the city; is the name of a pargana, and Bhégaldaspur

is a village in Bhowal. It appears, however, that these groups

are not invariably endogamous, and that intermarriages between.

them are not absolutely prohibited. At present, then, they cannot

certainly be ranked as sub-castes; and it is possible that they are

merely organizations for trade purposes. Dr. Wise mentions that

in the city of Dacca the Kumhars have two dale, or trade unions

one known as Islampfir, the other as Bhagalpiir, after two quarters

of the city where the potters chiefly reside; while outside the city

every four or five villages have a dal to promote the interests of the

trade. The headman is styled Paramanik, who, on account of

the increase in the size of the caste, is obliged to employ assistants,

Naiks or Gumashtas. They are treated with little deference, and

merely execute the orders of their master.

The four sub-castes found in Noakhali—Bhu|éiya, Sarélié.

Chétgéinyé, and Sandwipé—-appear to be based on differences of

original habitat. In Pabna five sub-castes have been formed—Sira.s

than, Majhésthén, Chandanséra, Chaurési, and Dasparé. The

first are believed to have come from the North- Western Provinces,

and are said to be descended from Premananda, third son of the

original potter, Rudra Pal. Their habits are supposed to be unclean,

and Brahmans will not take water from their hands. The Das ra

are said to be descended from Kulévanda, the eldest of Rudra. al's

sons. The Chaurasi, according to local tradition, were originally

a branch of the Chandansara sub-caste, who settled among the

Daspéra, but were not admitted by them to equal social rights.

The immigrants waited their time, and took the first opportunity

which offered of righting themselves. When the Nawab of Murshed

abad chanced to be travelling in that part of the country, they
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presented to him a number of artificial flowers and fruits made of

pottery. The imitation was so exact that in reward for their skill

the Nawab gave the settlers eighty-four villages, and permitted them

to call themselves by the title Chaurasi. From that time their

social supremacy was secured, and they were able to impose upon

the Daspéra sub-caste the condition that only those who admitted

the superiority of the Chaurasi should hold the title Parémanik;

that those who served them with pun at marriage and social

ceremonies should be called Pénpétra; and that those who still

insisted on holding aloof should be degraded to the lowest rank

under the designation Mujgarni.

In Murshedabad and Hughli the sub-castes Bérendra. and

Rérhi are met with, the theory being that the original settlements

of each group were in the large tracts of country whose name it

bears. Some, however, say that the Barendra Kumhars are descend

ed from one of the sons of Rudra Pal, who had forcible intercourse

with his own sister. The Daspara sub-caste is also known in

Murshedabad, where it is believed to be the offspring of one of

Rudra Pal’s sons by a maid-servant. Its special function is supposed

to be the manufacture of the shell bracelets which are worn

by married women. The Jessore sub-castes appear to be only

local.

In Behar, Chota Nagpur, and the Santél Parganas a wholly

different set of sub-castes is met with. The Maghaiya, Kanaujia,

and Tirh utié are named after large tracts of country ; the Ay0dhié.

bési claim to be immigrants from Oudh; the Bangéli or Rérhi are

Ben al Kumhars who have settled in Behar; and the Turk-Kumhér

are ahomedans. Of the rest, the Biahut forbid widows to marry

again, and the Chépué take their name from a particular kind of

earthen vessel which they make.

The Kumhérs of Orissa are divided into two endogamous sub

castes—daganna'\’(hi or Uriya Kumhérs, who work standing and make

lagre earthen pots, and Khatya Kumhérs, who turn the wheel sitting

and make small earthen pots, cups, toys, etc. The latter are immi

nts from Upper India, whose number is comparatively insignificant.

ln the matter of exogamy the practice of Kumhérs differs

Ex widely in different parts of the country. In
°g“my' Eastern Bengal, where the influence of Maho

medan usage is strong, only one or two sections are known to

the caste, and marriage within the section is permitted. The

Mazhaiyé Kumhars, on the other hand, and probably most of

the Behar sub-castes, have along array of sections, mainly of the

titular type, but referring in some instances to local and territorial

areas. A man may not marry a woman of his own section or of the

sections to which his mother, paternal grandmother, or maternal

randmother belonged. The Jagannéthi Kunihérs of Orissa, who

field a tolerably high social position in that province, are subdivided

for matrimonial purposes into the following exogamous sections :—

Kaundinya, tiger; Sarpa, snake; Neu|,weazel; Goru,cow; Mudir,

fro ; Bhad-bhadrié» sparrow ; Kurma, tortoise. The members of

each section express their respect for the animal whose name the
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section bears by refraining from killing or injuring it, and by

bowing when they meet it. The entire caste also abstain from eating,

and even go so far as to worship, the aa'l fish, because the rings on its

scales resemble the wheel, which is the symbol of their craft. The

Khatya Kumhars in Orissa have only one section (Késyapa), and

thus, like the Réjbansis of Rangpur, are really endogamous in

spite of themselves. The reason probably is that there are too

few of them in Orissa. to fit up a proper exogamous system, and

they content themselves with the pretence of one. Both sub-castes

appear to be conscious that the names of their sections are open to

misconception, and explain that they are really the names of certain

saints, who being present at Daksha’s horse sacrifice transformed

themselves into animals to escape the wrath of Siva, whom Daksha,

like Peleus in the Greek myth, had neglected to invite. It may

well be that we owe the preservation of these interesting totemistic

groups to the ingenuity of the person who devised this respectable

means of accounting for a series of names so likely to compromise

the reputation of the caste. In the case of the Khatya Kumhérs,

the fact that their single section bears the name of Késyapa, while

they venerate the tortoise (kacbhap), and tell an odd story by way

of apology for the practice, may perhaps lend weight to the con

jecture, in itself a fairly plausible one, that many of the lower castes

in Bengal who are beginning to set up as pure Hindus have taken

advantage of the resemblance in sound between kaclzlmp and /msyap

(chk and a both become sh in colloquial Bengali) to convert a

totemistic title into an eponymous one, and have gone on to borrow

such other Brahmanical gotras as seemed to them desirable. If, for

example, we analyse the matrimonial arrangements of the Bhars

of Manbhum, many of whom are the hereditary personal servants

of the pseudo-Rajput Raja of Pachete, we find the foregoing

conjecture home out by the fact that two out of the seven sections

which they recognise are called after the peacock and the bel

fruit, while the rest are eponymous. But this is an exceptionally

clear case of survival, and I fear it is hardly possible to simplify

the diagnosis of non-Aryan castes by laying down a general rule

that all castes with a section bearing the name Kzisyapa, who have

not demonstrably borrowed that appellation from the Brahmans, are

probably oifshoots from some non-Aryan tribe.

In Behar, Orissa, and Chota Nagpur Kumhérs still permit girls

M _ to be married as adults, though they hold
“ma” infant-marriage to be more respectable. In

Singbhum and the Tributary States of Orissa adult-marriage is

the rule. The Kumhérs of Bengal, on the other hand, have long

conformed to the usage of the higher castes, and marry their daughters

before the age of puberty.

Everywhere a bride-price (pan) is paid to the father of the bride,

and in determining the amount of this the comparative social

position of the parties is not usually taken into consideration. “It

is considered,” says Dr. Wise, “ a dishonouring act for a Kumhar to

accept a wife without paying money to the father. Of late years

the price has risen so much that the poorer young men find it
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diflicult to procure wives at all.” One of my correspondents says,

indeed, that it ranges from Rs. 300 to Rs. 1,000, but I am inclined

to suspect some exaggeration here. There are, however, signs of

the development of asystem of hypergamy, modelled on the Kulinism

of the higher castes, which may lead in time to the conversion of

the bride-price into a bridegroom-price. The Parémanik, Panpétra,

and Mujgarni groups mentioned above seem on the way to become

hypergamous; and I am informed that a Kumhér of Bikrampur

in Dacca would, within that district at any rate, be able to obtain

a higher price for his daughter than would be paid to a member

of another group. The marriage ceremony is of the orthodox type ;

the essential and binding portion of the ritual is usually sindurddn,

or smearing vermilion on the bride’s forehead and the parting of her

hair. The Jagannathi Kumhérs of Orissa regard the knotting

together of the clothes of the married couple as the most important

feature in the ceremony. This is done by a Brahman after the

offering of ham has been made. The Khatya Kumhars follow

much the same ceremony, but substitute for liom the worship of

the goddess Bindubasini.

Polygamy is permitted to the limited extent that a man may take

a second wife if his first wife has not borne him a son. Some say

that he can only do so if the wife gives permission. It is certain,

however, that polygamy is not much in vogue. Widow-maniage

and divorce are not recognised by the Kumhérs of Bengal, who

adhere strictly to the customs of the higher castes on these points.

In Behar, Chota Nagpur, and Orissa a widow of any but the

Biahut sub-caste may marry again by the sagai or 0/gumaumi form,

and is not ordinarilyl restricted in her choice by any positive obliga

tion to marry her deceased husband’s younger brother should such

a. relative exist. Divorce is permitted on the ground of unchastity,

with the sanction of the panvkdg/at of the caste. In ()1-issa the

finding of the panchd;/at is usually recorded on a palm-leaf, and the

woman is allowed maintenance for six months. Divorced women

are looked upon as degraded, but are permitted to marry again by

the same ritual as widows.

Notwithstanding their alleged descent from the god Siva,

Re“ .011 Vaishnavism seems to be the favourite religion
gl ' of the caste. In Eastern Bengal, Dr. Wise

states that Kumhars still worship the ancient Vedic deities Agni,

Brahma, Indra, and Pavana, and on the first of Jaishtha (May

June), at the termination of the idle month, special services

are held in their honour, at the same time as the festival of

Viswa-Karma is celebrated. With this exception, their religious

observances in Bengal and Behar do not appear to difier materially

from those of other Hindu castes of similar social standing. In

Orissa Radha, Krishna, and Jagannath are the deities most revered

by the Uria Kumhérs. The Khatya Kumhérs, on the other hand,

in Guttack, as in Dacca, profess to follow the precepts of Guru

Nanak, while at the same time they worship Durgé. under the name
 

1 In Singbhum she is expected to marry her deceased husband's younger

brother.
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of Bindubésini. Among the Uria Kumhérs, Rudra Pal, the mythical

ancestor of the caste, is worshipped as a sort of patron saint. His

image is placed between the images of Radha and Krishna in the

Bhagwat gadi, or room set apart for the reading of the sacred books

of the Vaishnava sect, and on the Sakla Sa-sti, the sixth day of the new

moon of the month of Aghran, fried paddy, plantains, oocoanuts, and

similar offerings are presented to him. A Brahman recites mantras,

or mystic invocations, and receives as his perquisite the articles offered

to Rudra Pal. This festival is called Ohran Sasti. The Khatya

Kumhzirs pay a similar tribute to Kunwér, whom they regard

as their ancestor, in the month of Sraban. Sitalé, the goddess

of small-pox, is worshipped in the same month, and Ohaitra is

regarded as sacred to the tutelary goddess Bindubésini. Kunwér

is revered in Behar as the chief of the Géién, or spirits of departed

Kumhars, who exercise some vague sort of influence over human

affairs, and have to be appeased by periodical sacrifices of goats and

sweetmeats, which are afterwards divided among the members of the

caste who attend at the ceremony. The snake goddess Bisohari,

Sokhfi, Sambhunéth, Bandi, Goraiya, and the Panch Pir, also

rank among the minor deities of the caste, and are worshipped four

times a year, in the months of Magh, Phalgun, Baisékh, and Srawan.

In Chota Nagpur the religion of the caste seems to be of a more

primitive type. Although professing Hinduism and worshipping in

a general way all the gods of the regular pantheon, they also offer

goats, molasses, ghi, and milk to the mountain gods Kénfi Buru,

Mathé Buru, and Kénki Buru, who are reverenced by the non

Aryan tribes. On the occasions of this worship Brahmans ofiiciate as

priests and take the offerings. It might perhaps be argued that the

cult is a genuine survival, indicating that the Kumhérs of that part

of the country are merely an offshoot from a non-Aryan tribe; but

I think it equally possible that we have to deal with mere imitation,

encouraged by the desire to appease the local gods.

On the first of Baisékh the Bengal Kumhars put an image of

the god Siva on their wheel (chdk), and leave the wheel unturned

during the whole month. On the thirtieth day Siva is formally

worshipped, and his effigy is thrown into a river or tank. The wheel

is then again brought into use. Viswakarmzi, the artificer of the gods,

is worshipped on the last day of Pans. All the implements of the

potter’s craft are laid before him, and offerings of fruits, sweetmeats,

and the like are presented.

For the service of the greater gods Kumhars, like other mem-'

bers of the Nava-Sakha group, employ Brahmans, who are for the

most part received on equal terms by other members of the sacred

order, although less esteemed than those Brahmans who themselves

serve Brahmans only.

The dead are burned by all except the very poor, who cannot

_ afford the wood for the funeral re. The
Dmpomofthe dew Kumhzirs of Bengal and Orissa pldi-[form the

ceremony of sréddk on the thirtieth day after death, in much the

same fashion as the higher castes. Among the Kumhérs of Behar

and Chota Nagpur and the Khatya Kumhérs of Bengal and Orissa,
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the Kantha Brahman celebrates a religious service and tastes the

ohlation rice on the tenth day after death, and the regular sréddh is

performed on the eleventh day. Some, however, say the thirteenth,

and it is possible that the practice may differ in different parts of

the country. Libations (farpan) for the benefit of ancestors in

general are poured forth in the month of Aswin every year.

The social standing of the caste is respectable. In Bengal they

so _ 1 mt are recognised as members of the Navasékha
cm S W group, and in Behar and Orissa Brabmans take

water from their hands. The Jagannathi Kumhérs of Orissa, though

professing Vaishnavism and deeming it praiseworthy to abstain from

the flesh of any living creature, nevertheless eat goats which have been

sacrificed to the gods, deer, wild boars, and all fish except the sél.

They also partake of the leavings of Brahmans, and at the maliotsab,

or sacred feast of the Vaishnava sect, they will eat cooked food with

Khandéyats. Orh-Chases, Guriés, Chhutars, Kémars, Goalés, Telis,

Napits, and Téntis. On no other occasion will they eat with, or take

water from, a man of a caste lower than Teli. Smoking from a

hookah is governed by the rule about water, but cigars may be

taken from any one. Khatya Kumhars eat goats and all kinds of

scaly fish, and also the leavings of Nanak Sbahi priests. Neither

sub-caste permits the use of strong drink. In Bengal the Kumhérs

eat sacrificial animals—deer, ducks, geese, and pigeons. Boiled rice

they take only from Brahmans; water and sweetmeats from members

of the Nava-Sékha group. The Kumhérs of Behar eat cooked food

and smoke only with their own caste, but take sweetmeats and

water from Koiris, Gangotas, and the large group of castes from

whom a Brahman may take water. Goat flesh and mutton, and

all kinds of fish except the bagdr, are lawful food. Strong drink

is also indulged in, but it is thought more respectable to abstain.

In Dacca, says Dr. Wise, the manufacture of pottery is still

in its infancy, and no improvement can be

looked for so long as the obligation of breaking

all cooking utensils after a death, or any sort of ceremonial polu

tion, limits Hindus to the use of the cheapest kinds of pottery.

The wheel in use is the Roman rota, a circular table of baked clay

weighted along the rim, revolving rapidly on a pivot cut from the

heart of a tamarind tree. The neck and shoulders of all globular

vessels are made with the wheel (ckdki, but the body is fashioned

by hand, often by women. A round ball of hardened clay (build)

is held inside, while with a. wooden mallet (pilmi) the material is

beaten from the outside into the requisite shape and thinness. Two

kinds of earth are used by the Dacca Kumhérs : one called béli, the

other kdla matte’; and one part of the former mixed with two of

the latter are employed in the production of the strongest pottery.

For making the common red earthenware vessels red laterite earth

from Bhowal is used, the colour of the rim being deepened by coating

it with a mixture of catechu (kath) and fuller’s earth. The cheap

red and black earthenware are both prepared with the same clay, the

latter being blackened by covering up the kiln at a certain stage and

adding oil-cake to the fire. Bengali potters cannot glaze or fix the

Occupation.
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colours on the ware, but are content to paint the vessel after it

has been baked. Their colours are always mixed with mucilage,

obtained from bela or tamarind seeds. Red paints are prepared

with red lead; yellow with arsenic (hartdl); green by mixing yellow

arsenic and indigo; and black with lamp-black, charred rice, or

nal reeds. A gloss is often imparted with the white of duck’s eggs,

but as this washes ofi before long, garjjan oil is more generally used.

Idols, toys, and tobacco-bowls are also painted with these colours,

and the images of deities are further embellished by having

powdered mica sprinkled over them while the paint is still wet.

The Dacca Kumhérs manufacture bricks, tiles, earthenware of all

shapes and sizes, idols, and toys; the two last being moulded if of

small size.

The manufactory of the Kumhér well repays a visit. Beneath

the same thatched roof are the kiln, storehouse, and dwelling-house,

while at the door the clay is prepared. The kiln is called the pan,

from the Sanskrit Pavana, that which purifies, and the hut the pang/war.

The kiln is divided into compartments, in which the newly-made vessels

are arranged, earth being heaped over all. Wood is never used to heat

it, but grass, reeds, or bamboo stems are the ordinary combustibles.

Although Kumhérs are prohibited from using the cluik during

the month of Baisékh, because Viswakarma, the great artificer,

rested from his labours during that month, they are permitted to dig

and store clay. A potter never cultivates the soil or serves as a

domestic servant, but he has no objections to become a trader, a

cloth merchant, a writer, or a servant to a shopkeeper. The village

potter occasionally holds chakarén land, on the condition that he

sup lies the vessels required at all festivals observed by the zamindzir

or t e ville e community. Hindu households generally contract for

their annua supply of earthenware, while a few pay the market rate

for what is wanted. The pottery made at Réi Bazér, in Dacca,

bears a great name throughout Eastern Bengal, and in the cold

season boats laden with cocoanuts arrive from Sondip, Noakhali, and

Barganj, returning full of pots and pans from this mart. Vijayapur,

in Tipperah, is another bazér famous for the excellence of its pottery.

Réjmahélia Kumhérs have a curious custom, which is a source of

much wit among Bengalis. They thatch the drying houses with green

grass, merely fastening it down with weights, but never tying it, and

when dry the thatch is used for lighting the kiln fire. They manufac

ture cooking pots for vegetables, milk-pans (1-as-dokana), and salvers on

which sweetmeats and other delicacies are handed round at weddings,

but will not make idols or platters used in offerings to deities.

Like the Bengali Kumhars, they do no work during the month

of Baisakh, and on the first Saturday of that month celebrate the

worship of Viswakarmé. They work double during the previous

month Chaitra, and it is lawful to bake the pottery in Baisé-kh. At

the time of worship their trade implements and manufactures

are arranged on the top of the kiln and ornamented with bel leaves,

while the usual ohlations are resented. The purohit, meanwhile,

mutters a few incantations, so iciting the favour of the divine work

man. Once a year, when the kiln is filled, the caste Brahman
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ofiiciates at the Agni Pnja. Offerings are made of rice, plantains,

oocoanut, sweetmeats, and a piece of cloth.

The wives of these Kumhars assist their husbands, fashioning

the globular part of the vessels, while the men make the necks

and rims. Kumhérs are singular in placing over their wells an

earthenware rim or chdk, admirably suited for preventing the

ingress of filth. It is made by themselves, but has not been

adopted by any other class.

The foregoing description of the occupation of the potter caste

is substantially correct at the present day. Kumhérs, however, are

not so exclusively devoted to their characteristic profession as

Dr. Wise makes them out to be. In Orissa some of them follow

the trade of carpenters and bricklayers, and everywhere a certain

proportion of the caste is engaged in agriculture. This, however,

is a comparatively recent departure, and few of them have risen

above the status of tenure-holders or occupancy raiyats. Cultivating

Kumhars still regard the cbdk as the symbol of their caste, and

brand their cattle with a rude representation of it. In Chota

Nagpur the Maghaiya Kumhérs are looked down upon by the

Kanaujia sub-caste because they castrate bullocks.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

Kumhérs in 1872 and 1881 :—

 

 

Disrarcr. I 1872. | 1881. Dlsrarcr. l 1872. | 1881.

Burdwan 19,947 13,020 Tippcrnh 10,945 9,705

llmlkurl 4.518 7,992 Chiummng 8,826 6,412.‘!

Birhhum ... 7,583 8,892 Noakhali 3,518 4,640

Midnapur 29,122 30,650 Patna 20.531 24.06‘)

Huzhli E 1‘ 8.” 9,633 Gil . 25.568 22,283

Ilolwmh ... 16"" 15.2%! 'mhnbndM ...“ 18,931 23,814

24- argnnas , , 6 - ozu erpur 83,408

Nadiyu. .
20,42» 1s,s:>5 T"'h“* {Darbhnnga l ‘8'°"‘° { 211,241

Khulna .... .. 9.3-'12 ‘Sm-an 21,911 94,594

Jessore 22,022 19,335 Chain 1111 17,151 18,807

Mnrshedabad 11,278 10,487 }Mon|: yr .. $1,361 31,007

Dinajpur 8.408 5,319 Bhazalpur ... 25,669 35,939

Rajshahye 7,550 6,999 *Purniuh 11,012 18,732

Ranzpur ... ... 0,700 5,063 Maldah 3,804 5,908

Basra 3,748 3,710 Santa] Pu-ganu 14,705 21,419

Pnbflfl 10,202 9.841 Cuttack ... 16,5412 22,268

Darjiling 842 687 Puri 9,666 13,135

Jalpuzcri , 8,215 1,89: Balasore 10,589 12,681

Kuch Behar 1,101 ';'I‘r|butary States 16.559 26,553

Dacca. ... 14,835 17,378 Hazaribagh 14,058 21,066

Faridpur ... 8,1196 10,783 Lohardaaa 15,589 19,579

Bakarganj 13,748 9,610 Sinxbhum 7,145 6,81-12

Maimansinh ... 19,323 18,818 Manbhum 24,391 5:',M4

Tributary States 4,508 9,099

 

 

Kumhariai, a section of the Kunbi, asynonym for Kurmi.

Banodhia and Jaiswzir Kalwars Kunchbandhwé, a maker of

m Behar; 8' sept of Ohiks in the kas-I.-as brushes (kunclz), used

Chota Nagpun by weavers to smooth the threads

K‘-ma» “' “tom qu“"Y» *1 title of the warp before it is put into

021116 Karansa casts 111 Sins" the loom. The occupation is

b ‘1m- usually followed by Nats and by

Kunbéhong. a sept of Li.m- Mahomedans, who combine with

bus in Darjiling. l it the castration of cattle.
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Kundail, a sept of Rajputs in

Behar.

Kundalél, a gdin of the Sébarna

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kundérk, a pur or section of

Sékadwipi Brahmans in Behar.

Kundi, a section of Awadhié.

Hajams in Behar.

Kundiar, a section of Kurmis

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa;

a section of Mahilis in Western

Bengal.

Kundil, a section of Rautias

in Chota Nagpur.

Kundkar, a turner, denoting

more particularly workers in horn,

who are always Mahomedans.

The Kundkar makes combs, pegs

for shoes, small boxes (dibiya)

for keeping medicines and various

odds and ends. They despise the

Kasai and the Kuti and decline

to intermarry with them.

Kundri, a vegetable used in

making curry, a totemistie sept

of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Kundu, Kundu, a title of

Aguris, Gandhabaniks, Kaibart

tas, Kéyasths, Tantis, Telis,

Sankharis, Sutradhars, and cer

tain other castes in Bengal.

Kundula, a sept of Mundas

in Chota Nagpur.

Kunjakuli, a section of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

Kunjalwér, a section of

Babhans in Behar.

Kunjasiri, a section of Pans

in Chota Nagpur.

Kunjilwér-Malangié, a mul of

the Katyayan section of Maithil

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kunjilwér-Safer, a mul of the

Katyéyan section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kunjilwér-Ullu, a mul of the

Katyéyan section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kunjilwér-Bhakrain, a mul of

the Katyayan section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kunjilwér-Digaun, a mul of

the Katya) an section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kunjilwfir-Bhakhrauli, a mul

of the Kzityziyan section of

Maithil Brahmans in Behar.

Kunjré, a greengrocer who

sells tarka'-ri and sabjr'—an occu

pation usually, but not exclusive

ly, followed by Mahomcdans in

Behar. In Dacca, according to

Dr. Wise, Kunjra is used as a

term of abuse, and the fruit

sellers call themselves Mews.

farosh, Sabzi-farosh or Bepéri.

Kunkél, a title of Kumhars.

Kunot, a sub-caste of Gonrhis

in Behar.

Kuns, a section of Binjhiés in

Chota Nagpur.

Kuntié, a sept of Hos in

Singbhum.

Kunwar, a section of Bhats.

Kunwardér, a section of

Cheros in Chota Nagpur.

Kuré, a sept of Chakmzis in

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong.

Kuréi, a par or section of

Sakadwipi Brahmans in Behar;

a sept of Pans in Chota Nag

pur.

Kurél, a title of Kaibarttas in

Bengal.
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Km-amb1',a.synonym for Kurmi. Kurji, a section of Goélas in

Kurgihfl Bub-caste of Karan- Behim

gas in Westem Bengal who are _ ,

employed - ak- b b Kurgya, a sept of Qhakmés H1
basketg In m mg am 00 the Hlll Tracts of Chittagong.

l:(uri,alz: sub-caste of Dosadhs

w 0 m e their livin as bird- - -
catchers, and occasionalgly as ped 2% sept of Mundas m Chota

lars. A synonym for Mayaré, gpun

Madhukuri, or Madhunapit, q.v. _ _

Kurkn Dhohar, a thar or sept

Kurlnv Q 5_ub'°a'9t° of Dosédhs of Démis in Darjiling, the
fmd Gomhls in B6119-1'; °f Manfihs t members of which are drummers

in Behar, usually employed as by professiom

boatmen.

Kurisarjan, 3, gubdjvigign of ‘ Kurma, tortoise, 8 totemistic

the Meches, also called Mechkuri, ; section of Jagannathi Kumhérs

who sell oil. l in Orissa.

Kurkuti, red ant, a totemis

 

fiurmi, Kunbi, Kurambi, a very large cultivating caste of

Upper India, Behar, Chota Nagpur, and

Orissa. Their origin is obscure, and their

meagre traditions throw no light upon the subject, being for the

most part mythological tales of a trivial character, or legends

relating to recent migrations of comparatively small sections of

the caste. Writing of the Kurmis of Behar, Buchanan classes

them among the “ aboriginal Hindu nations that were not of

sufficient consequence to be admitted into the order of Kshatris,

but too powerful to be thrust into the dregs of impurity.”1 In

another place he mentions as not wholly untenable the opinion that

the Kurmis of Gorakhpur are the same as the Thérus, adding, how

ever, that the Kurmis strenuously deny the connexion, they being

nearly as pure as the Ahirs.“ The only evidence in support of

this view seems to he the fact that the title Dhelphor, or ‘clod

breaker,’ given by Buchanan as the name of a Kurmi ‘tribe,’ is

found also among the Tharus. This, however, proves nothing, as

the term might obviously be applied to any class of re ular cultiva

tors. On the other hand, it is perfectly possible that airanch of the

Tharus on taking to settled cultivation ma have sought to connect

themselves, under the name of Dhel hor fiurmis, with the leading

agricultural caste of the Ganges alley. Sir Henry Elliot,‘

Mr. Sherring,‘ and Mr. Nesfield5 treat the caste as an accom

plished fact, and venture on no conjecture regarding its prob

able origin. Sir George Campbell, speaking of the Kurmis of

Hindustan, says they are on an average darker and less good-looking
 

Traditions of origin.

1 Eastern India, i, 166.

’Ibid, ii, 469.

' Races If the North-Western Provinces, p. 155.

‘ Hindu Tribes and Castes, i, 323.

' Brief View qf the Caste System, p. 14.
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than Brahmans and Rajputs, but still quite Aryan in their features,

institutions, and manners.‘ Colonel Dalton regards them as the

descendants of some of the earliest of the Aryan colonists of

Bengal——“a brown, tawny-coloured people, of average height,

well-proportioned, rather lightly framed, and with a fair amount

of good looks. They show well-shaped heads and high features,

less refined than Brahmans, less martial than Rajputs, of humbler

mien even than the Gozilés; but, except when they have obviously

intermixed with aborigines, they are unquestionably Aryan in looks.

Grey eyes and brownish hair are sometimes met with amongst

ghem. The women have usually small and well-formed hands and

eet.”¢

The foregoing description clearly refers only to the Kurmis of

Behar, who are on the whole a fine-looking race, though perhaps

hardly so Aryan in appearance as Colonel Dalton seeks to make

out. The caste bearing the same name in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa. belongs to an entirely different type. Short, sturdy, and

of very dark complexion, these Kurmis closely resemble in feature

the Dravidian tribes around them. In Manbhum and the north

of Orissa it is dificult to distinguish a Kurmi from a Bhumij

or a Santal, and the latter tribe, who are more particular about

food than is commonly supposed, will eat boiled rice prepared by

Kurmis; and according to one tradition regard them as half

brethren of their own, sprrmg from the same father, who begot

the Kurmis on the elder and the Santéls on the younger of two

sisters. The distinct and well-preserved totemism of the caste is

noticed at length below.

The question then arises—Are these Kurmis a degraded branch of

the Kurmis of Behar and Upper India, or should they be treatedas a.

separate caste formed out of Dravidian elements and owing their name

to the accident of their having devoted themselves exclusively to culti

vation ? Colonel Dalton does not distinctly commit himself to either

view ; but it is clear from his account of the caste that he was conscious

of the difliculty, and was inclined on the whole to dispose of it by the

hypothesis of degradation. This theory, however, fails entirely to

account either for the remarkably uniform type of the Chota Nagpur

Kurmis or for their totemistic usages. The latter point, however,

appears to have been unknown to Colonel Dalton, and might possibly

have induced him to change his opinion. Three hypotheses seem to

be more or less tenable :-— (1) that the class Kurmi is made up of two

distinct stocks, the one Aryan and the other Dravidian ; 2) that the

entire group comes of an Aryan stock, the type of whic has been

modified to a varying extent by mixture of blood and vicissitudes of

occupation ; that the entire group was originally Dravidian, but

that those portions of it which lay in the track of the Aryan invasion

were refined by intercourse with the immigrants, while those who

settled in remote parts of the country preserved their primitive

type.

' Ethnology qflmlia, p. 92, in J. A. S. B., vol. xxxv, part II.

' Ethnology qf Bengal, p. 320.

2 L
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The internal structure of the Kurmi caste is shown in a tabular

form in Appendix I. In Behar the chief

sub-castes are the following :—Ay0dhiy€\ or

Nwadhiyé, Chanaur, Ghamelé, -Jaiswér, Kachaisé, Ramaiyé,

Sanswér. The Ayodhiya claim to be of the highest dignity and

purest blood, coming, as their name indicates, from Oudh, where

they are usually cultivators, while in Bengal they often enlist in the

native army or serve as constables. The Jaiswér, less punctilious

than the Ayodhiyé, are husbandmen, proverbial for industry and

skill, who, from indulging in spirits and permitting their widows to

marry, are held to be degraded. In Manbhum we findfour endogamous

gr-oups,—-Kurum, Ndh-Kurmi or Madhyam-Kurmi, Sikharié or

Chhota-Kurmi, and N ich-Kurmi. The Kurum aver that they are

the original nucleus of the entire caste, and explain that the other

groups were degraded for eating fowls and drinking spirituous liquor.

To these ceremonial oflences the Nich-Kurmi add great sexual laxity,

and pay little regard to the chastity of young girls before marriage.

In the north of Chota Nagpur two sub-castes appear to exist,

Magahié, who are supposed to be immigrants from Behar and con

form on the whole to Hindu practices, and Bagsarié or Bigsarié,

whose usages are more of an aboriginal type. The latter group is

popularly supposed to derive its name from Buxar, in Shahabad;

ut the traditional reverence with which its members regard the

tiger, and the occurrence of the same name as a section among

wilder cognate castes, incline me to look upon it as totemistic.

There is no evidence whatever in favour of the opinion that this

sub-caste came from Buxar, and this notion is merely another

instance of the common strivin to find a rational explanation of

terms the meaning of which as been forgotten. In Orissa we

have Géysari, Maisésari, Bagsari, and Gé\désari.1 The first

two are more Hinduised than the others, and are said to have

given up eating pork, fowls, etc. The two lower divisions have no

objection to marry into the upper divisions, but such marriages are

extremely rare, and entail degradation of the members of the higher

groups. The sections in use among the Kurmis of Chota Nagpur and

Urissa are purely totemistic, and it will be seen from Appendix I

that a large proportion of the totems are capable of being identified.

In Behar, on the other hand, the section-names are titular, and

the tendency is to discard the primitive rule of exogamy in favour

of the more modern system of reckoning prohibited degrees by the

formula quoted in the article on Bais. Where the section rule

is in force, it is usually held that a man may not marry a. woman

of his own section, or of the sections to which his mother and his

paternal and maternal grandmothers belonged. These facts tell in

favour of the theory that all Kurmis are derived from a Dravidian

stock: for, if tho Behar Kurmis had been originally Aryans, they

could have had no motive for discarding their original section-names;

whereas a Dravidian tribe intimately associated with Aryans and

Internal structure.

‘ Some interpret these names as having reference to the cow, the buffalo,

the crane, and a pit or hollow in the groun (gddd). I mention the explana

tion for what it may be worth.
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subjected to Aryan influences would certainly be anxious to cast off

totemistic designations which would serve only as a badge of social

inferiority. It should be observed, moreover, that even in Behar the

Kurmis have not risen high enough to establish a claim to use the

Brahmanical got;-as, and have had to content themselves with a titular

series of names; while in Bengal they are excluded, on the ground

of their Dravidian descent, from the group of castes from whose

hands a Brahman can take water.

Among Behar Kurmis the general practice is that girls are

married as infants, adult-marriage being

resorted to only in those cases where the

girl’s parents are too poor to conform to the fashion which requires

that she should have been provided with a husband before reach

ing the age of puberty. The ceremony is of the orthodox type,

and was formerly followed by an elaborate entertainment given

by the bridegroom. In course of time, however, the rivalry of

neighbouring families made this a source of such heavy expense that

the Kurmis determined to abolish the custom, and now refuse to ask

for or to give money on such occasions. In Chota Nagpur and

Orissa, though the tendency is on the whole towards infant-marriage,

adult-marriage is still in full force, and sexual intercourse between

unmarried people is tacitly recognised, it being understood that if

the girl becomes pregnant her lover will come forward to marry

her before her child is born. In such intrigues the law of exogamy

must be strictly observed, and intercourse between members of the

Marriage.

same totem is reckoned as incest and punished by expulsion from I

the caste. The marriage ceremony is of a highly primitive character,

and comprises several usages of special interest. After the preliminary

negotiations have been completed and a. bride-price (pan), varying

from Rs. 3 to Rs. 9, has been paid to the parents of a girl, an

auspicious day for the marriage is fixed on the basis of certain

astrological data, which are usually arrived at by consulting a Brahman

skilled in such matters. Early on the wedding morning the betrothed

air, each in their own homes, are separately married to trees—the

ride to a -mahuci (Bussia lair‘/'olz'a), and the bridegroom to a mango

(mangifera Indica). This curious rite merits full description. Wearing

on the right wrist a bracelet of the leaves of the ma/ma’, the bride

walks round the tree seven times, and then sits in her mother’s lap on an

earthen platform built close to the trunk. While sitting in this position

her right hand and right ear are tied to the tree with thread by her

elder sister’s husband or by some male member of the household, and

she is made to chew maliuzi leaves, which are afterwards eaten by her

mother. Last of all, lights are lit round the tree, and it is solemnly

worshipped by all present. The same ritual is separately performed

by the bridegroom, with the difference that in his case the tree is

a mango, and is circled nine times instead of seven. The people who

practise this singular ceremony believe that by it all misfortunes of

the bride and bridegroom are somehow forestalled and transferred to

the tree, which thus acts as a sort of scapegoat. Instances of similar

superstitions are given by Tylor and Peschel} It occurs to me,

' Primitive Culture, ii. 149: Viil/:erkum1e, 263.
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however, as possible that we may have here a survival of a still more

ancient idea—-the notion that a virgin, before being married, must be

dedicated to some god, who exercises the right to her person, which,

int he first beginnings of communal life, is supposed to have been

claimed by the tribe.

On the completion of the rite by the bridegroom (the bride, as

I have stated, goes through it separately in her own home), his

friends form a procession and escort him to the bride’s house, the

time of starting being arranged so that the party shall arrive in the

evening. On reaching the house the bride’s people come out to

meet the bridegroom, and daub sandal wood paste on his forehead,

using the point of an areca nut for this purpose. He is then taken

to a wedding canopy made of sél branches, where the bride joins

him, and both march seven times round a sacred fire represented by

an earthen vessel with a lamp burning inside it. Meanwhile the

maternal uncles of the bride and bridegroom exchange plates of rice

in token of friendship and social intercourse. After circling the fire

the wedded pair sit down together on a platform of dried clay built

under the canopy, and the bridegroom touches the bride between the

breasts with a drop of his own blood, drawn by cutting through the

nail of his little finger and mixed with lac-dye. This symbolioal

transfusion of blood marks the transfer of the bride from her own to

her husband’s section, and is evidently the original form of the

wides read custom of sindurddn.

ddly enough, the next stage of the ritual is sindurddn, performed

in the ordinary way by smearing vermilion on the bride’s forehead and

the parting of her hair. At the same time an iron bracelet (khéru)

is put on the bride’s left wrist. This double observance of sindurddn,

in its original and its derivative form, may probably be accounted

for by supposing the latter to have been adopted from the Hindus

after its connexion with the former and less civilised practice had

been lost sight of. It gives an excellent illustration of the facility

with which customs, like myths, pass from tribe to tribe and are

adopted by men as the fancy strikes them, without any one taking

the trouble to inquire into their original meaning.

The Kurmis of Behar usually employ Brahmans to preside at

their marriages and to recite sacred texts (mantras) at certain stages

of the ceremony. In Chota Na ur and Orissa Brahmans are not

called in : the eldest male of the ousehold, the Léyé. of the village,

or in some cases the brothers-in-law of the bride and bridegroom,

take the leading part in the ritual. In the matter of polygamy the

Behar Kurmis profess to hold that a man may only take a second

wife in the event of the first being barren ; but this rule is frequently

transgressed in practice by those who can afford to maintain several

wives. In Orissa, again, polygamy appears to be regarded with

disfavour, and it is deemed more respectable for a man to have but

one wife. The Kurmis of Chota Nagpur, on the other hand, recognise

no restrictions at all except those imposed by the standard of living

common in the caste.

All Kurmis except the Ayodhié. sub-caste in Behar allow a

widow to marry again, and require her to marry her husband’s
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younger brother or younger cousin, even though 116 be already

married, on pain of forfeiting not merely all claims t0 8 B118-1'6 in her

husband’s property, but also the custody of all children Wh0Il1 B116 may

have had by him. The idea seems to be that she has been bought at

a price, and belongs to the family that bought her. If she is perverse

enough to fall in love with an outsider, no active measures are taken

to prevent her from marrying him, but she may take nothing with

her——not even the children begotten on her by her late husband.

In some cases she is allowed to retain temporary charge of female

children or of infants at the breast; but she is bound to make them

over before they attain a marriageable age, in order that her late

husband’s family may not be deprived of the bride-price payable for

the girls. The ceremony in use at the marriage of a widow is

comparatively simple, consisting merely of putting on bracelets and

applying vermilion, which is touched by the bridegroom and then

smeared on the bride’s forehead by some of the married women of

her own or the bridegroom’s family. Others, again, say that this

must be done by widows; and in parts of Manbhum the widow has

to undergo the indignity of receiving sindur from the bridegroom’s

great toe.

Divorce is permitted, with the sanction of the pancbdg/at, on the

ground of the wife’s adultery or barrenness, or if the couple cannot

get on together. The husband pours some water on the ground or

tears a leaf in two to symbolise separation, while the wife must give

up the iron ring (kkéru) which was placed on her wrist at her

marriage. Three months’ alimony is usually given to the wife.

Divorced women may marry again by the same ceremony as widows.

The Midnapur Kurmis profess not to allow divorce, and there

are symptoms among them of a tendency to abandon widow

marriage.

In the matter of inheritance Behar Kurmis follow the standard

Hindu law ; while in Chota Nagpur and

Orissa traces of an earlier tribal custom may

still be discerned, under which the eldest son gets twice the share

of his brothers, and a son by a biluii ‘wife, married as a virgin

by the full ceremony, has a similar advantage over sons by sagas‘

wives. An actual instance will illustrate the working of the rule.

A Kurmi dies leaving three sons and three /c/uiris of land; the

eldest gets a kluiri and a half, the two younger three-fourths of

a khdri apiece. If there were two sons-—one by a bi/uii and the other

by a sagai wife, the former would get two klzdrzs and the latter one.

Daughters and daughters’ sons are excluded by male agnates, such as

cousins; but in Orissa an only daughter may claim something on

account of her marriage e enses.

The religion of the ehar Kurmis differs little from that of

BBB .0 other Hindu castes of similar social standing.
Bi n‘ Maithil or Tirhutié Brahmans usually serve

them as priests, and are received on terms of equality by other

members of the sacred order. By preference they appear to

Inheritance.

V incline rather to Vaishnavism, but votaries of Siva and the Saktis

are also found among them. Besides the minor gods ordinarily
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worshipped in Behar, the members of the Sanswér sub-caste have a

special deity of their own, called Mokini Mahato, who is said to have

been a Kurmi. I have been unable to ascertain on what grounds he

was deified. He-kids are sacrificed to him occasionally, and various

kinds of sweetmeats offered, but there appear to be no fixed days for

his worship. In Eastern Bengal members of the Ayodhyé. sub-caste

employ Sakadwipi Brahmans for religious and ceremonial purposes,

and have Atit or Vaishnava mendicants for their Gurus. The

majority are followers of Kabir, Darya Dés, or Réménand. In the

same parts of the country the Jaiswar Kurmis favour the Pénch Piriya

creed, eating any animal offered in sacrifice to a Hindu deity, and at

the same time keeping the Muharam and fasting during the

Ramazan, while a few are followers of Nénak Shah and Kabir.

In Chota Nagpur and Orissa the Kurmis are in a still earlier

stage of religious development. The animistic beliefs characteristic

of the Dravidian races are overlaid by the thinnest veneer of

conventional Hinduism, and the vague shapes of ghosts or demons

who haunt the jungle and the rock are the real powers to whom the

average Kurmi looks for the ordering of his moral and physical

welfare. Chief amon these is Bar-Pahar, the mountain deity of

the Santéls; Gosain éi, perhaps a variant of Gosain Eré; Ghét,

any striking hill pass, such as the Dhangaré. Pass, near Chatra,

which figures in the early traditions of the caste; Géroér, who

watches over cows; Grémeswari, the patron goddess of the village ;

Kinchekeswari; Boram-devi; Sat-bahani; Dakum Buri, and

Mahéméi. The functions and attributes of these deities are not

susceptible of close definition, and the worshippers seem to be

conscious of little more than a vague notion that by sacrificing

goats, sheep, fowls, etc., and offering libations of rice-beer, certain

material calamities, such as disease and bad harvests, may be

warded off. In this worship Brahmans usually take no part, and

either the head of the household ofiiciates or a professional hedge

priest (de/zari or léyd) is called in; but to this rule there is a

curious exception in the Bémanghéti pargana of Moharbhanj,

where Brahman priests offer fowls to'the goddess Kinchekeswari

on behalf of her Kurmi votaries. Jitibahan, again, a deity whose

attributes I cannot ascertain, is said to be worshipped only by

women, assisted by degraded Brahmans. In respect of the

employment of Brahmans, the practice of the Kurmis of Chota

Nagpur and Orissa is by no means uniform. In Midnapur they

call in the assistance of Brahmans on all religious and ceremonial

occasions, but these priests are held to be degraded by rendering this

service, and are not received on equal terms by other members of

their own order. In Manbhum, Lohardaga, and Moharbhanj

Brahmans assist only in the funeral ceremonies of the caste, and all

other religious functions, including marriage, are discharged by

the eldest Kurmi who is present at the time. The Moharbhanj

Kurmis affect to get their Brahmans from Sikharbhum, and

some of these claim to be of the Rérhi sub-caste, though such

pretensions would of course not be recognised by the Brahmans

of Bengal.
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Besides the Béndhné Parab, which is common to them and the

Santéls, the Akhan détrfi, or cake festival,

deserves notice as being peculiar to the Kurmis.

“ On the last day of the month of Piis (in the middle of January),

when the granaries are full, the people make cakes 1n_ the shape of

a double cone, Qflllfid gargrzrza pitlzé, put on their best attire, and

assemble on a green outside their village, and the young men and

women form circles and dance and sing. This is followed by a

joust of archery: a cock is thrown up in the air, and this is con

tinued till one of the young men manages to shoot the bird with an

arrow. The successful archer is then treated as the hero of the day.” 1

As a general rule all Kiumis, except the very poor, burn their

adult dead, and perform obsequies resembling

the regular srdddk more or less closely accord

ing to the standard of ceremonial purity recognised in the caste.

Thus the Jaiswér Kurmis celebrate the srdddh on the thirty-first

day after death, following herein the traditional period of mourning

ordained for the Sudras; the Ayodhia, claiming higher rank and

greater purity of blood, mourn for twelve days only, and erform

the sréddh on the thirteenth; while the Kiumis of Chota L agpur

and Orissa, like most Dravidians working up to Hinduism, observe

the term of mourning laid down for Brahmans, and hold obsequies

on the eleventh day. In Gya unmarried persons of either sex are

buried, but this appears to be merely an extension of the common

practice of burying children, which is probably traceable to the

desire to avoid the expense of cremation. Burial is also resorted to

in Chota Nagpur and Orissa. in cases where death has been caused

by cholera or small-pox, and the body is laid in the grave face down

wards, the idea being that the spirits of those who die by a rapid and

fatal disease, arising from the malice of a special demon, can be

prevented by this device from returning after death and spreading

infection among the living.

A Kurmi woman is unclean until three ceremonies have been

performed. On the sixth day after birth the Gui/iatti C’/zlzatlzi is

observed, at which the mother is obliged to drink rice-gruel. On

the twelfth day the Béra/zi is kept, and a feast provided for

ten or twelve children. Lastly, on the Bi-sdi, or twentieth day, the

mother paints the well with red lead, draws water, and is deemed clean.

In Behar the social rank of the caste is respectable, and Brah

S , ht m mans will take water from their hands; while
°°m a ' they themselves profess to follow the rules

of diet which are binding on all respectable Hindus. The Jaiswér

sub-caste, however, are supposed in .some districts to eat fowls

and field-rats. In Chota Nagpur and Orissa their practice is far

more lax. By abstaining from beef and porkz they have raised

themselves a step higher than the Santéls, Oraons, and other non

Hinduised tribes; but the fact that they eat fowls and field-rats,

both abominable in the eyes of the orthodox, and indulge freely

in spirituous liquors, excludes them from the circle of castes

Festivals.

Disposal of the dead.

 

' I)altoi_i's Etltnology qf Bengal, p. 320.

"' In Orissa this reform has been adopted quite recently.
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from whose hands a. Brahman can take water. Their standing in

these districts, though not very clearly defined, is sufliciently

indicated by the circumstance that in the north of Orissa. Magahiya

Kumhérs, Bhuiyés, and Rajwérs are the highest castes who will

admit that they can take water and sweetmeats from Kurmis. On

the other hand, the Kurmis themselves have some curious prejudices

in the matter of food, in which perhaps we may discern traces of

the traditional antipathy to Brahmans which distinguishes the

Santél. A Kurmi, for example, will not touch food cooked by

any Brahman except his own guru; while a Kurmi woman will

not eat food prepared by her husband’s guru. Santéls will eat

food cooked by a Kurmi, but the Kurmis will not return the

compliment, though they will smoke from the same hookah as a

Santal, and will take water from his hands. In Eastern

Bengal, according to Dr. Wise, Kéyasths, but not Brahmans,

will drink from a Kurmi’s water-vessel and smoke from his hookah.

Agriculture is regarded by the Kurmis as their original

_ and characteristic profession, and no marked

o°°°p'm°n‘ tendency to engage in other occupations seems

to be traceable among them, although of late years a few have

taken to trading in grain. In Behar Kurmis are sometimes

employed as personal servants in the households of the higher

castes; and this practice, which seems to have been more widely

prevalent in Buchanan’s time} must have played an important

part in the refinement of their physical type. The great majority

of the caste are occupancy or non-occupancy raiyats; some have

acquired substantial tenures. In Orissa many are prad/nins, or village

headmen, holding service lands ; a small proportion make a livelihood

as landless day-labourers; while, at the other end of the scale, the

few who have risen to be considerable zamindars have managed to

transform themselves into Rajputs, and cannot now be recognised as

Kurmis. Two instances of this have come to notice. The zamindar

of Khelar, in Nayabasan pargana of the ‘Midnapur district, is said to

have been a Kurmi, who attempted to reform his brethren by _urging

 

them to abandon the custom of widow-marriage, and to give up

oking cows to the plough. His efforts, however, were unsuccessful,

and the Klrelér family now call themselves Kshatriyas, and strenu

ously disown all connexion with the Kurmis. Another case is that

of the well-known house of Pachet in Eastern Manbhum. The

Pachet Raja claims to be a Go-bansi Rajput, and_traces back his

ancestry fifty-two generations to a child discovered in the woods by

the Kurmis being suckled by a cow. The Kurmis of those parts say

they have been there just the same number of generations, and

Colonel Dalton seems to have thought that the Pachet people were

probably of Kurmi extraction, basing his opinion partly on the

coincidence in the number of generations, and partly on the fact

that the family cannot rationally trace back their origin out of the

district, while there is no particular reason for supposing them to

be Bhumij or Munda. Any attempt, however, to account for

' Eastern India, i, 166.
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the fact that hardly any Kurmi zamindars are to be found

at the present day must, from the nature of the case, be purely

conjectural. The settlement of the caste on the land must

have taken place in very early times, and in Manbhum many

Kurmis claim even now to hold their lands at a moiety of the

current rates of rent, on the ground that they were the original

clearers of the soil. Some of these pioneers of cultivation must

in the nature of things have developed into zemindars or local

Réjés; but on attaining this position they would undoubtedly

set up as Rajputs, and in the course of a generation or two would

be accepted locally as members of that very heterogeneous group.

Kurmis are excellent oultivators, and a large proportion of the

raiyats who grow opium in Behar are drawn from their ranks.

They are said, however, to be less painstaking and less skilful in the

management of special crops than the Koiris, who show a remark

able talent for spade husbandry and all forms of gardening. Kurmis,

on the other hand, are noted for their industry in the management of

the staple food-crops, and are particularly successful wheat-growers.

'I‘o render thanks for the harvest already reaped and garnered, as

well as to ensure an abundant crop next season, the Ayodhyé, sub

caste annually celebrate aharvest home in the following manner. In

the centre of a piece of ground, levelled and plastered for the

purpose, alofty pole is erected, to which the cattle are tethered

and made to tread out a portion of the new wheat crop. This

being finished, the pole is removed and the hole filled with

water, and sweetmeats (laddu) consecrated to Mahadeva and

Paramesvara, after which a feast of parched barley and various

kinds of confectionery is given to the Brahmans of the village.

All Kurmis worship the plough at the time of the Dasahard

festival.

The following statement shows the number and distribution of

 
 

the Kurmis in 1872 and 1881 :—

Drsnucr. 1872. 1881. i Dlsrnlcr. 1872. 1881.

Bardwan ... 890 2,561 (ll1lYtBR0_!15 47 105

Bankura 6'12 11,310 Noakhal| 13 3

Birbhum ___ ,,_ ,,, 364 1,591 Hill TIMES ... ... 1 21

Midnupllr --- ... 40,410 45,290 Patna ... 165.463 194,222

Hughll ,,, ,,, ,,_ 696 { 63-1 Gya ... ... ... 40,826 $3,838

Hofivrah 4 27 3 70% Shnhab:1dM ...fl 58,540 66,284

21- arganas , 5 AB - p ozn erpur ., 115,117
Nadiylb 1,654 2.861 T“l“" {Darbhanga “~3°‘ e1,oso

Khulna ... ...... 493 Saran 101,015 112,570

Jessore 383 I544 Chum aran 77.641 s7,736

Murshcdabad 3,222 4,515 Mong yr 33,029 33,610

Dinajpur 400 2,245 Bhflxalpur 16,827 30,425

Rajshahye 1,480 2,798 Pumiah 5,418 14,573

Rangpur 1,360 4,283 Maldah 1,592 8,995

Bozra 262 66 Santa} Parganas 9,777 13,240

Pabna 449 2.333 Cllltflck 191 365

Darjiling ... ... 260 889 Purl ... 45 69

J8.lpl[KO1'l 112 868 Balasore 222 5,918

Kuch Behar .... .. 3,583 Tributary States 11,051 19,810

Decca ... ... 508 2,831 Hazaribagh ... 45,538 62,144

Faridpur ... 828 784 Lohurdaga ... 36,688 43,530

Bakarganj ... 20 187 Singbhum ... ... 19,667 9,705

Maimansmh 659 1.723 Manbhum 137.934 168,380

 

Tipperah 221 872 Tributary States 1,547 14,472!
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Kurminié, Karminié, a sept

of Rajputs in Behar.

Kurmuri, a gziin of the Bétsya

gotra of Bérendra Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kurnat, a section of Awadhié

Hajjaims in Behar.

Kurno Beheri, a tbar or sept

of Damis in Darjiling, the

members of which are musicians

by profession.

Kurram, a sub-caste of Tam

bulis in Behar

Kursi, fruit, a totemistic sept

of Mundas in Chota Nagpur.

Kuru, the local and popular name of af ragment of the Pardhia,

a huntin sub-tribe of Savars, who are found in the south of pargana

Biru in iohardagzi. The Kuru speak a dialect of Mundari, but do

not eat or iutermarry with Mundas, Kharias or Oraons; marriage

is both infant and adult, and the practice of marrying one or both of

the parties to a mango tree is in vogue. The Sar/zul and Kuram

festivals are observed in spring and autumn.

Km'us eat beef and pork, and it is doubtful whether they can be

classed as Hindus at all, though the fact that they will take water,

sweetmeats, etc., only from the hands of Brahmans, Rajputs, Rautias,

Kharwérs, Jhoras and Khandaits, seems to indicate a desire on their

part to rise in the scale of social distinction. For the most part

they earn a miserable livelihood by collecting jungle products and

watching the crops of their more civilised neighbours. Some,

however, have taken to cultivation, and a few are recognised as

having acquired Korkar rights.

Kurum, a sub-caste of, and a

synonym for, Kurmi in Western

India, occasionally used in Behar.

Kurumdnik, a synonym for

Kurmi.

Kurumbér. a sept of the

Suryabansi sub-tribe of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kurumbhong, the divider of

the village, a sept of the Chhothar

sub-tribe of Limbus. The found

er of this t/zar is said, for reasons

not stated, to have divided his

village into two parts by draw

ing a line down the middle.

Kurunlck, a

Oraon.

Kurur, a sub-caste of Muchis

in Bengal.

Kusadéi or Saptagrdmi, a

sub-caste of Témbulis in Bengal.

synonym for

 
Kusal, a tlzar or sept of

Newars ; a section of Brahmans.

Kusalé, a griin or sub-section

of Saptasati Brahmans in Ben

gal.

Kuséri, a gdin of the Séndilya

gotra of Rérhi Brahmans in

Bengal.

Kusarpékri, a mul or section

of the Chhamulié. Madhesié. sub

caste of Halwéis in Behar.

Kusbhabéni, a sept of Rajputs

in Behar.

Kusbhansi, a sept of the

Chandrabansi division of Rajputs

in Behar; a title of Bégdis in

Bengal.

Kushihér, a synonym for

Arkasiya, q. v.
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Kusiet, a mul or section of the

Ghosin sub-caste of Goalés in

Behar.

Kusik, a section of Kayasths

in Bengal.

Kusmére-Sa bés, a mul of the

Kfisyapa section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kusmére-Dhanauli, a mul of

the Késyap section of Maithil

Brahmans in Behar.

Kusmetié, 1i'us-métizi, or 1i'us

puira, a sub-oaste of Bagdis in

Westem Bengal, said to be

named after the kusa grass, and

apparently totemistic.

Kusro, a sept of Gonds in

Chota Nagpur.

Kussum, a fruit, a totemistic

sept of Bhuiyés and Kharwars

in Chota Nagpur.

Kusuar, fish, a totemistic sept

of Lohérs in Chota Nagpur.

Kusumbaha, kussmn flower, a

sept of Mundas in Chota Nag

pur.

Kusumkali, a géin of the

Sandilya gotra of Rérhi Brah

mans 111 Bengal.

Kusumni, a tree or its fruit;

a sept of Chiks in Chota Nagpur.

Kusuwa, fish, a totemistic sept

of Oraons in Chota Nagpur.

Kutabkhéni, a patki or hyper

gamous sub-group of Bérendra

Brahmans in Bengal.

Kutabpur, a sub-caste of

Kotéls in Chota Nagpur.

Kutabpuri, asub-caste of Telis

in Bengal.

Kutér. a sectton of Goalfis in

Behar.

Kutéri, Két/zurd (Kat/zar,an

axe), a degraded sub-caste of

Sutradhars who work as carpen

ters and also deal in lime.

Kutba, a mul or section of the

Kusum, a sept of Pans in Ayodhia sub-caste of Sonérs in

Chota Nagpur. Behar.

Kfifl, a subdivision of Mahomedans in Eastern Bengal, deriving

their name from the Hindustani Kzitna, to pound or beat. They

are regarded as a most degraded class, it being the popular belief

that they joined the ranks of Islam only a few generations ago,

while, like all new converts, they are most intolerant, affecting to

be more orthodox than their neighbours and regarding foreigners

with extreme suspicion. They are either followers of Diidhfi

Miyén, or of Maulavi Karémat Ali; and, although punctilious

in their reli ious duties out of doors, cling to many Hindu supersti

tions. In gctober they worship the Dhenki used for husking grain,

at the same time making offerings to Lakshmi, the goddess of

plenty, and every morning bowing thrice before it; while nothing,

according to them, is more ominousof evil than for a stranger to

sit down or to rest his foot on it. When small-pox attacks their
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families the Sitala. pfijah is observed, the same offerings being made

to the goddess as among Hindus.

Kutis are divided into the three following classes, who inter

marry and hold social intercourse with each other—Péon Kiiti,

Hath Kati, Chutki Kfiti. The Péon Kfiti, by far the most numer

ous, are masons, thatchers, goldsmiths, boatmen, water-carriers, but

their principal occupation is husking rice. Bepari is their ordinary

title, while those who are expert at weighing grain are called

Kayyél, the equivalent of Dandi-dar, or weighman.

The wives of the Kiiti alone among Mussulman women appear

unveiled in public, making purchases in the bazér, fetching water

from the river, and boiling and husking rice in the open air. Among

the richer families the women are expert workers of Kashida cloth,

and often take service as wet-nurses. The Paon Kiiti have a

panchayat of their own, like any Hindu caste, and a headman called

Sardar. The Hath Kiiti pound bricks for road metal with an iron

pestle or mallet, and makes surkhi for mortar. This subdivision

is a small one, and is being gradually absorbed b the first.

According to Buchanan, the Chutki probab y take their name

from carrying about samples or a pinch (chutki) of rice to show the

quality of the whole, and as all Klitis deal in rice, the designation

was applied to them collectively. At the present day the usual

occupation of the Chutki is extracting the kernel of the cocoanut

for the manufacture of oil, and polishing the shells to make

hookahs.

No respectable Mahomedan will marry, eat, or associate with

the K1iti,althou h they are admitted into the public mosques and

buried in the public graveyard. It is a plausible conjecture that the

entire Kiiti class may be made up of Chandals converted to Islam,

and this view gains some support from the fact that in Eastern

Bengal Klitis and Chandals annually compete in boat races on the

popular Shashthi Pi'ijah—a circumstance which would account for
their low rank among Mahomedans. T

Kutua, a sept of Chakmas in Kyégchhégi, a thar or sept of

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong. Mangars in Darjiling.

Kutunjié, a section of Pans in Kyaukmatsa, a
Chota Nagpur. sept of

Maghs in the Hill Tracts of

Kwinjusa, a sept of Maghs in 0h1ttag°ng'

the Hill Tracts of Chittagong. Kyaukpiatsa, asept bf Maghs

Kyabohché, a tlzar or sept of in the Hill Tracts of Chitta

Sunuwars in Darjiling. gong.

W. J.—Reg. No. 4044-T—120-3-12-91. r/L/K
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